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PREFACE

In the pages that follow an attempt has heen made to
trace and analyse the activities of the Allied air forces
from the formation of South East Asia Command in

November 194-3 to the end of the monsoon period in
October 1944* It was a period of great activity both on

the ground and in the air and saw the development of new

techniques of warfare in relation to the peculiar strategic
and geographical requirements of the Bunna thea-tre. In
particular, the development of tactical and air transport
support to the land forces are historically important and

deserve careful investigation and study. But v/hile every
endeavoxir has been made to present an accurate and balanced

accoxjnt of the air XTar in Burma, the narrative suffers from

certain limitations. These arise principally from  a lack

of information from American and Japanese sources.

It is therefore v/orth stressing that this docment has

been T/ritten on the basis of information currently available
in London.

Command, a predominantly American formation and commanded
by an American officer, have not been used as source material.

No doubt the Troop Carrier Command papers are safely
preserved in Washington and will in the course of time be
made available to R.A.P. narrators,

important docxments originated by the Tenth United States

Air Force may provide additional information for the expan
sion of this narrative.

For instance, the papers of H.Q, Troop Carrier

Similarly, the many

In soxirce material perhaps the most regrettable factor
is the absence of dependable information from the Japanese,
fife cannot therefore accurately assess the success or other

wise of Allied air operations against the enemy air force,
his land forces, his installations and commxjnications.
Certainly some effort has been made to obtain the Japanese
version of events, mainly through interrogation of Japanese
commanders, but many gaps still remain in the story which

cannot at the moment be bridged,
information is containedJn Japanese docxxments held by the
United States,

that the Japa.nese destroyed many of their docxoments at the

time of the surrender in August 194-5*

It may be that much vital

On the other hand there is some evidence

With the above reservations, this narrative aims at
affording as complete a record as currently available
source material allows,

docxxments subsequently be made available to this country,
however, it may be necessary to expand and revise this
volxxme in the light of such further information.

Shoxold American and Japanese

April 1952
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EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS

In this narrative the use of abbreviations has been avoided as far as

possible,
ing pages, particularly in the appendices and references, and in order
to avoid any possible doubt as to their meaning the following explana
tion is provided.

Inevitably a ntimber have found their way into the follow—

- Air Command, South East Asia
- Air Historical Branch (Aif Mnistry)
- Air Headquarters, Bengal
- Air Headquarters, India
- Air Interception (Radar device)
- Air Landing School
- Air Mnistry
- Air Observation Post

- Aillied Land Forces, South East Asia
- Air/Sea Rescue
- Radar equipment for the detection of surface vessels
- Chief of the Air Staff

- China-Burma-India (Theatre)
- Combined Chiefs of Staff

- Commanding General
- Chief(s) of Staff
- Eastern Air Ccmmand

- Fighter-bomber
- Filter reconnaissance
- Ground Controlled Interception

- General Headquarters
- General reconnaissance flying boat
- General reconnaissance land plane

- Heavy bomber
- India-Burma Sector/China-Burma-India
- Indian Division

- Joint Intelligence Collection Agency
- Ligjit bomber
- Long range general reconnaissance
- Long range penetration
- Medim bomber

- Medium range general reconnaissance
- Mechanical transport
- Northern Air Sector Force (USAAF)
- Northern Combat Area, Command

- Night Filter
- Operations Record Book
- Principal Administrative Officer
- Photographic Reconnaissance
- Photographic Reconnaissance Force
- Royal Indian Air Force
- Supreme Allied Commander, S,E,A,
- Strategic Air Force
- South East Asia Translation and Interrogation Centre

- Single-engined fighter
- Special Duty (clandestine)
- Tactical Air Force

- Torpedo bomber
— Troop Carrier Command
- Twin-engined fighter
- Tvdn-engined fighter (coastal)
- Torpedo fighter
- Transport
- United States Amry Air Force
- United States Strategic Bombing Sxirvey
- Visual Control Post,

ACSEA

A.H.B.

AHQ
AHQ
A,I.

A.L,S,

A,M,

A,0,P,

ALFSEA,

a/sr,
A,S,V,

C,A,S,

C,B.I,

C,C,S,

C,G,

C,0.S,

E, A, C,

F-B,

F,R,

G,C,I,

G,H,Q.
GRFB.

GRIP.

H.B.

IBS-CBI,

Ind,Div,
J, I, C, A,

L.B,

LRGR,

L,R,P,

M,B,

MRGR,

M,T,

N,A,S,F,

N,C,A.C,

ILF,

0,R.B,

P.A,0.

P,R,

P,R,F,

R,I,A,F,

SACSEA.

S,A,F,

SEATIC.

SEF,

S,D,

T,A,F.

T,B,

T,C.C,

TEP,

tef(c).
T,F,

Trans,

U.S,A,A.F,

USSBS,

V,C,P.
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CHAPTER 1

POLICY AITD ORGANISATIOM

The Eormation of South East

Asia Command - Wovember 194-5

The origin of South East Asia Command may he traced
hack to the Trident conference at YiTashington in May 1943
when the United States and British governments decided to
co-ordinate all sea, land and air forces in South East Asia
into one unified Command, Following the decisions made at
Trident, the Prime Minister circulated on 21 June a
memorandum which contained his proposals for the structure
of the new Command. These proposals, about wbrch much
discussion tocdc place during the summer of 1943j were of
great importance to the British air forces in India since _a

radical change in the system of oommand was anticipated.

Hitherto the Mr Officer Commanding-in-Chief, came
under the direct control of the Ccmmander-in-CMef, India,
an Army General who combined the functions of executive head
of the fighting services wiuh those of War Member of the
Viberoy's Executive Council, The control of the Commandsr-
in-Chief covered planning, administration and operations and
he was the normal channel of communication with the

authorities in the United Kingdom on all major matters of

defence policy. In theory the Mr Officer Ccmraanding-in-
Chief was not allowed to communicate vidth the Mr Ministry
and thus for all practical purposes the Commander-In-Chief,
India vras the supreme authority in the sphere of air and

military policy in India. There were, however, some
exceptions. The Commander-in-Chief while controlling the

Mr Forces in India, the Indian Amy and the Royal Indian
Navy, did not possess similar powers over the Royal Navy
and the R,A,F, in Ceylon for Tfhich strategic control was

vested in the Admiralty and Air Ivlinistry respectively.

W.P,(43)253
ACSEA File

DACC/OlO,
End. 13A

A.H.B./IU50/
1G3/70.
Cab®HistoSect^

SACSEA. 1153

Ibid.

.e system of control'in India was, xherefore, quite
different to that adopted in other theatres where all three

services worked as equal partners in plans jointly contrived.
Whatever the merits or demerits of the Indian s^rstem for

dealing with the local defence of India, it was quite
imsuitable for waging an offensive war against the Japanese
in Burma and elsewhere, particularly since India. Conmand was
becoming less preoccupied with the defence of India but with

its use as a base for offensive operations. Moreover, with
the abandonment of large scale land operations durin,g the
winter of 1943-44, Mlied offensive strategy in South East
Asia became dominantly an air strategy. Large aii' forces
both British and Merican, were to be brougiit into action
and the directicn of these operations was certain to call
for the e^loitation of the air ejqierience garnered in other
theatres of war. Unless the system of command changed, the
directicn cf all R.A.F. operations viTvOuld perforce rest with
the G-overnment cf India through their Coimnander-in-Clrief.
Tliis would place upon the Commander-iii-Chief responsibilities
vvhich orxe man could not effectively discharge and vrould,
therefore, place the R.A.F, under a grave liandicap in their

operations against the Japanese, The margin of air
superiority over the Japanese at the beginning of the
campaigning season of 1943-44 was not lilcely to be large and
it was thus necessary to exercise careful control ever 

■

air forces available and to use them in strict ccnfoimlty
with accepted air forces doctrines,

SECRET(13437)
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There v;aa yet another reason why the re-organisation
of India Goimnand could not he long delayed. The British
Chiefs of Staff anticipated an integration of the British
and Merican air forces operating in Burma and China and
this demanded control hy an air commander with considerable
air experience. The best solution was thought to be the
establishment of a headquarters to control the operations
of all British and American air forces in the theati’Sj
rather on the lines of the Mediterranean Allied Air Command.
The Americans, however, were acutely sensitive about any
thing affecting China and the plan had to be rejected,
Nevertheless, it seemed necessary to aim at the greatest
possible degree of integration of the two forces and this
could not be done if every act of the air force
headquarters, whether administrative or operational, was
controlled by the Coramander-in-Chief, India, In these
circumstances it was essential to bring Air Headquarters,
India into line with ether overseas commands. Looking
further afield to the day when Germany had been eliminated
and the Anglo—American forces redisposed for the defeat of
Japan, it seemed even more important that re-organisation
v/ithin India Command should take place, A large propor
tion of the total air power of the R.A.P. might be engaged
and it was inconceivable that such a vast force should be

controlled by the Government of lndd.a. Moreover, the
air forces in India r/ere not expected to remain there
thro\jghout the Par Eastern war and it was illogical for the
Commander-in-Chief to control forces far removed from
New Delhi and outside Indian territory.

The Prime Minister's memorandum of June 1943 was there
fore welcomed by the R.Ai.P. as heralding the end of an
anachronism which had persisted tlirough two years cf war.
The plan for the setting up of a South East Asia Command,
which provoked a great deal of thought during tl
1943, envisaged the sepai'ation of the base area of India
Command from the operational command called South East Asia,
and the air forces were to be similarly divided. It was
assumed, however, that there would remain in India an Air

Officer Commanding who would be responsible for the
maintenance and training of the air forces allotted to the
South East Asia Command, This iirplioation was based on
the statement in the Prime Minister's memorandum that the

Comm;uider-in-Chief, India would be responsible for admini
stration and training in conformity with the operational
requirements of the Supreme Allied Commander, Moreover,

India would control the agencies necessary
for the prevision of personnel and ma.terial, assembly,
despatch and maintenance cf the forces based on India in

a.ccordance with the requii-ements of the Supreme Commander,

s'ummer of

the C,-in-C• t

C.O.S. Paper
(43) 3C6(0)
CHS, SA.CSEA

1020 15 Jun '43

EPS.Polder

E.7, A.H.B,/
ID4/118
D.G.O, to

A.M.S a 0.

23 Jul '43

Ibid The AuO.Co-in-C India was seriously perturbed about
this arrangement which he considered unworkable and likely
to lead to a complete breakdown in R.A.P, organisation in
the S.E.A. Coiainand

Commander must direct and control his own maintenance and

training and could not delegate this to an agency over
which he had no control,

but on the other hand it could be argued that all overseas
commands had to rely, to some extent, upon seme aitside
agency, such as the Mr Ministry, for administrative
sciwices.

» 9

His main theme was that an Air

Theoretically, this was sound

It oould also be argued that the Mr Commander-
in-Chief, South East Asia should have had faith in the
ability of an AuOoC, India to provide him with all his
requirements,

India's primary task.
Marshal Peirse cn the undesirability of divorcing opera
tions from administration were sound in theezy, from a

Indeed this would have been the A.O.C.

Mthough the views of Mr Chief

( 13437)
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practical point of view, some doubt existed whether or not

there were adequate grounds for regarding the Prime Minister's
memorandum as unworkable in so far as it concerned the

organisation of the air forces in India and South East Asia,

Ibid It would appear from the discussions that took place
between the AeO,A. India(l) and various Air Ministry
deportments that the above reasons were not the sole or

basic theories underlying the A,0,C.-in-C's dislike of the
proposed organisation. It seemed that at the back of his

mind, weighing like a millstone around his neck, Y/as a

constant dread of the obstructive effect on all his plans
and projects, of the ponderous, cumbersome and anti pathetic
Government of India machine. He considered in fact that

the proposals would place the air forces in India more
firmly than ever under Government of India control. There

were no qualms, however, about in^lementing the Prime
Minister's memorandum at a later stage of the war v/hen some
of the lost territories had been re-captured, ViTien, for

example, operations had reached a stage that enabled some

large port, possibly Singapore, to be used as a main base

for operations, S,E.A.C. could break away from India
altogether. At this stage S.E.A.C. would depend to a

decreasing extent upon India and increasingly on the
United Kingdom for maintenance, technical supplies and

personnel. Thus at a later stage no conflict was envisaged
and the Prime Minister's n^morandum in these circumstances

was fully acceptable to the Air Forces in India^

EPS,Polder

E,7. A.H.B,/
ID4/II8
D,G,0, to

In the autumn of 1943, however, the A,O.C,-in-G
India was of the opinion that the Air Commander-in-Chlef,
S.EoA, must be entirely responsible for the control of R,AeF,

operational and administrative policy in India and
independent of the C,-in-C,, India in this respect. The

retention of an A,O.C, India, subordinate to the Ccmmander-
in-Chief, India, was thought to be necessary, but only to

control the R,I.A.F. and certain aspects of its training,
recruiting, pay and other similar matters. In such matters,
hcTivever, the A.O.C. India would be required to follow
directives laid down by the Air Commander-in-Chief, S.E.A,

in regard to the training and technical policy of air forces

trusted to his charge.

»j

A,M.S,0,

23 Jul '43

The main task of the Air C,-in-C,, S.E.A, may be
described as the build up of his administrative, training
and ma,intenance resources to a size and standard of

efficiency which vrould support sustained operations of large
air forces. In this respect the facilities being created
for the air forces in India and South East Asia had a direct

relation to the operational target force, they formed part
of one organism and were likely to react to every change in

policy and equipment. They needed, therefore, to be care

fully attuned to every phase and degree of intensity of

operations. For this reason alorie it seemed necessary for

the Air G.-in-C,, S.E.A, to hold in his own hands, effective
and direct control over all aspects of operations and
administration. He could not otherwise advise the Chiefs

of Staff on the ability of his air forces to conduct
current or future operations.

Ibid

(1) In mid-July 1943 the Air Officer Administration,
A.H.Q, India, Air Vice-Marshal A. C, Collier, was sent
to the United Kingdom to represent the A,0,C.-in-G
India during the discussions taking place in London.

SECRET
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There was another aspect,
memorandum had become effective in its original form, the
organisation of the R.A.P, in India would have become

basically different from that of the U.S.A.A.P,
ments for the two forces would pass through different
channels to the Government of India and R.A.P. requirements
might have been subjected to checks and delays not impored
upon the U.S.A.A.P.

arrangement it was deemed essential that in order to achieve

the most economical and efficient joint operation of the
R.A.P, and U.S.A.A.P

status and ‘bhe same channel of communication with the
Government of India,

If the Prime I/Iinister’s

Require-

Apart from the indignity of such an

both forces should have the same• t

AcH.B./
ID4/118
D.G.O. to

A.M.S.O.

23 Jul '43

Although some of the arguments advanced were not wholly
convincing it is necessary to bear in mind the views of the
A.O.C,-in-C,, India on the inertia of the Government of India

maohine and its stranglelike hold on progress and efficiency,
especially in the field of aviation. Hence his profound
conviction that action should be taken to remove control of
preictically all R.A.P, units in India from the Government
of India and to place them directly under Whitehall tlirough
the Air Ccmmander-in-Chief, South East Asia,
elements of difficulty in this, but since the Air Ministry
agreed it to be necessary, ways of creating such  a system
were found.

There were

A tendency still existed in certain Government of India
departments to assume that air force responsibilities would
be divided in a manner similar to that of the Array,
considered that the constitutional position necessitated the
retention, under the control of the Cc«iraander-in-Chief, of all
air force units and establishirenta based on Indian soil and
not actively participating in operations against the
Japanese,

Chief was made difficult by the fact that various telegrams
from the Secretary of State for India to the Viceroy were
under discussion and the substance of these telegrams was,
in the main, applicable to the Army and much was left to the
imagination regarding the air forces.
Marshal Peirse however, maintained his stand against parti
tion and upheld the principle that the air force commander
nrast have direct command and control over all aspects of
training and technical administration,
this principle' he said 'would inevitably prejudice the
proper war organisation and preparation for war of the air
forces at the disposal of the air commander in South East
Asia*,

They

The position of the Air Officer Commanding-in-

Air Chief

I

Any deviation from

ACSSA me

C,“ln-C,/252
3ncl. 13A ■
A.O.C.-in-C.
to C.A.S.

15 Jul
A.H.B./IIJ50/103/67A

ACSEA Pile

G.-in-G,/30 E.9A
C0S(I)(43)
406, 9 Aug '43
A,H,B./IU5C/
103/71A

Up to that time the A.0.C,-in-C,, India had not
envisaged the transfer of non-technical adirini strati on of
the ail’ forces to the new South East Asia Command, and he
was prepared for this responsibility to remain v/ith tlie

Commander-in-Chief, India, The Air Mnistry, however, had
had this matter under consideration and had reached the

conclusion that the division of responsibility between
teclmioal and non-technioal administration was not

practicable. Air Ministry took the view thtit the Air
Commander-in-chief, S.E.A. must be fully responsible for
all aspects of R.A.P, administration in both India and
South East Asia. The only way of ensuring this was to

ACSEA File

Co-in-C,/252
End, 23A
VeU.A.So to
A.0,C.-in-C, India

28 Jul «Zi3
A.H.B./IIJ50/1Q3/67A

EPS, Polder

401/1 End. 8
V.C. A. S• to

C.A.S.

23 Jul '43
A.H.B./EDS/
301/1

remove all R.A.P. formations from the Indian establishment

and return them to the Imperial system as pi’actlced in all
other overseas commands. Although strong opposition to
this, proposal was eiqjected, the Air Ministry thought it
important enough to fight the case. Eventually the

(13437)
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ACSEA File

C«-in-C,/252
Enel. 25A
V.C.A.Ss to
A.0.C.-in-C.

India, 3 Aug. ̂ l^3
A.H.B./IIJ50/
103/6?A

Ibid

E.39A

proposal to remove the air forces and their administration

from Government of India control was agreed by the Principal
Administrative Officers Committee in London,

Minister’s memorandiyd was therefore amended and placed
before the Chiefs of Staff for consideration,

anticipated, however;, that the India Office would continue
to press their objections at C.O.S. and Cabinet level,

matter was finally settled in a telegram from the Secretary
of State for India to the Viceroy on 9 August 1943 which
confirmed that the Aii- Commander-iii-Chief, S.E.A, would
exercise complete control of the air forces.

As already mentioned, the decision to form a South East
Asia Command was agreed in principle at the Trident
conference and discussions regarding detailed recommendations
were carried out during the following months by the Cabinet,
the Secretary of State for India ai^d the various military
and civil authorities concerned,

discussions took the form of a revised memorandum by the
Prime Minister which was considered and adopted by the
Quadrant conference at Quebec in August 1943.
final report on the conference the Combined Chiefs of Staff
laid down their policy for the re-organisation of the
higher command in India,
re-organisation, they said, were in order to increase the
vigour and effectiveness of large scale operations against
Japan and to ensure the rapid development of the air route
tirirough Burma to China,

At midnight I5/16 November 1943, the Supreme Allied
Commander, South East Asia, Adi'niral Lord Louis Mountbatten,
became responsible for all operations in the theatre against
Japan. The administration of India as a base for the forces
of South East Asia remained mder the control of H.E. the

Commander-in-Chief, India (General Sir Claude Auchinleck)
end in t-um of the Government of India and the Viceroy,
This was deemed necessary since the co-ordination of move
ment and maintenance of both garrison and operational forces
could best be carried out by one staff responsible in the
last resort to one authority with the power to decide
priorities.

India and in General Headquarters, India, and it constituted
the only machinerj’' which could carry out the dual tasics of
meeting the internal requirements of India as well as the
requirements of operations in the South East Asia theatre.

The Prime

It was still

The

The outcome of these

In their

The reasons for this

This machinery existed in the Government of

CCS( 13)513(0)
Pare- 5 A* dated
11 Sept. »13
Finel Report
of Qiadrant

CCS, Paper
31S/5, 2h Aug.

ist.r ect.
SACSSA.1153

Ibid

7?,P.(43) 414
22 Sep. '1^3
Cab.Hist,Sect,
SAC3EA.1020

SAC3EA.1153

Prom a study of command systems in other theatres,
particularly where Allied as well as British forces were
operating, the decision to appoint a Supreme Allied Commander,
x^esponsible for the conduct of operations against Japan in
South East Asia and for the development cf the air route to
China, was considered to be the best arrangement.
Subordinate to the Supreme Allied Commander came  a Dcruty
S.A.C, and Naval, Army and Air Cemmanders-in-Chief, the
latter all functioning as equal partners.
GenersA Joseph Yh Stilwell was named Deputy Siipreme Allied
Commander and in that capacity commanded the Chinese troops
operating into Burma, from India and all the United States
air and ground forces eemmittsd to the South East Asia
theatre.

Lieutenant-

But there were many anomalies in the chain of
General Stilwell, the Deputjr S.A.Ccommand.

Chief of Staff to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek and also
lend-lease administrator for the China theatre, which for
political reasons did not form part of South E.ast Asia
Ccrffiiand.

acted as• ?

The Naval Cemmander-in-Ghief was only subc:rdinate
to Mountbatten in matters concerning the security and support

(13437) SECRET
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of land can55aigns and amphibious operations. In all matters
connected vcith the security of sea communications and with

offensive action against the Japanese naval forces, he
communicated directly with the Admiralty, Finally, the
British and American air forces were controlled by the
Supreme Allied Commander through somewhat unusual channels.
The Commanding-General, U.S.A.A.F, in India-Burma
(Major-G-eneral Stratemeyer), took his orders from the S. A.G,
through Stilwell and not ttoough the Air Commander-in-Chief,
S.E.A, It will be seen therefore that Mountbatten's theatre

comprised a heterogeneous collection of forces which coiJild
hardly be regarded as a unified coraraand, Mountbatten v/as an
'Allied' Commander but instead of three Ccmmanders-in-Chief
as would be esrpeoted, he had five subordinate commanders
immediately vinder him some of them exercising control over
matters outside those of the Supreme Allied Commander,

Owing to the close contact which would have to be main
tained with G.H.Q. India during the growth of South East
Asia Command to full independence, it seemed advisable for
Mountbatten to have his Headquarters at New Delhi for the
time being. This location v/as also appropriate because the
S.E.A. Army Group, Air Command and the American Headquartei’s
were situated in that city. The Naval Commander-in-Chief,
ha^irever, was fifteen hundred miles away in Ceylon,
Mountbatten planned moving out of India and into the
boundaries of his own Command as soon as possible and he
selected Ceylon as the ultimate location., Ceylon was
favoured not on].y because of its situation opposite the
centre of the Japanese, perimeter, and therefore the best
place from which to control amphibious operations, but also
because Ceylon coxald house the three Commanders-in-Chlef,

Ibid

AC3EA Pile

DACC/010
AHQ India
Admin., Inst,

145

5 Nov, '43

AJ-LB,/IIJ50/
105/70

Nc.

Headquarters, Air Command, South East Asia came into
being on 16 November 1943 with Air Chief Marshal
Sir Richard Peirse as the Air Commander-in-Chief, The new

Headquarters virtually comprised the old Air Headquarters,
India and the s'.ibordinate -units, which -were transferred from
Tadia Command to South East Asia, remained substantially
unchanged. The battle fought by the R.A.P, earlier in the

year to bring the air forces wholly under S.E.A.C. had

been won and thus the Commander-in-Ohief, India lost control
of the greater proportion of the British air forces in India,
The e.xception was a small number of units in the north-west
which v/ere placed imder a new and much smaller Air
Headquarters, India, This new H.Q, became responsible,
under the Comnander-in-Chief, for specified aspects of
India's air defence and internal security. These functions,
in brief, con5)rlsed watch and ward of the North-West Frontier

and the provision of anti-ai.rcraft co-operation training.
Although the A.O.C. India became responsible for all British
air forces placed at the disposal of the Commander-in-Chief,
in practice the nuraber of such units was small. The develop
ment Of the Indian Air Force in accordance -with the policy of
the Government of India remained also the responsibility of

Air Headquarters, India. A striking anomaly is, ho’wever,
apparent for although the Commander-in-Chief, India had his

own A,iO.C,, the Air Commander-in-Chief, S.E.A. remained, in

effect, chief air adviser to India Coniaand, In practice
therefore the new Ad.r Headquarters, India constituted a

small forma'bion co:itrolling one or -two squadrons on the Nor-bh-

Wes'b Frontier and also functioning as an Inspectorate-General
of the Indian Air Force,

Ibid On the formation of Air Cormnand, S.E.A, all R.A.P. units

T/ere placed on the Imperial establishment and thus on a

similar footing to other overseas commands,
hand, units of the Indian Air Force l-emained on the Indian

On the o'bher

(13457)
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establishment even when tinder the roerational control of

These units, like those of the IndianAir Command, S.E.A,
Array were loaned to South East Asia Comiaand for operations
against the Japanese,
South East Asia, the Command consisted of A.H.Q, Bengal,
which comprised Nos, 221 and 221^ Groups, No, 222 (Coastal)
Group, No, 223 (Training) Group, No. 225 (Coastal) Group,
No. 226 (Maintenance) Group, No, 227 (Training) Group and all
formations under their command.

In addition to H.Q, Air Command,

The only change in function
related to No, 223 Group, Peshawar, which relinquished
responsibility for the North-West Frontier and became solely
a training group.

Integration of the British

and American Air Forces

ACSEA Pile

C.-in-C./6
Pt. IX, Enel.51A
A,O.C.-in-C,

to C.A.S,

18 Sept. ’A3
A.H.B./IIJ50/
98/1(1)

Although all R.A.P, units in India and the Tenth U.S,
Air Force came under the control of the Supreme Allied
Commander, S.E.A,, they continued to operate as parallel and:

not as integi'ated commands. In effect, the Conimandine
General of the U.S.A.A.P. India-Bxarraa

(Major-General Stratemeyer) took his orders from the Supreme
Allied Commander through General Stilwell and not through
Air Chief Marshal Peirse, Thus a subordinate air commander

in the South East Asia theatre was responsible for his own

air operations through a senior officer other than the Air

Commander-in-Chief, Perhaps there was no logical reason
why the air forces of the two Lillies should not have been

fully co-ordinated from the beginning but a number of

extremely complex military and political problems were
involved which the Quadrant conference did nothing to
resolve.

ACSEA File

C,-in-C./37 1A
A.H.B./IU50/
103/6A

In Octobex’ 1943 the Air Officer Qomraanding-in-Chief
worked out proposals for the future organisation of the air

forces in the South East Asia Command, These proposals
envisaged a British Air Commander-in-Chief controlling all

Allied air lanits in India and China, The Deputy Air
C,-in-C,, v/as to be an Anerican and a subordinate command was

to be established in eastern India, to replace the existing
Bengal Command, also commanded by a British officer and

again with an Anerican deputy, I/Iajor-General Stratemeyer,
however, was concerned as to the position of the American air
forces in the new South East Asia Command and his staff

prepared ’A Plan for System of Operational Command in S,E,A.

This plan assumed two operational theatres, India-Burma and

China, which should be co-oidinated and integrated into one
unified command. It was also asstimed that China woxild

accept the principle of combined command and that the senior
American air officer (Major-General Stratemeyer) would be
the Air Cammander-in-Chief, equal in status to the Naval and

Army Commanders-in-Chief, But in India, perhaps more than
anywhere else in the global war, it seemed necessary for
Britain to retain the positions of highest prestige for
officers of the British fo:.’ces.

Sir Richard Peirse was named Air Comiuander-in-Chief, S.E.A,

and planning continued along lines somewhat different to
that outlined above. The slight differences of opinion
that existed between the U.S.A.A.P. and the R.A.P. as to

the organisation to be adopted were not irreconcilable and

thus did not present insuperable problems.

f

Air Chief Marshal

The U.S.A.A.P.
in India-Burma

1942-44
A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/56

During October 1943 Peirse and Stratemeyer came to an

agreement for the system of operational command which was

modelled, as far as appropriate, on the original set-up of
It was planned tothe Mediterranean Allied Air Command.

ACSEA Flla

c.-ln-Co/37
End, 2A and 3A
A.H.B./IIJ50/
103/64

(15437)
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have Merican air representation on the staff of the Supreme
Allied Commander and that there would be combined British

and American staffs under the Air Commander-in-Chief and

under an American commander in eastern India. Stratemeyer
would be second-in-command to Peirse and also Air Commander

of the allied air forces operating against the Japanese on
the India-Burma frontier. The Commander of the Fourteenth

U.S, Air Force (J/Iajor-General Claire Chennaiilt) would come
under the operational control of Peirse as would Nos, 222

and 225 R.A.F, (Coastal) Groups, Tiifhat these proposals did
not take into consideration were the political factors
which excluded China from the South East Asia Command,

Thus the Fourteenth Air Force could not be placed under the

Air Coramander-in-Chief, S.E.A, but had perforce to remain

Tinder the control of General Stilv/ell, not in his capacity
as Deputy S.A.C. but as Chief of Staff to
Generalissimo Chaing Kai-Shek,

ACSEA File

C.-in-C./37
Enel, 37A,
Mshl Garrod

to A,0,C,—in—C,

A.H.B./IIJ50/
103/6if

Air

On 25 October 1943 Major-General Stratemeyer reversed
his original decision to support the proposed system of
command. Since he acted as air adviser to Stilwell and

had a responsibility to the Fourteenth U.S. Air Force in
respect of training and maintenance, Stratemeyer no longer
thought it appropriate that he should take up the position
of Air Commander of the Eastern Air Command as previously
proposed. He therefore recommended the setting up of
parallel instead of integrated commands and that there
should be no fusion of command at any level, Stratemeyer,
however, realised the necessity of close co-ordination of
squadrons employed on strategic work, and also between
strategic and tactical squadions operating over Burma,
Similarly, co-ord:nation was thought nec-^ssary between
the R.A.F. and U.S,A.A.P, headquarters in the fields of
planning, operations and intelligence. To achieve this
Stratemeyer proposed a limited exchange of staff officers.
It therefore seemed as if there would be no integration in
South East Asia on the model of the Mediterranean Air

Comm'uid although the Americans en^rhasised very clearly that

as far as they were concerned they would guarantee to the

R.A.F. all the co-operation that it was in their power to

provide.

On the morning of 28 October 1943 a meeting was held in

the office of the Supreme Allied Commander at New Delhi,
over v/hich Lord Louis Mountbatten presided, to discuss
integration of the air forces,
present included Lieut-General Joseph Stilwell,(l)
Major-General A. C. Wedemeyer,(2) Air Chief Marshal
Sir Richard Peirse,(3) Ifeijor-General George E, Stratemeyer,
and Air Marshal Sir Guy Garrod,(5)
indicating the ideal organisation to be adopted was considered

and the following factors determined the proposals:-

Other senior officers

(4)

A proposed diagram

A.H.B./IU50/
103/6i+.
ACSEA File

C.-ln-C./37,
End. 11(A
Minutes of Meeting.
Also SACSEA. File,
SC/36/a, End,

Memo on

Integration.
Cab.HlstoSect,

SACSEA. 1176

1.

(a) The allied air squadrons engaged in a tactical
role on the eastern front of India should be under

one air commander who should live with the General

Officer Commanding the Allied Army forces operating
on that front.

(1) C.O.S, to Chaing Kai-Shek: Commanding General U.S,
Forces in China-Burma-India: Deputy Supreme Allied
Commander, S.E.A,
Principal Administrative Officer, HQ, SACSEA
A.0,C.-in-C,, Air Headquarters, India
Commanding General U.S.A.A.F, India-Bvirma
Deputy A.O.C.-in-C,, A.H.Q, India

(4
(5)

(13437)
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(b) The allied air squadrons engaged in a. strategic
role over Burma should he under one air commander
whose command should he independent of the Tactical
Air Porce.

(o) The co-ordination of the Tactical and Strategic
air forces could not he effectively carried out
from New Delhi which was too remote from the
of operations,

not himself go forward to control the air forces
in eastern India since he had to he alongside the
Supreme Allied Commander, and since his responsi
bilities for planning and for air operations else
where ̂within South East Asia made it in^ossihle
for him to give his imdivided attention to the
battle on the eastern front.

Thus an air commander for eastern India became
essential for the most effective control of the
allied air forces operating over Burma and east
wards thereof,

Tlie proposed organisation, however, had been prepared
regardless of the decisions of the Qxoadrant conference
this subject, and regardless of any directives that may
have been issued to the air commanders,
tion in mind was the organisation that would provide the
most effective control of the allied air forces for the
defeat of the enemy,
decisions caused some concern to the Anerican officers

present and they objected to the diagram which placed the
U.S. Tenth Air Force under the control of idr Chief
I/Iarshal Peirse.

had ruled that the Tenth Air Force woiold be controlled by
General Stilwell through his air representative
(Stratemeyer) located at the Headquarters of the Air
Commander-in-Chief.

agreed that the diagram represented the ideal organisation,
Stratemeyer could not associate himself with the agree
ment because the proposals conflicted with the directive
he had received and from which he Tiras not in a position to
differ,

write personally to the Combined Chiefs of Staff suggesting
amendments to certain paragraphs of the final report of the
Quadrant conference.

area

The Air Commander-in-Chief could

(d)

on

The sole considera

The proposed disregard of former

At Quadrant the Combined Chiefs of Staff

Although the conference at New Delhi

s

The Supreme Allied Commander therefore agreed to

-

CX3S, Paper
319/5 para, 5U
24 Aug, *43
Final Report on
Quacfc’ant.

ACSEA File

C,-ln-Co/37
Enel, 14a
A.H.B./IIJ50/
103/64

An Account of

the U.S.A.A.F,
in India-Burma

19ip2-44

A.H.B ./IU50/
47/56

There were several reasons behind the American's

reluctance to accept integration, Stratemeyer agreed that
the diagram drawn up by Air Headquarters, India v/ould
represent the ideal organisation if his primary mission of
protecting American commitments to China had not stood in

the way. General Stilwell was under the obligation to
withdraw all or part of the Tenth Air Force from the South

East Asia Command in order to protect those commitments, if
such a course became necessary. Moreover, plans were afoot
for the operation of B-29 very heavy bombers from China,
and it seemed ingjortant to the Americans that they should
be in a position to concentrate their support on operations
from China without being embarrassed by commitments to
South East Asia Cesmmand,

results could be more effectively achieved if he did not
become responsible to Peirse for all air operations over
Burma. Thus the Americans preferred to have separate
United States and British air forces fighting
co-operative basis on the eastern frontier in India,

Stratemeyer believed that these

on a

(15437) SECRET
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The R.A.F., however, felt that it was no longer
appropriate to take the view that iicierican oomniitments to
China differed from the directive given to the Supreme
Allied Commander hy the Chiefs of Staff,
laid down the primary responsibilities of the S.A.C. as:-

To engage the Japanese as closely and continuously
as possible in .order by attrition to consume and
wear dovm the enenry’s forces, especially in the
air.

Of equal importance, to maintain and broaden
contacts v/ith China, both by the air route and by
establishing direct contact through northern Burma.

StilT/ell's appointment as Deputy Supreme iillied Commander
ensxxred that the policy of the United States regarding
China would be fully carried out by Admiral Motnitbatten.
It was not therefore appropriate to suggest that Stilwell
mi.ght have to do something which conflicted v/ith the

wishes of Momtbatten, or was outside the sphere of responsi
bility of the Supreme Allied Commander, To sum up, the

appointment of a Supreme Allied Commander altered the
whole picture and welded American commitments to China into

a general scheme of allied operations in South East Asia.

The relaticnships of the U.S.A.A.P. to the Supreme
Allied Commander were still not clearly defined as late as

10 November although a considei'ablt amount of correspondenee
had passed between the principal personalities concerned.
Certain conclusions were, however, reached. The Supreme
Allied Commander had no control over the U.S. Air Transport
Command, an organisation responsible for air supply to China.
Mountbatten had no control over the American supply and

maintenance establishments in India which supported the

Fourteenth Air Force. Nor ooiold he control the American
lanits assigned for the defence of the air ferry route to
China and the air transport termini in Assam, All these
matters were the responsibility of General Stilwell through
I/Iajor-General Stratemeyer. The latter officer, however,
was responsible, again through Stilwell, to the Supreme
Allied Co®mander for the operations of the United States
Army Air Force units committed to the South East Asia
Command. Thus when on 16 November 1945 Momtbatten
assumed control in South East Asia, the United States and

British air force organisations remained independent of
each other.

This directive

(a)

(b)

A.K.B./IU50/
105/64
ACSEA File

C,-in-C./37
Enel. 19A

COSSEA 1

Chiefs of Staff

to Adral.

Momtbatten

23 Oct. »45
A.H.B./IIJ50/97

ACSEA File

Co-in-C./37,
Enel. 19A

A.H.B./IIJ50/
105/64

An Accomt of

the U.S.A.A.F,

India-Burma

1942-44
a.h.b.Au5o/
47/56

As already mentioned, the Supreme Allied Ccanmander had
informed the Comibined Chiefs of Staff of his decision to

integrate the allied air forces and had asked them to amend

the Quadrant decisions accordingly,
that this matter would be considered by the Combined Chiefs
of Staff at the Sextant conference held at Cairo during
November and December 1945. Unfortmately, the question
had not been included in the agenda and so no high level

But during informal talks at Cairo

Momtbatten had hoped

decision was made,

between Momtbatten, Portal, Marshall and Arnold,
mofflcial approval was given for the integration of the

General iS/Iarshall, for instance, saidtwo air forces,

that it was -within Momtbatten* s competence as Theatre
Commander to re-organise the Command as he saw fit.

Shortly after Momtbatten* s return from Cairo he
signed a directive which aiathorised the integration of the
British and American air forces in the South East Asia

This directive was shown to Stilwell andtheatre,

A.H.B./I U50/103/64
ACSHA File

Co"’lnK;o/37
Enel, 27A
Adml, Mountbatten to
Combined Chiefs of
Staff

(15457)

Stratemeyer who agreed to carry it out loyally. They
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asked, however, that their objections to it be passed
to the U.S. Chiefs of Staff since it conflicted with
Quadrant decisions which were based on conditions and

premises exactly the same as those which prevailed as a
result of Sextant,

decision had been made at either Quadrant or Sextant regard
ing proposed operations in north Burma to clear the path of
the Ledo Road,

Biarma, Stilwell and Strateraeyer saw no reason for integra
tion and felt that the United States air effort could best

be employed in the protection and expansion of the air lift
to China,

even if no land campaign took place in Bvirma he wotild fight
with all the resources left to him and that integration was
the best way to co-ordinate the air forces. Moreover,
after integration. General Stratemeyer (as Air Commander,
Eastern Air Command) would have the British air forces to
supplement the Tenth Air Force in the air offensive over
Burma.

on

It was unfortunate indeed that no firm

If no land campaign took place in north

The Supreme Commander, however, thought that

Notwithstanding the objections raised by
Generals Stilwell and Stratemeyer, the Supreme Allied
Commander issued his directive on 12 December 191(3, At
the same time he wrote personal letters to the U.S, Chiefs
of Staff explaining the local American objection to integra
tion and asking for approval of the action he had taken.
On 4 Janiiary 1944 General Marshall replied to the effect
that he heartily approved of Mountbatten’s action. He made,
however, a reservation. Decisions made at Sextant brought
from the Generalissimo a request to the President for more
air units and the President had stated that the United States
air units in India woiild be committed to the China theatre

when they could be maintained there. In view of U.S.
commitments to China it seemed appropriate that the
United States should reserve the ri^t to transfer units of
the Tenth Air Force in India to the Fourteenth Air Foros in
China,

SACSEA me

SC/36/a, Ends.
25 and 26.
Acinlo Mountbatten
to Gens. Marshall

and Arnold

Cab.Hlst.Sect,

SACSEA, 1176

SACSEA File

SC/36/a Enel. hO
Gen, Marshall to
Adnl. Monntbatten
k Jan. *4t
CaboHist.Sest.

SACSEA. 1176

ACSEA File

C.-in-C./37/
End,/28a
S.E.A.C.

Directive No,

5 - 12 Dec. '43
A.H.B./IIJ50/
105/46

Thus on 16 December 1943 the Tenth U.S, Air Force and
the R.A.F. in India were placed under the unified command
of Air Chief Marshal Peirse.

integrated formed a subordinate formation known as Eastern

Air Command which consisted initially of the original R.A.F.
Bengal Command and the Tenth U.S, Air Force.
General George E. Stratemeyer, the Commanding General^ of the
U.S.A.A-.F, in India, was designated to command the inte
grated forces in eastern India,

there arose two Headquarters, the Third Tactical Air Force,
under Air J/Iarshal Sir John Baldwin,(l) and the Strategic
Air Force xmder Brigadier-General Howard C, Davidson.(2)
In exercising control of these integrated forces, the
respective commanders maintained the integrity of U.S,A.A.F.
groups and R.A.F, wings, while administrative control and

responsibilities for supply remained under the respective
American and R.A.F, commanders.

The combined forces so

Ifejor-

Under Eastern Air Command

(l) On l6 November 1943 Air Marshal Baldwin assumed
command of A.H.Q
Marshal T. M, Williams,

(2) Formerly Commanding-General, Tenth United States Army
Air Force.

Bengal vice Air Vice-• ?

(13437) SECRET
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The evolution of ifiastem Air Command was not immediately

completed and during the weeks following l6 December 1943
further discussions on the final organisation to be adopted

took place,
memorandum outlining his recommendations for the organisa
tion of Eastern Air Command,

Protection of the flow of supplies and personnel
by air transport to China.

Planning and execution of air operations against
the enemy in Burma.

Planning and execution of very long range (B-29)
American strategic attacks on Japan from China.

Ifeeting the commitments of the American
Government in respect of Hirnip tonnage to China

Supplying and maintaining American built aircraft
and U,S.A.A*P. aircraft in China and India.

Major-General Stratemsyer produced a lengthy

His mission v^as stated as;-

(a)

(t)

(c)

(a)

(e)

ACSEA Pile

C.-in-C./37
Memo, by
Maj.-Gen.

Stratemeyer
Enel. 30A

Memo, by Air
Msh].. Garrod

Enel. 31A

IIJ50/103/64

Training Chinese and American air force units and
personnel for combat.

The first three activities were Stratemeyer's responsibility
as Air Commander, Eastern Air Command and the remainder as

Commanding-General U.S.A.A.P. India-Burma.

General Stratemeyer became second-in-cemmand to
Peirse in addition to his other appointments. The purpose
of this was to melee available to the Supreme Allied
Commander, Deputy S.A.C. and the Air Commander-in-Chief,
the experience and judgment of the senior American air
officer in the theatre and to ensure, as a matter of good
policy, that the U.S.A.A.P. wovild not be subordinated to
the R.A.P. Stratemeyer insisted further that he shotild
have direct access to the Supreme Allied Commander and other
authorities on matters for which he was responsible and yet
were not conducted within the framework of the South East

Asia Command. In this way Stratemeyer proposed to arrange
his time so as to be available to Mbuntbatten and Peirse

for oonsiiltation on all matters affecting the employment of

U.S, Army Air Porces by the South East Asia Command. More

over, Stratemeyer, as second-in-command to Peirse wished to

be designated Assistant Air Commander-in-Chief to
distinguish his position from that of Air Marshal Garrod,
the Deputy Air C.-in-C, Stratemeyer, however had no desire

to infringe upon Garrod's responsibilities as Deputy Air
did he wish to make himself a working member

of the Air Coramander-in-Chief's staff.

(f)

C,—in—C nor• >

Ibid

During the formative phase of Eastern Air Command, and

for so long rs the Supreme Allied Commander and the Air
Commander-in-Chief were located at New Delhi,

General Stratemeyer considered that his Headquarters
should also be there. But when the Headquarters of the

Supreme Allied Commander moved to Ceylon, he planned that
Eastern Air Command should move nearer t

eastern India,

at New Delhi did not satisfy the Air Comraander-in-Chief
who wanted a subordinate Headquarters in the Bengal area

to control operations against the Japanese on the India-
Bxjrma frontier. To overcome this problem, Stratemeyer
decided to have only two headquarters mder his Command,
the Strategic Air Porce of heavy and medium bombers, and
the Tactical Air Porce of fighters, light bombers,
transports and reconnaissance aircraft. V/ith only tr/o

battle area in

The location of H.Q, Eastern Air Command

Ibid
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ooramanders immedi8>,tely under E.A.C.j, Stratemeyer did not
need to emcem himself with day-to-day control since his

two subordinate commanders could be given full authority
to conduct operations under broad general directives.
Mr Marshal Garrod, however, was somewhat sceptical of this
policy and considered that Headquarters, Eastern Air
Command should be located nearer the battle area as soon

as possible. Nevertheless, Eastern Air Command remained
at New Delhi Tjntil April I944 and the two subordinate
headquarters of Eastern Air Command grew to four.

The Chain of CCTanand

in South East Asia

When South East Asia Command formed in November 1945
nearly all political and military power in India was
concentrated at New Delhi, The capital accommodated the
Supreme Allied Conmander, the Amy and Air Commanders-in-
Chief, the principal American Hea,dquarters and H.Q. Eastern
Air Command. Ov/ing to the close contact that had to be
maintained with the Government of India and G.H.Q. India

during SbE,A,C*s growth to full independence as a Command,
it was advisable that Delhi should at first be the focal

point of control. The Supreme Allied Commander, however,
wished to move his Headquarters out of India and into th6
boundaries of his own Command as soon as possible and he
selected Kandy, Ceylon as the ultimate location, Ceylon
was in fact practically the only territory in South East
Asia Command not occupied by the enemy. It was favoured'
because of its central position in, relation to the Japanese
perimeter, Ceylon accommodated the Headquarters of the
Eastern Fleet and Mountbatten planned that the headquarters
of his Array and Air Commanders-in-Chief should also be

established in the Island, Moreover, the Supreme Commander
felt that the prinoipal headquarters of South East Asia
Command should be removed geographically from the parent
organisation (G.H.Q, India) lest they should beoane too
deeply rooted in New Delhi, The Naval C,-in-C. was under
standably greatly in favour of the move while Air Chief
Marshal Peirse did hot in the first instance oppose it.
General Giffard, the Army C,-in-C,, S.E.A., opposed the
move categorically since his H.Q, could not at that time

function properly without the assistance of G.H.Q, India
and because Ceylon was even farther from the battle front

in Burma than New Delhi, The latter argument did not hold
good, however, since the emphasis of operations as planned
envisaged large scale amphibious operations. This being
so, Ceylon was undoubtedly the logical centre of operational
control.

The writhdrawal of nearly all amphibious resources from
South East Asia in January 1944 diverted interest from such
operations to a land campaign in Burma and both Giffard and

Peirse therefore wished to abandon or delay the move to
Ceylon in order to remain in slose touch with G.H.Q. India.
But this dependence upon India Command was the very thing
the Supreme Commander -wished to avoid and he decided to

move his own Headquarters to Kandy on 15 April 1944.
was not possible, however, for the Army and Air Commanders-
in-Chief to move at the sarjie time and as a temporary
measure they were allowed to send a deputy with adequate
staff to represent them at Kandy,
already had a representative at New Delhi and the Supreme
Allied Commander left behind a small rear Headquarters.

It

The Naval C.-in-C,
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Yet further complications developed, I/Iajor-
G-eneral Stratemeyer, as senior U,S,A,A,P, officer in the

theatre, had decided to remain at New Delhi only as long
as the Supreme A].lied Commander remained there, ITien
Mounthatten moved to Kandy Stratemeyer was free to go
forward, a step greatly desired by the Mr Commander-in-
Chief, Yflien the Headcp:i,arter3 of Eastern Mr Command
opened at Calcutta on 17 April IShkj the problem cf
effectively co-ordinating the integrated air forces in
eastern India was satisfactorily settled. But the
move wiiile solving one problem created another. The
administrative control of American units also gravitated
to Calcutta since this remained the responsibility cf

tflajor-General Stratemeyer in his other capacity cf
Commanding-General U,S.A,A,P. India.-B’irnia, Thus by
April the various headquarters of S-euth East Asia
T/ere hopelessly scattered, Delhi remained the nodal
centre since the Government of India and G-.H,Q, India
were the agents for many administrative services. The
Supreme Allied Commander and the Naval C,-in-C, were in

Ceylon, the Army and Mr Coirmanders-in-Chief in
New Delrii and the Merican Mr Headqxiarters at Calcutta,
In addition. General Stilwell as Ccmimanding-General of all

U.S, forces in China-Burma-India had one H.Q, at Chungking
and another at New Delhi while his position as Deputy
Supreme Mlied Commander should have demanded his presence
at Kandy, All these headquarters were dependent, in
large measure, upon the services supplied by the Government
of India and they all needed to co-operate with each
other.

This incredible dispersal set up a chain of command
which was hardly conducive to operational or admini
strative efficiency. For instance, the Supreme Allied
Commander at Kandy was responsible for air policy through
his Air Commander-in-Chief at New Delhi, Stratemeyer at

Calcutta was responsible for fighting an air war over
Burma, Thus if Stratemeyer wanted a high level decision
from the Supreme Mlied Commander a request had to go
from Calcutta via Delhi to Kandy and return by the same

circuitous route. It would have been more logical for
Stratemeyer to oommunicate direct with the Deputy Mr
C.-in-C,, who was alongside the Supreme Comraander at

Kandy, although this woMd have by-passed the Mr C,-in-C.
Nevertheless, it sometimes happened. This anomalous
situation was not resolved until the autumn of 1944 when

the Mr Commander-in-Chief moved his Headquarters from
New Delhi to Kandy,

Operational Control in H,Q
Mr Command, South East Asia

• f

The change in role of the allied air forces in South
East Asia from the defence of India to that aggressive
role symbolised by the reconstitution of A.H.Q, India as

H,Q. Mr Command, S,E,A», was reflected in extensive
developments in organisation. The setting up of a
Supreme Mlied Command in India called into being  a whole

heirar.chy of headquarters which presented the higher
command the multifarious problems associated with the
fusion of British end .American staffs. Headquarters,
Air Command was primarily R,A.P, in composition althou^
it had on its staff a small number of Merican officers.

The reason for this lack of integration at Command level
lay in the fact that the senior U.S.A.A.P, officer v/as, in
fact, Mr Commander of Eastern Mr Command and also

Caiamanding-General U,S.A,A,P, India-Burma, Moreover,
H.Q, Air Command had operational responsibilities which

H.Q. ACSEA.,
O.R.B.

Feb. >45
Appendix
a/aoVi
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were of no concern to the Americans and it w£is appropriate
that integration should only take place in the area where

the R.A.P. and U.ScA.A.E. had mutual interests, that is to

say, in Burma,

A.H.Bc/lIJ50/
103/64
ACSEA Pile

Co”iri"Co/37
End. 35A
EAC. General

Orders No. 1

Before the advent of Eastern Air Command on

15 December 194-3, air operations against the Japanese in

Burma were controlled by Air Headquarters, Bengal Gji the

one hand and by the Tenth TJ.S. Air Force on the other.
These two formations lost their identities and Eastern Air

Command, with H.Q, at New Delhi, became the major
operational headquarters controlling all Allied air forces

in Bengal and Assam, with the exception of the American Air

Transport Command and later the U.S, 20th Air Force,
Eastern Air Command we

Strategj.c Air Force, Third Tactical Air Force, Troop
Cari'ier Command and Photographic Reconnaissance Force,

Under

four subordinate formations, aJL N-/

The Strategic Air Force, under Brigadier-General
Howard C, Davldsoii, came into being at Calcutta on
15 December 19A3e The R.A.P. element of the Force comprised

No, 231 (Bcmbei') Group, a new headquarters which took over
control of R.A.F. heavy and medium bomber squadrons from

No„ 221 Group on the move of the latter to Irphal on
16 December, Initially, No, 231 Group was commanded by
Group Captain N, Singer but on 10 January 1944»
Commodore F. J, Ih Mollersh became Air Officer Commanding®
Two days later he also assiomed the title of Assistant Air

Commander of the Strategic Air Force, No major problems
of organisation arose within the Strategic Air Force and it

retained its identity for the remainder of the war in Burma,

On 18 December 1943, Third Tactical Air Force, under
Air Jilarshal Sir John Baldwin, formed at Comilla, its

pei'sonnel coming mainly from the old A.H,Q, Bengal,
Third T.A.P. were No, 224 Group, R.A.P, at Chittagong,
No, 221 Group, R.A.F, at Imphal and the Nort’'<ern Air

A few weeks later on

Under

Sector Force, U.S.A.A.P, at Din Jan*
1 January 1944y the American Air, Con'imando Force, which had

been sent to India to work alongside General ¥/ingate*s
Special Force, was placed under the operational control of
Third T*A.F, Thus the greater proportion of the allied
air forces opposing the Ja.pan,ese on the Burma front were
UJider Baldwin* s cominand. Certain complications set in and
changes had to be mads in the clsain of operational control.

When located at Calcutta, No. 221 Group had controlled all

R.AoF. fighter and bomber squadrons in the area,
15 December the Group transferred responsibility for the

bomber squadrons to No, 231 Group but retained control of

No, 293 Wing and its fighter squadrons defending the
Calcutta area.

On

Tills Ecmev/hat remote control of No, 293

Wing proved inefficient and the T^ing was transferred to

No, 224 Group on 27 December 1943*
ULisatisfactory arrangement since No, 224 Group, primarily
engaged in figliting an air -war over the India-Biorma,
frontier, had an vindssirable responsibility several hmidreds
of miles to its rear,

directly imder Third Tactical Air Force on I8 March 1944
Yet another anomaly existed iii Third T.A.F,
Headquarters, responsible for all fighter, fighter-bomber
and light bomber operations T/ith.;ln its cperaticnal area,
was also responsible for No* I7I (PoRo) Yfing, R.A.F
although the latter assisted both Tactical aijd S'crategic
air forces,

1 February 1944 when an integrated Photographic
Reconnaissance Force, under Group Captain S. G. Yfise, was

But this too was an

No, 293 Wing was therefore placed

The

6 ,

This problem was eventually solved on
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set up at Calcjutta. Henceforth, the P.R. Force, comprising
No, 171 Ung, R.A.P. and 5306th (P.R.) Group, U.S.A.A.P
came under the direct control of Eastern Air Command, Units

of the P,R, Force were from time to time placed under the
operational control of other subordinate commands in E,A,C.

but a substantial measure of overall control was, however,
retained by the P,R, Force Commander,

• p

A,H,B,

Narrative,
Air Supply
Operations in
Biirma, 1942
to 1945

During 1943 the activities of transport squadrons were
not operationally controlled by a separate transport head

quarters, The R,A.F, squadrons same under Air Headquarters,
Bengal and the United States squadrons imder the Tenth Air
Force, Liaison v/as to some extent effecbed in practice
though in theory there was no provision fer it,
January 1944 Jid a proper transport headquarters, known
as Troop Carrier Command(l), become established to exercise
operational control over all transport squadrons in Bengal
and Assam, with the exception of the U.S, ALr Transport
Command,

Not until

But this organisation had its teething troubles.
The enomous demands made upon it during the critical period
between February and May 1944 were a strain on its resources
far in excess of anything that had been anticipated.
Eventually the organisation became too inflexible to deal
with the increasing commitments and some re-organisation had
to be effected.

Eastern Air Command which were made in the li|^t of
experience gained during the first half of 1944,

This 00-incided with other changes in

ACSEA File

AGRG/310
End, LiOA

Deputy Air
C,-in-C, to

Elsewhere in Air Command, South East Asia, changes in
the system of operational control were made shortly after
the formation of the new Command, In December 1,943 a new
directive from the Chiefs of Staff enabled a more clear cut

policy to be adopted and better defined the system of
A.O.C. No, 222 Gp. control and responsibility for ooastal operations. The
15 Dec, *43 boundaries of the Naval Commander-in-Chief' s command were
A.H.B./nJ50/ extended to include East Africa and Aden and thus all G.R.
103/69B aircraft in these areas were, in the interests of

consistency, placed \inder Air Command, S.E.A, Day-to-day
operational control in the Ifozambicjue channel, the Golf of
Aden and the Gulf of Oman remained with the local commander

but broad control was exercised through the Air Officer
Commanding, No, 222 Group, Colombo, v/ho v/orked in close
liaison with the appropriate Naval and South African air-

authorities, No, 222 Group therefore had a dual responsi
bility - the air defence of Ceylon and the direction of all
ooastal operations in -the Indian Ocean from East Africa and

Aden to the Japanese perimeter.

Two other R,A..,P, group headquarters formed in
December 1943, The extension of R.A.P. Transport Command
activities into India was brou^t to a logical conclusion
with the formation of No, 229 CTransport) Group at New Delhi.
This Group safeguarded R.A.P, Transport Command interests
in India and co-ordinated internal air services and ferry
ing within the sub-«ontinent. Finally, No, 230
(Maintenance) Group was established at Calcutta and made
responsible for all R.A.P, maintenance within the Eastern
Air Ccanmand area.

(1) Commanded by Brigadier-General William D. Old, one
of the pioneers of the Hvmp route.

(13437)
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Re-organigiation in Eastern

Air Command. Mav-June

For the reasons already mentioned, Troop Carrier
Command ceased to function on 1 May 1944 s-s a- separate head

quarters under Eastern Air Command and was placed xmder the
operational control of Third Tactical Air Force,
Operationally this change worked reasonaW.y well since the

Air Commander, Third T.AJ., who was responsible for direct

air support to the land forces, was placed in a position
whereby he could, exei-cise centralised control over transport
operations in co-ordination with fighter support.
k June 19^i4> Troop Carrier Command was dissolved and trans

port operations vrere controlled direct from H.Q. Third
Tactical Air Force,

On

however,The. elimination of T.C.C

A.H.B, Narrative

Air, Supply

Operations
in Burma.

1942 to 1945

It had already been recognized that
• f

had many drawbacks,
e.ir transport needed the backing of specialist knowledge of

the complex problems peculiar to a new technique of war.
The Tliird Tactical Air Force was not constituted to deal with

these problems and it became necessary for a small ’Cell'

of specialist officers to be detached frohi No. 229 Group.
These officers acted as advisers on air transport to the Air

Commander, Third T,A,F, and assisted in formulating plans
But,for a new integrated transport headquarters,

paradoxically, the very means adopted to resolve current
problems in turn succeeded in creating nev/ ones, which it

would be profitless here to define since tne subject
properly belongs to a later portion of this narrative.

At the beginning of June 194-4 a- new directive was
received from the Chiefs of Staff by the Supreme Allied
Commander. This directive ordered Mountbatten to develop,

maintain, broaden and protect the air link to China and as
far as was consistent v/ith the above, to press advantages
against the enemy by offensive air and land operations d'oring
the monsoon,
accordance with the desire to use the land and air forces to

the greatest possible extent during the monsoon period, the

Supreme Allied Commander issued new directives to his
commanders-in-chief,

adjust the existing air force organisation so as to ensure
that the units of Eastern Air Command v/ere best disposed to

co-operate effectively v/ith two separate Army commands.
During the first half of 1944 all land and air forces fight
ing on the India-Burma frontier were controlled by
Foxarteenth Army and Third Tactical Air Force,
northern sector of the front Stilwell commanded the Chinese

forces advancing into Burma, and in theory Stilwell came

under General Slim’s Fourteenth Amy.(l) It had been agreed
some months earlier that this system of command should only
remain in force until Kamaing had been reached and when this
event occurred on 16 June 1944 Stilwell’s Chinese forces
operated directly under the Supreme Allied Commander.
Instead of one Army command there now existed two -
Stilwell’s Northern Combat area command and Slim’s

Fourteenth Array, each of which, according to accepted

In the light cf this directive and in

As a result it became necessary to

In the

SEAC Op,
Directive No*

12 - 9 Jun. '43
.  A.H.B./IIJ50/85C

App, 16

(l) Control by General Slim was purely formal and in effect
Stilwell operated alone. This was logical since
Stilwell as D/SAO v/as Slim's superior officer and yet
in the field Slim was allegedly senior to Stilwell,
This situation arose because Stilwell refused to

operate tinder the command of General Giffard,
Commander of 11th Army Group,
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practice, needed a tactical air force in support. Thus the
Tenth U.S. Air Force (1) was reconstituted and given the
task of supporting Stilwell's campaign. This enahled
Third T.A.F. to concentrate its attention on the central and
southern sectors of the front. At the same time it was

determined to divide the transport squadrons between the
Tenth Air Force and Third T.A.F., thus permitting the
commanders of these two forces to have under their control

the transport units engaged in supplying the ground forces
with whicii the air commanders were co-operating. The
Commander of the Tenth Air Force, however, had the advantage
of a formation known as Air Cargo Headquarters, to assist
in the employment of the air transport resources in the
north. On the other hand the Third T.A.F. Commander had
no such formation londer his control and had to rely for
advice upon the small 'cell' of three or four specialist
officers attached to his H.Q. from No. 229 Group.
Subsequent events were to show that Air Cargo H.Q. would
endow the Tenth Air Force with an efficiency which could
not be matched by the transport squadrons imder Third T.A.F.
These reorganizations took effect from 20 Jtine 1944 on which
date, and for some months thereafter. Eastern Air Command
comprised the Strategic Air Force, Third T.A.F
U.S.A.A.F

R.A.F.

Tenth

P.R. Force and No, 293 (Defensive Filter) Wing,
• 9

• 9

yfith the reconstitution of the Tenth Air Force
operational command entirely American, Major-General
Howard C. Davidson relinquished command of the Strategic Air
Force to assume command of the Tenth, whose H.Q.
moved from Calcutta to Kanjikoah in the Upper Assam valley.
Two U.S. fighter and one transport group were allotted to
the Tenth Air Force for operational control as well as for
administration.

ais an

v/ere

Vath this force and its attendant fighter
control, radar network, anti-aircraft and ancilliary units,
the Tenth U.S, Air Force defended the air route to China and
furnished air protection and ground support to Stilwell's
Chinese, American and British forces in north Burma, A
further result of the reorganisation was the assumption of
command by Air Commodore F. J. W. Mellersh of the Strategic
Air Force, which contained for operational purposes the
7th U.S. Bombardment Group and No. 231 Group, R.A.F. As
before, the Third T.A.F, continued to operate with British
and American units, namely Nos, 221 and 224 Groups, R.A.F
a United States meditim bomber

•»

group and a U.S. transport
These forces operated within the limits of centralgroup,

and southern Bimna, co-operating with the Fourteenth Amy's
XXXIII Corps in Manipur and XV Corps in Airakan.

(l) From 15 December 1945 to 20 June 1944 the Tenth A.F.
existed only as an American administrative H.Q.

(13437)
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CIL'ffTER 2

PLAMCNG MD STRATEGY

1945 " 1944

Bacicflround

After the fall of Birrma. in May 1942 the war in South
East Asia reiiiained somewhat static apart from a few
skirmishes^ notahly the first abortive Arakan oainpaign and
the brave if strategically profitless Wingate Expedition of

In the autuain of that jrear the Japanese were still
in possession of a western perimeter rangiiig from Eorth
Burma thrcugh Malaya to the Netherland East Indies#
Allied forces held positions on the India-Burma frontier
backed by lines of communication that were, according to

British apologists, barely adecpiate for defence let alone
attack,

not even in contact with the enemy since they vrere based

far from his perimeter and separated by vast expanses of
vfater,

areas could only be achieved by anphibious forces and sub

sequent offensives had, perforce, to depend for maintenance
upon long sea communications,

made in South East Asia daring 1942 and 1943? Allied forces
in the Pacific area mounted successfifL attacks in the

1943.

Elsewhere in South East Asia Allied forces were

The es'cablislvAent of initial contact in these

Vdiile no progress 'was being

Aleutian, Gilbert and Solomon islands, and advances were
also made in New Guinea,

island hopping across the Pacific to\'vards Japan had not
proved economical or SYO.ft and it seemed likely that Chim

would play a major geographical role in the ultimate defeat
of Japan.

But as yet the teclnique of

It was therefore logical that the United States
primary aim in South East Asia should be to keep Chim in

the ware, use China as an air base and batter Japan to defeat
by strategic bomber attack.

The Allies in South East Asia faced from the very
beginning the necessity of reconciling their conflicting
ob jectivesfl The primary Araerican interests were to use
India as a base for the establishiaent of air and land

routes across northern Burma to Ohiria’s Yunnan province for
the purpose of forwarding sipplies to the forces fighting
the Japanese Vidthin Chim* Britain had no such comrAitments
to China and her prim.ary interests were the re-conqaest of
B'urma, lifelaya, the Andamans, Sumatra and Siam. ?^ith these
scmewliat diverse national objectives and geographical
discrepancies in mind, differences of opinion regarding
strategy in the South East Asia theatre were inevitable.
The United States v/anted to push the fabifLous Ledo Road
through North Burma to China v/hile Britain v/anted aiiiphibious
operations to the sou'Lh. Although these tvro conceptions
of strategy were divergent in motive, in one respect they
were complimentary. Both nations had an interest in
Burma® The land line to China could not be reopened with
out a conquest of northern Burma and the British plan
(Anakim) for the liberation of Burma cadled for
in the north in addition to an aiirphibious attack against
Rangoon. Operatj.on Analcin had been approved by the
Comibinod Chiefs of Staff at the Casablanca conference to

take place during the 1943-Zf4 canrpaignlng season but the
faij-tire of operations in the previous winter made Britain
chary of rn.ovin.ting major operations in Burma urle,ss substan
tial resources could be made available.

Field Marshal YiTavell, Lieut-General Stilwell and their
principal commanders were therefore simomoned to appear
before the Tidlent conference at Washington in May 1945 for

SECRET
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a review of strategy in South East Asia«
siibsequent conferences between ihe President, the
Prime i/Iinister and their Chiefs of Staff, the divergence of

interests v/as compromised, eventually allo\ving an agreed
statement on strategic aims in South East Asia*
of these meetings, hovrewr, British and American opinion
was sharply divided over the question of aid to China and

operatdons in Bunm but on each occasion the American plan
of establishing land communications vd.th China through
North Burma emerged triumphant.

During this and

At each

The Trident Conference at Washingtor in May 1943

C0S(43)281(0)
Pt II d/d
3 June 19436
Record of

Plernry
Meetings

At the Trident conference British representatives
presented a solid stand against AnaMm on the grounds that

the Army in India lacked the necessary resources and
training, Britain therefore questioned the value in trying
to retake Burma in 1943-44 since even with adequate

resources, chances of a successful Anakim appeared gloomy.
Rather than mount a hazardous operation to open land
communications vd.th Chiiia it seemed more reasonable to con

centrate on increasir^ the air lift over the Hump, Burma

v/as an unattractive place in which to fight since the

terrain T/as difficult, the counti’y infested with li/Ialaria
and the south>-west moxisoon rendered six months of each year

hopeless for caapaigning. All these factors, together
with the tenuous line of communication in Assam, which had

to support any land offensive in North Burma, and the
difficulties of momting an amphibious operation against
Rangoon, made the prospects of Analcim blealc. Moreover,
operations in the oungle swamps of Burma were not likely to

help the Chinese since the road to China could not be made

effective until early in 1945 even if operations in Burma

were coapletely successful. Thus the British Chiefs of

Staff advocated a passionate development of the air route

and a build up of the air forces in China, To achieve
this there appeared to be no need for any re-conquest of

B-urmese territory provided the Allied air forces v/ere
adequate for the neutralisation of the Japanese air force.

As an alternative to operations in Burma the Prime Minister

siaggested amphibious operations in the southern regions,
preferably an attack on the tip of Sumatra as a prelude to

the invasion of Malaya,

The Americans felt tliat China was in a dangerous
political position and that tlie Allies should not let her

go to pieces.
Allies should not be put into a position of being in any
\vay responsible for a collapse of China and therefore
active co-operation was thought to be essentiale
United States regarded China as a base which the Allies
wanted both for its geographical position and fox’ the use

of Chinese manpov/er,
re-open land communications with China, even though initial
supplies by road would be small,
the Burma Road seemed likely to have a tremendous moral
effect upon China since they regarded it as symbolic of

the Allies desire to assist in her struggle against Japan,
The Americans too were in favour of increased Hump tonnage
but as to the use of that tonnage some conflict arose,
was the view of Cheimxault and many of his American
supporters tliat Stilwell’s insistence on priority for his
training establishments in Yunimin viras not correct,
argued that the bulk of the supplies carried across the

Hvm^ into Qiina should be used not for the trairong of
Stilv/ell’s land forces but for operations by the

It seemed imperative to the U, S, that the

The

Tills being so it was necessary to

Indeed the opening of

It

They

Ibid
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Potirteenth Air Force® To Std.lwell this view appeared
wholly Tn:ong» He feared that much activd.ty from -unpro
tected air bases wctild merely stimulate a hea-yy Japanese
land campaign against airfields in China# But this
possibility did not dis-turb Chennault and he argued that
his aircraft and Chinese ground troops would be able to
repel any such attack, Chinaj howeverj vra.s greatly per
turbed about the possibilities of internal trouble and of
wliat might happen if some immediate and spectacular action
did not talce place to re\dve the spirits of the Chinese
people and troop
spectacu3.a

months -to come on the ground in Burma and since the
b-uilding up of Cliennault’s Foiurteenth Air Force v/as what

the Generalissimo desired most of all, Roosevelt’s decision
went against Stilvirell,

But it Tiras obvious that nothing
could be accomplished immediately or for many

COS(A3)281(o)
(t) Part II
3 •Jiin® ’45
Resolutions

of Trident

The outcome of the Trd.dent conference was a decision
to cance], Arjakim and to concentrate all available resources

in South East Asia on increasing the air route to China to
a monthly capacity of 10,000 tons by the autumn of 1943#
Ninety percent of the tonnage flovm, into China vfas allotted
to the Uo So Fomteenth Air Force, At the same time plans
were laid for the conduct of -vigorous and aggressive land
ajid air operations in north Burm as an essential step
towards cpening the road to China, Without prejudice to
operations in north Burma, atrphd.bious operations were to
take place for the cap-ture of AJcyab and Ramree islands.
The resol'utions of the Trident conference came undez'
examination a,t G, H# Q« India and the conclusion reached that

since priority I'lad been given to the air lift over the
Nniip, the limitation of tiie Assam line of comm-unication
vrould not permit in-tensive land operations to be mounted in
north Burma,

communication to eastern India in the form of Td.despread
flooding rest-ilting from the rl’/er Damodar bursting its
banks and changing its co-urse. This came at a time when
transportation on 'the lines of co,mmunication vrere already
in arrears c'fnAig to -various. causes and also when demands on

its capacity were already increasing^, The floods that
occurred in July 1943 could no-t fail to affect the prepara
tions for opera-fcions_in 1943-44 and on 13 August 1943 the
Oommander-in-Chief, India telegraphed his vievv^s of the
situation to the Chiefs of Staff,

The Quebec Conference of August 1943 Quadrant

Apart from tlie creation of -fche complicated and largely
abortive (throiogh no fa-ult of its o\m) South East Asia
Command, -fche Quebec conference appears to have accomplished
little, except the listing of a n.-’jmber of individual
operations most of vmich never took pla.ee, British
representatives at Trident had tried to convince Amez’icans
that large scale operations in Bui'ma d;.iring 1943--^fl- were
both undesirable and iiipracticableo Moreover, political
considerations led the Americans to regard the need for
early help to China as being in-portant
did the British

agreed to operations in noi-fch Bmma they also desired an
amphibxous opera.tion against Siamatra in place of the Aicyab
and Ramree operations -;\rhich liad been appro'ved at Trident,
The Aiflericans too disliked Aicyab and Ramree but they
doubted whether svifficient resources

for ho-fch Suma-fcra and the opening of the read to China,
President 'therefore ccnsi.dered tliat all reso’urces should be
devo'fced to ach:e\lng the latter.

For instance, ill fortune beset the lines of

far more so than

At Quadrerit, hc-vi^ver, whi,le Britain*0

could be made available

The

Telegram
58353/COS
C-ln~C» India
to Chiefs

of Staff

Telegram
63566/coS

C0S(43)513,
(O) Fart ’B*
11 Sept, *43
cos-(q)7
Meeting
11 Acg, ’2;.3
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The resolutions of the Quadrant conference regard.ing
strategy in South East Asia modified the decisions made at
Trident in so far as it was now resolved to give first
priority to land and air operations v/hich vroifLd be necessary
to establish land commuracations with China, In addition
the conference decided to continue the development of the
air route in order to intensify operations against the

Japanese vd.th increased air forces in China, to keep China
in the T/ar and to equip Chinese groxmd forces in Yunnan.
Britain, hovrever, achieved one of her aims in keeping
possible ajcphibious operations alive, preparations for
which vrere to continue. Pending a decision on the
particular operation, the scale of preparations YfevQ to be
in the order of those oonteirgplated at Tx ident for the

capture of Alcyab £ind Ramree, But apart from specific
operations a need existed for applyi.ng the maximum attrition
to Japan’s air and naval forces and her shippii^ since she
depended greatly upon sea and air power for maintaining her
position in the South East Asia theatre.

On 2k October 15A3 the Supreme Allied Commander
received his first directive from the Prime Mnister.
Tlais confirmed the strategic decisions talcen at Quadrant by
which t-TO main tasks were given to South East Asia Command,

Firstly, the Japanese were to be engaged as closely and^
continuously as possible and his forces, particularly his

air forces, worn down so that he would be compelled to
divert reinforcements from the Pacific theatre. Secondly,
and of equal im-portance« contacts with China were to be

maintained and broadened, both by air and by establishing
direct contact through North B\jrma by suitably organised
air supplied ground troops. Full use was to be made ̂ of the
advantage which air and sea pov/er could give by moimting ̂
anphibious operation, \¥hich wotild induce a powerful reaction
from the enemy so that further exploitation could be made

in the light of tliat reaction.

Planning of Operations for 19A5 and 1944

The extent to which Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek was
prepared to participate in the coming campaign in Burma
constituted a first essential in planning and a meeting at

Chungldng between Admiral Mountbatten, the Generalissimo
and the senior Americaii commanders took place in October
1943, The meeting agreed that no major operations could
be undertaken until after January and that two
Chinese forces, one based on Ledo and the other on Yunnan,
would undertalce operations to dear the Japanese from
north-east Burma, But since these and other operations
vrould be dependent upon air supply, Chiang Ivai-Shek was
told that Hump tonnage could not be given overriding
priority and that no date could be guaranteed for achieving
the first target of 10,000 tons per month over the Hump.
It is interesting to note that Mountbatten had little
controlO ) over the American Air Transport Command, the

COS(43)513
(O) Part »A»
CCS Paper
319/5
24 Augiist
1943

Telegram
COSSEA 1

Chiefs of

Staff to

Adml

Mountbatten

23 October 1943
i\.H.B./lIJ50/97

A,H.B./IIJ50/
103/66
ACSEA Pile

ACO/79
liinutes of

Meeting
19 October
1943

(l) The Americans probably realised that British commanders
the Burma front wodd oast co'/etous glances at the

large number of transport aircraft enployed on the
China run. Control in the hands of Mountbatten
might conceivably have meant the diversion of air
lift from Chinese to British interests.

on
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control of which the Americans jealously reserved for
themselves®

authorised to divert not more than 1,100 tons per m.onth
from HuiTp tonnage to the requirements of the Burma campaign.
Diversions in excess of this figure could only he made to

meet sudden and critical emergencies or by permission of

the highest authority®
to advance in North Burma, British operations were to be
mounted in central Burma and in Aralcana

Wingate’s Special Force was planned and also an amphibious
operation the exact nature of which would be decided at a
later date,

need for a successful amphc-bious operation and made his

siapport contingent upon such an operation being carried out

supported by an adequate battle f3.eeto
made this provision is still, obscure since an amphibious
operation anywhere except against the B\xrma coast could not

possibly help the Chinese fighting in North Burma#

The Prime Minister particularly wanted an operation
against Sumatra and S,EoA,C, planners examined the
possibilities of such an operation the code name of which
was Culverin#

operation v/ere those which had been allotted to India
Command for the capture of Alc^rab and Eamree#
further resour’ces could be made available from the west the

projected assault could not be mounted and CifLverin was

postponed,
the scope of the resources in hand or definitely allocated,
appeared to be the Andaman Islands#
middle of the Japanese perimeter of air and naval bases
which stretched from southern Bunaa to Sumatra#

ixslands could provide sho.re based fighter cover for
amphibious convoys passing through the area, a base for

reconnaissance aircraft and more important still,  a base

for bombing the newly constructed Burma-Siam railwray and

shipping in the Gulf of Siam#
hardly induce pov/erful reaction from the enemy and covld

therefore only pailly fulfil the terms of the Prime
Minis ter’s direc tive #

The Sipireme Allied Commander, however, was

Fhils the two Chinese forces were

An operation by

The Generalissimo laid great stress on the

Just w'hy CMang

The only resources available for this

Since no

The next objective, and one that lay within

These lay in the

The

But the operation ■ coiild

cos( Z..-3) 513
(0) Part A
1 st Plenary

Meeting (q)
19 August
1943

During November 1943 i.ntensive planning continued and

by the end of the month a number of operations had been

decided upon# The captirre of the Andanx^n Islands
(Buccaneer) has already been mentioned# In the Aral:an
sectox" of the Bisrma front, operations were to be mounted by
XF Corps, supported by No# 224 Group, R,A#P#, to secure
positions farther south cn the Maj’-u Peninsula in antici

pation of an attempt to secure AJcyab w/ith aiphibious forces#

In' the central sector of the front it was planned that

IV Coxps, suppox’ted by No# 221 Group, E#AP#, shoxld launch
an offensive across the Chindwin In North Burma.,
Stilv/ell’s Chinese forces, si:ppoi’ted by the Northern Air

Sector Force, U. S#A,A#F,, were to a.dvance down the Hulcawng
vall.ley to secure the trace of the Ledo Read#
operations were to be supplemented by an. advance of the

Chinese Expeditionary Force, supported by the Fouirteenth
UoS# Air E’orce, from Yunnan to Bhamo and La.shio to secure
thie CJxina end of the Burma Road#

Special Force, supported by No# 1 Air Commando, UoS. A..AF#

ajad the Thii-d Tactical Air Force, vrere to p>enetra.te into
no:cth"centi’al Burma to assist the advances from Ledo and

These

Finally, Wingate’s

Yunnan#

Japanese frora North Burma, clear the trace of the Ledo Road
to China and also plane Allied forces 5n. favourable
positions for fur'ther qperations after the 1944- monsoon#

If successful these cpe.ra.tions wrcofld expel the
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The American Plan for a Bomber Offensive on Japan from China

Early in September 1943 the Coraman.der'-in*^hief, India
received inforniation from Wasliington of an air plan for a

bomber offensive to accelerate the defeat of Japan® This

plan had been prepared at Quebec by the American Air
'Planning Staff# The scheme contemplated the bombing of

Japan itself with a bomber force bim.lt up at Changsha where

it vrauld be maintained by a fleet of transport aircraft
based on Calcutta® The plan postulated an increase in

capacity of the port of Calcutta that T/as more extensive
tlian anything pre^/iously envisaged, and the development of
45 airfields in the Calcutta area. On 8 September 1943
the Commander-in'-Chief, India cabled to Washington his

comments on the plan and making clear his objections to it.
There vrere in fact no administrative or constructional plans

in existence for a major port development, suitable
airfield sites in the Calcutta area could not be found in

time and the petrol lift required for the force was beyond
the capacity of existing tran^ortation facilities.

Later in September the Commander-in-Chief, India
received from the American Headquarters at New Delhi their

reaction to the Quebec air plan. They agreed tiiat the

scheme v/as administratively unsound and put forward an

alternative plan for bombing Japan with aircraft ba.sed
partly on Calcutta and partly in China, Under this scheme
seven airfields had. to be provided in India by A\:igu3t 194^i-»

Once again India Command questioned the soundness of the

plan and they could not guaJ:’antee that the airfields would

be built by the date given.

This project whereby very heavy B-29 bombers could
strike at Japan although again modified was considerably
hastened,

required by March 19^4,
operate B-29 bombers from China may be found in the desire
of the United States to attack the Japanese steel indvistry,
Japanese military, naval and shipping strength was
dependent in large measure vgpon this steel industry which

could be reached by very long range bombers operating from

China. The plan assumed that the bombers could supply
themselves by air from bases constructed near Calcutta
vidthout disturbing existing air combatant commitments as

agreed at Quadrant, The scheme, however, was given
priority after the air route to China and operations in
North Brnma, In order to hasten the project the
Prime Minister on 12 November 1943 asked the Government of

India to render every possible assistance in the construc
tion of fouc air bases in Bengal, But since the airfields
could iK5t be built without drawing on key personnel in

India, the Americans promised to send to India a contingent
of airfield engineers, Chiang I^-Shek was also asked to
hasten the construction of five advanced bases - financed

by lend-lease fimds - in the Chengtu area of China, The

plan was a bold but entirely feasible project and by these
operations it was hoped that Japanese mval and military
power co^fLd be crippled and that victory for the Allies
in Asia could thereby be hastened.

Impact of the Cairo and Teheran Conferences on SoE,Ao
Command

Pour airfields in the Calcutta area were now

The reasons behind the plan to

EPS®

A, 2o

ID/V3o
J, S. Ivl,

Washington to
G, H« Q, India

1 Septeniber

Polder

A,H,B,/

1943

SACSEA I’ile

SC/193
Telegram
75083/COSo
C,-in-C, India
to C, 0, S,

SACSEA Pile

SC/193
Telegram
64381 COS to
C,-in-C, India
12 November

1943

C0S(43) 791
(O) Ft II
25 February 1944
Sextant Plenary
Meetings

The principail commanders of South East Asia Command
and Genei’alissimo Chiang Kai-Shek were invited to attend
the Sextant conference at Cairo in Noveniber 1945,

of the earlier meetings those Asian plans which concerned

At one
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the Generalissimo were formiiLated and approved but Chiaaig
made the participation of the E:>gDeditiorjary Force in Yunnan

conditional upon Mountbatten carrying out an amphibious
operation conourrentlyo He was given the assinrarce that

an operation would be mounted and that a large Allied fleet

would be in the Bay of Bengalo At siibsequent meetings of

the Combined Chiefs of Staff all the plans for operations
in South East Asia during 192f.5~Zf4 vrere approved and the

necessary resources allotted* The delegates from South
East Asia then returned to Incld.a and the Combined Chiefs of

Staff moved to Teheran for discussions with the Russians#

SACSEA File

sc/236 Eo36
PAOo SA.CSEA
to Adial

iiountbatten

6 December 1945
Cab# Histo
Sect* SACSEA

1024 Tel.

5 December 1943

Yfhen the Sextant conference continued at Cairo at' the

beginning of December 1943 a cliange of heart became
rjoticeableo The Prime Minister now saw no point in
mounting operations in South East Asia as Russia had agreed
to enter the Far Eastern vrar on the defeat of Germany*
Moreover, Russia had insisted that a second front in Europe
should be opened* And so on 5 December 1943 the Combined
CMefs of Staff telegraphed Mountbatten that as a result of

the Teheran conference, operations against the continent of
Europe might be given overriding priority and that the bulk

of the landing craft in South East Asia might be v/ithdrawn«
Since this urould make Buccaneer icpossible, Mountbatten v/as
asked to suggest alternative operations on a smaller scale

which could be carried out in conjunction ud-th the agreed
British-American-Chinese land and air operations. The
Supreme Allied Commander therefore decided that the
remaining amphibious resources should be used to launch
operation Pigstick, a landing behind enemy positions on the

Ma.ya Peninsula. Since neither the target for Buccaneer
nor the numiber of troops Involved had been disclosed it vra.s

felt that Pigstick might be accepted by the Generalissimo
as the operation he had postulated* Unfortunately the
President appears to ha'/e telegraphed Chiang Ifei-^hek
expressing Ixis regret at the withdrawal of part of the

aiphibious resoua’ces and stating that S.E.A.C. could still

carry out an operation, though on a reduced scale. This
telegram vra.s apparently taken by the Goneralissimo as a
breach of faith and he considered liirnself released from his

part of the Cairo agreement. He therefore cancelled the

proposed offensive from Yunnan of the Chinese Expeditionary
Force.

Telegrams
SEACOS 58
6 December

1943
SEACOS 41^
11 Deceniber

1943
Adml

Mountbatten to

Chiefs of Staff

A.H.B./IIJ50/97

Althou^x Chiang Ife.i-Shek had not accepted it, planning
Towards the end of December 1943,fcr Pigstick continued,

hoY/ever, the Chiefs of Staff directed that since the
Generalissimo did not regard. Pigstick as an adequate substi-

tuite for Buccaneer, amphibious operations in SaEoA* sloould
be abandoned* In January 19'^4 the remaining landing craft
in India w/ere sent to the Mediterranean,

operations in South East Asia were the.refcre reduced to

fourj an advance in Arakan vrlthout landing craft, an

advance .from Ledo, operations by VYingate's Special Force
and a limited advance across the Chindwin.

Projected

None of these

could achieve the major objectives laid dovm. in the original
directive from the Prime Minister, since, v/ithout an advance
from Yunnan there could be no possibility of opening the
road to China lia 1944*

about the possible effects of continuxal procrastination on
the morale of the armed forces in India,

tlxrough the summer and autumn of 1943, intensive training in
conibined operations had been carried out by the fittest and
ablest men in. the theatre

Fore

reached a high d.egree of efficiency and no one felt more

Some anxiety v/as naturally felt

For instance, all

By the end of the year the
X'/hich included a large R, AoF. contingent, had9
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disappointed than the men themselves v/hen their landi-ng
craft were snatched from them*

that operational effort could not be further reduced end it

was on this assurigptlon tha'C Mounfbatten issued his firial

directive to his Coimnandei’S“-in=-Chief on 14 January
outlining their tasks in the operations to be undertaken®

It seemed likely^ however,

Tasks to be Accomplished by the Air Forces

ta.sks tha.t lay before the co3i)ined air forces
virere many and varied® A strategic air offensive had to be

conducted in conformity Trf.th the general plan to destroy
enemy air forces and air installations, selected rail, road

and river ocnrmmications, depots and other maintenance
facilities. Tactical comirdtments included the air defence

of Calcutta and adjacent industrial areas, the Assam valley
and the U, S, Air Transport Coimnand India-Cliina air route®

Support for the grouni forces had to be provided for the

Fourteenth Army and }C/ Corps) and foi’ the Chine
forces under the conmand of General Stil.well which were

operating from bases in the Ledo area® The Special Force

of Major-General Wingate needed both air support and air

supply while photograpMc reconnaissance was essential for

both strategic and Te-ctical air forces and also for the

Army, The EoAcF, liad an additional!, commitment in carrying
out coastal operations over the vastness of the Indian
Ocean,

The

os

Telegrajn
SEACOS 85,
Adml

Moumtbatten

to Chiefs

of Staff

31 Jen® '44
A,H®B,/lIJ50/97

E.A, C. File

Air/596
General Order

Noo 1

15 Decc

The main focus of attention, hovraver was on the war

in Burma end on 15 Dseceriiber 1943 General Stratemeyer took

the occasion to address his ns’w and integrated Commariio
The follovd.ng extract from his General Order is vrarth
quoting

105/ 'A resourceful, able a^id. wily enemy must be blasted
from the jungles of BuriKa and driven fu-om its skies in

days to came,
obliterated, his sliipping destroyed, his will to resist
crushed®

when Japan's cities ’Adll meet the fats of Berlin, our
life line to China must be s'brengthened and protected.
Every ounce of energy of every man of this Command
vm.ll be required to accamplish this purpose,
merge into one unified force, in thought and deed  - a

force neithei” British nor Airserican, Vidth the faults of
neither and the virtues of both

I'cr distrust or suspiciori.

His lines of communication must be

hgainst the ine^vlteible day of retribution

We must

There is no time

'I greet the forces of Bergal Comiaiid arE. their
ccrmiander. Air Marsl-ial Baldv>in, as coim.-'ades in battle,
as brothers in the air, A standard of co-operation
Vvidch WG mast strive to suarpass iias been set by the

trikirg exarople of joint acMevemsnt of our colleagues
the Eortlxirost African. Air Foroe® We must establish

in Asia a. record of Allied air ■victory of which we can
al.l be proud iiu the years to come,, Let u,s vcite it
now in the skies over Burma”4

•i-i

Telegram
SFACOS 85
AcML
Mountbatten
to Chiefs
of Staff
31 Jan®
A,H.B,/lIJ50/97
(13457)

In an attempt to establish a favourable air situation
over B'unioa, it was planned that tb.e stra.tegic bomber force
should play an i^jortant pard® Not only v;ould strategic
bonibnaig keep the Japanese air force on
would also pro'vide the best protection for the air route to
Chine,., for the Ciloutta area and for sea coimnnriications in
the Bay of Bengal® Offensive fighter operations were also
to be Ujudei-talcen to the greatest possible extent end in

the defensive but
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this the American long range fighter force constituted a
valuable iiveapon, particularly in the offensive against
enemy airfields and air installations* The defensive
fighter strength had to cover a wide area and in order to
overcome the wide dispersal of the available fighter
strength, the early warning system had to be maintained at
the highest pitch of efficiency*

The strategic bomber force was therefore to be
employed against enemy airfields and installations,
shipping, railways, oil installations in Burma and suitable
objectives at Bangkok, in that order of priority* The
course which the battle took, however, made a readjustment
of these priorities necessary and a considerable proportion
of the total bomber effort was directed to tactical targets
in siipport of the army and later, to carry supplies to the
garrison at Imphal* Another task which assumed increasing
importance during 1944 was the evacuation of casualties*
Much had to be done to build up a successful organisation
which could deal with the transhipment of sick and wounded

personnel from battle areas and casualty clearing stations
to better equipped hospitals in the rear*

Ibid

To accomplish the tasks demanded of the R» A. P,,
seventy^six squadrons were deemed necessary. Against this

target there \?ere available on 15 November 1943, forty-eight
R*A*P. , one R. C, A*P, , one Netherlands and six I,A.P.
squadrons in the commfmd* Thirty-eight of these squadrons,
with an effective strength of 519 aircraft, vrere deployed
for operations in India and Ceylon and the remainder were

either re-equipping or resting* The Americans load a total

of seventeen squadrons operational with 204 effective
aircraft* Thus vdien South East Asia Command formed there

vrere fifty-five Allied squadrons (723 aircraft) available
for operational, duties. During Novenber and December 1943
a further n5.ne squadrons augmented the air strength in

S* Eo Ao C*, some of them coming from the Middle East or

E'urope and ether's forming within the Command* By June

1944- the British air force in India and Ceylon had grown to
seventy-one squadrons of which fifty-six vrere operationally
deployed* Also betv/een Noveidaer 194-3 and June 1944 the

UoSoAeAaP* strength increased from seventeen to twenty-six
squadrons*

The disposition of tactical units in Bengai and Assam
was designed to pro-'/ide defence and support over the three

main areas of land operations - in Arakan, in Manipur and
in the Ledo sectoi’t Strategic units continued to be
stationed farther west since the marshy areas of eastern
Bengal and the poor lines of communication in that area

made the construetj-on of airfields east of the Brahmaputra
up to heavy bomber standard a matter of extreme difficulty
which neither the labour, transport nor supply position
woul.d allow except a.s a long term plan*

The Air Situation in November 1943

During 1942 and 1943 practically no progress had been
An American survey boardmade on land in South East Asia*

concluded that a considerable measure of Asiatic delay
arose from Allied fail.ure to a.ppreciate and mderstand the

importance of air power and its proper application*
a small increase in air power, the board found, could have

turned the swdft Burnia retreat of 194-2 into an easy victory*
Greater reliance upon air power for offensive and transport
operations could likewise have hastened other phases of the

Even
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Even 50, the meagre air forces 3J.1 theAsiatic carr^aigns,
field accomplished e-noiAgh to make iiiportant commanders
change their views as the v/ar progressed and to depend more

and more upon the air fanilities avail!.ahle to themo With

no great resources ai their command, the air forces had, by
October 19A3;» destroj’-ed two-thirds of Burma’s railway
facilities, reduced Japanese coastal siiipping to  a triciae
of barges and in supporting Wingate’s Special Force behind

enemy lines, had. demonstrated a new technique in the
application of air power in jungle warfarco

Ja.panese
sources

Facing the enemy from India was a more modern, more
powerful and numerically stronger air force thnn had
liitherto been available in the tlieatreo

the 1943 monsoon progress had been ma.de in giving units

conpirising this force greater s'criklng power#
tions although overstrained were better geared to carry war

cupplies than at any time since the outbreak of hostilities®
Advanced landing grounds, which had been coristrxicted, gave
short range aircraft a greater radius of a.ction, both
offensive and defensive, during the dry weather tlmt was
to come and the warni-ng system v/as now able to give
reason.able notice of the approach of hostile a2.i'crafto

duringIforeovar3

Commurjica-

The enemy for his part d3.sposed a force of about
360 aircraft concentrated in the forward groups at Heho,
Anisakan and Rarigoon (E'urma) and.Gliieng Mai (Siam) while
other aircraft were located farther back at bases in Siam,
Ivlala.ya aaid the Netherlands East Indies®
faced the Allies along a front of 7C0 miles®
held a line from I/Iaungdaw to Buthidaung and YJas opposed by
ISf Corps, thence north-west across the inhospit'able Chin

Hills to Kalemyo and northward.s up the Kabaw valley where

rv Corps were deployed#
fronted by two Chinese divisions based on Ledo and beyond
this we held positions as far as the Salween with  a small
force beised on Fort Herts

communication stretched 900 miles from Bangkok to
Myitkyina o'v^r xhe whole length of who.ch it Tvas possible for
aircraft to atta.ok him®

Command the seerreity of sea comraunicationa meant that

ai.rcraft had to cover an ai’ea ranging from. South Africa to
Suma.trao

constituted a. problem that coiOLd only be met by oarefxiL
husbanding and disposition of the small fcrca available®

His ground forces
In Araican he

Far'ther north still he wa.s con-

The enemy’s bases and lines of•51

Elsevifhere in South East Asia

Ihe patrol of this vast eiipense of ocean

An account of the 03mroai£n.s covering the wide
gecgraphical area of South East Asia, scad the diversity of

activity in Burim, doss not admit of chroiiol.ogical treat
ment for though many of the battles were loosely interwoven

Thus eachthey ea.ch cccistitu.tod separate C3,mpai.g.nSf>
s brand in the pattern of events is unfolded separately in

the pa^ges that fcllov;’ and it is hoped that the reader will
be able Bignifioance of the overall trend of
operations in this remote and obscure thea.tre of war®

4-?,
to grasp 1
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CHAPTER 3

THE FIRST PHASE IE THE

BATTLE FOR AIR SUPREIV1A.GY

November 1945 to February

Among the first battles of the dry,season 19A3 - 1944,
those fought in the air were perhaps the most iirportanto
These took place during a period when both sides vrere pre
paring for land campaigns scheduled to begin early in 1944*
For the Allies, the maintenance of a favourable air situa
tion Tf/as necessary to ensure the success of these planned
operationse In the event, however, the Japanese mounted
major offensives of their own, aimed at Chittagong and

Imphal, and so the establishment of air superiority became
so vital that had we not achieved it there is no doubt that

the Allies would liave suffered heavy defeats on the India-

Eurma frontier during the wj.nter of 1943-44o

With the coming of the dry season a significant event
occiirred for Spitfire Mark V aircraft arrived in the
Command to the pleasure of the squadrons equipped with them
and the envy of those who vrere noto Hitherto, Hurricanes
had gallantly but not altogether successfully attenpted to

defend north-eastern India, and althou^ the radar system
had given fair \varning of the approach of enemy aircraft,
it had not always been possible for Hurricanes to achieve
sufficient altitude for tactical advantage. '

flying Japanese Dinahs, which in performance approached
that of our own Mosquito, had flown with impunity over the
India-Burma frontier and a.s far west as Calcutta to photo

graph anything they desired,
manage to catch and shoot down an unwary Dinah on
4 October 1943 i't was regarded as a rare phenomenon unlikely
to reoccur,

the Hurricane ceiling,
fire in South East Asia laid the foundations of Allied air

supremacy, their numbers at first were fev;, and Hurricanes
had still to bear a substantial part of the burden of air

defence.

The fast hi^

tihen at last a Hurricane did

Thereafter the Dinahs continued to fly above

Thus, while the advent of the Spit-

Although Allied fighters took a satisfactory toll of
enemy aircraft during the period November 1943 'to
February 1944, they faced a serious and difficult problem.
The Japanese controlled the air over Burma and while main

taining a constant tlureat against the vital air route to

Cnina, they could harrass Allied air and ground installations
in Bengal and Assam. The Allied air forces in north-east
India, were committed to several tasks. These were to guard

the air route to China, to interfere with enemy commumica-
tions in Burma, to furnish aj.r-ground support and to deliver

supplies by air where needed.. To accomplish these objec
tives with the -ina-iriTnnTTi speed and m.iniraum loss, it became

necessary to neutralise the- Japanese air forces as effect

ively as possible. By interception and patrol, enemy
floaters could be kept avrey from the India-China air route,
A.llied bombers needed a minimum of air opposition in order

to carry on their war of attrition. Unarmed transport air

craft, frequently operating in the most forv/ard areas, had
to be free from eneimy interception. Effective close support
presupposed at least local control of the air. Thus air

operations which would gain for the Allies air superiority
both friendly and enemy terid-tory became an immediate

consideration of the Allied air forces.

over

Telegram 85,
Adml

Moun.tbatten
to Chiefs of

Staff,

31 Jan, 'A4.
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IIJ50/97
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The liquidation of the enemj'’ air forces in Burma ms

acGonqjlished in two stages. The first phase comprised
defensive air "battles over o’jr own territory arcd to this

phase this chapter is dedicated. Later, long range Allied

fighters, predominantly American, sought out the enemy at
his "bases amid conpleted in no uncertain manrier('l) the reduc
tion. of enemy ajjr power in Burmao By the end of the dry
season 1943“44 oi-tr air supremacy was complete and that

supremacy was never again seriously to be challenged by the
Japanese,

The Qpposj-ng Air Forces

USSES 62,
Jul, *46
p.19

After the initial conquest of Burma, which by Ivlay 1942
had been completed, Japanese air operations in South East

Asia were given a low priority by their high command. The

bulk of their replacement pilots were sent to the Solomons
and New Guinea in preference to South East Asia and some of

the best Japanese air units v/ere moved, during the vdnter of

194.3-iiij., as reinforcements to the South-west Pacific, As a

result, Japanese offensive air operations from Burma were

sporadic in character and, save for the Arakan and Bianipur
campaigns, their troops were left virtually T/ithout air

support. Nevertheless, at the end of 194-3,the Japanese
Third Air Army possessed about 740 aircraft 2) of all types
in South East A.sia, divided betv/een Burma., Siam, French
Indo-China, ihilaya and Sumatrao Aircraft in the tvro latter
countries were hundreds of miles from the battle area of

Translation

and Interroga
tion

1947.
A®NoB®/
IIJ50/75
and A, Ho Bo/
IIJ50/45'

Bunma and thus served largely as a reserve although a number

of their best aircraft and pilots vj-ere retained in Sumatra

for tile defence of the oil refineries there and for patrol
work over the Indian Ocean,

liad their 5th Air Division which conprised some 370 aircraft
and it li^as against this force that the Allies focused their

attention. It ms a force of 200 fighters, 50 light
bombers, 60 medium bombers and 60 recomiaissance aircraft.
In addition about 40 or 50 Japanese naval aircraft Y/ere made

available duning the early part of the dry season, though
these naval aircraft, together Td.th a considerable portion
of the Army air units, were transferred to other theatres.

In Burma, and Siam the Japanese

USS3S No. 1

Jul, '46
Lest it should be thought that the decline of Japanese

air power in Burma was brought about by their inability to
replace operational losses, it should be ro.entioned that

Japaiiese aircraft production(3) increased from a monthly
average of 642 aircraft during the first nine months of war
to a peak of 2,572 per month in September i944o
WB.S particulsniy great during 1943, after the Japanese had
learnt the lessons of the 19^^i-2 cairpaigns.

The rise

Since pi’oduction

Po9

(1 See Chapter 5,
It i.s believed that the Japanese Army Air Force
destroyed adl t-herr records I'elating to aircraft
strengths,
might at first appear since the Army A.ir H«Q, had only
a ludimentary system of statistical control,
absence of records makes it necessary to rely for
figixres of aircraft strengths ipon Allied Intelligence
and from the isemcry of a.vailable Japanese officers.
These, figjrss are believed to be accuiwite since
Japanese aiu'craft factories, unlike the army did not
burn their records and preserved statistical data
relating to aircraft production.

The loss is not so serious however, as

But the

(2

(3)

(13437)
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exceeded wastage, the Japanese were able to increase the

numerical strength of their air forces and this applies
to the Third Air Army no less than to their forces in
other theatres,

aircraft in the Third Air Army, the 5th Air Division was

whittled down by attrition and it can only be assumed
that the former’s strength was derived from aircraft of

miscellaneous provenance unsuitable for orthodox air
The Japanese also managed to iisprove the

But since they

Yet despite the increased strength of

operationSo

quality of their aircraft during the war*
lacked the widespread skill for quantity production the

Japanese could never, after the initial campaigns, match

the performance of Allied aircrafto

To oppose the enemy there were, in November 1943>
some thirteen British and six American fighter squadrons
available for air defence. The RoA.P, force(1) embraced
one night-fighter squadron of Hurricanes and Beaufighters,
one Mohawk squadron, eight Hurricane and tliree Spitfire
squadrons, so disposed as to provide air defence over the

Ivhnipur and Arakan fronts and the Calcutta area® On the
northern sector of the front in Assam, the Americans had

three squadrons of P-AO's and three of P-51*s, all single
engined fighters, for the defence of bases in the area and
also for the protection of the stream of transport air

craft plying between India and China, This, however,
does not give a true picture of Allied numerical s'uperior-
ity since we had a large number of bomber, transport and
reconnaissance aircraft at our disposal,

in opposing strengths was as follows;
719 aircraft of all types in north-east India while the

Japanese at first, and if Naval aircraft are included, had
But 7/hereas Allied

The difference

the Allies had

about 420 aircraft in Burma and Siam,

Passim

air strength gradually increa.sed during the winter months

the Japanese air force declined in numbers through attri

tion, particularly of aircrews, and by T/ithdravi/als to other
theatres.

But while the Allies remained on the defensive the

great preponderance in numerical strength did not vreigh
heavily in our favour. The air route to China from India,
?/hen properly defended, required many more patrols than

were possible. The great defensive arc, 700 miles long,
from the Upper Assam valley through the Iraphal plain into

Arakan also required the use of exbra aircraft for defence,
for in the autTsnn of '1945 'tbe enemy held the initiative by
■which he could select both the time and place for attack.
Other aircraft were needed to protect and co-operate -with
the land forces wherever they might be assaulted,
more, the enemy enjoyed the advantage of interior lines of
comjnunication iThich allowed a more mobile use of his air-

If, howuver, the Allies had had siiff icient radar
equipment the defence position t/o-uld have been somewhat
easier, tut vi/hile our radar v/as technicadly superior to the
Ja.panese early warning stations, ot.r cover ■was severed in
m-any places by intervening mountains.

Purther

crafto

-

The First Enemy Air Operations of the dry-season. 1945-44

Although this chapter is concerned with enemy air
operations from 15 November 1945, it is necessary for the
salce of claritjr to record events from 20 October, the date

(1) See Order of Battle at Appendix No,4,

(15457) SECRET
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on which the Japanese opened their winte:
Until the middle of November the enemy carried out raids

against ?;idely dispersed targets including Chittagong,
Agartala, Penny, Palel, Lmphal, Kumbhigram and T'iddima
Since there were no Spitfires to challenge the enem,y, the

results of aii’ interceptions -were generally disappointing
and the Hurricanes failed to break ijp or to inflict
appreciable casualties on the eneirys

air offensive*

AHQ(l) Pile
47/lnt.E4.

The first bombing attack on 20 October 194-3 'was made
by 19 bombers and 14- fighters at 1600 hom-s and directed
against the docks at Chittagong, ostensibly to hinder
Allied preparations for operations in Aralcano It v/as not

a very successful raid from the enemy’s point of view
since military damage via.s slight and casualties fevia
Hurricanes of No« 224- Group intercepted the enemy formation

before it reached the target area and in claiming four
enemy aircraft destroyed the ReAnPo lost three Hurricanes,
Had fighter control been more effective, hov/ever, the
Hurricanes might have achieved more. The Japanese air
forces then mads three attacks i;pon cur lines of communica
tion in Arakan, tvro of them agains'b Tumbru Ghat at
1530 hoijrs on 23 October and at 0900 hours on the 28th;
the third raid rras at Cox’s Basar at 0800 hours on
25 Octobero

but civiD.ian morale a.t Tumbm Ghat -vra-s a little shaken

after the second rs.id and some labour had to be replaced by
military personnel. The tliree attacks took place just
inside our territory and thus Hurricanes were unable to
intercept before the raiders withdrewo A brief lul..! in
enemy air activity followed these raids but there was a

considerable increase in reconnaissajice sorties including
flights by flying boats over Ceylon and iJadras,

Up to this time no answer had been found to the
flights of Japanese Dinah reconnaissa’ice aircraft over

north-east Indiao During October 194-3j however, three
Hurricane squadrons received Spitfire Iviark V aircraft and
the first squadron (No,615) to be so equipped moved for—
vra.rd to Chittagong early in November, This squadr-on iiad
a brief and immediate ti-iun^jn for wi.tliln a week they had
shot down all three Dinahs Tirhich had ventured over our

lines. But since the Spitfires were not equipped v/ith
long range tanks their radius of action was corifined to

the neighboiurhood of their base at Chittagong and thus they
had no opportunity of meeting large enemy formations.

The next series of bombing raids by the enemy took
place in area.s vmer^e no Spitfires were located,
9 November, t?ro airfields on the Manipur front were
raided dur'ing which some damage was done and casualties
sustained. The enemy foimis-tion making the attack split
in two cn approaching the plain of Imphaj., 16 light
bombers attacking Imphal airfield at 1155 hours and
12 others the aijrfield at Palel at 1200 hourso
and Hucrilcanes were scrambled but while the former managed
to shoot down one enemy aircraft without loss to them
selves, the B-urricanes failed to effect an interception.
At 0910 hours on 11 November,
particular <

by fighters.
Four R0A0F3 aircraft were dama.ged on the ground and
castia^taes amounted to 27 killed and 19 injured. No
interception took place although 18 Hurricanes and Mohawks

Damage and casualties again were not heavy,

On

Mohawks

the las'b raid of this

series was made by 18 liglit bombers, escorted
,  and was directed against KuniDhigram airfield.

A,ir C.-in-C,

File No,6
Pt X E65.
A* 0, Co—xn—C,

to A,M«P,
28 Oct.

A,H,B,/IIJ50/
98/1(J)

App. to OoRoBo
AHQo Bengal
Nov, 'Z1.5,

O.R.B. AHQ,
Bengal Nov,
FIS 10

j4-3.

Tel, 37
Sc A,0, GO CoOoSo

2 Dec, ’4-3

AoHoBs/
IIJ50/97
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were airborne* The fighter defence of the area in ?/hich
these raids took place comprised Noc34 (Hurricane)
Squadron at Palel and I'Io»155 (lifohawk) Squadron at Iraphal,
both of which were scrambled for each raid. The fact

that only one interception Tra.s made can be attributed to

a combination of factors. Firstly, the Mohawks operated
on H,P, and the Hurricanes on VoH,F*, and this natiirally
cornplicated the task of the opera.tions controller. No

Go Celt, station T/as in operation at the tdiae and no fixer

system available, consequently the identification of
hostile or friendly plots and the correct estimate of

height was most difficult. Finally, the pilots concerned
had had very little experience in air fighting and fighter
control, the Mohawdcs being hitherto used principally for

loYf-level offensive sorties and the Hurricane squadron
consisting almost entirely of former Blenheim pilots and

pilots direct from an operational training unit,
pilots effected an interception it seems probable that,
owing to lack of training and expeidence, they would have

been badly mauled by the Japanese fighter escort*

Had all

AHQ, India
File 47/Air,

Telegram 37
SAC to COS

2 Dec. '43

A,H.B,/lU50/97

On 23 November a fighter sweep -was plotted east-south
east of CMttagong, Fifty-six Hurricanes and a squadron
of Spitfires took off and of these the Spitfires made tvro

interceptions but could make no claims. One Spitfire was

shot down but the pilot wra.s saved. Owing to the height
of the enemy the Hurricanes were unable to reach them.
The enemy force did not press the offensive and it would

appear that they were sent out to test the strength of our

fighter defence.

Althou^i Spitfires liad been successful in preventing
enemy reconnaissance in Arakan, the Hurricanes and Mohawks

on the Imphal plain failed to stop the Japanese reconnais
sance aircraft which appeared over this front on three
occasions. Following these flights, three enemy bombers
and twro fighters, at 0910 hours on 28 November, success
fully attacked writhout hindrance from the R,A,F,, our

positions in the Tiddim area of the Chin Hills and a

transport aircraft on supply dropping duties wwas shot down

by the fighter escort. At about the same time twelve
light bombers, with an escort of six Oscars, attacked
Fenny airfield w/ith but small success. Hurricanes and

Spitfires were scrambled and made twra interceptions,
shooting dowm three enemy aircraft for the loss of one

RoAsFo fighter. The Japanese then sent twelve bombers
and six fighters to attack Agartala airfield at 1505 hours

on the 29th and succeeded in avoiding our Spitfires by
approaching the target from the north-east. The enemy
force was caught, however, after the bombing and Spitfires
accounted for a couple of enemy aii’craft.

It now seems fairly clear that a degree of vacillation
pervaded the Japanese high command in Burm as to the
ernploynent of their available air strength,
army commanders Y/ere generally averse to air operations
other than those directly concerned Ywith the situation on

the ground, a few strategic raids Y^ere mounted during the

opening phases of the campaigning season, though no
systematic plan appeared to lie behind the attacks.
During November 1943 they made plans for the bombing of

Calcutta and, as a prelude, the attacks against Penny and

Agartala as already described, were made on 28 and
29 November®

No, 136 Squadron, the only Spitfire unit opei'ationally

bTiile their

These raids had the desired effect since

Japanese
source

material

A,H,Bo/
IIJ50/49
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available for the defence of Calcutta., vs.3 drawn forv/ard

to join Nos8 607 and 615 Squadrons in Aralcano
occurred on 1 Deceniber 1943 and, ironically, the Japanese
mounted a successful raid on Calcutta five days later much

to the chagrin of the Spitfire squadron which had just
vacated the areas

This

The Japanese air attack on Calcutta, 5 December 1943

Fotentia.lly, the most dangerous Japanese air opera
tions in South East Asia were the attacks vgpon Calcuttao
The docks, harbour installations and shipping thei’e were

virtualljr the onl,y strategic bombing targets with-in range
of Japanese air power after the spring of ̂ ^Li2 and the
Indian population, including many dock workers and other

inportant labour groups, were particularly susceptible to
mass liysteria. Calcutta was not only an inportant base
because most of the paraphernalia of v/ar and men for the

Burma front passed through it, but also because it handled
a considerable portion of the s'upplies for diinao Had
the Japanese been able and willing to redi;.ce the activities
of the port, the consequences for the Allies might have
been far reaching®

In the spring and summer of 1942, the Japanese army
and navy made joint plans for raids ujjon Calcutta® These
raids were to take place in the aut\mai of 19'f2 as soon as

the monsoon had ended, but by that time the navy had
diverted most of its air strength to the Solomons caopaign
and the army was not strong enough to proceed with the
project alonoo Later the army also gave prio.rity to
operations in the Solomons and New Guinea and it never

built up a large enough bomber force to conduct any sus
tained operations against Calcutta® Nevertheless, the
few light raids which had talcen pls.ce in December 1942 had
achieved results out of all proportion to the weight of
bombs dropped for a great exodus bad tslcen place» Had the
raids been prolonged the life of the city might well have
been paral.ysed9 But matters such as strategic bombing
were governed largely by high policy as decided at Inperial
Headquarters, Tokyo and HoQ» Southern Jirea Armyo The
latter iriformed the Third Air Army of policy decisions who
then ivorked out details of air opei"atio,nso Some Japanese
air force officers did, in fact, realise the value of
strategic bomber attack but were hampered, as already
mentioned, by the absence of si.ifficient air'craft and by
the refusal of army commanders, who held the w'hip hand, to
consider long term air opers.tionSoC'l) And so diiring the
T/inter of 1943“'i)4 only one raid -was ms.de against Calcutta
aft,er which the Japanese air forces were diverted to other
and perhaps less worthT/hile tasl3
might be mentioned that the
Japane.se
operations had not begxno

In parenthesis it
strategi.c raid,s mounted by the

were prcbs.'oly sanctioned onlp- because ground

USSBS 62

Jul» *46
P«19

Translation

and Inter-

rogation
Report
No8 2-'4S, 1946
P®58 A,H8B»/
IIJ50/50/75
SSATIC 1935/28,
3 Jano ; .

Interrogation
of

Lts. Colo Naito,
Staff Officer

3rd Air Aimy.

(1) It is worth noting that the Generals in the Third Air
Army ws.re al'jays officers vhLth no fly:lng srperiencea
Most wrere infantry or artill.ery officers transferred
to the air arm and this applied to many staff officers
(SEATiC 1955/4^, 14 Feb 8 194^ and confinued by

•ous int errogat iora ) owrev'
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A.HoBo/
IIJ50/88/56
AHQo Bengal
Pile,
Enel. 77A

S.273V2/lnt„

At 0945 hours on 5 December 1945 plots were recorded
which later proved to be a raid on Calcutta. Sixty-five
R.A.P. Hurricanes and Spitfires were therefore scrambled
from the Chittagong area to intercept the enemy formation
over the sea south of Chittagong, But the enemy had
wisely planned a course giving Chittagong a wide berth
and the R.A.P. fighters were obliged to atten^t an inter

ception with little margin for error and at extreme range.
Consequently, with one exception, the R,A,P, fighters in

Arakan failed to intercept, A solitary Spitfire pilot,
however, lost his companions owing to I^T failure and
fortuitously encoiontered the Japanese raiding force. The

pilot shot down one enemy aircraft and might have got
another had his guns not jammed. Later, through shortage
of fuel, he was forced to land on a sandbank on the Arakan

coast. At Calcutta, Hurricanes of Nos. 67 and I46 Squad
rons were scrambled and intercepted the Japanese raiders at

11,30 hours. The enemy bombers, however, were flying at

24,000 feet and since fighters v/ere arrayed above and

below, the Hurricanes, unable to reach the bombers, v/ere

forced to engage superior enemy fighters at a tactical dis

advantage, Only one, or possibly two, enemy aircraft were

destroyed for the loss of five Hxrricanes and one pilot.
The Japanese force of 27 Sally medium bombers, unmolested
by the E,A.P«, effectively bombed the Kidderpore docks at
Calcutta at 1147 hours,

IThile dog-fights were taking place over the city a
second \?ave of escorted enemy bombers approached the
target, Tdien they reached the area both Nos, 67 and
146 Squadrons T/ere refuelling and rearming and only six

night-fighter Hurricanes and foiir Beaiofighters of
No, 176 Squadron could be scrambled. The Beaufighters
could not maintain sufficient speed to remain in conpany
vdth the Hurricanes and so formed up separately. They
were subsequently given a wrong vector and intercepted a

flight of Hurricanes in error.
Hurricanes of No, I76 Squadron intercepted the second raid

but were jumped from above by fighters and three Hurricanes
were shot down, two pilots being killed,
docks vrere bombed for a second time at 1232 hours,

light of what actually happened it was evidently good
policy for the Japanese to plan their second raid so as to

catch our fighters on the ground,
had landed later than No. 67 Squadron, could not be
scrambled again in time and the attempt of the latter to

catch the raiders as they withdrew proved abortive owing to
the short range of the Hurricane* In a final attenpt to

destroy the enemy forces, two Spitfire squadrons were
despatched from Chittagong in the hope that some of the

raiders might be caught as they returned over the Bay of

Bengal, but once again both waves of enemy aircraft passed
out of range.

That the Japanese put their maximum effort into the
Calcutta raid is evidenced by the fact that the second wave

consisted of Naval aircraft. But the long route taken by

the Japanese to avoid interception by Spitfires based on

Chittagong precluded a respectable v/eight of bombs being
carried. Nevertheless the fact that the enemy coixLd mount

a conparatively heavy raid on Calcutta with but little
hindrance from the R,A,P. represented a tactical coup.
There were, however, some mitigating circumstances.
Hurricane was undoubtedly outclassed as a defensive fighter,
even in the Par East, and thus the air defence of Bengal

At 1215 hours the five

The Kidderpore
In the

No, 146 Squadron, which

The

AHQ.Bengal
Pile,
End, 78A.
275V2/Bit
A.H.B./IIJ50/
88/56
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depended in large measiore v^on the fev/ Spitfire squadrons
Of these not one ̂ vas located in the Calcuttaavailable*

area and in retrospect it would appear that our air
commanders were unwise to send all three Spitfire squadrons
to Aralcan* On the other hand, the defence of Chittagong
and of our installations in Arakan was of gpeat inq)crtance
since much Allied activity in anticipation of offensive
land operations was taking place there* The first major
operation of the caiipaigning season demanded at least
local control of the air in Ajrakan and events were to

prove the vital need for Spitfires* Moreover, two
Spitfire VIII squadrons were, in fact, ".ocated near
Calcutta at the time of the raid hut these had only just
arrived from the Mediterx’anean theatre and were not opera
tional* As a teiiiporary measi'-re a few Spitfires were moved
hack to Calcutta on 6 December from Chittagong hut the raid

was not repeated. No. 81 (Spitfire VIIl) Squadx-on became
operational for the defence of Calcutta on 9 December and

No* 152 Squadron became available for the same purpose
ten days later*

some

A.H.B./IIJ50/98/KK)
File No,6
Air C.“in-C.

Ft XI End, 33A
Air Co-in-Ca to

A cO eC c B engEl
10 Dec. 'U3
ACSEA File Alr/308 E2
Air C.-!n-C. to

3rd ToA.F. 6 Dec. »i|3

The two Hurricane day fighter squadrons (Nos .-67 and
1i^j6) which defended Calcutta had recently arrived in the
area and had less than a week in which to become familia

with the defence system and to carry out training,
over, in both actions not only were the Hurricanes heavily
outnumbered (about 60 Japanese fighters escorted the
bombers), but the enemy by piling up fighters from belov/

to a very considerable height above their bombers, prevented
the Hurri.canes from getting at the enemy striking force*

Every Hurricane attenq)ting to atta.ck a Japanese bomber was

iramedia.tely assailed by filters, consequently there was no

alternative but to mix combat with enemy aircraft of
The story might have been different

•V.*

More-

superior performance,

EPS.Polder

D3« V.C.A.S.
to S« of S*

for Air,

10 Dec, ‘43.

A*H,B*/

had Spitfires been available to neutralize the Japanese
fighters while the Hurricanes dealt with the bombers.
Hurricanes, hoT/ever, did their best against considerable
odds and the night-fighter Hurricanes of No, I76 Squadron,
whose pilots were untrained in day fighter tactics, shovred
great courage and determination .in engaging the enemy.

The

Although the weight of bombs dropped on Calcutta was
small, the Japanese managed to damage tiiree mercliant
vessels and a naval ship. Fifteen barges were set alight
and hits obtained on nine dock sheds, two of wh-ich were

gutted* As had been the case in previous raids on
Calcutta, there was some evacuation of the city, though
not on any great scale, presumably because only a small
area was attacked* Instead of normal 4~5000 Dabourers

being available at the docks on the following day there
were only about 400. A false alert on 6 December did not

improve moi-ale. In all there were about 500 civilian
casualties while members of the armed forces, who were
more adept at taking cover, escaped li^tly,

Japanese air attacks on the India-China Air Route

As yet it is difficult to estimate just what the
enemy hoped to gain from his air operations and i.pon what

bases he laid his plans* After one raid against Calcutta,
the success of which should ]rn.ve encouraged Him to try

again, he diverted his air forces to the interdiction of

the India-China air route. It is alleged that Inperial
Headquartex's, Tokyo considered the cutting of the Himnp
route to be important and gave orders that the 5th Air

Division must do everything in its power tovijards that end.

Telegram 39
SAC to COS

7 Dec. *43
AoH,Bo/lIJ50/97
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The Japanese evidently realized the significance of the

air route in the general strategy of the war. The gi’owth
of Allied air striking power in China meant an increased
threat to Japanese shipping in the Erench Indo-China,
Formosan and China seas. The passage of shipping through
these areas was vital to the enemy and they decided to

make an effort to cripple the bases whence the threat
emanated and to restrict the volume of supplies floym over

the Hump which sustained the Fourteenth United States Army
Air Force in China. At the end of 1943 when sufficient

aircraft were available, (v it was possible for the
Japanese to make successful interceptions on this route;
but as Allied air power increased and as the Japanese air

forces were depleted by losses and withdrav/als, intercep
tions became impossible. Some Japanese staff officers
felt that an additional 100 aircraft would have tipped the

scales in these operations but Tokyo, while giving orders,
were unable or unwilling to maintain the strength of the
5th Air Division.

ACSEA File

DACC/014.
A«H«

In December 1943 the Japanese began their attacks
upon the India-China air route and in doing so they
achieved some success, somewhat fortuitously, against
supply dropping aircraft in north Burma. At 1100 hours
on the 10th, three Japanese light bombers, escorted by
fighters, attacked the emergency landing ground at Fort

Hertz. All three bombers and two of the fighters were,
however, destroyed by the U.ScA.A.F. ’telle returning to

their bases the remaining enemy fighters encountered eight
American supply dropping aircraft and shot down four of

them although the escorting P-51*s accounted for another
two, and perhaps three, enemy aircraft* There were no
American fighter casualties from these engagements but a

B-25 on reconnaissance unfortunately met the enemy force

and was shot down. Three days later, on 13 December at

1145 hours, a force of 20 light bombers and 25 fighters was

badly mauled while attempting a raid on Din Jan airfield.
Din Jan, one of the main American bases serving the India-

China air route, was defended by P-40 and P-51 fighter
squadron

tvro fighters although both pilots escaped. Damage to

Din Jan airfield was slight and the airfield remained
serviceable, while casualties amounted to five civilians
killed and eleven injured. A few bombs were also dropped
on the neighbouring airfield of Tinsukia resulting in one

military and four civilian casualties, all injured.

During the air battles the U.S.A.A.F. lostWO

A.H.Bc/
IIJ50/88/56
Encl.79A.

Following the Din Jan raid the 5th Air Division
directed its energies to attacks against American air bases

in China in conjunction with other Japanese air forces in
French Indo-China and China,

nat'ure were carried out dtiring December, three of which
were mounted by the 5th Air Division and directed against
the terminal airfields of Kunming and Yunnanyi,
not within the territory of South East Asia Command these

raids might well be mentioned for they were executed by
Burma based aircraft

regiment, of 18 Sallys, brought up from Sumatra especially
for the operation, was despatched with a filter escort of

40 Oscars to bomb Kimming airfield on 18 December 1943»

Some 19 attacks of this

Although

For the first raid a mediimi bomber

O.R.B,

ACSEA Int.

Jan. *2t4

App. 'B*

(1) The 5th Air Division had beex; reinforced with two
fighter units.
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The second raid, by 21f Lily light bombers and 40 Oscars,
Y/as aimed at lunnanyi airfield and took place on the 19thn
Bad weather hampered the Japanese force and stiff opposi
tion from American fighters resulted in heavy losses to

the enemyo The third attack, also against Kunming, took

place on 22 December 1943 ai^d conprised 24 SaLlys and

IjO Oscars, Once again UoS, fighters intercepted and took

heavy toll of the raiding force® These raids v/ere not

very successful since the Japanese lost a considerable
percentage (number not knovm) of their attacking strength
and most Allied aircraft T/ere airborne when the raids

developed thereby avoidjuig possible destruction or damage*.

ACSEA File

DACQ/014.
AoH.B./lIJ50/
105/V3

As will later be seen, the Japanese, from the middle
of Decembei- 1943 until the end. of February’' 194-i-j concen-
•trated his attacks almost exclusively in the Arskan battle

area® In mid-January, ho'wever, he renevi'-ed his offensive
against the India-China air route® On the 11).th  a single
Japanese fighter attenuated to intercept an American trans
port aircraft in the Fort Hertz valley but by making use of

cloud cover the transport escaped, A similar Incident
occurred two days later when t^vo enemy fighters attempted
and failed to destroy another transport aircraft® The
largest attack of the series took place on 18 January 1944
when six Sally medium bombers and 34 fighters operated in
the Fort Hertz valley between 1145 and I330 hours* Three

C-47's YiThich Yvere supply dropping and a C"'46 on the China
run were lost but American fighters destroyed four or five

enemy aircraft mthout loss to themselves, Fi.nally, a
large enemy fonmticn was observed approaching Din Jan at
0825 hours on the 19th, but they turned away and the
50 UeSo fighters which had been scrambled did not intercept.

In eight attempts to hinder United States transport
operations the enemy achieved little Yvith his bombers but

managed to shoot doiTn eight transport aircraft by operating
his fighters in the valleys south of Fort Hertz, an area
YYhere Japanese observer posts Y/ere most plentiful. The
attacks upon the termini of the Hump route, though laoten-
tially dangerous, were never carried out in great force or
sustained over any length of time, again because the
Japanese high command gave first priority to the Solomons
and to NeTf Guinea# The interception of trans^oort air
craft flying the Hunip, however, brought the Japanese some
measure of success# This they attempted, usjjtig two
fighter units brought down from Manchuria for the purpose#
The casualties they inflicted, though few in nuaber,
forced the Americans to maintain a fighter patrol over the
Hump and transport aircraft began flying a circuitous route
from the Assam valley over the higher mountains to the
north-east# But just when Japanese interceptions were
causing the most difficulty, the tY/o fighter units were
moved to Ner/ Guinea and the interception of Huap aircraft
was never again attempted on a regular basis#

Enemy air raids in Arakan - December 1943 to Februar-y 1944

USSBS 62

Jul,

p»19

OoRsB# H»Q
ACSEA. Int,

Jan. ’4i;-

During October and November the Japanese air
forces successfully reconnoitred Yidde areas of north-east
India including Implial, Assam, the Gliin Hills, the Silchar
valley, the Arakan forv'rax'd ai-eas and Calcutta#

described, three attempts were made in November to photo
graph Chittagong but ail had ended in disaster for the
Japanese Dinahs at the liat.ids of Spitfires, Not only did
enemy reconnaissance activity decrease markedly in December

As already
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but it assumed a very different character,
noticeable cliange was the virtual cessation of long range
high level photographic reconnaissance which hitherto had

been carried out vd.th great regularity,
Japanese concentrated ij^^on reconnaissance of our most
forward areas and this enabled him to withdraw v/ithout loss

upon sighting Allied fighters,
from December onwards was confined to the Bay of Bengal,
indicating a fear of Allied seaborne operations along the
Binrma coast,

attempt during December 1943 to motmt a long range recon

naissance but once again Spitfires demonstrated their
ability to overtake and destroy a Japanese Dinah,

The most

Instead the

All other reconnaissance

The enemy did, however, make one furtherA,H.B./IIJ50/
84/77
Enel. 24A.

Pile 3TAP

17/2/Air
End. 24A
A.H.B

IIJ5Q

J

)/84/2

Towards the end of December 1943 the Japanese began
to take an interest in shipping movements in and out of

Chittagong and for some obscuire reason sent a solitary air

craft to bomb the docks there on the night of 19/20 December.
It had in the past been customary for the enemy to recon

noitre selected targets before a raid but the effective
prohibition of the skies above Chittagong to the enemy by
Spitfires did not deter them from making a sharp attack
against the port on 26 December. At 0900 hours Spitfires
destroyed a Dinah reconnaissance aircraft west of Jessore
and at 1330 hoxirs Spitfires and Hurricanes were scrambled
to intercept a Japanese raid of about 20 bombers and
30 fighters. Interception was effected before the raid
developed and two enemy bombers were shot down. A nimiber
of bombs were dropped in and to the south of the Karnaphuli
river, causing a few small fires and slight damage to some

ships. After the raid the eneny formation turned west
wards and was again encomtered 15 miles Yrest of Chittagong,
a further two enemy fighters and one bomber being destroyed.

28A

3 TAP Pile

10375/2/Air
End, 17A.

A.H,Bo/
IIJSO/SVSA

But the interceptions were not so successful as might
at first sight appear since all pilots expressed their dis

satisfaction -with the fighter control. No. 607 (Spitfire)
Squadron did not engage the enemy at all, neither did
No, 136 Squadron save for two of their Spitfires which
accidentally encountei'ed the enemy ’./liile detached from their

formation. The other interception was affected by two
Spitfires of No, 6l5 Squadron which had earlier been
scrambled to investigate an alleged enemj'' reconnaissance
aircraft. Since at least five of the enemy force were
destroyed by the four Spitfires it is reasonable to assume

that a handsome victory could have been scored had all

Spitfires encountered the enemy. On 26 December there
were 80 Hurricanes and Spitfires in the air but they were
an uncoordinated collection of aircraft in groups varying
from three to twelve aircraft and as such presented no real

problem to a conpact enemy force. Had the enemy been
forced to deal vd.th a wing of co-ordinated aircraft, the

results might have been very different. It is evident that

either the mng system was not working at all or working
very inefficiently. The wing formation had already proved
its worth in England, in the Western Desert and in Europe
and it is reasonable to suppose that provided the ej'^stem
worked efficiently the number of aircraft available in

Bengal, backed by an adequate iiTarning screen, could have

made every attack by the Japanese upon Indian territory
prohibitive.

The benefit of the sharp lesson of 26 December 7?as soon
felt for on Nev/ Year's Eve the most successful interception
yet made in South East Asia took place, Pollowing the

Ibid
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‘bcmbardnisnt of Eajnree Island "by Allied light naval vessels,

the Japanese made a determined hid to destroy them#
naval force was returning to base when they wer
b.y enemy reconnaissance and within a few hours two bombing

At 0930 hours, six Sally
mediimi bombers took part in the f ii-st raid whic3h was

unsuccessful both for the Japanese who misssa their target
and for the RaA^P# Spitfires Y/hich failed to reach the

bombers before the shortage of fuel forced them to recurna

Later in the morning, at 11CK) hours, 1A Sallys and
15 Oscars attacked the nava.l vessels off St» iviartxn's
Islando agaj.ri without success, but th-is time ''12 Spitfires
of IIo»'l36 Squadron intercepted. Breaking thr-ough the
fighter screen the Spitfires picked off the enemy bombers

dealt with

The

e spotted

attacks had been mcimteds

neatly one by oneo The Japanese fighters were
less formally but with equal success and liardly an air

craft of the enemy force returned to base without s
measure of damage. Although inqjossible to confirm at the

moment, it is estimated that thii-teen enemy aircraft were
actually destroyed. One Spitfire was lost and the pilot,
after baling out, was subjected to machine-gun attack by
an enemy fighter® Justice 'was done, however, for the
Japanese pilot, intent upon killing Ms victim, crashed
into the ground. Yet another unusual incident occurred
during the air fighting for two enemy fighters collided in

In the afternoon of the

erne

mid-air and crashed in flames,

same day, between 1500 and 1545'hoijirs, the enemy reacted

. by sending, out a figMer s’veep in the Doliasari - Chittagong
area. Spitfires, hovirever, were hamq)ert.:l by R/T failures
and failed to destroy any of the enemy force.

After his defeat on 31 December 1943 ihe enemy air
forces remained quiescent, apart from recc;nnaissance
activity, until 15 January when he mounted three fighter

Twsnty-four SpitfiresS¥/eeps over the Arakan battle zone

0 o Ro B •

ACSEA Int,

Jan, ’44

were scrambled to intercept the first sweep at O8OO hours
^id they encountered 12 Haiips over Bawli Bazar,
the Spitfires 7/ere 5,000 feet above the enemy fighters
they were in a good position to attack and they claimed
the destruction or damage of the entire enemy force.

About ninety minutes

Since

Tw

Spitfires and one pilot were lost,

o

later, Spitfires again scrarobled for a s'weep of 15 Oscars,
One Spitfire Squadron (No, I36) caught them just south of
ButMdaung and mthout loss to themselves shot doy/a s.ix

Oscars and danaged several others. The third sv/eep took

place at 1120 hours and once again Spitfires severely
handled a force of '12 Hamps over the mungclaw area,
enemy, .ho\yevei*, achie'wed ■ one small success in forcing
doT/n an I,AcP» Hurricane' which inadvertently became
involved in the air battle T/hile'on reconnaissance. Each

of the three enemy groups adopted a different foi'mation,
the first fljmng in loose pairs in shallcy/ vees, the

, second in pairs in deep echelon and the third in line
astern, TTlrjy the enemy dispensed Yvn-th top cover remains

a mystery for bis very high losses were certainly due, in

large measiore, to tMs elementary mistake,
taking part in.the third sy/sep,' if not the second, should
liave been aware of the fate of the first. Out of a

total of 39 enemy fighters, 20 of them "."ere probab.ly
destroyed and 12. daaaaged.

The

lose pilots'TV,
II

On 16 January 1944 at 0o35 hours, yet another Dinah
reconnaissance aircraf’t y/as destroyed by Spitfires
35 miles south-east of Chittagong,
enemy fighters were seen approaching the port.

An hour later 25
But tMs

ACS3A File

DACC/0H/4
A,HoBs/IIJ50/
105A/3
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formation, on sighting oxrr Spitfires, split into small
groups- and retired. On the 20th, however, tv70 Spitfire
squadrons established contact with a Japanese fighter
sweep of 35 Hamps and Oscars over Iviaungdav/ between 0910
and I050 hours; seven were destroyed for the loss of tvro

Spitfires. V/hile this air battle was talcing place a

single bomber attempted a hit and run attack on i/laungdaw
but was shot down by anti-aircraft fireo

After the short period ip mid-January, during which a

considerable fighter effort was expended, the Japanese &ijr

. forces relapsed into their former condition of non-
offensive activity. They retained, however, a watchful
eye upon the Arakam coast and this was clearly illustrated
on 25 January 19^4<» At 0800 hours an enemy reconnaissance
aircraft sighted a number of Allied light naval vessels on

their way south to carry out a further bombardment of

Ramree Island, During the day (between 1030 and
1350 hours) other enemy reconnaissance aircraft maintained
patrols. Though the Japanese were v/ell aivare of the
naval force and its direction, no attempt was made to^

The only other enemy air activity that might
have been a reaction to the shelling of Ramree Island Tivas

a brief fighter incursion on the following morning up the
This force

attack it«

Arakan coast to a point north of Matingdaw,
may have been searching for the Allied naval vessels but

in any case no attack developed. The regular eneimy
of the Arakan coast were not prevented byreconnaissances

our Spitfires since the patrols were flovm principally by
Dinah aircrsift whose speed enabled them to complete a

flight as far as the tip of the Mayu Peninsula and to
retire before RoA.P, fighters could make contact.

Prom 4 to 15 February 1944» enemy air activity in
Arakan was on a greatly increased scale and coincided with

the opening of the Japanese land counter offensive. The
great bulk of this effort was designed to dislocate our

close support operations in the XV Corps area and although
the enemy attacks had a nuisance value, Allied air opera
tions were hardly affected by them. But the attempts of
the R,A,P, to intercept enemy aircraft flying singly or in
formation vrere not so successful as hitherto, partly because

of the Treather, which on occasion hampered air interception,
and partly because the enemy became more wary in his tactics.
Yet there is little evidence to prove that enemy fighters

out to give battle wholeheartedly during his many
Prom Japanese diaries and

were

sweeps over Arakan in February,

0,R,Bo

ACSEA Int,

Peb, ’44

App, ’A’

docuuments it would appear that their close support opera
tions were designed primarily to heighten Japanese morale
since there were numerous instances where the lack of air

support or even the absence from sight of their own air
craft had the effect of lowering appreciably the spirits of

the Japanese soldier. The enemy had, however, other
objectives. He tried as far as possible within the limits
of restricted fighter sweeps to prevent the Allies observ

ing his infiltration movement on the ground which commenced
4 February 1944, and he contrived to lend some measure

of direct support by attacking our positions at some points
with both ground attack filters and, a new innovation,
fight er-bombers•

on

The first successful reconns-issance of Chittagong for

over three months was accomplished by a Dinah between
1625 and 1745 hours on 3 February, On the following day,
from 0835 to 1007 hours, 30 enemy fighters mounted a sweep

0,R,Bo

ACSEA Int,

Mar, ’Mf

App. ’M’
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laungdaw during \Thich areas inmiediately "behind the
front line were bombed and machine-gunned. Spitfires
intercepted but could claim only two enemy aircraft as

probably destroyed. The Japanese tried again to photo
graph our forward areas on 5 February, without success
tliis time however, since at O83O hours Spitfires shot down
the Dinah into the sea off Maungdaw. From 0930-1020 hoijrs

on the same da.y, 30 or more Japanese fighters attacked our

forward troops, including those in the \ital Ngalcyedaulc
Spitfire and two Hurricanes v/ere lost in destroy-

over

pass j one

ACSEA File

Int/39.

ing one enemy aircraft and damaging several others.
Further sweeps were mounted by the Japanese on 6,  8 and
9 February though on one occasion no offensive action took

place. Enemy bombers made one.of their infrequent appear
ances over the battle zone between 0855 aiid 1020 hours on

10 February but the formation passed over the Naf
Peninsula and out to sea without malcing an attack. Spit
fires intercepted and since they were unable to reach the

bombers they had to be satisfied with the destruction of

three of the escorting fighters. After further fighter
operations over Arakan at 1525 hours on 13 February and at

1100 hoijrs on the 15th, enemy air activity lapsed until
0825 hours on 21 February when he vromd up his air offens

ive in the southern sector of the front with a sweep of

50 fighters. Little damage was done to either side in a

running fight which lasted almost as far as Akyab,

O.R.B,

ACSEA

Int, I/iar, '2i4

App. 'M*

SuTrmifl'ry

A study, of the offensive air operations carried out
by the Japanese from the beginning of the dry season until

21 February 1944> reveals certain trends that are worth
noting. He began on 20 October with a raid i^on
Chittagong docks and then mounted three sharp attacks in

Arakan, the last talcing place on 28 October, During the

next phase he directed his air striking force priiicipally
against Allied airfields and ten such raids occurred
between 9 November and 22 December, five of them against
airfields in the No, 22if Group operational area and five

against airfields used by U.S. transport aircraft in Assam,
North Burma and Yunnan, Sandwiched between these attacks

came the Calcutta raid. On 26 and 3I December 1943> he

struck at shipping targets at Chittagong ani3"'bff the
Arakan coast but on the latter date was so severely mauled

by Spitfires that thereafter he confined his offensive
air operations to fighter sTTeeps, all of which took place
in the Arakan battle zone.

The .quick repetition of successful air raids against
the same target, characteristic of the Japanese air force's
spasmodic activity in the 1942-45 season, vra.s not con

firmed during the closing months of 1945» The sin^jle
lesson that if air raids are repeated the enemy vdll be

prepared and waiting, seems to have been learnt and the

Japanese 7/ere inclined to choose targets for single raids

in as unpredictable a manner as possible* In operational
areas, particularly in China, the Japanese attacked new

airfields under construction, presumably to take advantage
of ill-organized defence and to stan^ede local laboiu’.
This policy paid dividends in China but was not so success-

fiil in Arakan, Bengal and Assam where new works were mostly
additional to existing airfields protected by an established
defence system. Of his attaclcs against Allied shipping, it

(15457)
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mi^t Tae said that these could he e:q>eoted in a period lirfien
the Japanese "were apprehensive of Allied anapMbious
intentions*

The advent of the Spitfire mrk V fighter in Bengal
early in Novemher 1943 began an era of successful inter
ceptions in ifidiich the enemy discovered for the first tune
in the South East Asia theatre of war, the efficacy of

modern aircraft backed by a reasonably well developed
system of warning and control* The first squadrons to be

equipped with Spitfires were based at Chittagong in order
to protect that vital base and to cover the Arakan front,
the scene of the first major battle of the cairpaigning
season* V/ithin the month. Spitfires had destroyed four
Dinah, reconnaissance aircraft whose excellent performance
had hitherto allowed them to range at will over our forward

bases at a height speed that the Hurricanes could not
equal* The enengr then endeavoured to whittle down the
Spitfire strength so that he coiold once again operate over
Arakan suffering only the minor casiaalties that Itorioanes
could inflict* But this objective he failed to achieve.
During December 1943 smd January 1944 the ̂ itfire V
squadrons gained valuable e:q)erience in air fighting and,

the fighter control organization had been tightened
up, they were fairly successful in combats with the
Japanese Oscars and Hamps* The l^k V Spitfire was not,
however, the coDOplete answer to the problems of air inter
ception* By the end of January 1944 Eastern Air Command
had at their disposal three squadrons of Spitfire V*s and
three of Spitfire Villas* The latter, v/ith its greater
speed and faster rate of climb than the Itok V, was a

necessary advancement since the Japanese To jo filter,
superior in performance to the Oscar, had been seen in
action in China and might well have appeared in Burma*
The arrival of Spitfire YLTl^s depended \;^on months of

foresight and planning* Demands for Spitfire VIII *s for
Overlord had first to be met, however, and the provision of
Mark V*s at the beginning of the can5>aigning season to hold
the fort until Ifeu’k VIII *s could be made available in

quantity, proved a highly prudent step*

once

From October 1943 until the end of February 1944> the
Japanese admitted the loss of 12f2 aircxraft with damage to a
further 44« 'Whether or not these figures represent a true

picture of their operational wastage is not yet known and,
in view of the inadequacy of Japanese recording, the t27ue

facts may nev^ emerge* In the same period the R*A*F*
claimed the destruction of 68 enemy aircsraft, 34 as proba
bly destroyed and 99 as damaged; the U*S«A*A*P* claimed
78 destroyed, 38 probably so and 75 damaged, giving a total
of 12(J6-72-174. Statistics, however, do not necessarily
measure the success or failure of air operations. "What
does matter is udiether the Allied air forces provided ade

quate air defence over the India-Burma frontier and denied
the enemy any appreciable benefit from his air operations*
Viewed aa a whole it would appear that the results achieved
by the Japanese air forces were small in relation to the

That he failed to make use of bombereffo2Tt expended*
aircraft during January and February 1944 must be largely
attributable to the effectiveness of our air defence for he

had at his disposal nearly 100 light and medium bombers*
All that happened in this respect was one fli^t by a
foiTnation of medium bombers over the Arakan battle zone

when no bombs were dropped, and a miserable effort at night
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with a solitary homber just north of iiaungdaw# Some low-

altitude machine gunning of our forward troops took place
and a number of honibs were dropped hy filter-bombers, but

all on a very limited scale* His anny*s ground plan for

halting the Allied offensive in Arakan had met with initial
success and there could not have been a better opportvinity
or a greater inducement to use an air striking force*
lack of any bomber offensive at such an opportune moment
must remain something of a mystery since no satisfactory
explanation has so far emerged* It is possible that the

.  . 5th Air Division realised that aircraft losses might not be
replaced in view of the low priority of the Burm theatre*
He may have wished, to ke^ his bomber force intact either
as a potential threat or for use during the Manipur cam

paign* Perhaps logistics lay at the root of the matter,
for his problems of supply and maintenance in all theatres
was aggravated by the constant war of attrition waged by
the air and naval forces of the Allies* There is no doubt,
however, that his air forces in Biirma felt the impact of

poor long term planning in his training organization for

his replacement pilots and aircrews were generally inferior •

in quality than those who took part in their initial
offensives* Moreover, his aircrew strength in Burma must
have declined, again because of the hi^er priority given
.to operations in the South West Pacific Area*

The

n
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CHAPTER k

THE SECOND APJUCAN CA^IPAIGN

DECmtBER 1943 - ¥LM~-4 9hU

Background

Operations In Burma were influenced to a jjrofound
extent by two distinct but quite separate factors which
developed in the v/inter of 19'4-3”44» The first was the
decision of the Combined Chiefs of Staff to withdraw from

South East Asia Command all amphibious resources in view of
the developments in Europe viaich received an overriding
priority© This move had the effect of destroying piecemeal
the framevrark of the ofi'ensive operations against the

Japs.nese for 'vaiich detailed planning was well advanced©
The second factor was the Japanese plan to mount offensive
operations on the India~Burma frontier* Since la.rge scale

amphibious operations could not be contempla'bedj Allied
plans in the Araican sector of the front had to be related

to the vidder conception of placing our forces in favourable
positions Tihence the re"Conquest of Burma might be accomp-^
lished in the dry season of There v^as too, an
additional aim in applying the maximum attrition to Japanese
forces by engaging them vigorously in battle on land, sea

and in the air© Unlike the previous year's campaign, land

operations in Arakan did not envisage the capture of Akyab,
although the island still constituted an ultimate objective
viien suitable resources could be me.de available®

In November 1943 as soon as the ground had dried out
sufficiently, XV Corps, supported by No, 224 Group, RoA.E®,
began an advance from positions covering Cox's Bazar doivn

the Mayu Peninsula® ^ This is dominated by the Mayu range
vdiich rises very steeply to an average height of 1000 feet.

To the west or coastal side of the range lies a flat coastal

belt stretching to the sea and to the Naf river© To the

east of the Mayu range is the Kalapanzln valley,  a region
mainly of paddy interspersed with svramps, woods, tangled
undergrowth and some grassland* The chaungs (waterways)
with wiiich the coastal strip is intersected were almost as

great an obstacle a.s the hills and the jungle. During dry
weather they could generally be forded at low water, but at

other times high tides made them difficult to cross© A

subsidiary battleground lay in the Kaladan valley and here

simi.lar topographical features of hills, jungle and chaungs
made movement by land forces difficult© Indeed, only the

advent of transport aircraft enabled troops to operate there

at alio In Arakan the tv/o main rivers, the Mayu and
Kaladan, vdth their tributaries, converge on i/diat was the
main Japanese base of Aiyab© Since he comnianded the
entrances to these two arteries the enemy could make use of

excellent watervirays. For land communications the Allies

possessed a road of doubtful quality from the rail-head at

Donhazari southvra.rds through Cox’s Bazar and Bawli Bazar

tov/ards Maungdavir, Coastal craft could also be used, how

ever, as far south as Cox’s Bazar and later to Maungdaw when

that village had been captured by our troops©
beginning of the campaigning season the Japanese were
ensconced at Maungdaw and Buthidaung, these two places being
corjoected by an excellent metalled higliway which tunnelled

the upper parts of the feyu range©

At the

Climate and disease played no small part in the Axal<an
Temperatures in the low-lying country along thecampaign©

coast remain consistently high all the year round; humidity
is high too, and these factors made campaigning an exliausting
business particularly for the forward troops wiro had to
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Atattle Ydth the terrain, the climate and the enemy,
earlier the first Arakan cainpaign had petered out, notyear

only because the Japanese outnanoeuvred our forces, but also
because sickness casualties were fantastically higii among

the army and air force units deployed there,
done during the lull in fighting to reduce the ravages of
malaria and the sickness rate diminished considerablyo
This was due to efficient draining of bad areas on lines of

communication, improved personnel discipline and various
medical prophydactic measures which were introduced. In
such a climate, however, diseases other than malaria were

the products of the conditions. Dysentery was fairly common,
cholera always a possibility (an outbreak actually occurred,
in the 81st Vfest African Division), there were numerous skin

complaints and scrub typhus to.s endemic in certain regions.
Moreover, few escaped the torment of prickly heat. In all,
Arakan can be regarded as an unattractive place in viiich to

fi^it and this fact should alv/ays be considered when the
fortunes of the land and air forces on the Arakan front are

The land forces in particular were much maligned

l-'iuch 'was

weighed,
in certain quarters for an alleged failure to malce substan
tial territorial gains during 19A3-44 whereas in actual
fact they exhibited great courage and power of endurance in

defeating a fierce attack by an enemy viiose forces needed

far less paraphernalia of v/ar to sustain them than the

troops of more civilized nations.

The Initial Thrust down the Mayu Peninsula

(1) several plans for operationsAs mentioned elseiAdiere

in Aralcan ivere examined but all vrere eventually abandoned

either throu.^ lack of resources or for other reasons.
Our forces were therefore obliged to fall back on  a plan
for an advance vath the limited objective of the Maungdav<w
Buthidaung road and the mouth of the Naf river, and to kill

In the firstas many Japanese as possible in the process

Tel. SEAC03 1,
A3ml

Mountbatten to

Chiefs of Staff

25 Oct. »43
Chiefs of Staff

to Adml,
Mountbatten

Tel, COSSEA 1

23 Oct, »A3
A.H.B./IU50/97

Aralcan campaign our forces advanced along both sides of the

Majm range but none had been on the range itself. The
Japanese had made tactical use of this, advancing along the

summit to split the Eritish-Indlan forces. Moreover, the

enemy had advanced up the Kaladan valley and moved vrest-
wards across the mountains, thereby threatening our lines

In anticipation that this would againof communication,

be their plan, XV Corps were to advance down the Mayu
Peninsula, using two divisions, with troops on the Mayu

and to the west and east of it, and also to throw outrange

Telo SEACOS

Adml

Mountbatten to

Chiefs of Staff

18 Dec. 'A3
A.H.B./IIJ50/97

the 8lst Vfest African Division as a further flank guard to
march down the distant Kaladan valley lying beyond the next

range of hills.

The situation at the end of 1943 was that the Allies

held positions covering Cox's Bazar on the general line
Teknaf-Buthldaung-Paletwa
established in November 1943 a.s the monsoon floods sub

sided XV Corps troops probed deeper tovra,rds the Haungdaw-
Buthidaung road in a series of toughly contested actions
against the forward i^osltions of the 55th Japanese Division,

Reports were received that the enemy had turned the tunnels
area into fortified positions, buttressing it with two

strongholds at Eazibil (Maungdaw) and Let’wedet (Buthidaung).
The XV Corps commander, Lieut.-General Christ!son, proposed
to sieze these two bastions a-nd to leave the garrisons of

the tunnels to be destroyed later.

Contact with the enemy was

By the middle of

G, 0 • C • •—m—C

14th An;ny.„
Cab,Hist,Sec.- •

ALPSEA 431/4.

• } :■

(l) See Chapter 2 Page 23
(13457)
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December 1943 the stage was set for the main attack upon
the fortresseso

the coastal side of the Mayu range and the 7th Indian
Division on and to the east of ito

The 5th Indian Division was deployed on

But since another

division was to be landed on the Majoi Peninsula early in

February 1914 to catch the bulk of the Japanese land forces

betvirean them and the troops advancing overland, the 5th
and 7th Divisions Vt’sre held back so as to leave room for

"Whenthe amphibious forces to land behind the Japanese*
towa.rds the end of December operation Pigstick va.3 cancelled

on instiuctions from London, no reason existed for delaying
the advance of XV Corps*
to push forvraxd and clear the Mayu Peninsula far enough
south to enable the Naf river to be used for sea supply*

Christison ¥/as therefore ordered

Chiefs of Staff

to Supreme
Allied Commander

29 Deco *45
Ao?hB,/lIJ50/97

On 9 January 1944- Maungdaw fell to the 5th Division
and the attack wa.s turned against the Easabil fortress#
By the end. of the month, though Ea^-abil still held otit,
enough of the-area had been occupied to allovir X7 Corps to
press along over the Ngaln/edauk pass against Buthida.ungo
This was the p>osition wlien on 4 Pebjruary. 1944 the Js.panese
launched their counter offensiveo

Air Support in Arakan » December 1943 - Jan 1944

For the few remaining vreeks of 1943 the squadrons of
No* 224 Croup y^ere occupied in giving the limited scale of

air support called for by XV Corps during a period of

skirmishing* For both XV Corps and Koo 224 Croup Vfere
engaged in regrouping their forces for the coming offensive.
By the end of December 1943? Noc 22i|. Croup had available
some ten squadrons for direct and indirect support of the

army. Tactical reconnaissance vra.s in the hands of No, 6

(IAF) Squadron-based at Cox's Bazar while the powerful
40-mra Hurricanes of No, 20 Squadron vrere located farther

south at tlae fair~vysather strip of Nldaniao The tvra
Vengeance dive-beniber units, No» 8 (IAF) and No, 82 (RAF)
Squadrons, were operating from Dohasarl s.nd Double Moorings
in the Chittagong area. Of the six^''-^ Hurricane lie
squadrons which had to combine the multifarious roles of

escort, defence, reconns-issance and offence, all were
perforce situated at airstrips in the region of Chittagoiig,
Comilla and Agartala, their precise locations being
Chiringa, Chittagong, Lalmai,, Agstrtala and Parashuram. .

In addition Nosa 136? 607 and 615 (Spitfire v) Squ8.drons
were based at Dohaaari and on two fair-weather strips near
femu, east of Cox's Bazaro This deploj’ment rex>resented

■ the most fermrd that could., in December 1943? be arranged,
I.n Januaiy 1944, hovyever, a number of fair-vreather strips
were opened near Oox's Bazar and to the soutli, and thus a
general fo.ryra.rd. movement took jplaGe, The tw'o Vengeance
squadrons, for instance, moved from Chittagong to the air

strips at Jo.ari and Jumchar, in the vicinity of Cox's
Bazar*, while all Hurrica.ne units, now numbering elght(2)
squadr-ons, were based south of Chittagong save for'
Noso 30 and 60 Squadrons which remained farther back at
Agartala and Fenny©

AC3EA Taotc

Msaoranda

Page 53s
AcH.B«/IU50/47/34

(l) Nos, 11, 60, 79? '134? 258 and 261 Squadrons,
(2) Nosa 11, 20, 30, 60, 79, 134, 258 and 261 Squadrons,

SEGitET(13437)
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Up to the end of December 1943 the tactical bombing
and ground strafing operations of No. 224 Group were spread
fairly evenly over the whole Aralcan area. Wot only Trere

attacks made upon enemy positions on the Mayu Peninsula and

in the Kaladan valley, but a substantial number of sorties

were flown against enemy points of concentration and supply
dumps at Rathedaung, Myohaung, Hinbya and Akyab, These
oioerations had little effect upon the early stages of the

XV Corps advance but they had no small bearing upon the out

come of the major battle which took place in February 1944*

From 30 December until 3 February, however,,practically all

tactical light banber effort was expended in close support
and our advances at llaungdaw and Buthidaung v/ere both

preceded by intensive dive-bombin£^ of enemy strongholds.
More than once the Vengeances of No. 8 (l.A.F.) Squadron and
No. 82 Squadron mounted nearly fifty sorties between them in
a single day. In all during this period. Vengeance air

craft made 28 attacks against fortified enemy positions on

the Mayu Peninsula, comprising some 552 sorties of vdiich 23
were abortive. Nearly 280 tons of bombs were dropped.

In Arakan too, in January 1944, the Strategic Air Force
took part in an attack designed to soften an eneaqy strong
hold in anticipation of a general advance. During the
operations oui’ ground forces were to be withdrawn to posi
tions not less than 1000 yards from the perimeter of the

area to be attacked, and immediately after the bombing they
intended to occupy the strongpoint. The target area lay
at Razabil, three miles east of Maungdav; and took place
between 1000 and IO3O hours on 26 January 19^44» First of

all 24 Vengeances dive-bombed Razabil thereby indicating
the target for sixteen B-24's and seven B-25's of the
Strategic Air Force. It is interesting to note tliat No. 224
Group loaned to the Strategic Air Force three aircrew v/ho

knew the target well from the air. The majority of bombs

fell in the area, one 2000 lb, bomb obliterating the top of
a small hill containing enemy positions. But an appreciable
time-lag occurred before the army could move to the assault

and the eneny did not apparently suffer serious or lasting
damage from the bombardment. The area of attack was 1000
by 600 yards and the bomb load nearly 50 tons. The target
was undoubtedly too large for the v/eight of bombs dropped
and it would appear that such attacks needed to be more

accurate or more concentrated to be really effective,
no useful purpose can be served at this point in attempting
an overall evaluation of the work performed by the Allied

air forces during the early stages of the Arakan campaign;
the continuous nature of air operations demands a wider
perspective.

The Japanese Counter-offensive in Arakan - February 1914

But

A.M. ?/ar

Room Stat.

Sunmaries

Nov. '43 -
June *44-

A.H.B./IIJ51/6

5T.A.F. to No, 224

Group, File
M3/8/4l/Alr
0ptl,Inst.4*
A.H.B./IIJ50/
84/139

■fcile XV Corps troops vrere probing southwards from
Cox's Bazar, the 8lst W.A, Division ms concentrating near
Clilringa where it was maintained partly by air supply,
then moved eastwards over what had hitherto been considered
impassable jungle clad hills into the valley of the Kaladan
at Daletme Ydth the object of protecting the flank of our
forces astride the Hayu range north of the Maungdaw-
Buthidaung line.
Vest African Division a jeep track 73 niiles long had to be
built from Clilringa to Daletme across four mountain ranges.
This jeep track was later abandoned and from the moment the
Division debouched into the river valley it became exclusi-vely
dependent upon air supplies for food and ammunition alike.

It

To effect the movement of the 81st

A.M. Pile
G.27122
Despatch by
Gen. Giffard

(13437)
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Come v/hat might its maintenance thus remained a continuous
and inescapable obligation for our transport aircraft.

But the exploits of the 81st W«A. Division were thrust
somewhat into the background from early February onwards by
a series of events which took place on the main Arakan front.

There were in fact two phases of the Japanese plan for

operations on the India-Burma frontier. In the first, an

offensive Y/as to be launched against our forces in Arakan

Yidth the object of capturing the port of Chittagong, while
in the second, timed to commence a month later, an attempt
was to be made to capture our bases at Imphal and Kohima
and thus forestall any Allied advance into Burma. In
making their plans for this overall offensive, the Japanese
assumed that all available Allied reserves would have to be

committed to meet their attack in Aralcan before the second

phase was launched on the central front. The enemy did not

appreciate the fact that their advantage in interior land
and river lines of communication could be counterbalanced

by the Allied use of air supply. Moreover, as a corollary
of this, they did not realize that, when they had cut our
lines of communication, our troops would no longer be forced
to fall back and fight a battle to re-establish those lines;
our troops would simply hold their positions mth the aid of

supplies dropped from the air.

Translation &

Interrogation
Report No.242
Aug. 1946
A.H.B./IU50/75

SEACOS 92. Adml
Mountbatten to

Chiefs of Staff

14 Feb. '44.

A.H.B./IIJ5O/97

In Arakan the 5th and 7th Indian Divisions were massing
for an assualt on Buthidaung when on 4 February 1944 the

Japanese initiated one of their characteristic movements of

infiltration and envelopment. Their plan was an ambitious
one. Their first objective wa.s the Ngal^yedauk pass across

the Mayu range over vdiich the 7th Division maintained its

communications with the 5th Division to the west and YYith

the life-line of the liaungdaw-BavYli Bazar road northwards.
The road itself vYas then to be cut and both divisions

annihilated while the victorious Japanese troops marched
upon Chittagong, At first the Japanese attack in Arakan
must have seemed well on the road to success. The infiltras-

tion through our lines and past our left flank was swiftly
accomplished, control of the Ngakyedauk Pass secured and

the BaYvli road brought under fire. So certain were the

Japanese of success that Tokyo radio announced victories at

the appropriate times according to their pre-arranged time
table.

R.A.F. fighter reconnaissance aircraft were out
continuously over the battle area (indications of a
Japanese advance having been received) but little or no
enemy movement could be seen,
the enemy and, coupled iffith his discipline and skill-in
camouflage, effective cover of their movements ms achieved.
Once the enemy had secured control of the Ngakyedauk Pass,
the 7th Division was cut off from the main body of our

forces TYhlle the communications of the 5th Division became

In this the terrain helped

According to all precedents from theTel. SEACOS 90

Mml Mountbatten Malayan campaign onvYards our forces, deeply embarrassed by
to Chiefs uf

Staff Feb, '44
A.H.B./IIJ50/97

highly precarious.

the severance of their communications, should have hastily
abandoned their fortified positions and beaten a retreat
tovYards their base, thus affording to the enemy the opportu
nity for which he was seeking,
occurred,

attack, had been divined and orders were given that any
formation or unit cut off would hold their ground.
Array H.Q. arrangements were set in train to meet this
eventuality e,nd several days rations, together with ammuni
tion and medical supplies for more than a division v/ere

In fact nothing of the sort
The enemy’s intention, though not the point of

At

(13437) SECRET
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packed ready for dropping and stockpiled at E.A.F. airfields

for delivery by air should the need arise. These prepaara-
tions had a far reaching effect upon the battle and when

supplies were called for there was no delay. Supply
dropping to the 7th Indian Division began on 8 February 1944*

Althougli the Japanese closely invested the
7th Division’s defensive areas, called 'Boxes’, and harrassed
the communications of the 5th Division from the hills over

looking the Bawli road, he made no further headway.
Despite ferocious attacks our strongholds stood firm and by
20 February the shortage of food and ammunition and the

lack of any tactical success began to have their effect
upon the Japanese,
he was demoralized by an entirely unexpected reverse for

T/hich his plans had made no provision,
strative system was faced with a complete breakdown for his

plans had been laid on the assumption that he could bring
about the wholesale retirement of our forces by infiltration

and outflanking movements as in the past and that captured
booty would sustain him for further conquest.

He had suffered severe casualties and

His whole admini-

G.O.G.-in-C.

14th Army
Cab.Hist.Sec.

AIFSM 431/4

Throughout the battle the enenyr’s supply lines v/ere
harried from the sea and air so that the Japanese attempts
to remedy the situation after his plan had failed were
unsuccessful. Owing to the poor state of the Arakan roads

he had to bring up most of his supplies by coastal craft

and inland water transport which were shot up and destroyed
by our aircraft and light naval forces. The 7th Division,
on the other hand, was supplied entirely by air and despite
enemy opposition ovir aircrews continued to maintain this

process until the momentum of the enemy's attacks had spent
themselves. After that the issue was never in doubt.

Dviring the third vreek in February the battle tiirned
definitely in our favour and on the 23rd the enemy began to
retreat. The following day the 7th Indian Division broke

out over the Ngakyedauk pass and made contact with the

5th Indian Division. Other Allied forces advancing south

wards from Cox’s Bazar to relieve the pressure on 7th
Division joined in the battle. In his efforts to escape

the enemy broke up into small parties v/hich were hunted down

in the jimgle. It took some time to do this in the close

mountain country since some enemy detachments had to be

vdped out completely. Nevertheless, it was possible for
XV Corps to continue its general offensive on 5 klarch and

there is little doubt that our overall air superiority had

been largely responsible for.this. To the accompaniment of

constant air support, direct and indirect, XV Corps troops
subsequently captured the enemy fortress of Razabil, the

tunnels area and Buthidaung after protracted and heavy
fighting. At the beginning of May, XV Corps troops with

drew from Buthidaung and took up monsoon positions on the

general line Godusara-tunnels area-Taung Bazar. Both the

5th and 7th Divisions were transferred from Arakan to

Manip\rr, the former largely by air at the. end of March and

the latter by air and surface transport early in May.
Thenceforth the XV Corps front was held by the 25th and 26th
Divisions.

A.M. File

C.27122.

Despatch by
Gen. Giffard.

Telegram 98,
Adml Mountbatten

to Chiefs of

Staff 18 Feb.

A.H.B./IIJ50/97

ACSEA File

AGRG/306
Third T.A.F.

to D/AC.-in-C.
8July ‘44
A.H.B./IIJ50/
103/68

The Maintenance by air of XV Corps - February-Farch 1944 ■

Passim At first the small scale supply dropping effort in
Arakan was effected, from 12 December 1943^ by a few aircraft

of No. 31 Squadron, Agartala, the recipients being advanced
elements of the 81st West African Division near Paletwa in

Rhen No. 62 Squadron, based at Comilla, becameKaladan.

(13437)
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operational on 7 January 19A4, they assumed responsi-
■bility for the supply by air of the entire Division® But
as commitments increased with the envelopment of the 7th
Indian Division in February^ a substantial reinforcement of
transport aircraft became necessary. Not only had Troop
Carrier Command to sustain the beleaguered troops near
Buthidaung and the 81st IhA, Division in Kaladan^ but also
our outposts in the Chin Hills, Stilwell's Chinese forces
advancing down the Hukawng valley and the garrison at
Fort Hertz in north Burma® No,31 Squadron, RoAoFo, though
deeply committed to operations in the Chin Hills and else
where, ooramenced supply dropping in the Mayu peninsula area
on 8 February 1944. Two days later No. 194 Squadron,
which had Just reached Bengal from its training ground in
the Punjab, Joined Noso 31 and 62 Squadrons® Lastly,
No* 117 Squadron, a recent addition to South East Asia from
the Mediterranean theatre, began supply dropping on
24 February* These four squadrons comprised the entire
R.A.F, element of Troop Carrier Command but they alone
could not keep pace v/ith the demands made by the land
forces* The American squadrons of T.C.C. could not assist
since they were fully employed on the northern sector of
the front*

Diversion of Aircraft from the India-China air route

Telegram 96
SoA*C* to
Chiefs of
Staff

18 Feb. *44
AoH.B*/lIJ50/97

Vilhen the emergency arose in Arakan the transport
squadrons of Troop Carrier Command were already operating
on a narrow margin of reserve* Moreover, the practice
flights and actual fly-in of General Vflngate’s Special
Force to north central Biirrna scheduled to begin early in
March and if the crisis in Arakan lasted that long it seemed
that two major commitments of air supply would overlap,
■While the Arakan campaign, after the initial Japanese
successes, progressed favourably for the Allies, it could
not be foreseen when overland supply would again become
possible* The expulsion of enemy forces from a wild and
mountainous Jungle country could not but take time and the
Y/ingate operation could not be postponed since its timing
had been related to the moon period* Unless, therefore,
additional transport aircraft could be acquired for use in
Arakan, the Supreme Allied Commander felt that the insertion
of Yifingate's Special Force inside enemy territory would have
to be abandoned.

Telegram 98
SoAoC* to
Chiefs of
Staff 18 Feb o

A.H.B./I 44.

It Tivas anticipated tliat there would be a deficiency
at the peak period when both operations overlapped of about
thirty-three C-47 aircraft or their equivalent lifting
capacity* The only transport aircraft that could be quicldy
made available were those of the U.S* Air Transport Command
plying between India and China* The diversion of these
aircraft from their legitimate task, however, meant the
loss to China of about 2500 tons per month but Mountbatten
had no authority to divert that amount v/ithout the approval
of the Combined Cliiefs of Staff* At 'Quadrant* the
Supreme Allied ComiTiander, SoE*Aa had been authorized to
divert up to 1100 tons per month from the Hump route over
a period of s:^x months to meet the requirements of opera
tion Tarzan(l>o This operation, however, had not been
put into effect, yet v/hile the policy decided upon by the
Combined Chiefs of Staff no longer held good, the tenor of

IIJ50/97

CCS, Paper
411/4
26 Nov. *43

(l) The plan of operations for an advance to the
Indaw-Katha area.
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discussions at Sextant and subsequent meetings v/itli the
Generalissimo v/as to the effect that diversion would be

Mountbattenpermissible to meet unforeseen emergencieso
therefore sought the approval of the Combined Chiefs of

Staff for the diversion of twenty-seven C-it-6 aircraft
from the HiAmp route*
ment and although the Supreme Commander hoped that fewer

aircraft would be needed, he asked for the povrer to call

upon that number during the Arakan emergency*
Wingate operation had a direct bearing on the operations
designed to ensure the protection of the air route to
China(l) the Combined Chiefs of Staff gave permission for
the diversion of C-46 aircraft from the Hump route* On

21+ February the India-China Wing of the U*So Air Transport
Command received orders to place tv/enty-five aircraft at the

disposal of Troop Carrier Command for operations within
36 hours* These aircraft operated in Aralcan until the

middle of March*

This v/as considered a maximum require-

Because the

Telegram 65#
Chiefs of

Staff to Adml

Mountbatten

21+ Feb, Vr
AcH,B./lU50/97

Airborne Relief of the 7th Indian Division

The ‘air supply to the 7th Division • * since referred to
as the 'Admin, Box' because it contained a preponderance of

administrative troops - was carried out by the transport
aircrews with great skill and courage. Only one Dakota
was lost and this occurred on the opening day's operations
(8 February 1944) when our transport aircraft, after dropping
about half"their loads, fell foul of an enemy fighter sweep.
Save for the Dakota lost, all our aircre.ft were forced to
return to their bases. On the follovang day seven out of

sixteen aircraft vrere forced to abandon their sorties ovri.ng

to intense light anti-aircraft fire and some aircraft were

badly damaged* Despite enemj'' interference, however trans

port aircraft flew daily to the Admin, Box to drop not only
basic supplies, but also the SEAC* newspaper, cigarettes
and mail from home* .The despatch of these amenitxes doubt

less made the troops realize that their iDredicament was

merely.temporary and by no means hopeless.

Report by
Third T,A,F,

A,H,B,/IU50/
47/50

It should be recalled at this point that the success
of supply dropping operations during February 1944 was only
possible Tath the maintenance of an air superiority which

in the opening stages of the offensive the Japanese did
their utmost to contest*(2) His fighters were mobilized
in central Burma and sent for a time as many as the

unprecedentedly high number of 80 sorties in a single day,
although it is significant that his bombers rarely appeared.
On various occasions our Spitfires intercepted and shot

down a fair proportion of the enemy aircraft v/ith but small
losse to themselves,

over the dropping zones seriously complicated the problems
of those whose business it v/as to arran^;e the details of

supply dropping and escort flights
moments when enemy aircraft were reported to be in strength
over selected dropioing zones®

necessary, were recalled, sometimes on the outward journey
and sometimes in the middle of dropping.

But the appearance of enemy aircraft

There were anxious

Our transport aircraft, when

Review of . Air

Transport ops*
HoQ*, AG3EA

A*HoB*/lIJ50/
47/70

(1) Operations in north Burma were designed to capture
Myitkyina thereby giving the Allies an inteimediate base

for transport aircraft flying the Hump route and also a

base for fighter aircraft,
(2) See Chapter 3 Pages 38-42.
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Ibid. Characteristically accurate small arms fire from
isolated detacliments of the enemy ensconced within our

lines provided another threat to the success of these
operations® Tliis danger, together with that from enemy
aircraft, w^as partly met by transferring the time of

dropping to the hours of darkness. This in turn involved
the adoption of a special recognition procedure though the

fact that few loads were brought back undelivered after
the opening das^-s' operations was due more to the invention

and resourcefulness of the pilots than to the smooth work

ing of the recognition procedure® The standard of co
operation varied from place to place. The dropping of

supplies by night was further complicated by ingenious
attempts on the part of the Japanese to entice the aircraft

to deliver the loads to themselves; at various times green
verey li^ts were seen to be discharged from areas which
were undoubtedly held by the enemy# It was, however,
impracticable to supply the H.Q. 'box' of the 7th Indian
Division by night since -its dropping zone was overlooked by
and within small arras range of features occupied by the

enemy# For the delivery of supplies to it, special
circuits were designed for the aircraft so as to keep them

as far as possible out of range of the eneniy's fire. Miile

dropping vra.s in progress, covering fire was sometimes
provided by tanlcs but nevertheless our aircraft supplying
the 7th Division's H.Q. 'box ' were frequently hit by small
arms fire. Occasionally the margin of air supply over
ground requirements in this 'box' was perilously fine.
One Dakota crev/ saw ammunition dropped by them during the

first tvro or three circuits actually in use before leaving
the dropping zone® Three times ammunition dumps in the

H.Q. 'box' were blown up by Japanese artillery and the

entire stores had to be replaced by air.

O.RoB's Nos,31,
62, 117 & 194
Squadrons
Feb. & Mar. '44

Statistics of air supply during the period 3 February
Supply carrying aircraftto 12 March 1944 s-re instructive,

flew 714 sorties and delivered nearly 2300 tons of varied

frelglit to the land forces in the l-Iayu peninsula area.

There were 629 sorties by R.AoF, transport aircraft, 444 by
day and 185 by night. Thirty-nine sorties were abortive
(20 day, 19 night), the unsuccessful ni^t sorties being
mainly rendered so by the absence of ground signals at the

dropping zones and those by day owing to enemy action.
The R.A.F* delivered 1837 tons of supplies of idiich
approximately 30 per cent v^as dropped free and 70 per cent
parachuted; the dropping and parachuting were resorted to
within the saime load on about half the sorties,

remaining 85 sorties and 446 tons represents the effort
of 25 C-46 aircraft diverted from the Hump air route.
RoA#Fo squadrons 0]perated from 8 or 9 February while a

fourth squadron joined them on the 24th.
became available during the third week in February it was

possible to divert some of the R.A.F. aircraft to other
vital tasks.

Nos. 31 and 62 Squadrons ceased on 28 and 29 February,
No, 194 Squadron on 1 March and No. 117 Squadron on the
12th,

full operation.

The

Th

Vhen the C-46's

Air supply in the Mayu Peninsula area by

By that time overland communicatioims were again in

ree

Sunimary - Air Supply

The massive intervention of our transport aircraft in

the Arakan battle had a decisive effect upon the Japanese
offensive•

problem of advanced enemy troops behind our lines remained
insoluble.

As long as our troops held firm, the supply

They could not fight upon the food and
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axiununition \i4iich they had hoped to capture nor could they be
supplied to any appreciable extent along the devious Jungle
tracks which had been used for their advancee They. v/ere,

in fact, trapped, and though they might fight mth the blind
tenacity of the cornered Japanese soldier, the ultimate

In fact by the beginning of
March the situation in Arakan had been con^letely restored#
The •wdiole episode, hov/ever, v©.s rich in lessons for the

strategist and may ’.veil be considered to mark the turning
point in the history/ of land vrarfare in the Par East# Por
it v/as clear that the vreapon that the Allies might henceforth

employ to neutralise the hitherto baffling mobility and
endurance of the Japanese soldier was the ubiquitous trans

port aircraft. Moreover, the Arakan campaign set the pace
for the battles that were shortly to follow on the central

front where greater numbers, greater distances and a much

longer period of time were involvedaC"! J

issue could not be in doubt*

The main battle in Arakan lasted seventeen days and at

the end of it the enemy was seven days overdue on his ration
issues,

the Japanese themselves became tlie hunted and disillusionment
set in as v/as inevitable when their carefully laid plans

Suffering the pangs of hunger and privation.

Instead of completely isolating the British troops

went av/ry«
dive-bombed and machine-gunned in their bunlcers, the
Japanese broke up into small parties and endeavoured to

maice their escape,
troops to receive some measure of air supply they gravely
miscalculated its possibilities and were corifounded by the
quantity of supplies delivered.

bhile the enemy had expected XV Corps

Nor did they think that

Translation &

■Interrogation
Report 242

' ■pp 15-16,
A.H.B./IIJ5O/74 we could hold out for any length ©f time on air supplies

Thus at last the Allied forces on the Burma frontalone

had defeated a Japanese offensive with all the moral benefits
that that involved. The fact that five Allied divisions were
used to defeat a Japanese task force the size of one does not
alter this facto There is no doubt that the battle greatly
boosted the spirits of the troops .for they liad seen convinc
ing evidence that encirclement did not mean retreat or
annihilation. The chief means by ^vtlich the Japanese
offensive was defeated lay in the employment of a technique
which the enemy could not abruptly acquire. The roots of
air supply were too deep to be capable of sudden cultivation
by the enemy and the only kind of atmosphere in which air
supply'could live - that of fighter supremacy - was not a
Japanese prerogative. The enemy gained in Arakan only one
apparent objective in that he had forced five Allied
divisions into battle vdth the object of furthering his

broader design on the central front. But the enemy over
looked the fact that not only could transport aircraft
rescue besieged troops but also that the same aircraft,
by virtue of their flexibility, could carry troops from
Aralcan into the next battle arena.

Close Support Operations in the Mayu Peninsula area

During the, advance of our forces towards the Haungdaw-
Butliidaung road during January 1944, practically all tactical
■bombing in the XV Corps area was concentrated in the region
of the Mayu Peninsula and this trend continued tlrroughout
the remainder of the campaigning season. The offensive

(1) Por a description of the administrative structure and
organisation of transport aircraft on the Burma front
see Chapter 6 pp 104-114.
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fighter effort, however, v©.s more widely distributed since

these operations were designed principally to interfere ¥d.th

Japanese conmiunications leading into the Arakan battle zone.

Hurricanes were out daily seeking and destroying enemy river-

craft, coasta.l craft and motor transport to good efTect, so

much so that eneinj'" movement by day practically ceased*
Indian Air Force Hurricanes carried the binrden of fighter
reconnaissance, tactical, visual and photographic, and they
also flew many message dropping sorties*
Post squadron (iTo* 656) of Auster aircraft also co-operated
with the land forces from the advanced airfield of Chota

Maun^inama, near Maungdaw#

An Air Observation

AGSEA Pile

AGRG/3O6, Air
Mshl. Baldwin

Air Mshl Garrod operations but in this he met with small success*
8 Jul. *44
A.H.B./IU50/
103/68

Simultaneously v/ith the launching of his ground
offensive on 4 February 1944, the Japanese Air Force made an

to attempt to interrupt our close support and supply dropping
Our

immediate reaction was to increase the mmiber of escort

sorties and to initiate standing patrols over the battle
zone as occ3.sion demanded* This meant that the Hurricanes

had to increase their effort since with the preoccupation of

the tliree Spitfire squadrons with interception duties, the

Hurricanes had to bear the burden of escort, patrol and

offensive fighter operations* The Hiurricsne squadrons
performed these tasks efficiently though just havf m*any sorties
they flev/ to accomplish their several tasks is not clear

from the statistics available.

Aircraft of the Strategic A*ir Force also .participated

in attacks against tactical targets in the liayu battle zone,
American B-25*s at 1000 hours on 8 February bombed enengr
positions near Buthidaung after Vengeances had indicated the

target by dive-bombing attacks, A similar operation was

mounted on the following day. Small formations of not more

than three Wellingtons also took part and dropped 4000 lb.

bombs in daylight on enemy positions near Buthidaung on 10,
11 and 12 February and on the 21st nine B-25’s attacked the

entrances to the t-unnels on the Maungdaw-Buthidaung road.

The main tactical bomber effort, however, was performed by
Nos, 8 (IAF) and 82 Squadrons whose Vengeances v/ere in action
over the Mayu Peninsula nearly every day. These operations
continued from 5 February until 21 May and during the period
they made some 122 raids comprising 1835 sorties and dropped
1053 tons of bombs in the Mayu battle area alone. In the

same period R.A.F, Y/ellingtons dropped over 14 tons of bombs

in the course of eight sorties while B-25*s flew 25 sorties

against tactical targets and dropped just under 32 tons of
bombs.

3rd T.A.F, to

No* 224 Gp* &
S.A.F. 'End. 10

A.H«B,/IIJ50/
84/222

No* 224 Group, instead of assisting an offensive in
Anrakan as originally planned, found itself involved in a

grim defensive battle* The enemy's move to out-flank the

7th Indian Division, reaching as far as Taung Bazar, was

harried the whole time by Vengeances* Although there
T/as some difficulty in finding targets in the battle area,
the air forces took every opportunity to attack reported
concentrations of enemy troops, bunker positions and lines of
communication. But viiile the results of air a.ttacks in

support of the arimy could not always be observed from the air,
an analysis of arms'" reports testifies to their effectiveness
in terms of men and animals killed and positions weakened,
if not destroyed* That tactical air support fell short
of the ideal did not deter the army from being unanimous in

their belief that the air support given during the Arakan

campaign helped them to advance when the initiative was ours
and to hold out and la.ter to counter-attack in moments of

enemy pressure* A more tangible result of direct air
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support operations was the beneficial effect upon the spirit
of our own troops and the opposite effect upon the morale
of the enemyo

Problems of Tactical bombing in .jungle coun-brv

The results of tactical bombing, particularly by
strategic aircraft, were generally disappointing for on
many occasions vriien our troops reached enemy s'brongholds it
was found that air bombardment had inflicted little damage.
The main reason was the depth of Japanese fox-holes, the
hilly country and terrain, consisting of jungle so thick
that at first our air reconnaissance failed accurately to
pin-point vulnerable enemy positions. The enemy's capacity
for absorbing punisiment from the air without losing the
will to fight was another factor in close support bombing.
This was countered by the application to his positions of
a fire-pov/er or bomb load of such a magnitude as wotild
seem in other theatres to be out of all proportion to the
object it was hoped to achieve,

bombs over any area held by the enemy did help, however,
to find an answer to the gift of the Japanese for camoviflage
though there were occasions when an area was found to
contain more bunkers than even the most careful and thorough
reconnaissance had disclosed. For instance, when attacks
were confined to pin-point bombing of those bunicers whose
existence was known, it was sornetiaes found by the ground
troops that had followed up, that other bunicers existed.
On one occasion it was thought, even after bombing, that
only three bunicers existed, whereas in fact there were eight.
Only complete saturation of an area could ensiire  a chance
of all bunkers being hit or the troops in them at least held
down while our own forces launched an assault.

Such a concentration of

Staff Study
of tact. ops.
H. Q.,ACSEA»
PP. 153-154.
A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/54

Staff Study
of' tactical

operations
pp. 150-151.

A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/34

The problem presented by the strength and depth of
many of the enemy's bunlcer positions w^as never properly
solved. The bombs carried by light bombers and fighters
did little damage unless they made direct hits and the
of heavjT- or medium bombers for the task was, of necessity,
restricted. Moreover, when heavy attacks were carried out
with the help of the Strategic Air Force, no really decisive
success was achieved and during the Arakan- cajanaign the
army made no effective assault in conjunction with these
attacks.

use

Tile resources in heavy bombers were small and
great distances, difficult terrain and unsuitable weather
over mountain country all combined to make effective close
support bombing by heavy aircraft a problem of considerable
complexity. For instance, the target usually consisted
of well camouflaged fox—holes and b'unker positions in j'ungle
country possessing no outstanding landmarks and bombers had
to attacic from bases 400 miles away. To make a comparison
with Europe, it was as if Bomber Command were asked, in
conjunction with Second T.A.F. (but with bad signals
consnunications) to attack at the right moment before
ground assault trenches occupied by a few hundred stout
hearted men on the thickly wooded foothills of the Swiss
alps. What advantage the heavy and medium bombers had in
the weight of the blow was offset by their greater margin
of error which forced our troops to start their assault at
a greater distance from their objective,
could not guarantee success in jungle country and the
problem remained of bringing the bomb line near enough to
our ovm troops for them to take advantage of the temporary
paralysis which accurate bombing could inflict upon the
enemy. As the campaign progressed, however, pilots of
light bombers gained an intimate loiowledge of the country

a

Even dive-bombers
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over \vhich they operated and of Japanese concealment
tactics. These factors led to a great improvement in the
effectiveness of close support homhing, particiilarly
after the introduction of dummy attacks following the
hombing of enemy positions which kept the enemy underground
v^hile our troops made a closely co-ordinated assault.

Perhaps the chief difficulty in Arakan was to find
suitable targets and to identify them. The Japanese
penchant for camouflage complicated matters for traffic
v/as rarely seen during daylight on roads and tracks while

supply depots and strongholds were Y/ell hidden in the
jungle. This necessitated careful and thorough reconnais
sance, For target identification artillery smoke shells
were at first used effectively and until the enemy made

attempts to put doYm diversionary smoke. The answer was
found in the use of coloured smoke shells which were later

made available and these proved of great assistance in

foiling the enemy’s attempts to confuse targets. But the
real solution la5'’ in the use of E/T communication be tureen
ground and air and towards the end of the Arakan caonpaign
r/t was in fact used to inform aircraft of the precise
moment ?/‘hen smoke shells were put dovm.. The idea v/as no
nevr one since during the first Wingate expedition of 1943^
the adoption of wireless coununication to direct aircraft

on to selected targets had been mooted, though in the
event no opportunity had arisen to experinent with it.

Thus the modest beginnings of R/T control of tactical
aircraft in the Arakan campaign indicated great possibili
ties but the battle finished before the army and R.A.P,
could benefit from their experience. The lessons udiich
emerged, hcn/Yever, vfere later to be applied and R/T was
eventually to be regarded as an indispensable part of

close support operations.

Staff study of
tactical ops.
H.Q. AGSEA

PP. 151-152
A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/34 3rd
T.A.E. Pile

17/2/Air,
Ends 87A/88A

The System of Tactical Control and its effect

In South East Asia the tempo of air support gradually
increased during the dry season of 1943-^t4 and reached a

high level during operations in Arakan. Military command
ers became increasingly conversant Yrith the possibilities
and limitations of aircraft available and their choice of

targets indicated a fair Iniowledge of the factors involved.

Moreover, they became more confident in the use of aircraft

against targets in close proximity to their oum troops.
Aircrews of squadrons engaged were kept informed about
the land situation by army liaison officers, they develop
ed a keen interest in gromd tactics and paid visits to

fom?ard troops. In this way both services learnt some
thing of the other’s problems, inter-service reserve was

to a large extent broken domi and a higher degree of
co-operation resulted.

AC3EA Pile

ACSG/30S. 3rd
T.A.P.

to D/Air C.
-in-G. 8 Jul.

2iA. A.H.B./
IIJ50/103/68

In Third Tactical Air Force the system used for the
control of tactical squadrons was semeY/hat different to
that in other theatres. In Burma, responsibility for

Q-J-
Uaff Study

of tactical

operations
H.Q. AG,3EA.

p. 150
A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/34

the control of aircraft in the air had to be delegated

to wing operations rooms owing to the great dispersal of
units. Siiiiilarly, owing to the distances involved and
the mereliable communications, control of a limited
portion of the available tactical air strength was given
to a unit knovm. as an Array Air Support Gontrol,
A.A. S.C. was placed under each group headquai’ters and

they were established for the purpose of permitting
fonward army mits to request air support by W/t.
the Burma front group commanders drew up a programi’ae of

One

On
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operations each day (in consultation with the appropriate
military headquarters) for the employment of the majority
of squadrons* The residue, including tactical reconnaissance
aircraft, were allotted to the A*A.S.C. for use as required
without reference to group headquarters. A wing commander
was located with each A.A.S.C. as R.A.P. liaison officer and

he made the final decision as to the employment of the

aircraft allotted to him. It is interestiiig to note that
in the XV Corps area, air support was allied with the
artillery rather than with the infantry. This was
considered hy XV Corps to he more satisfactory in that the

gunners v/ere more used to thinking in terms of supporting
fire and that the infantry found it more convenient to have

only one channel th-rough which to ask for support.

Staff Study
of tactical

ops. H.Q.
ACSEA, pp.
506-308
A.H.B./IIJ50
A7/34

But No. 224 Group at Chittagong, operating in conjunction
with XV Corps, whose headquarters were south of Cox's
Bazar, were separated hy a distance of about 100 miles T/ith

communication only hy telephone or hy air.
though represented hy a wing coirnnander at Corps H.Q.
could not effectively retain control of its squadrons many
of which were, to all intents and puriooses, operated hy the

As a result, the tactical squadrons of No. 224

The Group,
a

army.

Group T/ere less flexible than they might otherwise have
been. Decentralized control inevitably failed since No.
224 Group, in vieTif of its operational commitments, had not
only to carry cut a considerable number of close support
tasks hut had, with the same aircraft, to perform escort
duties and mount long range attacks upon enemy lines and
means of communication.

Fighter Reconnaissance

As in other theatres, fighter reconnaissance embraced,
in order of importaixje, tactical and photographic reconnais
sance, message dropping, contact sorties and artillery
reconnaissance. These tasks vrere carried out in ̂ ralcan hy
Hurricane IIB's of No. 6 (l.A.P.) Squadron and Auster
aircraft of No. 656 Squadron. Experience garnered in the
course of operations duriig 1942 and 1943 illustrated
clearly that the handbooks and manuals of army co-operation
could only form a basis for the tactics actually employed in

South East Asia. For the difficiilt nature of the terrain,
long distances between forward troops and forward airfields
and other factors, which differed greatly from the conditions

fomd in other theatres, meant that the theory of fighter
reconnaissance had to be adjusted to meet local conditions.
The air forces covered tv7o distinct areas of the Bunm front.

The first \ra.s in Arakan and the second from Imphal as far
east as Bhamo and as far south as Mandalay. Although
this chapter is concerned with the former region it should
be mentioned that both areas differed considerably.

Tactical Recou-naissance

Aircraft of No 6 (l.A.F. ) Sq’iadron, operating from their
base at Cox's Bazar wei’e required to cover an area extend
ing roughly south to Akyab and east to the Kaladan river.

The terrain to the south along the coast is flat and the

lines of coimnunication were mainly do¥m broad river valleys
fairly easily follov/ed, while to the east very dense jungle
covered the Arakan Tomas and presented a vastly different
picture,

stretches and a high standard of map reading and navigation
was required to obtain any results,
flown at about 50 f ;et in the open country and at 100-150

Tracks vmre almost completely hidden for long

Sorties were usually

Staff study
of tactical

operations
HoQ,ACSEA

pp. 376-378.
A.H.B./IIJ50
/47/34
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feet over the jungle,
value or indeed nothing at all could be

Since air superiority over the Burina front had passed
into the hands of the Allies, the Japanese were extremely

conscious and it was only by complete tactical surprise
that any troops could be caught in the open by day,
they vrere seen they immediately took cover in the dense
jungle at the side of the roads or in the slit trenches which

he constructed wherever he camped. Complete surprise
could, in fact, be achieved by flying at 50 feet and in
this vra.y No, 6 (l.A.P. ) Squadron was able on occasions to
confirm the presence of enemy troops in certain
Perhaps the greatest value of tactical reconnaissance lay
in its deterrent effect upon the use of lines of commmi-
cation by the Japanese in daylight, to report enemy act
ivity in villages and their use of roads. The Japanese
invariably employed coolie labour to bring up supplies
and while they v/ere often caught in the open along the
roads it was difficult to decide whether they should pay
the supreme penalty for their collaboration. However, it
was a simple matter to make the coolies drop their loads
by firing over their heads and the burdens thus abandoned
were, if destructible, subjected to machine-gun attack.

Prom a greater height nothing of
:  seen.

air

Vdien

areas.

Ibid

At first pilots flew their sorties singly but later,
flying over dense jungle alone was considered to be trying
on the nerves of pilots and a section of two aircraft
became the accepted practice for all operations,
second aircraft flew behind and to one side of his leader,
weaving slightly, for the Japanese sinall arms fire was
extremely accurate and constant evasive action had to be

taken throughout a sortie whilst over enemy t erritory.
Despite this, many tactical reconnaissance Hurricanes
were hit though seldom with fatal results.
Hurricanes did not confine their activities to
reconnaissance alone but carried out attacks whenever

opportunity presented itself.

The

The

In most cases, however,
no result could be observed by pilots although on occasion
a subsequent report would confina the effectiveness of an
attack. Davm sorties proved the most profitable,
TJarticularly against enemy motor transport, since their
vehicles could usually be caught returning to haibour at
first light, while sorties flown on moonlit nights
invariably caught one or two lorries by surprise.

Japanese camouflage was almost perfect and he took
a great deal of trouble to render even the most imimport-
ant features inconspicuous. Pilots therefore had to

develop the art of looking into the jungle rather than
at it. This was a point that new pilots could never
understand and not ■until they acquired the art, which
usually came to them quite suddenly on about the eighth
sortie, did they appreciate the ■technique of spotting

The sorties themselvesenemy activity in close coun'jry,
lasted anything from 40»80 minutes and on the v/hole
produced results which certainly warranted the employ
ment of tactical reconnaissance aircraft, contrary to the
belief of the sceptics who laaintained that the country
did not lend itself to that type of operation.
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Tactical PIiotog:ra'ph.ic Reconnaissance

Staff study of
tactical

operations H«Q»
ACSEA pp« 3T7"
373o A.H.B,/
IIc50/ii7/34

At all tiiaes on the Arakan front photographic reconnaissance
played an iKipoi’tant part in the vrork of fighter reconnaissance

Ca-neras used were F.24 with 5" and 8" lenses,
oblique and one vertical camera usually beiiig carried*
the photographic equipment carried by tactical reconnaissance
Hurricanes was very much out of date and this applies eo.ually to
the ground equipaent. A delapidated Brownhall trailer served

squadron for nearly three years and this deficiency in
suitable equipment greatly effected photographic reconnaissance.

squadrons. one

But

oneOen. Slim to
Air Mshl
Haldwln.

A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/50 Topographical information of Aralcan was grossly inadequate

and inaccurate and the air forces were therefore required
to provide large numbers of oblique and vertical photographs
of the battle areas. These photographs had to be modern since

Ibid,

strea:ns and rivers were apt to change course at frequent
intervals and warlike activity often altered the appearance of
tracks and villages from the air. The demand for photographs,
however, T/as far in excess of what could be provided by a single
squadron and tliroughout the whole campaign the complaints
raised b^'" R.A.P. squadrons and by the army indicated a convic
tion that photographic reconnaissance and interpretation fell
far short of array requirements and had little value for the
briefing of tactical squadrons. Aircraft of No. 6 (I.A.P.)
Squadron did some valuable work in the XV Corps operational
area and fulfilled many of the army's demands, but equipped
as they vrere with old fashioned caneras, their output was
strictly l^jnited. Horeover, the processing facilities were
inadequate to supply the large quantity of prints required.
It thus became necessary for Third T.A.P. to enlist the aid
of P.R. aircraft but this too had serious drav/backs. All
the facilities of the P.R. Force iTere located in the Calcutta
area and by the tine the photographs had been processed,
iiterpreted and flown back to units ia the fomyard areas, an
absolute rainiaum of 18 hours had elapsed,
v/ere concerned with attacking enemy locomotives, river steamers,
motor transport, aircraft on the gromd and troop concentrations.
Siice many targets could not be discovered by visual reconnais
sance, photographic evidence was necessary but by the tine
the processed photographs had reached the squadrons it was
inpossible to guess where the locomotive or steaner or the
nomadic enemy force might be.

R.A.F. squadrons

Staff study
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H.Q. ACSEA

A.H.B./IIJ
50/47/34
P. 379

Photographic sorties were flo\7n at varying heights from
2500 to 6000 feet save for the low oblique photographs which
were taken at ground level. By fitting each aircraft of a
section with cameras double results were achieved on sorties,
each aircraft taking photographs in tiu>n while the other acted
as look out and cover,

the highest standard for the approach to target areas for
mosaics w'ere frequently rendered difficult by the absence of
suitable land-marks and no successful method v/as evolved by
which the second aircraft could direct his leader can to the

coinrect photographic run. Success was therefore largely
dependent upon the experience of pilots and in this connection
new pilots soon adapted themselves to local conditions. A

very large area had to be covered by fighter reconnaissance
aircraft and their work undoubtedly helped in the production of
accurate maps of country which hitherto had been only super
ficially surveyed.

Here again map reading had to be of
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Message Drop-oiiig
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Lines of coiffinunication from bases to fonsrard areas were

generally poor on the Burma front and thus fighter reconnais
sance squadrons were often employed to drop messages,
photographs, small quantities of Tjrgently required medical
supplies and even newspapers to forward troops* No
special teciuiique was adopted, the pilot stowing in his

cockpit the package to be dropped and throwing it out Virhen
the dr'opping sone had been located. These sorties vfere

90 iDer cent successful* Perhaps one of the most hnportant
aspects of this vrork was the dropping of photographs which

were need.ed quickly by forr^aird troops in anticipatiozi of

an inmiediate assault upon enemy positions*

Contact Reconnaissance

Ibid Contact reconnaissance was another function of fighter
reconnaissance aircraft which in Burma probably assumed a

wider importance than in other theatres*
ever, its scope was limited compared with other sectors of

the Burma front v^here troops advanciig into jungle comtry
were soon out of touch with their bases*

In Arakan, how-

Nevertheless,
fighter reconnaissance aircraft in Aralcan were able on

occasions to contact fon.7ard troops thereby providing the

supply droppiig Dakotas with up to date information and

also enabliig army commanders to keep their fingers on the

pulse of formations under their command*

Various means of recognition were adopted so that
troops could make themselves seen in the jungle; the most

common sign was an orange coloured umbrella that vras
hoisted to the level of the tree tops and which could be

seen quite clearly by our aircraft,
other than visual ones were used and the sorties were

Along

No communications

confined solely to contacting land formations,
dense jungle paths and in close hilly country a surprisingly
high number of contacts were made and v/here previous
liaison had been possible ?/-ith the formation to be
contacted, the success v/as aLaost 100 per cent*
importance of pilots knowiiig the people v;ith whom they
■were working might well, at this point, be stressed since
mutual trust was evidently the key-stone to success in all
fighter reconnaissance operations.

The

Ai*tillery Reconnaissance

Until the advent of No. 656 (ACE’) Squadron on 24
January 1944> fighter reconnaissance aircraft performed the
task of artillery observation,
vfas the first problem to be solved and the following iaethod
invariably emplo^z-ed. The P.R. squadron, equipped ¥;-ith

15 cvi'-t truck with VHP an.d W/T HP apparatus.

Air to ground conmiunication

a jeep or

Staff study
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sent fon'i'-ard an R,A.P. pilot and Air Liaison Officer, to
the division oi- brigade with whom it was desired to co
operate. During operations it was the practice for the
A.L.O, to call aircraft on the W/T HP vvithout any recourse
to otherwise unreliable communications and there was
thus no tine lag other than that taken for the aircraft
to reach the target area.
100 per cent effective and were rarely the cause of an
ijinsuccesr.fi.ll shoot*
the Gunners and consequently nearly all shoots were
carried out with the procedure a.greed upon beforehand or
explained to the battery commanders by the R.A.P.
officer or A.L*0*

Communications were almost

Close liaison ¥/as maintained with
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In the dense comtry usually found on the Burma frontier,
high explosive shells were not easy to locate unless the pilot
of the F.R. aircraft knew exactly, or v/ithin a hundred yards or
so, where to look for them,
on all ranging shots, generally a ccuiDle of rounds or until
the target had been identified,
disapjjeared over a narrow ledge and were lost in the valley below,
and so a 'creeping' procedure was adopted which, though a little
more costly in aimmunition, in the end produced results T/ith no
greater expenditure tlian would have occurred had shots been
lost.

Smoke shells were therefore used

In hilly country shots often

Once the ranging rounds had been clearly fixed, no
further difficulty was experienced in directing the fire and
producing very.satisfactory results within 1&-12 minutes of the

Very few imprcaiiptu shoots were tried
owing to the inability of pilots to see any target worth
engaging,

reported on the fli? linlc to the squadron and sometimes aircraft
T-Tere called up. and briefed whilst over the target,
is no doubt that close liaison with the Gunners and exceDlent
R/'f. coimaunications were responsible for the
of successful shoots.

conmencement of the shoot.

On occasion, however, opportunity targets were

There

very high percentage

O.R.B. No. As already mentioned No. 656 (Air Observation Post)
Squadron began operations with their Auster III aircraft on 24
January 1944. Prora that date until they ceased operations in
J^aizaxi on H May, the Squadron augmented the work of No. 6
(l.AeP.) Squadron, not only in the task of artillery observation
but also in contact reconnaissance and message dropping. No.
656^Squadron, though an R.A.P. unit, was manned by army pilots.
Their location during the Arakan campaign remained as close as
possible to the headquarters of XV Corps They first operated

656
Squadron
Jan“May 4+

from the strip of Ghota Maunghnaraa, near Maungdaw, until the
Japanese counter-offensive in February forced them to
further back.

move

The Squadron H.Q. remained alongside XV Corps
on the move of the latter to Bawli Bazar and their aircraft
then operated from Mambxxr, to the east of Cox's Bazar.

Air Liaison Sections

Staff study
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One A.L, Section,•comprising a G.S.O.II and two G.S.O.III’s,
was attached to every F.R. squadron,
on an airstrip as near as possible to the appropriate head
quarters of the Corps or division from wdiich taslcs
received.

The latter was situated

were

Sorties were ordered by signal or telephone during
the evening or night for the following day's operations, but
further hnmediate requirements vroaild often later arise
conditions ¥/-hen aircraft were located at an airstrip with land-
line communication

Idea• • e

with the army formation were not aD

l

.ways
possible owing to the ebb and flow of battle. In such cases

, . R/T- was used though cypher work greatly restricted the speed with
yy/hich reports could be transmitted and prevented them from
beiiig as clear* and comprehensive as wa.s desired.

+-<•+++++-:-

In fighter reconnaissance \TOrk in Arakan tactics were
changed to meet local conditions aj.id the squa.dron pilots
left to their own devices in this matter.

we

Owing to the ve
re

ry
long periods at high rates of effort, little trainii^ig could be
carried out save on the rare sla.ck days; even then only new
pilots could benefit. Nevertheless, the-standard of flying,
photography and especially navigation, was extremely high and
■few aborti-ye sorties occurred through lack of experience or
ii-iadequate training,
r 3 c crjiai s saiico

In 8.11 it can be said that fighter
in the Burma theatre performed asqua.dz'ons

bearing in mind the problems which besetdifficult task well.
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them*

none of the glainour and publicity that surrounded the
activities of their comrades in bomber and fighter
squadrons.

Their vrork v/as never spectacular and it received

The Maintenance by Air of the West Africans in Kaladan

Report by
81st Division

Air supply to the 81st West African Division in the
Kaladan valley began on 12 December 194-3 and continued
throu^iout the campaigning season. At first No. 31
Squadron supplied advanced elements of the Division but

from 7 January 1944 the task vra.s exclusively performed bj?'
No, 62 Squadron oi^erating from Comilla, The jeep
track, 73 miles long, from Chiringa to Daletme -was comple
ted on 17 January and Tfiien the Division Tra.s concentrated in
the Satpaung-Daletme area the tenuous line of couimunl-

cation v/as abandoned. Thenceforth the troops remained
dependent for their maintenance solely upon transport
aircraft. Thus sustained they marched soutlivards and
occupied Paletwa unopposed on 24 January and despite strong
enemy opposition had captured Kyauktaw by 3 March, They
had reached Apaukwa when a Japanese counter-attack developed
and the Division subsequently lost KyauktaT/ and retired
to positions covering Kaladan village. In April 1944,
most of the Division moved westv/ards over the Arakan

Yomas into the Kalapansin valley to provide closer
protection to the left flanlc of XV Corps troops on the

Mayu Peninsula, Subsequently, the 81st Division was
withdrawn via Buthidaung and Taung Bazar to the neighbour
hood of Chiringa whence they had s barted nearlj'' five months
before.

The Kaladan valley not only provided formidable
obstacles to ground movement but also presented many
problems to the R,A,E, Shapeless jungle hillocks gave
pilots no landmarks until they reached the river and yet
somehow they contrived to find their v/ay with comparative
ease over the mountain fastnesses and. manoeuvre their air

craft in narrow valleys and turbulent air, Yflien the V/est

Africa.ns reached the lower reaches of the Kaladan, v/here
more open count2?3'- v/as encountered, supply dropping became

somewhat easier. Here strips were built to take Dakotas
although this meant additional dangers from enemy guns
which sometimes overlooked the strips* Some landings
were made in dayliglit under the cover of Hurricane escort
while at other times Dakotas v/ere detailed for unescorted

night flights with landings by improvized flare paths and
guiding bonfires*

3rd T.A.Pc
Pile Enel,18a.

A,H,B,/IIJ50/
84/176

During December 1943 the 81 st Y/est African Division

vra.3 strung out along their jeep track. The supply dropping
which began on the 12th was perfoimed by a single aircraft
of No, 31 Squadron, The inatial sortie was rendered
abortive by the av/kward position of the dropping zone but
the pilot, having searched the area, reported that
a suitable area existed on a ridge south-south-west of
Satpaung, Unfortunately communications with the advanced
Y7est African troops broke down and no word could be
passed to them that supplies would be dropped on the ridge*
It was realized, however, that the troops might be with
out supplies and so a second sortie was made on the

afternoon of 12 December. The load was duly deposited
on the ridge selected by the pilot during the initial
sortie but the area proved to be inaccessible from
Satpaung and much time was spent by the West Africans in
collecting the supplies, A more suitable dropping zone
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was found, however, and a second drop took place on 15 Decembero
Prom the I8th 'two sorties were ai“ranged to take place on alternate
days until the bulk of the Division had reached Daletme.

7 January 1944 a force of brigade strength required maintenance
by air and from the 14th the entire Division was dependent upon
airborne supplies*

On

Report
by 81 at
Divo

IIJ54/

The possibility of building Dalcota strips had been fore

seen during the planning stages of the Kaladan operation and
consideration gi%i-en to the selection of a site in open paddy
fields north of Kyaulctawo
air photographs revealed what appeared to be an excellent
position just south-east of Medaung and this was confirmed
by R.AoPc reconnaissance*

tne selected site was found to be very suitable and the prepar
ation of the strip, with the aid of local labour, began at
once.

The stereoscopic examina,tion of

When the area had been captured

The strip Tfas used from 21 to 26 January 1944 and diu'in

55

g
that time 51 Dalcotas landed on it, about two—thirds of them
by night,

the airstrip and for action against any Japanese armed launches
that might have used the Kaladan river,

in some small river boats, outboard motors, sevent3ft'four bullocks
and important equipment including motor cycles,
control was cairied out v/ith great enthusiasm and efficiency
by an E.A.A.P. officer and another flo-vjn in by No. 62 Squadron.
On their rettirn trips the -feransport aircraft brought out 28
casual.ties, these being all that remained after intensive activity
by light aircraft,

had, in fact, been previously constructed and such good use
had been made of them that Moth adxcraft evacuated I56 casualties

Some 25 casualties

The aircraft took in Bofors gvins for the defence of

The Dakotas also took

Airfield

Several small sti’ips for light aircraft

in eight days from a strip at Khonwei,
were also evacua.ted by EuAoP. Moths and U.S.A,A.P. light ■
aircraft from Tlnma, the American aircraft operating for a couple
of days and then vanishing from the scene.
81 st Division front a light aircraft strip was opened near7^{£^
B^i^ga^aung from which 41 casualties were evacuated between

and^7 February 1944*

Elsewhere on the

2l

The initial advance of the 81 st Dj.vislon, sustained by air
supplies, mainly by parachute, v/as made ir: the face of compara-r.
tively 3lght enemy forces since the Japanese had ear-lier trans
ferred some of their troops from Kaladan to talce part in their
offensive in the Majn Peninsula area,
reached Kyauktaw and beyond during February an.d early March,
the Japanese became alanoed at the threat to their lines of
corriiunication leading into the Ma.yu Peninsula*
the enemy regard this threat that they v/'ithdrew troops from
Majm in the middle of the battle there in order to reinforce
Kaladan.

Yfhen, the 3l st Divd.sion

So serious did

These troops, together with other reinforcements

Transla

tion &.
Interro

gation
Report
247 AcIDB.

/IU5C/75
( thereby compli

cating the task of supply landing and casualty evacuation and
to operate on the strength of supplies
A Dakota strip which hs.d been built could

halted the West African advance early In Maxch,

forcing the Division
parachuted to them,

c)

not, in view of the tactical situation, be u
coramuiications Moth aircraft.

d save by a few
As a result the Division’s

mobility vras seri.ously impaired since they were obliged to
carry the many casualties sustained during the bitter fighting.
But as soon as a lull occurred, light aircraft flei^ out 42
casualties though they could not do more in the short time
available. However, another Dakota strip was px-epared at
Bidoiiegyaijngwa and remained in use from 12 to 15 March 1944.
During that time 34 I'akotas landed carig'-ing in 7^:-o reinforcements
troops end flying ouc 212 casualties, most of the outboard
motors, 4DOO lo® of sa.l\’ags and some small river beats which
were no longer required. These operations were not performed
without enemy interference, but the two determneed attacks made
by the enemy agaiix.st cur troops defending the strip were I’epulsed.
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Report by 81st
Div. 1943-44-
A.H,b/IIJ34/

During iJarch 1944 a decision was made to evacuate
surplus troops and equipment and for the remainder of the
81st W»A« Division to move into the Kalapanzin valley.
Most of the surplus personnel and motor transport
taken out of Kaladan over the old jeep track but the
R.A.P, were required to move westwards by air the
casualties and some items of heavy equipment,
a Dakota strip was opened near Kyingri and on 27 March,
t^^venty-five Dakotas landed and flew out the Bofors guns,
baggage and 212 casualties while Tiger Moths took out a
further 22 wounded men.

were

To do thi

55

s

After breaking contact with the Japanese near Kyingri,
the bulk of the 8lst ¥,A. Division embarked upon their
arduous march across the Arakan Tomas and by 1 0 April
concentrated at Wagai, a village in the hills some 10 miles
east of Taung Bazar.

Division in the Palet\Ta area continued during their with
drawal over the old j’eep track, while at Wagai the troops
were given a short rest and a large supply drop. About
15*3 tons of supplies were dropped at Wagai in the course
of 47 sorties betvreen 15 and 18 April 19^i4. Thereafter,
supplies Yirere dropped froiii time to time during the remain
der of the march into the Kalapanzin valley,
were sent to Taung Bazar for air evacuation to rear

hospitals. Prom the positions in the I&.lapanzin valley
the 81st W.A. Division was given the task of harassing
Japanese lines of coimiiunication betvTeen Kindaung and
Buthidaung until 8 May while XV Corps troops retired to
their monsoon positions. During this period the last
light aircraft strip functioned at Pyinhla and betvTeen 27
April and 8 May forty-one casualties were evacuated from it.
The 81 st Division moved to the Taung Bazar area during
the first week in May there to remain until monsoon rains
rendered the country impassable.

Surom.ary of the Kaladan Caanpaign

T/ere

Air supply to elements of the

Casualties

Prom the R.A.P. point of view there is no doubt that
the catnpaign in Kaladan was a success and this can be

clearly illustrated by quoting the words of the.Commander,
81st West African Division, whose force received over 3000
tons of supplies during Pebrum-y, March and April 1944.
He said:

Report by Maj°-
Gen. Woolner

81st Divo 1944
A,H.B../lU54/55

*Ho words of mine can do justice to the achievements
of the R.A.P. in support of the Division,
faultless supply dropping, the skill v/ith which they
landed their Dakotas on our airstrips in rapid
succession, the devotion of the Moth pilots in
evacuating casualties, the promptitude and accuracy
of their air strilces, the plentiful supply of air
photographs which they provided, together with the
air letter service and daily message dropping,
taken together, constituted an outstanding effort
of co-operation,
heartening feeling of comradeship between the tYro
services*.

Their

Above all there wa.s a most

The outstanding characteristic of the campaign in the
Kaladan valley was perhaps the mobility endowed upon it
by air supply. Although the Division did not accomplish
its allotted task and had to be diverted to the Kalapanzin
valley, the daring and unprecedented venture of maintain
ing a Division in the wilds upon airborne supplies alone
nevertheless justified itself. For much further inform-
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ation as to the solution of the problems arising from the main

tenance by air of ground troops was thereby gleaned. A very
cordial relationship developed between the Y/est Africans end
the squadron crews v/ho supplied them* The latter csme greatly
to respect these stalwart soldiers for their courage and
endurance while the former regarded with unconcealed admiration

the strange purTOyors of food and ammunitions from the skies.

They flocked round crews when they landed and were zealous of

their care of the goods which the Dakotas dropped from the sky
viThen they could not lando

Casualty Air Evacuation during the Aralcan. Operations

The evacuation of vrounded and sick by light aircraft and

by Dakotas was a subsidiary advantage which flowed fi’om the air

supremacy established by the Allied air forces. Although
plans for the campaigning season of 1943-ifi). recognized the need
for light aircraft, most of the resources were allotted to the

central and northern fronts, consequently casixalty evacuation
■  by light aircraft in Aralcan was an iroprovized affair. American
L-5 aircraft operated in Arakan for a few days only and a few
R.A.Ps Rox Moths performed some valuable work in evacuating
casualties from hastily prepared strips, sometlnes within range
of’ the enemy's guns. The L-3*s were withdrawn for operations
in north Burma and the high rate of effort of the Pox Moths
resulted in poor serviceability. Action vras therefore taken

to modify Tiger Moths for cari-ying stretcher cases although the
extemporary modifications licorp)orated in them meant taking a
slight flying risk since the rudder control of the aircraft was
affected.’

Report by
3rd T.A.P*.

AcH.B./lXJ
50A7/5O

The first big task of light aircraft was to clear the
casualties of the 8i st W.A. Division from PalelAfa and from

Pebruary until the end of the Kaladan operation over 6OO casual
ties were floYm out to Ramu and Bavirli Bazar whence they Y/ere
lifted by Dalcotas to Gomilla and otlier base hospitalso Isolated
units on the Mayu front also derived benefit from light aircraft
operations, 1|-21 casualties being flown out. The troops in the

Mayu Peninsula area were, hc'wever, more for tuna, te than those in
Kaladan since Dakota"strips Trere generally available for casualty
evacuation.. In all, light aircraft evacuated over 1OCO
casualties beta/een January and May 1944o Operating for long
hours over the front lines they frequently fle’W for as many as
eight hours a day. By their devotion and ability to land tlieir
aircraft in small jungle clearings they must hs.ve saved a great
many lives besides relieving army units of the embarrassment of
carrying wounded and sick men.

The development of casualty evacuation in Bvirma was inevit
ably b ound up Yfith the groYfth of air trraisport support to the
land forces. Prior to 1914? the year in Yvhich the evacuation
of casualties by air on a lai’ge scale first became a pra.cticable
undertaking, opportunities for the provision of what was to

beccme a vita.,1 service were few in number. Burring 1914 and
1943 supplies were delivered largely by parachute dropping
owing to the absence of suitable landing fields. Occasionally,
however, it T/as possible for casualties to be rescued by Dakotas,
as during the reteeat from Burma in 19.!f2, at Port Hert.z and in
the first lYingate expedition. Nevertheless, the evacuation of

wo';mded by air in South East Asia did not begin on any scale
until the opening of the Japanese offensive in Arakan in

Pebruary 19^+1-, Y/hen heavy fighting Yvas precipitated. A number
of light aircraft of miscellaneous provenance Y/ere collected
and with their aid a shuttle service was opex’ated betYeen improv
ised landing grounds at Taung Bazar, Palet7/a and Goppe Bazar
and the airfield at Eamu, Y/hich at that tine provided the
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most advanced strip suitable for the use of heavy aircraft.
With the help of the army, a nujnber of ambulance personnel
were stationed there and the casualties, that had either
been carried overland or deposited by light aircraft, were
picked up by the Dalcotas and transported to the hospital
bases further west. At vairious times, all types of air
craft took a hand in the evacimtion of casualties from

the Areikan front and, after some weeks, Dakotas were able
to land on the strip at Bawli Bazar, almost within the
fighting zone. But since neither heavy nor light aircraft
could be spared specifically for the evacuation of
casualties, the removal of sick and wounded remained on a

basis of expediency and improvisation. Nevertheless,
during the Arakan operations over 6000 casualties were
evaciiated by air.

* * Ji! *
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CHAFTER 5

TI-IE SECORD PHASE IN THE BATTLE

FOR AIR SUPERJORITY

MARCH - jmiS 19^

It is not unreasonable to ass\me that the most import
ant sin^e factor moulding the progress of all operations
on the Buxma front was the establishment and continued

One might even assertmaintenance of air superiority,
that, with one or two possible exceptions, this supremacy
was without precedent in the history of land warfare
between industrialized nations. It was only fitfully

contested by the Japanese whose air strategy after
February 192f4 was based on the hit-and-run policy of the

confessedly weaker side; it is precisely for this reason,
however, that the factor of the virtually unchallenged
Allied air superiority is not always given Its due when
the fortunes of war on the Burma front are weighed,

out it, our ground forces would have received no more
direct support from fighters, fighter-bombers and dive-
bombers than the enemy, and our transport aircraft vrould
have been forced to make their flights as furtive as his.

Fithout it, our* offensives into Upper Burma could never

have been launched nor the defence of Imphal sustained.
It provided the unchanging background upon which the pattern
of events was unfolded.

Fith-

During the campaigning season of 1942-43 and for  a few

weeks following the 1943 monsoon, the Japanese had
undoubtedly been able to make some show against the
Hurricanes v/hlch then formed the backbone of our fighter

Their Oscars, flown by experienced pilots, haddefence,

proved tough opponents for the Hurricanes to tackle and
their Dinahs had outfloTWi the latter to make reconnaissance

But the advent of Spitfiresflights over Bengal and Assam,
in November 1943 sealed Allied air supremacy over Arakan.
Fithin a fortni^t they had shot down the three successive
Dinahs which the enemy had ventiored to send over our lines.
A series of air battlesv'*)
incontestable superiority of the Spitfire to any fighter
aircraft the enemy could produce was amply demonstrated.
As a result of the maiiling he received at the hands of the

Spitfires the enemy had practically ceased to make use of

his bombers by day and his filters no longer attempted to

make deep penetrations. The Spitfires had, in fact,
compelled him severely to restrict the offensive use of

such aircraft as he possessed.

then followed in which the

A further stage in the enforcement of our air
superiority was reached in the spring of 1944 when
American long range fighters - P-51 (Mustangs) and P-38
(Lightnings) - began to operate in force,
were now able to seek out the enemy at his forward air

fields and owing to the apparent ineffectiveness of the

Japanese warning system, they could often destroy his
aircraft before they were airborne,
sweeps over enemy airfields at Heho, Anisakan, Shwebo,
Onbauk and elsewhere in central and Upper Burma in March

and April 1944,
(estimated at c
addition to many others in air conbat.

These aircraf

During a series of

T  a considerable number of enemy aircraft
over 100) were destroyed on the ground in

In May it appea

t

rs

(1) See Chapter 3
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that same improvement in the Japanese warning_system was
effected since his aircraft were'more often airborne for the

defence of his airfields than hitherbo. The blows delivered
to enemy air povrer in Burma -were serious enough but his

problems were aggravated by the low priority accorded the
Burma theatre by his high command which made reinforcement
and replacement of aircraft and aircrews highly uncertain.
In due course he vras forced into the position of conducting
air operations in Upper Burma and Manipur from bases hundreds
of miles away in the Rangoon area and beyond. The forward
airfields, which the eneirjy had constructed in abundance,
could only be used under cover of elaborate camouflage and

dispersal arrangements merely as advanced refuelling
stations and emergency landing grounds. But it must not

be forgotten that while the Japanese air forces were being
rendered to a state of impotence in central Burma, Spitfires
in Arakan and Manipur and American fighters in Assam pro
tected our bases and installations and attacked whenever
possible such aircraft as the enemy could send over the
India-Buma frontier.

The Opposing Air Forces

Japanese Pran November 1%3 to February 1944 tde strength of the
sources Japanese 5th Air Division had remained fairly constant at
A.H.B,/lIJ50/75 about 370 aircraft of all tj'pes. This figure may be
and divided into 200 figh-ters, 110 light and medium b^bers and
A.H,B./lIJ50/49 60 reconnaissance aircraft. The casualties inflicted by

Spitfires and American fighters in air ccmbat were generally
made good by reinforcements from Japan bvt rn February 19^i4
three air regiments of the 5th Air Division were transferred

These movements left someto the South Uest Pacific.

120 fighters, 80 banbers and 70 reconnaissance machines in
the Burma area, giving a total of 270 aircraft. In June

i  /) ̂  30 reconnaissance aircraft left the Burma area and by
the end of that month the 5th Air Division had by losses
and withdrawals been reduced to an approximate strength of

125 aircraft. In order to compare the difference in air
craft strengths between the enemy and the Allies, it mi^t
be mentioned that from March to June 1944 the Allied air

forces in north-east India possessed about 1000 aircraft of

all types of which 600 were fighters.

For the defence of the American bases in Assam and the

protection of the India-China air route, the Northern Air
Sector Force - a subordinate formation under Third Tactical
Air Force - had three squadrons of P-40 aircraft and three

squadrons of P-51’s.
Imphal was provided by the Spitfire squadrons operating under
No. 221 Group, who were also required to give^coyer to the
Allied forces,operating further to the east, inside Burma,

Also avail-

The backbone of the air defence of

and

Orders of

Battle H.Qo
A.C.S.E.A.

. to the transport aircraft .supplyihg them,
able for defensive or offensive operations on this front was

the P-51 element of the U.S. Air Ccmmando Force,  a specially
formed unit charged with responsibility for supporting
V/ingate's Spocial Force# In ArakanC ) there were usually
two squadrons of Spitfires, one U.S. P-38 squadron and five
squadrons of Hurricanes available and at Calcutta  a Beau-

fighter squadron, equipped vdth A.I., and tv;o Spitfire
squadrons remained at readiness for the defence of the city,
though in the event they had no operational work to do.
Detachments of No. I76 (Beaufighter) Squadron v/ere located at

Imphal and Chittagong,

Appendix 6(1) For details of squadrons, see
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Since defensive air operations revolved principally
around the defence of Imphal it would be appropriate to

include here more details relating to air defence matters
on that front. Three Spitfire squadrons v;ere available
concurrently throughout the period of the siege of Imphal,
though for a few days following I3 March the defence of

the plain was weakened by the detachment of a Spitfire
flight to operate from 'Broadway*, a landing ground in

enemy territory occupied by Wingate's Special Force,
general principle, one Spitfire squadron was located com

plete with ground personnel on the plain of Imphal, v;hile

the other two were based upon airfields in the Surma valley
to the west, their aircraft being thus available according
to circumstances to operate during daylight frcm landing
grounds on the Imphal plain,
aircraft were florni out of the plain in the evenings as far

as possible, not only to diminish the number of men there,
but also because of the difficulty of providing aircraft
guards by night,
were also available four squadrons of Hurricanes, now
obsolescent as defensive filters, v/hose normal role was
groiind attack,
rear airfields.

As a

As explained in Chapter 6,

As a supplementary defence force there

They too were for the most part based upon
In order to deal with night air attacks

a detachment of Wo. 1?6 Squadron, flying Beaufighters and
equipped with night fighter devices, was moved to Kangla on
8 March 19W-.

O.R.B's

Nos. 81 , 136,
607 and 615
Squadrons

Maro/Apro 'iji).

The Spitfire Will's of No. 81 Squadron had, from
19 February, been operating from the plain of Imphal.
Within a fev/ days of the launching of the Japanese offensive

on 7/8 March, No. I36 Squadron arrived at Tfangjing with
mixed Spitfire Vs and Will's and No. 6I5 Squadron, flying
Spitfire Vs,was moved into the Suima Walley. Both these
squadrons came from Arakan v/here in previous months they had
taken good toll of the Japanese air force. Early in
April, No. 81 Squadron moved back to Kumbhigram in the

Surma Walley; on 17 April No. I36 Squadron returned south
wards but was replaced by No. 607 Squadron with its Spitfire
Will's and before the end of the month the latter had moved

into the main airfield at Imphal. This change over of
Nos. 136 and 607 Squadrons was accomplished with the aid of
transport aircraft ?;hich carried the squadrons' ground
personnel between Manipur and Arakan. The frequent moves

combined with the cramped conditions of living on the Imphal
plain caused less disturbance to the efficiency of the

squadrons than might be supposed, despite the fact that

while many of the pilots were old hands experienced in

combat with the Japanese, there were many others quite new
to conditions on the Burma front.

Offensive Fighter Operations over Enemy Territory

Although this section deals principally with offensive
fighter operations against enemy airfields from March to

June 1944, a period in which the back of Japanese air
power in Burma was broken, the counter air force effort was
not confined exclusively to this type of action. Heavy
and medium bomber attacks upon enemy airfields and iimstalla-
tions were periodically carried' out. As time ?/ent by,
however, bombing was seldom used as a method of attacking
enemy air forces* The large number of enemy airfields in

Burma and the fact that they werfe mainly, used as forv/ard

strips, upon which aircraft were seldom based for long and

at which few servicing facilities existed, made them
generally unprofitable as'bombing targetso Japanese
proclivity towards camouflage and dispersal, plus their
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capacity for repairing runways with expedition, further
reduced the desirability of extensive bombardment of enemy

airfields. Apart from air attacks upon the latter and
their installations, the interdiction of the Japanese supply
system, a continuous obligation of the Allied air forces,^
undoubtedly had a tremendous adverse effect upon the ability
of the Japanese air forces to maintain and operate their

These operations are covered inaircraft in forward areas,

subsequent chapter since they are difficult to assess here.a

Our operations in Burma during the spring of 1944
envisaged the insertion by air of a force the equivalent of
two divisions deep into enemy territory and since in the

event our campaigns in Mani.pur and north Burma were also air
supplied, the protection of our troops, transport aircraft
and bases assumed a particular importance. At first, air

operations in the battle for air supremacy were largely and
necessarily defensive in character since Eastern Air Command
was engaged in planning its operations and in concentrating
its long range fighter force. Thus v/hen Wingate's Special
Force was launched into north central Buraia on 5/6_March
19Z^4, the time v;as particularly ripe for the adoption of
offensive tactics, for the successful establishment of land

ing grounds behind enemy lines presupposed little or
enemy interference, at least in the initial stages,
the Allies remained on the defensive the great advantage
which the newly acquired numerical strength had bestowed^
upon them did not weigh heavily in their favour. Experience
had shown that defensive fighter operations were not neces-

sarily decisive. Fighters relegated to the passivity of

routine patrols above the ground held by their own troops had
at times in the past failed conspicuously. Trenchard's
theory that a brisk offensive against hostile aircraft over
their own territory would more likely ensure security had

for attack

no

While

been proved quite recently in the Western Desert;
the best defence and offensive patrols were the tactical

Early in I9I4 Churchill
was

expression of defensive strategy,
had told the House of Ccmmons that 'Passive air defence
against aircraft is perfectly hopeless and endless,
would have to roof the world to be sure',
when at the Admiralty, then responsible for the air defence

of London, Mr. Churchill laid it down that 'the great defence
against the aerial menace is to attack aircraft as near as

possible to their point of departure'. If/hat applied to the
air defence of London in 1914 applied equally to the air

defence of our troops and installations in South East Asia in

192(4. The air route to China, the Special Force operating
couple of hundred of miles fran the nearest fighter base,

the great defensive area from Assam to Arakan, all presented
an impossible patrol problem. Inadequate radar equipment
and the nature of the terrain, which rendered the warning
system ineffective in many places, eliminated the possibility
of an effective defence system. Logically therefore the

solution was a ̂ m-gorous offensive to destroy the ability of
the Japanese air force to operate over both Burma and India.

You

In the same year

a

The World

Crisis,
Vol. 1, 1923

March, April and May 1944 constituted the crucial period
of Allied offensive fighter operations over enemy airfields.
The 459th U.S. (P-38) Squadron, the 5304h U,S« (P~51) Squadron
and the P-51's of the Air Conmando Force did most damage
during the period to the Japanese air forces. Enemy air
fields at Bhamo, Kawlin and Anisakan in north Burma, the

Meiktila group, Heho and Aungban in Central Burma, Toungoo
and the Rangoon airfields in southern Burma were the major
targets and provided good hunting. In this task the 'Y'
service was employed to its full extent and proved of great

3TAF/7/5
End. 62A

Optl. Inst.
2(.1. 3 Mar. *44
35/9/Ops.
A.H.B./IIJ50/
84/229A
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value, 81 aircraft being destroyed in a period of seven
weeks as a result of briefing information passed from this

source.

The Opening of the Offensive 3 to 19 March 19^41-

Operations by offensive fighters at the beginning of
March formed part of a pattern in v/hich heavy and medium
bombers of the Strategic Mr Force, S.E.A, and aircraft of

the Fourteenth U.S, Air Force operating from China, main

tained an offensive against enemy airfields. Throughout
February 1944 and up to 6 March, some 29 strategic bcmber
attacks were carried out principally against Heho and
Aungban though Toungoo, Bhamo, Magv/e, Alyab and the Rangoon
group of airfields v/ere also visited. United States B-24'a
from China bases assisted in attacking the airfields of

Lashio and Loiwing.

P-51 filter-bombers of the Air Commando Force began
the fighter offensive on 3 March when twelve of them bombed

and machine-gunned Shwebo airfield, though no enemy aircraft
T/ere found there,

area were

eight enemy aircraft were claimed as either destroyed or

damaged. The following day ten P-51’s and ten B-25's of
the Air Ccmmando Force attacked Bhamo airfield mth bombs

and machine-gun fire and on the same day two P-51's visited

Heho and Anisakan; no enemy aircraft were caught on the

ground dioring these operations although in the latter I’aid
six Oscars riere encountered during the flight. They were

careful to avoid combat, however, and no claims other than

one Oscar damaged could be made.

At 0645 hours on 8 March, nine B-25's and sixteen
P-51*s were despatched to attack Indaw and Katha airfields
and twenty-three 1000 lb, banbs were dropped on runv/ays.
Once again no enemy aircraft were seen. But during the

morning of the same day it appears that the enemy brought
up a acaxsiderable number of aircraft to his forward air

fields of Shwebo, Onbavik and Heho, doubtless to support his

land offensive against Imphal and Kohima which was scheduled
to begin on 7/8 March 1944. Between 1250 and I63O hours on

8 March, 21 P-51's of the Air Ccmmando Force caught the

enemy by surprise at Shwebo and its satellite Onbauk with
spectacular resiolts. Aircraft of all types, seme vdth
ground crev/s at work on them, were dispersed on the air

fields and armoured cars and petrol bowsers were also
found. It was estimated that 35 enemy aircraft were
destroyed on the ground by bombs and machine-gun fire and
that two or three others v/ere shot down in air cembat.

Buildings were set on fire, refuellers were hit and heavy
casualties inflicted upon personnel. Anisakan was also
visited and bombed during this operation but the airfield
did not appear to be in use. The only casualty in these
attacks was one P-51 which was believed to have crashed into

an already damaged Oscar. A few hours later a P-51 and a
B-25 flew over Kawlin and Bhamo but no enemy aircraft were

?/hen night fell twelve Hurricanes of No,5 ̂
Squadron found large fires still burning at Shwebo and air
craft were attacked in dispersal pens v/ith unlcnown results.

Finally, 15 P-51*s and five B-25’s took off to attack
Onbauk and Shwebo but of the former only two reached the

target area. The B-25’s, however, dropped bombs on both
sides of the rimway at Shv/ebo and in the dispersal areas,
twelve enemy aircraft being claimed as destroyed,
at the close of 8 March 1944 the wreckage of perhaps

On the 6th, airfields in the Rangoon
swept by six R.A.F. Beaufighters and a total of

found there.

Thus

ORB. ACSEA

Int. App. »M‘
Mar. '44

ORB. ACSEA

Int. App. 'M'
Mar. '44

JICA/CBI

11^48 p.14
A.H.B./IU50/
47/27
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K1 enemy aircraft were strewn over his airfields, and much

damage to his airfield installations had undoubtedly been
done.

ACSEA Pile

DACC/01if
Enel. 8
A.H.B./IIJ50/
105 A/3

At 0725 hours on 9 March, 15 P-51's took off to attack
A tmn-engined bomber, well camouflaged

The

Oribauk airfieldo

in a revetment, was set on fire and an Oscar damaged, 
'

entire airfield area seemed devastated with bits of air

craft such as propellers, engines and tailplanes lying
about although destroyed and damaged aircraft appeared to

have been cleaned up. On 10 March three P-51 's flevj- over

the airfields of Kawlin, Ehamo, Onbauk and Shwebo but no

enemy activity could be seen. Later in the same day six

B-25’s were despatched to bomb Heho, v;here remnants of the

Japanese force from Shwebo and Onbauk had dispersed, but
owing to ground haze the objective was not discovered,

Heho was, however^ reached on the 11th by P-38*s of the
459th Squadroh.(1)
Chittagong and found at least 20 enemy aircraft at Shwebo

in the act of taking off and more than tv/elve Sally and

Helen medium bembers on the ground. It was estimated that

seven enemy fighters were shot down and three damaged by
the P-3S’s while four aircraft were destroyed and two
damaged on the ground, all for the loss of one P-38. On
returning to base one of the P-38's attacked enemy aircraft

and troops at Meiktila airfield destroying one Dinah.
Pour other P-38's intended to strafe Aungban but failed to

find it. Enemy aircraft were, however, found on another
strip in the Heho area where two enemy aircraft were
destroyed on the ground and two of the Oscars which inter

cepted were shot down, five others being claimed as damaged.

Twelve of these aircraft took off from

0«R,B,, ACSEA
Int, App. «N'
Mar, '44
JICA/CBI'

No, I834
15 Apr. '44
A.H.B./IU50/
47/27

No further offensive activity took place against enemy
airfields, though a constant vratch was maintained upon them,
until 16 March when nine Liberators of the Strategic Air
Force bembed Ywatung airfield near Prone by night. On the

17th eight P-40's of the Northern Air Sector Force boribed

and machine-gunned Myitkyina airfield and on the 19th
Meiktila was attacked by 12 P-5I filter-bombers of the

Air Commando Force. No enemy aircraft were found either
at Myitkyina or Meiktila, Finally, at night on 19 March,
ten Liberators were directed against Heho but only one

found the primaiy target and bombed it.

Ibid The result of the Allied offensive effort against the

enemy air forces, according to our own analysis, v/as to
cripple the air offensive which the enemy had undoubtedly
been planning in support of his land operations west of
the Chindwin.

confined to li^t harassing raids, mainly at night, and
his fighters, seme of them carrying bombs, did nothing
comparable to their efforts in February over Arakan,
over, the fly-in of the Wingate force behind enemy lines

was accomplished without interfer^ce from the air, but
vfhether this was owing to the surprise achieved or to our

air offensive against his airfields cannot, in the absence

of confiimation from Japanese sources, be readilj'’ assessed.

Prom 19 to 24 March, ho^/ever, the Japanese' Army Air Force
was obliged to cease operations, other than reconnaissance,
in order to accomplish repair and maintenance.

Certainly his bomber effort was for a while

More-

Japanese
sources

A.H.B./IIJ50/49

(1) The 459th U.S, ■Squadron became operational xuider
No. 224 Group, R.A.P, on 5 March 1944.
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The Fig,hter Offensive - 25 jVIarch->4 April

The Allied fighter offensive ceased for some days fol
lowing 19 March only hecause the enemy had withdraMi his
aircraft from forward airfields,
against the Japanese air force took the form of an intruder
operation and occurred on 25 I/Iarch 1944. A comparatively
large enemy force, operating against our airfields in the
Chittagong area, had successfully avoided interception.
Among the fighters which had been scrambled were ten P-38's
whose long range enabled them to be diverted as intruders
to Shwebo.

flev/ on to Anisakan where they intercepted 35 Oscars return
ing to base. Wine enemy fighters were probably shot down
and three others damaged v/hile two other enemy aircraft
were destroyed on the ground.

The next offensive

Finding no enemy aircraft there the P-38’s

A.H.B./1IJ50/
84/84
3 T.A.P. to EAC.

25 Mar, '

Enel. 35B
Pile BUR/S.
10275/2/Air

44

Ibid.

E.37A
The second day of April marked the beginning of another

highly successful phase in offensive fighter operations.
IVLn-engined P-38's first sv/ept the airfields of Meiktila
and Heho during wtiich they claimed the destruction of eight
enemy aircraft on the ground and four more in the air, for
the loss of one P—38. Pour P-51’s of the Air Commando
Force continued the assault on 3 April and at Anisakan
claimed two enemy aircraft destroyed on the ground and three
damaged,
4 April 1944.

enemy at Aungban, the Heho satellite, and probably destroyed
ten aircraft on the ground there. At 0800 hours 19 P-5I's
of the Air Commando Force took off to strafe Aiongban. The
approach was made from the north over Nawnghlcio and Anisakan,
which were inspected and provided no sutiable targets.
The P-51 force circled once to mislead any radar plotting
and then approached Aungban from the north completely
surprising the enemy. Japanese ground crews were at work

on some of their aircraft; one aircraft v/as being towed
tovFards the strip, another v/as destroyed while its propeller
was ticking over preparatory to taking off. Pour enemy
aircraft blew up after receiving direct hits from rocket
projectiles. Each P-51, in the space of six minutes
(1001-1007 hours), made four strafing runs at aircraft on the
ground before leaving the target area. A,A. positions
together vrith airfield buildings were attacked with machine-

gun fire and rockets. In all, some 25 enemy aircraft were

claimed as destroyed, all of which exploded or caught fire,
two others were probably destroyed and eight damaged. At
the conclusion of the attack four Oscars were obseived

coming in from the east, one of which v/as shot down in flames.

On the return flight a twin-engined aircraft was destroyed
on the ground at Anisakan. All the P-5I’ s returned safely
the only battle scar being slight anti-aircraft damage to

one aircraft. P-38's, one of which was lost, visited
/iungban the following day and found the airfield almost
completely burnt out and thus discovered no vrorthwhile
targets.

But the greatest success was achieved on
Early that morning P-38's surprised the

JICVCBI
1034 p.21.
A.H.B.AIJ50/
47/27
Pile ACG/6
Pt. XIII

Air G.-in-C. to

G,A,S, 15 Apr.
'44 Enel, 65.
A.H.B./IU50/98/
IA1.
Tel, SAGSEA to

GOS 18, Apr. '44
A.H.B./IU50/
97. jigVcbi
1834 P.1/
A,H.B./IIJ50/
47/27

Air Q-perations against Enemy Airfields. 15 April-;
8 i/Ia.y 1944

A.H.B./IIJ50/98/KM)
Tel .ACC/390
27Apr.“-*'t4
Air C.-ln-Co to

C.A.S. File

aCC/6 Pt. xni
Enel. 80

O.R.B.ACSEA
Int. App. L
Apr. 'I4

Ho further concentrations of enemy aircraft were found
until 15 April when tvirelve P-38's caught 20 Japanese air

craft on the ground at Heho and four others in the air.

the former, six were destroyed and two damaged,
installations were also attacked,

same airfield vras again visited and on this occasion nine

P-38's found 17 enemy machines either on the ground

Of

Airfield

Tvro days later the
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Seven aircraft v/ere destroyed
Sandvidched betv/een

or in the act of talcing off,
on the ground and two others shot do?m,
these two raids, on 16 April, nine P~38’s destroyed three

aircraft on the ground at Zayatkwin, one of the Rangoon
group of airfields.
Air Commando Force destroyed a couple of enemy aircraft at
Anisakan,

On the same day, two P-5i's of the

Since the beginning of March bombers of the Strategic
Air Force had not often been used for strikes against enemy
airfields but on 21 April fovir out of eight B“2A*s despatched
dropped nearly eleven tons of bombs on Lashio, On the
23rd long range American fighters returned to the attack
when twelve P-38's of the 459th U,S. Squadron machine-
gunned Kangaung (Meiktila group). Few enemy aircraft v/ere
found, though one was destroyed on the ground v/ith three

damaged, vdiile another was shot doivn in air combat. Two

days later, P-38's moijnted two raids, the first against Heho
and A-ungban by ten aircjraft - one enemy aircraft v/as

destroyed on the ground at the latter - and the second by
eleven P-38*s who claimed two enemy aircraft destroyed and

two damaged on the groiond at Heho, six others being shot

doTffL in air combat. On 29 April, 17 P-38's swept Heho and

Aungban but found no enemy aircraft at either strip; on

their way back, however, they encountered 15 Oscars andv/ith-
out loss to themselves the P-38’s claimed three destroyed,
two probably so and three damaged. Also on the 29th
twelve Spitfires - which hitherto had been reserved for

purely defensive operations - attacked Meiktila airfield
destroying one enemy aircraft. Another force of ten Spit
fires, one of which vra.3 lost, strafed Kangaung. This air
field \7as again visited on 3 ¥ia.y by eight P-38’s when three
enemy aircraft were shot down and two others damaged for the
loss of one P-38,

0,R.Bo ACSEA

Int, App, *L*
Apr. *44

r J 'CO

Two attenpts on 5 May to seek out and destroy enemy
aircraft on the groijind at Anisakan, Kangaung and Meilctila
were unsuccessful,

derelict aircraft at Anisakan and twelve Spitfires
encountered heavy cloud and thick haze over the Irrav/addy
which made the identification of targets impossible,
the 7th, hoT/ever, ten P-38’s destroyed one and damaged two
enemy aircraft on the ground at Kangaung and of six Oscars
encountered in the air, three v/ere claimed as destroyed.
On the following day P-38’s v/ere again over Kangaung where
tvro enemy fighters were damaged in air combat.

Intruder Operations

Tv/elve P-38's found only three or fou

On

10 May-7 June 19i(4

Air ' C, -ip-Cl,
to 0,A,S,

10 Ivlay '44
Pile ACC/6
Pt XIV

O.R.B, ACSEA

Int, App, 'B'
May '44

r

A,H.B,/
IIJ50/98/1/(N)
Tel, ACC/938
Air C,-in-C#

to C,A,S,

23 May '44
Pile ACC/6
Part XIV

0,R,B. ACSEA

Int, App, 'D'
jViay '44

Another successful phase in offensive fightercperations
began on 10 May and the number of enemy aircraft destroyed
illustrates that it was upon a policy of intrusion that the
Allies could mainly coiont for the elimination of Japanese
air poT/er in Burma as a factor of military importance.
This process was sometimes fast and spectacular, sometimes
slower, but was invariably effective. The P-38's of the

459th U.S. Squadron reimined the protagonists of the period,
being responsible for 28 of the 53 enemy aircraft claimed as
destroyed between 10-19 Ivfey. But a part scarcely less
important was no?/ being played oy the P-51 's of the
530th U.S, Squadron of the Northern Air Sector Force, which
destroyed the balance. Indeed it was the latter sciuadron
that had to its credit the most striking success.
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On 10 Iviay P-38*s finding no airc^’aft at Heho, v/ent on
to Aungban where eiglit Oscars were seen. Three enemy air
craft were set on fire and four revetments attacked burned

furiously and may have contained aircraft. Other P-38's
attacked the airfield at Kangaung where foinr aircraft v/ere

probably destroj’-ed on the ground and tvro others in air

combat. On the 11th, twenty-four P-51*s of the
53Cth Squadron T/ere over Meiktila and encountered 23 or
more Oscars, During the ensuing combats the P-51’s
claimed 13 Oscars destroyed, tv/o probably so and six
damaged at no cost to themselves. The Squadron followed
up this bloT/ on 12 i!iay in the same area; eleven enemy air
craft vrere perhaps shot down and six others damaged. The

fact that enemy fighters ■were airborne to counter the
P-51 raids may have reflected increased confidence on the
part of the Japanese in their warning system for our
attacks did not achieve the degree of surprise, as had
previously been the case. It would appear that the enemy
had made strenuous efforts to reduce the deficiency Tifhich
hitherto had been largely responsible for his losses on the
ground. Moreover, the Meiktila area had been temporarily
reinforced by the 87th Air Regiment, equipped with To jo
fighters. This unit arrived on 7 ivlay but ret;xrned to
Sumatra on the 22nd of the same month.

Ibid.

ACSEA File
Air C.-ln-C./58
E,hk.
Peirce to
Gen, Stratemeyer
13 May
A.H.B,/IU50/
103/65

A.C.M,

O.R.B. ACSEA
Int. App, 0
Jun, ‘tit
A.HcB./IIJ50/lt9
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A sharp attack by 22 P-51's of the 530th Squadron on
1A May did, however, surprise the enemy at Meiktila during
which seven aircraft were probably destroyed, American
P-38's also destroyed five enemy aircraft on the ground at

on the 15th and at Kangaung, three enemy aircraft \yere
destroyed and perhaps as many as ten shot down, vd.th
damage to several others,
attacked grounded aircraft at Kangaung and Sh'\?ebo, destroy
ing two at the former and five at the latter airfield,
A considerable offensive fighter effort was mounted on
19 iVlay but no substantial results were achieved. Twenty-
two P-51‘s and twelve Spitfires set off to attack Meiktila
but bad weather prevented them from coinpleting their task.
Over Nawnghkio airfield, sixteen P-38's shot down two and
damaged two other enemy aircraft. Finally on 19 ifey, a
P-51 on a Tireather reconnaissance sa.w and attacked tY/o
grounded aircraft at Kav/lin; the pilot reported that his
aircraft had been hit and he did not return to base.

On 17 and 18 May, P-38*s

After. 19 May intruder operations reaped small reward
since the Japanese gave little opportunity for air combat
and heavy cloud made sviTeeps upon enemy airfields difficult
although something at least Vira.s attempted. On 22 lia.y two
Beaufighters of Wo, 211 Squadron destroyed an aircraft on
the ground at Shwebo and on the follov/ing day P-38*s
encountered Oscar fighters over Kangaung, tTro of vdiich were
shot dovm. During a STYeep of the Meiktila group of air
fields on 25 jViay a P-38 failed to pull out of a dive and
crashed into the ground. On 29 May, fifteen P-2f0’s and
tvrenty P-51's of the Northern Air Sector Force dropped
over ten tons of bombs on Bhamo airfield.

No further results Y/ere achieved vmtil 6 June Y/hen
two Beaufighters of No, 211 Squadron set fire to two and
damaged a third enemy aircraft on the ground at Hma\Ybi,
near Rangoon, On the same day 18 P-38*s of the
A59th Squadron sighted 30 or more Oscars airborne and
above them near Meiktila, Three Oscars may have been
destroyed and six damaged for the loss of tY/o and damage

A.H.B./
IIJ50/98/KN)
Tel, ACC/971
Air C.-ln-C, to
C.A.S,
7 Jun, •i|/^
File ACC/6 XIV
0.R.B, ACSEA
Int, App. '0*
Jun. *kk

A.H.B./
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Air C.-ln-C, to
C.A.S,
22 Jun, *hL\m
File ACC/6 XIV
0.R.B, ACSEA
Into App. 'pi
Jun,
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Tvrelve of these twin-engined fighters,to three P-38’s«
7 June 1944, ST/ept Meiktila, Kangaung, Thedaw, Thahutkyon

and Kwetnge airfields hut no enemy activity could he seen.
This virtually saw the end of offensive fighter operations
owing to the onset of the monsoon and to the fact that the
remnants of the 5th Air Division, as was their wont, retired

to bases far heyond the range of Allied fighters to recoi^
their losses as best they might.

on

Japanese
sources

A,H,B,/
IIJ50/49

Defensive Air Operations over the India-Burma frontier

At the beginning of J/Iarch 1944 the Japanese 5th Air
Division had concentrated a considerable proportion of its

air strength upon airfields in central Burma, presumably
in order to give support to his Army’s major offensive
against Diiphal and Kohima, A few days before the Japanese
began their land offensive, however, 'Wingate’s Special Force
was flown into north-central Burma and the decision the

Japanese subsequently made to attack this airborne invasion
resulted in reduced enemy air activity over the India-Burma
frontier and practically no close support, during I/Earch, for

his troops operating west of the Chindwin, Moreover, as

already described, the fighter attacks made by the Americans

upon Japanese airfields during Ifeirch and April 19^t4, reduced

still further the potential Japanese air effort.

Allied defensive fighter operations during March,
April and },fey revolved principally around the problem of

protecting XV Corps on the plain of Iiiphal and also the

stream of aircraft carrying supplies to the beleaguered
garrison. An attenpt was also made to provide some measure

of air defence for the Special Force but the provision of

adequate early warning, as in the case of Inphal, presented
an insoluble problem. Nevertheless, enemy air attacks
never represented a serio\as threat and ivere generally on a

petty scale. Yet since the maintenance of our forces on

the Imphal plain rested solely upon their supply by air,
the security of this life-line was a matter of primary
inportance for even a small Japanese fighter force could

have upset the delicate balance between the huge military
appetite of IV Corps and the tonnage of supplies which
Troop Carrier Command could deliver and it was the task of

Third Tactical Air Force to prevent that catastrophe.

The previous immunity with which the Japanese Dinah
reconnaissance aircraft had flown over the Imphal plain
came to an abrupt end on 4 March Y/hen at 0752 hours Spit
fires of No, 81 Squadron shot down a Dinah near Parngbyin,
Two days later another Dinah ms destroyed by the same
squadron over Palel, This reconnaissance activity
heralded enemy air attacks over the Ivjanipur battle zone but

in the event the emphasis of enemy air operations which
lasted from 10-19 J/Iarch Tra.s against the jungle airstrips
(BroadYiay and Cho^7ringhee) used by the Special Force in
Burma some 200 miles east of Imphal,

Air Defence of Broadvi/ay and Chowringhee, 10-19 March

The Wingate Expedition, which had been launched into
Burma on the night of 5/6 IViarch 1944» took the enemy so
much by surprise that he made no attempt to interfere mth

our establisl-iment of the airstrips until 10 March, On

the morning of that day our troops v/hich had been landed

at ChoYcringhee - a secondary jungle clearing - abandoned
the strip and the same afternoon ttro Lilys and 20 Oscars

JICA/CBl
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TDoiribed and machine-gunned the area. The only result
achieved hy the enemy Tivas the destruction of a few derelict

gliders. The Japanese appeared to be unaware at tliis time

of the location of Broadway, the principal base of the

Special Force, and not mtil the 13th did the enemy air

force attenpt to attack it. By that time, six Spitfires
of JMo, 81 Squadron, a light v/arning set and anti-aircraft
guns had been established there. The Spitfires had in
fact arrived on 12 llarch and between 1025-1045 hours on the

following day the Broadway strip Y/as attacked by two waves

of 15 Oscar fighters. Five Spitfires were scrambled but

the last of these was only just airborne Y/hen attacked by
Oscars at 300 feet and was shot doYm three miles from the

strip. The remaining four Spitfires fought a fairly
successful air battle Y/ith the Oscars and prevented them

from carrying out an effective raid, Bofors guns co
operated successfully, concentrating upon those Oscars Ydiich

attenpted to attack the Spitfires, Enemy bombing iTith
50 kg, bombs ms not very effective but one of our aircraft
on the ground had to be v^ritten off and three G-hiorkas Y/ere

Y/ounded as a result of strafing attacks. Spitfires claimed

three enemy fighters destroyed and six damaged v/hile anti

aircraft guns accounted for another Oscar,

At 1600 hours on 16 March the enemy reneY/ed his
attack upon Broadway and three Sally medium bombers, escorted

by six Oscars, dropped fragmentation bombs, A P-51 of the
Air Commando Force - tv/elve of these aircraft had been sent

into Broadway on 13 Ivlarch - was destroyed on the ground
before it could take off but no other damage or casualties
Yrere sustained. The Spitfire detachment and four P-51’s
Y/ere airborne but no contact Yvith the enemy was made. On

the 17th tvrelve Oscars raided BroadY/ay and cau^t our

defences by surprise, Ovdng to inadequate Y/aming only
two Spitfires could become airborne in time, each of Y/hich
shot down an Oscar; one of these Spitfires was piloted by
the Squadron Commander who vra.s shot doYra and killed. Three

other pilots had reached their aircraft and v/ere heavily
machine-gunned Y/hile endeavouring to start their aircraft;
all three groimded Spitfires were destroyed, Tvro pilots
had miraculous escapes but the third died from \Younds,
Since the lYarning system had been conpletely destroyed, the
one remining Spitfix-e ms Tiathdravm. from the strip and the
experiment of mintaining a fighter detachment at an air

strip so exposed was not repeated. Henceforth the air
defence of Broadway depended upon fighter aircraft on patrol
and operating froan bases in the laphal area. Further
attacks upon BroadY/ay Y/ere made by the enea^y at 1150-1330
and 1420-1555 hours on 18 March and between 0745-0955 hours
on the 19tho

although personnel casualties wehe fev/, radio sets, stores
of the Air Gopiaando detachment and a nuanber of light aii--
craft were destroyed.

In each case the eneaaiy escaped unscathed and

OoRoBo

ACSEA Int,

App, 'H»
Apr, ’2f4

A,H.B,/
ll¥i/AW^A

0e^,Bc No, 81

SquaA-on
Mar®
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No, l4lS,
AaHoB,/IIJ50/47/27
No, 221 Group
to 3rd T,Ad^*

18 Mai'e
File BUR/S,
10375/2/Air
Enclo 33A,
A,!l6Bo/nJ50/84/84

The Japanese air attacks on BroadY/ay, how'-ever, failed
to prevent the routine fly-in of supplies to the stronghold
and supply dropping to elements of Wingate’s Special Force
continued uanhindered,

carried on thenar task of evacuating Y/ounded men to
BroadY/ay whence the, casualties were taken westwards by
Dakota to India,

aircraft using the jungle airfield had been intercepted by
the enemy.

Moreover, the light aircraft force

Up to 19 I'iarch no transport or light
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Enemy Air Activity over Ifenipur - 10 to 19 Ivlarch ^^l+k

Although units of the Japanese 5th Air Division diverted
some of their effort against Broadway, they nevertheless
managed to mount a few raids in the Iirphal area. At
0500 hours on 12 March, two enemy aircraft attacked
Ktuzibhigram airfield inflicting little damage but causing
some minor civilian casxaalties. A fighter sweep, consist
ing of about 20 Oscars, approached the Silchar area from
the south-east at 1045 hours on the same day. Near Tiddim

they attacked two of our tactical reconnaissance Hurricanes,
one of which was shot down, the pilot baling out. Qroimd
observers in this area saw two aircraft collide and since

all Allied aircraft were accounted for, they must have been

Oscars; the enemy lost two aircraft in a similar manner
over Arakan on 51 December 1945* Although 18 Hurricanes
and 23 Spitfires were scrambled for the enemy raid; the only
contact was by twelve Hurricanes, which took off later than

the other fighters and which were juiTiped by Oscars near

Patharkandi. Pvto Hurricanes vrere damaged and they claimed

damage to three Oscars, Two of the fomr P-51’s which also

took off to intercept contacted the enemy formation at

24,000 feet and made several attacks while six other P-51's
were diverted from an offensive operation in the Chindwin
area in order to cut off the raiders as the latter returned

to base. The P-51*s gained contact and chased the enemy
forjuation for some distance before it was lost in the haze.

Claims by the P-51's amounted to one destroyed and two

damaged, American P-38's T/ere despatched from Chittagong
as intruders to Shwebo in the hope that the Oscars would

return there but their effort proved finitless.

No, 221 Gro-up
to 3rd TeAoP,

13 Mar. *2f4
Pile Bur/S,

10375/2/Air,
End, 31 A.

A.H.B./
IIJ50/8V84
O.R.B. ACSEA

Int, App. *H'
Apr, *44
A,H.B./Il]y/A44/
1A

The ineffective Allied opposition to this enemy
fighter sweep -was mainly the resdt of confusion brought
about by divided responsibility and control. The Air
Commando Force, charged with the task of supporting ifingate’s
Special Force, Y/as located at Hailakandi in the Surma
Valley, On this occasion the Ail’ Commando received plots
from the R,A,P, Operations Room and scrambled the only four

P-51‘s at Hailakandi and, as already mentioned, recalled
other P-51*s from a filter-bomber operation. This Yas
done mthout the R,A,P. being aY/are of the fact. Six
P-51*s fleY/ a course almost the same as the bandits - from

the south-east - and another P-51 flcYiT in from the east,
both tracks being plotted as hostile. The single aircraft
YYas regarded as the greater menace since it was taken to
be a reconnaissance aircraft while the other tvro tracks

were knoYm to be fighters and offensive action against ground
targets not being considered likely, ' Consequently, six

Spitfires and six Hurricanes were retained over the Imphal
Valley to catch the supposed reconnaissance aircraft and

No, 136 Squadron vra.s vectored on to the P-51 *s.

Enemy operations on I6 iuarch 1944 began before dawn
at 02f45 hours when six Sally medium bombers were over the
Imphal plain. One of these Y/as intercepted by a
BeaYxfighter of No, I76 Squadron detachment and shot doYvn
in flames near Minthami, At 0745 hours on the same day
there follovied a typical fighter sweep by 20 or so Oscars

in the Imphal area. Eighteen Hxirricanes and 24 Spitfires
YYere scrambled but of these only two formations of seven

and six Spitfires viere able to make contact. Combats took

place over the ChindY/in valley and in the vicinity of

Paungbyin at 18,000 feet, claims being two Oscars probably
destroyed and three damaged vri-thout loss.

No, 221 Group
to 3rd T,A,F,

13 M4r, *2f4
Pile Bur/S»
10375/2/Air
Enel, 31 A.

AoH,B./
IIJ50/8V84

O.R.B, ACSEA,

Int, App, *H*
Apr, *44

A.H,B,/lIiyA44
Pile DACC/014
(ACSEA)
A.H,B./
IIJ50/103/65
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On 17 Iviarch, at 0-440 hours, two enemy aircraft dropped
bombs on military camps on the Inphal plain,
a bomb fell on the new IV Corps headquarters killing 20 men

and injuring 12 others. Soon after davm., at 0620 hours,
the Japanese mounted aiaother svireep during ¥i/hich the air
fields of Tulihal and Palel were strafed by 12 Oscars, One

Dakota, one B-25 and one Hurricane were damaged on the groimd
at Tulihal and a Spitfire was lost near Palel; no intercep
tion Viras effected although anti-aircraft guns were able to
clain the destruction of tvro enemy aircraft and damage to

several more.

The spell of increased enemy activity, which began on
10 I/iarch and ended on the 19th, \¥as on a smaller scale than

the tvrelve days offensive effort Y/hich took place over

Araican in February 1944-. Twdn-engined bombers had been

used to a limited extent and, save for a te\f isolated
incidents, this was the first time they had appeared since

the beginning of the year. That they operated only at

night against targets on the India-Burma frontier is signi
ficant, but they vrere also used in escorted daylight raids
upon the Broadyra.y strip v/here the enemy rightly assujaed
thmit he would meet less powerful opposition. But the
losses sustained during the Allied attacks upon enemy air

fields greatly depleted the strength of the 5th Air Division
and save for reconnaissance activity, the enemy Yvas forced

to break off air operations for a few days for the repair,
maintenance and replacement of his air forces.

Unfortunately
A.H.B./
IIJ50/47/42
ACSEA Ajr

Staff Aug, »45
0,R.B. ACSEA

Int, App.
Apr. *4^
AoHoB,/mi/A44/
1A

Ibid.

Japanese
sources

A.H.B./IIJ50/49

25-28 March 1944-Enerny Air Activity

On 25 March enemjr air activity resumed and his air
operations vrere generally directed against targets in
Ivianipxar although a fevr raids YYere mounted in Arakan and
against the BroadYra.3'' airstrip. Also for the first time
in several months, the 5th Air Division hazarded  a bomber

force in a daylight raid over Indian territory v/hich ended
in disaster.

One of the most determined attacks for some time, and
aimed at our airf3.elds in the Chittagong area, was mounted

by the Japanese on 25 March 194^t- doubtless a
retaliation to our offensive fighter operations,  A small
number of bombers and about 35 Oscar fighters approached

The formation split up and lostChittagong at 0710 hours,

ACSEA Pile

Air/1 62/ASP
O.R.B. A.CSEA

Into App, ’H’
Apr. ’4+
A.H.B./lIIv/AM/

height rapidly, elements of the force subsequently strafing
the airfields of Chittagong, Cox’s Bazar and Chiringa.
One section of ty/o aircraft also strafed mine-sYYeepers off

the Naf Peninsula irrflicting casualties and damage to one

of them. The attacks upon Chittagong and Chiriiga met mth

little success, but the Sally and five Oscars which raided
the Cox’s Bazar strip leilled 75 coolies and injured 150,
Spitfires, Hurricanes and p-38’s were scrambled but made no
contact in the target area,
v/ere dii^erted as intruders to SliY/ebo and Anisakan and,
mentioned elsewhere in this cliapter, reaped a useful

Ten of the P-58’s, however.
as

1A

dividend.

At 0720 hours on 26 Iviarch, tvYo Yveelcs after the main

Japanese land offensive had been launched., their troops
received for the first tirae direct air support from elements

of the “^th Air Division,

bombers and eight Oscars bombed and strafed Allied troops
near Tonzarg, bet\7een milestones 120/125 on the Iiiphal-
Tiddim road. On the same day tyro light raids were carried

On this occasion, Lily light
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out against the Broadway strip, the first at 0920 hours and

the second at 1i(.00| neither raid v/as intercepted by Allied
fighters, nor did the anti-aircraft defences rnalce any clainie

A signal victory was won by the American fighters
defending Assam on 27 March against aai enemy striking
force which had been despatched to bomb the Digboi oil

fields® The enemy ran into bad Y/eather and dropped their

bombs haphazardly, certainly not on the target. On their

return flight the enemy formation nas intercepted by
American fighters and ovrijig to a shortage of fuel the former
fomd themselves at a tactical disadvantage. According to

the Japanese, nine Helen medium bombers T/ere despatched,
accompanied by about 60 fighters, and they have adinitted the
loss of eight bombers, the ninth crash landing in Japanese
held territory. The Allied estimate of the raiding force
amounted to 18 Helens and 20 Oscar fighters, 2A of which

Virere claimed as destroyed, TiTaatever the true figures ("I)
there is no doubt that the Japanese lost their entire
bomber force in an operation tha.t achieved nothing since

there is no evidence of enemy bombing on this date. Also

on 27 March, tvro Oscars over iviyitkyina and five over Kamaing
were intercepted by American fighters and foirr of them were

claimed as destroyed^ these Japanese fighters were probably
remnants of the Digboi force. During the day’s operations,
the Americans lost two P-51's and one P-40,

Japanese
sources.

A,HoB«/IIJ50/49
Tel, 141
SAC to COS

18 Apr, '44
a.h,b./iij50/s;7
Tei, ACC/864
AlrC.-in-C, to

C,A,S, 15 Apr,
File ACC/6
Ft. XIII E65
AeH,B,/
IU50/98/KM)

BetYveen 0730 and 0825 hours on 28 March 1944, Spitfires
intercepted tv/o Sallys and 15 Oscars in the Tamu area and

claimed two destroyed and three damaged. Also on the 28th
a Dinah reconnaissance aircraft successfully reconnoitred
Inplial and Kohima, Further to the east tYYo enemy bombers

AcH»Bo/lIIvi/A44/lA and four fighters attacked the BroadiJay strip betv/een 0730
and .0930 hours and although intercepted by our fighters on

patrol, dariiage to one enemy aircraft was the only claim that

could be made. After 28 March enemy air activity fell
away until 2 April, apart from an attempt by tYYO Lilys to

drop supplies to their ovm troops operating against BroadYvay,
The only result \Yas the free gift of the greater bulk of

the supplies to our troops, in whose perimeter they fell,
and the destruction of one Lily by Bofors guns.

ACSEA File

Air/162/ASP
O.RcB. ACSEA

Inte App, ’L’
A.pr, '44

Enemy Air Activity over Maniour - 2-14 April 1944

Enemy activity over Manipur* reached its peak in April
when raids made upon targets in the Iraphal area T/ere com

paratively frequent and T/hen the enemy air forces no longer
took any particular interest in our airstrips behind enemy
lines. ScmeYvliat belatedly he decided to give some measure
of air support to his troops investing Imphal and Kohlma,
though in the event his air operations Yrere singularly
ineffective.

On 2 April a Dinah reconnaissance aircraft appeared
over the Tiddira area and was shot do’wn by anti-aircraft
fire,

fighters of No, 176 Squadron succeeded in intercepting and
After dark on 3 April, at 1944-2126 hours, Beau-

O.RjB,

Ins. Apps,
and «K«

Anr, '44
A,KcB,/nM/Al!4/U

ACSSA

(1) Information from Japa:iese sources is not very reliable
since it has been obtained from officers Tirho had to

rely on their memories for facts®
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shooting down two Lilys over Tamu, some 50 miles east of the

Bea-ufighter base« At about the same time a solitary enemjT-
aircraft dropped a fev/ bombs on Kumbhigram airfield. Before

dawn, at 0425 hours, on 10 April, Tu].ihal airfield was

bombed by three aircraft and on the 11th the Japanese
adopted a new tactic of mounting a diversionary sweep while
a small force of escorted bombers attacked military object

ives, Bet\¥een 0750 and 0845 hours a fighter sw’eep of

15 Oscars vra.s intercepted by Spitfires near Thaungdut, the

engagement \ira,s inconclusive, T/hile at 0820 hours two enemy
bombers and six fighters unsuccessfully attacked  a bridge
west of Inphal, Next day at 1550 hours, nine Oscars
mounted a sweep in the region of bkhrLil; intercepting
Spitfires damaged tv/o enemy fighters v/ithout loss,

Japanese Air Attacks against Airfields - 15-"26 April 1944

Prom 15 to 26 April nearly all Japanese air attacks in
the llanipur area were aimed at our airfields, probably in

the hope that air supply to the besieged 17 Corps \TOuld be

affected which in turn miglit ease the pressure on the

Japanese troops. These raids upon our airfields achieved
little, none of our strips Y/as lonserviceable for more than

two or three hours, he did little material damage and
personnel casualties were comparatively few,

Betv/een 0755 and 0850 hours on 15 April six Lilys,
acconpanied by 30 Oscars, bombed the Imphal main airstrip.
Fourteen Spitfires intercepted the fighters and claimed one

Oscar destroyed and two damaged, v/hile anti-aircraft fire

accounted for another enemy aircraft, !IVo days later, at

1530 hoijrs, six Sally medi-um bombers attacked Palel air-

390 Air Co-in-C, field while 30 Oscars provided a diversion. One Oscar v/as
shot down and three other enemy aircraft damaged but a

further three Japanese aircraft wer’e shot doYvn by a force

of P-51 's which were diverted from a bombing raid to inter

cept the raiders as they vri-thdreYm At 1655 hours on

21 April, eight Oscars ineffectively bombed and strafed
Kangla airfield; there Y?as no warning and 24 Spitfires Yrere

airborne too late to intercept. Three Sallys and six
Oscars at 0620 hours on the following day appeared over

Inphal airfield but no attack developed. An hour later
two Oscars attacked Tulihal airfield and three otliers the

airfield at Inphal when one of our aircraft was destroyed on

the ground. Anti-aircraft fire accoimted for perhaps three

enemy aircraft vdth damage to three more; there v/as no

interception although Spitfires were on patrol at the time.
On the 23rd a solitary enemy aircraft dropped a few bombs
near Kohima,

OcRcB, ACSEA

Into App, ’K»
App, 'L'Int,

Apr, ’ilk
A,H,B,/lIiVj/A4V
1A Telo AGO/

to C,AoSe

27 Apr, '44-,
File ACC/6,
Pt.XIII E,80

AoH,B./
IIJ50/98/1 (m)

Although the contraction of the warning system in the
i'lanipur area had made contact difficult for defensive
fighters, so that a policy of intrusion had to be relied
upon chiefly for the punishiment of the Japanese air forces,
ReA,F, fighters were neverthela
creditable performances,
15 Oscars operated to the south-west of Iirrphal and another

nine in the region of Silchar,
to IiBphal were shot down but the eight Spitfires v/hich
interccepted an enemy force attempting to strafe Lalaghat
airfield probably destroyed three of the enemy with damage
to five rnore,

diversionary sweep of 20 Oscars betv/een 0900-1020 hours

while three Lilys and six Oscars raided Tulihal airfield
Ten Spitfires were scrambled and with

able to show severalBS

On 25 April at 0725-0825 hours,

Two Dal-cotas on their way

On the follovdng day the enemy sent out a

at 1000 hours.

0,R,B, ACSEA

Int, App,
Apr, *44®
A,HcB,/
in4/A44/
Tel, ACC/390
Air Co-in-C,

to CoAcSe

27 Apr, 'liM-
File ACC/6
Pt, XIII,
Enel, 80

A,H,Bo/
IIJ50/98/1 (M)

'L'

ft
JX3.
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seven Hurrdcanes, diverted on return from escort duties,
made contact -with the fighter sweep# Tv/ent3’--one Spitfires
Tifere scrambled for the bombing raid and another six
Hunricares diverted.* Four enem^ a.ircraft were probably
shot dovm during the air battles and eight v/ere damaged;
at Tulihal anti-ajrcraft guns ciahTied the destimction of an

enemy bombero At 0900 hours on 28 April, 12 Oscars bombed

and strafed our positions near Kohima but there r/as no

int ercspt ion*

Also on 26 April a Dinah reconnaissaxice aircraft was
caught by two Spitfires and shot do-An east of Patharkandi*
Prior to this date five ensmj^ reconnaissances of the Manipur
enea had been successfully accomplished* On 28 April
another Dinah may have reached its base after covering
Inphal and Kuiabhigram although it v/as damaged by Spitfires
at 17.50 hourso Other Dinahs were shot doT«i off Oyster
Island in Arakan at 0905 hours on 1 May and over Iraphal on
the 4tho

To id.

18 Iviay 1944-

Between 0800 and 0855 hours on 1 May, six Sallys and
nine Oscars attacked our forr/ard positions near Bishenpur
and Allied motor transport on the Tiddim road was also
strafed* One enemy aijrcraft v/as shot dovwi by anti
aircraft fire. Three of the Oscars intercepted three
Dakotas, one of the latter got aT/ay, one force landed and
o.iie was lost* A. fighter at 0810-0920 hours on
4 May was mounted by the enemy in the i-egion of Tamu-Ul:hrul
and at 1500 hours on the 5th, tvj'elve Oscars bombed and
strafed targets in the Kolrima area© At 0730 hours on

6 May 19Adt, six Sallys snd 15 Oscar-s approached the j)lain
of Inphal and intercepting Spitfires px'obably destroyed a
Sally and a co'uple of Oscasrs© This enemy force also lost
six more airciaft to anti-aircraft f±re©

At 063'0-0700 hours on 9 ivls-y, 20 Oscars bombed and
strafed palel and at 0405 lioui-s the folloiving morning six
enemy bombers attacked orr’ positions near Bishenpur© Soon
after first- light, at 0715 hours, 20 Oscars mounted a
strafing attack in.the vicinity of Buri Bazar© On the 11th
at 0325 liours, three enemy aix'craft bombed Tulihal airfield®
Tl-iree hours later t^?elve Spitfires vrere scrambled and

intercepted. 25 Oscars west of Tamu, two of v/hdch T/ere shot
down and tlxree damaged© On 14 April two eneniy fighter
s'wesps were plotted over t.he Impbal plain© At 0710-0815
hours north-east of Tmphal, a force of 23 Spitfires shoi:
dovm o,ne and damaged thi’ee 0.scars out of a total of twelve;
two hours 7!.ater 15 Oscars were intsx’cepted east of Kohima
and eleven Spitfires cj.aimed ty/o enemy ai;roraft destroyed
aiid nine damaged for no losso

Enemy Air Activity over Manipur

OoRcB, AGSEA

Int© App»
Maj' flik
Tel, AQCi93S
Air Eo

C,AoSo

23 Way «4-!»
File ACC.'6 XIV
Erml© 11

A,Ho3./nJ50/28/1(i'0

Poid.

On 15 May 1941-, Eiz; Lilys accoirpa'cied by eight Oscars
and Toje-s - thi.s was the fii'st known Instance of the

offensive use of the Tojo fighter in Burma - attacked an
aa.vanoed airfield of the JMor'bhern Aiw Sector Force in the

IMcawng Vall-ey© United States P~40 fi.gliter-'bombers o.n
1 / May, after bombing Katiiaing, encountered ten enemy a.ir~
craft at 4j000 feet and destroyed tlirse of them for no loss.
Further- e.n3my atte.ntion was di.reated to the northern sector

of the fl'-ont on 18 May rthen the Ja.panese,
cnl.7 all-?/8.athc.r
forced to bomb ii

having held the
• two year’s, ivere

The raid was carried out by eight
iield at i/j^cltkyina foraa
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Oscars at 1420 hours and they succeeded in destroying one

C-4-7 and damaging three others© P-4-O's intercepted after

the attack and claimed four Oscars as damaged| anti
aircraft guns probably shot dorm a couple of Oscars*

Enemy Air Activity over I\(^anip^Jr - 18 IVIay-l? June 1944

Just before noon on 18 May, eighteen enemy aircraft
v/ere plotted over the Iiiphal plain* No attack developed
and the Spitfires which intercepted the enemy force may
have shot dor/n five and damaged four enemy aircraft for the

loss of one Spitfire*
also scrambled but they did not make contact*
at 0625 hours, a Dinah reconnaissance aircraf't flew over

the Imphal battle zone and was not intercepted. Soon
afterwards at 0715 hoixrs, Oscars were active over Bishenpur
where two tactical reconnaissance Hurricanes T/ere attacked,
one being shot do;vn and the other damaged* Nine Spitfires
intercepted 15 Oscars, which had previously attacked Allied

positions near Bishenpxjr, and althougjithe enemy aircraft
were chased for some distance no damage was inflicted upon
them* T'iTo days later, at 1210-1250 hours, 20 Oscars
mounted a sweep of the Iraphal pla:ln and to the north of it*

Spitfires were scrambled but cloud conditions and the split'
ting up of the enemy force into small groups prevented
contact being made. Two Hurricanes on a rhubarb were
jimped by Oscars, one of the former being shot down* On

24. May at 1220 hours, seven Oscars flew at 3»000 feet over

Bishenpur but no attack was made; the Spitfires \yhich
scrambled did not intercept.

P-51's of the Air Commando Force
On 21 May,

0,R,B* AG3EA

Int* Appso ®D‘,
»0» and

May '44.
Tel. ACG/971
Air Cs-in-C® to

C,A,S,7 Jun,

At 0720 hours on 25 May 1944, 20 Oscars approached
Inphal from the north-east and were intercepted by Spitfires

One enemy aircraft was destroyed and five
On 29 May at 0715 hours, eight Oscars were seen

near Palel*

damngedo

Ibid*

no]rth of Imphal but the Spitfires which endeavoured to

intercept failed to do so* At O8OO hours, however,
20 Oscars appeared south-east of Palel at 12,000 feet and
these aircraft were engaged* The enemy force split
and Yrithdrew but other Spitfires found the enemy in groups
of three or four, and foxn* Oscars vrere damaged before cloud
cover enabled them to escape,
to base*

craft were observed in the region of Palel but no attack
developed and no interception made* After 30 May, enemy
activity lapsed in the Manipur area until 8 June when at
1100 hours 15 Oscars strafed our positions near
Churachandpur*
by Bi:x Oscars*
17 J’me ii/ith a fighter sv^eep of 15 Oscars over Palel at
1100 hours*

T^hich probably shot down ten enemy aircraft for the loss of
ones The Oscars did, however, reap one small reward in

that they shot down a Wellington engaged in ferrying supplies
to Imphal.

One Spitfire did not ret\jrn
Finally on 30 May at I63O hours, 20 enemy air-

A similar raid was made the following day

The enemy wound -up his air offensive on

Tv/o interceptions were made by Spitfires

P:rlricinal Factors Relating to the air defence of Manipur

In the foregoing pages only a bald analysis has been
given of defensive air operations over Manipur and the

inroression that Spitfires had been less successful in

intercepting enemy aircraft than in Arakan during earlier
months is a correct one* But the circumstances in
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i\rakan and Manipior \Tere in no way analagous and it is

necessary at this point to outline the problems v/hich con

fronted Noo 221 Group in their efforts to protect the
beleaguered TJ Corps and the traaspoi’t aircraft sustaining
theme

AOSEA File

A±r/m
3rd ToAsFo

to HQ.ACSEA
10 May »V|.

The tactics tifhich were enployed to gain air dominance
over Aralcan centred around the Spitfire squadrons backed by
Hurricanes for use as cover during re-fuelling and re-arming,
and for patrol worko A force of co-ordinated Spitfires
adopting the *dive and zoom® and tight \?eaving tactics which

we had perfected, had confounded the Japanese Tifho at first
had relied upon the manouvreability of their aircraft and dog
fighting for success# M'ter February 1941-, the Japanese no
longer endeavoured to obtain initial height advantage since
they realized that tMs was impossible in action with Spit
fires# And so the enemy countered o’or tactics by adopting
a defensive circle and splitting into small groups, sometimes
at varying heights from 20,000 feet to ground level, when the
circ].e was broken® The dispersed groups of enemy aircraft
were very difficult to attack and our fighters were invariably
compelled to split up® Moreover, the Spitfire squadrons had
already lost a number of ezcperienced pilots in air combat and
at the time of the Manipur canpaign ware losing many more as
operational tours were completed#

AoHoB./
IIJ50/98/1 (m)
Tel®ACC/362j.
Air Cs-in-C®
to CaAgSa

15 Apr® '44,
File ACC/6
XIII

End® 65®

A.H.B®/ , .
IIJ50/47/4-2
HoQ, AGSEA
Air Staff,
Jan® '45

Bi;.t the greatest factor relating to the air defence of
Imphal was the curtailment of radar cover® The radar out

posts, observer units, filter and operations rooms and all
other groiind installations requisite for the operation of
fighter squadrons, were in existence in and around, the plain
of Implual long before the battle v/as joined® Even at the
best of times, however, the mounta.inous nature of the
country suin-ounding the plain ma.de the efficient operation
of radar devices a dif.ficult matter and although the various
radar stations had been sited so as to avoid as far as possi
ble all peivnanent echoe
deficiencies,
ing system®

of opera.ting radar sets in the Inphal area would be greatly
enhanced by the Japanese advaj.ice as one by one the outlying
posts had to be withdrayrni® An early loss was that of the
station ai; Tarm on which mu.ch reliance had alv/ays been
jjlaced for detectin.g the appi-oach of enemy aircraft over the
Ghindwin® After it had been evacuated, on 17 March 1944,
at Ti/as no lo.nger possible to locate the movements of enemy
a.ircraft east of the high T»'all of moimtains sepai’ating the
plain of In-phal from the Kaloa?/ Valley, By 31 March the
station cpe.'rating to the north-east of In5)hal on the Ukbrul
road and a.lso

been T/ithdraovn fairther
Obseiwer Conroanies

and to supplement each others
there alvays remained vreak spots in the warn-
It soon becfune appare.nt tl'iat the d.ifficu3.ties

the GoGi-l® station at Moii’ang to the south had
into the p].ain® The Indian Wireless

ai.t the saias time had also to be taken back

leavin.g a number of serious gaja through
■■"'lying air-craft might penetrate Tk-ithout being

The Wireless Observe!* CompEnies were^ ho?/e'ver,
of limited value owing to inexpe.rience® One or ty/o were
engulfed in the tid.e of the enemy advance®

from the .'mom'ta-l.ns
■Vv'hich low
observed®

3

The result of this great curtailment of rs.dar and
obsez-a^er cover was to leave many ccmplst.3
over the mountains surroundi?.ig the p3.ain® Up to 20 April
the Japanese had concentrated i.'gion high flying tactics and
interceptions were generally successfuil,®
flying attacks loere fir.st attenpted on 21 April vdoen the
strip at Kar.gla y/as bo,;ribed®

ly blind spots

But Ja.pane33 Iot

A shTdlar- raid was made upon

A®.H<rBWlIJ50/4?/15 ■
AcOcG® Noo22l Gp*
Hov® W}4
HO.® ACSE4
A,tr Staff
Jan® ® i,G •
a®HoB®/iij5C/47/42 it-
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Tulihal the following morning. Nothing was seen of these
raiders by the radar stations and since the Japanese adr—
craft thereafter chose to come in low, it was practically
impossible to detect the approach of hostile aircraft.
To make the situation still more difficult, the Japanese
when moianting a fighter sweep - their usual form of
offensive action - split their formations and operated
singly or in sections as soon as they reached the Iirphal
plain, calculating that they T/ould thereby cause the maxi
mum confusion to our defences. In this they undoubtedly
achieved some success since it was inpossible to keep con
tinuous check upon a score of eneiijy aircraft flying Iot/
and suddenly reported simultaneously from many points.
Under such circumstances it was difficult on the olotting
tables of the filter and operations rooms to lioaintain any
coherent tracks, particularly if at the same time  a coirole
of squadrons of figliter-bombers T/ere returning from opera-
"cions and perhaps transport and communications aircraift
were on their T/ay to airfields in the rear. Inevitably,
the information and directions passed on to oxn? fighters
vreve often scrappy and contradictory and on more than
occasion the day ended with the latter chasing vigourously
towards the Chindwin the tracks to which their own flight
was giving rise.

one
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To deal with this difficult situation, counter
measures were in^rovized with a fair degree of success
Defensive patrols from airfields inside the plain
found to be too expensive in petrol - all of which hadto be
floT/n in- and were therefore discoiitinued at an early date.
But whenever uinidentified aircraft were reported as approach
ing the plain, no time was wasted in trying to identify
themj their position was passed at once to the operations
room and fighters ordered into the air. In this connection
the daily xi/eather reconnaissance flight by Beaufighters
over the Chindwin provided up to date information as to
whether meteorological conditions were likely or not to
favour an enemy foray. \Uien the latter did materialize,
it was found to be a useful d.evice to send a fighter section
to each of the tv/o low main exits from the plain, at Palel
and Churachandpur, not only to report on the position of the
enemy but also to intercept him when he tried to make his

escape. These tactics, modified by a fortunate accident,
enabled a notable success to be scored when on 1? June the
Japanese attempted their last operation of the season by
sending up to a score of Oscars over the southern end of

the plain. It so happened that a Spitfire was a.lready air
borne on a test flight and its pilot ms speedily able both
to report the position of the enemy and to deliver attaclxs
upon them,

usual exit along the Tiddim road, they were met by Spitfires
T/hich liad been scrambled to meet them. As a result of the

air battle our fighters probably destroyed ten enemy air
craft for the loss of one Spitfire whose pilot escaped.

v/ere

ViTien the latter in some disarray made for the

47/^
HQ, ACSEA
Ajjr Staff

Jan 1545

Another development involved the establishment of
visual control posts on four of the picturesque hilltops
within the plain,
other of the squadrons and was equipped with a radio set of
aircraft pattern XTorked by batteries, the pirrpose being that
the occupant should keep watch for enemy aircraft when they
were known to be in the vicinity and to report them directly
to our fighters.

Each ms manned by a pilot from one or

This expedient proved of value, and
although not a.dopted until well on into the siege after the
monsoon had begun

of one and the lamagdng of tw'o enemy aircraft.
it was responsible for the destruction

It is an
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apt commentary on the conditions on the plain dijring the
monsoon that the sites were found diffictilt to maintain

owing to the problem of dragging heavy equipment i;^) steep
and slippery paths. The most useful of the control posts,
near Bishenp\jr, coTild not on a number of occasions be

manned at all since the enemy had rained the road leading
to it and indeed held the site itself for several days.

The problem set by the necessity of affording protec
tion to the transport siircraft in their daily routine tasks
was of a kindred nature,

ST^jplying the In5)hal garrison necessarily flevir singly or
in small numbers in order to maintain an even flow of

freight from the base airfields, fighter escorts could not
be provided,

ness of our position and accordingly sent his fighters now
and then to lurk on our lines of approach to the plain.
By exploiting the advantages offered by the terrain and
T/eather he reaped some reward, his success reaching its
culminating point on 25 April when two Dalcotas on their
\vay to Iriphal were shot dovm, T'

a plan that foiled his tactics emerged,
was established and all transport aircraft bound for
Inphal were instructed to fly along it, v/hile fighters
laaintained a continuous patrol throughout the hours of day
light, The exact alignment of the corridor was modified
from t^e to time, though it alvirays and inevitably added
something to the length of the trip by transport aircraft
both in and out of the plain. Spitfires of No, 81 Squadron,
operating from Kumbhigram, provided most of the patrol but
other squadrons also participatedo

Since the transport aircraft

The Japanese were well av/are of the T/eak-

Shortly afterwards, however,
An air corridor

It proved a conplete
success for after its institution tne only aircraft lost
¥^3 a Wellington that ventured to take a short cut and so
fell into the clutches of the last enemy fighter sweep of
the campaigning season. Since the enemy reaped such small
dividends over the Inphal plain he decided that transport
aircraft stipplying our forces in the I/jyitkyina and Mogaung
areas Tvere less dangerous prey to seek.

OcR^Bo

Noo 170 Wing,
Apz-o-Jun, ’Vf

The technique of night fighters required least adap
tion to the circumstances. By day the Japanese were
alTivays chary of risking their bombers and on the few
occasions when they did put in an appearance they were
escorted by a sivarm of fighters, being generally in the
ratio of ̂ ten to one. They were, however, unmindful of
the mauling their bombers had received at the hands of
nighb fighters over Calcutta rather more than a year
previously and attempted occasional small night bombing
attacks on airfields and positions on the Inphal plain in
Marcxi, April and May On 8 Iiiiarch a detachment of
No, 176 (A,I, Beaufighter) Squadron moved to the landing
ground of Kangla in anticipation of the enemy activity
which, in fact, materialised some three weeks later.
Interception by night ms no less difficult than by day,
despite the greater height at which the enemy flev/.
Sometimes it became possible to meJce use of the groimd
installatio2is to the west as well as those on the plain.
Nighty intercept j.ons were never actually attenpted over
the plain itself owing to the many blind spots in our
radai’ devices, save on one occasion when the attempt ¥vas
made to guide the Beaufighter to its target by means of
iiidicator shell bursts. Yet despite all handicaps the
night fighters were not without success and during the
course of the siege they accounted for three
aircraft.

enemy
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Enemy offensive air activity reached its zenith in
April T/nen raids made tpon targets in the Inphal plain were
conparatively frequent. It was maintained throughout May
at a pitch hardly less high, hut with the onset of the
soon rains quickly cajne to an end. In June only two enemy
fighter sweeps reached the plain. It has been estimated
that some 45 or more enemy aircraft were probably shot down
by our fighters during the siege \vhile something like 60
were damaged. To these totals should be joined the claims
of the anti-aircraft units, including E.A.F. .Regiment
detachments, on the plain; they amounted to about 40 enemy
amrcr^t probably destroyed and 19 damaged. Army casual
ties included less than 50 deaths by enemy air action, of
v/hich 20 were caused during a ni^t raid on 16/1? kferch in
which an unlucky hit was scored on the newr IV Corps head
quarters by fragmentation bombs. The ground casualties of
the air forces were all ce^used by a raid on Tulihal on
26 April when the crew and passengers were caught alighting
from an American transport aircraft, the pilot being killed
and two other members of the crew injured,
number of Ivianipuris y/ere killed by enemy air attack,
of our airfields Tivas unserviceable after raids by the
for more than txvo or three hours, Yfe lost nine fighter
aircraft over the area, the pilots of four being saved.
Such were the fruits of Japanese air support for their
ground offensive against Mani.puro

mon-

In addition a

None

enemy

Simamary

In assessing the overall effect of Allied air
superiority it is necessary to outline the difficulties
under which the 5th Air Division in Burma operated, for they
"were greatly hanpered by the technological shortcomings of
the Japanese industrial mach_ine, the initial misconception
of the strategical use of air power and by the lii^er
priority given to air forces operating in the South West
Pacific Area, Japanese leaders saw air power only as an
ancillary weapon extremely valuable to the conduct of
face operations,

and the exploitation of an air victory,
victory in the air was made much easier by the limited
Japanese appreciation of the principles of aerial warfare
than it might otherwise have been,
air weapon to surface objectives; he failed to establish

air order of battle and the logistic stmcture necessary
for its support.

sur-

But they failed to visualize an air war
The Allied

The enemy chained his

an

He dissipated his air re.sources piece
meal. on a surface perimeter which, by its geographical
nature, dispersed his air strength too thinly and led to
its destruction.

On the non-operational side the Japanese ms.de a serious
mistake, , Lacking a general depth to their technological
echelon at all levels, the Japanese air forces could ill
afford to lose those technicians and specialists which had
been trained in pre-war days
short duration and limited objective, Japan had not provided
the training organization to replace losses through attri-
tio.n 7<rlth an acceptable product. Hence the early losses
suffered by the Japanese air forces, both in pilots and
technioiarjS, confronted the enem.y 7/ith an iiTpossible
replacement task, INien she lost her well trained pilots
and technical staff, she virtually lost the war, Nhile
thousands of aircraft could still be built,
could be inajntained and only scores could be manned by
pilots qijalified to fight or bomb effectively. As yet we

Having planned a Ti©r of

only hundreds
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have no Icnowledge of the steps the Japanese took, if any^
to remedy the defects in their training organisation#
do loiow, however, that towards the end of I943 the Japanese
high command assimilated the lessons of the 1942 carpaigns
but by then it wa.s too late to affect the outcome of the
Tirar though they did malce strenuous attempts to improve the
quality and increase the quantity of their aircraft.
This cliange in policy is reflected in the various state
ments by leading Japanese personalities, either during the
•war or in interrogation after it, and the following comment
by Giro Takeda of the jvlitsubishi Aviation Company in
November 1943 illustrates the point;

'Victory or defeat depends upon aircraft. Looking
back -Vve arms manufacturers have committed big
mistalces. We failed to appreciate sufficiently the
fact that behind the battle on the field lies the

He are striving with des-
pera-te determination to produce in a very short space
of time the larger number of planes necessary for the
present large scale operations',

liYhile the overall strength of aircraft in the Japanese
Naval and Army air forces increased d'uring the ■war, rein
forcements for the 5th Air Division in Burma, after
February 1944, declined and they v/ere never able thereafter
to amass siifficient aircraft of the right types to fulfil
the demands made upon them. Consequently, the Japanese
ground forces in Burma %7ere deprived of adequate air sup
port and in the event the 5th Air Division dissipated its
effo.rt in attacks against Wingate's Special Force, against
our airfields and transport aircraft, in a small measure
of c2.ose s-qpport and in defence of his own airfields,
interspersed by an occasional bombing raid;
enemy's air operations had any decisive influence after
the initial stages of the campaigno There is some
evidence for this assumption from Japanese sources.

?fe
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Fighter aircraft of the 5th Air Division used base air
fields at Eelktila, Kala'w, Toungoo, Pegu and Rangoon
staging forward at times to Lashio, H/iyitkj^ina, Hsenwi,
Sh’webo, Monyvva and Kawlin, Their bombers were based in
Siam and Malaya but operated from the fomvard bases of
R^goon, Toungoo, Kala.w, Meiktlla and Pegu, But o'wing to
the intensity of Allied air attacks, the Japanese found the
use of forward strips a hazardous undertaking. As a
result of being denied the use of suitable airfields, the
number of potential Japanese sorties was greatly reduced
and, moreover, they frequently had to operate without the
latest intelligence.

Ibid. During the Manipur cajipaign, liaison between the
ij)th Japanese Army and the 5th Air Division was carried
out either by signals communication or direct through
staff officers. An air force signals unit -was, in fact,
attached to each ground division but owing to the dlffi-
cu3,ties enco!.mtere6. on the march, signals equipment could
not alv;ays be transported and it is believed that these
uiiits did not function at a3.1 -  Thus direct co-operation
be-tween air and ground forces could not be maintained and
this affected greatly the degree of close support provided
y "the 5th Air Division for the 15th Japanese Army in

ifenipur and the 18th Division in the Huka'wng ■valley.
Since Allied fighter activity over Bur-Ra was at first
aniall scale, it was possible for the Japanese army and

on a
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divisional commamders and staff officers to make inspection
flights and to carry out liaison work. By lilarch 19Z)4,
however, Allied air sij^jremacy had made these flights
impossible and liaison had to be carried out by motor
transport at night or on foot. The time thus lost was
considerable and contact between anny units and their
headquarters became extremely difficult. As a result
there were ’miscarriages in urgent and delicate operational
liaison work’, and aircraft had to operate 'without first
hand kno?dedge of the ground situation.

The lack of air support was much lamented by the
It has been said

one

troops investing In5)hal and Kohima,
that only 40 days after crossing the Chindwin did
Japanese mit see a friendly aircraft flying overhead,
1'i/hen the men saw the aircraft they ’paid no heed to the
shower of bullets and mved their hands and raised their

\Then the tide of battle turned in J/iay
both the 15th Japanese Army and 18th Japanese Division
pleaded for air support but little help could be given by
the 5th Air Division.

guns T/ith joy.I

As indicated in the foregoing pages, the reduction of
Japanese air power in Burma was accomrplished in various
’waysa Enemy aircraft were shot down in air combat, others
were bombed and ma.chine-gunned on the gromd.; some fell
victim to anti-aircraft fire. As events worked out,
ho-vrever. Allied fighters were able to take the heaviest
toll of Japanese aircraft. R.A.P. Spitfires did most
damage in air combat during the period November 1943 to
February 1944 aJid from iferch on'wards American fighters,
supported to some small extent by the RcA.P., maintained a
vigorous offensive over Japanese air bases as far south
as liangoon* By May 1944 a. considerable proportion of the
Japanese Army Air Force in Burma had been destroyed and
had achieved air dominance over all operational areas.
Rei.nforcements, both of aircrew and aircraft for the
5th Air Division in Burma, were thereafter never in suffi
cient quantity or quality to impair o-ur control of the air.
But thi-s condition was to some extent the result of

Japanese reverses in the South ¥est Pacific, a theatre
endowed with a hitler priority than Burma. In fact, one
authoritative American document asserts that the Allies
won air superiority in Burma almost by default
be remembered, hoy/ever, that in February 1944 the enemy
had about 380 aircraft in Burma which, in existence,
remained a. potential threat to the success of both land

and air operations of the Allies. Indeed, the establish
ment of air superiority in Burma assumed a particular
Importance oy/ing to the nattjre of the canpaigns fought
there.

It must

All ground and air operations in B'urma wrere an
exploitation of air supremacy and since the campaigns
air supplied, ■without couplete control of the air our
operations could not have been acconplished by the methods
eiployed. Moreover, the liquidation of Japanese air power
in Burma greatly accelerat ed air action against his communi
cations, in close support and in air supply and thereby
made possible the rapid sui:face advances of succeeding
campaigns.

were

❖ * *
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CHAPTER 6

DERATIONS IN MANIPUR - 1 9AA.
' including"^

THE SIEGE OP liypHAL

Topoffls.phical and Strategical Backgromd

The encirclement by the Japanese of the Allied land
forces on the plain of Imphal during a period extending
from March to June gave rise to 'viiat proved to be the
largest sustained nnaintenance of ground troops by air
supply up to that time. The Japanese offensive, aimed
throu^ Manipur at Imphal and Kohima and with loudly
announced, thou^ iinplann.ed, further objectives in India,
was foiled by the intervention of the Allied air forces
whose transport aircraft during the campaign delivered
20,000 tons of supplies to the beleaguered garrison on the
plain, flew reinforcements to the tiine of well over

20,000 men, evacuated more -Idian 10,000 casualties and
performed nixmerous lesser^services.

made in this chapter to explain how the task was accomplished
but first of all it is necessary to describe the topography
of the battle arena and the strategic importance of the
Imphal plain to the Allies in South East Asia,

over

An attempt will be

For some hundreds of mnles east and east-north-east of

Calcutta lies a vast vrell populated plain of paddy fields
and palm trees Interspersed with villages. This flat well
populated country eventtially merges into green foothills and
then into 'the mountain ranges of the Chin and Naga hills.
These rise to a hei^t of seme seven thousand feet but since
they are ,barely twenty-five degrees from the equator snow
rarely rests upon their summits and, save for the bare cliff
walls here and there, they are covered by a mantle of jmgle.
As seen from the air their verdant contours are not uninvit

ing, thougi those who have to traverse them on foot have a

different picture to offer of an almost impassable and fever

ridden covintry with few human inhabitants and rare pathways.
In the midst of the mountain fastnesses lies an enclave

possessing the characteristics of open paddy fields and

villages. This is the plain of Imphal vAiich is formed by
an opening in the defiles and gorges followed by the Manipur
river in its intricate course throu^ the Naga and Chin hills

to join the Chindwin at Kalewa about a hundred air miles to

the sou.th. The plain covers a very irregular area of some

six hundred square miles in all and lies at a height of

approximately three thousand feet above sea level. The

mountainous and jungle clad countiy whicii surrounds the plain
separates it on the north-west from the valley of the

Brahmaputra, on the south-west from the Bengal plain and on

the east from the Chindwin valley. It is an 'isolated spot
possessing few overland linlts with the outer world, Diuring
the war the main entrance to the plain was supplied by an
all-weathei' road which wound its way northwards throu^i some

magnificent scenery along precipitous mountainsides to

Kohima and reached the Benga,l-Assam railway at Dimapur, But

there were also tracks leading west to Silchar, south past
Bishenptu' to Tiddim and Kalewa, north-east to UMirul,
Before the war none of these would have been considered

passable save in the dry season and even then only for animal

traffic. The Tiddim track had, however, in 1942-43, been

developed with great labour into a road as a supply line for

our advanced forces operating in the Chin hills and the

Silchar track had been made passable for jeeps in dry
weather. The Matter also carried the telephone lino

westwards and the Japanese, possibly for this reason,
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attacshed some importance to it, taking great pains to cut it.
At this point it may be added that they were to show that
they were able for their part to make use of the steepest
and skimpiest of jungle paths in their offensive against the
plain.

The climate of the Imphal plain is comparatively tem
perate and even during the v/armer period of the year the
nigjats remain cool. The absence of the usual Indian 'hot

weather' undoubtedly favoirred the European garrison, whose
troops would have been more sensitive to the heat than tlaose

of the enemy. There are flies and mosquitos in plenty, but
the.plain even under wartime conditions was not intensively
mlarious. In this also the defenders possessed the
advantage for their health position was in fact sharply in
contrast with that of the Japanese, whose base in the Kabaw
valley to the east lay in an airless and heat-struck enclave
pervaded by a virulent type of malaria.

Throu^out the period of the siege the weather was of
prime importance for operations by both land and air and a
knowledge of its vagaries was indispensable for their plan
ning and conduct. The dry season usually comes to an end
in May and the south-vrest monsoon reaches the area about
the first week in June. Rainfall and cloud amount abruptly
increase, though even prior to this an increasing number of
rain and thunderstorms interrupt the mainly fair weather of
the earlier part of the year. In April and May the monthly
rainfall in Bengal, at the foot of the hills which surround
Imphal, is about fifteen inches. Over the hills themselves
the rainfall is heaviest and the rains and thunderstorms most
persistent, but in the Imphal plain i^tself the rainfall is

only five inches a month. In the dry period before the
monsoon the presence of dust particles hanging in the atmos
phere over the plain constituted a factor of some importance
in operational flying, since it was usually difficult to see
downwards for more than fifteen hundred feet
with the advent of the monsoon the air cleared and other

problems appeared. As the storms increased in freqi\ency
they, and the associated cloud, became a considerable hazard.
Towering banks of cumulo-nimbus cloud extend from  a base of
one or two thousand feet above the plain to a hei^t of
25-30,000 feet and obscure the surrounding hills. The
storms and clouds are also associated with violent sqmlls,
exceedingly bumpy flying conditions and a torrential rainfall
reducing visibility to nil. Prom the point of view of those
responsible for the air supply of the Imphal garrison, the
dominating factor was the frequent presence over the moun
tains west of the plain of a thick and hi^ wall of storm
clouds, an area throu^ which it was impossible for transport
aircraft to fly.

Both air and ground forces were hampered by the weather,
thou^ it naturally affected the air forces more. Enemy
fighters could and did occasionally make use of cloud cover
to make sneak raids upon t ransport aircraift and interception
imder such conditions was extremely difficult. More import
ant still was the fact that transport aircraft themselves
were often forced to wait some diminution in the storm clouds

before they could attempt to penetrate to the Imphal plain.
It is needless to add that any amelioration in the weather
was exploited to the full. But the inevitable result was a

sharply fluctuating amount to supplies delivered daily
instead of the smooth flow which would have demanded so much

less of crews, aircraft maintenance personnel, air supply
companies, coolie labour and airfield installations. On the

Butor so.
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occasions of favourable weather these all had to work with far

greater intensity than average load figures might suggest.

The siege of Implial, which lasted for three months at the
close of the campaigning season of 1 943-44, was  a colourful
and impressive incident in the widespread and bitter fighting
througiiout and aroimd north Burma, which reached  a new pitch
of intensity in the opening months of 1 944 and which centred

around the possibility of opening a new land route to China
from Assam. But since the possibilities of maintaining
encircled forces by airborne supplies had recently been demon

strated by the Arakan battle, it cannot be held that any novel
principles or methods of warfare were illustrated by the

coTxrse of the siege, though certainly much was learnt about

the administrative details of air supply,
cance of the siege of Imphal though momentous was in fact

negative and hinged upon the disastrous consequences w^hich

would have been entailed by its surrender.

The main signifi-

When in 1 942 the Japanese overran Burma they paused at

the foot of the great curtain of mountains and jungle, that

under the successive names of Naga, Chin and Lushai hills,
extends southwards from the eastern Himalayas to the sea and
seals off Burma from India. This desolate tract is nowhere

less than a hundred miles deep and it is in the heart of its

fastnesses that the Imphal plain lies equidistant from Burma,
Bengal and Assam. This remote valley at once became of high
strategic importance to the Allies as soon as Burma had passed
into enemy hands. From the air point of view it was of

peculiar value since on it alone was it possible to find sites

for airfields in relatively close proximity to the front and

to enemy bases. The next easternmost airfields were in the

Surma valley behind the barriers of mountain and cloud and in

any case were too far to the rear to provide bases for collec

tive action by fighter-bombers and short range ground attack

fighters. But however useful the Imphal plain might be as an

advanced base, it would in the hands of the enemy have con

stituted the most dangerous of threats.

The Imphal plain constitutes the kernel of the Hindu
state of Manipur and although it has more than once been con

quered by Biirmese invaders in the past, its main link with the
outside world lay northwards along the road through Kohima to

the Bengal-Assam railway at Dimapur and it remains part of
India,

of our forces on the west bank of the Chindwin and in the

Chin Hills and a threat to the Kalev/a gap leading into the

plains of central Burma,
vrould have been a menace to the security of the Allied life-

Had the Japanese managed to penetrate along

In our hands it was a useful base for the maintenance

But in the hands of the Japanese it

line to China,

the Kohima road and cut the railway at Dimapur, the main line

of communication to the American air bases in the upper valley

of the Bralimaputra would have been severed and the maintenance

of Allied forces operating in eastern Assam and the Huka^'mg
valley would have been difficult, if not impossible,
we been forced to abandon the airfields in eastern Assam the

And had

last link with China would have been cut and the Chinese

armies and the Fourteenth U.S, Air Force finally isolated,

lesser consequence would have been the solid establishment of

the Japanese in the hill country and the imperilling of our

forvmrd positions in the plain of Bengal itself. Finally, in

India, where prestige counted for so much, the conquest of

even a single Indian state by the Japanese might have had wide

spread repercussions upon morale and politics. Seen in this

light, the plain of Imphal thus constituted a prize whose

captui-e by the enemy might have altered the whole course of
the war in south-east Asia.

A
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The Military Setting

Since the Japanese conquest of Burma the battlefront had
extended northwards from Arakan with the Allied forces thinly-
holding such fragmentary positions of the Chin and Lushai hills
as were accessible from the west. Towards the end of

October 1943» Japanese infantry pushed westwards from the Kabaw
valley and coltunns of about 300 strong made limited advances in
the Fort Yi/hite, VVebula and Haka
consolidation, bringing up supplies along the Kalemyo-Fort
White road,

culminating in our withdrawal from the Falam, Haka and Fori:
White districts thereby threatening our hold on the Chin Hills
and affording to the enemy greater security of the vital
Kalemyo-Kalewa gap which provided a gateway to the west from
central Burma and the Chindwin valley. The 17th Division held
Tiddira and thence the front curved north-eastwards to the
Chindwin which in its upper reaches foimed a barrier between
the outposts of -fche contending armies,

Droring the monsoon of 1943 the Japanese garrison in Burma
had remained at fo\ar divisions. By November, however, -two
additional divisions had arrived, one from Java and the other
from central China, and by February 1944 ̂  fujrther two had madp
their appearance - another from central China and the remaining
one from Guadalcanal,

army headquarters and an independent mixed brigade. At the
beginning of March 1 944 the enemy streng-th in Burma had
increased to eight divisions and an independent brigade. Of
these, three divisions, the 15th, 31st and 33rd were
trated on -bhe Chindwin front under the Fifteenth Japanese
Army.(l) The advent of reinforcements for the enemy in north
Burma had been observed from Januar;- onwards and an offensive
across the Chindwin and into the Chin Hills was expected.
Nevertheless, the execution of our plans for attacks in north
Burma had not been delayed and at -fche end of February and the
beginning of March, General Wingate’s Special Force was
launched into the hill country bordering the Upper Irrawaddy
from Katha and Bhamo to -fche Myitkyina railway.

On the Allied side three divisions, the 20th, 17th and
23rd, and one tank brigade, all under IV Corps, held two
defence positions in the Chin and Naga hills. The 17th
Division vra.s astride the southern entry into the Imphal plain,
the 20th Division along the Tamu road defended the Kabaw valley
Virhile further north and west the 23rd Division had one brigade
at Ukhrul and the remainder disposed to the south and south
east of Imphal. These were our main positions when on the
night of 15/16 March the enemy crossed the Ch'indwin in boats
that had been carefully assembled despite air attacks and
began his offensive. Once again the enemy’s ability to
conceal his movements and to confound air reconnaissance

amply demonstrated. Part of the Japanese force crossed the
Chindwin river by a pontoon bridge that was constructed after
dark and dismantled before dayli^t. Movement then took place
by ni^t and the dajrs spent in lying up under cover of thick
jungle. By using little known tracks and exploiting the
mobility for which his troops had been noted since the Malayan
campaign, he hoped to overwhelm the Fourteenth Army by speed
and ubiquity. His ambitions were high, for his ultimate
pvirpose was a full scale invasion of the hill country on the
India-Burma bo.rder. To the south the Japanese 33rd Division
hoped speedily to cut the Tiddim road at its northern extremity
and annihilate the 17th Division, "whose motor transport the
enemy then calc'olated would be available to move his troops

There they paused forareas.

In November 1943 fiu-ther attacks were launched

At the same time there also came an

concer>-

was

A.M. Pile

c. 30061/45
Despatch by
Gen, Sir C,

Auohinleok

Jun.-Nov, ’Z(.3

SEATIC 245
Translation

and interrog
ation Reps.
1946. A.H.B./
IIJ50/75.

Mil’ltary
Intelligence
Dir, GHQ.
India

1 Jan, ’46
A.H.B.IIJ50/
47/41 lel No.
144 SAC to COS

Apr, ’ ii4
A.H.B./IIJ
30/97

(1) Commanded by Lieut-General Mataguchi, the officer largely
responsible for the enemy plan for operations in Manipur.
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northwards to the perimeter of the Imphal plain, on which he
reckoned he would then have at his mercy tvTO enfeebled and
perhaps demoralised divisions. To the north he planned to
strike with his 31st Division through Ukhrul to seize Kchima
and with it the control of the Manipur road, while in the
centre the Japanese I5th Division advanced through Tamu to
Palel, With Imphal and Kohima in his hands the enemy
planned to sustain his extended tinits with supplies brought
up along the roads through Tamu and Tiddim. It will be seen,
therefore, that the survival of his forces at Kohima depended
upon the early capture of the Imphal plain itself. It was a

bold plan but it had been formulated v/ithout regard to the
recent events in Arakan which had demonstrated the signifi
cance of the use of transport aircraft for the maintenance of

encircled troops. Moreover, he fondly imagined that his

Arakan offensive, which had begun a month earlier, had drawn
all Allied reserves into the southern sector of the foront and

that his victory in Manipur would be assured long before
Allied troops could be transferred from Arakan to Imphal.
Here again he miscalculated the ability of transport aircraft
to convey large bodies of troops from one battle area to
another with the utmost expedition.

SEATIC No. 242
Item 2240

7 Aug. *46
Translation and

Interrogation
Report.

A.H.B./IIJ50/
75 (c)

305/21/GT
14th Army to
11th Army Gp.
26 Mar. and

2 Apr. ’ 44
Cab.Hist. Sec.

SACSEA 1 034

SACSEA 1035

In the face of the Japanese advance the Allies employed
on a larger scale the strategy that had served so well in

Arakan by v/ithdrawing and concentrating our forces in positions
that we were prepared to defend until the moment came to take
the offensive. The 17th Division had been ordered to evacuate

Tiddim if there was a danger of being cut off.
33rd Division had moved through difficult country with great
speed, however, and although the 17th Division began its with

drawal on 13 March it did not reach Imphal until the first

week in April, more or less intact, after smashing several

Japanese road blocks on the way.
the bulk of 17th Division’s motor transport thus caused one

portion of the enemy plan to go awry,
fighting withdrawals were also completed by the 20th and 23rd
Divisions.

The Japanese

The successful removal of

To the east and north.

Nevertheless, the enemy made formidable progress.
By the beginning of April he had infiltrated across the moun

tains and jungle around the southern perimeter of the plain
and had cut the track leading westwards to Silchar and the

Surma valley while to the east he was pressing forv/ard from the

In the north bitter fightingKabaw valley towards Palel.
developed for the possession of Kohima ■vdiile elements of the
Japanese 31 st Division, on 29 March, established  a road block
on the Imphal-Dimapiir road thus effectively severing the line
of communication to the railhead at Dimapur,

Tel 134
SAC to COS

11 Apr.
A.H.B./IIJ
50/97

Meanwhile there were under way defensive measures of a
type on which the Japanese had not reckoned. A parachute
brigade was flown in to Imphal and shortly after its arrival
fought a stiff reargmrd action west of Ukhurl, holding up the
Japanese advance on this sector while leading elements of the
5th Division, which were flown up from Arakan, concentrated at
Imphalo At a critical time the 5th Division was enabled to
place a stop on the Imphal-Ukhrul track north-east of the
plain. Thus when in early April the Japanese completed what
they doubtless considered their investment of the Imphal plain
they were faced, not by the tvro isolated divisions they had
expected, but by four divisions in fighting trim and in receipt
of maintenance by air. To the north XXXIII Corps opened its
headquarters at'Dimapur with the 2nd Division amder its command
and prepared to relieve the besieged garrison at Kohima.
Beginning on 6 April the 7ih Division, formerly in action on
the Arakan front, moved by air and s\irface transport to Imphal
and Dimapiu?, V/hen the move had been completed, IV and XXXIII
Corps had six divisions arrayed against three of the enemy.
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HQ. ACSEA
Air Staff

Jan. '45
A.H.B./IIJ50/
kl/h2

Such v/as the situation when towards the end of April the
infiltrating flood of the Japanese advance had reached its high
water mark. The impetus of the offensive had carried the
enemy far into our lines and he had overrun the Naga hills.
Our remaining centres of resistance were with XXXIII Coips on
the Assam railway to the north and with IV Coips encircled
the Imphal plain to the south. In May the tide was gradually
to turn and the Japanese were to begin their disastrous retreat
back to the Chindwin. All oixr operations, both in resisting
the enemy offensive and in delivering our counte3>-offensive
were dependent to an unprecedented and largely unforeseen
degree upon air supply. There was the great garrison on the
Imphal plain which possessed no land communications with India,
Although supplies could be brought by road to Dimapur, neverthe
less many of the units under XXXIII Corps - the garrison at
Xohima, for instance, and later our forces operating eastvmrds
to Uldirul and in the hills on either side of the Manipur road -
were dependent upon the dropping of supplies by air,
since the number of transport aircraft available was limited,
the needs of our forces on the Imphal sector of the Burma front
had always to be balanced against those of Allied troops else
where 5 the American/Chinese troops advancing through the
Hukawng and Mogaung valleys, Wingate's Special Force fighting
on the Myitkyina railway, the 81 st West African Division in the
Kaladan Valley and the radar outposts and garrisons in the Chin
Hills and Arakan,

on

But

At times even wider claims had to be
weighed, as when transport aircraft borrowed from the
Mediterranean had. to be returned thither because of the great
urgency of their tasks in that theatre of vra.r,
matters- this chapter will later treat.

Of such

Air Bases on the plain of Imphal

HQ. ACSEA
Air Staff

Jan '45
A.H.B./IIJ
50/47/42

For reasons explained in Chapter 5, the enemy air attacks
in support of'the ground assault on Imphal could never be more
than spasmodic arid were generally on a petty scale. Yet since
the maintenance of our forces defending the Imphal plain rested
upon their supply by air, the security of their life-line was a
matter of primary importance. Every expedient possible was
therefore employed to ensure that the Allied transport aircraft
in the daily discharge of their routine duties should be subject
to no enemy interference either while flying or on the ground.
The local defence problem from the air point of view was three
fold, First of all the transport aircraft engaged in
delivering the supplies upon which all depended had to be
protected. There was the defence of the air force installa
tions wit iout whose existence the transport aircraft could not
fly and little or no air support could be given to our forces
fighting on the perimeter of the plain. L^istly, the latter
had to be protected against any possible air attack. In short,
it was necessary to destroy or drive off enemy hostile aircraft
approaching either the plain or the supply corridors leading to it.

Ensconced in the middle of jungle-clad mountains, the plain
of Imphal had never been the hamt of tourists and unlike the
vale of Kaslmnir, its counterpart at the other end of the
Himala^y^s, was rarely visited by Europeans. In normal times
the^European population of this distant isolated state of
Manipur was confined to two or three British political officers
and a few missionaries. Neither Imphal nor Manipur was on the

'The War in
Burma'

McKelvie.

normal visiting list of,senior,British officials in India, and
Lord Curzon was the only Viceroy ever to visit the state. Its
seclusion had, however, been broken by the advent not only of
the army but also of the Royal Air Force and despite the diffi-
c^ties of approach had, in 1942 and 1943^ developed considerably
its potentialities as an air base. When in March 1944 the
ground threat to .Imphal developed, it had for some months been
the seat of No, 221 Group, from which R.A.F.
indj^ were controlled, while the various

units in north-east
squadrons located on

Passim
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the plain were under No. 1 70 fins. Also in the Imphal area we
were various other air force units including a signals wing.
An all-weather airfield had been constructed hard by the town
of Imphal and also at Palel and there were fair-weather landing
grounds in use at Vjangjing, Sapam, Tulihal and Kangla.

O..R.B. No. 170
V/ing, R.A.P.
Mar. > 1(4.

In March 194^1-, t^ro Spitfire Mark VIII squadrons (Nos. 81
and 136) were at Kangla and Wangling, there were Hurricanes of
Nos, 28 and 5 Squadrons at Imphal and Sapam, and at Tulihal
and Palel three squadrons (Nos. 11 , 34 and 42) had been placed.
In the adjustment caused by the encirclement of the Imphal
plain by the Japanese, it was planned to move units so as to
allow transport aircraft the use of the all-weather airfields
at Imphal and Palel and, to supplement these, valuable cargo
space in the relieving Dakotas to the tune of 324 tons was
utilized to carry rolls of bitumenised hessian with which it
was hoped to make the strip at Tulihal all-weather,
event, the landing ground at Palel broke up and had to be
placed unserviceable for repairs. In any case it was unsuit
able for use, particularly at night, ov^^ing to the proximity of
forvmrd Japanese units which were in a position to overlook it
and who shelled it from time to time. Although at Tulihal
the bithess provided a fiiro runway, the hardstandings proved of
doubtful endurance and as a matter of prudence it was decided
not to use this landing ground for transport aircraft,
weakness was due, not to the failure of the bithess, but to the
fact that it had been laid too late in the season when the
earth beneath had already become sodden with the rain and no
longer gave a sure foundation. Serious congestion at the
main airfield of Imphal, where the single runway was very
narrow, was only averted by the use of the fair-weather strip
at Kangla Tflliich turned out to possess much better natural
drainage than had been expected, and which was nearly always
capable of taking transport aircraft within tvto days of the
heaviest rain.

In the

The

Only a small portion of the supplies delivered
wrere d2x>pped to outlying army units. This occurred mainly
from the second half of May onwards when our forces were
advancing beyond the perimeter of the plain into the wild
country to the north and north-east.

The Policy of Relief by Air and J.t^Execution

Vflien the campaigning season of 1943-14 opened, the time
was ripe for the application of the experience which had been
ga.rnered and the course of our operations as planned was to be
dependent upon airborne supplies to an unprecedented degree.
The maintenance by air of Allied radar outposts and forward
garrisons among the hills had become a routine affair,

the end of 1 943 a. division of West African troops crossed the
westerrmiost Arakan mountains into the upper valley of the
Kaladan and was thenceforth dependent upon airborne supplies
for everything,
forces, under General Stilvrell, in their advance down the
Hukawng Vallejo were coming more and more to rely upon air
transport for their maintenance.

At

Par away to the north the Chinese-American

Towards the end of

February 1944, the first long range penetration brigade of
General Wingate's Special Force crossed the Chindvd.n in its
eastward march. This foray was on a much larger scale than
its predecessor, for it included the landing in March of
four other brigades by glider and transport aircraft in
jungle clearings in the heart of territory nominally held
by the enemy, all five being maintained exclusively by air.
Meanwhile an unplanned demonstration of the military signifi
cance of air transport had been afforded bj’’ our victory in
Arakan where the enemy had succeeded in cutting for over a
fortnight the land communications of one division and dangerously
imperilling those of s.nother,

commitments there were operating by the end of February 194/
For the fulfilment of these many
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ei^t squadrons(0 of Dakotas, four British and four
American, under the integrated headquarters of Troop Carrier
Command, There -were also some 25 C-46 aircraft which had
been lent by the U.S. Air Transport Command as an emergency
measiure to help frustrate the Japanese Arakan offensive.
These aircraft returned to the Hvimp air route early in
March, Botli the technique and practice of air supply were
fast developing in South East Asia when in the course of
March 1 9Z)4 the major Japanese offensive of the season
launched into the Chin Hills and the threat to Imphal

Reinforcement of IV Corps

At an early date Allied commanders in South East Asia
had interpreted correctly that Japanese activity in the
Kabaw and Chindwin valleys heralded an offensive against
Manipur, Since the area to be defended was by any
standards a large one the Supreme Allied Commander,
5 March 1 92)4, called upon his Array and Air Commanders-in-
Chief to repori; on the general position oh the 17 Corps
front and in particular on their proposals for reinforcing
the area. The problem of air reinforcements was compara
tively simple since the majority of tactical squadrons were
already in the Bengal area and could be moved about more or
less at will by H.Q, Third Tactical Air Force,
March, for instance. No. 221 Group received six additional
tactical squadrons making 14 in all available for operations
in Manipur, The problem of providing additional troops
for XV Corps Y/as more complex and depended largely upon the
ability of congested lines of ccmmunication to move, and
subsequently to maintain, further army formations in the
battle area.

was

arose.

on

During

SACSEA Direct

ive No, 11

5 I\Iar, »44
Cab.Hist.Sect.

SACSEA 1031

Early in March it had been decided that if there was
a risk of the 1 7th Division being cut off it should be
withdrawn along the Tiddim road to the perimeter of the
Imphal plain. The enemy lamched his offensive on the
ni^t of 7/8 March, a week earlier than had been expected,
and since the 17th Division had not begim to Virithdraw until
13 March it found its route to Imphal cut off by elements of
the 33rd Japanese Division. Consequently the IV Corps
Commander was forced to commit for the next three weeks all

available reserves in the Imphal plain to help the
17th Division extricate itself from its predicament, Tne
only way in Ydiioh the IV Corps reserves could be reformed -

an urgent necessity - was by bringing up the 5th Division
from Arakan by air and surface transport. But no transport
aircraft were available to assist this move. Troop Carrier

Command was already ftilly employed and disposed only ei^t
sqmdrons of Dakotas; unless, therefore, additional trans
port aircraft were received from som.e other source,
reinforcements for IV Corps could not be provided in time to

influence the battle. The arrangements by which the
5th Indian Division were to be sent from Arakan by road and
rail, over desperately overcrowded lines of communication to

Imphal, would have meant a grave delay of 12-14 days and the

leading brigade co’vild hardly have begun to arrive before the

end of March, Since this might have had fatal results,
Mountbatten decided to take the responsibility of ordering
the necessary airci'aft to be diverted fruim the Himip air

route immediately, and to place them at the disposal of

Troop Carrier Command for transporting the 5th Indian

Telegrra. I515
Mountbatten

to Pownall

13 1/Iar. ‘24
Cab.Hist, Sec.

SACSEA 1033

Telegram from
Mountbatten to

Chiefs of

Staff 15 Mar.
Cab.Hist.Sect,

SAGSEA 1033

(1) See Order of Battle at Appendix No, 6
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Division to the central front,

somewhat belatedly, on 15 March,
that tlie British Chiefs of Staff felt that Mountbatten

should have acted several days earlier in-arranging the
fly-in of the 5th Division to Imphal, so that the Combined
Chiefs of Staff would have had more time to consider the

implications of diverting aircraft from the Hump for this
puipose,

incapacitated by an accident, sustained while touring
Stilwell’s battlegroimd, which kept him in hospital for a

week v/ith both eyes bandaged,
the American hospital at Ledo and flew to Comilla for a

meeting with Slim and Baldwin, he learned for the first
time the seriousness of the situation in the lY Corps area.

In fact, it was not until Mountbatten questioned Slim
closely as to the dates he required reinforcement that the
Supreme Commander realised that unless he took the extremely
undesirable step of diverting aircraft from the Hxmip, it

would in all probability be too late to meet the threatened
Japanese attack upon Imphal,
Commander* s absence from Delhi, no suggestion had been made

to Mountbatten* s Chief of Staff by the 11th Army Group how

drastically the position had deteriorated or suggesting the

need for flying in reinforcements.

This decision was taken,
It subsequently transpire

Unfortunately, the Supreme Commander had been

When on 1 3 March he left

Tet during the Supreme

d

MinoSC2i.A38/G
Mountbatten

to Giffard

16 Mar, * kk
Cab .Hist. Sec,

SACSBA 1033

Telegram from
Mountbatten

to Chiefs of

On 15 March Moujitbatten telegraphed to the British Chiefs

of Staff that unless he i-eceived orders to the contrary
before the 18th, he would order 20 C-46 aircraft off the
Hump - they had in fact already been ordered off  - to fly in
the 5th Division,

fact, issued on the 16th in anticipation of approval by the
Chiefs of Staff; such an order was contrary to his directive

as well as to his personal instructions from the President,
By taking this independent action and by asking for very
rapid approval on a matter of such importance, he took the

risk of losing the goodwill of the U. S. Chiefs of Staff.

Mountbatten, however, considered that nothing mattered but

the battle and that the Hxraip route would in any case be lost

if this Tfent against vis.
was supported by the Prime Minister and the British Chiefs of

Staff and approval came from Washington on 1? March for the
aircraft to be diverted and retained for one month,

move of the 5th Indian Division began on 19 March; two

brigades joined IV Corps at Imphal and the third v/as flovm

direct to Dimapur to join the first arrivals of IZXITI Corps,
Some 758 sorties were flown by U.S. C-4S aircraft and Daikotas

of No. 194 Squadron, R.A,,P. in transporting the Division in

about a quarter of the time it would have taken to reach its

destination by overland routes^

Mountbatten* s written orders -were, in

Fortunately, the Supreme Commander

The

Staff 15 Mar,
Cab .Hist, Sec.

SACSEA 1033

Marshall to

Stilwell

17 Mar. «44
Gab. Hist,

Sect, SAG

SEA 1033

Just prior to the fly-in of the 5th Division, a
parachute brigade was flown from north-west India to
reinforce the Imphal garrison. An Army Air Support
Control ijinit w'as likewise -taken by air from Poona in Y/estern

India and a brigade was similarly flov/n from Y/estern Bengal
to Jo3hat for service Y/ith XXXIII Corps, The movement by
air of the ground personnel of R.A.F. fighter squadrons
became a routine affair. In the second half of March,

steps were taken to provide fvirther reinforcements for

IV Corps and to bring the headquarters of XXXIII Corps, the

2nd British Division and other troops to the Dimspur area.

The first elements of the latter* formations arrived on

3 April. In the meantime Lieutenant General Slim decided
to bring in the 7th Indian Division from Arakan on the
heels of the 51ii a-nd the move of the former began on 6 April.

Air Trans,

Ops, H.Q.
ACSE/u

Staff, A.H.B./
IIJ50/47/7O

Air
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Two brigades of the Division joined XXXIII Corps at Dinapur
and the third was flown in to Imphal and placed under
IV Coips,

Need for Additional Transport Aircraft

H,Qc AC3EA
Air Staff

Jan, ’45„A.H.B./
IIJ50A7/42.

During March 1 944 it became clear that a new emergency
commitment was arising for the Allied air transport
organization and that the means to meet it would have to be
dove-tailed into the requirements of the Allied forces
fighting on other sectors of tlie Burma front. Extra

stocks of petrol and bombs had already been brou^t into
the Imphal plain in anticipation of the cutting of the
Manipin* road, a piece of prudent foresight whose value was
later to be realized, but further action was now required.
The situation in fact called for a general re-adjustment of
the distribution of air transport resources in the li^t of
the Japanese threat to Imphal, The fundamental difficulty
lay in balancing the needs of all Allied forces being
supplied by air, of allotting .for their maintenance .a
proportionate share of the transport aircraft available and
also of the administrative and logistic facilities of base
airfields. But such measures as were taken on the spot by
either army or air force organizations could be no more
than palliatives and could do little to diminish the
fundamental gravity of the situation. The 20 0-46 aircraft
borrowed from the Hump would have to be returned by the
middle of April and no reinforcements in the shape of fresh
transport units were expected until 1 July 1 94^1- \fhen an
American combat cargo group of 100 C-47 aircraft was due to
arrive.

TeloSEACOS 123
Mountbatten to

Chiefs of Staff

25 Mar, '2..4
Gab, Hist,Sect,

SACSFA 1304

The transport aircraft already at the disposal of the
Allies in South East Asia Command, about 130 Dakotas and
20 C-46’s, were working magnificently and could not be
driven harder without risking heavy wastage in aircraft and
crews. The existing strength of transport aircraft was,
in fact, barely svifficient to meet immediate needs and did

not permit the expansion of commitments -vdiich operations
in Manipui’ rni^t entail. An additional 100 Dakota air

craft, it was estimated, would therefore be required by
Troop Carrier Command, A part of this need could be met by
retaining beyond the month for which they were originally
allocated, the 20 C-46 aircraft diverted from the
These aircraft represented the equivalent lifting capacity
of 30 Dakotas, It remained to find 70 Dakotas and on

25 March the Supreme Allied Commander telegraphed to the

British Chiefs of Staff asking that this number should be

provided for Soutli East Asia Command and also that the

20 C-46's should be retained for a fiirther period. Since

the Japanese invading Manipur were operating ahead of

reliable lines of comiiiunication it seemed likely that a
successful defence could be turned into a decisive

victory, assuming of course that sufficient transport
aircraft coLild be made available to enable our forces to

hold Kohima and Imphal,

Tel.C0S(L)l237 The British Chiefs of Staff agreed with Mountbatten's
inteipretation of Japanese intentions and with his estimate

of the threat facing the Allies but could do little to

help. They did, however, undertake to despatch

BOOS to JSfvI,

Washington
26 Mar. Hdy
T31.,-,C0S(l)1 21,^0
27 Mar, 'iiA
Cab,H istc Sect,

SAGSEA 1034
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20 Dakotas from the United Kingdom^"* '
the possibility of transferring an R.A.P. squadron of
25 Dakotas on loan to South East Asia, This v^as as far as

Britain oould go without prejudice to ‘Overlord', But
since these measures would only go a small way towards
meeting requirements, -the British Chiefs of Staff proposed
that the U,S, Chiefs of Staff should authorise the diversion

of 70 Dakotas - or their equivalent lifting capacity in
C-46's - from the Htimp route and extend the period of loan
of the 20 0-46's already diverted. Approval was
subsequently obtained for S.E.A.C. to retain the 20 C-46's
until the middle of Hay but the Americans would not agree to
further diversions from the Hump air route. The Combined
Chiefs of Staff therefore agreed that transport aircraft for
S.E.A.C. coiald only be provided with least effect upon
planned operations if they cams from the Mediterranean
theatre. Orders were given for the transfer of one U.S.
transport group of 64 C-47 aircraft and one R.A.P. squadron
of 25 Dakotas to South East Asia Command, the former to
remain for one month and the latter until the monsoon began
in May. As it seemed unlikely that large scale operations
involving the use of transport aircraft would take place
until midsummer, the Combined Chiefs of Staff felt that the

temporary transfer was not likely seriously to affect
operational commitments in the Mediterranean. Seventy-
nine Dakotas (only 15 R.A.P. aircraft were subsequently
provided) arrived in India early in April and began to
operate immediately^

and agreed to examine

Tel. COPSE 76
Chiefs of Staff

to Gen. Viiilson

29 Mar. *44
Gab .Hist, Sect,

SAGSEA 1035

Planning Conferences held at Comilla - April 1 944

14 Army
to 11 th

Army Gp,
3810/1 ,/q
10 Augo '44
Cab.Histo

Sscte

SFA 89/6
ALF

On 29 March 1 944 the main line of communication from

the Imphal plain northwards along the Manipur road was cut

by the enemy. The track from the plain to Silchar remained
open for a few days longer but this too was soon closed,
Tne divisions and the air forces based on the plain of

Imphal had thus been encircled and a siege that was to last

for some three months had begxm. Henceforth they were
dependent upon airborne supplies alone for their survival,
A similar problem had arisen rather more than a month
earlier when the 7th Indian Division in Arakan had been cut

off from its supply bases and had been maintained by air.
But the present crisis was on a much larger scale and it

seemed likely that months rather than weeks would pass
before the enemy could be expelled from the hill country and

driven across the Chindwin, A preliminary meeting to
discuss plans for air supply was held at the headquarters
of the 11 th Army Group at New Delhi on 14 April and this was

followed on 17 and 1 8 April by full scale inter-service
conferences at the Fourteenth Army headquarters at Comilla.

They were attended on behalf of the ground forces by
Lieutenant-General Stilwell and Lieutenant General Slim, and
for the air forces by Air Marshal Baldwin and Brigadier-
General Old, all with their staff officers. Representatives
were also present fi-om the 11 th Army Group and from

(1 ) A±r Chief Marshal Peirse claimed that these 20 aircraft
had already been promised to form an additional trans
port squadron,
manpower resources and had to be trained at the Air
Landing School in India,
aircraft to train crews as replacements and for the new

squadron the Air C^^in-C. had no means of translating the

promised aircraft into an accession of strength to Troop
Carrier Command until the training programme had been
completed.

Aircrews had to come from local

Since the A.L.S. required
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Air Command, S.E.A.
gathering,
agreed that the daily tonnage requirements of the encircled
units of rv Corps should be stabilised at 480, and of R.A.F,
units on the plain at an additional 60, making thus in all
540 tons,

of Imphal.

It was thus a very conrorehensive
Upon a review of the whole situation it was

On this basis a plan was agreed for the supply

14th Army to
11 th Army Gp,
3810/1/q
10 Aug. '44
Cab.HistoSect,

ALPSFA 89/6

But even at this early date it v/as not contemplated
that a daily flat rate of delivery could be maintained
throughout the period of the siege. It was asstuned with
some accuracy that the latter would last until the end of
June and in order to meet variations in the demand for air

supply from other sectors of the front, certain changes in
the basic daily delivery were agreed. Upon consul.tation
between the Fourteenth Army and Eastern Air Command, it
accepted as policy that up to the end of April extra
deliveries should be undertaken so as to build up  a balanced
reserve of thirty days’ stock on the plain. This would
enable deliveries from 1 May to be reduced since the reserve
would thenceforward be consimied down to fifteen days'. The
rate of supplies could then be increased to the Chinese-
American forces who, it was foreseen, would then be establish
ing their bases in the Hukawng valley in their advance
Myitkyina, From 1 June it was planned to fly-in to Imphal
the ftill daily maintenance requirements until the completion
of the operation using the fifteen days' reserve as a
cushion against unforeseen contingencies. Other items
agreed at Gomilla included the policy of giving overriding .
priority to the supply dropping commitments to troops in the
field since their mobility was not compatible vi-ith the
holding of any considerable reserves. Any increase in their
demands would have to be met at the expense of deliveries to
IV Corps, Whether with the transport aircraft available
the pls.n adopted at the Comilla conference could ever have

been precisely executed must remain an academic question,
since from the very beginning the current of events was
undermining its fotmdations.

was

on

Failure of the Comilla Plan and its Consequences

It should.be remembered that the administrative
organisation behind the transport aircraft had been impro
vised by the Array and air forces and that it was no fault of
the staffs of either service that the Comilla plan began to
go awry. The causes ].ay further afield. The position in
north-central Burma was such that a decision had soon to be

made at Fourteenth Army headquarters that certain aircraft
earmarked for the supply of Imphal would have to be diverted
to meet the mors lorgent needs of Wingate's Special Force and
some time then elapsed before the requirements of the latter
could be standardized. There were various unforeseen move

ments of personnel by air, including those of an army brigade
and some R.A.F, squadrons. The commitments to the West
Africans in the Kaladan Valley proved both heavier and longer
than had been anticipated. The carriage of 324 tons of
Bithess from Calcutta early in May the attempt to make the
landing ground at Tulihal weatherproof further ate into the
services of the transport aircraft available. But above all
there was the capricious behaviour of the weather. In June
it was to be more favourable than calculated, with the
resultant stimulus to air deliveries, but in April and May
the reverse was to be the case. Bad weather not only
prevented flying for hours and even days, it also concen
trated supply operations into the fair periods during which
the administrative symptoms of strain and congestion described

CabcHist.Sect.
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elsewhereC"' )
facilities and installations at Imphal and Kangla and also
at the base airfields were subjected to demands which could
not be met.

were greatly magnified. Moreover, the

Cab.Hist.Sect.

ALFSEl 306/3
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The inevitable result was that deliveries soon began
to fall short of the figures agreed at Comilla and by May a
serious backlog vra.s developing. As soon as the plan began
to fail measures were taken on the spot to minimise the
deficiencies in supplies. The scale of rations for the

troops on the Imphal plain had already been reduced early
in April to sixty-five percent of the regular field service
standard and no further reduction was possible without
endangering their fighting capacity. Casualties were
normally flown out by transport aircraft on return sorties

and two entire hospitals were now evacuated westwards by
air. As a further measure some 50,000 men were to Ije
removed from the plain, troops engaged mainly upon admini
strative duties and whose presence was not essential for

defence. During May nearly 30,000 such were evacuated.
Similar measures were taken to bring down the requirements
of the R.A.P. units on the plain. These had already been

reduced both by the need for supplj^ing air cover to the

operations of XXXIII Corps in Assam and because of the

difficulty of providing adequate guards for aircraft by
night. In the course of May the number of squadmns
fullj?- based on airfields in the Imphal plain was brought
down to a minimum. For air defence there remained the

Spitfires of Nos. 607 and 615 Squadrons at Imphal and Palel

and the detachment of night fighters of No. I76 Squadron now
at Tulihal. The Hurricanes of No, 1 (l.A.P.) Squadron
engaged upon tactical reconnaissance for I\T Corps formed

another unit at Imphal, Apart from these, there were two

squadrons of Hurricane fighter-bombers (Nos, 1+2 and 113) at
Kangla and Tulihal and the ground attack 40 mm. Hurricanes
of No. 20 Squadron at Imphal, for the land forces were
unable to dispense with the close support they gave and

their short range made it impossible to operate effectively
from bases in the Surma Valley. There remained only the

P.,A,F., Regiment, which was reinforced by some additiorm.1
flints flown in, a few indispensable signals and main
tenance personnel and a small mobile field hospital. As a
final measuire the A.O.C. No. 221 Group split his own head

quarters and sent the administrative sections back to
Silchar.

In the process of flying in supplies to Imphal, little
could be dons to alleviate the effects of the weather,

though something at least was attempted,
stretches of the route from the base airfields to the plain

of Imphal nearly always lay over the high mouintains
immediately to the west of the plain,
were unable to penetrate the storm and cloud around them,
the skies were relatively clear over the first portion of

their journey while IV Corps, with fine weather also over

the plain, often could not understand why aircraft were not

bringing in supplies,
transport aircraft took off, reached the motmtains not far

from the plain and then had no option but to return,
times they flew to their own bass aii’field, however distant,
and sometimes they were forced to land at the nearest
serviceable airfield with their freight,
reduce to a minimuim the westward flying of transport air

craft compelled bjr the weather to return to their base, and

The worst

Often -when aircraft

It not infrequently occurred that

Some-

In order to

HQ, ACSEA
Air Staff

Jan, '45
A.H,E,/HJ50/
47/^i-2.

(1) See Pages 108-114
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also to lessen the administi^tive difficulties bovmd up with
the landing of stores intended for Imphal at any of a dozen
airfields in eastern Bengal or Assam, a staging depot was

At this easternmost airfieldestablished at Kumbhigram,
Virest of the mountains, Dakotas baulked of their entiy into
the plain could land and discharge their freight,
sufficient stocks had accumulated at Kumbhigram, they were
flown over the mountains at a favourable moment, the flying
hours consumed by the second transhipment being thus reduced
considerably.

When

Ibid. A small detail of co-operation between the E.A.F. and
U.S.A.A.F. deserves mention at this point,
airfields from which the transport aircraft operated lay far
to the east of the maintenance units where demands for all

items of equipment v;ere met, much timie was lost in obtaining
articles required tmexpectedly at the former,
arrangement therefore emerged between the British and
American squadrons for the interchange of spare parts from
foCT^ard stores and crashes.

Since the base

A local

As a result of this agreement
many an aircraft which mi^t otherwise have been grounded
for days or even weeks was back in the air within  a few
hours.

'Jhe Need to Maintain Transport Aircraft strength

Despite the reinforcements from tlie Middle East, and the
extemporaneous measures taken \7hen the Comilla plan begaii to
fail, the backlog continued to mount up so that by early
May the situation again became critical. The Dakota
squadrons borrowed from the Mediterranean were to be with
drawn from operations on the Burma front on 8 May and no
fixrther reinforcements were expected until 1 July. Mean
while the stocks at Imphal were dwindling and any reduction
in the number of transport aircraft would have brought to the
foreground the disastrous alternatives of either leaving the
four divisions on the Imphal plain to stirrender, or ordering
them at Vifhatever cost - it might have amounted to their
existence - to fight their way out as best they could,
either case the Japanese would have scored a major victory
and secured possession of the plain. On 1 May the Supreme
Allied Commander telegraphed the Chiefs of Staff asking
permission to retain the 79 Dakotas on loan from the
Middle East until the battle in north Burma had been settled

or until the arrival of the first combat cargo group from
the United States, As an alternative it was suggested that
48 C-46 aircraft should be withdrawn from the Hump air route
to bridge the gap between the departure of the 79 Dakotas
to the Mediterranean and the arrival of transport aircraft
from America, This latter proposal was not favoured by
the Chiefs of Staff, however, since a serious situation had
developed in China which demanded that the maxim'um tonnage
should flow over Hie Hump into that country.

In

SEACOS 148
Mountbatten

to Chiefs of

Staff, 1 May
A.H.B./'Wh.

IIJ50/97

Tel. m,Zh13
Combined Chiefs of

Staff to SEAC.

6 May 144
Cab.HIst.Sect.

SACSEA 1038

As a solution to the transport aircraft problem in
South East Asia the Combined Chiefs of Staff agreed that the
79 Dakotas could be retained for a further period but that

they must return to the Mediterranean by 31 May.
Americans arranged an earlier despatch of 100 C-47’s from

the United States, the target date now being 22 May. This,
however, left a probable gap of 10-14 days between the
departure of the 79 Dakotas and the date on which the Combat

Cargo Group could be made ready for operations in South East

Mountbatten and Peirse still hoped to bridge the gap
with 48 C-46 aircraft from the Hump but Stratemeyer, who was

The

SEACOS 155
Mountbattcn to

Chiefs of Staff

8 May *44.
A.H.B/IIJ50/97

SEilcos 157 11 May->44 Asia.
CABX 1193
Stratemeyer to
Mountbatten 11 May »i)4 unwilling to interfere with the business of supplying China
CAB.HIST.SECT.
SACSEA 1039
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during a critical period in tliat theatre, recommended that
supplies to Imphal should be carried in aircraft of the
Strategic Air Force,

to the test for the problem was resolved on 1 6 May by the
Combined Chiefs of Staff who, despite a protest by the
Supreme Commander in the Mediterranean, authorised the
retention of tine 79 Dakotas in S.E.A.C. until the U.S.

Combat Cargo Group became operational.

These differing views were not put

Under no circum

Tel. 2590
Combined

Chiefs of

Staff to

S.E.A.C.

16 May ‘44
Cab.Histc Sect.

S/^C,3SA 1039
stances, however, could the Middle East aircraft be retained

after 15 Jxme and Mountbatten was urged to despatch some or
all 79 aircraft as and when replacements beceime available.

Tel SAC 2424
Mountbatten

to Joint Staff

As a final measure of self help within the Command,
the Strategic Air Force was taken into service as a
transport auxiliary, althougji the Air Commander-in-Chief
only agreed to this at the end of May when the monsoonMission,

’./ashington I5 May rains placed some restriction upon long range strategic
'44. Cab.
Hist, Sect*,

operations. The assiomption was that the earlier use of

bomber aircraft for ferrying operations would have affected,
among others, the Imphal battle, for the Strategic Air

Force had, during the 1943-44 campaigning season, carried
out an energetic assault upon enemy lines of communication
in B\irma and beyond. There is no doubt that these opera
tions had a considerable effect upon the enemy's ability
to maintain and reinforce his troops in Manipior, R.A.F.
Wellingtons and American B-25's were withdra-v-m from their

normal bombing operations in May, the former to carry the

bombs subsequently to be dropped by Hxirribombers on the

besieging enemy forces, and the latter to ferry stocks of

army ammunition. Other bomber crews were transferred to

fly, after some training, the replacement Dakotas •'/Jiich the

maintenance organization, by dint of virtioally-stopping all

other work, vj'as feeding to the squadrons. The bomber
crews diverted for this task, vAiether flying their own

aircraft or transferred for the time being to Dakotas,
proved both keen and apt in their novel role. It was
remarked that on the day the worst weather was experienced
tlie best flying performance was that put up by a Wellington
pilot who had only been converted to Dakotas for this
specific operation.

SACSEA 1039

The Struggle to_ Sustain the Impha.l Garrison

It was indeed fortunate that the strength of transport
aircraft in S.E.A.C, remained fairly constant for in the

event only by a narrow margin were the defenders of Imphal
supplied,
had sunk low and were still diminishing,

the month, rations were held to cover sixteen days only,
aviation fuel for seven days and there were no basic
reserves of ammunition,

supply of 475 tons but the Third Tactical Air Force had
refused to commit itself to more than 373 tons and fell

short even of this dioring M&j and the early days of J\ine,

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that Mountbatten
became apprehensive of the ability of the air forces to

keep IV Corps supplied and he held different views to -Hie
air commanders as to the underlying cause of the position
at Imphal and its resolution.

The Supreme Allied Commander'considered that the air
forces had been too optimistic in estimating the support
that could be given in tne provision of supplies for the

Imphal garrison,
that had developed at Imphal was due, in part, to the
inaccurate calculations of the air supply capacity of

At Hie beginning of June 1944# stocks at Imphal
On the first of

IV Corps had asked for a -daily

He averred that the critical situation

Cab,Hist.

Sect. ALP

SEA 306/3
App. 'G'

SAC(44-) 233
11 3th Meeting
Item 5. 7 Jun.

' 44, Cab.
Hist, Sect.

SACSEA 1042
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transport squadix)ns and bad estimates of the effect that
monsoon weather mi^t have upon operational effort.
Mountbatten had indeed placed the position squarely before
Peirse on 23 and 29 May and had received definite assurances
that the supply of the Imphal garrison could be easily
accomplished given reasonable weather conditions. An
analysis of air supply operations, however, indicated that

supply undertakings were not being met and that the situation

was deteriorating. As a result a telegram was despatched to
the Chiefs of Staff which included a statement to the effect

that the Supreme Allied Commander reserved the right to ask

for a diversion of aircraft from the Hixmp route if the

position at Imphal became so desperate as to threaten the

security of the Assam line of communication. For -vdiile it

was clear that the Allied forces had to be given the maximm

assistance, in the form of supplies, to counter the Japanese
offensive in China, our forces there would be in grave
danger if the Imphal battle was lost. The Allied air
commanders, and Stratemeyer in particular, were adamant
that additional transport aircraft could not save Imphal and

siioiiLd not, therefore, be demanded from the Chiefs of Staff.

Both Stratemeyer and Baldwin held the view that sufficient
aircraft were available to meet army requirements and to

make up the back-log, if weather conditions allowed. In any
case no bases existed to accommodate extra transpori:

squadrons nor could the air supply groiind organisation deal
v;ith additional aircraft. Thus the delivery of adequate
supplies to imphal rested largely upon the weather factor.

SEACOS M6
Mo'untbatten to

Chiefs of Staff

8 June 1 92)4.
A.H.B./IIJ
5C/97

Tel. U.912

Stratemeyer to
Peirse 8 Jxm,

Cab.

Hist. Sect.

SACSEA 1024

Tel. ACC/955
Peii-se to SAC

3 Jun. '24
Cab.Hist.Sect.

SACSEA 1204

'hU.

Owing to the success of measures taken to increase
efficiency, together with an improvement in the weather,
the air supply corner was turned by mid-June,
the ground situation had appreciably improved, it was evident

that the Japanese were heading for disaster and the opening
of the Manipur road had become a matter of days,
improvement of the supply situation was marked and althou^
the read was at length opened on 22 June, the delivery of

supplies by air continued at maximum rate until the end of

the month in order- to record the figures and problems of

air imintenance on such a scale.

But by then

The

The average delivery
daily during the last week of the month amounted to 517 tons,
so that at the end of the siege some start was being made

in reducing the back-log. It is therefore worth stressing

•Mrat even if the Japanese had been able to continue their

investment of the Imphal plain into July, the garrison would

in fact have been in better shape as far as supplies were
concerned than it was a month earlier,

coincidence that almost within a week of the solution of the

primary and short term maintenance problem the Manipur road

was.opened and the siege raised.

It was a pure

The Administrative Background of Airborne Relief

The crucial difficulty in maintaining the Imphal
garrison by air was not the need for transporting s\afficient
supplies to enable it to hold out until the Manipur road had

been reopened
though on short rations, were oeing adequately supplied and

there was no limit, save that of ordinary huimn endurance
under siege conditions, to their resistance,
was, in fact, ty/ofold.
air an even flow of supplies needed for the defence of ‘the

Long term., it was to select, assemble and deliver

When the siege was raised the Allied troops,

The problem
Short terra, it v/as to maintain by

garrison,
all the.varied articles necessary to transform defence into

The former was solved, as already explained,offence,

before the Manipur road had been reopened, but the latter

(13437)
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Apart from the aircontinued to provide food for thought,
side of these problems thex-e -was also the ground aspect,
military and administrative in character, v/hich deserves
scrutiny. It included the expa
ment of the air supply unitsCO
close collaboration of quartermaster, engineer and air
liaison officer.

nsion and continual readjust-
whose functions involved the

Althou^ the years 1942 and 1943 had witnessed a
prodigious development in the construction of airfields with

their ancillary installations in eastern Bengal and Assam,
there were never too many for the weight of operations they
had to sustain. Air transport operations in support of

the Fourteenth Army were mounted mainly farom the airfields
at Comilla and Agartala. There were in existence only two

established air supply depots to support them, thou^ supplies
were also stored elsewhere, at Chittagong for instance where

stocks of air force petrol and ammunition existed. The

main commitments in March 1 944 were the supply of the

81st West MricanDivision in the Kaladan and Wingate's
Special Force in north-central Burma. When there suddenly
arose the obligation of maintaining by air a large body of
troops on the Imphal plain, it became necessary quickly to

expand and re-organize the whole air supply organisation.
This process brought with it a train of urgent supplementary
problems in accommodation, storage, transport by road and

rail and so forth. Extra depots were built up according
to the capacity of the local railway, and on this basis the
additional motor transport and labour were provided to carry
stocks to store and thence to the aircraft. Handicaps were

considerable. Save at Chittagong, where a second runway
could be'used, none of the airfields brought into use for

air transport operations possessed suifficient hardstandings
or taxi-tracks adequate for the quick loading and turn round

of aircraft. And even though the existing depots were used

as far as possible, their organisation had to be adjusted to

meet novel needs. They had in the main been developed as

bases to supplement inadequate land lines of communication
and it had not been foreseen that they would become
universal providers to an entire army coips fighting for its
life.

Cab. Hist.

Sect. ALP.

SEA 306/3
Pt,II

App. 'G«

At base dei^ots to the west, mainly in the Calcutta area,
supplies were segregated according to their destination at
one or another forward airfield depot.

Bengal and Assam railway then conveyed them further east-
mrds to one of the river ports whence they were shipped
across the Brahmaputra, a river unbridged throughout its

length,
few and remote lines which in days of peace had served the

needs of rural East Bengal but now, despite the doubling of

tracks and other improvements, were strained to capacity with

military traffic,
mloaded aiid put into extemporized store until such time as
the needs of Allied troops in the field dictated their
removal,

v/ere

and later for tlie accurate and speedy production and
delivery to Hie transport aircraft of the goods thus
conveyed to them., a task with endless ramifications.

The wagons of the

The journey continued on the far bank along the

At their destination the supplies were

The air supply com^panies at the various depots
responsible for the reception, handling and storage.

Gab. Hist.

Sect, ALFSEA

306/3 Pt. II
para. 34

(1 ) These units were formed by the Indian Army Service
Corps and located at air transport base airfields.
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Despite the administrative experience that had been gained
in almost two years of experiment and achievement
supply of the ln^jhal garrison gave rise to many problems and
intensified a number of old ones, so that adaption and
improvisation remained the prime necessities of the air
supply companies. It was, of course, the size and compre
hensive nature of the Imphal commitment that distinguished
it from other air supply undertakings alike past and present.
During the period 18 April to 30 June 1 944, in which the
garrison at Imphal was maintained at maximimi i-ate and
diversity by air, very nearly 1 8,000 tons of supplies passed
through the cuistody of the air supply companies and were
conveyed by air to the Imphal plain. Of these, not far
short of 5,000 were handled in May alone, several times the
quantity carried diuring the same month to the next highest
consumer of airborne supplies - the 8l st W.A. Division in

the Kaladan valley. In June the bulk was much greater
still.

the air

3810/1 /q( Air)
14th Army to
11 th Army Grp.
10 Aug. '2i4.
Cab.Hist.Sect.

ALFSEA 89/6
Pt.I Para. 11

The needs of IV Corps were stated weekly, the list of
demands reaching the headquarters of the Fouzdjeenth Army on
Tuesday for requirements to be met from the following
Monday onwards. It included not only the amounts of the
constituent articles of supply but also their geographical
distribution and priority. There vrould then follow a con
ference between the representatives of Fourteenth Army and
Troop Carrier Command(l) at which the needs of the Imphal
gaiTiscn and the demands from other sectors of the front

were co-ordinated with the aircraft that might be available.
The basic assumption in planning was that each aircraft
should fly for six hours daily, making two trips on each of
which it would carry 7000 lb. Allowances of one third were
made for ground maintenance, and to offset the unfavourable
weather a fiirther fifth was added. It was, of course,
axiomatic that no aircraft might refuel on the Imphal plain.
The weekly commitment thus formulated at the army and air
force headquarters were then transmitted day by day to the
air supply depots and to the operations rooms where the units

of the two services could arrange the details of their work.

Ibid The stocking of air supply depots gave rise to a small
difference on a point of policy, as bet>/een the army and air
forces, which was solved by compiomise in the course of

operations,

preferred to stock any given commodity at one airfield only,
in order to simplify storage, economize in personnel and

ease the adjustment of priorities,
involved wastage in flying aircraft from airfield to airfield

to collect the ingredients of a varied freight, and was

regarded by the air forces as suggesting that the military
planners regarded aircraft as lorries rather than ships.
They favoured the mixing commodities at each base airfield
supply depot.
Comilla and Jorhat developed as mixed depots, while
Chittagong specialized in fuel‘and ammimition. Fenny stocked
the fuel and lubricant needed for R.A.F. tinits on the Implial
plain, general miscellaneous stores were kept at Sylhet and
mail was delivered direct from Calcutta.

The military administrative authorities

Such a policy, however.

In the event, the supply bases, at Agartala,

The movements of transport aircraft were planned so as
to make the max-rLmuii and most economical use of the available

(l) From 4 June 1944 the conference was held between
Fourteenth Army and Third T.A.F. since Troop Carrier
Command was dissolved on that date. See Chapter 1,
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For instance, an aircraft based on Agartala
might open the day by dropping supplies to the West Africans

on its return northwards, it would
land at Chittagong and pick up a load for delivery at Imphal
and then complete perhaps a fxarther two or three sorties.
Troops belonging to 16 Brigade of Wingate's Special Force,
which were flown back from north Buimia in May, were carried
in aircraft based on Sylhet which first dropped supplies,
then landed on a jungle strip to gather up their passengers;
the troops were then flown to and deposited at Imphal, later
to be collected by other aircraft, which had brought supplies
for rV Corps, and were ready to take them further west,
aircrews, British and American, who flew these aircraft
worked often to a point of exhaustion,
favourable there was no limit to the number of missions on
which they might be required to fly. Their working hours
extended throughout the hours of daylight and often also
into the night,
were glad, after their freight had been unloaded, when they
could take on a fresh cargo without having to wait on a sim-
baked landing ground while stocks were being taken out of
store and were being driven to them,
original intention to accumiilate stocks of supplies for
30 days, packed rations included, at or near each base air^
field but save at Agar-bala this was never fvilfilled.
to transport hitches, stocks were in fact not accumiilated to
cover more than seven days ahead and indeed frequently no
stocks were accuinulated at all.

resources.

in the Kaladan valley;

The

'When the weather w'as

They snatched a meal when they could and

It had been the

Owing

HQ. ACSEA
Air Staff

J an. ’43
A.H.B.AIJ50/
47/42.
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It deserves some mention at this point that the alloca
tion of priorities in aircraft loads, as between the R.A.F.
and Army components of the Imphal garrison, rested at first
with Troop Carrier Command and later with Third Tactical

Air Force, who did their best to judge the matter impartially.
For considerable periods the delivery of supplies as a whole
was largely on a hand-to-mouth basis, and whenever the

question of allocations between the two services arose, the

criterion for allotment was simply the urgency of the need.
And so when R.A.F. stocks of petrol were small, aircraft
which wrould otherwise have carried reinforcements for the

Army were diverted to the ferrying of aviation spirit,
another occasion, when army stocks had sunk low, ammunition
was carried in aircraft which would otherwise have lifted

bombs or fuel for the R.A.P.

On

The good faith of these
emergency allotments as between the services was never even

questioned and indeed they illustrated how there existed a

close spirit of collaboration between headquarters staffs,
and between squadrons and air supply companies on the
airfields.

Cab.Hist.Sect.

ALF.SEA 306/3
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HQ, ACSEA Air
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A fundamental and inescapable difficulty of the air
supply companies arose from their bviffer position between the

two services v/hich functioned in sharply contrasted ways.
The military administrative authorities, measuring exactly
the capacity of railways, roads and wiraterways, could make

nice calculations as to the quantities of supplies that could

be transported from place to place, the time taken in transit

and the number of personnel required for handling and storing
goods whose flowr could be reckoned at a fixed rate,
forces were not in a position to offer corresponding
certainties in the ca.rriage of supplies,
intricacies of aircraft maintenance and repair, complicated

as they were by the acute shortage of certain spares, there

was always the weather to be regarded as an imponderable but

nearly always unfavourable factor,
monsoon, the operations of transport aircraft inevitably
tended to become concentrated into the fair intervals in which

The air

Apart from the

After tile onset of the
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it was possible to negotiate the mountains surrounding the

Imphal plain and during which the quick loading of aircraft

became an intensive and exacting process,
the movement capacity of the local railway made it possible
to plan a daily delivery of 200 tons of supplies from the

airfield at Sylhet and a stifficient ntmber of transport air^

craft were always available there to carry this amount as an

But it was found, in practice, that owing to the

For instance,

average,

weather the daily, lift flucttiated from ten to three hundred
tons and it became clear that if full advantage were to b e

taken of fair intervals, lorries and labour would be required
to handle the maximum rather than the average lift,
supply companies bore the binmt of the trials of the period
of transition and stress before this ineluctable principle

The air

was accepted.

Under the strain of this and of kindred perplexities,

the organisation of the air supply companies during the

period of the siege became more coimplicated and specialized.
Among the administrative developments that occurred before

the relief of Imphal was the formation of skeleton staffs on

each airfield to ensure the closest possible liaison between

the neighbouring air supply companies and the local air force

commander. They bore the title, Rear Airfield Maintenance
Organisation, and dealt with such topical and domestic
problems as were raised by the presence on the airfield of

army lorries and pioneers, and of coolies employed by the air
supply companies. The comings and goings of these folk
were apt to be independent of airfield discipline and they
had to be taught that movements across a runway, if mavoid

able, must be restricted to occasions when there were no
aircraft either about to take off or coming in to land. It
was the business too of the Rear Airfield Maintenance

Organisation, to ensure that loading parties should not seek

after dusk in vain, among the camouflaged pens and taxi-

tracks, for aircraft destined for operations early the next

morning. Their problems, though they might appear small,
were multitudinous and, as they all lay between two services,
called for much improvisation and tact in their solution.CaboHist.

Sect, AIF-

SSA 306/3
Pt, II
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The close liaison which was in fact maintained between

army and air forces bore witness to the successful efforts of

all concerned, though it would not have been human if there

had not been small questions of alignment and co-ordination
arising from time to time at the base airfields,
source of trouble was the inaccuracy of the Indian drivers

conveying freight farom the air supply depots to transport
Most of them had probably never set eyes until

They were

One

aircraft,

very recently u.pon the strange flying machines,
now required to take their vehicles into close proximity of

■  aircraft and they were unfamiliar alike with their grotesque
shape and obtrusive external parts; on occasion they bumped
into wing or tail, thereby causing the postponement of a

fli^t hji perhaps many hours until the damage had been
repaired. There were sometimes difficulties also with the

' pioneers, likewise Indians, whose business it was to load

aircraft, but who were not always physically capable of

handling the weighty packages viiich sometimes comprised the
freight. In times of greatest activity, as during fair
weather periods, they worked hard enough but tended to feel
the strain and there was nothing for it but for transport
aircraft crevra to take a hand in the loading. On these
occasions too a lack of motor transponb to convey supplies

to waiting transport aircraft Tf/as sometimes felt. Lest,
however, it should be thought that the difficulties at the
base airfields were all caused by army personnel, it should
be mentioned that a speed.y refuelling of aircraft - a purely

42
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air force responsibility - also constituted something of a
problem. Bowsers were always in short supply and at
several airfields the number of petrol filling points at
the bulk installations were inadequate to deal with the
requirements. Moreover, the pumping machinery was insuf
ficient and on fair-weather strips the bowsers had
excessively long distances to trfivel for refuelling.

Once the frei^t had been finally packed into the air
craft, its custody and deliverybecame solely s-a air force
responsibility,

impossible by the Meteorological centre, the aircraft
accordingly took off at the scheduled hour to find its way
to the plain of Imphal.
planning, but on individual airmanship and experience. By
far the greater part of flying vra.s done blindly on instru
ments for among the crews of transport squadrons, the Imphal
trip carried the worst reputation for weather. Althou^
the Fourteenth Army considered it a factor which did most to
disorganize the planned maintenance programme, the nxmiber of
abortive sorties was surprisingly low, the rate in May - the
worst month - being less than six percent. The most up to
date devices for homing aircraft were not all available, yet
it was possible to help those aircraft passing through the
clouds over the surrounding mountains by utilizing the
fixing stations at Tulihal, Kangla and Palel. These were

too close together in their emergency sites aroxmd Imphal to
fulfil their primary purpose, but were of use in passing
bearings to transport aircraft that might guide them to the
plain. A homing beacon was later established near the
airfield at TilLihal. But even when the weather had done

its worst and the aircraft had safely reached the plain,
there remained pitfalls in store. Those responsible for

the safe landing and parking of aircraft often had their

work cut out for them at the Imphal and Kangla landing
groimds, particularly in the clear intervals after a bout of
foul weather. This was so above all towards the end of

the siege when the daily delivery of supplies was reaching
its climax. At Imphal, where there was little taxying
space, it became necessary for incoming aircraft to land in

one direction and outgoing to take off in the other, the

traffic being reversed every few minutes - a strange and

impressive sight. The runway there, to add to the
difficulty, was very narrow and ran closely parallel to a

ditch flanking the embanked main road so that the sitiiation
lent itself to accidents. Although wrecked aircraft were

removed with all speed, there v/ere times when the strip was
obstructed for a considerable period. On one occasion a

Dakota ran down and severely damaged three Spitfires one

after another near the runway. But on the v/hole, the
wonder was that such accidents were not more frequent than

they were. On the days of intense traffic, aircraft in

order to avoid congestion, were often kept circuiting the

landing ground for some time, a procedure which could
hardly be expected to prove other than a strain on the

flying discipline of their pilots. Only the ixnexpected
availability of the fair-weather strip at Kangla prevented
overcrowding at Imphal from proving a serious hindrance in

the flow of airborne supplies.

Unless the weather had been pronoimced as

At this point all depended, not on
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At their destination on the plain the transport air
craft were vinloaded, a work in 'vAiich the cheerful and gaily
clad Manipuri women would collaborate, and their freight
would once more pass into the hands of the army,
congestion at Imphal was eased, to some extent, by the

formation of an organisation known as the Imphal Groxand
Control,
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all incoming stores, including the small portion not landed

but dropped at the regular supply dropping zones on or near

the plain. It also held responsibility for the rapid
unloading and reloading of aircraft and also the general
supervision and control of the motor transport and labour

required for these tasks. The problems of the Imphal
Ground Control were similar in some ways to those of the air

supply companies at base airfields, particularly in so far

as they arose from the f;reat and unpredictable fluctuations
in the influx,of freight; but they were complicated by the
additional difficulties common to all units working close

behind the front. The Imphal Groixnd Control also super*-
vised the movement of army personnel. During the siege,
the reinforcements flown piecemeal in to IV Corps totalled
over 12,000. In the other direction as already mentioned,
nearly 30,000 troops on acbninistrative duty, whose presence
was not absolutely essential, were carried •westwards over

the mountains. In addition the 10,000 odd casualties
evacuated by air during the same period passed -through -the

hands of -the Imphal Ground Control before their care oecame

an air force responsibility on their arrival at the Imphal
airstrip. The evacuation of casualties by transport air

craft on their return journey was no new phenomenon in South

East Asia, but during the siege of Imphal was effected on an

unprecedented scale proportionate to the size of the
. gai-rison that was being maintained by air.

Life of, the Boyal Air Force Units on -bhe Plain of Imphal

At the beginning of March 1?44» the plain of Iraphal was

as full of activity as befitted one of the most important
ad-vanced Allied bases in South East Asia, The n'umerous air

force units established there had mostly had time to develop

the localcomatinity spirit and could fairly be said to have
settled down in their new environment, though -there were

shortages and stringencies usual in a pioneering settlement.
No, 221 Group Headquarters and most of the vinits were housed

in, basha huts; some were using requisitioned Manipuri mud

and mttle cottages and a few were living under canvas. At

Group H.Q., the A.O.C. in person opened a new airmen's
canteen on the e-vening of 3 March, Sport floiirished.
Efforts were being made to provide organised entertainment
for those who sou^t it when the day's work had been done;
at^ the Garrison theatre at Imphal. an E.N.S.A, team prosen-ted
a Show that was well liked and there was also a concert

party and a mobile cinema on the plain. If the latter
functioned with less efficiency than American cinemas on

other parts of -the Biirma front, no doubt the reason could be

fouind in the difference in the quality of equipment and in
the. condition of the films exhibited. In another important

aspect did -the Americans score heavily over their less

fortiinate allies; the former derived much benefit from

their canteen organisation -t-viiich provided. their troops with
cigarettes, beer and the like of American origin. British
troops, on the other hand, had for the most part to be con
tent with canteen stores obtained from Indian sources.

This condition was a legacy of pre-war days when the
Government of India, who financed the British-Indian s.rmed

forces, bar-red the way to N.A.A.P.I. supplies in favour of

the inferior indigenous provisions. The contrast in
quality between N.A.A.P.I. and Indian canteen stores was

clearly illustrated within S.E.A.C. itself, for in .Ceylon
N.A.A.P.I. functioned to the benefit of the troops 'stationed

there. In Ceylon -the troops had better beer, better
cigarettes, better -whisky and gin and were probably better
fed than -their unfortimate comrades in India,
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But the armed forces stationed in isolated areas such
as the Imphal plain had a different sense of values than
those located in large centres of population. Consequently
even a v/ell worn film could provide a good deal of pleasure
while 'live’ shows were invariably welcome. Visiting
entertainers did not always confine their work to the
parative civilization of Imphal itself;
performed far to the east at Tamu on 5 March, where men of a
radar outpost greatly appreciated a tv/enty minute show that
he gave in one of the aircraft bays, using the bonnet of a
jeep for his i^latform.

to supplement outside sources of entertainment. Quizzes,
debates and gramophone concerts were frequently organised at
a number of units,

that the Ghurka—like Manipuris were considerably more
esteemed in the services than the Indians of the plains.
But it was the comparatively temperate climate that, above
all, gave the Imphal plain a good reputation as a spot to be
stationed.

corn-

one famous comedian

There was also more home-made fare

In another direction it deserves mention

However, there had already progressed the train of
events that was greatly to modify the accepted service way
of life on the plain. All ranks and trades were quickly to
find themselves taking part in hi^ly intensified defence
measures. The digging of fortified positions and the
provision of guards and patrols on a greatly extended scale
Vv'as soon to occupy all the time tliat could be spared from the
fulfilment of the usual servicing of aircraft and che other
ancilliary tasks. The men of the maintenance party at
Tiilihal marvelled, in the opening days of March, at the
arrival and departure from their airfield of the great host
of transport aircraft which, had they but known it, was
merely part of the armada that was conveying General Wingate's
expedition to Burma. A little later, there was similar
amazement at Palel when in the course of a few days the

5th Indian Division, complete with artillery and Jeeps, was
disgorged direct from Ai-akan from another fleet of transports.
Clearly something was afoot and a nxmiber of rumours were
ciirrent for a short space until the situation became clear

and the necessary information could be given.

By the middle of March the tnreat to Imphal had become
very evident. Enemy air interest in the plain had become
perceptible, while on land his troops had reached the Kabaw

valley and were menacing Tiddim. On the evening of the
17th, the A.O.C. gave a talk on the general situation, in

that same airmen's canteen which he had so recently opened,
and elsewhere the latest information was brought to the
notice of all ranks. The order was given for all men to
carry arms. In case the telephonic land-lines should be

cut, an emergency net-work of communications had been
prepared. By 19 March units had begun to move into defended

positions and the process of adaption to siege conditions had
fairly begun.

Those responsible for the defence of the Imphal plain
were under no illusion as to what to expect. It was on

7 March that at a conference called by tlie R.A.P. Defence

Officer at No. 221 Group H.Q., the general princrples of

defence were explained to representatives of the various
units. In the event of an enemy offensive threatening
Manipur, the E.A.P. formations would be fitted into the

general scheme of defence as planned by IV Corps. This
hinged upon the creation around a central 'keep' of com

pounds, or 'boxes', each holding as many men as would ensure
its effective defence, all to be self-contained but
mutually supporting - tactics which in the recent past had
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been found effective against the usual Japanese offensive
methods. The inmates of each box would provide the neces
sary number of guards and patrols and for their protection
woiild utilize entanglements, bunkers, trenches and other
simple but effective devices akin to those which had been
exploited t:lme and time again since their forefathers in a
distant corner of the world had employed them to stave off
the Roman invasion of Britain, nearly 2000 years earlier.
VKithin a day or so of the conference at No, 221 Group, the
sites for the future boxes had been chosen and men of the
E.A.P. units on the plain vrere working with a will at all
possible moments digging and building and practising with an
intensified vigour the use of sten guns and hand grenades.
Mock alerts were sounded to test the speed with which the
improvised defences could be manned and everyone prepared
with a good heart for the coming fray.

Housing conditions in the boxes varied. Some were
composed of orthodox, bashas and tents, others included
portions of Manipuri mud and wattle cottages while of others
it was claimed that they were entirely underground. But the
cramped and often very uncomfortable conditions inseparable
ftom the quartering of several units in a box were cheer
fully borne. A major difficulty, however, was the need for
providing aircraft guards and defensive patrols by night,
though these were really the responsibility of the army.CO
Moreover, the R.A.P. Regiment could provide only  a limited
number of men for duty on the plain. (2)
for a quarter of the total squadron or unit strength to be on
guard duty at night, while on occasion this rose to fifty or
even one hundred percent manning of defences. But it could
hardly be expected that men whose' sleep \/as regularly broken
at night would remain efficient servicers of aircraft
keepers of a radar watch' by day;
solve'the guard problem, aircraft were sometimes flown out in
the evenings to airfields further west, the ground crews
being split into an advanced servicing party on the plain
with the main body located at the reap airfield.

Conditions we.re particularly difficult at Palel where
Japanese troops were only tvro or three miles distant,
members of No, 42 (Hinrricane) Squadron stationed there moved,
on 19 March, into a defensive box -#iich had been built

around a small hill at the southern end of the landing
ground, the aircraft being parked in bays around the hill.
The box consisted of a series of slit trenches dug by the
Squadron, protected by sandbags ai:id sited to defendthe aimraft.
Squadron personnel not only worked, ate and slept in the box
but provided guards by night out of their own nrmibers; it
Yifas invariably overcrowded and owing to ■'.vater ratiojring
lacked adequate washing facilities, so.that there were some
cases of dysentry. Although the box possessed the essential
q-ualification of being'well sited from the defensive point
of view, it was not suited for prolonged occupation. There
were no communication trenches between the defence points
and it was impossible to construct them becaiise of the

It was not uncoiianon

or

and so, toTelieve them .'indto

TheNo. 221 Group
App, *B'
Nov. *4!f
A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/15.
O.R.B. No. 42
Squadron
Mar. -Apr. •44

(l) Details of the policy and events relating to the defence
of R.A.P. airfields and installations on 'bhe Burma front
w'-ill be found in the R.A.P. Regiment Monograph.

(2) Owing to the global manpower shortage action was afo'ot
But theto reduce the size of the R.A.P. Regiment,

timely intervention of the Air C.-in-C. enabled the
Command to preserve the majority of R.A.P. Regiment
units in 3.S.A. Seefiurtherthe R.A.P. Regt. Monograph.
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taxi tracks* Consequently, each man was irranobillzed in hi^
particular trench during the hours of darkness and had therd
been casualties it would have been impossible for the medical
officer to reach them. There was little p2X>vision for the
supply of food in case of a lengthy attack, so that each
individual was dependent largely upon his emergency rations*
There were usually air raid warnings at least once each dayjj
although the enenqy target did riot generally lie at Palel*
The hard work an.d excitement, including tv/p enemy ground
attacks on the airfield, proved too much for some of the
more highly strung individuals and there were a few cases of
anxiety neurosis* The first ground attack occurred on the
ni^t of 30 April in vdiich a parity of about 100 Japanese
took part* They were held up by the wire entanglements so
they fired their machine-guns and threw grenades in an
attempt to destroy the aircraft, but no damage or casualties
resulted* The following ni^t, an hotar after daask, a
second attack developed and firing broke out all round the
box* One airman, trying to reach his slit trench, shot,
probably by his own comrades, and died almost immediately*
Althoai^ firing continued throu^out the ni^t there were no
further casualties* As a result of these attacks it was

decided,* early in May, to remove the unit* Yet despite thq
conditions No*' 42 Squadron during April 1944 flew 506 sortiqs
and dropped over 100 tons of bombs on the enemy - an achieve

ment of Tfldiioh the pilots, who were at readiness from dawn to
dusk, and the ground crews who serviced the machines, might
well feel proud*

In some ways the men of the radar outposts had the
router time. In the normal course of events they had to

maintain a twenty-four hour watch and they were also
responsible for the safety of very valmble and highly secret
equipment, while on the other hand they could only operate
effectively in advanced and exposed positions -viiiich made
them vulnerable to air and ground attack* The station at

Tamu was the earliest to be effected by the enemy advance;
in the small hours of 10 March rifle and machine-gun fire

broke out in its vicinity and its men were given the stand-

to warning* Guards were subsequently doubled and in the

days that followed it became clear that the Japanese were

trying to encircle the area* Finally, on 17 March, the
headqmi?ters of the local army division gave orders to pack
up the heavy equipment and on the following ni^it it passed
in convoy westwards to the Imphal plain along the endangered
road* Even on its new site within the perimeter of the

plain the station found itself menaced by Japanese patrols
■ • and its diesel engine had to be stopped at ni^t lest its

noise shorild betray its "vdiereabouts to the enen^* These

experiences were by no means unique; other radar stations
also operated with the enemy more or less on their doorstep
and the buildings of one, for instance, were burnt down as a

result of enemy shell fire* Nevertheless, the men working
under these conditions of strain and emergency proved well

able to continue the work of detecting-as far as topograpliy.
allowed - the approach of enenQT aircraft and to retain their

key position in the air defence organization of the plain*

Such endurance could no doubt be associated mainly with

the hei^tened morale pe37ceptible on all units as the enemy
drew nearer* The operations of the day entered into the
lives of all in a fashion normally out of the question.
From manypoints of advantage on the hillocks that studded 

"

the plain, it was possible to obse*-ve the enemy positions
on the surrounding hills, and the soiind of gunfire was

everywhere and often to be heard, sometimes close at hand*
Lectures on the militaiy situation were regiolarly and
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frequently given to intensely interested audiences of all

ranks, an activity in which the aimy liaison officers proved
most helpful* !Khe ground crews of the. fi^ter^bomber
squad2X)ns, after servicing and loading their aiiroraft, were
able without interruption to watch the latter take off, fly
to a target visible perhaps no more than four or five miles

away, drop their bombs and retxjm - an xanusual demonstration
:  "vAiich unquestionably help.ed in the maintenance of so hi^ a
serviceability rate for aircraft despite the countervailing
difficulties.

Perhaps it “was the very absence of so many wanted
amenities that helped to stimiilate the men on the Imphal
plain. Mail, of course, continued to arrive by air.
Newspapers, however, were no longer delivered thougjh a local
R.A.P. news sheet *!Ehe Imphal Daily News* v/as issued, from
.14 April onwards, by the Intelligence Branch of No. I70 Wing
BO that the progress of events both locally and in other
parts of the world shoiild be made knolm to all. At Palel

and at other stations in close proximity to the enemy,
there was little to do b ejrond the daily round of work with

its si;perimposed guard and patrol duties but sleep, for in
addition to the strictest blackout, silence was enforced
from twilight to dawn. At one time it was believed that

. small enemy groups had managed to infiltrate behind our. lines

and no place could be deemed completely secure* But as the

weeks passed, and particularly from the .beginning of May
onwards, the enemy was gradually pressed backwards into the
moimtains to the north, south and west and in the less forward
boxes there was some rela^tion. The mobile cinema resmed
its programmes, entertainment parties once more visited the

plain and football matches betvreen units again lent a
touch of serenity to the scene.

Under normal conditions the Imphal plain is a reason
ably healthy spot, but with the advent of war there came
many troops from the Indian plains who brought with them the

germs of malaria and dysentry* When men were herded
together under cramped conditions of life in defensive
boxes, the possibilities of infection considerably increased.
Consequently, oases of illness developed among the R.A,F. who
were often living witti Indian Army formations iidiose troops
carried the germs, and whose standard of Hygiene and
sanitation were not Eurepean. Since there were no sick
quarters in the boxes, all those Toho succumbed to any com
plaint were, of necessity, sent to the single R.A.P. mobile
field hospital on the plain -ydiere there were 120 beds. The
Army invariably evacuated any case whose illness was likely
to last for more than two or three days, but this was not a
policy which the R.A,P. could follow, osing to the greater
difficulty in replacing experienced and technical airmen.
Cases of malaria and dysentry were therefore frequently
nursed at the mobile field hospital - -v^ere they formed the
majority of the inmates - imtil they coiild be returned to

their units. Sometimes patients were discharged in as

little as six days for malaria and five for dysentry, a
considerable achievement on the part of the hospital staff
whose work deserves some mention at this point.

HQ. ACSEA
Air Staff

Jan. *45
A.H.B.A1J50/
47/42

W'hen the. threat to Imphal developed, the nursing
sisters at the hospital were sent, back to Bengal and their
work thenceforth fell to the orderlies who throu^out the

Minor difficultiesperiod of the siege were hard pressed,
were caused from March onwards by the complete absence of

laundry facilities and also by the absence of Red Cross
comforts, and among other privations there was, for instance,
no lime juice or lemonade for febrile patients* Other
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matters were dealt with, as they arose,
skill required when for a time the hospital came under fire
and the few patients suffering from anxiety neurosis g2rew
restive.

There was s ome

On a more general subject. Punkas were ingeniously
improvized to overcome the effects of warmer weather,
as time wore on, it was the problem of overcrowding that
became most insistent,

putting pressure on the authorities to build more basha

huts - tents, invariably stuffy, were at first offered -

and by a scheme of local evacuation arranged independently
of the general plan, by which patients lilcely to remain for
more than a short time were flown to the next eastern-most

R,A.P, mobile field hospital, located at Kumbhigram; most
of these did not return to the plain dioring the siege.
Thus with patience and ingenuity the most pressing problems
were solved despite the acute shortage of staff inside and
the stringent and emergency conditions outside,
be remembered, however, that only the smallest fraction of
the R.A.P, garrison fell sufficiently ill to enter the
hospital.

But

It was finally solved partly by

It should

The improvement in the military situation which in the
latter half of the siege permitted some relaxation of the
tension for most units, did not pass v/ithout some expression
of disappointment that the proudly finished earth-^orks
would not, after all, be put to the test,
accompanied by a marked deterioration in the weather with
the advent of the monsoon,

the plain, even during the wet season, is comparatively
moderate, nevertheless it usually occurs in the sharp sudden

dowpours so familiar in India and is thus always liable to
cause unpredictable floods,
party at Itangla, for instance, had to spend some time in
attempting to stem the brimming tide before it overran the

area in which their tents had been pitched, while at other

mits men had to fill in waterlogged trenches and fox-holes.
In its way, mud was foimd to be as unpleasant as the dust of

earlier days«
so all work on aircraft had necessarily to be done in the
open,

ability previously maintained by all squadrons did not
diminish with the worsening of the weather; in fact, it

increased month by month from an average of 85«5 percent in

March to 88,2 percent in July,
crews continued faithfully in support of the work of those

who flew the aircraft located on the Imphal plain©

It was also

Although the total rainfall on

The repair and refuelling

There was, of course, no hangar on the plain

Nevertheless, the high rate of aircraft service-

Thus the work of the gro-und

Offensive Air Operations on the
IV and :-<XXIII Corps fronts

Disposition of Squadrons Under No, 221 Group,, R,A,F,

Prom the middle of December 1 943 when No, 221 Group
under Air Commodore H«V. Rowdey moved into the Imphal plain,
its squadrons were employed in giving the limited scale of

air support called for by IV Corps which was then occupied
in regrouping its units for planned operations. These
envisaged advances towards, and possibly across, the
Chindwin river. Air support was to be provided by the
tactical squadrons of No, 221 Group which in December 1943
comprised ho, 170 lii/ing at Imphal controlling No. 28

(Tac. Recce) Squadron, No. 155 (Mohawk) and Nos, 5, 34,
42 and 113 (Hurricane) Squadrons, all save the latter based
upon the plain of Imphal. Further west, at Kumbhigram,
was No, 1 68 Wing with Nos, 45 a-nd 11C (Vengeance)' Squadrons;
thus No. 221 G-roup could call upon a maximum of eight
squadrons to perform the tasks of bombing, gro\ind attack,
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reconnaissance and defence,

December 1943, the Mohawk squadron was \<ithdrawn and bomb
carrying Hurricanes made their appear
January, No. 8l (Spitfire) Squadron0
Hurricanes of purely defensive work, though the latter had
still to fulfil the roles of patrol and escort.

Towards the end of

nee. Then early in
relieved the

Ibid. During January and February 1944 the number of squadrons
under No. 221 Group had increased by three, the additions
being No. 1 (l.A.F.Tac,Recce) Squadron, No. 8l Squadron and
No, 123 (Hurricane) Squadron,
not be provided since the majority of tactical units under
Third T.A.P. were required in Arakan, firstly to assist the
advance of X7 Corps and later, when the enemy counter
attacked, to help the land forces to inflict a severe
reverse on their antagonists. By 4 March, however, the
fate of the Japanese in Arakan had been sealed and fiirther
tactical units could be transferred from the No. 224 to the
No, 221 GroupC2) area during March 1944 to counter the fore
seen enemy offensive against Manipur, By the end of the
month No. 221 Group had three Vengeance (Nos. 82, 84 and
110), nine Hurricane (Nos. 1, 5, 11, 28, 34, 42, 60, 113 and
^23) and two Spitfire (Nos. 81 and 136) squadrons. Four of
the Hurricane .units were equipped to carry bombs and two
others were employed on tactical reconnaissance. Save for
the fv70 Spitfire squadrons -all these units were available
for the direct support of IV Corps but when in early April
XXXIII Coips moved into position at Jorhat, they were like
wise dependent upon No, 221 Group for direct support,
an early moment of the siege. No. 28 (Tactical reconnais
sance) Squadron located on the Imphal plain was split and
one of its flights was sent to operate from an airfield in

Some ground attack squadrons were also sent back,
partly for the same purpose and partly because of the problem
of providing guards for aircraft and the acute supply
difficulties on the plain. But aircraft remaining at
airfields near Imphal continued when possible to give
support to the relieving forces advancing from the north.
Vengeances located at .Kumbhigram frequently used airfields
on the plain as bases for operations in support of IV Corq)s
and XXXIII Corps alike.

Further reinforcements could

At

Assam,

Early Tactical Air Operations. December 1943 - February 1^44

In November 1943 the enemy had launched a minor
offensive which had culminated in our withdrav/al from the
Falam, Haka and Fort White districts, thereby threatening
our hold on the Chin Hills,

Tiddim, hov/ever, and both sides spent the remainder of the
year consolidating their positions. In January 1944
elements of IV Coros took the offensive and on the 25th
occupied Kyaukchaw, an enemy fortress that blocked the line
of advance from Tamu to the Chindvirin,

support naturally increased d-uring the operation and the
ground assault was proceeded by air attacks in which both
strategic and tactical aircraft'participated,-

The Japanese paused south of

The tempo of air

(l) No, 81 Squadron, however, spent a fortnight during
February operating in Arakan.

Command of No. 221 Group was placed, on 1? Febuary 1944
in the hands of Air Vice-Marshal S« F. Vincent whose
rarJ.c at the tim.e \ms that of Air Commodore,

(2)
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3rd T.A.P. to

EAC. 4 Peb. '4if.

In January 1944 arrangements were made to carry out
experimental air operations on the IV Corps front with the

assistance of the Strategic Air Force against a selected
enemy strongpoint at Kyaukchaw
on 17 January 1944 between 1Z;:55 and 1620 hours by 1 8 B-24*s,
9 B“25’s, 24 Vengeances and 12 Hurricanes,
accurate and well concentrated and during the night our

troops deployed in the difficult jungle terrain around the

objective, which was attacked the follomng day,
siderable resistance was still encountered and Kyaukchaw was

not finally occupied until 25 January,

The attack Vfas carried out

The bombing was

Gon-

It is apparent that too much was expected from the
bombing attack. The army was duly impressed by the accuracy
of the bombing and the spectacular results in terms of smoke

and dust, but they were eq-ually impressed by the survival of

the Japanese troops in the target area. One of the first

lessons that emerged was that bombingg however accurate and

impressive, could cause practically no casualties among
troops in good trenches or shelters. It would appear that

many army officers had not been taught this lesson, for many
of those v;ho mtnessed the air attack entered the area

On the other hand, theexpecting very little opposition,

Ibid,

results of the bombing wex’e disappointing even to the air
forces. Due allowance was evidently not made for the
limited effect 50 tons or so of bombs would have in an area

measuring some 120,000 square yards. Having regard to the

comparatively small number of enemy troops spread over the

target area, it was unreasonable to expect much positive
destruction or many enemy corpses. At the same time the

effects of the bombs on enemy morale was not exploited. The

infantry attack did not take place until l6 hours after the
completion of the bombing. This was not in the original
plan and was due to special circumstances so the point .
should not be laboured,

clearly that heavy bombers covild do little to assist the

army in areas of low density in enemy troops and that
tactical hombing in jungle coxmtry needed to be directed
against pin-point targets in close co-ordination with the

ground assault.

But the air attack illustrated

A main centre of activity for the squadrons of
No, 221 Group lay in the area south-east of Tiddim around

Fort White where vigourous fighting was taking place,
but apart from direct support. Vengeances and Hurricanes
ranged farther afield to maintain constant harassing attacks

upon enemy lines of communication, supply dumps and enemy
Andoccupied villages in the Kabaw and Ghindwin valleys,

A.H.B./IU50/
105/2)73
HQ. ACSEA
File DAGO/
012|.. Encls.
1 and 2,

Vi/hen in February increased enemy activity on the east banlc
of the Ghindwin was discovered, attacks were made not only

upon enemy camps and storage areas along the Ghindwin as far

north as the Uyu river, but also upon small vessels d.nd
concentrations of rafts which were destined to carry two

Japanese divisions across the Ghindwin for their major
offensive of the dry-season. In the three months
December 1943 to February 192)4, the two Vengeance squadroiis
(Nos. 45 and 110) of No. 221 Group flew some 668 sorties dn
direct and indirect support of IT Gorps and dropped
287 tons of bombs, while bomb carrying Mohawks and Hurricanes

dropped 288 tons in the course of 712 sortiep. In addition
unl-mown number of offensive ground-attack fighter sorties

were flown by Hurricanes and tactical reconnaissance air
craft were out daily obser-ving troop movements, taking
lotographs and dropping m.essages for IV Gorps.

an
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Tactical Air Operations during the

aiege of Imphal, March-June 1944

In early March 1944 the weight of air support switched
from Arakan to the Manipur front and, as experienced by

Mar, *44 A.H.B./ No. 224 Group on the coastal sector, the squadrons of
No. 221 Group, instead of fitting in support of an offen

sive, found themselves taking part in a grim defensive
battle. Since the first enemy thrust against Manipur
developed from the south around Port White and Tiddim, it

was logical that direct support operations should, at first,
be concentrated mainly in that region, although enemy
supply bases and areas of concentration along the Chindwin
continued to receive attention by Vengeance and Hurricane
bomberso By the middle of liaroh the three pronged Japanese
offensive against Imphal and Kohima was fairly imder way
and No. 221 Group’s tactical squadrons had then to provide
close support over a wide area of the Chin and Naga hills.

Yet despite the high rate of effort aimed at hindering the

progress of the infiltrating flood of enemy troops, the

Japanese made formidable advances and our ground forces
contracted towards the plain of Imphal. In this fluid
period of the battle the work of the tactical reconnaissance
Hurricanes of No. 1 (l.A.P.) Squadron and No. 28 Squadron was
particularly valuable. They searched day by day for enemy
movements and positions,(1) delivering attacks as opportunity
offered; owing both to the wild and rugged nature of the

countryside they had to cover, and to the ingenuity of the

enemy in laying traps and in concealing himself, this was a

task that called for a high degree of skill in both flying
and observation. They also spotted for artillery units,
took photographs as required, passed information as to the

location of our own forces and dropped messages. During
the retirement of the 17th Division nojrthwards from Tiddim

to the Imphal plain, for instance, they were an invaluable
help in maintaining touch between oixr troops, moving along
the mountain road, and IV Coipis far away on the plain. To

the former they di-opped mail, newspapers and even cigarettes.

Q.R.B. ACSEA,
Int. App. »M‘

IIM/A44/1A
Air Staff.

HQ. ACSEA
A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/42.

Staff Study
of Tactical

Operations
A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/34 PP.
377-3S9
HQ, ACSEA
Air Staff,

a.h.b.Aijso/
47/42.

No less valuable was the work of the ground-attack
Hurricanes and Vengeance dive-bombers which operated some

times in direct and sometimes in indirect support of

IV Corps. They performed an .indispensable service in the

early period of the Japanese advance by their persistent
attacks upon the forward eneiqy lines of oonmtinication, at a

time when the Japanese were making every effort to bring
up his stores and armament westwards to concentration
points on the Chindwin from his railheads at Ye-u and Wuntho,
The effectiveness of these attacks is illustrated in the

remarks of a Japanese transport officer, 'M.T. must be kept
under cover during the day. If discovered by the enemy,
strafing is inevitable. Everybody back from the front
speaks of the frightfulness of these attacks
there are burnt out vehicles which have crashed down into

the valleys, their drivers riddled vrith bullets’. Thus the
enemy became chary of using motor tra.nsport save by night
and the main targets by day became the slower sxabstitutes
which they frequently pressed into service. These were
sampans and other rivercraft, convoys of bullock carts,
mules and even elephants, three of which were accounted for

by a single aircraft of No, 5 Squadron. Another squadron
came to specialize in what proved to be very renumerative

everyvdiere

Ibid.

(l) For further details of tactical recce, operations see
Chapter 4 PP 58-63,
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attacks upon Japanese lorries on moonlight nights,
first the vehicles
after two or three

were detected by their headligh
At

ts, but
evenings they took to moving without

arcificial illumination and the Hurricane pilots were thus
compelled to seek their prey by selecting such well knovm
traffic lines as the road from Ye-u to Kalewa and searching
for the shadov/s cast by the lorries as they picked their
way in the moonlight. When the Japanese shortage of motor
transport is taken into consideration it will be realized
how materially these attacks helped to blimt the offensive
impetus of the enemy.

Since it is impossible to record each individual
tactical air operation in detail, it is appropriate that
this chapter should follow a general pattern although a
few attacks are worthy of comment at greater length,
instance, the speed with which some operations had to be
mounted to meet the unexpected needs of a tactical situation
which in the earlier period of the siege was particularly
fluid, was demonstrated on 29 March. At about six o'clock
in the evening when the word to stand down had already been
passed to the squadrons, an urgent call suddenly arrived
for all aircraft to attack no less than a batalion of :
Japanese which, after infiltrating across the wildest part
of the country, had debouched upon the Imphal plain and had
just been detected by a tactical reconnaissance Hurricane
only ten miles north-east of Imphal airfield.

For

Since night

O.R.B. No. 170
Wing
29 Mar, I44.

falls swiftly in these latitudes, speed was essential,
load the aircraft all hands were quickly summoned and a
motley array of helpers, including equipment clerks and
specialist officers, was soon to be seen eagerly but
inexpertly carrying bombs and ammunition out of store.
Pilots straight from their bath and tea were airborne
within 30 minutes; there was no time for briefing and most
simply made haste to follow their leader. In all,
33 Hurricanes of Nos. 1 (l.A.P.), 28, 34, and 42 squadrons
participated in what proved to be a highly successful
assault.

To

In the failing light the aircraft landing lights
were used to locate, rout and pursue the numerous and
fleeting targets and from the evidence of captured enemy

:  documents, enemy casualties from air and artillery attack
Most of the aircraftnumbered over 213 officers and men,

landed in the dusk, but at least one made an excellent
landing in the dark without a flare-path.

O.R.B. HQ.ACSEA

Apr. '44
Int. Aqp.
WIS No. 22

ACSEA Pile

mCC/01 4
O.R.B. ACSEA

Int, May *44
App. 'B'
17IS No. 26

'J'

In early April Kohima was threatened as well as

Imphal and direct support was consequently divided between
17 and XXXIII Corps, although until May the greater part of
the tactical air effort centred around Imphal. The
principal areas of operations by Vengeance, dive-bombers and
bomb carrying Hurricanes lay in the Churachandpur region of
the Tiddim road; against the road block set up by the
Japanese at Kanglatongbi on the Imphal-Kohima road; against
concentrations of enemy troops attempting to open the
Tamu-Palel road westwards and against the 33rd Japanese
Division investing Kohima. The latter was held by  a small
garrison, including administrative troops, which gallantly
resisted a numerically stronger enemy force for some fourteen

days. Anmunition and food at Kohima were adequate but,
from 3 April onwards, the water ration had to be reduced to

half a pint per man when the Japanese got astride the water
pipe line. The air forces, however, apart from the usual
delivery of ammtinition and food by parachute, dropped water
to the besieged defenders until on 13 April the latter
fort\onately discovered a new soirrce of supply. On 13 and
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Giffard,

1 8 April the enemy made determined attempts to destroy the
Kohima garrison but with the aid of effective bombing and
machine-gun attacks by the R.A.P,, the Japanese were ejected
from the footholds they had gained. The relieving Allied
forces advancing from Dimaptir, after some hard fighting,
were able eventually to break through the defences of the
enemy astride the Dimapur-Kohima road arid to gain touch with
the Kohima ̂ rrison on 20 April, which by that time had been
driven on to one small hillock, called Summer Hill, in the
centre of the area, Kohiraa village, however, remained in
enemy hands and the Dimapur-Kohima road was still closed to
Allied traffic.

On and aroxind the .Imphal. plain, tactical operations
provided an illustration of a close association, not always
elsewhere practicable, between the two-services,
chiefs, when they met for the evening conference at
No, 221 Group headquarters, could at one time while discus
sing the situation, observe simultaneously from the verandah
the fruit of their co-operation as a Hurribomber squadron
flew past to deliver the final attack of the day against the

/ Japanese outpost on the headland of Mapao, visible only foiir
It was by no means unusual for

Their

or five miles to the north,

O.R,B, ACSEA

Int, App,
Apr. *44
H.Q, ACSEA
Air Staff

Jan, '45 A.H.B.
IU5 0/47/42
O.R.B. ACSEA

Int, App. 'B'
May '44. -
AJi,B./lIM/
MV'iA

»L'

the pilots of direct support squadrons to visit of an evening
the brigade about to moxmt an attack, consult the commander
of the army units participating and stiidy from advanced
Allied positions the lie of the target which they would then
bomb or strafe the following morning.

Ibid, Further afield ground-attack Hurricanes penetrated as
far east as the main railway, rvinning from Sagaing to
Wuntho and beyond, to attack locomotives and rolling stock.
Nearer at hand they constantly searched the Chindwin for
enemy rivercraft, of -vdiich many were successfilLly attacked.
The single tank regiment available to the Japanese in Burma
and which they had committed to the Manipur campaign also
stiffened at the hands of Hurricanes, especially from the
end of April onwards when four 40-mm. canon Hurricanes of

No, 20 Squadron operated from, airfields in the Iraphal plain.
Hurricanes also flew protective patrols and more frequently
provided escorts to pupply dropping Dakotas as well as to
Vengeances, B-25's and other bombers when they operated in
the rV Corps area. Another aspect of their work lay in the
delivery of machine-gun attacks upon targets indicated
through army channels; they often strafed Japanese bunkers,
fox-holes and gun positions, sometimes alone and sometimes
in conjimction with Hurribombers and Vengeances,

By the beginning of May the Japanese offensive against
Imphal had been held at almost every point and it could
fairly be said that the tide was on the turn. Some 6000 of

the enemy had already bcjen killed. Prom their bases on' the

Imphal plain the 17th Division was nov/ attacking southwards
past Bishenpur on the Silchar track and Tiddim road, while
the'5th Division was pushing northmrds tovards Kohima,
where elements of ]CXXIII Corps were slowly but surely
consolidating their position and beginning to press south

wards, But along the Tamu-Palel road to the east the enemy
was maintaining-his pressure and still menacing the plain
from close quarters. It was in this sector that the enemy
attempted to infiltrate into the plain of Imphal itself
during May, but the tamely intervention af Allied tactical
aircraft, which attacked at extremely short notice any
concentration of troops in the foothills, was largely
instrumental in repelling the Japanese. The emphasis of

direct support opearations in May, however, moved to the
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Kohima area. To the accompaniment of intensive air
operations by Hiirricanes and Vengeances the 2nd and 7th
Divisions cleared Kohima itself after some weeks of severe

hand-to-hand fighting in which the Japanese lost heavily.
Our own casualties were by no means li^t, Kohima village
was re-capttired on 2 June and by the 6th we had captured the
Aradura Spur, \diich covered the road some two miles south of

Kohima, The clearing of this difficult and hilly country
marked the first step in the Allied counter offensive.

With the Kohima area firmly in o'or hands the stage was set
for a further advance southwards to re-open the Dimapur-
Iraphal road.

O.R.B, H,Q
AC SEA Int.

May »44
App, 'D»
y/IS. .No, 28.

• f Vifhile aircraft of the Strategic Air Force and
Vengeance light bombers were used for tactical bombing, it
Viras the Hijirricane fighter-bomber squadrons which above all
were most bound up with the course of operations day by day.
Their very exact attacks on enemy positions in the field
were greatly valued by the land forces, and time and time

again the army units in whose support these attacks had been

made, signalled back their appreciation of the accuracy of
the strike. On 10 May for instance, our foirward troops near
Tengnoupal could plainly see bunker fragments and bodies cast

upwards by an attack by twelve aircraft of No. 42 Sqiiadron.
On another occasion such was the confusion caused that over

a score of Allied prisoners were able to escape back to our

own lines. Bombing attacks by Hurricanes almost always
greatlj^ cheapened the cost of the s\absequent groimd assault
and became an indispensable part of the reg-ular pattern of

Allied advance. The army came to logard 200 yards as a

suitable distance between their troops and the area of

bombardment. But even beyond the immediate battle area,
bomb-carrjring Hurricanes - and Vengeances too - made an
effective contribution to the battle. That considerable

success attended the attacks against Japanese base head

quarters, dirnips and lines of communication, was witnessed by
friend and foe alike. On 9 May groimd sources reported
that 100 troops had been killed and 300 more wounded during
a bombing attack by 23 Hurricanes against the Japanese
15th Divisional H.Q, at Homalin. Hurricane ground-attack
fighters also maintained unremitting war on enemy troops,
his bunlcer labyrinths and his battle train, A typical foray
was that of eight Hurricanes on 15 May when ten enemy
vehicles were attacked. Three lorries were set on fire,

one of them becoming a blaze and starting grass fires,
which enveloped and destroyed eight petrol laden trucks.
These operations, it must be remembered, were carried out

against a backcloth ot monsoon raJ,n v/as mud at the base

airfields, low lying cloud and mist over the hills.
Although in May the monsoon rains curtailed operations to

the extent that the prodigious number of sorties flown in

April was not equalled, it does not imply any, slackening of

effort on the part of air and ground crews. Indeed, the

task of the latter Ln May was probably harder than hitherto

since despite the rain and mud, ar*d the need of some to

mount guard by night, they managed to maintain a high rate

of serviceability.

Strategic aircraft also participated in operations
against tactical targets, 125 sorties being flown by
Vifellingtons, IO6 by B-25's and 12 by Liberators. Apar

Translation

and Interroga
tion Report,
SEATIC 247

April 47
P. 25

A.H.B./
IIJ5O/75.

t

from one attack on the ltir.thar«Tamuroad, the -viiole of this

effort was directed against targets on the Imphal-Tiddim
road, especially 3n the neighbourhood of milestones 87 and
120, two points of great tactical importance in preventing
enemy reinforcements and supplies from moving along the
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These attacks, together with others carried out by
tactical aircraft, must have been a success for
Lieut-General Mataguchi(1) after the war, declared that the
bombing of the road near Kennedy Peak seriously affected the
logistic support of the 33rd Japanese Division,
was constructed on a steep slope and v^en the road surface

was destroyed or blocked by Allied bombing much time and
trouble had to be spent in man-handling supplies over the
damaged sections while a detour was being built.

/upon enemy positions by strategic bombers were not 
so

successful, however, as evidenced by the bombing of
Ningtho\j|iong, a small village in the south-west comer of the
Iraphal plain, on 9 May. In all, some 35 B-25's and
13 Wellingtons made what appeared to be an accurate attack,
but as experienced in Aralcan,(2) the enemy withstood the
effects: of the bombardment and repulsed the subsequent
ground assault.

road.

The road

Attacks

A.H

Air Min,
War Room

Monthly
Stats.

A.H.B./
IIJ51/6

In addition to the sorties mounted by aircraft of the
Strategic Air Force against tactical targets. Hurricane
fighter-bombers flew 5145 sorties dirring March, April and
May 1944 and they dropped 869 tons of bombs.
Hurricane bomber sorties, no less than 1 81 occurred in May
alone when particularly bad weather greatly hampered air
operations. Even so, the Hurricanes were less affected by
adverse weather than the Vengeance squadrons wiio in the
period failed to complete 404 of the 3643 sorties flown;
during these sorties the Vengeances dropped 1868 tons of
bombs.

Of 208 abort

same

ive

It v/Duld be profitless here to analyse the problems
which confronted the tactical sqmdrons of No. 221 Group
during the Manipur campaign since their difficulties
similar to those encountered in Arakan d'uring the earlier
months of 1944, Such matters have been discussed in
Chapter 4. It is therefore sufficient to say that like
Arakan, the principle of a combined army/air force
headquarters had not yet been adopted in Manipur and several
months were to pass befoi's both army and air force commanders
operated side by side. During the fierce battles whicli
raged around the Imphal plain and Kohima in the spring of
1944# No. 221 Group controlled all tactical squadrons opera-

on the front and the former needed to co-operate with
both XXXIII Corps and IV Corps at Dimapur and Imphal
respectively,

close support had to be decentralized and was, of necessity,
plaxsed in the hands of the senior R.A.F. officer, a wing
commander, at each corps headquai-ters. Yet despite the
obvious disadvantages which accrued it has been said that
the enemy's efforts to deploy in the Imphal plain during
May 1944 were decisively defeated by Hurricane and Vengeance
attacks at short inte2rvals upon any concentrations of enemy
troops reported by army units through our Air Support Control
operating at a high standard of efficiency. Moreover, the
constant air attacks upon the enemy's lines of communication
prevented him from concentrating his full potential strength
about the perimeter of the plain of Imphal

were

Consequently, the control of aircraft for

Staff Study
of Tactical

Ope lotions

H.Q. ACSEA
A.H.B./
IU50/47/34
pp. 151 - 154
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Trans, and
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A.K.B./
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(1) The Japanese Commander of the Manipur offensive.
(2) The results of bombing by strategic aircraft in the

IV Corps battle zone were similar to those in Arakan.
In Chapter 4 pp 5S-57 will be found a summary of
attacks upon tactical targets by heavy aircraft in
Arakan; the analysis applies equally well to the bombing
operations vindertaken on the Manipur front.
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The Raising of the Siege and After Jtine and July 1944

With the onset of the monsoon, the logistic difficulties
of the enemy further intensified and after the beginning of
June the pace of the Allied advance quickened,
Wingate’s Special Force, Kdiich had been diverted from their
original function in order to help in the Manipur battle,
moved far to the north-east. Maintained by air supply
they penetrated through the Naga Hills cutting the communi
cations of the Japanese in the Ukhrul area and haraissing
the enemy astride the Manipur road. Meanwhile the
2nd Division advancing southwards from Kohima and the
5th Division moving northwards from Imphal, were making a
determined effort to clear the enemy from the Imphal-Kohima
road and so pave the way for overland supply. On
22 June 1544 the two divisions established contact at
milestone 109 and thus the land communications of the
Imphal plain with the outside world were reopened. On the
following day the first convoy of lorries passed througja the
defiles into the plain. Its load included a bottle of beer
for every man in the garrison - a well appreciated token
that the days of the worst privation were over.

Yet though the siege of Imphal had b een raised and the
number of Japanese killed had risen to some 14,000, the
direct threat to the plain had not been completely removed.
The enemy cliong to his positions in the hills above Palel,
from ’Ji/hich he was able to overlook and occasionally to shell
the airfield, and it was not until the end of Jiily that he
was finally ejected. Only with the occupation of Tarau on
6 August could the plain of Imphal be said to have been
freed from the menace that had overhung it for almost five
months. It is worth recording that the most daring attempt
on the part of the Japanese to damage air force property on
the plain actioally occurred in this period when they still
lingered on the eastern edge of the perimeter. It was on
the night of 3/4 July that a Japanese patrol of not more
than a score of men, talking advantage of darkness and the
noise of guns, managed to reaqh the dispersal area at Palel
airfield. Small bombs were attached to two Harvards, two
Hurricanes and three Spitfires, all of viiich were destroyed
or damaged, and a bomb was thrown into an empty workshop
basha. Guards of the R.A.P. Regiment went into action with
the intruders, but prolonged searches extending into the
next day failed to run them to earth and they probably
regained their own lines safely.

Throughout June and July the tactical air forces
maintained their constant harassing of enemy lines of
communication, provided direct support for the advancing
Allied troops, bontied and strafed his supply dumps and flew
tactical reconnaissances. Strategic bomljers kept up their
heavy raids on the Imphal-Tiddim road despite atrocious
weather conditions. But air operations during this period
took on a different character than that in earlier months,
for the attacker was becoming the attacked. The period of
defence and attrition being over, the tactical squadrons of
No. 221 Group could look forv/ard to the prize which all air
forces hope for - the annihilation of an enemy in retreat.
Positive results in the form of men killed, storage areas
devastated and transport destroyed were haid to achieve,
though substantial dividends had already been reaped,
against an enemy with such a high standard of camouflage and
concealment who, vAien on the offensive, moved in small groups
with little impedimenta. No army can maintain its standard
of camouflage in retreat, however, and the air forces in
Manipur proved again -vdiat had been demonstrated in other
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theatres of war, that an enemy experiencing overwhelming
pressure from advancing land forces provided the best targets
for air attack.

Despite monsoon rain and cloud Hurricane fighter-
bombers during June and July 1944 flew a total of
2883 sorties (436 were abortive mainly owing to the'weather)
and dropped 580 tons of bombs; Vengeance sorties were fewer
than in earlier months since their numbers had been reduced

by the withdrawal in June of two out of three squadrons from
the. No. 221 Group area. Nevertheless, 530 sorties were
flovm during the two months under review and nearly 227 tons
of bombs were dropped by these aircraft; 141 sorties v/ere,
however, vinsuccessful. These figures do not illustrate the
true level of air effort since in addition a large number of
offensive and defensive filter sorties were flown as well

as tactical reconnaissances. During the whole period of the

Manipur operations - from March to July 1944 - tactical
aircraft of No, 221 Group flew over 25,000 sorties, a figure
achieved by a varying number of squadrons from nine to a
maximum of fifteen.

Summary of the Manipur Operations

The 1 944 campaign in Manipur witnessed the defeat of
an ambitious Japanese attempt to neutralize the important
aimy and air base of Imphal which, in Allied hands, con
stituted a threat to the enemy’s hold on Burma, Following 

'

the penetration deep into Burma by the troops of
General Wingate's brigade in 1943# the Japanese were made
P9.inftilly aware that, despite the natural barrier of the

mountain fastnesses which separate India from Bvaroa, they
could not prevent the infiltration of Allied troops through
the thick jungle country. This rendered the enemy’s grip
on Burma somevjhat precarious and General Mataguchi soon
realized that to ensure its defence he would need to capture
the plain of Imphal whence an Allied overland re-conquest of
Burma mi^t be launched. With the capture of Imphal by the
Japanese, repercussions would have been felt far beyond the
confines of the Manipur front. With the Imphal plain firmly
established as a base the enemy would have been favourably
placed to harass or cut our main line of communication to

the American airbases in the upper valley of the Brahmaputra
and the maintenance of Allied forces operating in eastern
Assam and the Hukawng Valley would have been difficult if
not impossible.

At first sight it would appear that the Japanese
blundered in fighting a prolonged and fierce battle for

Kohima when a severe blow to Allied strategy could have been
delivered if Kohima had been by-passed and the Assam line of
commixnication cut. It must be remembered, hov/ever, that

the 31st Japanese Division investing Kohima had already
achieved a phenomenal feat in reaching the area by using
devious jimgle tracks and while they appreciated the
enormous advantage in a further advance northwards the

problem of supplies, particialarly of ammunition, made it
impossible for them to do so. For Imphal remained in
Allied hands and no supplies could reach the 31 st Division

save over the almost impenetrable jungle-clad hills which

they themselves had recently passed. Only the fall of
Imphal and with it the use of the roads from the Chindwin
Valley through Tiddim and Tamu, could have made possible
a Japanese advance to Dimapur and the Assam railway. In
fact the 31st Japanese Division, having infiltrated into

the Kohima area, found themselves isolated. Accordingly,

Japanese
sources
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fram the date it went into action on 15 March until after

the retreat from Kohima, which was ordered on 3 June, the
Division received practically no rations of any kind and had
to exist on what could be requisitioned locally,
resistance aromid Imphal and the continuous air assault

Allied

upon

Japanese supply dumps and means of transport sealed the fate
of the 31 st Division at Kohima and by the time the
broke malaria, dysentery and beri-beri had become rife among
the underfed and weakened troops.

monsoon

The other t^iTO Japanese divisions, besieging the Imphal
plain, also felt the impact of Allied air dominance, though
they were less affected than the unfortunate 31st. The

success of the Japanese plan depended upon their ability
quickly to capture the plain of Imphal and v^rith it the mass
of food and stores belonging tb the British garrison. When
Allied resistance - made possible bjr air supply  - held the
Japanese at bay, their attempts to bring up reinforcements
and supplies were thwarted in large measure by Allied
fighters operating in small numbers which harassed enemy
supply lines over a wide area. Nor must it be forgotten
that throughout the whole length of the enemy’s tenuous
communications from Rangoon northwards. Allied aircraft both

strategic and tactical, maintained constant pressiore.
Since control of the air had passed into Allied hands, the
Japanese were forced to transport supplies furtively by
night and for a viiile he was enabled to resist at Imphal.
But his problems of supply, aggravated by the frequent
breakdown of his motor vehicles, became impossible once the

monsoon had begun and thereafter the outcome of the Maniptur
battle could not be in doubt.

During the Manipur campaign the Allied air forces
provided the measure of support to the ground troops required
by contemporary developments in the art of war and by the
nature of the terrain across which the contending armies
faced each other. Much of the country w^as close, densely
wooded or covered with thick \ondergrowth, so that the

recognition of targets presented to even the most experienced
crews a problem of considerable complexity,
lay in the nature and characteristics of the enemy as a

fighter on the ground,
his tenacity and stamina which enabled him to take great
punishment from the air and still retain his fighting
spirit; his skill to camoviflage his positions which made it

difficult to locate them from the air or the ground; and

finally, the beaveralike propensi-ty for digging himself into

the ground by excavations- that ranged from a number of
shallow fox-holes to hold one or two men to an elaborate

Another factor

Three things distinguished him;

system of bunkers unharmed by all but direct hits from
heavy bombs or shells,
both, the terrain and the Japanese were highly suited to

each other.

By virtue indeed of the nature of

The difficult nature of the cOijihtry and the enemy’s
complementary skill in camoxiflage were overcome to a great
extent by the intimate knov/ledge that aircre'ws came to have

of the country over which they were operating,
ledge undoubtedly proved an accurate method of providing
close support, for aircrew/s were sometimes given targets
that in other theatres of war would probably have been
regarded as too difficult for identification,
complexities of close supporb operations have already been
discussed elsewhere in this chapter but certain conclusions
folloViT from the operations conducted that are worthy of note.

The hea,vy bomber was not found to be the complete remedy
against an enemy entrenched in bunker positions since.

Such know-

The
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apart from the doubtful accuracy of such strikes, our troops
often could not advance sufficiently rapidly in the jungle
to take advantage of whatever effect the bombing might have
had. But the fighter-bomber and dive-bomber, with their
high rate of serviceability and greater flexibility, proved
effective aircraft in close support operations. For
instance, the Hurricane could be employed against targets in
valleys hemmed in by cloud> conditions that demanded hi^
manoeuvreability if the target v/as to be reached at all.

The occasions when air support was called for and most
effectively given were too numerous to mention and it was
not always possible to assess the results achieved.
General Giffard, the Aimy Commander-in-Chief, had no hesita
tion in saying, however, that in neither offence nor defence
could the army have achieved the success it did, had it not
been for the castialties inflicted upon the enemy and the
interdiction of enemy lines of communication by aircraft of
the Allied air forces,

troops by the obvious evidence of our air superiority* he
Conversely, its disheartening

effect upon the enemy is evidenced by the statements of
prisoners and from captured documents.'

'The heartening effect on our own

I
said, 'was most inspiring.1

The defensive significance of air power in the South
East Asia theatre of war became f\illy apparent in the spring
of 1944 ■vdien for the first time sufficient aircraft were

available effectively to sway the course of the battle,
nature of the India-Burma frontier - more than 700 miles of
tortuous mountain jungle - was such that until 1944 opera
tions had been unusually difficult and inconclusive,
1944? however, the Japanese attempted two offensive
operations, the first in Arakan in February and the second
aimed at Iraphal and Kohiraa in March, during which the enemy
succeeded in enveloping large bodies of Allied troops by

' stirprise infiltration through almost impassable jungle
tenrain.

Th

In

In each case, all ground supply lines were cut an

e

d
at Imphal, the whole plain was surrounded for nearly three
months. Yet the army was able to hold out and eventually to
tiini an apparent disaster into a victory by the timely inter
vention of transport aircraft operating in skies controlled
by the Allies,
even seriously to interfere with the work of the many
transport aircraft necessary to sustain the beleaguered
ground forces meant the failure of both offensives.

The failure of the Japanese to prevent or

During the Manipur operations of 1944 the Allied air
forces delivered over 20,000 tons of supplies to the troops
and air force units engaged,, flew in some 20,000 reinforce
ments and evacuated over 10,000 casualties and 30,000 non-

Butessential personnel from the plain of Imphal.
statistics alone are not a fair or adequate measure of the
contribution of air supply to Imphal,
tonnage delivered may or may not be the yardstick of success.
In the final analysis, the success of the operation must
stand or fall upon the ability of the air forces to meet the
Imphal emergency, an emergency not of its own creation,
is true that the Imphal garrison was supplied only by the
narrowest of margins as evidenced by the crises which arose
during the course of the siege,
defenders were obliged to exist and fight on a reduced
ration scale.

Effort expended and

It

It is also true that the

That IV Corps was able to maintain itself
and ultimately to lift the siege was largely attributable to
air supply,
use of air power almost without precedent,
was, however, of a magnitude unforeseen and the administra
tive organization behind the transport squadrons had not

The operation was an example of the effective
The operation
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been devised to deal with the problems which beset it,
operation, conceived in haste and conducted under arduous
conditions, threw up a plethora of difficulties, reduced
efficiency and illustrated clearly the urgent need for
permanent organization to handle the movement and main
tenance of large forces by air instead of the administrative
structure which hitherto had adequately fiilfilled the limited
demands made upon it.

The siege of Imphal provided an isolated and distinct
operation which illustrated the effectiveness of air supply
used as a temporaiy or emergency measure and within the
scope of the established doctrine of its employment.
Although a larger number of troops were supplied by air for a
longer period of time than in any previous campaign, it must
be remembered that the theory underlying the employment of
air power did not, in the spring of 1544, envisage the
regular supply of armies as a normal function of air forces.
But ydiat the operation did characterize above all else
the remarkable speed and flexibility of air power without
which the Imphal emergency could not have been overcome.
Transport squadrons were transferred from the Mediterranean
theatre and were operating over the Burma front in a matter
of days. Aircrews were converted frara bomber to transport
aircraft and with only the briefest training f\mctioned well.
The sudden emergency called for adaptability and air power
was flexible enough to meet the demands placed upon it.
Indeed the Japane.se, to their discomfort, failed to
appreciate this fact and though tliey anticipated some measure
of air supply to Imphal they were astoimded at the quantity
flown in.

The

a

was

The raising of the siege of Imphal was a decisive
victory over the Japanese since their defeat meant, in
effect, that never again could they launch a major offensive
against Indian territory. The victory was made possible
•bhrou^i the agency of air power - air superiority, air
transport and tactical air support, in that order of import
ance, and to a lesser degree the operations of the Strategic
Air Force indirectly contributed to the battle. These
factors enabled 120,000 men of the Imphal garrison to hold
out and eventtially to cotmter-attack. The contribution of

air power to the battle is confirmed in the following extract
of an Order of the Day by Lieut.-General Slim, Commander of
the Fourteenth Armys-

'Vi/hat you owe to our comrades in the Allied air forces
I need not remind you.
based on their support,
success had they failed us,
combined victory was magnificent and historic*.

Our whole plan of battle was
There could have been no

!Their share in our

General Giffard, the Array Commander-in-Ghief, also acknow
ledged the part played by the air forces in the Manipiir
campaign; -

’There is no doubt that, if vre had not had air supply,
we should have lost the 'Imphal plain and the position on
the eastern frontier of India wouild have been grave,'
*It is with gratitude and admiration that I acknowledge
the immense debt which the army owes to the air.
one who like myself has watched them is likely to forget
the courage, determination and skill of pilots and crews

who have flown through some of the worst weather in the

world, and over appalling co-untry in performing their
allotted tasks, *

No
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By the end of July 1944 elements of three Japanese
divisions were struggling through the monsoon mud in an
endeavour to reach the temporary safety of the east bank of
the Chindwin. Some continued to resist for a while in the
hills east and south of Imphal; others died of wounds,
disease and starvation in the jungle. Mearw/hile the lorries
laden with supplies were once more plying from the railhead
at Dimapur to the Imphal plain along the Manipijr road -whose
milestones roughly daubed in red with Japanese characters
bore v/itness to the recent presence of the enemy, and perhaps
also to his hopes that when it was again open to traffic the
vehicles would be his, Ihe necessary repairs to the road
way were put in hand and the telephone system restored. And
so there was resumed the preparation of the plain of Imphal
for what it had long been intended - as a stepping stone
from the Brahmaputra valley to that of the Chindwin and
main base for the recovery of north Burma with all that
that implied.

as a
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CHAPTER 7

OPERATIONS OF THE SPECIAL FORCE

FEBRUART-MARCH 19AL

Since the beginning of the 1943-44 oan^aigning season
Chinese/Amerioan forces advancing from their base in Assam
had crossed the momtains into the Hukawng Valley, while
other detachments were moving southwards from Port Hertz in

the direction of Myitkyina - all of whom received their
supplies from transport aircraft of Troop Carrier Command.
The objectives of this campaign, as outlined in Chapter 2,
were no less than the possibility of re-opening the land

route to China from the west, from Ledo in north-east Assam

through Myitkyina to the railhead of the former Burma road at
Lashio. Thus by iE5»lication, Allied designs included the
eventual re-occupation of northern Burma as far south as

Nawnghkio and T/untho, if not Shwebo,
the advance of Stilwell's forces down the Hukawng Valley and

to create a favotirable situation for exploitation by IV Corps,
it was now proposed fully to utilize the policy of long range
penetration, the potentialities of which had been demonstrated
in the first Yfingate expedition of 1943(l)*
if strategically profitless campaign, which in retrospect
miglit be regarded as a reconnaissance in force, long range
penetration troops had operated for some months behind enemy
lines but the Allies had been denied full benefit of the

hardships and sacrifices made by these troops since there had

been no exploitation by main forces,
y/ingate expedition of 1943 had provided some dividends for

it had shown that, administratively, the size of the force

that could be maintained behind enemy lines in Burma need

only be limited by the number of transport aircraft available

to supply them, alv/ays assuming of course that the transport
aircraft were backed by the necessary air bases and logistic
facilities,

though in 194-3 few opportunities had occurred to practice it,
a method whereby air attack could be given greater effect in

Jungle country by R.A.P. officers operating with the ground
forces and controlling tactical aircraft by wireless.

In order to assist

In that brave

Nevertheless, the

The Wingate expedition had also demonstrated.

On his return to London in the summer of 1943, yifingate

reported in person to Mr. Churchill.
Wingate was ordered to Canada where he rendered a further
report, this time to the Combined Chiefs of Staff during the

Anglo-American conferences held at Quebec in August 1943.
The account given by YVingate of his experiences in Burma

earlier in the year duly impressed the Chiefs of Staff and

they decided that long range penetration forces should be

used extensively in forthcoming operaticmis.
their value in the war against Japaii had been proved and

that e:q>ansion on a considerable scaJLe was desirable.
Sufficient troops were to be made available from Imperial
resources

for the campaigning season of 1943-4i(- a^id the Americans
subsequently agreed to form a special air unit to support
the land force. The air imit became knovm variously as

Project 9, the 5318th Provisional Air Porce and finally as

the First Mr Commando Force; the latter title will
subsequently be used in this narrative.

From the United Kingd

They felt that

to ra;ise several, long range penetration brigades

Tel,2415
C.O.S. to

C,-in-C.

India,
14 Aug. '43
A.H.B./IIJ
50/103/62A
End. 5A

CO&Cq) 12
10 Aug. ’43
A.H.B./ID5/310

om

(1) Sea Vol, III Chapter
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The discussions which took place during the summer and

autumn of 1943 relative to the formation of long range
penetration brigades are of little consequence in an air

history and all that need be recorded is the final composi
tion of the land force^ In mid-September 1943 Wingate,
now a I/Iajor-General, retirmed to India with the nucleus of

a staff to control and command the long range penetration
brigades, which collectively became known as Special Force.

On 25 October 1943> H.Q. Special Force opened at Gwalior,
in central India, and took over full command and responsi
bility of those brigades already allotted to the Force. By
early No\’'ember 1943 the Special Force consisted of
77th Brigade, which had been reconstituted in Jxaly after the

first Tvingate esjpeditionj 111th Brigade, which since April
had been training in long range penetration tactics; and
the 70th Division which was being formed into three
independent brigades 14? 16 and 23.. The sixth brigade to
be earmarked for the Force was the 3rd (West African), which
did not arrive in India until November 1943. Thus the

Special Force in its final form comprised the equivalent
strength of two infantry divisions. It was treated as an

independent formation and came directly under the command of

Fourteenth Army. Although containing mostly British troops
but with scsme Ghurkas, West Africans and Burmans, the Force

was designated, ostensibly for security reasons, 3rd Indian
Division. This was, however, a somewhat paradoxical title

since no Indian troops were, in fact, members of it and the

title T/as in some quarters regarded as a psychological
blunder.

MaJ.-Gen.
Lentalgne
H.Q. Special
Force. A.H.B.

IIJ/54/50

R.A.F. Component

Special Force

File iUQ(l)
117/51/Air
Enel.7

After the 'Wingate Expeiition of 1943, the value of
E.A.F. officers accompanying long range penetration groups
was discussed at some length by A.H.Q.■India, A.H.Q. Bengal,
Brigadier YiTingate, IV Corps, Nos. 221 and 224 Groups, The
Senior Air Staff Officer at Air Headquarters, India, for
instance, considered that in view of the shortage of
suitable R.A.F. officers in India, co-operation should be
carried out by selected array officers after the latter had
been given a short course of instruction in relative air
matters. These officers should then be detailed as air
advisors to L.R.P. commanders in future opwrations. Both
TiTingate and the 17 Corps Commander were adamant, however,
that R.A.Fo officers should be provided to carry out liaison
duties, for the confidence thus engendered was thought to be
a factor of considerable araportance. In 1943 a Dakota had
landed behind enemy lines to rescue sick and wounded troops
and the pilot had had the greatest confidence in landing
knovring full well that an R.A.F. officer had selected and
approved the landing area. Similarly, R.A.F. tactical
commanders had derived added confidence in ordering attacks
by tactical aircraft upon targets selected by R.A.F, officers
in the field who knerp/- the capabilities and limitations of
the aircraft employed. Tlae course of events would appear
to vindicate YYingate's theory for in 1944 officer aircrew
other than pilots went into the field and proved somewhat
less efficient than, pilots v/ith recent combat experience.

The principle of R.A.F. personnel serving ivith long
range penetration groups in 19^ll^ having been accepted, an
RoA.F, Component, Special Force, officieJly came into
existence on 6 November 1943 and started functioning as
such early in December. Its headquarters were established
at Gwalior alongside those of the Special Force. R.A.P,

O.R.B. R.A.P.
Component
Special
Force.

App.
Oct. 1944
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officers were to be allotted on the basis of one squadron
leader, one flight lieutenant and three other ranks for

each of the six brigade headquarters, while the eight
columns of each brigade had an establishment of one flight
lieutenant and three other ranks. This gave a potential
strength in the field of some 60 R*A,P, officers and 162
airmen. Two-thirds of the latter were to be wireless

personnel for the ojieration of R,A,P. signals equipment,
while the remainder were to be aircrafthands, the plan being
that they should provide additional manpower for the erec

tion and dismantling of radio sets. At six rear brigade
headquarters, six signals officers and 66 other ranks were
allotted. All these were required sooner or later, either

in the field or at rear brigade headquarters. In practice,
the reserve officers remained at Gwalior as long as possible

in the training wing while airmen, in the first place,
moved to rear brigades theare to carry out hardening and

jtingle training. The procedure finally decided upon was

for an airman from a rear brigade to replace a casualty and

for the vacancy at rear brigade to be filled by a reserve,

T?i/hen the R,A,P. Component was officially formed,
R.A.F. personnel for 77th and 11ith Brigades were almost
complete and Wingate was pressing for siifficient R.A.P, men

for 16th Brigade. For the latter a signals officer and

virtually the entire complement of airmen was obtained from

the R,A.,F, Assault Y/ing(l) in mid-December 1943. Other
officers arrived about the same tijne from various sources,

seme being volunteers from the United Kingdom whence they
were flown. The men from the Assaxilt Wing were already
physically hardened and although 16th Brigade was the first to
be committed to operations early in February 1944» after the

R.A.Fo COTitingent had been under training in their new role

for only six weeks, not a single case of physical breakdown
occurred among them and the sickness rate was negligible,
R,A,F. personnel for the colxmins of the three reserve
brigades (14» 23 and 3 W,A) had not so far been provided
since Wingate had not decided upon their operational role.

Not until 17 January did Wingate ask for full R,A,F. repre
sentation for these brigades and this resulted in unjusti
fied censure of the R,AoP, by senior amy officers of the

Special Force for the alleged delay in providing R,A,F,
persoruiel.

RAF/S.F/
S.5

A Oct,. »:44
A.H.B,/IIJ50A7/
A8,

Air C,-in-C,

to A.C.A.S.(P).
19 Nov. '43
IG1A E.25A
Air C.-in-C,

to A.C.A.S.(P).
17 Jan. '44
IG14 E,35A

The Air Forces Available for the

Support of Spec^l Force

After the Quebec oonfemece, General Arnold sent for
Colonels John R, Allison and Phillip G, Cochrane of the

UpS.AcA.F. and told them that he was so impressed with
Wingate's scheme that he had decided to give him  a private
air force from American resources,

Allison or Cochrane would be air commander and Wingate

wculd have cco3:^lete control of his air force, which was not
to be used for R.A.F. or Tenth Ai.r Force operations,
information was obtained from Colonel Allison on his visit

Apparently either

This

DD of Plans

EPS,2393

20 Sep, '43
ID5/310

to England but was quite unofficial and allegedly
confidential. It so happened that at the time various

(1) The R.A.P. Assault Yfing was a unit formed to take
part in the an5>hibious operations which were later
canoelled when the bulk of the landing craft were
withdrawn from South East Asia,
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branches of Air Ministry and Air Headquarters, India were

busily occupied in endeavoxiring to meet the air requirements
outlined by Wingate at Quebec, in the form of Dakotas,
light aircraft and li^t bombers. The sudden acquisition
by Wingate of a private air force, quite unknown to the

Air Ministry and A.H.Q, India, caused some embarrassment
since the additional aircraft necessary to support Special
Force were not now required from British resoiorces. How

ever, on 22 September 1943, the Air llinistry was able to

inform the A,0.C.-in-C., India that a United States air task
force was an actual fait accompli and that Genereil Arnold's

memorandum on the subject, approved by General liarshall, had

been passed through the Supreme Allied Commander designate
to the Air Ministry. Responsibility for the assembly and

training of the Air Commando Force was placed in the hands

of Cochrane and Allison, designated commander and deputy
commander respectively. The initial training of the Force

was to take place in Washington, later to be completed in
India.

Air Min, to

A.H.Q. India
22 Sep. *43
A.H.B.AU50
105/62A
Encl.22A

Ibid. The Air Commando Force as originally envisaged was to

con^rlse light aircraft, gliders, transport aircraft and

fighters. This composition was designed to increase
substantially by gliders and transport aircraft the potential
capacity of the R.A.F. and Tenth U.S, Air Force, to maintain

long range penetration brigades by air, and to increase the

actual mobility of columns by providing air lifts for troops
over difficult country where no tactical advantage existed

in surface penetration. One major factor in tl^ Air
Commando was considered to be the ability of its transport
aircraft to 'snatch' gliders withotit the tug aircraft landing
and while this device was later to become an accepted
practice in many theatres, it was at the time experimental
and untried in actual operations. Filters in the Air
Ccanmando Force were provided for the protection of gliders
and transport aircraft and to make the Force independent of

both R.AaF, and Tenth U.S, Air Force for fighter cover.
The light aircraft component was designed primarily to

ensure that those troops unfortunate enough to be wounded or
to fall sick would have a reasonable chance of survival.

In the first Wingate expedition, casualties were perforce
abandoned so as to avoid endangering the, remainder of a
column. There was no doubt in the ndnds of the light air
craft sponsors that the technique of flying out casualties
from tiny impromptu jungle airstrips would greatly enhance

the morale of troops engaged in long range penetration.
And so it proved to be.

C.-in-C, India

to C.0.3.'

24 Sep., '43
EPS Folder.";

AcH.B./lD5/310

The proposal that the Air Cemmando Force should operate
independently tinder the strategic control of General Wingate
in support of his brigades caused oomc oonstemation at Air

Headquarters, India, since the outstanding lesson of the war
had been that air forces must operate under the single
directim of an air oommander working in close collabora
tion with the responsible axmj oommpnder,
complex system as proposed for South Eaat Asia Command, the

introduction of a separate air force further complicated an

already amorphous structure of command and control,
event a suitable compromise was reached in that v/hile the

Air Commando retained its identity and function as a separate
air force it viras, prior to the commencement of operations,
placed laider the control of the Air Commander, Third
Tactical Air Force who co-ordinated its activities with

those of other tactical and transport units engaged in

supporting operation Thursday,

Owing to the

In the
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JICVCBI
Wo. 12j48
A.H.B./IIJ
50/2,7/27

During Deceiniber the First Mr Comniando Porcje
arrived in India ty air and towards the end of the
month a detachment reached the training ground of the
Special Force to carry out ccmbined training iri support
Of troops on the ground. Though not originally planned,
the Mr Commando on reaching India acquired a squadron
of B25 medium bombers and an airborne engineer con5>any.
Detachments from other American units were also added

until, with the hi^ly trained personnel brought fran
the United States, the total of all ranks was approxi
mately 900, The Force was organized into a head
quarters, an assault force of twelve B25's and 30 P51's,
a li^t plane force of 100 L1*s and L5’s, four
Helicopters and a transport force of 150 CG2tA (WACO)
gliders, thirteen C2,7's and twelve UC62,'s. The Mr
Cdtimando Force followed no recognizable table of
organization and was likev/ise v/holly original in its

methods of operation. The organization, which apparently
was never committed to paper, was based rather upon the

abilities and personalities of the individuals that composed
it. The status and discipline in the Mr Canmando Force,
said to have confounded more than one high ranking visitor,
was confused by the fact that officers and enlisted men

shared alike and no question was ever raised about personal
appearance. Rank was permitted no consideration and it was

common to see bearded and begrimed officers and men lining
up together for their food. About morale, however, there

seems to be no doubt and it would appear that both Cochrane

and Allison enjoyed the unquestionable loyalty of the
officers and men under their ccanmand. The arrival of such

a force in South East Asia was not without its ocmplications,
from both British and American points of view. It was
perhaps natural that other commanders, hungry for aircraft
in a low priority theatre and Tjnaware of plans rigidly kept
secret, would propose other uses for all the equipment.
Throu^ it all, however, the Air Commando Force retained its

identity and functioned only in the role for which it had

been designed.

Other Air Forces Available

to Support Special Force

It was not anticipated that the Mr Commando Force
could provide all the necessary air support during the opera
tions of Yifingate's Special Feres and transport, bomber and
tactical aircraft of formations xmder Eastern Air Command

Direct and indirect support waswere also to co-operate,
to be provided by the squadrons of No. 221 Group and in

particular by No. 82, (Vengeance) Squadron which had carried
out training with the Special Force in central India.
A.O.C. No. 221 Group, however, was responsible for the air

defence of the !/Ianipur area and also held responsibility for

the assistance of IV Corps in the form of tactical recon

naissance an.d close support.

No. 221 Group which could be mads available for the direct

assistance of long range penetration brigades were somewhat
limited.

No. 221 Group by Special Fores conflicted with demands
already made by IV Corps, and it was beyond the capacity of

No, 221 Group to meet both demands, these requests were to

be passed to Third Tactical Mr Force for a decision in

conjunction with Fourteenth AmTsr,
Force was directly responsible to the Mr CoraiTiander, Third

T.A.F. aiid was not subordinate to No. 221 Group.
Commando Force being specially allotted and trained for

operations with the Special Force was, in general, given a

The

Thus the resources of

In cases where calls for tactical support from

For the Mr Commando

The Mr

J/Iinutes of

Conference

3rd T.AoF.

16 Jan. *2,2,
12,th Array
Opltc Inst.
No, 51

9 Jan. *2,J,
A.H.B,/IU
50A7/27
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free hand to carry them out subject, however, to their
operations being co-ordinated vd.th those of other aircraft
of Third T.A.P. and Troop Carrier Coraraand and also to ensure

the minimum practicable embarrassment to the air warning and
defence system. But for practical reasons of location and
communication, operational liaison for the air operations was

normally carried out by the Air Commando Force at Lalaghat
with No, 221 Group at Imphal,

Troop Carrier Command was to be responsible in conjunc
tion with the Air Commando Force for flying in the main
body of Special Force and subsequently of supplying it in
the field, thou^ the latter's requirements had naturally
to be related to those of other troops elsewhere on the
Burma front. Il'yhile the Air Commando would provide the
spearhead for the initial airborne operations, their CA7
tugs were to be augjnented by thirteen U.S, aircraft of Troop
Carrier Command, Subsequent to the glider operations the
main burden of lifting the long range penetration brigades
into their operational areas fell to Troop Carrier Command
who assembled aircraft of Nos, 31, 62, 117 and 194
Squadrons of the R.A.F. and the 27th and 315"th Squadrons of
the U.S.A,A.F, for the purpose.

Air Cmdr,

3rd T.A.F.

1,7 Mar, '14

A.H.B./IIJ
30/84/227

Indirect support for the Special Force was to be
provided by the squadrons of the Strategic Air Force whose
bombers would attack enemy communications and troop concen
trations during critical periods. As already mentioned,
221 Group was to help as far as its other commitments
allowed.

Air Command, S.E.A
air operations would be complicated by the variety of
commands involved appointed, on 29 February 1944> the Mr
Commander, Third Tactical Air Force as his air representa
tive to co-ordinate all air operations during operation
Thursday,

Planning

Major-General Stratemeyer, Mr Commander Eastern
seeing that the general direction of•»

The trend of Asian planning for the winter of 1943-L4
has already been traced in Chapter 1 but it is now necessary
to synthesize the overall strategy with the detailed plans
for the operations of Wingate's Special Force,
direction of Fo\irteenth Army, planning for the en^loyment
of long range penetration brigades had developed during the
autuion of 1943, but at Y/ingate's instigation, along very
flexible lines,

adapted and revised to keep them in phase with the changing
tactical situation on the India-Bimna frontier,

originally been intended to commit the l6th, 77th, and
111th BMgades into their operational areas by jungle
approach marches throu^ forward Japanese positions in a
manner similar to that accomplished by 77th Brigade in 1943,
But this had an obvious disadvantage in that the fitting
power of the troops would be adversely affected by long and
arduous marches through difficult terrain,
advent of the Mr Commando Force, with its transport aircraft
and gliders, Wingate evolved a plan for introducing
77th Brigade by air into Paoshan in China, subsequently to
march westwards across the Salween river. The remaining
brigades were to go on foot.

The plan had to be modified in January 1944 when it
became evident that the Japanese vrere guarding every likely
crossing place on the Chindwin. At the time it was thought
that the enemy anticipated a second YYingate expedition but
later it became evident that enemy activity along the banks

Under the

For detailed plans had constantly to be

It had

With the
MiF. IBS

tc CG.U,S,A.A,F.

Washington
22 Mar.

Mnex, 1

A.H.B./IIJ
3CV/4-7/27
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of the Chindwin had been in preparation for a general
offensive against Manipur. It therefore seemed inopossible
that more than one brigade could enter Bunna overland and
that this brigade would necessarily have to follow
circuitous route to avoid the Japanese troop concentrations
along the river barrier. For the time being, however, the
Chindwin route was considered in^iracticable and  a solution
had to be found for inserting the brigades deep into terri
tory nominally held by the Japanese, A plan therefore
emerged for the movement of the entire force by air and this
vrould not only save the troops an exhausting march but would
give them longer in the field for actual operations. At
this point it might be mentioned that Wingate had been
convinced by his previous experience that troops should not
be called upon to operate behind enemy lines for more than
three months, A review of air transport resources and
commitments, however, indicated that insufficient aircraft
existed in South East Asia to make the operation entirely
airborne though it was anticipated that two brigades oo\ild
be lifted by air early in March and two more later in the
month. The remaining tvro brigades would have to walk,

Wingate now visualised that each brigade operating
behind eneny lines would require a stronghold into which it
could retire for rest and refitting during a prolonged
operation. It was a necessary part of his plan that each
brigade would, in fact, establish such a stronghold within
its operational area, as soon as the tactical situation
would allow it, from which each brigade would dominate the
surrounding oountiyside in the manner of a Norman baron.
The stronghold must cover, if it could not safely include,
a Dakota strip twelve hundred yards in length from which
fighters could also operate on occasion. If the stron^old
was sited well away from any line of communication, it was

visualized that even if an enemy threat developed, it could

never be in such strength that it could not be neutralized by
garrison troops and mobile columns supported by field
artillery. Anti-aircraft guns would be installed to
counter enen^r air attacks. It may seem incredible that

Wingate's archaic conception, savouring as it did of the

activities of Robert Bruce, could be effective in contemporary
warfare, yet his stron^olds proved in the event to justify
their name. But the analogy with Robert Bruce ends in

fundamentals for Wingate's strongholds depended for their

survival upon air supply. Nevertheless, the scheme shows

a remarkable blending of the old with the new.

a

AGSEA Pile

AP/3602/17
0CW^®P
16 Jan. * Ait-
Cmdr. . Spec,
Force A.H.B./
IIJ54/50

Rear H.Q.
3rd Div.

21/17/G-
15 Mar, * AA
ajlb.Aij
50/A7/28

The in^)lioations and details of the final plans v/efe
not resolved mtil a conference was held at H.Q. Special
Force on 31 January - 3 Pebmary, The assembly of the
Force had now to be completed with some urgency since only
one month remained to undertake detailed planning, produc
tion of aircraft loads and movement schedules, training of

troops in loading gliders and aircraft, selecting the
necessary air bases and so on, before the airborne operation
could be launched early in l/larch 19AA. Detailed planning
was, however, carried out under difficult conditions owing
to the lack of central control and the fact that the various

headque-rters involved Tire re far apart and only rarely vras it

possible to get all the principals together. The oonsolatoiy
featiure of detailed planning was the fact that so many
schedules were worked out and then discarded that vidien the

time came to launch the operation, schedules could be turned

.  out at a moments notice without any difficulty. Eventiually
it was agreed to set up a small headquarters at Lalaghat and

Troop Carrier Command agreed to operate their H.Q, from the
same place for the period of the operation.
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On 4 February 19i+4, Fourteenth Army and Eastern Air
Command issued a joint instruction to the Commander, Special
Force which outlined the tasks to he accomplished,
inportant of all was the need for Special Force to assist
Stilwell's Chinese/American forces in their advance upon

I/iyitkyina hy drawing off and disorganizing the enemy forces

opposing them and preventing the reinforcement of these
forces. The second function of the long range penetration
brigades was to create a favourable situation in the hope
that Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek would allow his Yuhnan
forces to advance across the Salwebh river,(1) Finally
Wingate's forces were to inflict the maximum confusion,
datmage and lose on the enenQr forces in north Bvirma.

To implement this directive it was Wingate's intention
to compel the withdrawal of the enemy from all areas of
Burma north of the 24th parallel, that is, the line Temu-

'Mar)VaT|».'Rham/v.MF»ngp\fl. He visualized 16th, 77th and 111th

Brigades converging upon the focal point of Indaw in
■  ' Such a manner ̂ d T/ith such timing as to "cut effectively the

enengr communications, with his 31st and I8th Divisions then

opposing IV"Corps and the Ledo sector of the front
respectively. The governing principle of the operation
was to be a concentration of effort at the decisive point;

i the latter being that part of Burma within a 40 miles radius
of Indaw. Once this had been accomplished, Wingate antici

pated that the liberated area would be garrisoned through
out the monsoon by a normal infantry division flown in and
maintained what was thought to be an all-v/eather strip at

Indaw, the brigades of Special Force being thus relieved
after three months operations just before the monsoon was
due to break.

Most

14th Army/
EAC Optl.
Inst, 4

A.H.B./IIJ50
105/4/8

Cmdr, Spec.
Force A.H.B./
IIJ54/50

Before the tasks allotted' to the Special Force could
be finally completed, however, the plans propotinded by
Wingate were severely modified by the fortunes of war.
Although the Indaw airfield was at len^h captured it
proved, contrary to our intelligence, only a fair weather
strip incapable of being converted into an all-weather

Owing to the siege ofairfield before the monsoon broke,

Imphal no reseives from Fourteenth Army could be made avail

able to exploit the captured airfield nor could further
troops be provided by Special Force since 14ib Brigade was

already committed and 23rd Brigade diverted to support
XXXIII Corps in the Kohima area,
made necessary by- the fluidity of the tactical situation may
be traced in the pages that follow. It is sufficient here

to give Wingate's outline plan before his brigades were

committed to battle, based upon the operational instructions
issued to them bri 28 February 1944.

The Changes of plan

From their area of concentration near Ledo (vifhence
they left on 5 February), the columns of-16th Brigade were
to march southwards and, aided by air transport, to cross

the Chindwin on or about 25 February, subsequently to move

against Indaw,
site suitable for establishing ais a stronghold.
Brigade would then deny the enemy possession of the areas

Indaw, Naba and Banmauk by the use of road blocks and a

stx’onghold. The columns of 77th Brigade between 6-9 March
were to be flovm into the Kyaukkwe Valley and at the most

suitable landing ground a stronghold would be established.
The Brigade would then cut all rail, road and river communi

cations of the I8th Japanese Division between parallels ̂
and 25 degrees.

During the march l6th Brigade would find a
The

Between 10-13 March, 111th Brigade would

(1) See Chapter 2.
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be flofvm in to an area southwest of Tigyaing, subsequently
to sever enemy road and rail communications between Wuntho

The brigade would establish a stronghold at the
earliest possible moment suitable for maintai.iing columns
north of the ITankan railway station.

D-Day for the main airborne operation had been chosen in
.  . By recon

naissance, areas where landing strips mi^t be prepared
selected at:

and Indaw.

relation to the moon period for 5 March 1944,
were

Original
Air Lift

Plan, Op.
Thursday
DATPO 41
A.H.B./IU54/11 96°45' S.- 24°45' N.

96°46' E.- 24°29' N.
96°24' E.- 23°57‘ N.

.Broadway)
Piccadilly)
Chowrin^ee)

and named after the main thorou^ares of New York, London
and Calcutta, Broadway was situated approximately 20 miles
east of Mbhnyin, Piccadilly about 30 miles east of Jilawlu and
Chowringhee some 20 miles soi’th-east of Katha.. Operating
from Lalaghat on D-Day, Dakotas v/ere to tow kO gliders to
Broadway and 40 to Piccadilly. In these gliders vrould
travel not only combat troops but also airfield construction
parties v/ith their equipment, including Bulldozers, with
which the landing areas would be prepared for the reception
of Dakotas on D plus 1, By D plus 3 the fly.-in of 77th
Brigade to Broadway and Piccadilly would be complete and
D plus 4 the movement of 111th Brigade to Piccadilly and
Ghovirripghee would begin; the establishment of an airstrip
at the Iptter would, of course, be carried out by glider
borne troops. The whole operation, tinder the code-name of
Thursday, was scheduled for oon^iletion by D plus 6, It viras
an ambitious programme and could tindoubtedly have been
carried out successfully as originally planned had not the
current of events undermined its foundations. But

fortunately no difficulty was experienced in conpeting with
any of the many changes of plan v/hich were subsequently
found to be necessary.

on

Trai^iing

EAC 373
EAC to

ACSEA

1 Apr. '44
A.H.B./IIJ
50/47/27

During the period from early January to the beginning of
operations on 5 Iferch, an exceedingly active period of
training wa,s carried out. In January 19^ a detachment of
the Air Commando Force practised the dropping of supplies
from Dakotas to perfect night dropping technique and to effect
co-ordination v/ith the long range penetration groups. The
flights involved short trips of 20-25 miles and took place
over fairly level terrain, though serious hazards v/ere present
in the form of many hillocks which rose abruptly from other
wise level coiontry. The dropping zones v/ere in brush country
v/ith scrub undergrowth thus necessitating various identifica
tion methods such as flares and brush fires, all of which
provided excellent practice. In addition, much routine
training in the towing of gliders in both single and double
tow, the 'snatching' of gliders both loaded and light, took
place by day and by night. During the period experiments
were also carried out v/ith all types of loading, including
routine supplies, equipment and pack animals.

It was originally planned to organize a full scale
rehearsal which included the lift of 52 gliders into Tamu
short time before the actual operation commenced. This,
however, was eventually abandoned and instead a small scale
trial, rather than a rehearsal, was staged lor D minus 4«
This consisted of four pairs of gliders fully loaded being
flown out across the Imphal plain and back. No difficulty

a

Rear H.Q,
Spec, Force
21/17G.
15 Mar, '44
A.H.B./1U
50/47/28
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experienced with tow ropes on this occasion and the
rehearsal proved an excellent tiy out for the ground
organization.

Preliminary Operations hy l6th Brigade

was

The easiest routes from India to the C^indwin were,

already mentioned, closely watched by an enemy mindful
■ perhaps of Wingate’s e:q)16its in 1943» and a major clash
with Japanese troops was not at all desirable until the
long range penetration brigades had reached their operational
area. The problem of inserting the larger portion of the

Special Force behind enemy lines was overcome by making them
airborne but l6th Brigade, i’or isdiich no transport aircraft
were available, had to walk. In early Pebrviary 1944>
General Stilwell’s Ledo Road had been pushed across the

rugged Patkai mouiltains at their lowest pass and had already
reached the upper reaches of the Chindwin in the Hukawng
Valley, It might be possible for l6th Brigade to go some
distance over the Ledo Road and Ihen swing away on one

flank or the other. By so doing, Stilwell’s battleground
would be-by-passed and, thus avoiding entan^ement vd.th the

• enenry, l6th Brigade would be free to march upwards of
300 miles in order to reach the area of operations around

Indaw. It was axiomatic, of course, that the long range
penetration colvimns moving overland would arrive there much
about the saine time as the two brigades which were scheduled

to fly in early in March,

as

On 5 February the leading elements of l6th Brigade
set off over the Ledo Road for Tagap Ga whence they veered
south to Lulum Nok and into the difficult and largely

.  imsurveyed countiy towards the south. Supply dropping to

16th Brigade began on 10 February and thereafter they became

solely dependent upon air transport for their survival.
• Thus aided the Brigade reached the Chindwin north of

Singkaling Hkamti on 29 February and it was planned that the
crossing of the river barrier would be assisted by the provi-

HithertoSion of amphibious equipment flown in by gliders.

.V;- • r-

J

JICVCBI
No.

29 Mar. ’iji).
A.H.B./IU
50/47/27

Chindit warfare had been somewhat primitive and the crossing
of rivers one of the principal problems of long range

Now the troops of l6th Brigade found them-
But so that the Brigade might,cross

penetration,
selve s up to date.
the Ghindwin unopposed a small scale glider operation was

carried cut on 28 February. On that day a glider, contain
ing two pilots and a British patrol of 16 men,. lan,ded on a
sandbank near lidnsin, situated some miles south of'
Sandaling Hkamti. One of the pilots and three passengers
were injured when the glider landed but despite this mis

fortune the patrol was able: to keep the Japanese garrison
at Singkaling Hkarati occupied while l6th Brigade crossed
the river north of the village. The two glider pilots made

'  ttieir way back to India fifteen days after the landing but
doubtless this was a forced march since the intention was

evidently to snatcdi. out the glider after depositing the
patbol in Burma, Presximably the glider was too badly
damaged for it to be flown out.

jica/gbi
No. 1449

1 Apr. ’44
a.h.b.Au
50/47/27

At six o’clock on the evening of 2 JiIaTch1944 two
landed suc-gliders, each with a pay-load of 4000 lb

' ■ cessfully on a sandbank north of Singkaling Hkamti and

discharged a nimaber of folding boats and outboard motors.

Within five minutes of the landing the first craft was in

the water to inaugurate a mechanized ferry seirvice for:
It had been intended to snatch out the

•»

l6th Brigade,
gliders as soon as they had’ unloaded^ Both were set ready,
their .tow’ ropes extended across two poles so that the
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Dakota's grapnels should duly catch them,
exp)ected jerk the pilots heard the sound of heavy weights
falling about them for a supply drop, which had been
arranged for l6th Brigade from a different base, had begun.
The two Dakota tugs circling aloft awaiting the con^letion
of their task had not bothered to identify the intruding
aircraft and assumed them to be Japanese. The tug air
craft returned to base and the two newcomers, unaware of
the panic they had started, proceeded to drop heavy loads
of boots and clothing without parachutes.

Instead of the

The following
day, however, the gliders were snatched out and towed back
to India but they returned five days later to retrieve the
river craft when l6th Brigade had finished with them.

Offensive Air

Operations

During February 1944 the Air Commando Force carried out
numerous reconnaissances and offensive air operations in
preparation for the fly-in of the Special Force,
watch was kept upon enengr troop concentrations and movements
and upon airfields in central Burma,
inaugurated to divert attention from the Indaw area and
?/as taken to avoid flying over the district until the last
moment v/hen reconnaissances of the actual landing areas
made.

A close

A deception plan was
care

were

Further afield Allied aircraft carried out many
operations in central and southern B-urma, with special
emphasis on I/kndalay and Rangoon, in the hope that the enemy
would antioipate an immediate airborne operation against the
former. But the enemy did not react favourably and he made
no change in his plans for invading llanipur.

JICVCBI
No. 1Zj48
29 Mar. '2,4

A.H.B,/IU
50/47/27

The first operations of the Air Commando Force, which
commenced on 3 February 1944» had the twofold object of
softening up the area in which Wingate's Special Force was
to operate and to provide the aircrews of the Air Commando
with useful experience of jxangle air operations,
ing far behind the India-Burma frontier the Air Commando

assault force found such targets as bridges, warehouses and
locomotives along the main Japanese lines of communication
leading to north Burma,

loss but they proved invaluable in acquainting pilots with
the Burma terrain, providing intelligence for future opera
tions in support of the long range penetration groups and
in developing methods of operation,
the B25's were almost always used in concert with the P51's.
Together they made up an assault force capable of almost any
type of attack,

to six ,5 calibre machine-guns in the nose, v/hich made it a
devastating ground strafer as well as a bomb carrier.
Versatile use was also made of the P51 which could carry
2 X 1000 lb. bombs (twice normal capacity) or three rocket
projectiles under each wing, in addition to its normal filter
fire power,
4 March 1944? the offensive element of the Air Commando
Force carried out 54 operations comprising 71 sorties by
B25's and 385 by P51's for the loss of three aircraft.

Operations of the Light
Aircraft Force

By reach-

These operations were not without

In regard to the latter.

The B25's carried a 75“H]m, gun in addition

In all during the period 3 February to

JICVCBI
No. 1248
29 iVIar, '24

A.H.B./IU
50/47/27

By February 1944 the light aircraft element of the Air
Commando Force had assembled enough Li's and L5's to begin
establishing itself as an important factor on the Burma front.
There were four (numberless) squadrons of light aircraft,
each commanded by an officer and consisting of 25 sergeant
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pilots, Every pilot was a trained mechanic and as far as

possible he was given an aircraft to fly and maintain.

The L1 was equipped with a stretcher compartment
behind the pilot and could transport two and sometimes
three stretcher patients,
almost any paddy field.

It could land and take off from

The L5 was designed to carry one
sitting case but on occasion two occupied the rear cockpit.
Somewhat faster than the L1 (about 100 m,p.h.), the L5
required about 300 yards of smooth surface for a take off.
Each squadron was equipped with both types of li^t aircraft.
The L1, however, was obcoleseent and as they became
casualties they could not be replaced,
casualty evacuation had not been foreseen when they
first built and the twin purposes for which the li^t air
craft were designed were artilleiy spotting and liaison work.
For these tasks the L5 v/as better than the L1 and the latter
had been suffered to go out of production. They were
therefore very precious and whereas the loss of an L5 was
regarded as all in the days work, the loss of an LI was a
serious matter since stomach wounds needed a stretcher and
only the latter aircraft could carry one. The light air
craft Tffere also used for supply dropping. The L5's could
be rigged with'bomb racks* under each wing, from which
parachute packs of 75 lb. could be suspended. In addition,
a special wedged shaped trough could be installed in the
rear cock-pit, which the pilot could empty by tumino’ the
aircraft on its side.

The role of

were

Ibid.
Operations of the light airci-aft up to D-day of

operation Thursday on 5 March were distributed
area.

over a wide

Two squadrons were sent to Ledo and Taro, in north
east^ Assam and Burma, to help the evacuation of Chinese-
A^ricjm casualties in that area and also those of
16th Brigade nowmarching through north-west Burma. A third
squa^on was sent to Tamu to assist in the evacuation of
Britishr-Indian casualties. Subsequently this squadron
^ded the glider passengers forced dovm along the Chindwin.
About ten aircraft 'were sent to Arakan for a short period
and flew out many casualties during the Japanese
offensive there. During all these operations the Air
Co^ndo Force lost a number of aircraft though only two
fatailities occurred.

counter-

The Main Glider Operation
5 March 1%ii.

TOG to EAC

16 Mar. *2)4
A.H.B./IIJ
50/47/27
Enel. 29o

On the late afternoon of 5 March, eighty gliders with
their tug_ aircraft were waiting at the airfield of Lalaghat
for the time of departure, and the culminating moment of
months of training aiid experiment had arrived. Twenty-
six 0-47 glider tugs were assembled, 13 of them belonging
to the Air Commando Force and 13 provided by the American
element of Troop Carrier Command. Since the Air Commando
had 26 pilots experienced in the art of double towing, they
were each given command of an aircraft, while 26 pilots
furnished by T.C.C, were detailed as second pilots for the
D-Day operations. It had been planned that each tug would
carry 1000 lb. of cargo to be dropped simultaneously with
the release of the gliders, in the dropping zones adjacent
to Broadway and Piccadilly, but owing to the difficulties
ejcperienced during practice flints in obtaining altitude
with gliders in tandem, the 1000 lb. was removed from the
tugs. Since the cargo constituted essential materials
required immediately following the initial glider landings.
Troop Carrier Command provided twelve R.A.F. Dakotas and
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the Air Commando Force their ten UO64's to transport the
frei^t,
largely unsuccessfxil.

These supply dropping operations were, however,

Air C.-ln-C.
to C«A«S«

11 Mar. '1)4
Tel, 808
A.H.B./
lUSlt/ll .
3 T.A.F. me
8/40/Alr
Part II

End. 83A
A.H.B./IIJ

50/81*/13l)B

Five days before D-Day, on 1 iViarch 1544, the two land
ing areas of Broadway and Piccadilly liad been photographed
but during the days that followed they had been deliberately
avoided to prevent Japanese attention being drawn to the
area. Soon after noon on D-Day, Colonel Cochrane’s
intiiitive apprehension — or ’hunch' as the Americans would
call it - led to the despatch of a B25 to photograph the
landing zones. Earlier in the day Air Marshal Baldwin,
charged with the task of co-ordinating the air aspects of
the operation, had issued a signal to all units concerned
saying "Tfeather is suitable. Carry out operation Thursday".
At Lala^at, transport aircraft were lined up at one end of
the runway and long nylon tow-ropes, rigged for double tonj
lay nearby, CG-lfA (WACO) gliders were massed at the
opposite end of the airfield, while the men destined to fly
in them were grouped into parties in a nearby wood. On the

airfield General Wingate directed loading operations from
a small tent. The time for take-off was 1740 hours, which
would enable the gliders to arrive at Broadw'ay and
Piccadilly, some 260 miles or so to the east. Just after
dusk. But within half an hour of the time at which the
first aircraft was due to take off, the whole venture
in danger of cancellation. For at that moment aerial
photographs, taken at I500 hours that afternoon by a B25,
were presented to the commanders responsible for,the mount-
teg of operation Thursday. One of these photographs
indicated that Piccadilly - the principal landing area -
had been hopelessly obstructed.

was

The Obstruction of Piccadilly
and its oonseguencles

G.0.C.-ln"C,

1I)th Army
Cat). Hist. Sect,
ALFSEA

U31/4
3rd T.A.F. me
8/40/Alr
Enel. 262/264
A.H.B,/IU50
84/134B

The aerial photographs produced so dramatically at the
eleventh hour showed that both Broadway and Chowringhee
still clear but that Piccadilly had been systematically
obstructed by tree trunks, making it definitely lanfit for
gliders. A hurried conference therefore took place on the
airfield between the principal commanders conoemed(l) to
decide what should be done,

the obstruction of Piccadilly and the first which came to
mind was that the whole plan had been betrayed. That
Broadway and Chowringhee were still clear did not necessarily
refute this assun^jtion since it mi^t well be that the
had planned an ambush. The possibility of abandoning or
postponing the operation was soon rejected for it was by no
means certain that the Japanese had really got wind of the
venture. Of the landing areas it was proposed to use, only
one could have been known to the Japanese by any means other
than direct revelation of the details of the plan. That
ona was Piccadilly for the single reason that photographs
of this field had appeared in the American magazine Life and
apart from this the Japanese were well aware at the time
that the field had been used in the manner described in that

periodical. During the summer of 1945 a staff photographer
of Life had flown in the R.A.F. Dakota which had landed in

the field, subsequently to be known as Piccadilly, and had

were

The obvious inference from

enemy

(1) Lieut.-General Slim, Foiorteenth Army; Air Marshal
Baldwin, Third Tactical Air Force; Major-Seneral Wingate,
Commander, Special Force; Brigadier-General Old, Troop
Carrier Command and Colonel Cochrane, Air Commando Fores,
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■been an eye witness to the evacuation of 17 sick and vrounded
men of the first Wingate expedition,
however, how ominous, on the evening of 5 March 1944» the
discovery of the obstruction of Piccadilly appeared and hovr
considerable was the risk taken.

It can be imagined,

Both Slim and Baldwin, as senior land and air force
commanders, were in full agreement that the operation should
continue and that Broadway alone should be used on the first
ni^t. During planning Wingate had, in fact, directed
that in the event of obstruction being found at the last
moment on any one landing ground, the field immediately to
the south would be used. It was therefore logical and in
accordance with Wingate's plan to switch the sorties from
Piccadilly to Chowrin^ee, This, however, was opposed by
Brigadier Calvert, Commander 77th Brigade, He presented
strong arguments against putting down his Brigade at
Chpwringhee for it would then be half east and half v^est of
the Irrawaddy and a difficult river crossing would have to
be accomplished before a portion of his brigade could con
centrate in the operational area. Since the splitting of
77th Brigade was tactioailly xmdesirable, V/ingate agreed to
carry on the first night using Broadway alone, particularly
since it would have been impossible to reload the gliders
with personnel of 111th Brigade for Chowringhee(l). It
was probably fortunate that Broadway alone was used since
the lessors learned in the glider landings there were put
into practice the following night when Chowringhee was
utilized.

0,0,C,-ln”C,
I4th Army
Cab, Hist, Sect,
AIFSEA 451.
3rd T.A.F. File
8/40/Alr
Sncl, 262/264A
A.H.B./IU50
84/134B

While it had been decided to concentrate as many
gliders as possible into Broadway, the business of landing
there provided many inrponderable factors, not the least of
which was the possibility of an opposed landing. Eight
gliders were therefore to be despatched carrying engineering,
communications and security personnel vath their equipment;
a/break would then follow permitting the organization of
ground li^ts for subsequent gliders, A red flare was also
carried in the first glider to be fired as a warning to
others of impending danger but according to the commander
of the glider force no one intended to use it since heavily
laden gliders in double tow were not likely to be able to
make the return Journey. The first tug aircraft of the
advanced guard left L^aghat at 1812 hours and the fourth
at, .1827. The remaining .gliders followed, beginning at 1905
hours. In all some 52 gliders in double tow were
despatched in the first wave but only about 55 were to
reach their destination at Broadway, 267 air miles from base.

The loading of
Gliders

TCC to EAC
16 Map, ‘44
3rd T.A.F. File
8/40/Alr
Enel, 263A
A.H.B./IU50
84/134B.
E.A.C, to
HQ, ACSEA
12 Apr, «44
A,H.B./1IJ50
47/27. Enel, 30

A study of the manifests for glider loadings at
Lala^at illustrated their incompleteness and unreliability.
In general gliders were allotted to brigades which in turn
allotted them to coltunns, the commanders of which arranged
the loadings in accordance with their tactical requirements.
But the situation became immensely more complicated by the
fact that the two landing operations planned for D-Day were,
at the last moment, telescoped into one landing at Broadway.
Hence the glider loadings of those despatched on the first
ni^t did not reflect fully the careful planning which vrent

E.A.C. to
HQ. ACSEA
12 Apr, <44
A.H.B./IIJ
50/47/27
Enol. 30

(l) See details of plan, p. 141«
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into the two-pronged operation. The gliders carried little
more than combat troops and their essential weapons and
ammunition, together with iimerican airfield engineers. The
frei^t of each aircraft was segregated into pens beside the
runway and the weight of contents duly checked before loading.
But somehow or other the men en5»laned with additional
personal equipment.

3rd T.A.P. Pile

8/40/Mr
Eng. to
HQ. E.A.C.
28 Mar. *44
A.H.B./IU50/
84/134JB.
Enel, 282A

As one officer expressed it the gliders were to contain
the 'fire-power of a coliomn, less non-essential mules.'
Three of the latter were, however, transported for the

purpose of making the wireless equipment mobile. The mules
were loaded in a glider in siiiple bamboo stalls and no

difficulty was experienced. The first day gliders also
carried, in addition to weapons and ammunition, duplicate
sets of flare-pots to mark the landing area, airfield light
ing equipment, a w?.reless set, homing equipment and rations.
The Merican 900th Mrbome Engineers Conpany transported
in the first night's operations four bulldozers (loaded
without detaching the blade), two scrapers, one grader, one
Jeep and a. miscellaneous collection of small tools.

The Brealcing of Glider
Tow-ropes

Rear H.Q.
3rd Ind, Div,

21/17/G.
15 Mar, * 44

A.H.B,/IIJ
50/47/27
TOC to EAC

3rd T.A.P. Pile

8/40/Mr
liicl. 263A
A.H.B./IU50
84/134B

Soon after the departure of the first .few tug aircraft
matters began to go awry. Owing to broken tovir-ropes fo\ir
gliders were wrecked in the vicinity of Lalaghat. Scjme
broke loose near and east of the Ghindwin river and others

over the Irrawaddy. One tug, having developed electrical
trouble, returned and cut its gliders loose over Lalaghat
after a fli^t of over two hours. Another tug crew, owing
to high fuel consumption, believed that they would not
have sufficient fuel to reach the target area, so returned
and released their gliders over Imphal, Of the 17 gliders
which failed to reach Broadway, 13 could be attributed to the
breaking of tow-ropes; nine of the gliders landed in eneniy
territory, thereby staging an admirable though unplanned
diversion. Most of the occupants of these gliders eventually
reached friendly territory or Joined 77th Brigade at Broadway.
Casualties to the crews and passengers in the gliders which
crash landed were not serious and morale was in no way
affected. One determined officer was forced down twice in

the vicinity of Lalaghat, each time finding his way back to
the ground control. On his third appearance he was distressed
when he found it v/as too late to obtain a seat for Broadway
until the follovring night.

The parting of the double tow-ropes of gliders resulted
in the depositing of two glider loads each in the immediate
nei^bourhood of the 31st and 15th Japanese Divisional head
quarters, and three in that of the Regimental H.Q, in the
Paungbyin area. It thus appeared to the Japanese
Intelligence that a large scale commando diversion was being
carried out against them to frustrate their advance against
Manipur, There is little doubt that this \mplanned decep
tion had a greater effect upon the enemy's mind than anything
likely to have been planned. Supposing as he did operation
Thiursday to be a desire to foil at the last moment his own

offensive plan, he disregarded the fact that large numbers of
aircraft were passing over his head to unknown destinations
until it was too late for him to counter them. Had he

grasped what was happening a little earlier, which he might
well have done but for the descent of gliders upon his
headquarters, he might have substantially interfered with the
plan and thus might have exerted very serious effects upon

A.H.B./IU50
84/134B
End. 264A
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the concentration and movement of columns*

experiences of the men inadvertently deposited in enemy
territory, it is not proposed to treat,
mentioned, however, that the glider parties in some cases,
formed themselves into minor commando forces,

in charge of one party, for instance, impressed upon his men
that no—one was to think of himself as a survivor but rather

as a member of an unusiially well-found patrol which, after
all,.had the initiative.

Of the

It might be

The officer

•Our position’ he commented :'was
pn paper con^licated but in practice vras sinplified by the
fact that we did not know where we vrere and had no map of
the area,k' ' ,

Tel. 808

Air C»—in-C,
to C.A.S.

11 Mar. ’AA
A.H.B./IU5A/11

The breaking of glider tow-ropes may be attributed to
a combination of factors. It should first be stated, ho?/-
ever, that full load practices with double tow were under
taken many times during the preceding three months of train
ing and preparation. Perhaps the primary cause of the
trouble lay in the overloading of gliders. Operations had
been planned on the basis of 4500 lb, per glider but this
figure was alleged to have been exceeded by last minute
additions of personal equipment. Some gliders were said to
have carried a load of over 6000 lbs. Since only 26 tug
aircraft were available it was necessary to obtain the
maximum lift, hence the decision to en^loy double towing
which according to theory should only be attempted
emergency, measure at a cruising height of 2000 feet. On

, 5 Iferch 1944 double tow operations were performed after dark
for a radius of 260 miles and across a mountain range
7000 feet high. The moon was almost full but was partly
offset by bad hazy conditions rnakihg it difficult for glider
pilots to see the position of the tug aircraft and twin
glider, despite the fact that special’lights had been
installed on the wings and fuselage of the tugs. Conmuni-
cation between tug and glider took the form of an ordinary
field telephone with a wire attached at intervals to the tow-
rope j there were instances of this inter-communication

Glider pilots had no qualified second-in-command

as an

failing,

Air Commando

to CG.OBI.

28 I/lar. '44
A.H.B./IU
50/47/27
Enel, 50
Annex, A.

and were accompanied in most cases by a mechanic or other
person with some flying experience. Subsequent glider
operations Virere conducted with tv/o pilots per aircraft.

. Most of the difficulties were encountered after altitudes of
over 8000 feet had-been reached and after the turbulent air
over the mountains had been negotiated. As the tug air
craft began their descent, poor visibility over the Chindwin
and the tendency of gliders to overrun the.tugs (accentuated
by heavy loads) created a surging effect which caused
considerable fatigue among the pilots. The parting of tow-
ropes invariably occurred when both gliders surged at the
same time and when the shock of the tow-rope was taken up
..simultaneously by the one lead rope. Finally, it should be
mentioned that in order to allow the nylon tow-ropes to
unkink, these had been laid out for about a fortnight along
the edge of Lalaghat airfield, where every truck drove over
them with inpmity. They had probably also been weakened
by the strong sun by day and a drop in temperature with
heavy dew at night.

Shortly after 2300 hours, tugs began to return from
Broadway. Crews were interviewed after landing and it was
learned that some aircraft required an hour and twenty minutes
full throttle operation at 2500 rpra, to obtain the necessary
altitude to clear the motmtains.
than sli^t overheating was e^qjerienced.

Yet no engine trouble other
Fuel constmiption

was abnormal, however, and a n\ombef of aircraft returned with
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little fuel left in their tanks. After an hours delibera
tion it was announced that the C-47 aircraft proceeding
a second flight would tow single gliders only.

Landings

at Broadway

on

The first glider down at Broadway was piloted by the
Commander of the glider force and the third by Colonel Alison,
who had qualified as a glider pilot especially for the
operation. Unfortunately, the American lieutenant-colonel
who had been designated airfield controller was in one of the
missing gliders but Colonel Alison took over and attempted
to signal the gliders in. The hazards facing the advanced
gaggle of gliders might well be imagined since they were
obliged to land, admittedly in moonli^t, in an unknown
Jungle clearing with perhaps an enemy waiting in ambush.
After the first landings a British patrol fanned out on a
perimeter of 36O degrees to find no enemy in the immediate
vicinity of Broadway, But other perils beset the gliders
for the landing area was found to possess a rou^ surface
probably caused by the haioling of trees across the clearing
when the ground was wet. The furrows thus made were over
grown with grass and could not be detected by aerial
reconnaissance.

Tel. 808

Air C.-in-C,
to C.A.S.

11 Mar, *2t4
A.H.B,/lIJ5iyi1

JICA/CBI
No. 1834
15 Apr, *44
A.H.B,/IU
50/47/27

Nearly all gliders of the initial wave that reached
Broadway crashed on landing and in most cases the landing
gear was ripped away making them difficult to move.
Colonel Alison laid out the flare pots to mark a landing
area and prepared to marshal the incoming fleet.  A green
and white light was placed 300 yards to the north of the
field to mark the spot where the gliders were to be released
from their tug aircraft at an altitude of 200 feet,
pots were placed in a large diamond roughly 150 yards to
each side, to mark the landing area on the field, each of
two released gliders to land on either side of the flare
placed in the middle of the diamond,
gliders were generally wrecked in landing, and hence immo
bile, resxilted in the piling up of gliders and necessitated
hastily moving the diamond to prevent a worse situation.
Colonel Alison's efficient handling of the landing arrange
ments undoubtedly diminished the subsequent losses but his
task proved more onerous than could have been expected.
Each damaged glider when brought to a standstill provided a
source of danger to its successors. As night wore on the
number of accidents thus tended to increase until finally
it was decided that no more aircraft could be received.

Flare

The fact that the

Various opinions were expressed as to the cause of the
gliders crashing on landing,
cause

Undoubtedly the primary
was the xinexpected roughness of the ground, but other

factors contributed to the chaos. Loads were incorrectly
loaded with the centre of gravity too far forward or too far

■  j Loads were insecurely fastened and the centre of
gravity tended to slip back, causing the gliders to stall
release of the tow-rope; this applied particularly in the
case of heavy loads such as bulldozers. Finally, the
overloading of gliders increased their landing speed and
made them more difficult to control. Although the majority
of gliders landed in the diamond flare path, two of them
crashed into the Jungle, killing most of the occupants,
trouble was said to have been the difficulty of Dakota pilots
in gauging their exact altitude. The landing plan at
Broadway was not therefore used in subsequent glider operations
when gliders were released at 1000 feet and allowed to Judge
their ovm landings along a flare path.

back.

on

One
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Yet despite the confusion caused by tow-ropes breaking
and the glider crashes on landing, a portentous quantity of

equipment had been landed, together with over 500 men.
What had been a few hours earlier an unfrequented forest
glade vifas now a busy airfield strewn with wrecked gliders,
w^here men were erecting defences, sorting equipment and

organizing a can^ - while at the emergency dressing station

the medical officers were treating the injiAred and elsewhere

the chaplain was preparing to bury the dead. Of the
engineering equipment, one bulldozer and one scraper had been

lost and the Commander of the 900th Engineers Company was

among the 22f people killed. Twenty of these were men in
the, tv70 gliders which crashed in the jungle. Despite the
glider crashes at Broadway, only four casualties proved
fatal and in all about 25 men were injured.

Activities at the Base

Airfield of Lalaghat. .

At 0227 hours on 6 March 1944» the ground control at
Lalaghat received the code-word 'Soyalink* which meant that
there was trouble, at Broadway, On receipt of this message,
eight C-47's towing nine gliders were on their way to
Broadway. ?fith the exception of the leading tug, whose
pilot successfully released his twin gliders over the target,
■the remainder - all of them in single tow - were recalled
to base. It is worthy of note that under exactly the same
conditions in which double tow gliders were precipitately
freed from their parent aircraft, no difficulty vr&a
experienced with gliders in single tow. Moreover, the
latter crossed moxaatains 7000 feet hi^ twice and returned

.safely to base.

ACSEA.to
D» of Ops, .
17 Mar* «IA
A.H.B./IIJ5I4/II
Rear H.Q.
3 Ind. Dlv, . .
21/17/e.
15 Mar, »itA ■
A.H.B./IIJ
50/47/28 , ,

Ibid, Those at Lala^at, however, had no knowledge whether
the trouble at Broadway was because of an ambush, as had
been feared, or for any other reason. Efforts to contact
Broadway failed and the prolonged silence led to the belief
that Allied troops were.in close contact with an undeter-

.mined number of the enemy. Communications with Broadway
•were, hovrever, re-established at O650 hours v/hen
Brigadier Calvert requested light aircraft with fighter cover
to be sent to the stron^old to evacuate taeir casualties.
Thus at the conclusion of the first ni^ts operations there
was little cause for optimism Td.th reggird to the future but
at 1000, hoiu*s on 6 J.larch the gloom at Lala^at cleared when
Wingate was able to make wireless(l) contact with Calvert at
Broadway, The former learnt that our forces were in full
possession of the landing field and that there had been no
enemy interference, and that the first transport aircraft
could be received at dusk that evening.

. ••

Sxmimary of D-Day
Air operations

As a result of the glider operations carried out during
the night 5-6 March 19‘44, some 539 men and three mules were
landed at Broadway. The gliders also carried just over
29. tons of supplies though this figure, based on glider
manifests, must have been greatly exceeded. The documents
relative to the D-Day operations provide an incredible contra
diction of facts and figures and in no "two instances can the

(i) Only one wireless set was sent in and had it been lost
damaged, the consequences might have been disastrous.

or
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statistical information be found to correspond. This may
have been owing to the confusion caused by telescoping two
landings into one, the breaMng of tow-ropes and crashes on

landing. However, a study of available figures Tirould appear
to indicate that 62 gliders were despatched from Lalaghat of
which the ei^t in single tow were- i-eoalled. Some 54
gliders therefore attempted to reach Broadway and of these
37 probably arrived, eight landed in friendly territory and
nine in enemy territory. Only three of the gliders which
reached Broadway v/ere sufficiently intact to be flown out.
Something like 24 men were killed and 25 injured. To these
figures should be joined the number of men in the missing
gliders who were not subsequently lecoveredj these amounted
to about 75« Thus the cost of mounting a hazardous air
borne operation to secure an airfield in the heart of enemy
held territory was not more than 124 men killed, injured or
missing. The majority of gliders were, however, a total
loss.

In addition to the glider landings, ten C-64 aircraft
of the Mr Commando Force and twelve Dakotas of Nos, 31, 62,
117 and 194 Squadrons, R»A,P, atten^ted to drop supplies over
Broadway but these operations, supplementary to the main
effort, were largely unsuccessful. Poorly equipped for ni^t
flying, only two C-64*s reached Broadway and the supplies
they dropped - without parachutes - v/ere damaged on landing.
Three C-64’s were lost during the operation. Thou^ six
R,A.P, Dakotas dropped 36,000 lb. of supplies, the failure of
the other six aircraft is difficult to \mderstand since they
were probably over the target - if indeed they vrent to the

right place - shortly before midni^t a,id by that time our
troops were in possession of Broadjyay, It may well be,
however, that their arrival at Broadway coincided with the
worst of the chaos caused by the piling up of gliders at the

landing gromd. In any event the Dakotas found no lighted
dropping zone and they returned to base Mth their loads.

Operations on D plus 1 and 2

6-8 March 1944

The Fly-in to

Broadwray

At first light on 6 March 1944-» the Mierican engineers
which had been landed in gliders during the night, began to
prepare the landing strip for Dakota aircraft,
mainly a grading job on paddy soil containing a hi^ propor
tion of clay and suitable for fair-weather use,
hauled the damaged gliders to the perimeter of the jungle
clearing and then levelled off hummocks, grading and filling
water buffalo holes with v/hich the field was studded,

British soldiers assisted in cutting grass and working with
pick and shovel.

This was

Bulldozers

3rd T.A.F. File

8/40/Mr
Eng. Co.
to EAC.

28 Mar. '2,4
A.H.B,/IU50
82^132,3.
Enel. 282A

Ibid. Soon after dawn, at Calvert's request, light aircraft
appeared over the field having flown from their bases at

Tamu and Taro at tree top hei^t, v/ith supplementary fuel
tanks to get them to Broadway. Ml the injiired were
successfully evacuated. One light aircraft cruised over
the nearby jungle to locate a crashed glider in which two
men were imported to be still alive. Previous atten^jts to
find the glider had failed but the light aircraft found the
wreck, an azimuth was shot and a.rescue party, after an hour's
work cutting their way throu^ the dense undergrowth, reached
the glider. The dead were buried and the two men still

alive were taken back to Broadway,
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Since the D-Day operations had heen drastically curtailed
it was planned that as soon as the strip at Broadvyay had heen

completed, Dakotas would be flovvn in on the afternoon of

6 Ivlarch, under strong fighter escort, and that operations
would continue throughout the hours of darkness,
signal ani^ouncing that Broadway could accept transport
aircraft was not received until half past six that evening.
The cancellation of the daylight programme, however, may
have been a blessing in disguise since the enemy remained in

the most extraordinary ignorance of what was going on and the

location of Broadway,
place at night.

But the

The entire operation therefore took

Tel. 801
Air G.-in-C,

to G.A.S.

10 Mar, 'liA
A.H.B./lIJ5Zyi1
D. of Ops.
ABP-2^1 3
T.A.P. Pile

A.H.B./IIJ50
8i4/227

The ismerican engineers and British troops toiled
throughout the hours of daylight on 6 March preparing
a strip lifOO yards long for powered aircreift and as the

evening shadows lengthened the novel airstrip, deep in enemy
territory, was finished. But 3trictl3'- speaking it no longer
belonged to the enemj’- for the airfield v/a,s ringed with enough
troops to hold it for the time being. The runway was
marked out with electric lights and a ivrecked glider provided
the control tower vyhere Colonel Alison, v/ith his wireless set,
was ready to bring in the fleet of transports. The first
of these took off from Lalaghat at 1730 hours and by
2110 hours twenty-four United States 0-47*s and three R.A.P.
Dakotas of Troop Carrier Command had been cleared. All

aircraft from Lalaghat carried a pay load of 4500 lb
representing the glider loads that had not been transported
on D-Day, There then followed 38 sorties by R.A.P, Dakotas
from Hailakandi, all aircraft being loaded to the maximum
permissible v/ei^t of 60C0 lb. Apart from three R.A.P.
Dakotas ni^ich lost their way, all aircraft landed safely at
Broadway where no difficulty was experienced in handling
them. The 62 transports which landed carried 889 men of
77th Brigade, II4 animals and nearly 18 tons of supplies.
Not one Dakota was lost though two aircraft of No. 194
Squadron, R.A.P. were damaged vdien they collided on the
ground j they were flown out three days later. Crews were
oriefed to fly at definite heights. Outward bound they
maintained the minimum safe altitude of 8000 feet to clear

the mountains and on return trips the aircraft flew at
9000 feet. Routes to and from Broadway were specified and
altered from time to time during subsequent operations.

• >

21/17/&
3rd Ind. Div,

15 Mar. *2^

A.H.B./IU
50/47/28

The Establishment

of Chowringhee

Rear H.Q,
3rd Ind, Div,

15 Mar, *44
A.H.B./lU
5°/w/28
3rd T.A.P, Pile

End, 262jA,
A.H.B./IU50
84/132tB.

Vifith the enforced abandonment of the landings at
Picaadilly on D-Day it seemed likely that serious congestion
at Broadway might arise and it became highly desirable to
open a second landing ground to ensure that the maximum
number of aircraft could be handled at the receiving end.
Moreover, the curtailment of the D-Day operations had
placed the planned fly-in of 77th and 111th Brigades some
what behind schedule,

exploit Chowrin^ee to the utmost,
to two disadvantages,
near to eneny air and ground forces and in a completely flat

and open area of forest traversed by motor transport in all
directions.

Wingate therefore proposed to
It v/as, however, subjec

The second drawback was that the troops put

t
The first was that it lay perilously

down there v/ould be of little tactical use until they had
crossed the Irrawaddy westvirards,
the latter was a serious obstacle, vrfiich resulted in the loss
of oertain animaAs, equipment and consequent disorganisation.

As events were to prove.
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TGC to EAC

19 I'lar, '2,4
A.H.B./IIJ
50/47/27
Air C,-in-C.

to C.A.S,

8 Mar* '2i4
A.H.B./lU52yi1

As a result of the experiences of D-Day, only twelve
gliders in single tow were flown into Chowringhee hy the Air
Commando Force on the night of 6-7 March 1944 All gliders
reached the landing area hut one overshot and crashed into
the Jungle, killing all occupants. Another glider crashed
on landing and it was vinfortunate indeed that both these

aircraft were carrying airfield construction equipment all of
which v/as rendered useless. Thus the engineers at Chowringhee,
bereft of mechanical gear for constructional purposes, were
obliged to do their best with manual labour and hand tools,

Needless to add the completion of an airstrip was inevitably
delayed. In all 185 men and 2400 lb, of supplies were
landed at Chowringhee by glider on 6-7 March and apart from
the American engineers they were all members of 111th
Brigade.

Ibid. Plans for the night of 7-8 I/Iarch 1944 had been laid on
the assumption that Chowringhee would be serviceable for
Dakota aircraft at dusk. At midday on the 7th, word was
received from Chowringhee that they lacked mechanical equip
ment and that unless they received a bulldozer, only about
1000 yards of runway would be ready at midni^t, A Dakota
was immediately sent from Lalaghat to Calcutta to collect an
additional bulldozer, the aircraft returning to its base at

1930 hours. The equipment v/as loaded in one of the four
gliders leaving-Lalaghat at 2100 hours for Chowrin^ee while
another bulldozer was towed thither in a glider from Broadway.
At 2315 hours on 7 March Chowrin^ee sent the code-word
’Roorkie' which indicated that -the strip was ready to receive
transport aircraft, and shortly after midnight the first of
24 American C-47's took off from Lalaghat, Tvro hotirs later,
however, a message from Chowringhee implied that -fche strip
was only 900 yards long whereas a minimum of 1300 yards was

deemed necessary for heavily laden Dakotas to land safely.
The 24 aircraft then airborne -were recalled, but the seven

which did not receive the message landed, fortunately v/ithout
incident, at Chowringhee, A further 282 men of 111th
Brigade and three tons of supplies were landed.

Completion of the Fly-in

of 77th and 111th Brigades

While attenpts -were being made to complete the strip at
Chowringhee during the ni^t 7-8 March, the fly-in of
77th Brigade to Broadway continued, some 87 R.A.F. and
U.S.AuA.F, Dakotas landing there during the hours of darkness.
On the following ni^t, 8-9 March, 82 Dakota sorties were

flown conveying troops of 77th Brigade to Broadway while
78 Dakotas landed at Chowrin^ee -with elements of
111th Brigade,
movement of 77th Brigade to Broadway;
Dakota sorties,

further troops of 111th Brigade -were landed there.

One more night saw the completion of the
this involved 94

In the course of 40 sorties to Chowringhee,

3rd Ind. Div.

15 Mar, '44

A.H.B./IU
50/47/28
ACSEA to

D, of Ops,
17 M4r. '44
A.H.B./IU54/II

General Wingate spent the night of 7 March at Broadway
and returned to Lala^at on the 8th after visiting Chowringhee
on the way. While at the latter, Wingate had been inpressed
by the risk involved in continuing to use this exposed
southern airfield. It had already fulfilled its role
of affording a lod^ent for four colvimns of 111th Brigade and

even more inportant, of providing a distraction from Broadv/ay,
Wingate therefore switched the remainder of 111th Brigade to

Broadway, which by -that time had proved its ability to handle

much heavier traffic than had been anticipated during initial
planning, Chowrin^ee was therefore abandoned on the morning
of 10 I/Iarch and enemy aircraft attacked the field a few hours

later. The Japanese continued to attack Chowringhee for a
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oouple of days, thus indicating his mistaken inrpression that

it was the principal airfield,
this led the enemy to make a Viorong distribution of his

available resources of ground troops in the first instance.
The fly-in of 111th Brigade therefoi’e continued to Broadivay
and no less than 125 Dakotas landed there during the ni^t
10-11 March 1944«

detachment of 111th Brigade remained to be moved to Broadway
and these men were transported in fo\ir Dakotas.
Simultaneously, eight C-47's of the Air Commando Force flew

in air force equipment with which it was proposed to make

Broadway suitable for the operation of fighter aircraft.

It is also believed that

The follovidng ni^t only a small

Also on 11-12 March at night, four gliders on single
tow, containing collapsible boats and other equipment,
were landed on sandbanks on the Irrav/addy to assist the river

crossing of those troops of 111th Brigade which had been

landed at Chowringhee. This operation cannot be regarded
as being entirely successful since the gliders were late in

leaving Lalaghat and a solitary R.A.F. Dakota, charged v/ith
the task of dropping additional river crossing equipment,
failed to complete its mission. The crossing of 111th
Brigade was therefore further delayed and had not been
completed by first light on the 12th. The four C-47 tugs,
after releasing their gliders, landed at Broadway and
returned an hour and a half later to the banks of the

Irrawaddy to snatch put the gliders. Only two were,
however, retrieved since the other two had been badly
damaged on landing, necessitating their destruction.

21/17/G.
3rd Ind. Div.

15 Mar. '2(4

A.H.B./IIJ
50/2^7/28

Yet another operatic:! had been scheduled to take placo
bn 11-12 Mardi but once again plans 'went aj'/ry.
body of troops known as 'Dah Force' was to have been
introduced into a landing area prepared by local labour and
known as Templeoom.be, situated in the Kachin country east of
the Irrawaddy,
Kachin levies for action against the Japanese and to buy
over an independent force of some 3000 Chinese guerillas who
wei-e reported to be in the vicinity and going to the highest
bidder.

A smaj.l

The intention was for Dah Force to raise

It so happened that communications with the
clandestine agent at Templecombe broke dovm and it could not
therefore be known whether the landing
secured and marked out for gliders,
Dah force deplaned, the troops were reloaded into Dakotas
and flown into Broadway v/henoe they were to march overland
to Tenrplecom.be,

area was, in fact.
At- the last moment

Summary of Operation
Thursday

In the space of seven ni^ts Allied transport aircraft,
with a spearhead of American gliders, landed two brigades
with their animals, equii»nent and full organization in the
jungles of eneny occupied Burma upr/ards of 250 miles from
their bases. It was an operatioh entirely without parallel
in the ivar against Japan and in view of the underlying
factors, it v/as accomplished at remarkably small cost. For
in the early stages the whole venture was inperilled by the
obstruction of Piccadilly by the Japanese and the
unexpectedly rough surface of the Broadway clearing. But
in analysing the subsequent and highly successful fly-in
of 77th and 111th Brigades, several points are worthy of
emphasis. We had achieved a high degree of air superiority.
The enemy remained in the most extraordinary ignorance of the
place and scale of the airborne operations. The weather y/as

very favourable indeed. The pilots of the transport aircraft
were not just air-line pilots, but were mainly highly
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ex5)erienced in ni^t operations under fire and many v/ere
trained to an extent which allowed them to find tiny
dropping zones in difficult terrain. The whole operation
was carried out hy night. Broadvmy, located in an inacoes-
sable area, remained singularly free from enemy interference.
These factors might be examined more fully.

The smooth assembly and fly-in of the large number of
aircraft required to lift the two brigades into Broadway
and Ohowringhee was doubtless in part due to our air
superiority. Air reconnaissance v/as carried out by Allied
aircraft at will, while continuous attacks upon enemy troops,
lines of oeaiDuniaation, airfields and vulnerable points,
caused the enemy considerable discomfort and kept his air
force on the defensive. Enemy atten5>ts at deep reconnais
sance were thwarted by Spitfires and Japanese Dinahs Ytere
destroyed on 4 and 6 llarch over the In5>hal plain. Wot
until the 12th did the enemy succeed in carrying out a; recon
naissance of our bases on the central sector of the front

and by that time the first phase of operation Thxirsday had
I  Moreover, when enemy reaction first took

concentration^1) of aircraft at
Shwebo, Onbauk and Anisakan on 8 March, P-51 * s of the Air
Commando Force inflicted severe oasxialties upon them( 2).
This air offensive against enen^r airfields vms maintained on
the days that follo»red, principally by American filters.
There is no doubt that the attacks contributed to the

con^jlete absence of enemy aircraft over Broadway dining the
actual period of operation Thursday, and to the fact that
the Japanese remained imaware of what v/as going on. It
would be prudent at this point, hovirever, to mention that the
enemy suffered disadvantages in the lack of intelligence,
bad radar and poor communications. Moreover, he was
busily occupied at the time in massing for his offensive
across the Chindwin westwards and his planning had always
been very inflexible. Nevertheless, he belatedly attache
Chowringhee on 10 March, scane hoiirs after it had been
abandoned by our troops, while Broadway remained unmolested
until the 15th by which time it was too late for the enen^r to
affect the outcome of the operation.

The weather throughout the operation was ideal with the
moon almost full. The clear weather greatly assisted
navigation in that the Chindwin and Irrawaddy rivers
plainly visible in the moonlight. On the other hand ground
haze, probably caused by forest fires, helped to oonce^ the
proceedings from Japanese eyes. The air was generally smooth
save on two nigjits over the mountains.

It had been suggested that on D plus one, daylight
operations should conmence. In view of the absence of

enemy reaction it was felt that time allowed all operations
to be carried out under cover of darkness and it wras hoped
that by so doing the enemy would remain in ignorance of the
exact location of the landing areas,
of enemy air attack at ni^t was very much less,
with which it is essential to land and build up a sufficiently

been completed,
place in the shape of a

were

Also the possibility
The speed

(1) These aircraft were brought up in order to support
the Japanese offensive against Manipur but must be
regarded as being a potential threat to Thursday.
Indeed- those aircraft which survived out attacks were fcr

a while used against the Jungle airstrips.
See Chapter 5*
See Chapter 5»
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large force must, of course, be weighed against the claims

of security. In the case of operation Thursday the
decision to operate solely at night vfa.3 imdoubtedly
correct one. It is reasonable to assume, however, that in
mounting an airborne operation of a similar nature, speed
might well prove to be more in^jortant than security,
particularly if there is a possibility of inclement weather.

a

It may v/ell be asked why this operation, which
penetrated more deeply into territory actually held by the
enemy than any other attempted up to that time, should have
met with such con^ilete su.ccess. The word 'success', in
this instance, applies to the airborne aspect of the opera
tion since it v/ould be profitless here to analyse the long
term military implications. The guiding principle cf
operation Thursday lay in the establishment of our own air
fields and strongholds,
the enemy v/as not in force and could not arrive in force
for some considerable time. This resulted in the acquisi
tion at small cost of a defended airfield (Broadway) just
as useful to the Allies as Bhamo or Indaw, and without the
hazard of descending o»at of the sky upon or near enemy
defences. The Japanese had already shewn vd.th what speed
he was capable of- assembling pov/erful forces on main lines
of communication and it seems likely that had we attempted,
as at one time contemplated, to descend upon Indaw itself,

some other apparently undefended and tei^ting area, the
insertion of our forces behind enemy lines might never have
been accomplished. > .

These were to be located v/here

or

Ijest it should be thou^t that the entire operation
v/as faultlessly carried out it is necessary to record some
of the mistakes made ('I), not vrith the object of criticizing
those responsible, but so that the lessons may be assimilated.
For to be v/ise after the event is not a cardinal sin but a
virtue. Perhaps the first lesson which emerges from operation
Thursday is that when possible pa.ratroops should be dropped
first to clear the groimd with hand tools so that gliders
or transport aircraft' could land with the minimum risk, and
to provide security for initial landings. The parting of
glider tov/-ropes has already been mentioned and all that
remains to be recorded on this subject are the comments of
Colonel Cochrane,

'For conditions where absolute peak-perfonaance is
necessary, single tov/ operation should be used,

conditions virhere less than peak performance is required,
double tow can safely be used and is the more efficient
lift, within the. limitation of range. As a rule of
thumb we advise the follovdlng; for day operations or
operations with the moon for medium distances over level
terrain, double tov/ should be used to get maximum lift.
For pe^ performance conditions such a.s crossing high
mountains at night or where heavy loads have to be

.  carried for extreme ranges, single tow is recommended.'

Colonel Cochrane also implied that glider pilots
insufficiently trained to carry .out the difficult and
hazardous task assigned to them on D-Day.

The general direction of the operation was rendered
somev/hat complicated by the fact that the Air Ccanmando Force

He said:

For

were

jica/chi
No. 12,48
A.H.B./IU
50/47/27

(1) For those interested in administrative lessons the
document A.H.B./IU50/47/28 should be examined.
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or less an independent formation and that other
units involved included No. 221 Group, Troop Carrier Command
and Third Tactical Air Force, Air ilarshal Baldwin was, in
fact, appointed representative of the Air Commander, Eastern
Air Command to co-ordinate the air aspects of operation
Thursday. It has "been said that this authority did not go
far enough and that at an early date in the planning stages
'command’ should have Been given to an officer whose duties
would he to watch training, agree planning and to weld the
force into a co-ordinated whole, responsive to his direction.
On the other hand General T/ingate appeared quite satisfied
with the air organisation and claimed that the plan would
never have succeeded hut for the allotment of the Air
Comm^do Force for the sole purpose of supporting Thm-sday.
But it is not proposed at this point to discuss the Blessings
or otherwise of the endowment of a private air force to a
apecific land formation, nor is it proposed to discuss the
loosely woven threads of air control since the operations of
Special Force subsequent to the fly-in are involved,
matters Y/ill he assessed in a later chapter.

On the credit side, acknowledgment must he made of the
oourage^s manner in which American glider pilots landed
their aircraft in unknown Jungle clearings, the fine work
accomplished By the American engineers \inder demoralising
circumstances and the remarkable flying control instituted
at Broadway, Moreover, the hazards taken By Troop Carrier
Command in landing By night fully laden Dakotas on impron^jtu
airstrips with less than 2)+ hoxrrs previous preparation per
strip, were such that only Bold and resourceful commanders
vrauld Be prepared to accept. It is worthy of note that the
Air Commander, Troop Canu.er Command himself carried out
numerous reconnaissances of the areas vrfiich were to Be used

^d was first in the field v/hen Dakotas v/ere making their
initial landings*

In many instances statistics do not measure the success
of an operation But in the case of operation Thursday, it can
fairly Be said that they do.
consecutive nights, 5“11 March 1944> seventy-foiir glider and
660 transport sorties v/ere flovm to Broadway and Chowringhee,
Some 9052 men and their personal equipment, 1359 animals and
227 tons of supplies were transported. These figures may
not Be one hundred percent accurate But they are siofficiently
reliable to indicate the effort involved. Details of the
figures might well Be quoted:

Sorties

was more

These

In the course of seven

klen Animals Tons

Report By Air
Mshl Baldwin

A.H.B./IU
50/8A/227

Maj.-Gen.

Yif ingate

A.H.B./IIJ
50/82^13i4B
Enel. 264A

RAF/TCC,
usaap/tcc.
Air Commando

Broadway
Chowringhee

331 4,622
2,382
2,02^8
7,035
2,029

830 105
197 76377
132 152 46
506 1981,027
154 332 29

During the operation not one Dakota was lost through enemy
action although three C-64’s did not return from the-D-Day
operations and minor damage occurred to six Dakotas throu^
accidents on the ground. Most of the gliders were not
recovered. The transport aircrews had v/eathered  a period of
intense strain and By exerting the maximum effort during the
hours of darkness, had achieved their purpose,
of the Allied air forces v/as not yet complete for two more
Brigades were later to Be flcvm in, all units of the Special
Force needed maintenance By air, casualties had to Be evacuated
and a new system of tactical air support developed in the
field.

But the task

Of such matters this narrative will later treat.
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CHAPTER 8

OEERATIOHS OF THE SPECIAL FORCE IVlARCH TO MY 19hk

The I<idJ.itar.v Baokpyound

In Chapter 7 mention has been made of Wingate’s
o3riginal plan to introduce his Special Force into the area
around Indaw, the northernmost communications centre of any
importance in Upper Burma^ The Force v?as then to seize
and hold an enclave into which ordinary army lunits would be
floAvn by transport aircraft, and towards which IV Corps in
Manipur vrould advance. Had this occiArred not only would
the Japanese communications leading to Stilwell’s battle
ground in the north have been severed, but the British-
Indian divisions would have been delivered from the mountain
fastnesses of l\Ianipur in \Thich they had long been confined.
But this plan v/as modified by the fortunes of v/ar long
before operation Thinrsday \ms launched, for; the Japanese
advance across the Chindvn.n had been foreseen, and Wingate
had been warned that an- exploitation of Special Force
operations by TV Coips might not talce place,
January 1944 it became evident tliat the operations of
Special Force would not be sijipported by main forces,
Wingate began to study how to increase the effectiveness of
his long range penetration brigades in the light of the
changed circumstances. This, hovrever, lies in the realm
of purely military policy and all that need be recorded is
what actually happened.

The Japanese were slow to react to operation Thursday
and apparently judged at first that the insertion of
Special Force behind the front line was just another
Y/ingate raid similar to the one in the previous year which
had had only a nuisance value. Subsequently, however, the
enemy appreciated our intentions with considerable accuracy.
They realized that our landings were designed to cut the
Mandalay-Myitkyina lines of comm-unicatioh and so isolate the

18th Japanese Division opposing Stilwell, to compel the
diversion of troops from the Manipijr front and to consoli
date a base behind enemy lines for future operations. But
the Japanese rarely deviated from carefully laid plans and
did not divert any major forces to deal with Special Force,
Instead, they concentrated against it all available
administrative troops, including certain elements of
divisions not yet committed to the Iiiq)hal offensive. These
forces suffered heavily in their attempts to clear their
lines of communication and had eventually to be reinforced
by troops of the 53rd Japanese Division, then facing the
Chinese forces in X^unnan,

VYhen in

Cab, Hist, Sect,

ALFSEA 2Q/^
ALPSEA 28/2
Gen, Wingate
to C.-in-C,,
India,
27 Jan. ’2A

Cab, Hist, Sect.

ALFSEA 431/4
Campaign of
the 14th Army
1943-44

AH.B./lIJ52,/50
Summary of
Special Force
operations,
Aug, 1944

As soon as 77th and 111th Brigades had been landed at
Broadway and Chowringhee, they split up into colimins and
began to deploy for their appointed tasks. The first real,
clash between long range penetration troops and the enemy
occurred on I6 Iferch 19V+ vdien 77th Brigade attacked Japanese
positions near Mawlu, They then established a road and

rail block and light aircraft strip at Henu, which
effectively severed the main line of communication to the

18th Japanese Division, The enemy’s fierce attempts to
dislodge 77th Brigade failed for the latter’s grip had
tightened to an extent that it wrould have taken  a major
offensive to remove it. By 24 March Aberdeen had been
established as 1 6th Brigade’s stronghold and the first
troop carrying Dalcotas v/ere landing there. Part of
111'th Brigade was moving across to the Bhamo-Myitkyina road to
operate against that line of communication leading to Upper
Burma, v/hile other elements of 111th Brigade were making for
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the Mu Valley to operate against enejny conmiunications
leading to ilaniptir, Tlie stage was thus set precisely as
Wingate had planned it but the Japanese, after montlis of
inactivity, launched their offensive against Iii^ihal and.
Kbhima. Until tlae strength and^direction of the enemy
offensive was clear, the High Command v/as reluctant to
commit more trocps to long range penetration since they
might need them to fight a defensive battle. All available
transport aircraft might also be reqijired to sojpply possible
beleaguered, divisions in Manipur, if the land communications
were cut.

It seems lilcely that .Wingate feared that tlie Japanese
thrust would affect his plan and to remove his remaining
brigades out of reach of the High Command, he proposed to
canmit them both forthmth, before his right to do so had
been abolished. The first brigade to be floiivn in was the
1Z|-th and wbifld co-operate with the l6th Brigade against
Indawj 23rd Brigade would follow but Wingate had not
decided where to send them. At this point it might be
mentioned that the sixth brigade of Special Force, the
3rd West African Brigade, had alread^j’’ been earmarked as
garrison troops for tiae strongholds established by other
brigades. .Part of the 3rd W.A. Brigade had earlier been
flown into Broadway to garrison that stronghold and the
remaining troops were to be flown into Aberdeen after 

’

1Ath Bragade had been deposited tliere, ■ The first elements
of .the latter arrived-at Aberdeen on 23 ilarch 194A but
owing to bad fljdhg Weather,, and other coEmitments of Troop
Carrier Command elsewhere on the. Bum.:a front, it was not
until if April that the move vWs con-pie ted, and not -until
12 April T/ere the last troops of 3rd W. A, Brigade flora in

At tl-iis vital stage of the long range penetration
caxpaign the fortunes of Special Force were dealt
blow,

1/Ia jor-^neral C, C. Wii-igate was travelling, crashed into
tlie' hills near Bishenpur, IdLUing all on board, Wingate
was succeeded by Brigadier W, D. A, Lentaigne, formerly
commander of 111th Brigade. Then on 31 I»Iarch, 23rd Brigade
of Special Force, the onlj'- one not yet committed to the
field, was placed under HUll Corps for short range
penetration operations in support of the Manipur carqpaign.

a severe

On 22f March 1944 an American B-25 aircraft in which

A.H.B./IIJ5A/
50

Summary of
Operations
Hi Q, Special
Force, Brig,
Lentaigne

A.H,B./IIJ50/
47/27
JIGA. 1834
PP. 2-3

A.H.B./IIJ5V The attack by 16th Brigade -upon Indaw during the last
vireek of liarch failed, mainly ovdng to the exhaustion of the
trocps involved. - -they ha.d just completed an arduous march
of 400 miles or so - the prior vrarning received by -the
Japanese of the at-tack, and also because our troops were
short of water. Early in April 1944 the Brigade re-turned
to Aberdeen for rest and refitting and the main concern of
Special Force during April revolved arorad the block at

Early in the month the
Y/hi-te City fortified block was made even stronger by hea-vy
weapons floTwi in by gliders and transport aircraft. But
"with the 16"fch Brigade threat to Inda-w -temporarily removed
the Japanese v/ere free to malce another effort to dislodge
77th Brigade from IVhite City, On 10 April the Special
Force was relieved of the task of cutting corara-unioations
leading "to the Chindwin since the Japanese in their offen
sive across the river did not rely to any great extent upon
re-supp)ly of their forces but anticipated living upon
captured booty to sus-tain them,
vm.3

Henu, now- called White City,

Ho-wever, since 111th Brigade
no longer to harrass enemy comn-iunications leading to

50

Opera-tions of

Special Force,
Brigadier W,
Lentaigne,
Aug, *44

Manipra, they were able to operate on the Wuntho^Pinlebu-
Thayetliyon road to prevent enemy reinforcements mioving towards
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Aberdeen and White City. Nevertheless, there had been a
large build up against the latter and the Japanese began
their major assaiiLt against the block on 11 April. The

battle raged uiitil the 17th when the Japanese, owing to
severe casualties, retired. During the big and decisive
battle at »iThite City the other brigades had not been idle;
they continued to harass enemy comimmications over a wide

area. Broadway was still being used as a stronghold and

all enemy ground attacks against it were repulsed.
Aberdeen remained quiet.

Ibid. So ended the initial stage of Special Force operations
in Burma, that of the establisbuent of strongholds and
blocks on enemy lines of communications. Broadwa3'‘ could

be considered secure at the conclusion of the fighting
there. Aberdeen had never experienced an enemy ground
attack and was completely established as a stronghold.
The Wiite City block, after long and bitter fighting, had
defeated the Japanese attempts to remove this stranglehold
on their coimnunications and after 17 April cotild look
forward to a long period free from serious interference.
With tliree such secvire bases from which to operate, each
comprising a Dakota and numerous light aircraft strips and

adequately garrisoned. Special Force was free to devote
itself to such tasks as vfere considered desirable.

ToT/ards the end of April 194A a second attack upon
Indaw West airfield was iaade by l6th Brigade and this time
they were aided by the diversionary activity of 14th
Brigade. On 27 April the airfield viras captured almost
unopposed and a rather ridiculous situation arose, for the

Allies now held a captured enemy airfield and no plans
existed to exploit the gain. For by now it was quite
certain that no troops could be spared from India to
hold the airfield during the monsoon. In any case, l6th
Brigade found the airstrip unsirfaced, uncambered and
undrained, and therefore fit only for fair weather use.

The Brigade v;as ordered to hold the airstrip for  a couple
of days and to destroy all installations in the area.
The columns of l6th Brigade were then to march to Aberdeen
and Broadway and fly out from there during the last moon

period before the break of the monsoon.

A.H.B./IU50/
47/31 HQ. 3rd
Ind. Div. 26

Jun.'44
Operation
Holiday

Cab. Hist.Sect.

AIFSEA 431/1
Campaign of
14th Array
1943-4!)-

The futiu-e plans for Special Force had now crystallized.
Fourteenth Army had resisted the temptation to move the

force v/estTWEirds against the Japanese Invaders of Manipur,
for des'pite the grave tactical situation, notably at

Kohima, the strategic position was good. Three enemy
divisions fighting in Manipur were operating at the end of

a very precarious line of - comnumication and it seemed
evident that if Imphal could be held with the aid of
supplies by air, the Japanese would starve. Special
Force was therefore diverted entirely to the task of
helping the advance of Stilwell's forces on Mogaung and

Hyitkyina for with this help there promised to be a
successful offensive. Moreover, with the approach of the

south-?/est monsoon, the fair-weather strips held by Special
Force in Buirma ’would soon become useless and it ’was thus

necessarj^ to get physical touch ’with the Chinese-Amerlean
forces for the evacuation of the sick and ’wounded.

27 April 1 94-}- orders ’were given for a new fortified block

to be established between Pinbaw and Hopin by the 111th
Brigade, while protection was to be given by the 14th and

77th Brigades operating west and east of the railway
respectively. Tliis ne\w block ’was to be held until
22 Ma.y at least in order to achieve the same results as

On
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Yihlte City v/hile being nearer to Stilwell's battle-ground.
At the same time, Broadway and Aberdeen with their fair-weather
airstrips, would be evacuated and I'/hite City too would close
down as soon as 111th Brigade had established their Hopin
block. This block, originally called Clydeside, later
became known as Blackpool after the former code-name had

been caapromised. It was visualized that when Blackpool
had been established and the Japanese attempts to break it

had been overcame by the four brigades of Special Force, it
would then be possible to release two brigades to co-operate
with the Chinese-iumerican forces in the capture of Mogaung.
In this v/ay the I8th Japanese Division would be caught between
the British forces advancing from the south and the Chinese-

American troops coming from the north. The Blackpool
fortified block was established on 7 May 1944, White City
being evacuated tvro days later. Aberdeen closed down on the
5th and Broadway on 13 May 19^i4. This ended the second
phase of Special Force operations.

There follovved some hard fighting in monsoon conditions,
which also made, difficult air supply to the force. By all
accounts; the fighting was grim, casualties v/ere heavy, and
battle casualties swollen by the heavy sicloiess rate. But
the final stages of long range penetration in 1944 should be
left to the following chapter since they were closely
associated with the advance of General Stilwell's forces

to\^rds Kamaing, Mogaung and Myitkyina. From 20 ¥iay 1944
onwards, the four brigades of Special Force still in the
field, were incorporated into the Northern Combat Area Command
and on the sane day the Air Coimmando Force ceased to operate
and v;-as withdrawn from the front' line. Thenceforth, air
support for the long range penetration brigades was provided
by the American squadrons of Northern Air Sector Force which,
frora 20 June 1944, became the reconstituted Tenth U.S. Air
Force. ,

A.H.B./
IIJ50/47/31
HQ. 3rd Ihd.
Div. 26 Jun,
'44 Diary of
Op. Holiday

Fstablishment of 16th Brigade *s Stronghold (Aberdeen)

Wliile operation Thursday was being launched, l6th Brigade
marched south after crossing the Chindwin and on 10 March 1944
had entered Haungpa. By the 19th elements of the Brigade
had reached the Meza river valley near the village of Manhton
where a site was chosen for a potential Dakota landing ground
and also, a site for a stronghold. Though the selection of
the site had been approved by Wingate it did not fully meet
the requirements of a stronghold since it was highly accessible
to the .enemy. It lay only 14 miles from the Banmauk—IndaW
road and Indaw itself v/as about 30'miles away,
reason and also because the railway at Mawlu lay only 20 mile
to the east, the site was admirably situated for cfi
operations.. As events were to prove, the location of
Aberdeen, as it became known,' fully justified the apparent
boldness, of its selection for the enemy never undertook an
expedition against it.

For this

s

ensive

A.H.B./IIJ54
/50 AHB . ,
Summary of
Special Force
operations

A.H.B./IIJ
50/47/27
JICA 1834

As soon as l6th Brigade troops had occupied the Manhton
area of the Meza valley, work was commenced on clearing an
area on which gliders were to land. Thus the airborne

operation to establish Aberdeen differed in one important
respect to the landings at Broadway and Chowringhee in that
at Aberdeen the ground had been prepared. The preliimiaary
work at Aberdeen was speedily accomplished for by this time
the troops had garnered much experience in preparing light

(l) Position 95° 58' East
24° 35' North
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aircraft strips. This usually consisted of removing from

paddy fields the banks, or bunds, -which during rice growing
seasons acted as water retainers. Once sufficient bunds had

been removed there was a reasonably flat area of land suitable
for the landing of light aircraft or gliders. Sgirly in the

morning of 22 March 1944, six gliders, carrying two bull

dozers, cari’yalls, tractors, graders and jeeps, landed at

Aberdeen -without mishap and American engineers began work at

once in preparing a strip for po-wered aircraft. Thirty-six
hours later the airstrip vi&s ready. Flare-path lights were

do-wn, a control was set up complete -with radio, and Aberdeen

became an established airfield. On it something like 700
Dakotas landed from the first on 23 March to the last early
in May 19-!f4«

Yet from the air point of view Aberdeen vras never a

satisfactory airstrip since a hill existed near the north

end of the runway v^hich forced pilots to land in one direc
tion and to take off in the other,

it difficult for pilots to change their minds and once
finally committed to landing no second attempt was possible.
The presence of the hill vo.-thin the airfield circuit resulted
in one fatal accident.

Moreover, the hill made

During the six weeks of its existence, Aberdeen buzzed
with activity. It constituted the base of l6th Brigade.
Two brigade headquarters (l2|.th and 3rd Yfest African) and six
battalions, complete with aniraals were landed there, but

owing to other commi-fa-nents and bad flying -weather the fly-in
of these formations covered a period of three weeks. A

dozen or so light aircraft -were based at Aberdeen, conse

quently it became the staging post for the evacLia-tion of the

vrounded of most of the Force, though Broadway too was also

used for casualty evaciaation. Each of the imits of l6th
Brigade spent a period of rest there during the first weeks

of April and l6th Brigade Headquarters were there the whole
time. By using light aircraft the Brigade Commander could
visit all his units at their advanced bases and he could

also carry out nmerous reconnaissances. All day long light
aircraft vrould fly in and out of Aberdeen carrying reinforce

ments, liaison officers, stores and so forth on outward
trips and returning -with wounded men from the -widely
dispersed long range penetration columns. At night there

would normally be a procession of Dakotas flying in troops,
supplies and equipment and talcing out the casualties brought
in overland or deposited at Aberdeen by light aircraft.
Occasionally, in moments of stress, Dakotas would fly in by
da3'- but there was always an element of risk in this as

Japanese aircraft -were frequent visitors. Aberdeen averaged
tv-ro raids a day for a fortnight and on the peak day there

were two bombing raids and three visits by single intruders.
Only once, however, on 7 April 1944, did they manage to

intercept a DaJcota but despite severe damage this aircraft
was able to land. The air defence of the stronghold and

airstrip was in the hands of anti-aircraft gunners who

claimed a good many enemy aircraft danaged but never achieved

anirthing spectacular until near the end. Then in two days
they shot down seven enemy aircraft taking one Japanese
pilot prisoner, a very rare occurrence indeed.

A.H.B./IU50
Ai/27
JICA. 1834
p. 7

In mid-April Aberdeen viras denied to oxir use for a couple

of days by prolonged enemy interference,
unsafe for the lumbering and -vulnerable Dakotas until American

fighters sought out and attacked the Japanese airfield from

which their fighters had been operating,
the closing of Aberdeen occurred during a particulaxly busy
week when the garrison was encumbered -with many wovinded men.

SECEET
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The light aircraft were flying up to ten sorties  a day each
to bring an casualties, from 77th Brigade at 'ilhlte City, which
was being attacked nightly, and from the 1Zf.th and l6th Brigades.
The wounded piled up quickly arid no Dakotas were landing to
evacuate them to India. Each time the Dakotas started out

for- Aberdeen they were turned back either by thimderstonns
or by news of enemy air patrols until at,last there were

nearly 200 wounded men at Aberdeenj suffering not only from
original wounds but from the lack of medical attention and
drugs,

number of wounded were evacuated in a single night,
not to be caught again by a similar emergency arrangements
were made for a medical team to be flown in together with a
plentiful supply of drugs and blood plasma.

'Alien at last Dakotas did reach Aberdeen the entire
In order

A.H,B,/IU50 Apart from the light aircraft, the only other aircraft
/84/23 Enel. to be based^ on Aberdeen were two Huiricanes which were acquired
9Zf, A.0.0. for the imirpose of reconnaissance and offensive action.
No. 221 Group would appear that two R.A.P. liaison officers with l6th Brigade
to Gmdr. I6th were, the originators, for tlie request for these Hurricanes.
Bde. '14 Apr. *it4 Pres.umably they wished to carry out some flying during a period

of duties, on the ground.

It

The A.O.C. No. 221 Group was not
■ very keen on providing the aircraft since he had already seen
his Siiitfires destroyed on the ground at Broadway owing to an
ineffective warning system. However, after some argument he
agreed to supply two Hurricanes for one month,

consecutive days both these aircraft were forced down, probably
because of engine trouble, and though both were located from
the air nothing further was heard of the two R.A.P. pilots.

But on two

.E.stablis.hment of the A?hite City Stronghold

The v'/hite City road and rail block at Henu was estab—
lished by 77th Brigade on 1 6 March 1 9i|4 and was kept in
being until volvintarily evacuated on 9 May. The perimeter
of the stronghold consisted of four, or five low hills
separated from the main hills on the east by a tew yards of
pasture and at one point bjr a stream,
another stream divided the block from a stretch of paddy half
mile wide, beyond which lay the small town of Ivlawlu.

the west side was

On the south side

a
On

a railway embankment and beyond this a wide
I  But Wliite City’s greatest advantage,

apart .fram a good water supply, was the natural light aircraft
strip, lying between the low hills which curved protectingly
about it, and the railway embankment, so placed that when an
aircraft was on the ground it was defiladed from all sides.
This strip and the light aircraft .that flew in and out was
the life-line of '.'Thite City. Masses of mre, duly booby
trapped, protected it and the hills were honeycombed with dug-
outs. Prom time to trine the garrison would change, but there

never less than 1500 troops there, all of whom
course, sustained by air supply.

expanse of open paddy.

were
were, of

A.H.B./IIJ50
31+B Enel.

295B. RAPLO.

77th Brigade

The first glider operation to IVhite City took place on
27 March when two, carrying anti-tank guns, landed on a strip
of_cleared paddy 400 yards long and 25 yards wdde. The
gliders landed Just after dusk, the runway being lighted by
four small fires on each side. The first glider landed and
ended up in a small ditch to the right of the runway and the
second glider landed safely but broke its undercarriage.
For some reason or other one-of the glider tugs also landed
and all would have been Y/ell had its wing not touched the wing
of the first glider. The' following morning the vdng tip of
the^danaged C-Z+7 was sawn off and odd holes patched uo with
medical ta'oe. The runway v/as•innn ” extended to 65O yards and at
1000 hours the C-47 successfully took off and i-eturned to base.
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A.H.B./IIJ54
/50 and
IU50/84/13IfB

At a conference held at Aberdeen on 2 April 1944 between
the Force CoraTiander and the commanders of the l6th, 77th and
3nd W,A. Brigades, it was planned to maike the vVhite City,
block even stronger. To accomplish this gliders were to
land engineering equipment and a Dakota strip vrould be prepared
±n order to fly additional eouipnent. ^ On the night
3/4 April 1944, five gliders landed at White City on a strip
which had by this tine been lengthened to 800 j^ards. The
gliders carried two bialldozers, a grader and a jeep. The
airstrip was caapleted a few hours later,
were to have flown in after dark on 4 April but bad v/eather
intervened. On the following night, however, 25 Dakotas
landed at V/hite City carrying 25-pdrs., Bofors guns and other
hea\'y equipnient. The small unloading parties at vVhite City
found this equipraent difficult to handle. Fortunately, the
jeep and bulldozers were pressed into service in this cause
and proved of great assistance.

Transport aircraft

The second phase in the
night's operations, involving a second sortie by 25 Dakotas,
had to be cancelled since the airstrip had been damaged by
the first wave of aircraft,

strip was more exposed than that used by light aircraft -
prevented any fui’ther landings by heavy aircraft.

Enemy interference - the Dakota

A.H.B./IU50
/47/28 and
IIJ50/84/134B
Enel. 295 B.

RAP. L.O. 77th

Brigade

The absence of a usable Dakota airstrip at vVhite City
had its disadvantages in that casualties could not be evacuated
directly to India. This vital task therefore devolved upon
the light aircraft which flew out the sick and vraunded to
Aberdeen or Broadway but generally to the former,
man remained at White City for more than 36 hours and the
vast majority were out in twelve.

No vround

The light aircraft strip

ed

inside the block was never put out of action, aircraft landing
there daily, even during periods of continuous battle,
might also be mentioned at this point that north Burma was by
this time dotted with light aircraft strips from which
casualties were evacuated;
more than 200 yards long,
every single wounded man and all those sick and impossible
to cure inside Burma.

It

some of these strips were little
Indeed, 77'tN Brigade evacuated

No column or force was thus more than

temporarily iimiobiliaed by casualties.

A.H.B./IIJ50/
84/13^^ and
IIJ50/47/27
JICA. 1834 V.7

As in the case of Aberdeen, light aircraft operating
from WTiite City performed tasks other than casualty evacuation.
They flew reconnaissances, dropped smoke baiibs for target
identification and were used for communications purposes.

On one occasion an L-5 was used as a bomber when enemy troops
were observed In a railway culvert. An R.A.P. officer, flying

a passenger, dropped hand grenades on the enemy, driving
them into the open where they were caught by machine-gun fire
from our own troops. Light aircraft were also used to supply
isolated detachments, but only once were troops actually
supplied in battle. This occurred during the fierce fighting
between 11-1?' April when a striking force of 77th Brigade
operating against enemy troops attacking Yftiite City,
'was made some five miles south of the block where ammunition
was deposited by light aircraft, subsequently to be ferried
forv/ard on mules.

as

was

A strip

This method of supply served a useful
piirpose since too often had long range penetration troops to
break off an engagement with the enemy for want of ammunition.

Operation Holiday Auril -Mav 10),J,

Operation Holiday was the code-name given to the task of
evacuating 16th Brigade, closing down the stronghold
Aberdeen, Broadway and White City and the establishment of a
further stronghold of Blackpool near Hopin.
April 194^ I6th Brigade had achieved its allotted

areas of

By the end of
task of
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capturing the airfield of Indaw West, but no military forces
were available to taJce over garrison duties there.
Brigade could not hold the airfield alone (in any case there
was no point in holding it), nothing more cottld be done other
than to destroy all installations in the area, after which

the Brigade vrould withdraw to Aberdeen aaid Broadway.
Brigade had been operating inside Burma for three months and
had marched upwards of 4-00 miles over difficult country.
Prom Aberdeen and Broadway it would be flown out to India,
an operation planned to take place duripg the last moon period
before the break of the monsoon,

operation. Holiday-covered only the evacuation of l6th Brigade
but when it.becaiae clear that no troops couJLd be made
available from Fourteenth Army resources to exploit the
initial successes of Special Force, and since no all-weather
airfield that could be held by the Allies in central Burma
existed, the plan was considerably altered and a decision
made to close dovmi the strongholds in Burma.

As the

The

The initial planning for

A.H.B./IIJ50/
84/1 Enel.
294, HQ. 3rd
Ind. Div. 26

Jim. ’2)4 Op,
Holiday

A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/31 Report I
Airborne

Movement,
Op. Holiday

o
There were several main factors affecting detailed plan

ning of operation Holiday,
sorties out of Burma and 50 sorties in were judged necessary
to ccmplete the task. The movement of 16th Brigade to
India could not co.minence before 29 April, u u.
by \vhich any troops could be concentrated at Aberdeen,
plan envisaged that the operation would be caiipleted by
13 May, after which date it was appreciated that, without the
aid of the^moon, and with the possibility of a marked
deteriora'bion in the -weather, no further large scale use of “
Dakota strips inside Burma could be expected,
the operation vfithin the specified dates involved clearing 2).0
sorties each night.

Something in the nature of 36O

The

To cornnlete'

But the availability of transport air

n

craft.being somewhat limited, and to increase the air effort,
use had to be made of returning supply dropping aircraft.
These were to be homed into the target airfields, after they
had completed their supply dropping missions, to pick up a
load for India. Since the order of closing the strongholds
Trvas largely, dependent upon the local tactical situation, the
detailed timing of.the operation had to be dictated by the
movement of troops on the ground. Only day-to-day planning
could therefore deal satisfactorily with the situation.

Evacuation of Ab erdeen

A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/31 3rd Ind.
Div. 84/4/g.
6 Jun. ’24
Diary of Op.
Holiday

The,^evacua-tion of 16th Brigade troops from Aberdeen be^n
the. night 29/30 .April 1924 when 22 sorties were floTm.

Pilots for. the most part seemed uncertain of their return
destinations and had in some
it at Aberdeen.

on

cases been told to enquire for
Six aircraft were directed to Comilla and

sixteen to Sylhet, tliree of the latter containing casualties,
ihe mcertainty regarding destination airfields persisted on
the following night,but eventually it was made clear that
transport -aircraft would deliver their loads either to Kan^-la
on the plain of Jmphal or to Gomilla. Though 29 sorties 

°

were cleared from Aberdeen on 30 April/l May, certain delays
occurred - these were avoided on subsequent nights - since
many of the aircraft detailed to evacuate mules were not
properly modified for the task. The last aircraft to take
off on tne second night of the operation crashed from unlaiown
causes 1000 yards south .of■ .the
explode on impact,
perished in the crash.

airstrip and appeared to
Two soldiers, four aircrew and two ponies

Ibid night’s operations, I-3 .April, sufiuced t^complete tne evacuation of iSth Brigade troops from Aberdeen
though delay occurred at first by bad T/eather which
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restricted flying. Once again the evacuation of animals
was held up, this time owing to the uncertainty of the scale
of animals v/hich should be held by troops remaining in Burma.

Some 14, 32 and 30 sorties respectively were flown out of
Aberdeen on 1, 2 and 3 May 1 944«

The programme for Aberdeen on the next night was
endangered by a fairly detemined attack by enemy aircraft at
0930 hours on the 4th. Strafing took place and anti
personnel barbs were dropped, setting fire to a damaged
Dakota and two empty basha huts. Pour of the intruders were

shot down by anti-aircraft fire from the Garrison's guns.
Three high flying Japanese bombers also took part in the

attack and dropped three small bombs, one of which cratered

the runway. This, however, was quickly filled in and
operations continued without incident, some 28 transport
aircraft taking out Bofors guns, four A.A. guns and a quantity
of stronghold stores.

On the night 5/6 May 1944 operations at Aberdeen were
completed viien the remaining guns and soldiers were evacuated

early in the night. There were also two aircraft loads of

111th Brigade casualties. Presently the ground control
staff, save for a ground control party destined for \Vhite

City, were flown out. When it appeared that further air

craft were unlikely to arrive the one remaining jeep was used

to collect the airstrip lighting system for loading on to the

last aircraft. While this was in progress a further air

craft arrived overhead and asked for permission to land in

order to deliver an important message. On a strip marked
only by the lights of the jeep, the pilot executed a success
ful landing. All loading parties had by this time been
dismissed so the pilot and crew loaded the aircraft themselves

and took of bjr the light of two Hurricane lamps. The jeep
was loaded on the one remaining Dakota which also then
departed. The small ground control party spent the remainder

of the night loading stores into light aircraft and then left

at dawn for Vi/hite City in an American UC-64 aircraft,
the coiu'se of the operations at Abei-deen from 29 April to
5 May 1944, Dakotas flew I88 sorties and had lifted I46O
men, 68 animals and nearly 200,000 lb. of stores including
anti-aircraft guns.

In

A.H.B.IU50/
84/134B 3rd
Ihd. Div.

26 Jun.'44

The Evacuation of Y/hite City

A.H.B./IU50/
47/31 H.Q.
Ind. Div. 26

Jun.'44 Diary
of Op. Holiday

Although enemy troops were within a few miles of the
perimeter of the Vdiite City stronghold, the troops there

were successfully evacuated during the night 9/IO May 1944*
Surprise was regarded as being essential to the success of

the evacuation and to achieve it the enemy's ground forces
in the vicinity of YThlte City were to be engaged by mobile
L.R.P. columns iiimediately before and during the withdrawal.
Also the use of the Dakota strip was to be prohibited to all
aircraft for several days before the final evacuation.
One UC-64 did, in fact, fly into the strip before the
operation started and Immediately the strip was shelled.
This engendered a fear that tactical siurprise, so carefully
planned, had been lost,
best operations on one night only could be carried out
Tidthout a major reaction from the enemy,
surprise was complete and the operation successfully
acconplished.

It had been appreciated that at

In the event
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Ibid, At 1430 hours on 9 May 1944 it was confirmed that evacua
tion would take place that night. Three hours later, direct
air support against anti-aircraft gun positions near Mawlu
achieved a direct hit on some form of dun^), causing three
major explosions with clouds of black smoke,
also revealed that the enemy had a few A.A. guns sited in the
region of Jfewlu which could presiomably be brought to bear upon
the Dakota strip at White City. The general opinion was that
the night’s operations would be uncomfortable.

The air attack

At nightfall a steady stream of Africans carrying loads
set out for the Dakota strip. The first transport landed at
2016 hours after experiencing some trouble in finding the
flare-path of dim lan^s. ‘
smoothly followed by many others.

This aircraft was swiftly and
Loading of guns proved a

slow and wearisome business, however, and at times the loading
of aircraft was delayed by overcrowding in the dispersal areas.
But on the whole the operation proceeded as planned. Japanese
ground forces made no attempt to interfere and at midnight the
last 25-pdr., which had been withheld for possible counter
attacks, was loaded.- An hour or so later it seemed that
the^three remaining aircraft could hot be loaded in the time
available and they were sent to Broadway to collect a load.

The 37 aircraft which had earlier departed carried out of
Y/hite City-all four 25-pdrs., all six Bofors guns, two smaller
gtins, a wireless set, several loads of ammunition, two loads
of casualties and three of sick mules,
that mules were

It might be mentioned
very valuable animals and a shortage of them

existed in India. Prom all accounts it would appear that
nothing of value was abandoned save for one anti-tank gun,
which could not be removed from its pit in time, and an R.A.P.
V.H.P. set which could hot be located at the crucial moment.
After the last Dakota had left the White City garrison stole
away quietly in the darkness. The Japanese had been carefully
induced to thinlc that the Dakotas had brought in reinforcements
and this was driven home by the fact that several light aii>-
craft landed and took off from the unguarded light aircraft
strip. Elements of 77th Brigade thus broke contact with the
enemy and moved northwards to assist the operations of the
Chinese-American forces advancing upon Mogaung and Myitkyina.

The Evacuation of Broadway

The evacuation of Broadway began on 1 May 192,4 and lasted
imtil the 12th. The operation might have been con^jleted sooner
but for the fact that the light aircraft based on the impronq^tu
eirfield had to remain there until light aircraft strips had
been prepared v/ithin range of forward long range penetration
brigades to ensure the evacuation of casualties. ■ But the main
task at Broadway was to evacuate elements of 16th Brigade.

Although the task was accomplished bad weather hampered
operations and certain administrative difficulties arose.
During the early stages, fev; aircraft were modified for mule
carrying and on 1/2 May, one pilot of a badly modified Dakota
found nailes on board, two of which were trying to kick the sides
out of his aircraft. The theory that three months marching
made a mule fit to travel like a gentleman thus lost supporters.
On the second night of the operation, few mules could be
evacuated as once again, only a small number of aircraft were
suitably modified. On 3/2f jVlay, however, sixteen of the
twenty-three transport aircraft landing at Broadway were
modified for mule carrying. The rate of evacuation of l6th
Brigade troops from Broadway quickened on the night May
and by the 6th/7th all these troops had been flown out.

A.H.B./IU50/
82^132^8. H.Q.
3i’d Ind, Div,

26 Jim.*24f
Report on

Op, Holiday
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Also on 6/7 May, thirteen aircraft flew out stronghold
stores and RcAcEo equipment. Unfortunately a misunder
standing arose and too many aircraft were briefed, for

Comilla, Some pilots v/ere therefore diverted to Kangla, a

procedi-ire vdiich caused endless trouble oTdng to a ntimber of

factors which seemed, to militate against sending any air

craft to an airfield on the plain of Imphal, It Y/as a

stormy night and pilots Yiere convinced tliat the vrorst
storms Y/ere centred over every airstrip in Assam save their

omi particular bases. Moreover, many pilots refused to
carry petrol ovdiig to the danger of fire if struck by
lightning# A plea by the senior RoAoP, officer at BroadY/ay
that aircraft should be briefed for carrying petrol to

ICangla met Ydtli no success since H,Q, Special Force had

decreed that carrying petrol v/-as a Y/aste of aircraft space,
though it should be noted tliat petrol T/as a commodity of

great value to the besieged defenders of ICmphal,

A.H.B./IIJ50A7/
5‘1 Diary of. Op.
Holiday, B3.
Spec# Force

From 7 to 13 May the evacuation of stronghold stores
continued and plans YYere laid for equipment to be floYvn from

BroadVYay to the mw stronghold at Blackpool,
seems to have been a good deal of confusion hereabouts
regarding the equipment to be transferred to Blackpool for

none of the aircraft which landed at Broadi/vay on 11/12 May
had been briefed for the task,

evacuation, hoY/ever, eight aircraft loads of ammunition,
anti-aircraft guns and a jeep YYere despatched to Blackpool
though t\7o of these aircraft failed to conplete their task

On tlie same night, I2/13 May,

But there

On the final night of the

and landed at Syliiet,
tvrenty-five other aircraft passed tlirough BroadY/ay to com

plete the evacuation of a stronghold Y/hich had existed
since 5 March,

like 183 sorties were floT,Yn in the course of which 2,265 men,
188 animals and I30 tons of stores Y/ere lifted.

In all during the Y/ithdrawal, something

The Establisliment of Blaclcpool

This stronghold Yvas established on the same lines as

Aberdeen, a reconnaissance of a Dakota strip being carried
out on the g.round. Initial tools and stores v/ere dropped
by parachute for ground troops to construct a glider landing
area and then the necessary engineering equipment to extend
the strip for transport aircraft Y/as landed at first light
on 9 May. All the earlier airborne operations for Special
Force had been effected in country free from enemy ti'oops but
for tactical reasons the Blaclqpool block was to be
established in country v/here the enemy -were knoYm to be.
Thus from the start the operation Y/as not YYj.thout incident.

Of the five gliders scheduled to take part in the
operation of 9 May, one failed to talce off oY/ing to engine
trouble in the tug aircraft. Four gliders only YYere there
fore released over Blacl<pool Y/here they Y/ere met by small
arms fire from Famlcwin village, three of the gliders being
hit before they had landed. This caused.little damage but
one glider, approaching the landing area at 50 feet, suddenly
stalled and crashed, Tlie crew were killed and the contents

of the glider - essential engineering equipment and strip
lights - Y/ere destroyed. Though this equipment vra.s
replaced on the folloY/ing night, Y/ork vra.s handicapped
tlrroughout the first day of the operation. Nevertheless,
the first transport aircraft arrived over Blackpool at
2100 hours on 10 May, Tlie strip Y/as small and rougli and
of the first five aircraft atteiipting to land, one Y/ent in
at high speed, overshot and burst into flanes; one burst a
tyre on landing and remained unserviceable at Blackpool;
tY/o landed and took off safely; t.he last damaged its

A„H,bAiJ5o/84/
13ii-B 3rd Ind.
Div,

26 Jun., '44-
Enel. 294
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undercarriage and went off again T/ithout landing,
these early Incidents all other aircraft then airborne were

recal].ed to base and no fujrther flaring took place that niglit.
An experimental landing was made on 1l/l2 May wiien the pilot
reported that the strip -was suitable,
delivered a grader to replace that lost in a glider crash,
and also spare parts for the dtmiaged 0-1+7,
laid for Blackpool to reopen
of traffic.

After

This aircraft

Plans were

on 12/13 Majr for a f^ill flow

Toido On t.’.j.e morning of 12 May the Blackpool stronghold T,vas
held by elements of 111th Brigade,
been lengthened to about ilOO yards.

The airsti'ip had now

During the day, vdth
the aid of the replacaaent grader, American engineers
worked to conplete a strip I3OO yards long and to remove
bad slope 300 yards from the north-east end of the strip.
Some trees had to be blomi dowi to the south-west but it
seejiied m’llikely t.iat any landings could, be made from that
direction for some tiae to come,

daanaged tT/-o days previously/-, Tra.s repaired,
signs of enen-y interference,

ever, an enemy field gun opened fire at extreme range on to
the airstrip, damaging the Dalcota beyond repair and putting
a bulldozer and a carryall out of action, T"ne dispersal
areas -<rere pitted -ifdth small craters, Tliese incidents

did not portend a favourable situation existing that night
but after due consideration of the factors involved the risk
was accepted.

a

The transport aircraft,
There were no

At 1815 houirs on 12 May, hovir-

AeH^/[IJ50/4.7/^1
Diary of Cp,
holiday, H5,
3rd Ind. Div.

The work of filling in shell craters continued apace

and by the time the first aircraft arrived tiiree could be
accommodated in the dispersal area,
were accommodated but this did not malce for efficient hand

ling of cargo. Prom the beginning trans!:>ort aircraft made
poor approaches and landings and several factors
responsible. Pilots had received adverse reports on the
state of the strip and some appeared nervous, A small
tree, clear of the north-east end of the runv/ay, caught the
eye and affected judgment on landing. Pilots wz-ere obliged
to land vri.th a stiff follor/ing breeze. The upward slope
near the beginning of the 3mmway caused aircraft to become
airborne again and then to land heavily. Moreover, the
grovmd control organization v/as not very efficient, especi
ally early in the night, and there seems to have been a lack

-ordination betvreen E/T,, Aldis lamp and
marshalling systems. To corqplicate matters further the
P/T, set went out of action at a busy period,

ions aircraft nearly met vd.th disaster and eventually
an RoA^P, Dakota landed heavily,
the aircraft,
flames.

Later as many as six

were

of CO aircraft

On two
occas

one wheel collapsed, and
after swerving off the strip, burst into

The crew escaped unhurt,
and -Drovided

The Daicota burned for

the remainder of the nigiit „  good landmark but
a discoviraging one for pilots of subsequent aircraft.
Landings continued on the wdiole to be poor, though several
which were excellent and apparently effortless, gave the
iimpression that the strip was not as bad. as might be
imagined. Pilots too were not inclined to blame the sur-face
of the airstrip and it must be assumed that
v/ere largely psychological.

a

the difficulties

A.HBc/:IJ50A7/31
3x'd Ind, Dlv,

26 Jun, 'ifii-
Diary of Op.
Holiday

Considering the cramped conditions in the dispersal
area, uixLoading' was effectively carried out and, among oilier
things, tliree AO-mm, Bofors and six 20-mm, anti-aircraft
guns v/ere delivered together vdth a wireless set,
stores, ammunition and rations. At about 0330 hours, tv/o
gliders made perfect landings at Blaclcpool, delivering

engineers *
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betv/een them a light azmoured reconnaissance car conplete
save for axles and wlieels. Soon after the glider landings
a second crash occizrred when another RoA.P« Dakota made

To avoid over-shooting the strip the pilot
turned his aircraft into the paddy on the south side of the
dispersals v/here the Dakota collapsed on to its port Tdng,
All occi^ants were unhurt. But as the unloading parties
approached the aircraft, a series of explosions took place
and the parties, believing tliat the long aYi^aited Japanese
artillery reaction to the landings had commenced, quickly
di^ersed. The real cause of the trouble, however,
enemy patrol of about four men who had slipped through
OYiYi patrols and reached the edge of the strip to throw hand
grenades at the unloading party and at the crashed Dakota,
The latter was destroyed. It so happened that its cargo
included the v/heels and axles of two armoured cars, the
first of which had earlier been landed by gliders. During
the disturbance the transports in the air, including the
glider containing the second armoured car, had been kept
circling above the strip and were eventually sent home.
The strip lights had by this time been turned out and the
last aircraft on the. ground in atteiT5)ting to take off,
swerved off the strip and struck a crashed Dakota, The

pilot managed to stop but the aircraft Y/as no longer fit to
take off. During this rather eventful night, 28 transport
aircraft and two gliders landed at Blaclqjool, including the
tv7o Dalcotas vdiich were destroyed before they could be
miloaded.

a

bad landing.

wa.3 an

our

Ibid. Tliroughout the day on 13 May vrork continued vdith the

grader to reduce the slope near the end of the runway.
Though reduced by a foot it was by no means removed. At

1745 hours enemy artillery fired 30 or more shells, this
time at close range, at several different points of the
stronghold area, but none fell on the strip itself. The

first five aircraft to arrive, beginning at 2030 hours, did
a most accurate supply drop on a flare path 150 yards north

of the airstrip. These were followed by a Dakota viiich
took in a trained air control party and an R/T, set. With
this party in action transport aircraft, throughout the night,
landed smoothly and well. Tlie himip in the airstrip still

constituted a hazard but no aircraft showed any tendency to

crash. In all, eighteen aircraft landed a 40-mm. Bofors
gun, three 25-pdrs,, spare parts for the armoizred cars,
engineer stores, amra-unition and rations and also a number of

troops. One aircraft evacuated casualties. This con^jleted
the establisliment of the Blackpool fortified block.

■Conclusions on Operation Holiday

The operation, started on 29/30 April 1944, com
pleted with the establislmient of Blaclrpool on 13/l4May,
During the sixteen nights of flying, bad vreather had not
seriously interfered mth any major movement, but conditions
were generally unfavounable. The worst v/eather Yra.s
fortzmately met to the Y/est of the mountain barrier separat
ing the transport bases in India and the target airfields in
Burma, but tlie strain on aircraft and crews Yra.s very severe.
A total of 4-08 Dalcota sorties Y/as flown to conplete the
evacuation of strongholds and an additional 50 sorties by
transport aircraft and six by gliders .were flown to establish
Blackpool. During the operation some 3,942 men, 268
animals and over 270 tons of stores were transported. Hie
daily availability of aircraft committed solely to the
operation amounted to the tYrelve C-4-7’s of the Air Commando
Force, About 30 aircraft of Troop Carrier Command were
also available after completing supply dropping missions.
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Our total transport aircraft losses amounted to seven,
these, one ¥/as reported missing on its return flight from

Broadway, one crashed in a severe storm at Sylhet, one
crashed on taking off from Aberdeen and four were destroyed
at Blackpool,
seven animals were lost.

Of

In these accidents a total of 14 men and

A, revieviT of the foregoing pages might well give the

impression that operation Holiday was not carried out very
efficiently, but a closer exairdnation of the facts might
easily result in a reversal of tliis view. For the opera
tion was of a coiiplex nature and required an extremely
flexible plan in both conception and execution,. Moreover,
planning.had to be swiftly conpleted only a short while
before the operation vias actually mounted. Although con
trol of the operation was centralized at Advanced
Headquarters, Special Force at Sylhet, the aircraft operated
from t\To airfields, Sylhet and Agartala, while arrangements
for the reception of the evacuees were made at Xtangla and
Comilla, in addition to the base airfields. During the
course of one sortie, for instance, an aircraft might touch
down at five different places before returning to its base,
Furtherraore, the flexibility of air forces was used to the
full in that artillery yra.s v/ithdrawn from one stronghold
(Broadway) and flovm over to assist in the establislmient of
another'(Blackpool). The very flexible nature of the
operation logically led to an extended and conplicated net-
vrork of signals communications. Control proved at times
to be. difficult and with the periodical failure of line
communications in the rear areas and the difficulty of T//T.
communication in the field, a great deal had to be left to
the initiative of the controller at each airfield, - A
ground control organization was established at each airstrip
in Brunm used by Special Force and was adapted to meet local
conditions. The control officers were fully conversant
with original planning and vrere thus in a position to make
those decisions required by the flexible nature of the
operation and. the difficulty of comraunicationSe

The shortage of air transport lift made necessary the
use of retiuming supply dropping aircraft for the evacuation
of men and material for operation Holiday. After dropping
supplies, the aircraft would land at one of the strongholds
T^here they would be loaded mth men and stores to be vdth-
clrawn, , -The fluctuating number of aircraft calling at
target airfields thus resulted, in some instances, ■ of strain
on the ground control parties. Plans were, however, laid
on the assumption that there would be a 15 per cent loss of
effort resulting from mechanical failures in aircraft and
from supply dropping aircraft which had failed in their
supply missions and had been forced to retvim fully loaded
to their bases in India, Even so it was impossible to
guess with any degree of accuracy just how many aircraft
would arrive at a given airstrip, nor was it possible to
phase in the aircraft at regular intervals.

when 16th , Brigade was flovai put of Broadv/ay and
Aberdeen, the airstrips were still required and the
eiigineering, eqviipment still in use. It has been alleged
that very little interest was.shovwi by Troop Carrier Command
in moving the engineering equipment-from Burma although
C-47's of the Air Commiando Force .ivithdrew some of the equip
ment on their o\m initiative. In fact all such equipment
was removed from Aberdeen and an effort made by the Air
Commando Force to retrieve that from Broadv/ay*
not prove possible and some of it was destroyed when the
airstrip was abandoned.

This did

It seems likely that a decision
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was made to transport mules in preference to airborne
engineering equipment such as bulldozers and graders«
doubt^ Special Force felt that mules should be given priori 1y
and tnat the Air Goimaando Force thought otheDr/idsec
the engineering equipment had been specially designed to be
transportable in aircraft, and could not easily be replaced,
while mules vrere highly valued and also in short supply.

Air Supply to the Snecial Force

Wo

For

During iixitial planning for long range penetration
operations in it wa.s envisaged that the brigades would
be maintained in the field from a main base at Agartala,
Tivith a subsidiary base at Sylliet,
air sijpply base at Agartala had, in fact, been completed on
12 December 1943 and air supply coiipanies \vere in position
by 11 January 1944. But at this late date Troop Carrier
Coramand^ insisted on a move of the main supply base to
Sylhet in order to shorten the distance transport aircraft
TTOuld be obliged to fly to their destinations. The move
of Wo, 1 Air Base HoQ, to Sylhet therefore began on
24 January, A hectic and strenuous fortnight then follovred
for the air supply organization, for Sylliet had to be ready
to supply the columns of I6th Brigade from 6 February 192^4.
The change in location for the main air base resulted in
some confusion since roads leading to the neY/ air base were
bad, ̂ accommodation v/as rudimentary and supplies had now to
be diverted frcm Agartala to Sylhet, from the main supply
depots in India.

A reconnaissance for anA.H.B./IU54/50
Summary of
operations.
Special Force

The air srgpply organization set up at Sylliet handled
supplies for three of the five brigades of Special Force in
Burma - l6th, 77th and 111th Brigades. , Ovmng to the lack
of space and facilities at Sylhet, the 14th and 3rd ¥est
African Brigades v/ere supplied from Agartala, but on the
T/ithdrav/al of 16th Brigade from the field early in May,
responsibility for the maintenance of 14th Brigade
transferred gradually from Agartala to Sylliet,
point it seems appropriate to discuss details of the air
supply organisation set up at Sylhet which was evolved from
the experience gained duu-ing the first Wingate expedition of
1943 and subsequent experiments during training for the
1944 foray.

was

At this

A.H.B/[IJ5i(/50
Summary of
Special Force
operations

A.aB c/lIJ50/
47/27
J.I.C.A.2355

Each brigade of Special Force had a rear headquarters
tdiere requests for air supply were tabulated and passed
to the air supply sections. Hie latter collected supplies
from the railhead at Sylhet, packed them and loaded the air
craft.

on

Co-ordination of the supply of all three brigades
was affected tlirough Wo, 1 Air Base H.Q, where a conference
was held each morning by the representatives of the brigades
concerned and Troop Carrier Command, Sorties were allocated
at these conferences. Three air siqiply sections at Sylhet
functioned for the maintenance of I6th, 77th and 111th
Brigades while at Agartala two further sections handled
sxqjplies for 3rd ¥„A. and 14th Brigades,
of a days vrork at an air supply section might well be given.
On 1 May, for instance, one section packed 65,000 lb. of
supplies and loaded this amount into ti,/elve aircraft,
loads being 5,000 lb. per aircraft landing in Burma and
5,500 lb, for supply dropping. The supply deliveries on
this particular day called for ten supply dropping sorties
to the White City stronghold and individual landings at
Broady/ay and Aberdeen.

An illustration

the

A.„H.Bo/IIJ50A7/27
JIGA. , 12df8
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in the field maintained contact rath rear headquarters mth
EoAcFu 1082 and 1083 equipment* An R„AcP. officer was
attached to each column (there v/ere eight columns to each
brigade), to help arrange suppl3r dropping sites and to
advise on and control direct support. Hence requests for
air supply (or, air support) originated vdth an advanced
colimtij they T/yDuld be transmitted to brigade headquarters
in the stronghold area and thence to %>ecial Force H.Q.
The amount of \vireless traffic flov/ing between troops in
Burma and the base headquarters in India was therefore
siderable and had perforce to be kept down to the minimum.
Each column thex-efore carried a small booklet in which,
under various headings, was listed eveiy conceivable
requirement. The medical section, for instance, included
pbscure drugs; the Padre's section irnluded portable pyxes
and communion T/ine; other sections included mortar bombs,
split-pins, spare parts for rifles, tools, wireless parts -
everything was included. Opposite each item was a code
number, which ivas quoted on a signal requesting  a supply
drop. The s\:pply sections at the air bases did the rest.
For food there was a 'standard drop' v;h.ich never varied.
If the recipients numbered say 400 men, this figure was
quoted in the signal for a standard drop for that number of
men plus any special items which had been quoted from the
booklet. All this was embodied in a signal called *QQ'
which told the air base when and where the next drop would
take place. The air base then informed the originators of
the signal whether or not the requirement could be met. If
it could, the air base would send a 'QH' signal.

Air supply to long range penetration columns v/as, based
on a supply drop every five days, since this ms believed 

'

to be the limit of the amount of supplies that could be
carried by mobile units. A drop might be made to an indi
vidual column, or a combination of columns, depending upon
the tactical situation. Conditions varied from day to day
in.accordance with the vreather, which could prevent
interfere with a supply drop, and the circixnstances of the
ground troops, the amount of ammunition expended, for
instance.

con-

or

AcIi,Bc/lIJ50/
47/27
JICA, 2355

3 May *Z|4 p,. ,2

A0H.B0/IIJ50/
8V182 '
Special Force
Operational
Memorandum
No. 2

A„HoBo/lIJ50/
47/27
JICA. 1Z(48

Ibid. The duty of RoAoF, officers with columns was, among
other things, to arrange supply dropping. It v/as found,
however, that the task of running a si:pply drop was con^iara-
tively easy for those with a little experience", and did not
in itself require an R.AoF, officer at all. The finding
of.dropping zones had to be understood by all column '

commanders and by many of their subordinates. In 1943 it
was thought tliat a supply drop had to take place in open
paddy but as ejqperience ms gained it v/as’found that other
sites vrould do equally well, A dry river bed, or thin
Jungle where parachutes, even if they caught in the trees,
could^be easily retrieved, were often used. By far the
most important thing was to ensure that there was no obstacle
to the circling aircraft at 300 feet. If the drop took
place from a greater height, half the parachutes would float
away from the dropping .zone and might never be recovered.
The aircraft v/ould drop four or five parachutes on each run,
and then circle to port, so that while an obstacle to star
board Was acceptable, an obstacle to port was not,
was it considered desirable to have' an obstacle even outside
what one considered the range of the aircraft’s circuit -
calculated at three miles - for it was inolined to discon
cert the pilots and vrould frequently result in a bad drop.

Nor

The task of troops on the ground detailed to find a
supply dropping zone T;-as not therefore easy, especially in
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ill-mapped country. Pilots often blamed those on the
ground for choosing a mediocre site v/hen they could
perfectly good one only a couple of miles away. The fact
T/as that pilots could see a great deal from the air while
the ground troops had to struggle painfully tlirotigh solid
Jungle to find a dropping zone. It may be wondered Y/hy
the Japanese did not observe supply dropping and take steps
to interfere. In fact they sometimes did and an opposed
supply drop v/as inqpossible. The parachutes descended all
right but they could not be collected nor their contents
distributed.

see a

All the same, it r/as not easy from the
ground to Judge precisely where the drop was taking place.
Once a party of ground troops v/ere ordered to rendezvous at
a supply dropping zone,
circling overhead, but it nevertheless took tvro hours to
find exactly where the supplies were dropping. During the
operations of the Special Force supply dropping took place
by day only to l6th Brigade imtil they had reached the

Thereafter columns were usually STjpplied by
night, though in times of stress an occasional daylight
sortie vrould be flown.

Ihey could see the aircraft

ChindYdn,

A,H,B„/IIJ50/
84/182
Spec, Force
Op, Memo, 2
App. 'A'

The basis on a good supply drop lay in foresight, a
speedy pick-up and rapid distribution. The site had to be
400 yards long to alloY/ pilots vdth a good crew of 'kickers
out* to drop four or five parachutes on each lun over the
dropping zone. Fires Y/ere usually laid in the shape of a
letter L, the bay to the right hand side of the letter being
sanctuary and the parachutes and free drops falling on the
left of the letter parallel to the long
vrould generally be greeted Yidth a recognition signal
Aldis lamp and Yrould then circle once or tY/ice before begin
ning to drop supplies. If all was going Y/ell the aircraft
Y/ould be left alone. If not, ground-air coiumunication
Y/ould be established to put the aircraft right. In day
light dropping it Y/as usual for aircraft to fly round and
round after each other, each dropping as it flev/ past. At
night this procedture was apt to be dangerous and it
thought safer for each aircraft to conplete its seven or
eight circuits and fly home, being then relieved by another.
Boots and clothing were dropped free as also v/as fodder for
animals. These vrere dangerous loads and a number of
fatalities occurred. Long range penetration troops made use
of practically everything that was dropped, parachute cords,
for instance, vrere used for a variety of purposes and para
chute silk Y/as a useful form of currency among the Burinese,
One thing that could not be used, however, was the cushion
like material used for breaking the fall of the more delicate
items such as Yrireless sets and batteries, petrol for the
ch^ging engines and even charging engines themselves,
acid of the batteries Yra.s, incidentally. Jellified in some
Y/ay so that they could not spill.

arm. Aircraft

on an

Y/as

The

AoH„Bo/lIJ50/
47/27
JICA, 2355

The supply aspect of the airborne expedition as carried
out by Wingate's forces in Burma ms perhaps the most complex
phase of the operation,
careful planning was absolutely necessary to avoid disaster

in the field since the columns co’old carry no appreciable
reserves of amraunition and food,

the requirements of columns in the field vrere met though
there were some shortages, notably boots and clothing.
Nevertheless, they were never stinted in food and no column
v/as left to the mercy of the enemy,
reflects the planning of the V.'ingate organization and the

degree of co-operation acliieved Y/ith Troop Carrier Command
and the Air Coimando Force.

It follows therefore - that the most

Tliroughout the campaign

This fact no doubt

At the airfields established
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Cab, Plist, Sect,

AIFSEA 401/8
U.S.A.A.F, Eval

uation Board

Report No, 2
1944

inside Buma and on the numerous dropping sones, transport
aircraft delivered the necessary supplies to sustain some
thing in the natiure of 20,000 troops. This required an
average of 48 transport: sorties daily, delivering an average
of 125 tons of supplies to the long range penetration
brigades every 2}+ hours,

LigPit Aircraft Operations

A,I-4B./lIJ50/
47/27
JICA, 1834

The Light Plane Force of the Air Commando was at first
divided into four squadrons of 25 aircraft each,
course of operatiorus, hovirever, these squadrons became hope
lessly dispersed and thus all light aircraft were operated as
one T^t. Their most inportant ftnction v/as the evacuation
of sick and vrounded L, R.Po troops but numerous other uses

.  were foimd for them.

In the

In regard to evacuation, columns
sometimes reported that future operations were v?holly
dependent upon getting rid of their wounded,
supply, light aircraft performed a variety of tasks.
Emergency supply drops were frequently called for by columns
which had missed a scheduled delivery by DaJcotas or needed
si^plies of ammunition quickly. In cases of this sort the
light aircraft v/ould either land vd.th supplies, or L-5's
would release I50 lb, parachute packs from, under each vdng.
It was nearly alviuys the L-5 'v’iiich performed an ancillaiy
task since this type was more plentiful than the L-1. The
latter had been suffered to go out of production and v/ere
therefore more valuable particularly since they had the
ability to carry stretcher cases v/hich the L-5 could not
carry. Hence the L-1 aircraft were reserved primarily for
casualty evacuation.

As for

AJioBc/lIJ50/
47/27
JICA. 2330

For ai:prox1jiiately two months a dozen liglit aircraft
were maintained at Broadway and Aberdeen, making daily
fliglits into neighbouring Japanese territory to evacuate
wounded, drop supplies or to maintain liaison services.
Despite the heavy attrition of aircraft very few pilots were
lost, most aircraft being destroyed as a result of accidents
in talcing off or landing on tiny and rough jungle strips.
By the time the liglit aircraft of the Air Commando Force
were withdrawn tovrards the end of May 1944 they had sirff ered
the loss of about 40 aircraft, though none was shot doym by
enemy aircraft or ground fire. Exact figures of light air
craft operations are not available since the Air Commando
Force did not worry very much about paper v/ork,
of the sorties flown vary from 5,000 to 8,000, most sorties
lasting little more than an hour depending upon the time
spent on the ground.

Estimates

The number of casualties believed to
have been evacuated is 2,000 (including 70O from the Arakan
in February). Five pilots lost their lives.

A.H.B,/IIJ50/
47/27
JICA. 3137

In addition to the L-1 and L-5 aircraft of the Air
Commando Force, they had about ten UG-64's wlrLch were used
both for transporting passengers and freight in India and
for assisting in operations in Burma, Seven of these air

craft were lost, three, of them on .the night 5/6 Iferch I94/.1.
when the pilots lost, there way to Broadivay.
UG-64's flew.over 500 sorties and lifted about 36O tons of

In addition, this aircraft proved very usefi.a for
passenger and freiglit services at the liailkandi and Lalai^t
bases of the Air Coimnando Force.

In all the

freight.

Helicopters

Several helicopters were included in the Air Commando
array of aircraft but none of them operated \mtil the latter
naif of April 1944, when a light aircraft v/as forced down by

Ibid.
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engine failiore on a Japanese road, Tlie aircraft contained
tliree British passengers besides the pilot and the absence
of a suitable clearing in the vicinity made some other means
of rescue obligatory. This is believed to have been the

first use of a helicopter in evacuation - certainly from
behind enemy lines.

During the operation in question, notes were dropped
to the distressed occrpants of the light aircraft which
directed the pilot to take his passengers up a ridge and •
away from the Japanese troops in the vicinity. Two of the
passengers had gunshot v/ounds and the tliird was  a malaria

case. Despite this the party made their way up the ridge
and lived for four nights on supplies of food and y/ater
dropped by li^it aircraft. In the meantime a mi Heli
copter took off from Lalagliat on 21 April 1544 and flew by
stages to Ha.ilalc3.ndi, Kumbhigram, Dimapur and Jorhat,
crossing a range of mountains 6,000 feet high on the way.
The next day the Helicopter flew to Ledo and Taro, where an
extra tanlc v/as installed for the long fliglit to Aberdeen,
It arrived there on the afternoon of 23 April, crossing the
range of mountains from Ledo successfully and T/as
immediately sent on its first operation.

The stranded party of four men were instructed to
descend to a small paddy field situated about 25 miles south
of Abeixleen,

light aircraft strip into v/hich flew the Helicopter and
there received a signal from an L-5 tliat the party was ready
to be rescued, Tlie YE4 made two flights to the jungle
clearing, returning each time to the light aircraft strip
with one wounded ma.n,

Abei-deen in a light aircraft,
unserviceable owing to overheating and had to be le.ft on
the advanced strip ovemiglit. But the folloydng day the
two remaining men were rescued by the helicopter. On
24 April 1944 the XR4 returned to Aberdeen and thereafter
until 4, May flew four more operations including the rescue
of tTO more casualties. In all 23 sorties v/ere floTm by
the helicopter from the time it left Ledo until it returned
there.

About five miles from the paddy field was a

Tliese men were transferred to

'The helicopter then went

A,ILB,/lIJ50/
47/27
JIGA. 3137

On 4 May 1944 the helicopter was ordered from Aberdeen
when a Japanese bombing attack destroyed or daiiaged all air
craft on the strip save for the helicopter. The la.tter was
then flown back to Lalaghat in five troublesome days. It
encountered thunderstorms in the moi.intains on the Dimapur-
Kumbhigram leg of the flight and made two landings in valley
clearings, at 1,500 and 2,000 feet above sea level to awrait
a change in the weathe.r. This is believed to have been the

highest recorded landings for a helicopter up to that time.
Despite the success achieved by the YE4 it T/as not the
answrer to the problems of jungle rescue for it had a propen
sity to overheat which might result in engine failure.
Nevertheless, it was proved that in principle helicopters
could, perform useful service in terrain where the preparation
of light aircraft strips was inpracticable.

Tactical Air Support in Long Range Penetration 1944

Prom the ver^’" nature o.f the operations to be carried
out by Special Force it v/as obvious tliat tactical air sup
port would be of the greatest importance throughout the
catipaign. For the lightly equipped long range penetration
brigades ’would inevitably lack artillery s^-pport and tliis
disadvantage could be coimpensated to some extent by the
errployment of tactical aircraft in closer proxianity to ouur
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o\m troops than had previousl5r been the custom in Burmao

This vra.3 to be achieved by the presence of R.ApBo officers

with LoR.P. co3umns who vrould co-operate with Amy com

manders in selecting targets and possibly direct aircraft
by vdreless. Wingate had foreseen the possibilities of

gro\md-air Tdreless comiunication during his 194-3 expedi
tion but few opportunities had arisen to carry out
experiments.

A0H0B./IIJ54/5O
II. Q. Special
Force,
S-uramary of
operations

Tvro main sources of air support for the operations of

Special Force were available, the Air Commando and the
RoAoFo The Air Commando Force was an all-American forma

tion formally placed under Third Tactical Air Force but in

effect working independently in conjunction vdth Special
, •U/) The .element of the Air Commando available forForce

tactical air support consisted of P-5I fighter-bombers and
B-25 medium bombers,

T/ere correspondingly highly trained,
based at Hailakandi and Lalaghat in the Sumia Valley,
available R.AoF. support, in theory, caine from the Spitfire,
•Hurricane and Vengeance squadrons of Ho, 221 Group, based

on and around the plain of Tmphal, while in planning it had

been envisaged that additional support might be provided by
other iinits of the Tactical Air Force and also the Strategic
Air Force,

The pilots were all hand picked and
The aircraft were

The

At the commencement of the campaign. Advanced Head-
quartei's. Special Force Ti/as located at Imphal and since
there was a- direct telephone cormutnication vd.th No, 221
Group there was no delay in arranging air suppoi-t. There
T/as also telephone coiTiraunication between Advanced H,Q,
Special Force and the Air Comnando base at Hailakandi but

the system v/as not very efficient. It frequently took over
two hours to make a call, even on the highest priority and
at first wireless conamunication wras not very satisfactory
save in the case of requesting air support against simple
targets which could be described in clear language vathout
prejudice to security. The Japanese advaaice into Manipur
had been foreseen by Wingate, hov/ever, and Advanced H.Q,
Special Force moved to Sylhet on 21 March 1944. Thereafter,
communications with No. 221 Group were very poor and became
inqpossible after the Japanese exit t.he telep.hone line between
Siichar and Imphal. Since the squadrons of No. 221 Group
were by this time busily engaged in supporting a major
defensive operation, they could do little in the \7ay of air
supjjort for Sjxecial Force, The exception was No. 84-
(Vengeance) Squadron and once conraunications vdth No. 221
Group failed, arrangements were made to pass requests for
air support direct to No. 82t- Squad.ron at Kumbhigram by
telephone. The telephone communications between Special
Force li.Q, at Sylliet and the Air Conmiando Force, save for a
few glaring exceptions, v/orked reasonably well.

Advanced brigade headquarters, or perhaps columis in
the field, passed requests for air support direct to
Advanced H.Q. Special Force by wireless,
normally sent in clear language, though map references and
t.iraes were scrambled by means of a sinqple code,
taken betvreen the initiation of- a request by a brigade or
coluTiin in the field and its receipt at Advanced H.Q, 3p>ecial
Force varied considera.bly and \vas dependent upon vdreless
conditions at any given time, ■ The best time was slightly
over one hour wliile the average time was betv/een two and
three hours.

Requests vrere

Tlie time

(1 ) See Chaicter 7.
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Operations

A,H,B„/IIJ5V'50
Summary of
Special force
operations

The first really successful air attack of the campaign
took place on 18 March 191-4 when twelve Hurricanes of
No, 221 Group operated at O64O hours in support of 77th
Brigade, The target given was a wood T/est of the railiiray
line near Ilenu, Pilots wez-’e briefed from large soale air
pnotographs. They strafed the whole area but on return
ing to base reported that no enemy had been seen. Le.ter,
ground troops reported tliat over 40 dead Japanese troops
had been counted and that all of them had been killed
result of the air strike. Curing this early period of
operations the stropghold at Broadway vjas subjected to a
number of enemy air attacks. These viere met bjr the
Spitfire flight of No. 8l Squadx’on which did some good
T/ork until caught on the ^ouud following the failure of
the eai-ly warning system, \1'

as a

Tlie First Air Commando Force had meanwhile carried out

a number of successful attacks in support of l6th, 77th and
111th Brigades and on 31 March bombed enemy positions in
the vicinity of Broadv/ay with great accuracy. It so hap
pened that the enemy had withdrs-wn from his positions a
few minutes before the arrival of the aircraft, ovidng to
the mortar smoke being put down too soon, which gave the
enemy warning of an iimpending air attack.

During April 19-44 the bulk of air support received by
the long range penetration coluirms came from the P-51 ’s and
B-2_5's of the Air Commando Force, Results of air action
undoubtedly became increasingly'- better as both pilots and
RoAoF, groiijid control officers benefited from their
exjjeriences,

took place in support of 77th Brigade at Miite City during
the c(3urse of T/-iiich a high level, of co-operation was
achieved between ground and air forces, bombs being dropped
close to our ov/n troops vath fine accuracy, Tliere were
also frequent occasions on viiich aircraft, baulked of their
or>iginal targets, returned via mite Ci'by to unload their
bombs on any Impro'mptu indicated targets Tdth complete
success. Results acjzieved in support of l6th and 111th
Brigades though usually good, were not in -tiie- same class
as those achieved -vTith 77th Brigade. Apart from the fact
that 77th Brigade had, had far more xeractice in the art of
controlling air su]pport, Yfliite City and its en-virons became
’'^'^©11 kn.o'?vn to pilots, while 'targets selected by other
Brigades w’ere often in areas over -which the suoporting air
craft had not flown before.

A series of particularly successful attacks

Ibid.

A,H,B,/IIJ50/
47/27
JICA. 1834

An example of air support v/hich covered the action of

t-v-iTO long range penetration col-umiis from 26-30 Marcli 1944
might be recorded since it conveys a ty'pical picture of

close support in jungle country. Approaching the target,
the leader of tliree B-25 medmjm bombers asked the R,A,F.

officer on the ground for instructions. The bomber leader

was told to drop ha.lf the load of fragmentation clusters on
to the origiml target and then to avi/alt- results. The

target was divided into three parts among the three bombers,
smoke vra.s called for and laid on enemy positions, a.nd then
each bomber made an individual run. Since the air attack

was an adequate one, the R<,A,F, officer on the ground gave
the bombers a second target but they had. some difficulty in
fitid-ing it. The fighber cover leader therefore interposed

(1) See Chap-fcer 5.
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and came doim vdth three P-5'1 *s to mank the position for the

‘bombers. Tlie remaining bombs were then dropped on the area
machine-gunned by the fighters, TtiVO machine-gun attacks
were then made by the B-25 ’ s and P-51 * s on instructions from

the ground. The fighters circled and machine-gunned ware
houses south of Mawlu viiile the bombers machine-gunned still
another target close 'by.

A„H.B./lIJ50/
8ii/l3it3
RoAoP. Idaison

Officer H.Q.
77th Brigade

Other exarrples of close support to the IVhite City
garrison included operations during an attack by  a battalion
of Japanese troops who were driven out of the Y/hite Cit3r
perimeter, Tliey dug-in 200-500 yards away, and there pinned
down by mortar and machine-gun fire, Y/hen twelve P-51 's
arrived overhead, mortar smoke went strai^it on to the
target and after the air attack the remaining 200 men out of
the original 500 fled from the area in small groups.
During the major eneny attacks against Yhite City between
11 -17 April 1 9'44, direct air support was frequently used,
Tlie Japanese had a good line of approach for a major attack
and they invariably attacked at night,
only be one area of concentration, -diich was bombed every
evening by P-51 's to within 200 ̂ ards of our own lines, and
by B-25*s with parachute bombs along the approaches behind,
A captured diagram showed the area to be the right one.
In the morning our patrols -would push out and, if it was
foi-ind tloat- the eneiTiy had dug-in close by, he vas bombed out
of his bunkers,

yards north of the block.

But there could

One enemy company dug-in on a ridge 200
j  . This position was bombed by

twelve P-51’s and by tvrelve RoAoP. Vengeaices the follovang
morm:^. Those enemy troops still alive evacuated their
positions. A document captinred a day or tvra later, written
by the Japanese coiipany commander, said tlaat if he
experienced another attack like the last (the P-51s) he
would have to disobey orders and leave the position,
the Vengeance attack he did. Air attacks were also made
against enemy artillery ?/ith good results. Tlae Vfliite City
block was hardly damaged by artillery and the nnnber of
casualties due to this fire was very saiiall. Perhaps the
most outstanding air operation viras in indirect support of
Special Force. It took place on 20 April 19-44 'when four
P-51’s, carrying tw/o 1,000 lb. bombs each, knocked out the
Shweli suspension bridge which hitherto had withstood
bomber attacks,
distance of 750 miles.

After

many

On this occasion the fighters flew a round

A.PI.B./IIJ54/50
Repoi't by
the Cmdr.

Special Force

RoAoP. support for Special Force wa.s largely in the
h^ds of No. 84 (Vengeance) Squadron -viiicli, as already men
tioned, carried out one very accurate attack for 77th Brigade
and at least tw/o for l6th Brigade. The Squadron was, howr-
ever, haaqoered by two ii^ortant 1‘actors. They were based
in the Surma Valley, which was too far back, liaving regard
to the comparatively short range of the Vengeance, and they
required fighter escort which No. 221 Group found very hard
to provide during the height of the Itrphal battle,
more, the Vengeances had an additional disadvantage in that
cloud below;- 10,000 feet was sometimes encountered, a height
regarded as the minimum from I'/hich the Vengeance could begin
its dive. Other sup>port from the Strategic Air Force was
called for d-uring April though few demands were met, ovd.ng
partly to the fact tliat targets w/ere not aPways suitable,
and even more to the very long notice required before heavy
bomber attacks could be mounted.

Further-

A0H.B./IIJ54/50
C-;l-immary of During May 1944, No, 84 Squadron again had bad luck

-ivith both the -w/eather and the failure to obtain fighter
escorts. H-jis resulted in a number of abortive sorties.
Prom 15 May onwards, a Japanese bmld up wa.s in progress

operations,
B:i:iga,d.ier
-Lenuaigne
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against otjt troops in and around Blaolqpool and No, 221
Group provided a number of dawn and dusk patrols. These
vrere usually carried out by Hujrricanes and Beaufigliters
Tidth the object of preventing enerry air interference and
also to discourage the Japanese artillery from firing during
the tvro periods of daylight \viien it -was impossible for the
Air Commando to operate. This vvus the result of difficul
ties of the range at vdiich P-51 aircraft of the Air Commando
had to operate and the inability of the P-51 to carry out
night landings. In the sphere of direct air suijport during
May the Air Commando Force continued to provide excellent
support, raainHy in the Blackpool area and also along the
Bhamo-Myitkyina road.

By the middle of May the vreather was getting steadily
worse with the approach of the south-vrest monsoon and it
thus became increasingly difficult for the Air Commando
Force to operate effectively,
Lalaghat were all-weather airfields and the weather Y/as
usually bad over the hills betv/een the Surma Valley and the
Imphal plain. On 18 and 1 9 I'^ay, however, they provided
sorties over Blackpool almost continuously. At 1200 hours
on the follomng day orders were given for the Air Commando
Force to cease operations in suiaport of Special Force and
they were then vd.thdraYm to Asansol for refitting,
20^I4ay 1944 air support for the long range penetration
brigades was talcen over by the Northern Air Sector Force,
UoSoAoAoFo, Ti/hich in June, wd.th additional squadrons, became
a reconstituted Tenth UoS. Air Force,

B-25 medium bombers and P-51 fighters of the Air
Commando, often operating together in direct and indirect
support of Special Force, began operations on 3 February 1944
and flew their last sortie on 19 May, During this period
they mounted 382 tactical operations, involving 1904- sorties,
vath an average of 30 aircraft. About JOO tons of bombs
(including rocket projectiles) were aimed at the enemy or
his installations and foinrteen aircraft were lost,
addition to bombing operations the P-51's maintained an
offensive against the enerry air force and claimed to have
destroyed something in the nature of 90 enemy aircraft in
the air or on the ground.

Neither Hailalcandi nor

On

In

A,HoB./lIJ50/
47/27
JICA, 3137

Tactics and Procedure

A«HoB„/lIJ50/
47/27
JICA, 2528

As mentioned in earlier chapters of tliis narrative,
the overwheiming problem faced by all tactical air units
along the Burma front v»as the dearth, or entire absence, of
visible Yrortlndaile targets,
be flovm over to appreciate the lack of anything that would
liave been regarded as a proper tactical target in any otlier
theatre of Y/ar,

and there Y/ere no installations whatever that could really
be regarded as permanent,
country may be added the proclivity of the Japanese towards
camouflage and concealment,
from the air, lines of communication were deduced rather
than observed,

of real targets in Burma Y/as proportionate to their distance
For tliis reason the Air Commando Force,

sr-pporting Wingate's Special Force deep inside Bi.miia, found
more to attack than other xinits engaged in close support in
the mountainous and jungle clad country’’ of the India-Bunma
frontier.

Tlie India-Burma frontier must

Purely was any movement seen on the ground

To the natural desolation of the

Since little could be seen

In general it may be said that the number

behind the front.

Air sirpport in Arakan and Manipur was formally
organized -under amy/air support control units, staffed
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jointly by ZV Corps/Wo, 224 Groiip and IV CorpsAfo* 221
Group. The nature of the operations carried out by the
RoAoPo groups vas such that the need for a svaft air strike

v/as rax'e. In fact, it was usual to plan close support
tasks the day before the attack was due to take place.
The system adopted by the Air Commando and Special Force
was more informal. Requests might originate with  a coluimi
in the field, be passed through brigade to Special Force
H,Q. at Sylhet, and thence to the air liaison officer
attached to tlie Air Commando HoQ^ at Hailakandi,
then up to the Air Commando Force to decide 'iviiether the

operation was feasible and when the attack would taJce place.
The location of the Air Commando H,Q, and base, I’ouglily
250 miles west of the columris it supported, was  a severely
limiting factor. Moreover, much of the distance from base
to operational area lay over the formidable Chin Hills,
Tdhich requiired an altitude of at least 7,000 feet for air
craft flying over them and they were not notable for
constant weather. The quickest air support possible there
fore involved a matter of some hours,

Tae most striking difference between the technique of
close support eaployed by the R„A„F. and the Air Cominando
Force was th_at o1' air-ground communication, RcA.F. air
craft, equipped vath V.HoF, sets, operated on all but very
rare occasions w^.thout communication with the troops they
were supporting. This meant that the location of targets,
always difficult in jungle coimtr^,’', depended entirely upon
briefing and the intimate IcnoT/'ledge the pilots came to
possess of the countrcy over vdiich they were operating. On
the other hand, the Air Commando Force, equipped vd.th H.F.
radio, could talk to the ground troops and thereby ga.ined
a tremendous advantage. The use of R/T. in close support
operations had, in fact, been used during the early months
of 194!j-_ in Arakan but only for cancelling air attacks. The
indication of a target or transferring aircraft from one
target to another by E/T, vra.s considered unduly haaardous
for the ground trooirs. This ?/ould appear to be the view
held by the planners of the Hingate foray for no plans were
laid on the assuiption that tactical aircraft would be
trolled from the ground. The possibility of so doing soon
became apparent, hovrever, and in due course it Vvas to be the
rule rather t]aan the exception.

Tile, enployment of R/T. in close sipport only became
possible in long range penetration because R.A„F„ officers
were attached to the ground forces,
knew the ground situ-ation and the problems peculiar to the

He was thus the ideal person to communicate with air
craft overhead and direct them on to targets,
the remoteness of the aircraft bases from targets in the
field, R/T, cofflfauhication assi.imed particular im^jortance since
conditions might easily clian^/e between the time the request
for air support had been made and the arrival of the aircraft
overhead. Moreover, unlike an orthodox caiipaign in wiiich a
battle line 7®.s laiown to air and army comiaanders, close
support to L.R,P„ columns ms complicated by the fact thcat
these forces often wandered from place to place and occupied
few static positions.

It v/as

con-

The R.AoFc officer

air.

In view of

A0H.B./IIJ50/
47/27
JICA. 2527

Other methods of target identification other than R/T.
were, of course, used. Mortar smoke was commonHy used al3.
along the Emma front but in conjunction vdth R/T. conmunica-
tion, aircraft cou2,d call for mortar smoke at the exact

Tliis also gave the
eneniy less chance to confuse the tsuget by smoking other
areas, including friendly positions.

instance they were ready to attack.

Coloured smoke 7/ould
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have heen foolproof; it had long been promised but no sup
plies were made available dixring the caitpaign vinder review.
Finally, the LoRoP. operations were notable in tliat the Air
Commando Foi’ce used large scale photographs 'vdiich
invaluable for pilots operating over unfamiliar terrain.
Prom the foregoing it will be seen that the Air Commando
Force required three conditions for effective air support
in jungle country. They needed ground-to-air communication,
preferably Tri.th an air force officer on the ground directing
aircraft overhead; they needed mortan smoke for precise
target identification; they needed complete photographic
coverage in advance, mth enlarged pictunes for briefing
purposes. A combination of these three virtually ensured
that direct air support for the brigades of Special Force
would be effectively carried out.

Although the Air Commando Force achieved conspicuous
results in the realm of close support, they were handicapped
by the lack of photographic reconi:iaissance aircraft. As a
make-shift a B-25 was employed, with the cameraman talcing
vertical photographs through the belly Ydndow and obliques
by standing in the side hatch,
operations the Air Commando lacked any facilities for photo
graphic interpretation. Two P.I. officers were sent to
the Force after operations were well under way but v/ould
have been valuable had they been available from the begin
ning, Nevertheless, despite these shortcomings, the Air
Commando Force was able to obtain extensive coverage of the
most important areas in Tidiich the long range penetration
brigades were operating. These pictures, while poor for
photograpliic interpretation in that they seldom made
stereoscopic pairs, were invaluable for air operations and
served as a guide for ground operations as T/eil, These
experiences of the Air Commando Force would appear to illus
trate the need, in a similar campaign, for specially
established P„R. aircraft and a photographic interpretation
unit for the immediate interpretation of photographs.

Direct air support druing the operations of Special
Force assuaed particular inportance owing to the absence
the ground of substantial artillery support. Long range
penetration brigades were in fact criticised as being too
lightly equipped for real infantry work but it must be
remembered that the L.R.P, columns possessed a form of
artillerj'’ capable of firing 500 lb, missiles 100 yards from
their forward troops,
in its most mobile form.

Air support daring the operations Of 77th Brigade was
used for three different purposes; the defence of the ’vVhite
City stronghold, in attacking eneiay forces and for the bomb
ing of observed targets beyond the range of forweird troops.
Procedure for direct air support was worked out beforehand
vd.th the Air Commando Force but it ’was greatly improved unon
by experience. The Important basis was the personal touch
and Christian names were invariably used on the R/T.
defence. No, 22 sets were set up in positions vd.th good
visibilitj'' and there were good telephonic coimnunications
betvreen all sectors of the stronghold, . ■ The sequence of
events during times of defence T/ould usually be as follows;
a patrol would perhaps find a Japanese coiipany dug-in for
100 yards or so, some 200 yards from our positions, A mes-
sage v/ould be sent in clear, save for the map reference and
time in code. The estimated time of arrival of the
supporting aircraft would subsequently be received. Mortars
probably already had the range and would quite likely he
firing high explosives in any case. One mortar wouild be

were

Until near the end of

on

The air forces provided this weapon

In

AoH,B./lIJ50/
h-7/27
JICA. 2528

AoH.B,/lIJ50/
•8L/13A3
RoA.F,

Officer, HQ.
77th Brigade

Liaison

Ibid,
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detailed for smoke, tlioiagh on occasion 25-pdr, smoke was
also used. The No, 22 set would open up and listen for
the aircraft caUlng, Mien their arrived overhead the E/T,
conraunioation then established would be as good as a tele
phone' conversation, The RoA.Fc officer on the ground
would give the leading aircraft,the exact target in relation
to some lanclDiark and would tell the pilot precisely v;hen the
smoke was put down. The Japanese never imitated the smoke
and even if he had E/T, would have put the aircraft right.
In any case they would never have bombed oiu’ own troops
whose positions were clearly marked on large scale gridded
photographs carried by all pilots.

Ibid, Tlie principle of dii’ect air suppox't in attack was much
the same as in defence,

was found that eneny troops were opposing an advance, targets
would be systematically bombed,

against^the eneny vrould take place, generally •'/vith light
casualties to our own troops.

If by observation and patrol it

Then the final assault

Tha bombing of observed
targets also had its place in the operations of Special
Force for it ms the only method hy v/hidi targets, other
tnan fixed installations, could be bombed with certainty
and accuracy and the results observed,
more thaii else'vdiere that troops on the grovmd could assist
tile bombers in attacks against eneny lines of coiirnunication,
supply dumps and so forth.

It was in Burma

Experience during the Wingate foray , of 1 92j4 vrould
indicate that the best bomb in defence was the depth charge
and in attack a 2^0 or 500 lb. bomb. The reason for tliis

3.ay in the fact that in defence the attacking enemy was in
the open and if caught thus, had seldom a chance to dig-in,
A depth charge with little penetration but terrific lateral
blast was found to be effective for about 50 yards against
men lying flat. In attack v/here the defending eneny was
probably dug-in, a direct hit from a bomb with good
penetration ivas the only answer, ^
cases ms effective.

ifachine-giui fire in both
Indeed many,Japanese diaries-showed

that the owners disliked machine-gunning more than bombing,
this v/as certaiixly most effective when aircraft after air
craft flew down .the saine line one after the other
15. minutes, finally to continue with dumiiy
g,round troops could talce full advantage in assault,
question of a bomb-line was simple. In,static defence
pilots Icnew the exact positions of our troops tlirough
gridded photographs. In attack the bomb-line and the line
of attack would be given over the iVT.

for about

runs so that

The

Amy Views on Close Support

A.H.B./lU52,/50
Sutpnaiy of the
activities of

Specia.1 Force
Feb-Aug.'44
Brigadier

Lentaigne

During the operations of Special Force the EoAoF.
insisted U3pon detailed indication of targets sufficiently in
advance to permit the careful briefing of aircrem. They
did not favour the indication or .change of target by E/T,
commurp-cation between ground, troops and pilots of aircraft
while the latter \Tere over the target
Commando Force, on the other haiid, preferred to have their
targets indicated by ground observers by Pv/'T, in combination
T/ith smoke or other means and they did not insist on the
target being exactly indicated before the aircra.ft took off.
Experience showed that the Anerican method was iru^'initely
the more effective for several reasons.

The Airarea.

In the first place
there ms less delay between the receipt of a request for
direct air sui^port and the take off.of the aircraft.
Burma it vra.s not always possible to describe targets by E/T,
since they were often siti.xated in nondescript juigl® country.
The American method was also more flexible in that the period

In
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between the call for and the provision of air s-upport,
developments would frequently take place in the battle area
vdiich necessitated
case

a change of target. Moreover, in the
of air action in support of a ground attack, fresh

targets often appeared wiaile the aircraft were overhead.
There \;ere a.dvantages to be gained by voice contact betv/een
ground and air and this personal toucli had the effect of
increasing mutual confidence betTreen the ground troops and
the pilots concerned, .Finally, on several occasions air
craft returning from other sorties contacted our troops and
were given opportunity targets to be attacked, either'with
une.-xpended ainmunition or after retiuming to base for
re-arming. On other occasions m-gent verbal messages
for &ecial Force li.Q, were sent in this v/ay.

Ibid. Although some R,A„F, officers thought that bombing was
more accurate than artillery the army felt that neither the
accuracy nor the effect of bombing should be overestimated,
virile applying a far greater v/eight of metal, bombing could
not hope to attain the accuracy of artillery,
of bombing rvas greatly decreased wiien the ground was soft
and in the later stages of oper'ations it was found that
weapon pits, only a few yards from bomb craters, were quite
untouched. The moral effect of bombing, however,
sid.erable cind for about half an hour after a heavy
bombardment enenQ^ troops were usually in a dazed,
stunned condition.

The effect

was con-

semi-

In cases where air support was a prelude to a ground
assault, it was essential that the attack took place
immediately on conclusion of the air strike, so as to give
one eneny no time to recover. TMs principle 'was proved

Duimy attacks follovdng the real thing
proved effective in keeping the enemy down while our ground
attack v7as actually in progress. In good: weather, support
ing aircraft could arrive, over the target vath a high
degree of punctuality, thus facilitating the synclironization
of ̂ the ground vdth the air attack. In bad -weather, however,
this was by no means the case and all plans by the ground
forces had to take into consideration the prospect of a
talce-off being delayed by several hours.

on many occasions.

A,H,Bc/IU52/50
Suiamary of
Special Force
operations
Brigadier
Lentaigne

Hie army deemed it essential that direct air support
should be controlled from the ground by an experienced
officer with direct R/T, coinmunication to the leading air
craft. In addition the air controller needed conmunications

facilities ivitii the mortars for smoke indication, vdth tiocps
in close proximity to the target and in the case of an
imiTiediate attack, the controller needed contact vdth the
assaulting forces,

any officers could do the job, other found it hard to exag
gerate the value of RoAcF, officers on the ground.
Brigadier Calvert,

Vliile it was felt in some quarters that

Indeed,
the Coiicmander of 77th Brigade, declared

that it v;as preferable to have three pilots on t.he ground
and nine aircraft in the air, than to have tv/elve aircraft
overhead. Pilots on the ground knew exactly what it was
reasons.ble to ask pilots in the air to do and the latter
had confidence in pilots on tlie ground, T"
arry officer, hov/ever good, could constitute an adequate
substitute.

No non-pilot or

Conclusions on the Air Commando Force

During all the operations midertaken by Special Force
in 19AA, particularly in the initial fly-in, a reraarkable
degree of co-operation was achieved between the land and
the air forces. The friendly teaniwork of V/ingate and
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A.H„B./IIJ54/50
Svnnmary of
Special force
OTDerations,
Pt. IV

Coclxrane typified this spirit and soon became legendary.
The results of this partnership between Special Force and
the Air Commando led the army to advocate the provision of
sepairate air units to train \idth and give support to the
land forces in similar operations,
standable once they had enjoyed the fruits of v/iiat might be
tenmed a 'private air force', pledged to provide specific
land units ̂ th exclusive fighter, bomber and transport
stpport,

were achieved, particularly in the sphere of close sujpport
and especially with 77th Brigade which had trained more
closely Ydtli the air forces than the others,

said that the Air Coimmando were prepared to try anything
and they took the vievY that the place for experiment was in
the field. Indeed, the methods employed by the Air CoiTimando
in close support were in use several months before they were
sanctioned elsewhere and it has reasonably been said that
had the Ai.r Commando not been an independent formation, half
their tricks would have been disallov/ed.

Tills desire is under-

Tliere is no doubt that some remarkable results

It has been

A.H.B./IIJ50/
98/1 (m)
Enel, 55,
Air C,-in-C,
to CoAoSo

1 Apr, 'idf

Hie .idea of a separate air unit to support specific
land formations was strongly opposed by the R,AcPo as being
unnecessary and fundamentally unsound, for there were no
tasks in support of L„R„P. operations idiicli could not be
unc'ertalcen by a tactical air force and transport units,
provided suitable aircraft and equipment v/ere available.
Hence the desire of the Air Commander-in-Chief to disband
the Air Commando Force on the completion of its operations
in May 19Wf., Miile the record of the small force of
selected personnel with first class equipment, v/liicli con
stituted the Air Comriiando, vas naturally’ good, that record
could no't be advanced in support of extending the principle
of air commando units. This view vra.s upheld by the Air
Mimstry, it ̂ being agreed that the principle of air commando
units gave rise to the danger of tying down air forces per
manently and exclusively to one particular army formation
with the consequent risks of duplication and lack of
flexibility.

AnH.B./lIJ50/
98/1 (m)
Enel. 60 CoAoSo
to Air Co-in-G,

12 Apr. '44
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CHAPTER 9
•\ .

OPERATIONS IN NORTH BURMA
TO AUGUST

The Military Backgroiind

The Army Air
Forces in

World War II

Vol,IV,Ch.15

Following the loss of Burma in the spring of 1942,
Lieutenant-General Joseph W, Stilwell had endeavoured to
increase the effectiveness of Chinese troops and to perfect
plans for the re-donquest df north Burma,
completion of a campaign in north Burma would ultimately
enable land communications with China to be reopened by way
of a new road to be built from Ledo in Assam to the old Burma

road at some point east of Myitkyina. In May 1943, however,
the Combined Chiefs of Staff had given first priority to the
development of the India-China air route in order to sustain

an air offensive against the Japanese from China bases by
the Fourteenth United States Air Force, Nevertheless,
Stilwell had been promised support for his campaign to clear
the trace of the Ledo Road, This promise to Stilwell
included an assurance that British offensives would take
place on the central and southern sectors of the Burma front
in support of the co-ordinated advances of the Chinese-

American forces from Assam and the Chinese Ejtpeditionary
Force from Yunnan, In August 1943 at the Quadrant
conference, the Combined Chiefs of Staff had confirmed these
commitments and had given the newly created South East Asia

Command orders to occupy northern Burma, as the first
priority, and to increase the flov/ of airborne supplies to
China,

The successful

Thou^ details of the plans for operations in north

Burma have already been outlined in an earlier chapter,
brief recapitulation is perhaps desirable. While the larger
plans were being completed, the offensive from Ledo began on
31 October 1943 south from bases in the Brahmaputra valley
with the object of captxxring the Mogaimg-Ji^jritkyina area.
Two Chinese divisions were engaged in combat with the 18th
Japanese Division when the Cairo conference took place
towards the end of November, At that conference plans for
the re-conquest of north Burma were confirmed and it seemed

that there was every likelihood of a major success in Burma
during 1944« But the participation of the Yunnan force for

operations in north Burma was dependent, strangely perhaps,
upon South East Asia Comnmnd mounting an amphibious opera
tion, Following the conference between the war leaders at

Teheran, the earlier decision to mount an amphibious
operation was reversed and since no such operation could now

take place. Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek refused to commit
his Yunnan force.

a

C0S(45)791
CO) Pt II
25 Feb,

Saxt-ant KLen^>,
neetlngs.

CabJl isb,^6cb,

SACSEA 1024
SC/^

End, 36, PAD
to SAC 5 Dee, «44

File

In December 1943 there were four areas where the Allies

were in contact with the enenQr in Burma; in Arakan, in
Manipur, in the Hukawng Valley and in the region of Fort Hertz
where a small garrison of Kachins under British officers was

located, Onl Febiriary 1944 they were incorporated into

Stilwell* Northern Combat Area Command, Although Stilwell,
after his return fron Cairo, had failed to persuade the

Generalissimo to commit the Yunnan force, Stilv/ell was still
convinced that he could capture ̂ yitkyina. In April 1944,

The Army Air
Forces in

World Tfer II

Vol.IV.Ch,15

(1) See Chapter 2.
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however, the Generalissimo changed his mind and sanctioned
an advance across the Salween, In the meantime the Allied

forces from Ledo, supported by a right flank column, had
advanced along the Hukawng Valley, They had then to cross

the rugged Patkai raoixntains at their lowest pass and debouch

into the Mogaung valley whose river flowed south-east to join
the Irrawaddy below Myitkyina,, The distance v/as 170 miles

from Ledo but was more than twice that distance by the

devious jungle tracks which would have to be followed by the
advancing trocps. Moreover the Hukavmg Valley was
notorious for its unhealthy climate and dense jungle under

growth, The whole area was defended by a wily enemy
ensconced in strong defensive positions.

Plans evolved about this time envisaged the use of long
range penetration columns, whose activities have been traced
in the two previous chapters. What lias not yet been
recorded is the fact that whilst training for his 1944
campaign Wingate had been joined by 3,000 American ground
troops destined for long range penetration in support of the

proposed Allied offensives from Imphal, Ledo and Yvinnan,
The American force, the first UoS, ground troops to appear
in battle in the theatre, were embodied into a unit under the
name 5307th Composite Unit and became known by the code

name Galahad Force, It reached..India in the autumn of 1943
and carried out training under Wingate, ' It was assumed
that these troops would operate under T^ingate’s command, but

in the end they were allotted to Stilwell for use in north

Burma, Prem the end of February 1944 they played  a vital

part in the development of the north Biirma cans.'^aign.

After some months of difficult operations in the

tangled Hukawng Valley, Stilwell*s Chinese-American forces
had made but slow progress and it seemed unlikely that an

.  orthodox frontal advance would take our troops to Myitkyina
before the break of the monscon. It thus fell to the

Galahad Force to hasten the pace and,■aided by air supply
and air transport, outflanking movements were effected,
culminating in the surprise capture of Myi1;kyina airfield on
17 May 1944* In the meantime-the advance of the main force
down the Hiikawng Valley■continued, while long range pene
tration coliimns cut enemy communications leading to north
Burma, Later the brigades of fecial.Force co-operated more
closely with the north Burma campaign and ev3nt^xally captured
Mogaung on 26 June, Althou^ the captvire of Myitkyina air
field had been a brilliant feat of. arms and that reinforce

ments had been florm into the area soon after its capture^
the Japanese resisted in Myitkyina town strongly and not
until a siege had been in operation for 79 days did the town
fall to the Allies, With the reduction of Myitkyina town,
north Burma was firmly in Allied hands to provide an
invaluable base for air operations dyer the Hump to China, as
a staging point on the proje-cted Ledo Hoad and as a, base for
further land operations to the south. Similarly, it

.  provided an air base for the protection of the transport air
craft plying between India and China auid also an air base for
tactical aii‘ squadrons.

Air Transport Operation-s in -tHe Hukawng Vailley

/.s already mentioned the advance in north Burma began
on 31 October 1943 and for the first three months progress
was somewhat slow. For the Chinese troops were exposed by
a tenc.cious enemy ensconced in difficult country. By the
end of January 1944 the Chinese troops of the Northern Combat
Area Command were less than 20 miles from their positions of
21 December 1943* The offensive remained unimpressive save
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for the fact that Chinese troops, well fed, clothed and
equipped, had taken the initiative for the first time and
had pushed back the Japanese army. But before any important
developments occurred, operations to the south directed
attention away from the Ledo front.

A.H.B./1IJ50/
47/70
HQ, ACSEA

Air Staff,
Air Transpt,
Operations

July 192j4

While the momentous events in Arakan and later at

linphal and Kohima were taking place, another landmark in
the history of air transport support operations in Burma was
reached,

took the troops farther from their bases. Consequently,
their caills for air supply increased, necessitating as many
as a hundred sorties a day,
behind the advancing forces, landing groxinds were constructed
by American engineers whenever possible. By this means,
fresh troops were landed who in tum advanced, consolidated
their positions and built further landing grounds,
process reached its consummation in May when the all-weather
airfield at 1/^itkyina was seized by American long range
penetration colvunns accompanied by sane Chinese troops.

Skch advance by the Northern Combat Area Command

As the Ledo road took shape

The

These operations over difficult, and in some cases
almost impassable terrain, were only made possible by the
support given throughout by the 1st and 2nd Troop Carrier
Squadrons, the latter being a sqxiadron whose experience and

versatility rivalled that of the R,A,E, *s No, 31 Sqviadron,
" Aided by air supply and air transport, Stilwell’s advance
gathered momentxam. The Chinese soldiers fighting their
way through the Hukawng Valley were aided by Wingate’s
raids and blocks to the south and by the outflanking move
ments of the Galahad Pores to the north. The latter

received their first supply drop on 22 February 1944* On

19 March, Jumla Bum was taken and the Chinese-American
forces broke into the Mogaung valley, Myitkyina then
seemed within reach, but with the approaching monsoon rains,
Stilwell felt that something drastic had to be done to
hasten the advance. He therefore decided that vdiile the

main force continued their advance down the Hulcawng and

Mogaung valleys, a force woxxld be sent across the Kumon

range into the Irrawaddy Valley for a siirprise descent upon

Myitlq7ina, To accomplish this, additional troops were
necessary and Chiang Kai-Shek agreed to release the 50th

Chinese Division, then in China, for operations with
N»C,AoC,

Cab, Hist, Sect.

SACSEA 1170

War Diary of
Galahad,

A,H,B./IU50/
47/27
JICA. 469

Since no lend communications between India and China

existed it became the responsibility of the American Air

Transport Command, India-China Wing, to fly the 50th
Chinese Division from Yunnanyi in China to Sookerating in

Assam on return flights from their Hump operations,
might be mentioned that the A,T,C, had some 350 aircraft

On arrival

It

engaged on the Ihdia-China run a.t this time,
in Assam the Chinese troops were to be equipped and
concentrated at Sookera'bing and then flown to Maingkwan in

Burroa by the 1st ToC, Squadron,

The movement from Sookerating commenced on 5 April 1944

and by the 12th the entire Division, numbering 1QU2 officers

and men, had been flown into Maingkwan, The first
contingent of Chinese troops arrived at Sookerating by A,T.C,
aircraft at noon on 5 April and by I5OO hours they had been

equipped and accepted by the 1st T,C, Squadron,
the. day seven sorties had been flown carrying 243 troops

to llaingkwan. In addition on this day, 34 supply sorties
were accomplished. Subsequent eperations during the move

of the 50th Chinese Division followed similar lines. The

By the end
of

Ibid,
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average weight per soldier and his equipment was I65 lb.
Thirty-six soldiers, were carried on each sortie, making a
pay-load of approximately 6OOO lb. On 6 April the trans
port aircraft were given priority commitments in the realm
of air supply to forward troops in the Hukawng Valley so
that it became necessary to divert aircraft from troop
carrying. Nevertheless, 6ltB troops were carried in the
course of 18 . sorties while on the same day 20 supply sorties
were completed.

About 2,500 men could be accommodated in the camp at
Sookerating and the U.S. Air Transport Command were flying
into Assam something like I50O troops each day from China,
In order to keep the camp clear it was planned that the 1st
T,C. Squadron would lift 1200 troops a'day into Maingkwan,
But this did not prove possible owing to the continuing
demands for air supply so that - on 7 April some 59 supply
sorties were flown against 26 borties on troop carrying in
which 93^ men were lifted. In order to deal with the

increasing number of troops at Maingkwan night flying was
resorted to on 8 April and flying was continued each day
from 0630 to 0200 hours the following morning.

Since the beginning of the operation the 1st Troop
Carrier Squadron had possessed twelve aircraft of their own,
three aircraft and crews attached from another U.S, squadron
and two aircraft and crews from No, 62 Squadron, R.A.P,
With an average of sixteen aircraft operating each day there
were only six more first pilots than aircraft, including the
squadron commander, operations officer and attached crews.
By the afternoon of 10 iipril the strain was being felt by
the pilots but another TJ.S, squadron responded to a request
for relief by loaning three crews and furnishing
additional aircraft for night operations on the 10th, On
this date the movement of troops and supplies reached its
peak when 83 sorties were completed by the 1st T,C, Squadron
and two further sorties by an attached C-47, On 11 April
the two R,A,F. Dakotas returned to their home base in the
morning and three C-47's on attachment from other American

squadrons returned to their units at midday. To replace
these the 18th T,C, Squadron arrived and commenced operations
in the afternoon by moving 299 soldiers in nine sorties.
On the following day the movement of the entire division
completed with six sorties by the 1st Squadron and eight by
the 18th Squadron,

It has been said that the movement of the 50th Chinese
Diyision was carried out very efficiently and reflected great
credit on the administrative staffs who v/ere responsible for
assembling the aircraft loads at the right place at the right
time,., .Statistics show that the transport aircraft engaged
in moving the Division from Sookerating to Maingkwan flew
222 sorties carrying 7842 men and their equipment, I5 U.S,
troops and 12,440 lb, of stores. While performing this
task the same aircraft flew 28Q sorties on supply operations
during the course of which they lifted about 900 tons of
supplies.

The chief difficulty d\aring the operation arose from
not knowing whs-t demands might be made upon the squadron from
day to day since no information was given concerning the
required level of supply operations. It was thus impossible
to plan any single day’s work. With the time of operations
extending up to 20 hours daily and with the shortage of
first pilots, operational planning was made extremely
difficult. The original plan.for the squadron to move

an

was
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1200 troops a day had to be abandoned because of the demands
of troops in the field for food and supplies which varied
tram day to day and even hour to hour.

Ibid,
.  _ si'ttiation also resulted in unduly long periods

during which troops were waiting to be en^ilaned. For
instance, at 1120 hours on 9 April, an air supply company
telephoned to the 1st T,C. Squadron that they had no orders
tor sttpplies outstanding. Accordingly, the squadron
concentrated on troop carrying and planned the first take off
for 1300 hours. Before that hour, lorries carrying Chinese
troops had arrived for loading but before they could be put
on b^d, the air supply ccmpany had received and was
fulfilling orders for supplies and they continued to receive
such orders throughout the afternoon. As a result, thirteen
lorry loads of troops waited alongside the airstrip from
1300 to 1800 hours. These troops had been fed at 1000 hours1300 to 1800 hours, _
and after emplaning at I8OO they'faced the prospect of an
hour’s flight and a five miles march to camp at the end of
their air journey. Small delays also occurred in the turn
round of aircraft owing to the shortage of refuelling
equipment.

The Assault on I^itkyina Airfield

The assault upon Jfyitkyina airfield was undoubtedly the
culmination of the l943~Zf4 campaigning season. It v/as a
daring and difficult achievement which provoked protracted
and intense fighting after the rains had already begun,
Myitkyina was the railhead and focal point of eneny
ccmnunications by both water and land for north Burma, but
its capture did more than, deprive the Japanese of their chief
base north of IJandalay,
field of great potential value in the development of the
Hump air route and was also a main staging point on the
projected highway and pipe-line from Assam to Yunnan,
airfield, of greater immediate importance than the town, had
facilities for the landing of transport aircraft. Once it
had been captured, supplies could be flown in across the
entire length of the advance from Shingbwiyang to the
Irrawaddy, ^ Without the airstrip the Allies would lack
efficient line of conmunication since the monsoon rains
would soon make supply dropping less dependable.

On 28 April 194A^ the Galahad Force, accompanied by a
Chinese regiment, began to cross the Kumon range of hills
aM struck out for Myitkyina, The swift movement through
difficult coTintry was executed with considerable secrecy and
before the Japanese knew that l^itl<yina was imperilled the
Galahad Force was within four miles of their objective.
The attack upon the airfield was scheduled for 1000 hours
17 May, since it was known that the Japanese took cover in
scrub country some distance from the airfield in daylight to
avoid the machine-gun attacks which the Northern Air Sector

The assault upon the airstrip
The Japanese were completely

suipjrised and their defence so weak that at I530 ho\irs the
airfield was ready to receive transport aircraft,
prearranged reinforcements were immediately ordered to
be flown in from India and the first C-47 glider tugs
airborne at I6OO hours. It looked as if Stilwell had
achieved a magnificent victory for with the eneny’s chief
base in north Bxirma about to be occupied, the Japanese
already withdrawing rapidly from the Fort Hertz
at this point plans began to go awry,.

It possessed an all-weather air-

The

an

on

Force was apt to carry out,
was made by Chinese troops.

The

were

were

area. But
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Ibid. First of all the Galeihad force, which had established
its headquarters on the airstrip at Myitkyina as soon as it
was occupied, wanted a Chinese regiment flown in as planned
to provide sufficient infantry to assault the town before
the Japanese could dig in and gather reinforcements. Mean
while, the air forces had concluded that anti-aircraft guns
were needed to ward off Japanese air attacks upon the newly
acquired positions. Eastern Air Command had therefore
prepared to fly in certain British A.A, units - these had not

been asked for by Stilwell - and then to fly in the Chinese
infantry regiment. The result was confusion on the
Myitkyina airstrip and the absence of much needed infantry.
Trouble then developed in the Galahad force, whose nimibers
had shrunk during the campaign, owing to casualties and
sickness, from 3000 to approxa^tely 1000 men by the time
Myitkyina had been reached. As with the British long range
penetration brigades, the Galahad force believed that they
would not be asked to operate for more than three months,
and the sudden realization that they would be required for
further service after the fall of the airstrip broke their
morale. The Chinese regiment^which accompanied Galahad in
the surprise move against the airfield had not been blooded
in battle prior to the attack. It was hoped that Myitltyina
town would be captured by 20 May but the Chinese troops
became confused, fired on their own men and ran away in a
panic. Thereafter there was little chance of an early
occupation of Myitkyina town. The eneiry* s strength was
consistently increasing and he held strong defensive
positions, Stilwell was therefore faced with the

responsibility of conducting a long siege of l^itkyina while
his own troops had no lines of coraraunication other than the
air, the efficiency of which was threatened by the monsoon
rains.

A.H.B^/IIJ50/84A
Despatch by
Viscount'

Mountbatten,

After the initial fly-in of gliders to Myitkyina air
field, in which presiimably American airfield engineers were
landed, transport aircraft followed. Within thirty-six
hours of intensive operations there were landed at Myitlyina
six li^t A.A. batteries, twelve Bofors guns and crews, a
U.S. Airborne Engineer Company, American and British anti-
aircreift gunners and a Chinese regiment. It is assumed
that the latter arrived too late to malce any contribution to
the rapid reduction of Myitlyina town,
operation, which was carried out by day and'higiit vinder enemy
ground fire and air attacks, only one transport aircraft
shot down, thou^ several others were destroyed on the ground.
Two days after its capture the airfield wqs in'full opera
tion but it was cfverwprked even after its reconstruction and

expansion. To relieve the pressure, three American airborne
engineer companies were.flown,in on 28 May,
said that nearly 30,000 troops had also been flown in by the
end of May ,1944-e : The siege of lyitkyina, which v/as to last
79 days, had now fairly begun.

The Advance from Yunnan of the Chinese Expeditionary Force

In the airborne

was

It has been

; r...

In the third week of April 1914 the Chinese force in
Yunnan was ordered by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek to

advance into Burma. This force consisted of some 200,000
men divided into several groups of armies. It was planned
that the Yixnnan force should cross the Salween eind after

clearing the Japanese out of Yunnan, should link up with
Stilvirell^s forces and so establish land contact with India.
The crossing of the Salween began on the night 10/l1 May 1914
when 40,000 Chinese troops crossed the river on 400 boats.
Thousands more crossed on 11/12 May and this process
continued until the Chinese were across the river in
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sufficient numbers to exert considerable pressure on the
Salween front from ̂ pdmaw in the north to Kunlong in the
south*

As a condition of the advance, C5hiang Kai-Shek
stipulated that South East Asia Command should provide air
supply to the Yunnan force* ’ It was subsequently arranged
that sufficient aircraft would be made available for the
limited day to day supply of four Chinese divisions; it is
worth mentioning that a Chinese division was a much smaller
unit than its British counterpart* / . Orders were given on
17 May 19A4 for a United States squadron of thirteen C-47*
to be diverted from Troop Carrier Conmand, S.E.A. to the
Fourteenth U.S. Amqy Air Force in ChinA for the supply of
the Yunnan armies* This decision wias taken at a moment
"sdien the resources of Troop Carrier Command were strained to
the utmost for the commitments of transport squadrons, which
included the maintenance by air of the large besieged
garrison at were exacting* To fill the gap caused
by the withdrawal of the American 0—47 squadron, bombers of
the Strategic Air Force were diverted to stpply operations*
Moreover, the transport aircaraft on loan from the
Mediterranean theatre had been retained for a further period
and this constituted another factor in the acceptance of the
temporary tranter of a transport squadron to

s
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Other air support for the Yunnan advance namei from
elements of the Fourteenth Air Force under the control of
the 69th Wing* The task of the tactical force was to give

Vol*IV*pp.539~ close support to the Chinese, isolate the battlefield and,
541.* as alrea^ mentioned, to provide some measure of air supply*

A.forw;^ headquarters of the 69th Wing was set up on 2 May
1944 at a new edrfield near Yunnanyi, ..Air STipport was to
be provided largely by the 25th Filter Squadron and the
22nd Bombardment Squadron*

The Japanese forces opposing the advance of the Chinese
forces, had been in possession of, some of the area for more

years arai had skilfully taken advantage of the
.  terrain to develop strong defensive positions dominating
every avenue of approach. Althou^ .they were numerically
inferior to the Chinese and were oaipietely without air
supp^, they were, deployed so as to exact the heaviest
possible casualties among the attackers,
possessed stperior lines of stqpply,
Chinese lacked aiTtilleiy sipport and, with an unbridged
river at their backs, had to depend upon mules and coolies
to bring up siQ)plies after they had been brought across the
river.

Moreover, they
On the other hand the

Eie reduction of each strong point was dependent \ipon
heavy air attack aind; by the end of May none of the major
objectives had been captured. The recently arrived 27th
Trocp Carrier Squadron, attached to the 69th Wing, carried
out supply dropping but advsuiced CSiinese army units continued
to run short of food and ammunition* Numerous bombing and
machine-gun attacks against staging posts and supply dumps
were successfully carried out wliile heavy banbers were
called upc»i to add wei^t to the bombing of rear areas*
De^ite air attacks the Japanese held on tenaciously and the
campaign continued throughout the summer of 1944*
l^yitkyina town at last fell to the Allies in August, the
Chinese Yunnan airoies had still made no appreciable progress.
One senior Japanese officer after the .war gave the opinion
that if the Japanese had possessed the strength of
division and had the Chinese not had the overshelming
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advantage of air support, the Japanese 56th Division could
have prevented the crossing of the Salween. According to
the Japanese the advance from Yunnan had little influence on
the course of operations around li^yltlsyina.

Operations of Special Force ■» 20 Mav-27 August 1944

On 20 May 1944 the four remaining brigades’ of fecial
Force were incorporated into Stilweil<s Northern Ocanbat Area.
Ccanmand and thereafter operated maiiily in suppoft cxf
operations against Mo^ung and l^itkyina. A fectioal head-
quairters was set up by Special Force at Shaduzup, near
N.O.A.G., in order to maintain close liaison^ Also on
20 May, air support for fecial Force was talceh over by the
An^rican squadrons of the Northern Air Sector Force, On
20 June the N.A.S,Fi. became a reconstituted Tenth U.S. Air
Force.

A.H.B./1U50/ Just prior to the transfer of the long range penetration
brigades to Stilweil^s conmand, the fortified road and rail

HQ.3 Ihd, Div. block near Hcpin (Blaiolqpool) was quiet but on 22 May the
Summary of lull was broken when the garrison had to beat off an eneny
fecial Force attack. It was indeed unfortunate that the renewed eneny
operations. attempt to remove the block on his ccmmnuiications leading to

riortli Burma should have coincided with a severe deterioration
in the weather oonditicms. In mid-May the meteorological
staffs had stated that the monsoon would not break until
early June. From'20 May onwards, however, the bad weather

'  h^ far-reaching results, for up to the time of'the with-^
dmwei from Blackpool, not one close support soirtie could
be flown, • This sdlowed the enei^' to establish numerous
ahti-aLircraft and artillery positions in close proximity to
the-block and made it possible for him to infiltrate on to
the ■ airstrip whi<^, owing to the smallness of the garrison,
could not be adequately defended. The establishment of
these anti-aircraft positions made daylight supply dropping
virtually impossible while' imonsoOn rain and clouds prevented

•  night air sippiy operatidis. = Several very gallant attenpts
j  " ’were nevertheless made by both R.A.F, and TT.S.A.A.F.

•  transport crews in the face of heavy firej on one occasion
eleven out of twelve aircraft being hit. But even the most

■ ' detexmiried flying could hot replehidb the faist dwindling
Applies of food and ammunition at Blackpool. The

•- acti^ties of the other brigades fob were hampered by floods
v^'acid the shortage of supplies.-

50

Ibid. -The Blackpool garrison ‘was thus placed in a position of
facing a full scale attack upon their stronghold with
inadequate sijpplies and without the air sipport so essential
to protracted defence by li^tly equipped L,R.Fo troops.
On- 22 May the enemy'att^k against Blackpool was r^ulsed
but 'aHl troops had to be withdrawn into the perimeter of the
strohl^iioldi This meant that the airstrip fell into eneny
hands* ' A large amount of ammunition had been' expended in
beating off this attack and all supply dropping sorties on
the 23/24 l^y were abortive owing to heavy anti-air
craft fire;,- By 24 May tte eneny had established them-
selvOs in'a semi-circle round the -block hut the only time
they gained a footing in the stronghold itself they were
evicted® ‘ The Japanese continued to press honie their
attacks throughout the nig^t and at Q500 hours’they broke
into the perimeter of the block,' Oounter-atteofcs failed
and at 0800 hours the garrison was without food and short
of ammuniticai.' They therefore decided to evacuate the

n
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stronghold since it seemed unlikely that supplies would be
forthcoming. The evacuation was cairried out in appalling
conditions of I'ain and mud and involved caiTying over 100
casualties along eighteen miles of hill tracks. Neverthe
less, the garrison succeeded in reaching Mokso Sakan, east
•of Indawgyi lake.

Operations by the long range penetration columns
following the evacuation of Blackpool centred around the
area of Indawgyi Lake which -was now required an  a flying
boat alighting area for the evacuation of casualties.
In Jxine over 500 such were evacuated by Sunderlands of
No, 230 Squadron based on the upper reaches of the
Brahmaputra, On 23 June 1944, 77th Brigade began their
attack upon Mogaung and by the 26th the town vras in their
hands. The whole operation -was assisted by direct air
support given by the Tenth U,S. Mr Force,
Brigade was ordered to hand over its positions to the 38th
Chinese Division and to move into the hill country to await
evacuation from the field.

4.H.B./IIJ5Q/
84/21
Spec, Force
Admin, Inst,

24 Jun,/44.

The evacuation of the remaining brigades of Special
Force from the operational area was dependent upon the
speedy arrival of the British 36th Division, which had been
ordered to relieve the long range penetration columns
the advanced troops of N.C.A,C, 77th Brigade, however, were
given the choice of either marching out at once to Warazup
or waiting the arrival of 36th Division and then to be flown
out to India from Myitkyina, ^
alternative and began their march on 7 July 1944*

as

They accepted the first
The

remaining brigades during this month carried out  a number of
minor actions in support of the N.C,A,C„ canpaign. About
23 July, 111th Brigade was -vd-thdrawn from the battle and
left for Mogaung on the 27th, The detachment of Sipecial
Force which had throughout operated on the Bhamo-Myitkyina
road and subsequently against Myitkyina itself, was ordered
to hand over its positions to the Kachin levies and to
commence evacuation on 27 Ju3y, By the 29th this force had
been flown out and the evacuation of 1'!1th Brigade from
Myitkyina was completed by 1 August, By this time also,
the survivors of 77th Brigade had been flo-wn out from
Warazup, The only imits of fecial Force now left in the
field were 3rd W,A, and 14th Brigades, The former co
operated -with 36th Division in further operations Tirhile the
•latter operated independently. These last minor operations
were successfxxlly conpleted on 12 August and the task of
Special Force was at last finished. It had possessed no
land lines of communication throu^out. The British 36th
Division had now completed its concentration and was ready
to continue the ad'vance south into country which had long
before been dominated by Special Force, On I7/I8 August,
3rd West African Brigade troops were flown out from
Myitkyina and the troops of 14th Brigade followed on 21 /26
August 1944o

now remained in Burma and these were evacuated by air on
the 27th,

Only two small detachments of fecial Force

A.H,B./iU54/
I

Svimmary of
Spec, Force

Operations,

50

Mr Supply to Special Force

As already mentioned in the pre^vious chapter, all
supply dropping to the columns of Special Force from the
beginning of March until 24 May 1944 'was car'ried out at
night, save on the rare occasions when the tactical
situation demanded daylight cperations,
approach of the monsoon rains and the associated cloud

banks, and also to the strain on aircrews, dayli^t supply

But -with the
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dropping became the vogue and was continued for the
remainder of the long range penetration campaign.

A*H.B./IIJ50/8V In May iSkh- the focus of operations had 'moved north
wards and with the main supply base still at Sylhet the air

3rd TAP to EAC, haul became more and more uneconomical,.r'. Moreover, better
flying conditions generally prevailed in the Assam valley
than at Sylhet while aircraft based in the former region
could fly into Burma without fighter escort. The provision

.  of fighter cover was at this time particularly difficult in

■ view of the many commitments facing the limited defensive
fighter force. The army were therefore asked to move the

supply depot from Sylhet to Din Jan, thereby shortening the
haul and taking advantage of the certain other factors
already mentioned.

21

19 Jun,

After many objections had been raised on the part of
the army, they eventually agreed to establish a small sub
sidiary base at Din Jan to. hold I5 days* supplies of mortar

ammunition, hand grenades and medical stores for three
brigades. This air base, which had to be manned by an
improvised staff, was able to function from 2? May 1944»
But considerable difficulties were met during its establish-
tnent. No accommodation of any kind was available, the only
camp site was liable to flooding and all the requirements
of storage and labour for the iifprovement of the area had to ■ '

be obtained from the Americans, Despite their preoccupation
with other mtters they proved most helpful,: .= Air base

parties were at first accommodated on a temporary site, 
'

which they were forced to evacuate on,6 June, : A new site

was gradually developed and drained and storagfe bashas were

erected. The supply of special items of equipment to the
L,R,P, columns was not effected from Din:.Jan since the army
refused to immobilise such equipment during transit from
Sylhet to Din Jan, The shortage of accommodation at Din
Jan precluded; the move of the headquarters;of the four

brigades there* As the transfer of maintenance progressed,
■' requests for. supply from colimms in the field had still to

be received at Sylhet where priorities were decided at a
daily meeting at fecial- Force Headquarters, The passing
of requirements by R/T, from Sylhet to Din Jan was, however,

,  , a serious di^dvantage.

The 27th and 315th U,S, Squadrons, which had been
,  . providing air supply to Special Force, were, moved frcan

Sylhet towards the end of May 1944 though a detachment of
the latter squadron remained to continue the task. The
brunt of air supply during Jxme thus fell to the Dakotas of
No, 117 Squadron, R,A.F, which was assisted- on occasion by
additional sorties by other R.A.F. squadrons based at
Agartala.

A.H,B./lU50/84/ In May the total lift for Special Force was assessed at
an average of 70 tons per.day and this was increased to
84 tons daily during Ju^e, Third Tactical Air Force, in
conjunction with Troop Gorier Command, decided that 'by
sending one squadron to the Assam valley and basing it at

. Din Jan, an average of 60, tons daily could be achieved
provided each aircraft flew; .two sorties. The balance would

7 be made up from Sylhet by the squadron detailed to provide
aircraft for the delivery of special eqiiipment. It was
assiamed that the majority of the lift over 60 tons would be ,
stores of special nature. To implement this plan the
315th U,S, Squadron was transferred from Sylhet to Din Jan,
It would appear, however, that N,C,A,C, regarded the
squadron as an additional one for general supply duties and

21
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for the specific purpose of maintaining ̂ jecial Force.
Only ten sorties daily were consequently provided by the
Northern Air Sector Force for Special Force whereas the
requirements were 24 sorties of 6000 lb. each. By 20 June
the air base at Din Jan could handle 16 sorties each day
rising to 26 sorties by 25 June,
sorties must therefore have been the

The restriction of ten
- result of a irdsunder-

standing as to the reason for the transfer of the 515th
Sqi^dron to Assam, In order to keep fecial Force supplied.
Third .T.A,F, had to provide eight sorties from ̂ Ihet until *
25 June and three sorties daily thereafter, .
sorties from Sylhet were to be flovm via Jorhat to avoid the
need for filter escorts. But since N.A.S.F, ̂ re only
flying ten transport sorties daily, Third T.A.F. agreed
that 117 Sqxiadron RoA.F. would fly 18 sorties from Sylhet
until 20 June in order to keep Special Force supplied
during the transition period of the change over of control
in Assam from the N.A.S.F. to the Tenth U.S. Air Force,

All these

The misunderstanding as to which formation was
responsible for the supply of Special Force persisted for
seme time and it appears that the L.RiP, columns in Burma
received an average of only 65 tons per day against the
requirement of 84 tons for the period 7-22 J\me,
20 Jxine the Tenth U,S, Air Force became responsible for the
delivery of 78 tons and Third T.A.F. the other six tons.
At a conference held at Stilwell*s headquarters on 5O June
the shortfall of supplies dropped to Special Force
discussed.

From

was

It was stated that the minimum req-uirements
were 26 sorties per day, three of. which would be flown from
Sylhet, This plan could no doubt have been accoiiplished
had all aircraft made two sorties each day, but owing to bad
■weather, this had not proved possible,
transport squadron was therefore deemed essential and steps
were taken to provide one.

An additional

AeH.B./lIJ5it/
50, ,
Summary of
Spec, Force
Opera"bions,

The maximum output from the Din Jan air base v/as
reached on 12 July 1944 when 28 sorties were flovvn in
delivering a gross load of 187,000 lb. The last supply
drop to elements of Special Force took place on 23 August,
Between 27 May and this date a total of 2797 tons of stores
was dropped by aircraft operating from Din Jan. The air
base at Sylhet continued to maintain the long range
penetration brigades in specialist stores until 4 August and
in addition the three aircraft allotted for the task
also used to ferry stores and personnel from ^Ihet to
Din Jan and for occasional visits to base si;^ply depots in
India to collect urgently required special items of
equipment.

Air Support to Special Force .

Following the withdrawal of the. Air Commando Force
20 May 1944, air support for the British long range
penetration brigades wa,s provided by the American squadrons
of the Northern Air Sector Force, which on 20 June became
the Tenth U.S, Air Force,
was demanded solely for the hard pressed Blackpool garrison
but bad weather intervened and only one sortie, on the 25th,
could be flown. Between 27 May and 5 June, however, air
craft of N,A, S.F, attacked the railway south of Mogaung and
succeeded in cutting it temporarily in two places.
Thereafter, until 26 June, the bulk of air support given to
fecial Force was concentrated in the Mogaimg area in
support of the operations of 77th Brigade,

■were

on

From 21 to 26 May air support

•  . f

A.H.B./IU54/
50
Sijmmary of
Spec, Force
Operations,
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In June 19Zj4, elements of 77th Brigade in north Burma
reached the outskirts of Mogaung in a skilfully executed
pincer movement. Columns of L.R.P, troops moving north
from the Indaw-lilawlu region, swung to the east of Mogaung,
penetrated the Japanese defences and took up positions east

and south-east of the town. Simultaneously, Chinese forces
moving south from the recently captured village of Kamaing,
approached Moga\ing from the north and west, Mogaung,
which guarded both the railway leading to i/jyitkjrina and the

road north to the Hukawng and Mogaiong valleys, was
de^erately defended by the enemy who, eni>loying his usual
tactics, dug himself into positions svirrounding the town
and within the town itself.

A.H.B./IU50A7/ Targets for tactical aircraft at Mogaung thus tended
chiefly to consist of defended Japanese positions and
weapon pits. In their attacks the air forces maintained

a high degree of accuracy. The peak days for air support
during the battle for Mogaong were 11, 12 and 23 Jvine when
35, 52 and 50 sorties respectively were flown despite
monsoon weather. Brigadier Calvert, Commander of 77th
Brigade, stated categorically that without air support,
Mogaxmg.cculd not have been captured. It was therefore
fortunate that the P-40 and P-5I squadrons of NoA«S,P. were
at the time supporting the battle for these units were
based east of the mountains which separate India from Burma
and they had only, 70 miles to fly to the target area.
Aircraft based in Assam were generally unable to penetrate
the barrier of mountain and cloud which lay between the air

, bases and the targets in north Burma.

28

EAPLO. 77th
Brigade,

Lbid, .  The tactical squadrons which supported 77l'b Brigade’s
attack upon Mogaung used the same principles as had been
proved by the Air Commando Force during the earlier months
of the campaign, R/T, comra.'unication, smoke indication of
targets and enlarged photographs v/ere invaj.’iably usedc
Each target was found by observation and patro.l and then
systematically bombed until it had at lea.st one direct hit.
The result, was that in. the final; assault on the m?.in defence

,  only one strongpoint remained undetected and undamaged
to cause:serious casualties. At other points casualties
were light although all the positions attacked wore of the

.  blanker type .vdth a well worked out system of cross .fire.
Many Japanese soldiers were caught in their holes and dug-
outs with their hands still over, their heads.

A.H.B./IIJ54/50
Summary of
Operations
Spec, Force,

•On 19 June an interesting'example of indirect air
support occurred v/hen in the course of the morning a, rail
way train was reported to be moving south from Pinbaw.
Air support was called for and a formation of P-51’s

Our ground forces in thediverted from another target.,,
vicinity, which had observed the target, contacted the P-5I
formation by R/T, and indicated the position of the trui-^
K'-o latter was then att8.cked by, successive wave.3 ,of aircraft
and derailed. It was later reported to have been full of

Japanese soldiers, large numbers of whom were killed or
wounded. aircraft 'too participated in this stage
of the campaign in the fpnn of attacks by Vengeances of
No, 84- Squadron which attacked enemy troop concentrations
and supply dumps in the Onsancan. and Kadu- areas.on 5 and
7 Jxone^. TbJ.s was, in fact, the last occasion;'in the LcP.,P,
campaign in which R.AaF, aircr-’\:Ct pro'vd.ded air support.
The Vengeances had throughout been used sparing.ly since the
methods developed by the Americans proved far siiperior to
the nj,ore. orthodox RoA,F. tactics.

R, AoFo
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A.H.B./IU50/
117/1
ACOS, A-2
10th U.S.A.P.
5 Sep , ‘M4.

During the battle for Mogaung, column commanders of
77th Brigade sent requests for air support to H,Q, ̂ Decial
Force at Shaduzup by wireless. At Shadusup priorities were

decided between operations at Mogaung and at l/^yitkyina,
where a battle was raging at the same time. Is in the
case of close support operations in other parts of north

Buima, a photographic mosaic of Mogaiing was prepared and

gridded. Copies of this key mosaic were distributed to

all company commanders and to pilots. Targets were pin
pointed on the mosaic simply by quoting the correct
photographic coordinates, Vilhenever a request was sent to

Shaduzup, it was accompanied the grid reference so that

pilots, before taking off, had an opportunity to study the
position of the target. Other aids to target identifica
tion were, however, employed.

Troops which pinpointed a target invariably gave the
position of their own R.A.F, liaison section so that the

formation of supporting fighters could fly over the position
of the grovind R/T, set and establish voice contact,
the normal practice for the liaison team to ’tallc the pilots

This was done despite the fact that

It was

on to the targets*,
pilots had been briefed in advance and had a clear concep
tion of the target’s location,
liaison between air and ground that correction could be made

during an attack itself,
craft were off the target, the man on the ground could tell

following pilots to drop their bombs a specified number of

feet to the right or left,
receive alternative targets from ground observers in cases

where attacks on original, targets were no longer desirable.
Smoke shells too were not xmcoramon at Mogaung but they were
used as an additional and not a primary aid to target

Thus a flight of aircraft might be

But so close was the

TlUhen the bombs of the first air-

It was also the practice to

identification,

instructed to stand by while a smoke shell was fired,
soon as the smoke rose, the groiand observer would inform
pilots of the position of the target in relation to the

smoke.

As

In brief, it might be said that no effort was spared to
make each’ close support sortie count. The aids used in

pinpointing the targets plus the aids used to correct any
error in location or bombing, made close support operations
at Moga\ing highly successful despite the fact that pilots
had none of the briefing facilities available to pilots at

Myitkyina, During the period of operations around
Mogaung, over AOO sorties were flown and rarely did it prove
necessary to attack the same target twice.

A,H,B./IU5A/50
Svimmary of
Operations
H,Q, Spec,
Force

After the fall of Mogaung to 77th Brigade on
26 June 19^, close support operations for fecial Force

. became less frequent, though the Tenth TJ,3, Air Force
' continued to mo\int softening up attacks in areas where

Finally, on A and 5battle was joined vmth the enemy,

August 191(4, intensive air support v/as provided as a
preliminary and in direct support of a successful ground
attack, 44 and 54 sorties respectively, being flown,
the removal of Japanese troops from this target area, near

Sahmaw, and with the capture of another position by 14th
Brigade, the necessity for air support to Special Force
ceased.

With
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Evacuation of Casualties b.v Plying Boat

A unique and valuable contribution to the long range
penetration campaign vra.s made between 2 June and 3 July 1944
when casualties were evacuated by flying boats which landed

behind enemy lines in Burma, During May 1944, elements of
Special Force were moving northwards towards the swampy
country west of Hcpin and were encumbered by the many casual
ties sustained during the fierce battles around the strong
hold of Blackpool, These men could not now be brou^t out
by land based aircraft since all landing strips inside Biorma,
other than Myitkyina which wa.s inaccessible, were waterlogged
by monsoon rains. Plans were therefore made to mount
operation River in which a Sunderland aircraft of No, 222

Group, Geylon, woiold attempt a landing on Indawgyl Ijake
using Dibrugarh on the upper reaches of the Brahmaputra as
an advanced base, Indawgyi Lake was surrounded on three
sides by hills but otherwise seemed quite suitable as
flying boat anchorage. It lay near the battlefront for on
the eastern side the Japanese were in possession of a second

range of hills and were close enough, to bring fire to bear
upon the Lake, ; ■ ..

a

Cab, Hist, Sect,

SACSEA 1179

File sc/45
Air C,-in-C,
to No. 222

Group

27 May *44

Cab, Hist, Sect,

SACSEA. 1179
File sc/45
3rd T.A.F, Tels.

On 28 May 1944 a Stinderland flying boat of No, 230
Squadron left Koggala, Ceylon, to operate under the direc
tion of Third T.A.F,

and then on to Camilla for briefing.
The aircraft flew direct to Calcutta

A flying boat
anchorage already existed at Calcutta but its distance from
Lake Indawgyi prevented its use as a base for operation
River, Dibrugarh, however, held possibilities as an
advanced base, particularly since adequate ambulance
facilities existed there,

on 29 May of the anchorage at Dibrugarh by a Mitchell in
which-the pilot and navigator of the Simderland flew
passengers. Apart from a" strong current Ydiich averaged
about twelve knots, the danger of floating timber and the
odd river boats which might get in the way, Dibrugarh was
considered to be. fairly suitable,
about 20 feet and'the river pilot promised to do all he
could to ensure the minimum difficulties, ,

A reconnaissance was carried

as

The depth of water wa

out

s

A.H.B,/IU50/47/ The Sunderland flying boat flew to Dibrugarh on 31 May
and it was planned that operations would corntnence the

following day, A successful landing was made at Dibrugarh
though the .strong current proved troublesome and it took
45 minutes to moor the Sunderland to a buoy. Disaster
nearly occurred when the amphibious Dukw, used to manoeuvre
the Sunderland, nearly collided with the port float of the
aircraft,

39

Int, Report
No, 222 Group,

Cab, Hist. Sect,

SACSEA 1179

File SC/45
3rd T.A.F, Tels.

.  .On 1'.-June 1944 the ■ Sunderland of No, 2.30 Squadron, took
off for' its first.trip to .Indawgyi Lake, Most unfavourable
weather was,, however, encountered with IO/IO cloud from
500-2000 feet,- and after a flight of four and a h£ilf hoiirs
the aircraft , retiarned to Dibrugarh without accomplishing its

- mission, ;There was no doubt that the cperation would be a
difficult one for the area had never been properly surveyed.
Indeed, the map indicated that the highest peak to be crossed
rose to 6000 feet but one mountain was discovered over
9000 feet high,

11,000 feet, this being virtually the aircraft's ceiling, and
the route followed the Ledo pass and down the Hukawng and
Moga\ing valleys. Flying was nearly adways to be blind
through the pass and the turbulent conditions there made
instrument flying near the aircraft's ceiling somewhat
hazardous. Nevertheless, the second fli^t on 2 June v/as

Thereafter all sorties were flown at about
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successful despite extremely bad weather conditions.
Thirty-one casualties were paddled out to the Sunderland
the lake by the use of rubber din^ies. Since forty
minutes elapsed between landing and talce off it became
evident improvements in the ground organization were needed
to hasten the speed of evacuation. Rafts for carrying men
from shore to aircraft were therefore built on the spot and
fitted with outboard motors* These canried about six men,
but soon more sections were added, more motors fitted, and
towards the end of the operation as many as 40 men were
accommodated on one raft.

on

Bad weather persisted but on 3 June stores were flown
•  into Lake Indawgyi and 35 casualties brought out. The turn
round time for the Sunderland on this occasion was reduced
to 30 minutes,

were sighted below the flying boat but the Sunderland
reached base without being intercepted, Pieter escort had,
in fact, been planned for all flints but in most cases the
weather conditions in the Ledo pass greatly complicated
matters for the escorting aircraft. Attempts also made to

provide fighter cover from Tingawk Sakan, situated to the
east of the mountains, were similarly frustrated so that
the Sunderland was nearly always without fighter protection
at the lake where better weather conditions usually
prevailed. It should be mentioned at this point that one
of the passengers on 3 June was heard to remark that he had

been evacuated frcm Crete in a Sunderland, It is unlikely
that he realized that the sajne squadron was doing the job.
Slightly improved weather conditions enabled one sortie to

be flovm on 4 June and two on the 5th, Stores were flown
in to the lake and a total of 120 casualties evacuated.

No enemy interference v/as experienced thou^ on one occasion
enemy fighters were again seen. Cloud cover enabled the

Sunderland to keep out of trouble.

On the way back to Dibrugarh enemy filters

Cab, Hist, Sect,

SACSEA 1179

File X/45
3rd T.A.P, Tels,

When the opeiation started it appeared that about 200
casualties would have to be evacuated but this number sub

sequently increased to over 400, A second Sijnderland was

therefore called for, additional moorings were provided at
Dibrugarh where the second aircraft arrived on 4 June,
Unfortunately its port float was damaged by a Dukvj- and the
aircraft v/as obliged to return at once to Calcutta for

repairs. Night work by the crew and B.O.A.C, employees
to fit a new float enabled the Sunderland to retxim to

Dibrugarh on the 6th, The flying boats were schedxiled to
return to Ceylon on 10 and 12 June but since many casualties
had still to be brought out it was decided that one air

craft would return to Ceylon on 10 June while the other
continued operationso From 6 to 9 June both aircraft
were, operational and flew four sorties between them

carrying about 40 casualties on each flight. On the 10th
one aircraft returned to Ceylon,

By this time the monsoon had increased in intensity and

it became a question of whether the Siinderland that remained

could penetrate the barrier of storms and cloud that

separated the base at Dibrugarh and the Lake in Burma,
Prom 10 to 20 June the weather was particularly bad and on
the three occasions when the Sunderland took off from

Dibrugarh it was forced to return without completing its
task. Then on 20 June a Dukw collided •■with the flying
boat damaging the float assembly, mainspar and all stmts.
Since this aircraft could not be made serviceable the other
Sunderland was recalled to Dibrugarh where it arrived on
26 June, In the intervening period some of the casualties
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had been evacuated by river, which a temporary improvement
in the tactical situation had,permitted, but there were

still about 100 serious cases to be brought..out by air.

It so happened'that technical trouble developed in the re

placement Sunderland and the next sortie did not take place

■until 30 June, On that date, despite bad weather, the
aircraft managed.. ,to reach Indawgyi lake end to evacuate
2f0 casualties, Another, successful sortie was flown on the
following day. Finally, on 3 July, the last sortie was
accomplished in the most. .favourable weather experienced
during the entire operation. Later that day Japanese air
craft machine-gunned Lake Indawgyi and sank one of the
rubber rafts which had been used for ferrying casualtieso

Since the, , engines of the Sunderland were shov/ing signs
of strain it was decided to end the operation thou^ Special
Force wished it to continue. The serviceable Sunderland
therefore left Dibrugarh for Ceylon on 4 Jnly but the other
and iniserviceable aircraft foundered at her moorings after
being struck by a whirlwind. In all during operation
River, thirteen sorties were flo-vm in evacuating 506
casualties, one R,A,F, officer and one prisoner of war from
\inder the noses of the Japanese, On each sortie, save the
first, 2000 lb, of frei^t. were carried in. This consisted
chiefly of medical stores, rations and combat loersonnel.

A,H.B,/lU50/47/
39
No, 222 Group,
Int. Report

VJhether the operation was a creditable one or not is
It took a month to fly thirteen sorties andTjn certain,

the casualties were not delivered from the jungle wilderness
with the same speed that had been characteristic of earlier
casualty air evacuation by land based aircraft,
credit side, however, lies the fact that the monsoon had
rendered our fair-weather airstrips in Burma unserviceable,
Without the aid of flying boats our troops in Burma would
no doubt have attempted to get their casualties to the all-
weather airfield at 1/^itkyina, a hazardous venture in
difficult counti-y waterlogged by the monsoon rains and in

It is reasonable

On the

an area-where the Japanese were plentiful,
■  , to assume.therefore, that had the flying boats not operated,

.  the, chances of sur-vival of the 506 men v;ould have been
slender,. ■ Sunderland aircraft had been designed to operate

. at low and medium altitudes over the sea, whereas in Biirma
they had to fly at a hei^t of about 11,000 feet over the
jungle clad mountains-which separate India from Burma*
Moreover, the advanced base at Dibrugarh could not be
regarded, as' satisfactory for .several reasons,

'  * flowing river, swollen by monsoon rains, presented undue
hazards as evidenced by the several narrow escapes from

■  danage and the actual damage sustained on two occasions.
But the fundamental difficulty of the operation ^vas the
monsoon weather, and although a radio station was set up at
Lake Indawgyi to give two hourly weather reports, there
still remained the noblem of negotiating the barrier of
storm clouds which invariably covered the routes

The fast

Operations Against Myitkyina - Jxine-August 1941

The capture of Myitkyina airfield Ims already been
described and although-this event, took place on 1? May 1944
the main line of advance from Ledo was S'bil,! a good deal

Kamaing, for instance, was captinred by the
22nd Chinese Division on 16 June while Mogaupg fell to 77th
Brigade of Special Force- on the 2.6th,
task force, investing Myitkyina town had continued to make
slow progress against the defenders d-uring June and July and
mopping up operations continued aro\md Mogaung,

farther west.

The Chinese-American

The
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capture of the latter had effectively, closed the v/ay to
supplies for the Japanese garrison at Myitkyina by rail, and
they had been forced to rely on what little they could
infiltrate through our own lines. They could also obtain
limited supplies from detached Japanese forces to the north
and north-east of the town whence stores v/ere floated do;vn
the river on rafts.

A.H.B,/lU50/74
SEATIC 247
Translation

& Interrog
ation Report,

'Wcxen Myitlsyina airfield was first captured the Japanese
garrison in the town numbered about 400 men. By the end of
May 1944 the number had risen to about 2500, ’i^ith 1000
patients of the Japanese 18th Division hospital also in the

town, there were never more than 3500 men defending
l^itlcyina. The hospital patients were discharged as
rapidly as possible and attached to various iinits of the

besieged force, and by the end of -he siege, there v/ere very
few of the original 1000 who had not seen action in or

around Myitkyina, Prom Japanese sources we are led to

believe that the following factors led to a prolonged
resistance. The Allies were unable to use armour. The
Allies did not attack the town from the east for had this

been done the Japanese garrison, on their own admission,
could not have held out for long. Owing to the slow
process of landing reinforcement troops at Jilyitkyina air

field, the Japanese were given sufficient time to bring up
reinforcements. Although inferior in numbers the Japanese
troops at Myitkyina were well seasoned warriors and were

ably led.

A,H.B./IU50/47/ The air supply to Myitlcyina during monsoon weather
proved an impressive incident,

craft landed there carrying 30,000 tons, including the

weight of supplies and troops, the former comprising
artillery, food, ammunition and heavy construction equipment
that had to be broken down for air transport. The extent
to which air supply made possible the capture of Myitkyina
airfield on 17 May and that of the town on 3 August is not

without a degree of irony. In theory, Stilv/ell‘s Ledo
Road was to have become an artery for the supply of the

Chinese-American forces as they advanced towards M^yitlcyina,
In practice, however, even the builders of the road had
frequently to rely entirely upon air supply and, once the

monsoon had broken, the rain closed the road behind them,
For six months after the capture of Myitlqrina ai.rfield in

May till the first ground convoy reached the town in
November 1944, the Ledo road made no contribution to the

supply of forv/ard troops in north Burma.

Equally significant was the report of Brigadier-
General Godfrey, U,S., Chief Engineer of the American Air
Service Command, This report indicated that during the

fly-in to Myitkyina, Dakotas did the work of 1200 two and

a half ton trucks, that the number of men required for air
transport of supplies v/as less than half that which ground
transport would have required had the road been open.
The report also showed that in the subsequent construction
of new airstrips in north Burma, the manpovrer required and
flown in for the task was one fifth of that which would

have been needed for the building and maintenance of the

road. Of the subsequent value of the Ledo Road there has

been much controversy which is outside the scope of this
narrative,

nice calculations made by the air forces in boosting air

power must be related to the overall picture. For instance,
the Ledo Road was conceived and constructed for supply to

China and had the war taken its anticipated course, it might

Something like 14,000 air-

It would thus be prudent to mention that the

11

Report by
Maj-Gen, G,

Stratemeyer
H,Qo E,A,C,

0,R.B, H,Q.

R,A,F, Burma

May 1945
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well have played an important part in the ultimate victory.
For the road was not only to carry lorried supplies to the

Chinese army and American air forces in China, but also a

pipe line or two, Tliis pipe line undoubtedly gives the
advocates of over-land STipply an important point for all

through the war in the i’ar East, air operations from China
had been, limited not by the number of aircraft but by the
petrol and oil to fly them. It can fairly be said that the

transport by air of large quantities of fuel is uneconomical,
Y/hat is certain, howevever, is that by 1944 it had been

proved that in certain circumstances supply by air was a

practical substitute for supply by land.

Myitkyina was captured on 3 August 1944 after a siege
lasting 79 days. The greater part of the garrison of
3-40CG was annihilated, though some troops contrived to
escape down the Irrav/addy on rafts, Chinese .forces crossed
the Irrawaddy east of Myitkyina and moved down the road in

the direction of Bhamo to I(asu where, at the end of August,
they were consolidating their position. The newly arrived
British 36th Division, which replaced the long range
penetration brigades of fecial Force, advanced dovm the

railway south-west of Mogaung,
firmly in Allied hands.
Road now clear as far as Myitkyina but the airfield in the

vicinity was of inestimable value in increasing the pay-
load and safety of aircraft flying the Hump route to China,

Tactical Air Operations during the North Burma Campaign

The Myitkyina area was now
Not only was the trace of the Ledo

Until the opening of the land offensive in North Burma
in October 1943, the American squadrons in Assam were
engaged in defensive air operations designed to protect
U,S. Air Transport Command bases, and the transport aircraft

using them, and offensive air operations against- enemy lines
With•theof communication north of a line Katha-Bhamo,

conmencement of the land advance down the Hulcawng. Valley, it
became necessary for the air forces to add tactical air

support to their other roles. There ha.d, however, been no

.previous close suppor-t experience to guide the air coftimanders

and so at first, tactics and methods had about them ah air
of experiment and improvisation.

A«H,B./lU50/ ! . In anticipation, of intensive close support, operations
117/1 ' during the north Burma campaign, a series of conferences

ACCS, A-2, took place between American air and ground commanders, for
10th U.S.A.F. the purpose of evolving a suitable organisation to deal with

5 Sep, >2)4 the allotted taskei, • It was necessary to set up a system of
tactical air control through which all requests for close

support could Tjas?, The. accepted requests, had to be

conveyed to the air headquarters wi'bh all the relevant
information necessary for the fulfilment, of the tasks.
Liaison had to be established with the ground forces so that

the - aiir headquarters would be. kept fully informed about the

• progress of the land canipaign<, The necessary liaison to
accomplish these ends was, in the event, achieved by setting
up an air liaison and staff at .the Headquarters of 'the land

• forces.

During the early months of the north Burma -campaign a

'-Panel System' was employed to indicate targets ,in- close '

proximity to the front line troops. This visual method,
whereby a panel was laid out on the ground pointing to the

target, was not always satisfactory, Y/here the panels
could be properly laid, pilots received a fair indication of

the target's position. But the Hukawng Valley is almost
solid jungle with trees rising to I50 feet, and was thus .,
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unsuitable country for a visual signal of the panel type.
The panels could certainly be laid but they vrere often
difficult to see from the air owing to the dense undergrowth*
Some other and more effective method of target identification
had therefore to be evolved.

The panel system soon gave way to the use of smoke
shells which enabled supporting aircraft to locate the target
from the rising smoke and to bomb and raacliine-gun the
indicated position, A smoke code was devised in connection
with this procedure so that pilots could differentiate
between smoke shells and the smoke of battle,
sectors of the Burma front, coloured smoke was not available,
A variety of smoke patterns had therefore to be used,
instance, a triangle of smoke shells with the target in the
middle might be used, or three smoke shells in a line with
the centre shell indicating the target. The pattern
adopted was, of course, prearranged and formed part of the
briefing procedure,
excellent results, shortcomings soon became evident,
thickness of the jungle often diffused the smoke and in the
difficult terrain, ground troops could do no more than place
smoke shells in an approximate position. There also
remained the possibility of the enemy confusing pilots by
smoking other areas. The ideal situation in close sx:ipport
was naturally to indicate for pilots the exact and not the

approximate position of jungle targets, vdiile at the same
time to eliminate the danger to friendly troops during
operations close to our own lines. An attempt was therefore
made to overcome the disadvantages of smoke indication by
the use of gridded photographs.

As on other

For

^jThile smoke shells on occasion gave
The

A.H,B./IU50/
117/1
ACOS. A-2 .

loth U.S.A.P,

.  5 Sep.

In order to make use of photography as a means of
indicating the exact position of targets, several factors had
to be considered,

of ground operations and to photograph it in advance,
entailed close liaison with H,Q. Northern Combat Area
Command on future strategy and a close study of enemy dis
positions and movements,

standard distribution of photographs to ensure their
availability in the right place at the right time,
a standard method of reference to pinpoints on the

The method of reference

It was necessary to anticipate the area
This

It was necessary to establish a

Finally,

photographs had to be evolved,
used was extremely simple and yet,enabled the land forces to

pinpoint a position on any photograph even down to a single
tree. By adding a description of the character of the
target, so that the air forces could determine the number of
aircraft and ordnance necessary, and adding also the location

of the nearest friendly troops and time of attack, all
information essential to the planning of close support
operations was available,

cover in advance, a detachment of the 9th P,R, Squadron was
sent to Assam for operations under the Northern Air Sector
Force,

To ensure adequate photographic

A photographic intelligence detachment was also
placed at the disposal of N.A.S.F,

for photographic reconnaissance, maintained a photographic
library, placed all orders for sorties and briefed P,R.
pilots,

it was even necessary to decide the hour of the day when

photographic cover was required, because of the shadow
factor.

It screened all reque

Briefing was important in jungle photography sin

sts

ce

Array commanders were delighted with the photographs
produced which illustrated visually, enemy strongpoints
holding up a land advance. Pilots of tactical support air

craft too were enthusiastic over the use of photographs for
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briefing purposes on operations where a few hundred yards
marked the difference between friendly and enemy troops.
Photographs enabled pilots to study in advance the jungle
features which had to be identified in order to pinpoint a

target. With experience, pilots of tactical aircraft
operating over dense jungle country, became adept at picking
out the various jungle feat\ares. Bends in rivers and
tracks, varying shapes of valleys, distinctions in the out

line of paddy fields or clearings, contours of small hills
and even the differences in foliage, all details invisible
to inexperienced eyes, were used as landmarks in the sea of

jungle. Intelligence officers, when briefing pilots for

attacks close to friendly troops, stressed these features
until the pilots had no doubt as to the position of the

target. Thus, in addition to photographic grid references,
troops would describe a target as a 'basha in the north-west

, or a *row of slit
trenches along the east fringe of the paddy field at .,
or even a 'mortar under the Banyan tree at

corner of the clearing at f

(

I

So far the methods of tactical air support in the north
Burma campaign had not included the use of R/T,
February 1944 the Galahad Force joined the Northern Combat

Area Command for operations and with their entry into the

field the battle soon became fluid, Galahad, using quick
.  thrusts and encirolihg movements, repeatedly trapped bodies
of Japanese troops in the Hukawng Valley while the Chinese

divisions continued the orthodox advance to close the gap.
The Galahad Force, as in the case of Wingate’s columns, went
into battle with their own air liaison teams, IThen

fighting became intense, flights of fighters were sent over
the battleground with instructions to contact the ground
troops by R/T, The eneiny position causing the most trouble
would usually be pointed out in relation to the.nearest
landmark or other significant featiire. Pilots would then

.. make a dummy run over the target to make certain that they
, had located it,- ' This'type of operation was usually''mduhted

.  during fierce fighting or when the ground situation was so
fluid that targets'could only be selected on the spur of the

:  ■ moment, and when'dir craft were actually crrerhead. This type
',0. of close support had certain limitations, however. It

required-that the liaison teams be in a position to see both

aircraft and the target. It called upon pilots to identify
targets in the jungle Without previous briefing, Neverthe-

,  • ; less, it proved a highly effective type of ,clos,e support for
it brought air power to bear against the enemy at  a time and
place when most needed by the grovind troops.

In

i..'

,  It appeared, however, that a combination of R/T, control
and gridded photographs might provide the right answer to
close support on jungle country and was subsequently adopted.
By this method, troops reported the target, by means of a
reference to a gridded photograph. The target was then
pinpointed on the photograph, as was the position of friendly
troops. Pilots were therefore thoroughly briefed, they
alrrived over the target at a prearranged time and established
air to ground'cOmmunicatixDn by R/T, A duranQT run was then
made.over the target position as detailed during briefing
and any error was corrected by the men on the ground. It
is worth stressing at this point that targets were rarely
visible frean the air and so something extraordinary was
needed to ensure that pilots attacked the correct position.
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Air Support during the Myitkyim Campaipjg

As the Chinese-American forces advanced down the Hukawng
and Mogaung valleys, new airfields were quickly laid out,
suitable for both fighters and transport aircraft. The 88th

Fighter Squadron with P-AO aircraft was based at Shingbwiyang
while the 528th Squadron, with P-5'1 * s, moved in to Tingaw'k
Sakan just before the assault on J/^yitl^lna airfield early in
May 19M*-. Also there was a flight of P-ifO aircraft of the
20th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron, IThen the airfield
at Myitkyina had been captured, eight P-40 fighters, later
increasing to twelve, were moved into the newly acquired
airfield. Neither at lyitlcyina nor Tingawk Sakan were the
early arrangements satisfactory and practically no warning
of the approach of enemy aircraft was possible. Further
back in Assam there were four more squadrons but their use

in the north Burma campaign around Myitkyina was largely
dependent upon the weather factor.

A.H,B./IIJ50/
117/1
ACOS, A-2
10th U,S,A,F,

5 Sep. '44

USSBS 67 Two methods of tactical air support were adopted during
the Myitkyina campaign, one for aircraft based at li^itkyina
airfield itself and one for aircraft based elsewhere.

Fighters based at Myitkyina were probably located closer to

their targets than any other air unit in the history'- of air

warfare, VJhen the first fighters reached Myitkyina, the
nearest Japanese installation was a machine-gun post about

1000 yards away that kept firing at the aircraft as they
took off until it was wiped out in a dive-bomber attack.
Other enemy positions were close behind. During this stage
of the battle, aircraft were barely off the ground before
they were over the target. Some sorties were flown in the

record time of six minutes from take-off to landing, while
one pilot flew two sorties in the space of 20 minutes. It

might be mentioned at this point that the Japanese were more

heavily dug-in during the siege of Myitkyina than in any
other campaign in Burma, Allied groiind troops had little

artillery and the air forces had perforce to fill the breach.

Owing to the close proximity of friendly troops the majority
.of close support attacks were mounted by aircraft based on

Myitkyina airfield. The reason for this lay in the fact

that the pilots became thoroughly familiar with the front

line and were located in a position vdiere thorough briefing
could be given. It is worth stressing that briefing was the

key to success for there vras no room for careless or

inadequate briefing since the slightest error could mean

casualties among Allied troops. At l^itkyina, excellent
briefing facilities existed. It was possible to describe
the target and the position of friendly and enemy troops in

great detail, The significance of the target and the
proposed action of our own troops during and after the air

attack could be given to pilots. Often a description of

the targets and the problems they presented were outlined by
land commanders or their liaison officers. There v/as, in

addition, excellent and up to date photographic cover.
Moreover, even after take-off, last minute changes could be
comm\micated to the pilots by R/T,

A,H,B,/IIJ50/
117/1
ACOS, A-2
10th U.S.A.F,

5 Sep,

A. somewhat different system of close support was
adopted for aircraift based elsewhere than Myitkyina,
the tv/elve aircraft there were not at all times adeqxiate to

accomplish the numerous sorties requested, it v/as necessary
to use aircraft based at Tingawk Sakan, Shingbwiyang and

even, on occasion, from bases in Assam, This involved the
extensive use of R/T, which proved highly efficient.
Fighters from other bases did not land at Myitkyina but flew

Since
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oyer the airfield at a prearranged time to establish ground-
‘ a±r communication. Each pilot carried with him a
photographic mosaic of the battlefront. As much informa
tion as possible was then given to pilots over the R/T. for
the accomplishment of their tasks. Aircraft would

usually be given a photographic coordinate of the target
and any other descriptive matter that would eliminate any
ambiguity. Machine-gun attacks were not noimally carried
out, since the object of air attack was the destruction of
pinpoint targets either by direct hits or near misses.
But aircraft controlled solely by R/T, were not given the
closest targets, though many of them were 300-750 yards
from our own troops. Aircraft based at Myitkyina were
sometimes given targets within 35 yards of friendly troops
yet they never inflicted a single casualty upon them.

The basing of aircraft at Myitkyina^ airfield, v/hile
being risky in view of the lack of an effective warning
system, proved in the event to have been well worthwhile.
To protect the airfield against surp>rise air attacks,
defensive patrols were maintained in the area, Whenever
weather permitted, aircraft based elsewhere flew these
patrols. On occasions when it became necessary for air
craft at Myitkyina to be used defensively, they usxially
caxried out a bombing sortie before commencing their patrol,
ilie essence of close support at Myitkyina was speed. The
organization was so closely woven that a company commander
could ask for an attack and see it executed within

30 minutes, A good observation could lead to the destruc
tion of an enemy installation or troop concentration before
any alteration in disposition could be made by the enemy.

-  • r

ibid. During fair-weather periods it was not imusual for a

flight of four aircraft at Myitkyina to accomplish a totail
of 20 sorties in a day, Several pilots, mounted as many as
six sorties in a single day. Aircraft at Myitkyina were
also able to operate when other airfields were closed by
bad weather, for they could tajfce advantage of any local
improvement in weather conditions. Generally speaking, the
weather was clear at dawn and aircraft took off very early
f6r offensive reconnaissances of the rpads leading to the
battlefront. The Irrawaddy River was also covered in the
immediate vicinity of Myitkyina town. During the morning
it usually clouded over and these conditions remained until
about noon. In the early afternoon it tended to clear and

.  consequently most close' support sorties were then flown.
There were, of course, days when no flying at all was
possible. But this was unusual for there were often short

breaks in the weather. during which aircraft coxild operate.
This resulted in a far greater proportion of sorties being

■ flown from Myitkyina airfield than from others,
Tingawk Sakan, for instance, was only 20 minutes flying time
from Myitkyina, yet aircraft were often grounded by heavy
cloud even though the target areas might be temporarily
clear.

Prom 17 May 194^, when liyitkyina airfield was captured,
until 8 August 1944, the Tenth U.S,Air Force flew  a total
of 2515 sorties over the Myitkyina battle area. This was
accomiJlished during monsoon weather when conditions were

generally unfavourable for flying* The average of
33 sorties a day does not therefore represent tbe intensity
of air attacks on the days when operations were possible.
To accomplish the number of sorties mentioned above there

was a continuous procession of aircraft.over the front when
ever weather conditions permitted.
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Siimmary of the North Burma Campaign

Two factors in the operations conducted in north Burma
They were air supply and tactical

But once again it must be emphasised that
during 1944 stand out,
air support,
neither of these tvro factors could have affected the
campaign had not the Allied air forces first won control of
the skies over both India and Burma,
supply and air transport, further ejsperience was gained and
the operations provided much food for thought, particularly
in relation to the administrative machine behind the
transport aircraft,

was evolved T<hich was profoundly to affect subsequent
tactics in Jungle warfare.

In the sphere of air

In tactical air support a new method

The Army Air
Forces in

World War II

Vol. IV Ch,15

It is significant that in March 1945, a year before the
second Wingate expedition, serious thought was given to an
effective organization and to the development of procedure
for the assembly, storing and packing of supplies to be
delivered by air. These functions eventually became one
of the keys to American success in air supply and their
growth and evaluation are historically important. It so
happened that the air forces were not responsible for the
air supply organization, but the latter was such an integral
part of air supply that it cannot be overlooked. The
Amiericans set up a nevir organization under the Services of
Supply consisting of a detachment to pack and drop the

supplies, and seven detachments, composed of one officer
and nine enlisted men each, located in forward areas to
receive and issue supplies. The organization was
functioning by 14 April 1943 and by 1 July of that yean its
centre of operations lay ab Din Jan, There was of course
a parallel grov/th in the air supply organization mthin the

Indian Army Service Corps but from all accounts it was less

efficient that its American counterpart, principally owing
to inferior communications facilities and stringencies in
both men end equipment. The comparison between American
and British air transport organizations is worthy of
detailed study but since the difference in efficiency per
sisted throughout 1944 and 1945, the place for the final
assessment obviously lies in a subsequent volume of this
narrative,

A,H.B./lU50/
47/27
JICA. 471

Air transport operations in 1944 certainly demonstrated
the need for the closest coordination of air and groimd
movements, together with swift and dependable communications
network. In addition the most thorough planning was needed
to lessen the time transport aircraft would have to rsnain

on the ground for refuelling, loading and -unloading.
Considerable progress v/a.s made and the time for turning
round transport aircraft at some airfields was as low as

15 minutes. But traffic Jams and confusion occurred in

many operations, particularly at the receiving end, A

conference on the v/hole problem was, in fact, held at
Comilla eajcly in June when it was reconmended that some

form of air transport organization -within the Indiaji Army
should be formed. The fact that most time on the ground
could be time in the air -was of even greater importance
during the monsoon when weather restricted operations to
such an extent that sorties had to be crowded into the few

fair weather periods. The effect of the monsoon upon air

supply was assessed as being two days flying out of every

three, or one-third reduction from normal.
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The standards of supply dropping during the second
Y^ngate expedition were, as already mentioned, very high.
The same might ha said of supply dropping operations in
north Buraia,

port, aircraft supporting the operations of the Northern

Oombat Area Command delivered nearly 50,000 tons, moved over
50,000 men sind evacuated about 14,000 casualties,
February to August 1944, the Allied air forces delivered
well over 8000 tons of supplies to the long range penetration
brigades.

Prom 15 December 1943 to 3 August 1944, trans-

Prom

A,H,B./lU50/84
Desp, by
Viscount

Mountbatten

Ms.jor-General Wingate’s teclmique for jangle fighting,
Tirith air suppoi-b and air supply, suffered from certain
limitations. The lightly armed troops of Special Force,
divided as they were into small columns of about 400 men,
were not suitably equipped to undertalce large-scale opera
tions agednst fully organized troops. Consequently, their
basic philosophy had, of necessity, to be that of hit-and-
run, Their contribution could have been greater if it
could have been made in conjunction ■'/vith normal formations.
It should be noted that this is what was originally intended
during both first and second ej^peditions, but 5ai each case
last minute ci.svelopments resulted in the operations taking
place without the backing of a main advance, Mien the
Special Force was divex-ted to the task of supporting solely
the north Burma cs^npaign they did, in fact, fulfil the
accepted role - that of supporting main forces. But by
then the col’imns had been in action for a longer period of
time than was desirable. Nevertheless, they made an
important contribution to the north Bu.nna campaign in
captaring Mogaung, Just ha\r much effect Wingate's brigades
had upon Stilwell's campaign must, however, remain a problem
for military analysts. On the air side of the campaign the
lessons learned in the realm of air support and air supply
were important and were put to good use when the re-conquest
of Burma took p.lace in 1944-45* It is sad to reflect,
however, that the British 36th Division started off in
August 1944 from milestone 0 at l.dyitkyina and began to toil
slowly and grimly southwards over country which long before
had been dominated by the L,R,P, brigades.

Most of the factors xinderlying tactical air support have
already been described and there is little to add. The
battles T/hich raged around lyitkyina during the stimmer of
1944 were said to have provided a clear case of the
effective use of air power actually moving obstacles that
vrere holdiig up the ground forces. There is no doubt that
in north Bur-ma there was an early realization of the
potentialities of joint air-land action. Photographic
cover of hidden enemy installations was made; responsibili
ties were clearly defined and imderstood by all concerned;
air attacks were executed after careful planning by both
ground and air forces. If testimonials from groxond troops
are a reasonable measure of the efficacy of air action,
the close support
successful..

operations around Myitlyina v/ere highly
Yet despite overwhelxdng a:ir superiority and

numerical ground superiority enjoyed by the .Allies at
I'iyitlqyina, the fact remains that the eneny was able to
resist for nearly three months. Certainly this may have
been no fault of the air forces for we now know that the
Japanese thought our ground tactics inappropriate.
Nevertheless, the delayed success of operations at Myitkyina
needs some logical explanation which at the manent is not
apparent. It may well be that air operations were not
immediately decisive owing to the monsoon which restricted
flying to the fair weather periods. It is therefore
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possible that ai?r suppoi-t v/as not always provided at the
right moment or that it was sufficiently sustained to
ground troops an easy victory,
the lengthy siege of lyitkyir^

en

may be attributable to age

sure

Thus while the reason for

nts
other than the air^ it is prudent to treat with reservation
the eulogistic reports that have been v/ritten on the
effectiveness of close support at Myitkyina, All this is,
of course, largely specvilative but when further information
emerges regarding this phase of the war in Burma, it may be
possible to resolve these imponderables.
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CHAPTER 10

OPERATIONS DURING THE MONSOON

ijULY-OCTOBER 19Vf

In the course of June 194^i-, events on the India-Burma
frontier moved decisively in our favour. The siege of
Pnphal had-been raised while further to the north, control
of the Mogaung valley passed into Allied hands and the
Chinese-Atnerican grip upon Iv^yitkyiria airfield
strengthened. The battle, hoi/vever, still raged although
the monsoon was now 7/ell established. Though the road
from Dimapur tlirough Kohima to the plain of Inphal was now
open to Allied convoys, the Japanese still hung tenaciously
to their positions on the perimeter of the plain and much
hard fighting had still to talce place; before the enemy
finally expelled from the hill country of Manipur and
driven across the Chindwin,

differed somewhat from those of previous years in that on
two sectors of the front, large scale operations continued
throughout the rains. In Arakan, however, the monsoon
brought fighting to an end for the time being, save for
patrol activity and ininor skirmishing.

7/as

was

The monsoon of 1944 therefore

Although this chapter has been.designed to cover a
period from July to October 1944-, it v/ill be observed that
the previous chapter, for the salce of continuity, embraces
operations on the northern sector of the front up to
3 August, the date on which iviyitkyina town fell to the
Allies, The account of operations in the central and
southern sectors will, however, commence in July since the
end of June 1944 provided a suitable lancbiiark in operations
in both iifeLnipin? and Arakan,

IIJ50/85C
SEAC, Optl,
Dir. No.52

9 Jun, '4i(.

On 20 June 1944» certain changes in the cliain of
operational control took place,
existing air force organization was necessary to ensure
that the units of Eastern Air Command were best disposed
to co-operate effectively with two. separate army commands.
Hitherto, Lieutenant-General Stilv/ell’s Northern Combat
Area Command had been noininally controlled by the
Fourteenth Army, which was also responsible for operations
on the central and southern fronts.

This re-adjustment of th

All tactical air

e

units opposing the enem^'" in Burma had been assembled under
Headquarters Third Tactical Air Force, which y/orked along
side the headquarters of Fourteenth Army at Comilla,
instead of one army command there now existed ty/o, for
Northern Combat Area Command was placed directly under the
Supreme Allied Commander,

major land formation needed a separate tactical air force
in syp>port. Third T.A.F, relinquished responsibility for
operations in north Btirma and concentrated upon the Manipur
and AraJcan fronts, while the reconstituted Tenth United
States Air Force y/orked alongside N,C,A,C, in north Burma,
At the same time the air traiasport resources y/ere divided
bety/een Third T,A,F. and N.C.A.C,

But

On the assun^/tion that each

Under H, Q, Eastern Air Command, from 20 June 1944>
y/ere the ty/o major tactical formations of Third T,A.,P, and
the Tenth U,S. Air Force,

Brigadier-General Howard C. Davidson and the former by
A,H.B,/IIJ50/47/ Air iviarshal Sir John Baldv/in,

Despatch by quarters mder Third T.A.F, were No, 221 Group
^ Ifershal fAir Commodore S. F. Vincent) at Imphal and No.224 Group
¥, A. Coryton (Air Commodore A, Gray) at Chittagong, On 19 July,

The latter v/as now commanded

The two subordinate head-
12.

imr Coiamodore the Earl of Bandon assumed command of
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No,224 Group and on 15 August Air I/iarshal Y4 A, Coryt
became Air Commander, ThirH Tactical Air Force*
northern sector of the front the Tenth U,S* Air Force

operated in support of Northern Combat Area Comaandj
No, 221 Group in ISanipur irorked with both IV and
XXXIII Corps mtil the formier was Vid-thdrawn from the line
on 1 August; in Arakan, No,224 Group continued to support
the operations of XV Corps,

The Fiaintenance of Air Superiority

During the monsoon periods of 1942 and I943 the
Japanese air force largely ceased operations, using the
wet season to reorganize their units, carry out training
and replenish the losses sustained during dry weather
operations. In 1943, for instance, the Japanese had
withdrawn nearly all their squadrons from Burma, save for
a few fighters retained in the Rangoon area to defend the
port against Allied dir attacks. Now, however, the
enemy made a determined atteiipt to defend both Upper and
Lower Burma during the earlier months of ■ the I944 monsoon
but by October their fighters T/-ere mainly deployed in
defence of Rangoon and Moulmein, Their fighters suffered

in air combat and a lack of aggressiveness
and vri.ll to fight, even over their own airfields, became
evident,. . '

on

On the

a few defeats

A,H.B./lU50/75
S.-SATIC 24s
Translation

cS: Interrogation
Rep, :

The Japanese had, of course, few aircraft available
after the severe casualties stjffered at the hands of
Allied fighters during the dry season 1945-44. At the
end of June.'1944 it seems t!^t the Japanese had in Burma,
or available to Burma,'some 125 operational aircraft made
up of 60 fighters, 50 bombers and 15

There were, however, about 400 aircraft of mis- ■
cellaneous provenance 'in the Ivlalaya-Sumatra area which '
reinained a potential though never actual threat to Allied
operations in Burma, During the monsoon , of 194-4, the
Japanese' air force -units xonder the 5th Air Division' 

'

remained fairly constant in strength, though the Japanese
hope that they vrould be able' to replace earlier losses was
never fulfilled. The backbone of enemy fighter strength
in Burma remained, as hitherto, the Type 01 (Oscar), But
now a few fighters of later types were available and if we
are to believe our ovm Intelligence service there vrould
appear to have been a nimiber of Tojos in Burma,
firmation of this has so far emerged,
forces in South East Asia

reconnaissance air
craft.

No con-

The Japanese air
were not called upon to send

any air -units to other theatres during the summer of I944
but M October a fighter regiment moved eastwards to the
Philippines following the Allied invasion of the islands.

Offensive fighter sweeps were mounted by the
Japanese 5th Air Division from time to time and
few ̂ aids were mde by fightexv-bombers. These operations
usually took place on three or four consecutive days
follov-ved by two or more weeks' inactivity,
tions did not begin until October,

also a

Bomber opera-
.  . , - During late July and
August, enemy bombers v/ere used to drop supplies to their
lorward troops in north Burma but it was all
small scale and soon petered out.

on a very
Regular reconnais

sances were performed over the Binrma coast as far north
^ R^nree Island by Sally medium bombers but later Dinahs
fulfilled the role. At the end of September Dinah air-
cr^t attenpted to establish a photographic reconnaissance
patrol over our forward positions in Arakan and Manipur
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but they were so consistently shot down that they
abandoned the task.

In view of the number of aircraft available to the
enei^y for operations in Burma, it was not to be expected
that they would mount anything more than occasional
attacks upon our aircraft flying the Himip route to China
and strikes against targets of opportmity such
occurred on 7 July. On that day at I330 hours, five
Oscars attacked l/iyitkyina airfield and damaged four Allied
aircraft on the ground. On the 9th the enemy mounted a
large scale attack on the sajne target and lost perhaps
seven aircraft in the attenpt.
tion contacted twelve B-25 medium boEibers south-west of
Iidyitkyina, the latter being attacked for about fifteen
minutes.

as

Part of the same forjna-

The B-25's claimed two enemy aircraft destroyed;
tY/D B-25' s were damaged,
enemy fighters vra.s intercepted by P-51 ‘s near Bhamo who
probably destroyed five Oscars for the loss of one Allied
fighter. Since the enei^y did not mount another attack
this scale it is reasonable to suppose that the losses he
sustained on 9 July discouraged him.

At 1300 hours the same force of

on

There is no evidence that the enemy air activity over
i/jyitkyina in July vra.s in support of the hard pressed
garrison there. They were probably made upon targets of
opportunity readily accessible and likely to yield good

Doubtless the propaganda value of these attacks
Y/as not overlooked for Tokyo Radio on 10 July announced
that 54 Allied aircraft had been destroyed at Ivjyltkyina,
On 11 July at I3OO hours eneiay fighters were again seen
near i/iyitkyina and of nine P-51 's Y/hich intercepted,
was lost;
destroyed,

ances over Manipvir on 12 July at 1435 hoiirs when Spitfires
destroyed one of tYvo enemy aircraft.

results.

one

five enemy fighters were, hov/ever, probably
The enemy also made one of his rare appear-

0,R,B,

ACSEA.

Int, App, *S*.
Jul. '44

PolloYdng the enei:y attacks against Myitkyina, there
Y?as a marked decrease in enemy activity by the Japanese
5th Air Division after 11 July, thoiigh one or two encounters
took place. On I4 and 15 July, enemy fighters carried out
gro\md attacks on the Salween front but their appearance
seems to have been primarily to escort supply dropping air
craft. On 29 July 1944, twelve enemy fighters intercepted
four American P-47*s tY/enty miles south of l^yitkyina Yrhen
one Japanese aircraft was destroyed without loss to
selves.

our-

On the 30th, tYTO R.A.P, Dakotas returning from a
supply dropping mission were shot down by enemy fighters
near Mohnyin,

O.R.B, ACSEA,

Int, App's 'L'
and 'M'.

Aug, *14

V/henever possible. Allied fighters visited enemy air
fields in central Burma but the results YYere generally
disappointing since few enemy aircraft were found. The
Japanese had many airfields in Burma and very few aircraft
so that seeking them out constituted something of a
problem. Nevertheless, the Allied air forces Y/ere not

entirely without success for on 15 August, for instance,
P-51*s saw eight or more fighters on the ground at Lashio,
six of Y/hich were claimed as damaged. On the folloYidng
day the six damaged aircraft at Lashio were again machine-
gunned.

i'/hen aircraft of the Tenth United States Air Force
v>rere engaged on offensive sweeps in the Limgling-Lashio

18 August 1944» they encountered twelve Japanese
fighters in the morning and ten more in the afternoon.

area on
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During the air fighting which took place, perhaps six
enemy aircraft Yrere shot down for the loss of one P-Zf-0.
In view of the fact tlis.t C-47's were supply dropping to
Chinese troops in the Lungling area, and in view of the
fact that some army support work had “been carried out by
the Japanese fighters, it seems lilcely that these aircraft
had been specially brought up to talce part in the Salv/een
operations. One of our C-if7*s was, in fact, shot down.
On 1 September too, enemy fighters were active over the
Lungling area when low-level attacks were made along the
old Burma Road, A v/eek later, on the 8th, twelve enemy
fighters -were over Paoshan at 1500 hours when t?ro 0-47*3
were damaged while on the ground and another v/as shot
down. P-38 fighters of the Fourteenth Air Force inter-
,cepted and claimed three enemy aircraft as probably
destroyed, ' Another encounter took place on 10 September
when at 1345 hours ten Oscars and tYVO Lilys 'were met by
seven Allied fighters; they probably destroyed seven
aircraft, including the two Lilys, After these operations,
enemy air activity lapsed for a while.

O.R.B. ACSFA.

Int, Apps, 18
and 19,
Oct. *44

ToY/ards the end of September and during the early
part of October 1944, R«A,P, Spitfires achieved several
excellent interceptions of the fant and efficient Japanese
Dinah reconnaissance aircraft,. On 24 and 25 September,
two Dinahs vdiich ventured over the Chindwin, and evidently
attempting to photograph.our positions in the central
sector of the front, were shot down by Spitfires, The
enemy continued to show considerable curiosity concerning
Allied plans and concentrations along the Burma frontier
and was apparently prepared; to pay a high price in air
craft to obtain satisfactory reconnaissance.
2 October 194^*-, a Dinali was caught off Chittagong at
100 feet and shot doTm by Spitfires at 1525 hours,
doubt the enemy's intention was to find out what shipping
concentrations there were at Chittagong. Another Dinah
was destroyed by Spitfires during the afternoon of
7 October some 60 miles south-v/est of Tamu,
worth noting that a-Dinah. Yi^as destroyed on 6 October Virhile
taxying at Heho airfield; this success was achieved by an
R.A.F, Mosquito, After these reverses the Japanese gave
up their attempts at reconnaissance over Allied territory.

On

No

It is also

O.R.B. ACSEA.

Int. App's 20
and 21,

Oct, *44

During the third week of October I944., Allied forces
landed on the Philippine Islands and, in order to iimmobilize
the Japanese air units in South East Asia, ;
attacks were planned against enemy airfields. At the same
tome the Fleet Air Arm, on 17 and I9 October, attacked
Car Nicobar ̂ d Nancowry Harbour, Eastern Air Command
launched their attack on 18 October vdien Hhiav/bi,
Zayatkwin and Jiingaladon airfields in the Rangoon group
were^raided in force. In the.first attack 93 long range
fighters, predominently American,, took part while on the
20th the attack was repeated by 80 Allied aircraft, '  On
both occasions enemy fighters were found to be in the air,
but. this was probably because they were on training
patrols rather than as a result of efficient early warning.
In the course of these raids it is thought that six enemiy
aircr^t were shot down for the loss of one. Hangars,
gun-sites, aircraft pens and other airfield installations
were shot up and a total of twelve enemj" aircraft
destroyed on the ground with imany more damaged. In all,
about 70 enemy sorties rmre floYvn against the raiders by
perhaps 35-40 aircraft. Some idea of the enemy's lack
of offensive spirit may be gained from the sighting by

a series of
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P-38‘s of twenty or more Oscars above iiingaladon and not
one of these aircraft atteupted to intercept our fighters.

Offensive enemy air activity began again toiTards the
end of October and coincided with the full moon period.
On the 27th, one enemy aircraft raided Iviyitkyina airfield
at night, dropping a few bombs at 1845 hours which
sliglitly dai:aaged three C-4-7 transport aircraft, Cox’s
Bazar airfield was attacked by three aircraft on
28 October \Then a Spitfire was damaged. On the 29th,
bombs were dropped 30 miles north-east of Chittagong but
no interception by Beaufighters took place. This com
pleted enemy activity during the period under review
though in fact these small scale attacks really marked the
beginning of the dry season’s operations.

It is thus unnecessary here to analyse the effects of

Allied attempts to maintain air suiaeriority during the mon
soon of 1944< The enemy raids upon our bases and air
fields were of little consequence and the land battles
continued iminpeded by the Japanese 5th Air Division,
The enemy, however, reaped some reT/ard against transport
aircraft in north Bxnrma but their effort was not suffici

ently sustained to cause concern to the Allies, It only
remains to emphasise that air superiority was maintained
throughout the monsoon; land operations vrere in no way
hampered by enemy air- activity and our air attacks, reach
ing far into Bunna and Siam, were not seriously cliallenged
by the Japanese, Thus the Allies, unlike the enemy, could
derive full benefit from tactical air support and air
supply.

O.R.B. ACSEA

Int, App,
V/IS/4/44-
Wov, ’44

Operations In Arakan

In Aralcan from June to Sepitember 1944» no large scale
activity wra.s seen owing to the difficulties of movement
during the monsoon. On this front only, the Supreme
Allied Commander had agreed that fighting should stop and
oiir troops took up positions on the general line Godusara-
Tunnels area - Taung Bazar, These positions, situated on

,  higher ground and awmiy from the more malarious regions,
T/ere chosen partly for tactical reasons. By withdrawing
from Buthidaung, for instance, it had been possible to take
tw’o brigades from the line for rest and refit, Buthidaung
was of little value diiring the monsoon and it v/ould have

been diffictlLt to retain. In the Supreme Allied
Coirumander’s directive of 9 June 1944, he had ordered that
troops in Arakan should maintain an active defence on the

monsoon line and to prepare for operations for the capture
of Akyab as soon as possible after the rains had passed.

A.H,B,/
IIJ50/85C
SEAC. Cptl,
Directive

No, 12,

The major formations engaged in Arakan during the
monsoon reimained as hitherto, namely XV Corps and No, 224
Group, R.AcE,
eight squadrons, in July six, in August and September seven,
rising to eight by the end of October,
generally t¥/o Hurricane squadrons, two Spitfire squadrons,
one or two Beaufighter units and an Amierican squadron
equipped with P-38 aircraft,
Beaufighter squadrons and two of Thunderbolts, the first of
which arrived in Arakan during September,(1)

The latter had available in June 1944 but

There were

In October there were three

(1) For details of squadrons see Appendix No,8,
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A.H.B./
IIJ50A7/34
Staff Study
of tactidal

operations,
p. 306

As yet there v/as no combined army/air headquarters
for the conduct of operations on this front. In July 1944,
No,224 Group had its headquarters at Chittagong while those
of XV Coips were about fifteen miles south of Cox‘s Bazar,

The two headquarters v/ere therefore separated by a
distance of over 100 miles, with communication only by
telephone or by air. The Group was represented at Corps
Headquarters by an R,A,F, Liaison Officer, but the system
did not work satisfactorily since the squadrons allotted
to close si:q)port tasks were, to all intents and purposes,
operated by the army. Moreover, No,224 Group Head
quarters was not sirfficiently informed on the ground
situation to enable them to decide priorities for the use
of aircraft against close support targets and those further
afield. The essential drawbacks inherent upon divided
army and air force headquarters Tra.s, however, realized and
during the monsoon plans T/ere laid for the creation of a

combined headquarters to control operations through the
coming dry season.

Little occurred on the ground in Arakan during June
and July 1944, save for some patrolling, ■ Direct support
operations v/ere therefore on a minor scale and the major
effort of the air forces was devoted to attacks on enemy

lines of communication leading into Arakan, on Japanese
rivercraft and rolling stock and upon motor transport.
In August, the Japanese m*ounted a minor offensive in the
Upper Sangu valley and reached as far as iibwdok,

their positions were attacked by Spitfires ;and Hurricanes,
some of the latter carrying bombs. On the Mayu front,
enemy v/atercraft were attacked as often as the vreather
would allow and a particularly heavy attack Yira.s carried
out by P-38’s of the 459th U,S, Squadron on 11 August
against a supply base at Hparabyin,
was some fighting betvreen larger forces and a few strategic
heights overlooking the IviaiJingdaw-Buthidaung road were
taken. In these operations Hurricanes, Spitfires and
P-38's participated. The enemy's positions threateniig
the .upper Sangu valley were again attacked but the main
weight of Allied air operations was directed fiorther south
against supply and ammunition duiiaps, buildings and bashas
near Buthidaimg and KvmLZon and further south still at Indin,
Rathedaung and Alechaung, The Hurricanes which visited
the supply duiqjs at Rathedaimg on 15 September foijnd the
tar-get already destroyed, by the Hurricane bomber and P-38
attacks carried out earlier in the day.

Here

In September, there

Enemy positions

0,R,B,

Int, App, 19
Oct, '2j4

ACSEA

'  . and slit trenches also received attention near Buthidaung,
Kmzon and Alethangyav/, , A Spitfire strike on 6 September
against positions north-east of Buthidaung not only caused
Sixteen casualties but persuaded the enemy to move else
where. On the 23rd, eight P-38's scored hits Vidth bombs
on a rest camp at Donbaik,

0,R,B, ACSEA,

Int, App,
?ffS/4/4!f
Nov. '44

During October 1944-, the advanced elements of the
Japanese cavalry regiment wMch had been threatening the
Yq)per Sangu Valley from,positions at Moy/dok and Lebawa,
y/ere ejected by the 81st West African Division with the
assistance of air support,
sorties

Fighter-bombers flew I40
in attacks upon, fortified points in this area.

The advance of the 81st i?.A, Division into the upper
valley of the Kaladan, which began in September, was
facilitated by the attacks of Hurricanes and Spitfires
upon enemy lines of communication both south and north of
Paletyra.,
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Operations on the Central Sector of the Front

IIJ50/85C
SEAC Optl,
Dir« No. 10

On 9 June 19^44 the Supreme Allied Commander gave the
land forces on the I/Ianipur front the following tasks in
order of priority:-

Re-establish communications on the road

Dimapur-Kohiraa-Imphal not later than mid-July.

Clear Japanese forces from the area
Dimap\jr-Kohima~Imphal Plain-Yuwa-Tamanthi.

Prepare to exploit across the Chindwin in
the Yrn’ra.-Tamanthi area after the monsoon.

As explained in Chapter 6, the first of these tasks
acGonplished on 22 June 1944 when elements of XXXIII Corps
and IV Corps met on the road betvreen Kohima and Inphal,
This meeting resulted in the Japanese 3"lst Division having
to attenpt a monsoon retreat through the hills west of the
Chindwin, a retreat T/hich led to heavy casualties in the
Division, Two other Japanese divisions were, however,
still able to menace the plain of Imphal and in June the
enemy still hoped to capture Imphal,
never developed into a co-ordinated assault, but strong
local attacks were made in the areas of Bishenpur and east
and south-east of Palel, Tfith the defeat of these attacks,
the enemy offensive finally collapsed and he commenced a
general withdrawal toTrards the Chindwin,

s-upplied by air, occupied Ukhrul early in July and the
advance throughout the monsoon culminated in the capture
of Port White and Yazagyo towards the end of October and
early November,

To support the land offensive during the monsoon,
there were available under No, 221 Group between ei^t and
eleven squadrons. There were usually five Hurricane
offensive fighter squadrons, soma carrying bombs and one
equipped with 40”inm. cannon aircraft; another Hurricane
squadron also operated, in tha tactical reconnaissance role.
Two or three Spitfire squadrons were available for the
defence of the area though as time progressed they were
used more and more for offensive operations. By early
July 1944, the solitary Vengeance dive-bomber squadron was
withdrawn from the line. During September the number of
squadrons under No,221 Group began to increase for three
Thunderbolt squadrons and one Mosquito unit imade their
appearance.

was

Their plan to do so

Our troops.

Cahc Hist. Sect,

AHPSEA 2^31/4
Cajipaign of
14th Army
1943-44

Only gradually did the enemy defeat in Ivlanipur become
a rout and during July much hard fitting took place around
the plain of Imphal, Ukhrul was captured on 3 July and by
the 10th all enemy resistance in, the aiua had ceased,
IV Corps had also cleared the, Silchar-Bishenpur track, while
Hurricanes attacked vehicles trying to escape dorm the
Tiddim road, A third area of fighting lay in the
Palel-Tamu area, lYhile frequent and concentrated attacks
were made upon enemy troops and positions, the most notable
feature of tactical air operations was the series of attacks
successfully made against bridges and lines of communica
tion leading to the Manipur front. Hurricane fighters and
fighter-bombers. Vengeances, Spitfires and Beaufighters
attacked targets both in the battle area and beyond, giving
indirect support to IV and XX]CIII Cotps, One particularly
effective attack was carried out by Vengeance dive-bombers

O.R.B. ACSEA

Int, App, T
July 1944
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on 10 July when they knocked do%vn the Lokchao bridge,
north- of Tarau, and damaged two other bridges nearby.
On the Tiddim road too, bridges were attacked and land
slides, were caused by bombing,' ■

In close support it was the Hurricane fighter-
bomber that bore the brunt of operations day by day.
They developed great accuracy in pin point bombing,
sometimes against targets close to our ovm troops,
close support attacks proved of great assistance to the
land advance since many land formations were supplied
entirely by air and were on occasion short of artillery
ammunition. Along the Tiddiia road the Japaiiese
33rd^Division, which had always shown fine fighting
qualities, continued to resist strongly and effectively
until the middle of July.

Th

But the combined pressure of

e

,  the Allied land and air forces gradually turned the scale.
Many places were evacuated by the enemy in the face of
continual frontal and flank attacks, and sometimes
result of air attack alone,
was in

as a

By the end of July the enemy
full retreat along the Tiddim road, leaving much

equipment behind him..

'Close support also continued along the Tamu road and
to the south of Ukhrul, where a number of Japanese troops
had been cut off. On 21+ July 1944 an offensive
launched along the Tamu road from Palel and Tengnoupal
was taken the same day. This drive' was preceded by heavy
Hurricane attacks and on 22 July, for instance, as many
as 84 sorties v/ere directed against enemy positions south
east of Palel. The army reported that the bombing had
been excellent. On 4 August, Tarau itself Tra.s captured.
Tarau was important to the Allies since it gave them
command of the entrance, to the Kabaw valley as well as
access to tracks leading to Sittaung and Kalemyo. By
early August, therefore, we dominated all important lines
of access to the. Chindwin. Tamu,.. when capttired, was
found to be in an indescribable state of confusion for the
enemy had left behind the wounded, sick and dying, while
unburied corpses lay among the abandoned guns, tanks and
vehicles. But just how much of the chaos Ti/as due to air
power is difficult to assess.

was

During August 1941- the clearing of the Ukhrul
wa.s^ completed and columns pushed on towards Homalin and
Humine, with orders to destroy what was left of the
Japanese forces between 'Ukhrul and the Chindwin.
Japanese troops vrere driven back along the Tiddim and
Tarau roads.

area

Other

The 11th East African Division in the Tamm.
.  area began a tv/o-pronged drive, one southwards down the
Kabaw valley toYrards Kaleinyo and the other eastwards along
the track to Sittaung. The Division was entirely sup
plied by air. The air strip, at Tarniu had by this time
teen reconditioned and from it operated two fighter
squadrons in close support and also other aircraft for
the evacuation, iiriienever possible, of the sick and
wounded. The tactical squadrons of No,221 Group assisted
the_ advance of the 11th E.A. Division by attacking enemy
vehicles in the Kabaw valley as \Yell as rivercraft on the
Chindwin, The latter were 'notv of great value to the
enemy for the capacity of the Sagaing-Ye-U railway had
been much reduced by air attacks. The use of other
lines of comraunication were necessarily restricted by the

Attacks upon rivercraft were carried out
mainly by Spitfires, Hurricanes and Beaufighters, later
monsoon.
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to be joined by B-25 and Wellington mediiam bombers# The
former also laid ordinary and magnetic mines in the river
in order to catch traffic atteiipting to move under cover
of darkness or cloud,

Althou^ monsoon conditions were normally considered
unpropitious for the prosecution of a can^iaign by land or
air, and although many squadrons had been withdrawn from
the line for training and re-equipment, the air war con
tinued apace. The groimd forces paid generous tribute to
the effectiveness of air support given but only an enemy
coxfLd bear witness to the damage done behind his lines.
These attacks were directed against key points in the
Burmese railway system, the destruction of bridges and the
sinking of riyercraft, the means by which most of the
eneiny*s supplies would be carried during the monsoon.

0,R,B, ACSEA,

Int, App,
Sept,

During the early stages of the advance of the
11th East African Division in the Kabaw valley, the enemy
attenipted a delaying action. Air attacks against the
enemy positions set ijqj to delay the advance were constantly
attacked by Hurricane fighter-bombers before a ground
assault was launched against them. Later in August, when
the battle became more fluid and our forces were pursuing
the enemy, fighte3>-bombers ranged further afield attacking
bridges, encanpments, duups and transport, penetrating
far as the Kalemyo gap connecting the Kabaw valley with
that of the Chindwin,

as

This was an area of vital inportance
wherein the eneny had concentrated his reinforcements and
stores. Also the Headquarters of the Japanese Fifteenth
Army were located in the area. The Chindwin river thus
for some days assumed an enhanced inaportance. It had
long been used by the enemy as a supply route and the
riverine ports, particularly Monywa and Kalewa, had been
important links in their communications. With the
development of our air attacks, however, the enemy moved
cautiously and mainly at nighty But the plight of their
forward troops retreating from the perimeter of the Inphal
plain in July spurred the Japanese to unusual efforts of
both evacuation and reinforcement and supply. For once
they were careless of discovery and early in August the
toll of rivercraft successfully attacked began to increase.

The other main line of Allied advance down the Tiddi
road also engaged the attention of tactical aircraft, but
here it was mainly inotor transport which suffered at the
hands of the air forces. As the 5th Division advanced
towards Tiddim, the continual landslides and the shortage
of engineering equipment, it was no longer considered
feasible to maintain the Tiddim road and the 5th Division
had therefore to be supplied by air, even to 25-pdr, guns
and jeep engines. Since there were no landing grounds
available aJ.1 supplies were dropped by parachute.

Throughout September and October 1944, the 11th East
African Division made steady progress despite appalling
weather and the very difficult terrain of the Kabaw valley.
This heat struck enclave is low lying and swanpy and is
said to be one of the most malarious areas in the world.
The typhus mite, also a potential source of heavy casual—
tiesj also abounds. Good hygiene discipline among the
troops and the fact that during the whole length of the
advance the,road was sprayed with D,D,T, from the air,
kept oxnr casualties from typhus and malaria surprisingly
low. The Japanese, on the other hand, perished in their

m
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On' 4 September thehundreds from these tv/o diseases.

11th E.A. Division occupied Sittaung and on 4 October
Yazagyo, about half- vra.y doirn the Kabaw valley, . Tivas

Though the monsoon -was at its worst, overallcaptured,
air support again played its part in the success achieved

'  on the ground.

O.R.B. ACSEA. ■

Int. App.i9
Oct. *44

In September the enphasis of air attacks lay in the
Tiddijn sector of the front. l^henever our troops made
contact vriLth the retreating enemy, or the enemy themselves
chose to stand and fight a delaying action. Hurricanes
attacked enemy positions. A successful demonstration of

what ariiiy/air co-operation could achieve was given on
7 September 1944 wlaen, after an accurate Hurricane bomber

strike by eighteen aircraft followed by an artillery
barrage, an army conpany was able to put in a bayonet
charge to take a position 22 miles north-west of Tiddim.
As usual, however, the greater part of the air effort was

against targets beyond the immediate battleground;
bridges, aii'anunition dunps and other stores, enemy troops
and transport in the van of retreat, and camps and build
ings near Tiddim and Port YJhite* By 10 September the

■  5th Division had reached milestone 120 from Inphal,
Hurricane fighter-bombers dropped delayed action bombs
astride the river crossing at milestone 126 with the object
of blocking the enemy's retreat and so to force aai engage
ment,

bridge at Palam vdiich ms destroyed,

the enemy's lines of communication and means of transport,
paarfcicularly upon rivercraft and riverine ports where the

enemy might cross the Chindwin, the Allied a±r assault was
augmented on 16 September by R,A,P, Thur^derbolt aircraft.

Early in October 1944 the battle for Tiddim began,
Tiddim itself lies 162 miles from Inphal and is 5,600 feet
■above sea level. The Allied advance in this sector was
at first delayed by a series of bunlcer positions and gun
posts in the hills astride the road. The 5th Division
pressed their attack with great vigour against the Japanese
positions and the final assaults were invariably supported
by Hurricane f igh'ter-bombers and tanks. By 18 October
Tiddim had been occuiaied and the eneiny positions in the
Surrounding hills overcome. The Division then undertook
the destruction of the remaining Japanese strong points
south of the village, vdiich v/ere Kennedy Peak (887I feet)
and Port White (5400 feet),
these positions was 'Vital Corner' which T/vas blasted out
of the solid rock of a precipice, TMs was captiored on
2 November 1944 after bombardment by artillery and mortars
and-four squadrons of Hurricanes, Every step of the
army's advance was accompanied by air support. To the
accuracy of the figliter-bomber attacks on positions well
concealed among the J'ungle ajid hills. Allied ground troops
bore vd-tness on occasions too n’Omerous to mention, thovigh
one or two instances might be recorded. On 11 October,
attacks by fighter-bombers on positions two and a half
miles north of Tiddimi were considered, by XXXIII Corps to
have been responsible- for their evacuation vd.thout a
fight,
bombers against a number of enemy positions in the Kennedy
Peak area on 21 October, the commander of the ground -units
informed the participating squadrons that three bunkers
had definitely been destroyed. Direct hits on b-unkers
with 250 or 500 lb, bombs at numerous times were verified
after Allied troops had moved forward to occijpy the site.

Trro daj/B later. Hurricanes bombed a s-uspension
In attacks against

The most strongly held of

After a heavy attack by medi-um and fighter-

O.R.B. ACBEA,
'Int, App,
V/IS/4/44
Nov, '44
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It might also be mentioned that after effective air attacks,
our troops occupied Fort 'White on 8 November unopposed*
By this time the areas of Tiddim, Kennedy Peak and Port
?/hite were firmly in Allied hands.

O.S,B. ACSEA,

Int, App,19
Nov. *44- .. .

Farther to bhe east viiere the 11th East African

Division vran advancing south along the Kabaw valley, similar
support -was given by fighter-bombers. Here the terrain
■was more favourable to extensive operations that the moun
tain and jungle of the Chin Hills. With the progress of
the Allied forces from Tamu to Yazagyo, landing strips to
take light aircraft ■were constructed in the valley, includ
ing one at Yazagyo itself. In the Chind-win valley the
Japanese outposts of iiawlaik, Kindat and Pyingaing were
attacked by fighter-bombers and medium bombers and the
former gave direct si;ipport on several occasions to the
Allied forces in their attacks upon the Japanese defensive
works covering the approaches to Mawlaik from the ■west.

Air Trai-isport Support in the Third Tactical Air Force

It might be as well to mention once again that on
20 June 1944 the control of transport squadrons on the
Burma front ■was divided between Third Tactical Air Force
and the Tenth United States Air Force, The former became
responsible for transport support operations for the forma
tions under Fourteenth Army and the latter for the troops
of Stilwell's Northern Combat Area Command, At the begin
ning of July 1944 there were -under Third T.A.P. four R,A,P,
Dakota squadrons and t-wo American transport units. On
7 July, one' R,A,P, squadron v/as ■withdra'wn. One American
squadron ceased operations on the 20th and the other on
4 August, On the folloisong day another R,A,P. Dakota
squadron left the Binrma front leaving t-wo squadrons to f\IL-
fil the air supply commitments ,to our troops in Manipur
and Aralcan,

OoR.Bo ACSEA.
Int, App.T
Jul, *44

In July 1944» the first t.-1ja3 since the momentous
intearvention of transport aircraft in the land campaign in
February, it was possible to stand do^wn a few R,A,F. trans
port aircraft bn most days, thus affording a well earned
rest for the hard ■vrorked crows,
Inphal had been relieved, more aircraft could be made avail
able to supply those Allied forces investing Jjyitkyina,
Nevertheless, the delivery of supplies to Iraphal still
remained the largest commitment for R.A.F, transport air
craft thoiigh whenever possible, supplies were dropped to our
forces guarding the en-fcrance to the Kaladan Vadley in
Arakan as v/ell as o'Ur outposts in the Lushai, Naga and Chin
hills.

Now that the pressure on

Supply dropping in the hill country of the central
sector of the front was particularly difficult since the
dropping zones were normally and for long periods shrouded
in cloud, while the atmospheric turbulence resiilting from the
sharp hill contours vras accentuated by the onset of the
monsoon.

O.R.B. ACSEA
Int, App,'J*
Aug, *44-

From the end of July onwards our advances along the
Tiddim and Tamu roads ■were sustained ahnos'b entirely by air,
while the guerilla forces harassing the enemy in the Tiddim
sector from positions in the Lushai Hills could not have
operated ■without the supplies dropped from transport air
craft,

ho^wever, landed at airfields on the plain of Iniphal,
October 1944» new landing grounds were opened in the Kabaw
Valley to enable light aircraft to take in small quantities
of supplies close to the front line troops and in return to

A portion of supplies for the forces in Manipin* wer
In

e.
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evacuate casualties, generally to Iiiphal, whence they were
conveyed westv/ards by Dakota aircraft. In Arakan., the
Y/est African troops operating in the Kaladan Valley were
sustained by air supply and their casmlties too were
brought out by light aircraft.

During the worst months of the monsoon the evacua

tion of casualties had been icpracticable owing to the
sodden nature of the' ground, though in Augus.t/September

,  the Third T,A,F, Communications Squadron evacuated two
casualties from Aralcan, using Tiger Moths for the task^.
The Moths, in October, brought out sixteen casualties from
Arakan and 233 from the fo37ward areas of the central

sector, Anerican L-5's, . operating on the Chindwin front,
evacuated a further 665 casualties during the month.

Pew lessons emerged from the transport operations
carried out during the monsoon of 1944 and the main
problems vrere principally related to flying in bad weather,
A word or two about the conditions under which transport
aircraft operated mi^t therefore be appropriate. In the
monsoon period on the India-Buima frontier, the weather is
of the inter-tropical summer rain type with heavy
precipitation from May until September, Thxxnderstorms are
prevalent at the beginning of the period and, though they
are less frequent during the heaviest rainfall, it is at
this time that the cloud base in predominantly low,
a variety of reasons therefore, bad flying conditions
encountered during the whole monsoon period.

Por

were

A,H.B,/
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One of the major difficulties attendant upon flying
in the monsoon was the inability of the meteorological
services to provide accurate forecasts of weather condi-

■  tions. It was frequently iirpossible to provide aircrews
with accurate forecasts even over a comparatively small
area. Individual squadrons attempted to improve weather
reporting by passing back forecasts inhile engaged on
supply operations. Yet despite monsoon weather, there
was no great proportionate diminution of transport flying
in 19V)-, though it must be admitted that the monsoon also
restricted.-ground operations and thereby reduced the overall
commitments of the transport aircraft supplyiiag them.

Although the intensity of operations was not entirely
dependent upon the weather, the effect of the
the number of aircrews available was remarkable,
average of 90,5 per cent in April 19A4 it dropped to
70 per cent in J\ane and 68 per cent in July,
therefore appear.that the necessity of supplying troops
engaged in fierce battles ¥ri.th the enemy, which spurred
the aircrews to gi^eater efforts, could not overcome the
siclcness rate during, the monsoon.

monsoon on

Ttrom an

It would

From these facts it

is possible to deduce that in monsoon flying, allowance
had to be made for the number of aircrews suffering
from sickness and strain and to avoid the possibility of
further' casualties resulting from the increased flying
hours demanded from fit crews, . J/lany of the accidents
which occurred during the monsoon .may have been ovring to
the Y/eather, but those due to mechanical failure and
of judgement during the period might well have been the
result of inefficiency engendered by a high sickness rate
and the lethargy of air and groiand crews induced by the
humid, heat. It is also necessary to consider that
inadequate maintenance facilities may have caused physical

error
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inability and psychological disinclination to service the
aircraft as thoroughly as might be desirable.

During the monsoon of 1944, from July to October,
transport aircraft supplying our forces in the central
and southern sectors of the front delivered about 20,000
tons of supplies, lifted something like 25,000 men and
evacuated about 20,000 casualties. The majority of this
effort "vvas accomplished in October Tiihen the weather began
to improve and when more aircraft were available,
July to September only about 40 aircraft were available
for operations, 84 per cent of which were on an average
serviceable, and about 10,000 tons of supplies were
delivered. Over 25 per cent of the sorties flovm during
the hei^t of the monsoon were unsuccessful, largely ewing
to bad weather.

Operations in North Burma - August to October 1944

Erom

The activities of the Allied land and air forces in

north Burma prior to August 1944 have been described in
Chapter 9# After the capture of Iviyitkyina tovai on
3 August there was a period of several v/eeks when little of
importance happened on the ground. During this period
army units were regroiped, supplies accumulated and plans
laid for a drive southTivards toT/ards Lashio and Iviandalay,

The difficulty dm-ing the m.onsoon of overland
communications in north Burma made air supply a
prerequisite to ground operations, for the road from Ledo
to iiyitkyina was not yet open to wheeled traffic. Air
transport not only sustained the ground forces but performed
numerous other sexwices. The remainder of the British

36th Division, for instance, was flown into north Burma
during August; a unit of the RoyAl Artillery ~m.s conveyed
by air from Myitkyina in October to its position at the
front in the railway corridor. Light aircraft evacuated
casualties to i-iyitkyina, subsequently to be flown to India
in 047 transport aircraft. The garrison at Port Hertz
Tfimis also supplied by air and it may be recalled that the
Chinese forces operating on the Salween front also derived
some measure of air supply from the jhnerican transport
squadron operating from Yunnan,

In north Burma the air units engaged, mder the Tenth
U,S, Air Force comprised about I50 transport aircraft,
75 P-38 (Lightnings), 75 P-47 (Thunderbolts), 100 Ir-5
(Sentinels) and about 25 B-25 (Mtchells). The land
forces under the Northern Combat Area Command included five
divisions of Chinese troops, one British division,
American regiment and ancillary troops. In all there were
approximately 80,000 combat and 25,000 administrative
troops, all of whom wero supplied by air.

The Tenth Air Force continued its softening up process
for the ground forces from August to October 1944
of communication were systoimmatically attacked as were
scores of Japanese positions along the front lines. On
15 October, the ground caiipaign was resumed and the air
effort correspondingly increased. The British 36th Division
moved down the railvra.y on the ri^t flank while Chinese
forces started a two-pronged drive down the Irrawaddy
Valley towards the central plains of Bvirma,

an
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The air forces acted as the spearhead of every land
advance, Atta.cks were made upon enenQ^ airfields to keep
Japanese air activity down to a minimom* Day and night
attacks were maintained against lines of communication and

supply areas. Air operations in support of the land
forces were planned in the light of past experience and

the system of observer posts, I^T, control and smoke
indication of targets became normal practice. Light air

craft played their essential roles of casualty evacuation,
communication and reconnaissance from small jungle air

strips which were built in abundance in north Buraia,
From August to October 194^1- in north Burma, some 3fQ00
casmlties were evacuated from the battle areas by light

aircraft, transport aircraft flew 20,000 sorties in deliver

ing over 50,000 tons of supplies while well over 70,000 men

were lifted by air. On the tactical side, fighters flew

6,600 sorties and medium bombers 470, dropping an aggregate
of 1,600 tons Of bombs on targets in north Burma,

Summary of Monsoon Operations

The monsoon of 1944 did not do more than reduce the

scale of air effort, as will be seen from the number of

sorties floi/vn by Third T,A,F. There were about 6,000
sorties in July, 5,000 in August, 4,500 in September and

7,000 in October, For comparison it might be mentioned
that 6,000 sorties were flown in June and nearly 8,000 in
November 1944, The number of sorties flown during the
monsoon period might have been even greater but for the

fact that from September onwards the operations of
Thunderbolt aircraft was restricted by a shortage of
drop tanks. Similarly the long range operations of
Spitfire VIII's was curtailed by the lack of a sinple non

return valve for the leading edge tank in the wings.

Following the sharp lessons the Japanese received
between liarch and May 1944, the enemy's early v/arning
system became less embryonic so that it became difficult
for the Allied air forces to achieve conplete surprise in

attacks upon enemy airfields. By listening to Allied W/T,
and I^T, and by supplementing a skimpy radar system with
observation posts and sound detectors, a comprehensive
though thin warning system had been established around the

whole of the enemy's western perimeter. It was thus only
a mtter of time before growing teclmical efficiency
rendered the task of Allied aircraft in search of all too

few targets even inore difficult. Hence, the air offensive
during the rains against the enemy air force did not reap
many dividends. Nevertheless, some success was achieved,
particularly in October vAien better weather prevailed.

In the sphere of tactical air support it cannot be
said that anything ne\7 emerged during the monsoon period,
though much thought and ejqjcriment continued. The
enormous area over vrhich the squadrons of No, 221 Group
operated, for instance, together vd-th the meagreness of

coirmunications by land and telephone, precluded the v/hole-
sale adoption, for the operational control of aircraft in
close support, of the organisation which had; been evolved

in the European theatre of war. In Buirma, save for the
north Burma catipaign, the system of army/air support
control units, located alongside the corps headquarters
concerned, had continued to function as hitherto. The
system had not been unsuccessful in the battle limited
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to the confines of the ilanipur front, but the success
achieved by the Air Goimnando and Iforthem Air Sector
Force had been such that the old system practised by
Nos,221 and 224 Groins had obviously to be superseded by
something more efficient. Thus in the closing months of
1944, army support signals units (A.S.S.U's) yidth visual
control posts (V,C»P*s) were established, air advisers being
provided for both corps and divisional headquarters, A
Combined Army/Air School was’set. up at Eanchi (Bihar) for
the training of V, C,P*. personnel, and it v/as soon foimd

■  that the greatest difficulty would be the provision of
suitable officers, particularly controllers who, it -was
agreed, must ̂ be chosen from experienced junior officers of

■  the General Duties branch of the R,A,F,
■ were, however, operating by the end of 192)4,

Ten V,C,P, teams

,  ̂ . . . The special
v^ue in the visual control post lay in the extra flexi
bility and accuracy they lent to air operations planned in
conjunction v/ith the ground attack,
indicating targets by smoke shells alone, alyra.ys liable to
inaccuracies in both time and place as well as to counter
feiting by the enemy, was now needed only when the target
lay in' flat j'ungle- country, invisible from the air and not
evident in relation to any obviou.s feature of the

■ laridscape.

The former device of

r

It has already been recalled in Chapter 6 how the
tr^sport squadrons worked to sustain the Imphal garrison
and to build up a stockpile to support the eaploitation of
the^anticipated Japanese retreat, . As'much as 7(X) tons in
a single day had been floym into the Plain under
conditions.

monsoon

ki/hen the road vra.s at length reopened on
22 Jxane 192f4, effort ’.vas not allowed to drop and for the
remaining days of June the transport squadrons flew at
maximum effort in oi^er to build ip stocks and to ascertain
the peak air lift that could be achieved.

All concerned were already exhausted
and ejcperience had illustrated the value of retaining a
margin of effort in reserve and of not overstraining a
complicated machine without urgent necessity, HoTirever, by
the end of June the enemy v/as on the defensive and food
and ammunition was available to the Allies to speed the
Japanese retreat,

Nad been removed and the grim defence, siistained
solely by air sipply, was becoming a vigourous offensive,
whose progress ivas also fed from the air, Fi'om July until
November 192f2i-, XXXIII Corps fought its v/ay eastv/ards to the
Chindivin, southwards along the Kabaw valley and down the
Tiddin road, provided entirely with anim'unition and food

by the transport squadrons. Until the end of the monsoon,
air supply was carried under conditions of almost unbeliev-

Yet despite torrential rain, strong winds
and lO/lO cloud often down to 200 feet, and the many
abortive sorties that the weather entailed, the job
done.

The wisdom of
this is doubtful.

The threat to India and the China

able difficulty.

Yira.s

The re-establishment of communications by land with
Inpliial opened a new phase in the carpaign. The Japanese
offensive had been defeated and it remained to throw back
the enexfly whence he had come.

Minister, the defence of the Impiial plain and our subsequent
successful offensive ’constituted the greatest collision
■which had yet teiken place on land with Japan and has
resxilted in the slaughter of between 50,000 and 60,000
Japanese,
Japanese from India with the almost total loss of five of

In the vrords of the Prime

The climax vra.s the final eviction of the
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his best divisions’. The subsequent successful offensive
T/hich drove the eneiri^ back, not iiierely across the India-

Burma border but also across the Cliind'VTin river, opened
the way for the re-conquest of the central plains of
Burma,

The Japanese retreat from India began as a vrell
planned and orderly Tjithdra-wal, Gradually, as Allied
presseire grew, the pace of the withdrawal iiacreased until

the enemy forces vrere split up into small disorganized
parties. Hungry, harassed on the ground, bombed and
machine-gunned from the air, they abandoned their wounded
and guns, died of starvation and disease and ?/ere driven

back over India’s eastern frontier, down the far side of
the motintain wall and back over the Chindwin, i^hen the

canpaigning season of 1944.-45 opened-the Allies ■wore in a
favourable position to exploit the losses inflicted upon
the enemy during the earlier months of 1944
air, the Japanese 5th Air Division was no longer  a potent
factor and, in view of Japanese commitments elsewhere, it
was not likely seriously to interfere with future opera
tions, New types of aircraft were becoming operational on
the Burma front, notably the long range Thunderbolt and
Mosquito light bomber. The principle of visual control
posts for tactical air control had been established and
army and air headquarters bnd become combined fonnations
rather than co-operative ones. The air transport support
organization had been overhaiuLed and the air forces could
look forward to the role of universal providers of a
victorious army and the spearhead of subsequent land
campaigns.

In the
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CHAFTia 11

iriDEP^iDEijT AIR gp:aRij'ioi^

DECmiBER 1943 « OCTOBER 1944

Strategic Air Operations

The pattern of strategic air operations in South East
Asia T/as designed to fit the general strategic situation in
Burma as dictated by geography, by the enemy's interior and
exterior lines of commxinication and the location and

importance of permanent installations such as factories and
oil plants. But the pattern was sufficiently elastic to
allow Tfhatever deviations might be required to strike the

more or less temporary targets such as stores, dumps, railway
rolling stock and shipping within ports or on the sea, For

in South East Asia there -p/ere few orthodox strategic targets
whose destruction would strike a decisive blow against the
enemy’s will to fight in Burma, Instead there existed a

m-oltitude of tiny targets of small importance individually,
but collectively of considerable account in isolating the

Japanese forces facing the Allies on the western perimeter
and their main source of supply in the Japanese homelands.
The genuine targets for strategic bombers lay in Japan itself

and in I'ianchuria and thus in effect the heavy bombers based

in India had perforce to be used in what was virtually a long
range tactical role. It is therefore worth studying in some

detail the backcloth upon which the pattern of so-called
strategic air operations in Burma was unfolded.

Since their conquest of the country in 1942, the
Japanese had held very strong defensive positions in Burma.

Along the India frontier they were protected by a wall of

jungle-clad mountains varying in height from 2,000 to

10,000 feet and in most places no less than a hundred miles

in depth,
surface communications across the mountain barrier,

north and east lay China, too enerwated by the long years of
v/ar to begin an offensive without foreign aid already made

difficult hy the loss of Buima.
French Indo-Ghina, long in Japanese hands, and to the south
was the sea.

further strengthened by the south-west monsoon winds, which

brought in their train torrential rains lasting from I/Iay or
June v/ell into October,

the mountains were subject to frequent landslides and were

covered with disease ridden juuigle,
bottomless mires and remained unusable for wheeled traffic

for about two months after the rains had passed.

Until the end of 1944 there were no lateral
To the

To the east lay Siam and

Moreover, the Japanese grip on Burma was

Rivers and streams became torrents

Existing roads became

.

Yet the Japanese hold on Burma was not impossibly tight
for there were inherent wealoiesses in the enemy’s strategic

Her natural strength wa.s manpov/er, both service
Her weakness lay in the poverty of natural

resources in her homelands and dependence upon sea oommunica-

ALmost everything upon which her industries thrived
had to be extracted from newly acquired territories,
processed in Japan and then transported across the sea again
to feed her greatly dispersed forces,
lines of communication leading to South East Asia extended
some 4^000 miles over land and sea,
long and tenuous unless protected by unqualified naval and

air supremacy.

Japan had the natxaral resources and industries of Manchuria

at b,sr disposal, but lacking railway communications from

Manchuria to French Indo-China, they necessarily depended
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Thus the Japanese

They were dangerously

At this point it might be mentioned that
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upon their sea lanes to bring the materials of war to Burma,
The Japanese naturally realized the adverse implications of
extended communications.

Kyushu to Formosa, and with the occupation of the Philippines,
the East Indies, llalaya, the Wioobars and imdamans, the

Japanese believed that they had turned the seas into an

inland waterway which their ships might ply with security.
In theory it was quite simple for Japanese shipping to
follow the channels of commerce from Japan and Manchuria to

the ports of South East Asia ~ Saigon, Ban^ok, Singapore
Mergui, Tavoy, Ye, Moulmein and Rangoon,
tiohs by sea were secure enough during 1942 and 194-3? but

with the growth of Allied naval and air power, became more

and more precarious as the year 19^44 ran its course.

With a string of islands from

These canmunica-

Even when such equipment and reinforcements as could
be shipped from Japan and Manchuria had reached the ports of
South East Asia, the enemy's problems of svirface movement
were by no means resolved for the main battle areas in Burma

lay many hundreds of miles from the sea. The railways
of Siam and Burma therefore constituted a system of
strategically connected lines with a total length of about

5,000 miles. It is true, however, that the easternmost
port of Saigon was one hundred miles or more from the rail

head at Phnom Penh, but the two towns were connected by a
good road over which the materials of war and reinforcement
troops could be moved by motor transport. The main rail

way line ran from Phnom Penh in French Indo-China west and
north-west through Bangkok, Pegu and Mandalay, terminating
in north Burma at Lashio and Myitkyina, Bangkok constituted
a main railway centre with the chief branch lines running
north to Chieng Ii/Ial and south for over one thousand miles to

Singapore. The second in^iortant railway centre was at Pegu
in Burma through w'hich the main line ran northwards to

Upper Burma with a southern branch to Rangoon and elsewhere.
From the various railheads in Burma, supplies were carried

forward sometimes by rivercraft and sometimes by motor or

animal transport to points within the battle areas.

Although the sea and land communications to and within
South East Asia were of considerable importance to the

Japanese, it must be said that the natural resources of Siam
and Burma were of great value to the enemy. Both these
countries produced large quantities of rice which provided
the staple diet of the Japanese armies, Siam gave the
enemy much tin and some rubber, while Burma contributed
tungsten and oil. Bxarma also possessed oil plants at Chauk

and Yenangyaung which probably met Japanese requirements for

motor fuel though it is likely that aviation spirit w^as

imported from the Netherland East Indies, Moreover, there
were in Burma a few industrial plants of value to the enemy,
Burma and Siam, therefore, not only ejjported raw materials
to Japan but supplied perhaps as much as fifty per cent of
the food and supplies required by the Japanese forces
defending Burma,

It will thus be seen that naval and strategic air

action could not, however efficiently carried out, isolate

completely the enemy in the field,
itself could not in South East Asia be a means to an end but

could only contribute to the reduction of military Japanese
pov7er in Burma,
the enemy's lines of communication to and within South East

Asia but also in destroying his installations, dumps and so

forth in Burma,

Strategic bombing .

For the problexA lay not only in cutting

All these things needed to be achieved in
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various ways. His shipping on the China seas oould he
attacked by aircraft of the Fourteenth U,S, Air Fores in
China and by naval action. His lines of communication on
land could be attacked by long range aircraft operating
Siam, Lower Burma and the Andaman Sea while tactical air
craft continued the process nearer to home bases
the enemy forces in the field could only be isolated by the
combined efforts of the Allied navies and the strategic and
tactical aircraft based in both China and India,

ove

In shorwo

r

t,

Target Priorities of the Strategic Air Force

Within the circle of the overall strategic plans of the
South East Asia theatre of war, li.Q, Air Commend, S.E.A, laid
down the broad principles of operations and the areas of
activity for its subordinate formations. Then from time to

time, as required by the progress of T/ar, specific tasks .were
given to the subordinate commands, Fran Air Command, S,E,A.
orders were passed through H,Q. Eastern Air Command to H,Q.,
Strategic Air Force, which in turn passed directions to the
various American groups and E,A,F. wings. The main purpose
of the Strategic Air Force, despite the hi^er priox'ities
laid down in operational directives, vras undoubtedly the

interdiction of the enemy's entire transport system in South
East Asia in order to reduce his military pov/er in Burma.
This basic obligation remained in force throu^out the war

in the Par East, But though the fundamental task of the

Strategic. Air Force did not alter, the function of strategic
bombing seemed to be more clearly conceived as experience
revealed its full potentialitieso

H.Q, AGSEA

Operationeil
Directive 2

12 Dec. *2j.3

In the first directive given to the Strategic Air Force
after the formation of South East Asia Command, first
priority was the destruction of eneiry air forces and their

installations5 second priority was attacks against selected

rail, river and road communications while third priority was

given to the bombing of depots and other maintenance
facilities. This directive ¥/as adjusted on 21 January 19¥t-
Althou^i the first priority’- for strategic bombers remained

attacks against the Japanese air force, it T/as not long
folloT/ed in practice. For strikes upon enemy airfields
became largely the work of the tactical air forces and,
though such attacks were by no means a.bandoned by the

Strategic Air Force, they became less frequent. The
secondary task of the Strategic Air B'orce was to bomb ship
ping (as disclosed by photographic reconnaissance) in the
harbours of Bangkok, Moulmein, Port Blair and Rangoon,
Herb in inportance came attadcs upon railway communications
mth strikes o.rdered pirincipally against the Jibulmein-
Martabaii railw.ay centres and traffic, the Sittang bridge,
the Bangkok railT/ay centre, the Insejua locomotive workshops,
the Myitnge and Mu brid.ges. Attacks were also to be made

upon locomotix'-ss, locomotive sheds and rolling stock
wherever fourd, but especially a£yainst Iccamotives located
between breaks in the line at the Sal''.?esn and Sittang river

Economic targets were also to receive attention. These
included the Burma oilfields, the topping plants at
Ysnangj^aung, I^anywa and Chaiuk, pumping stations and the

Thilawa refinery, the Bangkok rice mills and ether factories,

liining operations too were declared to be part of the air
of.f<5nsiveo These priorities remained unchanged until
June i 9V+0

H.Q. ACSEA

Operational
Directive 7

21 Jan, '44
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The (Dhain of Control

From 15 November 1943, the date on which South East Asia
Command was formed, until 16 December of the same year,
strategic air operations were controlled from both the
headquarters of the Tenth U.S. Air Force and No. 221 Group,
R.A.P. On 16 December 1943 the Allied air forces in South
East Asia were integrated and H.Q. Eastern Air Command
Pour days prior to this events No. 221 Group became
tactical formation and a new H.Q. No, 231 Group, R.A,P,
assumed control of all R.A.P. strategic bomber squadrons in
north-east India, Under Eastern Air Command there emerged
a H.Q, Strategic Air Porce, South East Asia, commanded by
Brigadier-General Howard C. Davidson, and No. 231 Group 

"

became a component of the Porce, Until 10 January 192^4,
No. 231 Group was commanded by Group Captain N. C. Singer,
after which Air Commodore P. J, W. Mellersh became Air
Officer Commanding. On 12 January 19A4, Air
Commodore Mellersh also became Deputy Commander, Strategic
Air Porce.

arose.

aO.R.B. HoQ,
No, 221 Group
Dec. 1943

O.R.B. H.Q.
No, 221 Group
App, ’B'
J an. * 44
Special
Order No. 1

EAC. Jan. '44 Tii/hen the Strategic Air Porce came into being it had
under its control an Anerican heavy bcanber group of four
B-24 squadrons and a medixam bomber group of three B-25
squadrons. The R.A.P. provided for night operations (the
Americans usually operated by day) two squadrons of
Yfellington X's and two of Liberator Mark Ill's, which were
located at Jessore, Salbani and Digri, In mid-January 19A4
a change in this order of battle took place when the American
medium bomber group, save for its 490th Squadron,
transferred to the China theatre. The 490th Squadron
continued operations with the Strategic Air Porce. iifter
this move the S.A.P. had available something like 80 heavy
and 50 medium bombers, composed roughly of fifty B-24's,
thirty Liberators, thirty-three Wellingtons and about

No further changes took place until
16 April 1944 when an American B-25 group of four squadrons
first began to operate. This raised the bumber of B-25
in the Strategic Air Porce to nearly seventy.

Strategic Air Operations - December 1943 - fey 1944.

was

seventeen B-25's.

s

As already mentioned the purpose of strategic bombing
in South East Asia was to,harm the enemy by severing his long
distance water communications and so blockade his forces in
Burma and secondly, to destroy his power of resistance to the
Allied armies within Burma by disorganizing road and rail
communications and by razing his dumps and industrial areas.

Attacks upon Japanese sea communications were in fact begun
by the Pourtcenth U.S. Adr Porce before the advent of the
Strategic Air Porce in South East Asia,

fomation of the latter the Poxrrteenth Mr Porce, owing to
its geographical location, was granted first opportunity to
attack enemy shipping plying between Japan and South East
Asi a.

Even after the

Prom their bases iia China, aircraft of the
Pounteenth Mr Porce frequently intercepted Japanese vessels
before the ships reached the ports of entry into South East
Asia, YIe are not here concerned with the activities of the

Pourteenth Mr Force since it did not form part of S.E.A.C.,
bu.t some mention must be made of their operations since they
e-ffected to some extent the flow of enemy supplies into
Burma.. Mthough the Pourteenth Mr Porce mounted some very
successful attacks against enemy shipping in the China Sea,
their operations as a whole were greatly affected by the
supply situaticai, for all the petrol and bombs used by air
craft operating from Gliina had to be flown over the Hump.
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The Fourteenth Air Force never amassed sufficient stocks of

petrol to mount a sustained offensive against Japanese
communications.

Within Burma the enemy could live largely off the
country, provided of course that his internal communications

could he kept open, hut such things as guns and homhs had to
he brought into Burma hy ship from Japan, The lines of
communication over the sea from Japan grey/ thin as they
spread south and merchant vessels in the China seas were thus

more numerous than they were west of Singaporeo Neverthe
less, the Strategic Air Force was always on the alert for
possible shipping targets at sea. The actual tonnage of
enemy shipping sunk hy heavy bomber attack at sea Y/as email
and the most telling blows against shipping vrere made by
attacking harbours, docks and port facilities and by mine
laying of limited but'essential waters. The principal ports
visited by heavy aircraft were those of Bangkok, J/Iergui,
Tavoy, Moulmein and Rangoon and also the anchorages at
Sattahib and Goh Siohang, Singapore and Saigon, both major
ports used by the Japanese, Yirere beyond the range of aircraft
based in India. Between the autumn of 1943 and the end of

I.1ay 1944> aircraft of the Strategia Air Force mounted nine
teen attacks upon shipping targets and shipping facilities
at Bassein, Bangkok, Mergui, Rangoon and Taungup, Nine of

these raids were aimed at Rangoon, the main port of entry
into Burma. During the same period, Akyab received
43 raids - Akyab was however the main secondary target -
four visits were made to the Andaman Islands and one each to

the Nicobars and Flat Island,

OoR.B. H.Q,
No, 231 Group
Dec, ‘43 -
JJay ‘44

From all accounts, the Japanese forces in Burma needed,
in addition to supplies acquired locally, to transport over

the railways of the country some 6OO tons daily,
well below the estimated railway capacity of 9OO tons per
day,
tion of at least fifty per cent in the capacity of the

railways would have to be achieved in order seriously to

interfere with Japanese military operations,
tv/o evident deductions to be made from these facts,

railways of Burma and Siam were necessary for the maintenance
of the Japanese forces in Brorma and the air forces could

strike a poYrsrful blow by wredcing railway communications.
Despite the range at which strategic aircraft were obliged
to operate and the smallness of targets presented, there were
several factors in favour of the Allies,

alternative roiites o’/er which traffic might be run if the

railway centres of Bangkok, Pegij., Letpadan, Pyinmana and

Mandalay v/ere damaged,
of line over ij.00 miles long betT/een Bangkok and Pegu which,
if broken, oould effectively sever the Burma and Siam rail

way systems, an increasingly important possibility in view

of the exclusion of Japanese shipping from the ports of
BuL*mri.,

Siam railway wan constructed largely by Allied prisoners of
war and other forced labour gangs who v/orked vinder appalling
conditions,

disease d’oring the building of this railway may never be
known.

This was

In view of this it was logical to assume that a reduo-

There are

The

There -were few

Moreover, there was a long stretch

In passing it might be mentioned that the Burma-

Just how many men died from malnutrition and

In the Burma railway system there -were 126 bridges over
one hundred feet in length and 17^ other bridges over
kO feet long,

bridges w-ouid isolate the track in between, would expose the
trapped locomotives and rolling stock to air attack and
would necessitate a slow trans-shipment of supplies by road

Thus the destruction of any two successive

A,H,B,/IIJ50/
47/56
H.Qo, E.AoGo
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or riveroraft, thereby delaying considerably the delivery
of supplies to the battlefronts* There were also other

vulnerable points in the railway system, but they were
regarded as being less important. Loop lines, for instance,
or engine shelters were obvious targets as were water towers,
wai^ehouses, stations and repair facilities. But the
destruction of any one of these could delay traffic only for
a short period.

The destruction of the larger railway centres was the
task of R,A.P, Liberators and iimerican B-24's which bombed

marshalling yards, repair depots and other rail installations.
In these operations the emphasis of attacks centred around

Bangkok, Rangoon and Mandalay, Night operations against
railway stations and yards at medixim range were performed
by R.A.P. Tfellingtons, while American B-25’s were employed
on sweeps over railways and attacks upon bridges. Attacks
on the latter were constant in which the U.S, 490th Squadron
featured prominently. The Japanese, however, proved them

selves adept at repairing bridges and many of those damaged
during the day were made serviceable again overnight.
Such repairs were of course only temporary, sand-bags, bags
of cement and newly felled trees used to effect the repair.
The structures were likely to be washed away by the monsoon

but they nevertheless sufficed for the time being. Constant

reconnaissance revealed the progress of repair work,
especially on the more important bridges, and the completion
of the work called for fiirther air attacks

proved to be a vicious circle as far as the Japanese were
oonoemed.

In the end it

The general strategy was to destroy the effectiveness
of each sector of the railways,
unserviceable somewhere along the line between Rangoon and

Myitkyina, which was imder constant attack,
Pegu line was interrupted time and time again and in the

case of the Burma-Siam railway from Ban^ok to Moulmein,
low-level attacks tore up long sections of the track,
marshalling yards and repair workshops at Rangoon, Mandalay
and Lashio were also frequently attacked,
B-25 medium bombers bombed the Mu River bridge on the rail

way line from Mandalay to Ye-U; the bridge was 2^80 feet
long and over it moved most of the supplies and reinforce
ments destined for the Chindwin sector of the front,

100 foot span and another 40 feet long were blown into the
river,

bad weather and more than fifty per cent of heavy bomber
raids were cancelled.

Bridges were always

The Moulmein-

The

On 1 January 19

A

There were, in January 192i4, periods of unusually

44»

In Pebruany the U.S. 7th Bombardment Group
(B-24 aircraft) were withdrawn from operations for a time
to carry out special training. This threw an additional
burden on the R.A.F. units,

effective strength, the offensive was maintained in central
and southern Burma throu^out tiaroh, April and May 1944,
The air effort increased proportionately with the return
of the 7th Bombardment Group and the arrival in April of

the 12th Bombardnient Group equipped with B-25 aircraft.
Perhaps the most effective attack took place on 8 April^
against what was regarded as the most important bridge in
Burma, This crossed the Slttang River on the railway
between Moulmein and Pegu and all rail traffic entering
Burma from Siam had to use it. The bridge was 1,650 feet

long and consisted of eleven steel spans. Two of these
spans had been destroyed during the evacuation of Burma in
1942 and the enemy had devoted much time and material in

Yet despite the decrease in

A.H,B./IIJ50/
47/56
H.Q
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repairing it. Through aerial reconnaissance the progress
of repair work had been followed and as soon as it had "been
completed attacks against it were launched. The raid on

8 April 19i44 was performed at night by B-22|.'s flying at a
low altitude and using delayed action 1,000 lb, bombs. Two
spans were knocked down and this meant that the Japanese
would still have to tranship supplies in boats across the
river thereby delaying considerably the movement of men and
material.

The intensity of the campaign against bridges may be
illustrated by the number destroyed, or at least made
temporarily unserviceable. Among the more important bridges,
in addition to the Mu River and Sittang bridges already
mentioned, were those at Meza, Myittha and Daga, The Ifeza

bridge, 700 feet long, crossed the river north of Mandalay
on the railway line to %itkyina. The bridge at Myittha
crossed the Panlaung river Just south of Mandalay and v/as an
important link in the line connecting Rangoon with the Burma

road. The Daga bridge lay farther south on the railv/ay
line to Bassein and connected the south-western tip of Burma

with the supply lines from Siam. Among the less important
bridges rendered unserviceable were those at Kyungon,
Zawchaung, Baudalin, Songon, Natmauk, Tantabin, Swa, Tangon,
Ye«U, Sinthe, Pyu, Bawgyo, Pyawbvire, Myingatha, Natkyigon
and 1%-othito It is therefore obvious that from bridge
attacks alone the strategic air offensive had emerged as a

serious threat to the security of the Japanese armies in

north Burma, Between February and May 1944 "th-e movement of

military supplies on the Mandalay-Myitkyina railway must have

been almost halted, particularly since the long range pene
tration brigades also raided enemy stores dumps and railway
lines. There were of course alternative routes but these

could only accommodate a small percentage of the traffic
normally carried by rail.

Attacks upon the enemy's lines of commimication included
strikes against roads as well as railways,
for instance, the Japanese threat to Imphal had become so

serious that the Strategic Air Force directed its energies
in co-operation writh the land forces,
used by the Japanese was that leading from Ye-U and another
v/as that from Wuntho,

on 18 April and continued almost daily for some time there
after,

motor and animal traffic.

In April 1944,

One of the main roads

Attacks against these roads began

Bridges were destroyed and medium bombers strafed
Wellingtons also participated

by dropping bombs, some of 4-,000 lb., on road convoys.
Dumps and encampments also suffered at the hands of strategic
aircraft. On the Tiddim road, wrhioh in places was
precipitous, bombs caused landslides which, according to

the Japanese, greatly in^jeded supply.

A.H,B,AU50
/75
P»25
SEATIC 24-7
Translation

and

Interrogation
Rep,

Industrial targets received some attention from
strategic bombers, particularly in January, April and
May 1944
Yenangyaxmg were virtually destroyed and in April the oil

plant at Chauk was severely damaged. The plant at Lanywa
was also d;amaged thou^ to a lesser extent than that at
Chauk,

damaged,
during attacks upon storage tanks,
oil targets probably resiYLted in a shortage of petrol for

Japanese military operations, the eneiry always succeeded in

meeting his minimum requirements.

Early in January the oil field installations at

The Thilawa refinery was bombed and its installations
Many thousands of gallons of oil were destroyed

While the raids upon
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On 23 J/Iay the air effort of the Strategic Mr
Force was reduced v»hen forty R.A.F. Yfellington crews and
certain maintenance personnel were loaned to Troop Carrier
Command for transport operations. After a brief period of
training the aircrews commenced operations on Dakota air
craft, For at this time the supply situation on the plain
of Imphal had deteriorated and urgent action was necessary
to remedy the critical position. In addition to the loan
of aircrews, five Ti/ellington aircraft were diverted from
strategic bombing to the ferrying of 250 lb. bombs into the
Imphal plain; these bombs were subsequently used by the
Hurricane fighter-bomber squadrons in support of the army in
1/Ianipur. These two oojiimitments absorbed the entire effort

of the two Vfcllington squadrons. At the same time the
4.90th U.S. Squadron was similarly diverted to supply tasks
in the form of conveying ammunition to the plain of Imphal.

Strategic Mr Operations - J\me to October 1944

O.R.H. H.Q.
No, 231 Group
J\xn, '2(4

Up to the middle of 192(4 the strength and organization
of the Strategic Mr Force remained substantially imchanged
but on 20 June, with the ireconstitution of the Tenth U.S.
Air Force as an operational formation at Kanjikoah in Assam,
various changes took place. Brigadier-General
Howard C, Davidson assumed command of the Tenth Mr Force

and his post as Mr Commander, Strategic Mr Force was taken
by Mr Commodore F. J. W. I/liellersh. Since it was believed

that a large force of heavy bombers could not be used
effectively during the monsoon, and since the Fourteenth
U.S. Mr Force in China was very short of petrol, the
7th Bombardment Group (B-24 aircraft) was transferred
temporarily to the Tenth Mr Force to haul petrol over the
Hump to China, At the same time, the 12th Bombardment
Group (B-25's) Yfa.3 transferred to Third Tactical Mr Force.
As already mentioned, the 490th Squadron and Nos. 99 and
215 (V/ellington) Squadrons were non-effective in so far as
the Strategic Air Force v/as concerned. Thus during the
monsoon period of 192(4> only two R.A.F. Liberator squadrons
were available for strategic bombing.

Since the formation of the Strategic Air B’oroe in
December 1943, the first priority for strategic bombers had
been enemy airfields and installations, though in effect
shipping targets and lines of communication had received
more attention. On I6 June this anomaly was corrected in
a fresh directive to the Strategic Mr Force which listed
the follov/ing priorities :-

ACSEA. H.Q.
Optl, Dir,
No. 12 of

16 Jun. '2(4
Optl. Dir,
No, 12 Amd.
No. 1 of

20 Sep. '2,4

Naval and merchant vessels as opportunity targets.

Enemy airfields and installations in Bxirraa.

Communications into and v/ithin Burma,

Ports and shipping facilities.

Maintenance facilities, depots, dumps and other
administrative military facilities.

Objectives of importance to Japan's economy.

On 20 September 192+4 an amendment to the above directive

was issued v/hich placed attacks upon enemy lines of communi

cation above the task of striking enemy airfields and
installations,

of the Strategic Air Force.
Mining of course remained a responsibility

But since the air effort by
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heavy aircraft during the monsoon would be temporarily
reduced, the directive of 16 J\ine stated that objectives
should in the main be tactical targets best calculated to

assist land operations by the Fourteenth Army an.d Northern

Combat Area Command, and that in attacks upon communications
targets, particular attention should be paid to the railway
lines Martaban-Pegu, Pegu-Mandalay and Ban^ok-Nampang.

O.RcB. H,Q.
No, 231 Group
Jul, 'hh

In July a decision was made to convert the R,A.P.
Liberator squadrons to day bomber mits, save for No.
159 Squadron which was to continue night bcanbing, mine-laying
and pathfinding. In regard to the latter, it may seem
paradoxical that pathfinders were necessary when all
squadrons were to operate in daylight. In actual fact,
experiments with pathfinders were initiated in April 1944 so
that a pathfinder force could be formed and trained for

operations in the autumn of 1944. But when the policy of

operating in daylight was adopted, the need for a pathfinder
force while diminishing did not entirely disappear. For it

was planned that R.A.F, squadrons would operate at night in
the moon periods and at other times in daylight. On ni^t
operations No. 159 Squadron usually formed the spearhead of
attack and identified the target for the following formations

of aircraft,

operations was a ri^t one for in South East Asia the pin
pointing of small targets at long range was difficult, save

on moonlit nights. Moreover, enemy air opposition to our

bomber raids was so slight that daylight operations were a

practical proposition.

There is no doubt that a policy of daylight

HQ. ACSEA

Optl, Inst, 10
14 Jnl. '44

During J\me, July and August 1944 the south-west
monsoon affected the whole operational area, making conditions

generally unfavourable for bombing,
a few spells of fair weather, especially in July and August,
when operations were flown without hindrance, and on a ntimber
of other occasions the weather conditions, thoiagh not good.

In October the weather improved.

There were, however.

did not prohibit flying,
particularly over the base areas and over north and central
Burma. Farther south, breaks in the weather were only
transitoiy and so conditions did not allow sustained attacks

upon targets in that area.

Although not controlled by South East Asia Command, it

might be mentioned that the 20th U.S. Bcanber Command,
equipped with B-29's, made their first appearance in the

These aircraft, about one hundred of them, weretheatre,
A.H.B./IIJ50/
105/^3
ACSEA Pile

DACC/014
Enel. 14
Review of

Ops, H.Q.
ACSEA.

based in the Bengal area and were designed to strike
For this purpose they

But from time to
primarily at the Japanese homelandSo
had to stage forward to bases in China,
time these very heavy bombers attacked targets in South East
Asia and mounted their first raid on 5/6 June 1944. Bangkok
was the target and received the full impact of about a

hundred aircraft each of which presumably carried something
A raid of this size was a phenomenal

for South East Asia and though Ban^ok lay 1,000 miles
like ten tons of bombs,

one

from the air bases, it must be regarded as a short range
attack for B-29 aircraft. As a point of interest, the
20th Bonber Coimnand made their first full scale attack upon

Japan itself from China bases on I5/16 June 1944.

Prom 1 June until 6 July 1944» 2.II R.A.F. strategic
bomber attacks were carried out by Liberators of Nos, 159

and 355 Squadrons. On 7 July Y/ellingtons again appeared in
the medium bomber role and operated spasmodically until
15 August, when Pinlebu was bombed. No. 355 (Liberator)
Squadron wasnen-operational from 11 July until 21 August

O.RoB. H.Qo

No. 231 Group

Jun.-Aug. '44
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while undergoing training for daylight operations*
No, 356 (Liberator) Squadron flew its first operational
bombing sortie on 27 July,
tions during June and July 1944 lay in the battle areas of

the I.'Ianipur front in support of our advancing land forces,
but from August onwards railway communications constituted
the main targets for strategic bombers.

Tne ne

The emphasis of bomber opera-

w

On 1 October 1944» the 7th Bombardment Group of four
B-24 squadrons returned to the Strategic Air Force after

fulfilling ferrying duties over the Hump during the monsoon.
There were thus six British and American Liberator (B24)
Squadrons available during October while another British
unit operated during the first and final week of the month.

Perhaps the most important attack by heavy bombers in the
new campaigning season took place on 6 October when sixteen

■  heavy bombers, followed later in the day by a second forma
tion of similar strength, attacked the Bangjcok-Chieng I/Iai

railway,
the western perimeter over this route,
evidently taken by surprise,
sections of the track tom up, while locomotives- and rolling
stock heavily machine-gunned,
inaugurated the 194^45 long range offensive which was to

continue throughout the campaigning season.
October, the solitary
Air Force (the 490th)

The enemy had recently begun to send supplies to
The Japanese were

Bridges -were -wrecked and

This attack really

Also in

medium boraber squadron in the Strategi

O.R.B. H.Q.

No, 231 Group
Oct. '44

c
in thirteen days destroyed as many

'  bridges in Burma and on the 28th succeeded in blocking the
tunnel at Sedaw on the Ifendalay-Lashio rail-way line.

Mining Operations of the Strategic Air Force

Mining operations by the Strategic Air Force were
carried out by both American and R.A.F. elements in accordance

■with the planned programme. Approved target areas were
listed and permission was granted for opportunity mine laying
as well, and even the approved list was subject to revision
in the light of intelligence reports. Approved targets
could be mined at any time and mine fields could be renewed
without the specific approval of higher commands. The
mining of new areas, however, required the sanction of the
Supreme Allied Commander of South East Asia Command, The
progranime laid down four-principles which were followed in

Persistent visits -were to bethe course of operations,
made on enemy ports in regular use, the effort being
dependent upon current intelligence reports on shipping.
The enemy's mine sweeping problems were to be complicated by

Sterilizers were not to be-using an assortment of mines,
used save for opportunity mining in a new locality unless
prescribed by higher command,
mechanisms might be used at the discretion of the Air
Commander, Strategic Air Force, where weather or extreme
range prevented regular mining.

Lastly, delay arming

Mining operations ivere iinportant in that they pointed
the way towards results far greater than had at first

The eneny inaction to the mining of Rangoon,
that heavy shipping traffic in the port

For some months there-

seemed liltely,
for instance, wa.s
fell off to a negligible amount,
after occasional attempts were made by -bhe Japanese to use
this vital harbour but the loss of a number of vessels
convinced the enemy that it was not a profitable under-

Consequently, subsequent shipping into Rangoon^
consisted largely of coasters and small boats. The mining
of Rajrigoon begaii early in 1943 and probably led the Japanese
swiftly to complete the Burma-Siara railviray so that ships

taking.

HQ, SACSEA
Paper 1155
GaboHist.
Sect.
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could be unloaded at Bangkok and the supplies transported
forward by rail. This new supply route was soon handicapped
in January 19W-s when mining sorties were first flown to

In addition, nines were dropped at two feriy
crossings in Burma where it was known that supplies must be
transferred.

Bangkok.

The cvimulative effect of this mining was
serious interference with the Japanese supply system in
Burma. Much of the enemy shipping had now to use Saigon
and Singapore, especially the latter, and this greatly
Increased the land journeys of supplies and made the
Japanese more dependent upon their cJready overloaded
railv/ay system in Malaya,

Ibid, Meanwhile, the Japanese attempted to find another solu
tion which would permit the use of more efficient water
transpor-Co Rangoon itself had become generally msafe for
shipping but in order to bring their large vessels as close
as possible to Rangoon, the enemy commenced using the
relatively safe anchorages along the v/est coast of Lower
Bxnrma. From these places, supplies were ftirther transported
by coastal craft, as well as by motor transport and rail, to
their destination in Upper Burma,
covered what vras being done, a small but persistent mining
programme was started against the anchoraiges being employed
and others that might be used for similar purposes,
same time, Royal Naval submarines laid numerous mine fields
in the strait of Malacca,

When the Allies dis-

At the

By the end of 194^^ the growing
danger of mines discouraged the Japanese from bringing but a
few of their fast dwindling merchant fleet in to the Andaman
Sea area.

SACSEA

Paper 1153
Cab, Hist.

Sect,

During November and December 1943, six mining operations
were floiTO to Rangoon and two to Moulmein, In the course

of 22 sorties by U.S, B-24*s to Rangoon, 115 mines were
successfully land, while at Moulmain 90 mines were laid in
eighteen sorties, also by American aircraft, Tlie final
operation in this series vras flown on 5 December 1943, In

January 1944j Rangoon was visited twice, on the 7th and 10th,
Moulmein was again the target for ten out of the eleven
aircraft despatched and the first operation to Bangkok took
place also on 10 Jemuary, The next mining operation was
accomplished on 6 March when four out of six aircraft mined
the anchorage at &oh Sichang, Between 8 and 10 April, three
sorties were flown to Bangkok, ten to Mergui and four to
Tavoy.

0,R,Bo E.Q. During Ifey 1944 the principal mine laying operations
merely re:ae"wed the irdne fields in ports which had previously
been closed. The intention was to keep these harbours

No, 231 Group,
i5ay '2^4

closed daring the monsoon when long range mdning operations
could not easily be carried out,
Sattahib Bay and Mergui were all visited by mine laying
aircraf’t betvifeen 5 and 9 I'^y 194
.during the operation to Sattahib Bay,
night of mining operations on 8/9 June when eight B-24’s
la.id mines in Mergui harbour and four others mined the

Manam River below Ban^ok,
Liberators laid 32 mines in the Rangoon River,
of the mines dropped at Bangkok were equipped vd.th a 30-day
delayed action device and were thus not effective until
July,
continued discomfort to the Japanese at a time when the

monsoon might hamper mining operations.

G-oh Sichang, Moulmein,

One aircraft wa.s lost-i-O

There was a busy

On the same ni^t R»A.P.
A number

This was equivalent to new mining and ensured

HQ, SACSEA

Paper, Cab.
Hist, Sect.

1153 and

OoR,B, H,Q,
No. 231 Group
Jun, ’ 44-

No mining was carried out in July 1944 but in August
For some time there had

O.RoB, H,Q«

Noo 231 Group
Augo

there was cortsiderable activity.
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"been under consideration the need to extend the range of
mine laying aircraft since it had been observed that in the
harbours already mined, there had been a great curtailment
of shipping and also that shipping was anchored outside
harbours. Cargoes had therefore to be landed by lighters,
thereby further: delaying the process of moving supplies into
Burma. It was thus felt that the extension of mining in
harbours at that time beyond the range of our aircraft, and
which the Japanese continued to use vifith safety, T/ould be
highly effective. On 10 August 19i0f the plan for long
range raining matured v/hen eight B-29's, operating from
Ceylon, dropped mines in the approaches to Palembang in
Suma.tra. Through these waters passed vessels carrying oil.
The mining operation was combined with the bombing of
Palembang refinery and was the longest non-stop operation
of its kind carried out up to that time.

H.Q. SACSEA

Paper, Cab,
Hist, Sect,
1153.

Meanwhile, the Strategic Air Force continued their
routine mining operations and in August 1944 visited
Mo'ulmein, Mergui, Tavoy and Port Blair> On 10 January 1944,
B-25's had first participated in mining operations when nine
aircraft had laid 18 mines in the Sittang River
Mokpalin,

near

The operations of B-25‘s from 12 to 17 August
on a larger scale, hov/ever, fifty-one mines being laid

in the Chindwin by 18 aircraft.

were

O.R.B.s H,Q,
No. 231 Group
Sept,-Oct, *44

The technique of very long range mining was developed
and soon began to bear fruit. There had been increasing
evidence of the growing import^ce of Khao Huagang in the
Japanese supply system to Buima and the Pakchan river
accordingly mined on 12 September to disorganize the flow
of traffic serving the new port. Bangkok, Goh Sichang and
Tavoy tiirere also mined. On 27 October 1944 a remarkably
successful operation v/as carried out by No, 159 Squadron,
R.A.F, Using the lengthy B-29 base of Ivharagpur, fifteen
Liberators took off and laid 60 mines according to plan in
the inner approaches to Penang harbour, a return flight of
3,000 miles, '
and the Ye and Pakchan rivers.

was

Other areas mined in October included Mergui

Prom 6 November 1943 to 2J October 1944, the Strategic
Air Force despatched 327 aircraft to accomplish 39 mining
operations. Of the aircraft despatched, 280 sorties were
successful and 1,108 mines were laid, 664 by the R.A.P. and
444 by the Anerioans. Two aircraft were lost. Included
in fche target areas visited there were nine operations to
Rangoon, Mergui six, Moulmein five, Bangkok four,
Goh Sichang and Tavoy tliree operations each.

Summary of Strategic Air Operations

The number of aircraft lost during strategic air
operations v/as surprisingly low and this was doubtless due
to the degree of air superiority enjoyed by the ibLlies in
South East Asia. Indeed, interception of our aircraft by
enemy fighters v/as never a serious problem despite the long
distances flown by our bombers over enemy held territory.
Other types of Japanese resistance was similarly ineffective,
though on occasions they used novel methods. In addition
to the usual anti-aircraft opposition, there were imexpected
methods by remote control which sometimes damaged our air
craft, generally those engaged in attacks on bridges at low

■  altitudes. Land mines, for instance, were exploded under
attacking aircraft. Flat railway trucks ?/ere turned into
flak T/agor.3 armed with machine-guns, including some of
40-mm. The flak wagons were scmetimes in sidings and some
times formed part of moving trains. Howeoer, the success
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achieved by the Japanese, both in the air and on the
ground, was small. In the course of operations from
December 1945 to May 1944» sixteen heavy bombers
lost (three R.A,P. and thirteen U.S.A.A.P.) and fifteen
medium bombers (five R.A.P. and ten U.S„A.A.P.), During
the monsoon period, June to October 1944, the R,A.P, lost
ten Liberators and the Americans three B-24’ s» No doubt
bad weather accoimted for the loss of some of these aircraft.

During operations against enemy ocmmunications withrin
Burma and Siam, four factors were recognized. First of all
the Strategic Ai.r Force attacked railways most frequently
because they were the most important rfleans of enemy trans
port overland. The best targets on railways were bridges
because they were the most vulnei-able and difficult to

repair. In bombing railways an attempt was made to isolate
segments of the line and to destroy locomotives and rolling
stock stranded thereon to prevent the transfer of v/ar
supplies across a single breach. Diversity of attack was
employed to confuse the eneir^. Since these four principles
were bom from experience and grew strong in practice, no
exact date can be given for their acceptance. Thus in the
course of strategic air operations from December 1943 to

October 1944, Japanese railway comraunications were most
frequently attacked, absorbing nearly half the total effort.
Airfields received the next highest tonnage of bombs,
closely followed by military targets such as dumps, enemy
headquarters and so forth, and operations in close support
of the land forces.

were

An analysis of operations by the Strategic Air Force
indicates that their work was not always an unqualified
success. In the early days, the attacks upon railways
appear to have been somewhat inaccurate and disappointingo
Bombs frequently skipped from railway tracks and exploded
harmlessly. Bridges, even when long, were difficult targets
to hit and the proper techiiique of approach had to be
developed and a.ssimilated in the course of operations.
Attacks from high altitude proved ineffective, especially
against lines of comnxunication, and night attacks gave poor
results. It must be remembered that the air offensive

against enemy communications was not the sole prerogative
of the Strategic Air Force; tactical aircraft also
participated and in Burma, more perhaps than elsewhere,
there was a slender division between tactical and strategical
air operations. The cunriiulativs effect of offensive air

operations was, however, clearly apparent, but the exact

result of any given raid, or even of many raids over a short

perj-od, is another matter. It was often in^ossible, os'.dng
to bad weather, to obtain adequarfce photographic coverage to

assess the damage inflicted upon the enemy. Moreover,
accurate statistics have never emerged regarding the damage
to small targets, as in the case of railvfay locomotives.
How many of these were destroyed, how many dama.ged, what pro
portion could be. and were repaired, and how manj''new locomotives

the enemy succeeded in bringing into Burma may never be
kno'm.

Despite the unsatisfactory evidence in the shape of
There is nostatistics, some facts can be established,

doubt thai the effectiveness of strategic bomber attacks

increased as time went bjr, though mistakes were certainly
ma.de 0 ,A.s the campaign developed there was an .ever increasing
doteriora,tion in the enemy's system of communications and a

constant decline in the quantity of his supplies reaching
the battle areas of Burma, There is some evidence for this
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assiojT^Jtion from Japanese sources. By the end of 1944
there was evidently a shortage of locomotives available to

the enemy which drastically out down the efficiency of his
railways. Long sections of railway lines v/ere rendered
unserviceable for v/eeks at a time ovdng to destroyed
bridges, v/hich increased in numbers all the time* More and

mope the Japanese were forced to rely upon road and water
transport but they lacked the vehicles necessary to make
the former an adequate substitute and his water-craft and

M.T, were under constant attack, principally by tactical
aircraft.

Though mining operations were on a comparatively
small scale they paid dividends far in excess of what might
have been expected from the effort involved,
success of operations against ports, harbours and virater-
ways, both by bombing and mining, must be judged not by the
number of sorties flown, or even the number of ships sunk,
but by the absence of Japanese shipping from mters v/hich
had been mined and from ports v/hich had been bombed.
Largely through Allied air superiority, at least after
May 19^f4> large enemy vessels were driven from the Andaman
Sea, purely because of a potential air threat,
Japanese dared not risk their dwindling tonnage of shipping
to the bombs or mines dropped or laid by the Allied air
forces.

For the

The

Since the potential threat of bombing or mining
denied the enemy full use of his sea lines of communication,
the operations of the Strategic Air Force in this field
must be regarded as highly suocessfvil.

Translation and

Interrogation
Report
SEATIC 242
A.H.B,/IIJ50/

According to the Japanese they suffered the greatest
losses from submarine activity in the China Sea, although
they admit feeling slight effects from attacks by Allied
bombers operating from China, This is rather interesting
since as far as is known, the Americans claimed a large
tonnage of Japanese shipping sunk in the China Sea and

many thought that the Fourteenth Air Force the principal
weapon for attacks in this area. The latter view may, of
ooxorse, be the correct one. By the autumn of 1943 the
use of Rangoon by large ships had become impossible and the

Japanese accordingly pressed into service as transports,
small vessels of wooden construction, and routed them via

the ports of Moulmein, Mergui and Tavoy, The steamship
route terminated at Penang and the remainder of the journey
to Rangoon was con^leted by ’power lighters' and 500 ton
steam vessels. Although shipping losses directly attri
butable to Allied bcmbing were not of great consequence,
the delay and uncertainty caused by the potential threat
was considerable. Shipping on the sea route from Singapore
to Rangoon was greatly delayed, all movements were restricted

to the hours of darkness and vessels were obliged to hug
the coast line the whole way. Shipping losses at sea,
however, were comparatively light but it was the Allied
bombing of harbour installations and shipping within hai’bovir

limits which brought about a shortage of supplies for
Japanese troops in the fighting areas of Burma,

75c

Ibid, The prohibition of Rangoon to Japanese shipping
forced the enemy to use the ports of Mergui and Tavoy but

the linn ted harbour facilities and the difficulty of land

transport from these places allowed only curtailed ship
ments to the ports,
to and from Rangoon but even this traffic was interrupted
by Allied mines

mining resulted in heavy losses in vessels and supplies.
After t\ mine laying operation it took the Japanese about

Only small coastal vessels could run

In the harbours of Rangoon and Moulmein,
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ten days to complete sweeping at Rbigocn and Moialmein and
this’put a strain upon land transport. Mines in the
harbour at Moulmein caused a heavy decrease in the traffic
on the I'oad and rail ferry. The Japanese had no specially
constructed mine sweepers but had to perform the task with
auxiliary schooners and motor-boats and sometimes fishing
vessels. The enemy* s attempts to press into service as
transports an assoi’tment of wooden vessels did not meet

with success, for they were subject to weather conditions
and needed scattered bases for maintenance and shelter.

The construction of wooden vessels, which began only on a
large scaJ.e in June was too late to effect the situa

tion, In any case these craft were often without engines
and therefore practically useless against the strong tides
in the heirbours of Rangoon and Moiilmein,

Prom the -^irious comments,made by Japanese officers
after the v/ar, it would appear'that iuLlied air attacks
against communications targets on land were very
The bombing of the v/orkshops at Insein (Rangoon)
of 1943 and early in 1944 reduced rapidly the ability of the
Japanese to maintain rolling stock in good repair and
reduced considei'ably the carrying capacity of the railways.
The conveyance of civilian goods, in particular, had to be
curtailed since all available railviray spade was utilized for
moving men and material northv/ards prior to the Manipur
campaign. Railway stations, water supply facilities,
bridges and the like were bombed re^leu-ly by the Allied air
forces and the railway lines were cut into a number of small
sections. The capacity of the railways therefore became a
matter of trans-shipment capacity. Vessels of fairly large
size operating on the Chindwin and able to carry  a consider
able tonnage of supplies were also suiik by bcmbing.
Smaller vessels were pressed‘into service but by the latter
half of 194^ the river route had become almost useless.

On the main central and southe-m Japanese communica
tions in Burma, Allied bombers heavily attacked the
Sagaing-Wuaitho railway, the Sagaing-Mbnyv/a railway
(especially around Jfyinmu), the river lines of communication
on the Chindwin up stream from Monywa, the Ye-U-Kalewa-
Kalemyo-Tamu road and the Y/untho-Pinlfebu-Homalin road.
These attacks had a lot to do with the shortage of supplies
among the advanced Japanese divisions. In spite of the
dispersal and concealment of ammtinition and stores in

jungle country. Allied bombing turned the densest jungle
into bare forest land and exposed the accumulated stores.
The thorough bombing that followed set fire to valuable
ammunition and stores destined to support the Manipur

" oampAign. Transport by road-and rail was limited to the
night time only and the railway could only be used for local
movement on a small scale. Motor transport in daylight was
subjected not only to bombing but also tb the machine-gun
attacks by tactical aircraft which sought'* out practically
every enemy vehicle that ventured abroad. The Japanese
estimated that supplies destined for the Manipur front vrere
about one-third of that' originally plaiohed. Allied attacks
upon dumps and communications centres, particularly at
Mandalay, Sagaing, Wuntho, Pinlebu, Kalewa and Kalemyo were
apparently highly effective and about half the war materials
at the Wulitho and lialewa dun^s -were said to have been
destroyed, ' ;

successful,

at the end

Translation and

Interrogation
Rep, SEATIO 2li2
A,H.B,/IIJ50/
75o •

Ti’anslatlon and

Interrogation Report
SEATIC 21;7
A.H.B./IIJ50/75C

It would appear that our long range attacks against the

Burma-Siam rail'way did not result In very severe damage to

the line and v/hat damage was inflicted seems to have been

quickly repaired. The enemy did, however, have trouble
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with conraiunications on this railv/ay caused, it is said, hy
the hasty construction of the line,
that the trouble experienced by the Japanese on the Burma-

Siara railway may have been the result of intentioneilly
shoddy workmanship on the part of prisoners of war who built
the line.

It is conceivable

Prom the foregoing it will be evident that an adequate
sviramary and analysis of strategic air operations in South

East Asia is impossible,
upon Japanese lines of communication as already mentioned
were brought about by long range strategic bomber raids,
medium bomber attacks and long range fighter operations and

also the short range fighter attacks against targets close
to the front lines.

The effects of Allied air attacks

Long Range Tactical Air Operations

The comparative lack in Burma of l^ge static targets
suitable for heavy bombers v/as to some extent offset by the
vulnerability of Japanese lines of communication to long
range fighter attack. For many months ,the only aircraft
available for a long range filter offensive were R.A.F.
Beaufighters; No, 27 Squadron had been operating since
January 19A3 and No. 177 Squadron from September of the same

year. As a result of their persistent and ubiquitous
attacks by both day and night, the enemy‘had been driven to

remove the main weight of his transport from road to river

and from river to rail. His major movements were in due

course restricted to the hours of darkness and for protec

tion during daylight he was compelled to'nesort to an

increasingly ingenious and complex system of camouflage
coupled Yri.th an extensive network of gun posts scattered far

and wide over the Burmese countryside as a supplement to his
more orthodox anti-aircraft defences. The Taungup-Prome
road, shipping on the Irrawaddy, the Ye-U" and Myitkyina
railway lines and other nodal points in the enemy's communi

cations system long afforded daily targets for Beaufighters
and later for P-38's and P-SVs, In November 1943 there

occurred an event of significance regarddiag the supply of

enemy troops in Burma, for the Burma-3iam railway was
opened to traffic. This, however, did not diminish the

importance of attacking the well established routes or

northern and western Burma but it did bring into prominence
certain targets to the south and east, the railway jimction
at Thanbyuzayat, for instance, the ferry termini at
Movilmein and Ivlartaban, the bridges over the Sittang river

at Mokpalin and in general the railway system north, south

and east of the all important junction at Pegu,

The armament of Nos, 27 and 177 Squadrons' Beaufinters,
consisting of four 20-mra, cannons and' six machine-guns,
proved highly suitable for attacking rivercraft, motor
transport, rolling stock, locomotives and so forth, that

might be found on the various lines of communication in
Burma,

27 February 19^+4 when trucks on the railway to the north
and carrying petrol bowsers were among the targets
attacked,

thereafter flew regularly to attack targets on the Burma-

Siam railway itself, the terminus of the main Siamese
railway system at Chieng Mai, the railheads at Lashio and

Myitkyina,
of the day or night over the enemy's extended lines of
communications in Burma and western Siam undoubtedly had

a profound harassing' effect upon the Japanese,

Beaufighters ranged as far afield as Moxilmein on

Fitted with long range, tanks the Beaufighters

The appearance of these aircraft at any hour

0,R,B, No. :
169 wing

0, R, B , H, Q.
ACSEAi Int,
Feb, »44
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O.R.B. No.

211 Sqdn.
Jan, '2i4

In January 1944 a third squadron of Beaufighter air
craft using rocket projectiles Began operations. ^
a timely addition since to protect their lorries and
locomotives from low level attacks, the enemy Built in
profusion well camouflaged shelters. The targets inside
these pens were well screened from cannon or machine-gun
fire But they were vulneraBle to the rocket projectile.
But the strategy of attack had at this time to Be altered
for a new reason. It had long Been known that the enemy
disposed sufficient rolling stock in Biirma to meet their
needs for some time to come and it was now realized through
a study of photographs brought Back By the Beaufighter crews,
that the enemy was replacing destroyed locomotives By Brin^
ing others into Burma over the Burma-Siam railway.
Accordingly, the emphasis of attack was moved to the
permanent installations on the railway lines in Bunna and
Siam, such as stations, water towers, curved portions of
the track which could not easily Be replaced and, above all.
Bridges. In the hunt for vulneraBle Bridges cai'rying
important lines of communication, which Began in earnest in
February 194J|-» the three Beaufighter squadrons were joined

P-38*s, P-51*s and, more important still, By B-25 medium
Bombers of the U. S.A.A.P.

The valleys of Burma are honeycombed with watercourses
and advantage was taken of the advent of American long range
fighters and medium Bombers to put out of action as many as
possible of the scores of Bridges which carried the railway
from Bangkok to Moiolmein and Pegu northwards to Mandalay,
with the object of causing the maximum disturbance to enemy

,  traffic. In the last week of February the vital Bridge at
Tantabin, near Toungoo, was severed By B-25’s and this formed
the prelude to a whole series of similar attacks By mediimi
Bombers and Bomb caxrying fighters. The Bridges at Ela,
Sinthe and elsev/here on the important Pegu-Mandalay railway
were severed in the course of a series of attacks By
Beaufighters, B-25's and P-38’s. American P-51's similarly
operated over north B-urma, their targets including the
bridges at Shweli, Meza and other places on the roads and
railways.

This was

i

O.R.B. H.Q.
ACSEA Int.

Feb. '44

The Japanese displayed a sensitivity to air attacks By
a widespread extension of his policy of Building reserve
Bridges of a temporary nature in the neighbourhood of those

The giaat kyitngeBridges most vital and vulneraBle,
Bridge was provided with no less than two such satellites.
Such was the effect upon the enemy's communications that in

April 1944 it was estimated that reinforcements travelling
from their Base at Bangkok to the Manipur Battlefront took
from six to eight weeks to reach their destination.

The task of destroying Bridges was usually the
responsibility of the Strategic Air Force and the American
medium and fighter Bombers of Third Tactical Air Force.
The R.A.F. possessed no tactical weapon to use against
Bridges though with the introduction of the R.P. Beaufighters
of No, 211 Squadron into the field they operated on occasion

against them,

successful as had Been hoped, ovfing to the delay fuse with

which they were fitted, and the Squadron therefore stopped
attanking Bridges,
fo\md the most lucrative targets among the enemy's means of

communications, motor transport, locomotives and the like.

In addition to the Beaufighter aircraft, Hurricanes of .

No. 20 Squadron also participated in attacks upon enen^r

But the rocket projectiles were not so

The R.A.F. Beaufighter squadrons usually
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This Squadroncommunications, using 40-™!* cannons,
operated during the early months of 1944 in Arakan and when
in March the battle moved north to Manipui', a detachment of
these aircraft went thither. Here for the first time the

2jX)-mm. Hxnrricanes encountered appropriate targets, armoured

fighting vehicles, for the first time. Hitherto the daily
incursions of these aircraft behind the front in Arakan

had not proved effective since only armour piercing shells
were available. Towards the end of February 1944> how
ever, high explosive 40-mm, ammunition became available and

these were found to produce highly damaging results against
,  rivercraft. 1feen hit with H,E, shells, sampans and other
ruvercraft often disintegrated at once and sank so rapidly
that the craft could not be rushed to the bank or shore.

Cargoes and lives which might have been saved after an

attack by weapons of smaller calibre were thus lost to the

enemy.

Althougli the detailed results of all the widespread
attacks upon enemy lines of communication cannot be
accurately assessed, there is no doubt that the long range
fighter offensive in conjiuiction with tactical and strategical
bomber- attacks against similar targets, had a serious effect

upon the attempts of the Japanese to maintain their troops
The rate of attrition among the R.A..F,in Burma,

Beaufighter squadrons was somev/hat hi^er than in squadrons
equipped with other types of aircraft,
to October 1944 the R.A.F, twin-engined squadrons flew

. 2,348 sorties and lost 54 aircraft while many others returned

to base badly damaged, generally through enemy small arms
fire.

Prom December 1943

.Nevertheless, the success achieved by the
Beaufighters may be regarded as adequate compensation for
the losses sustained.

Clandestine Air Operations - December 1943 - October 1944

The origin of clandestine air operations in the Par
East may be traced to 24 June 1942 when a Hudson aircraft
of the Air Landing School, Chaklala (Punjab) flew the

'  first sortie of this type. In December of the same year
a Catalina of No, 321 (Dutch) Squadron carried out the
first clandestine operation by a flying boat in the theatre.

In April 1943 Catalina flying boats of No. 2kD Squadron
flew further sorties and again operated in the clandestine

.  role in January 1944> There v/as little development in
this form of v/arfare following. the initial attempts and all

that happened was an occasional sortie by Hudsons. During
'1944, however, the scope of clandestine air operations
broadened though it was not to reach its climax until 1945*

In the early days, single Hudson aircraft operated
'  from the advanced landing ground at Dum Dum (Calcutta),
■  1,300 miles or so from the base at Ghaklala and this

On 1 June 1943, however,severely handicapped operations,
the need for a special unit was recognized aiad No. 1576
Plight was formed at Chaklala with an equipment of six
Hudson aircraft,

with, some degree of certainty a series of clandestine air
But the range of Mark III Hudsons, even when

Thenceforth it became possible to plan

.operations,

ACSEA Pile

Int/159 E.49A
Optl.Dir. 10
Ibid. Enel. 58A
SASO, iCin,

5 Oct. '44
fitted with overload bomb bay tanks, restricted operations
for all practical purposes to areas in Burma. The need
to extend the range of sorties to other territories had

long been recognized and after lengthy negotiation, the

addition of three Liberator Mark III aircraft was agreed
At the same time it wasby. Air Ministry in November 1943<>

promised that nine Catalina aircraft, due to arrive in
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India from West Africa, would be earmarked for special
operations.

Command it was fo\md that they were modified to Middle East

special duty requirements which did not fulfil the peculiar
needs of the native agents en^jloyed in the Ear Easto
Lengthy experiments then took place in order to modify the
aircraft with a slide exit similar to that used on the

Hudsons.

Mien the three Liberators arrived in the

A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/32
Brief Hist, of

Clandestine Ops.
H.Q. ACSEA.

The clandestine air operations carried out in the
December 1943 moon period were all flown by Hudsons and

were all successful. In January 1944 unfavoui'able weather

conditions prevented any operations being attempted with

Hudsons though Catalina flying boats of Wo. 240 Squadron
successfully completed an operation. The development of

clandestine air operations in South East Asia took another

step forward on 1 February 1944 when Wo. 1576 Plight was
reformed as Wo. 357 Squadron. Its establishment comprised
six Liberators, three Hudsons and nine Catalinas, the fonner

based at Digri, Bengal, and the flying boats at Red Hills

Lake, Madras, The strength of the unit at first consisted
of three Liberators, seven Hudsons and four Catalinas. It

soon became apparent that it would be irr^ossible to operate
flights of fundamentally different aircraft and situated
900 miles apart under the command of one officer. The
Catalina aircraft therefore formed the equipment of a new

Wo, 628 Squadron, based at Red Hills Lalce, and which included
the crews of Wo. 240 Squadron experienced in clandestine
work. The nevf squadron formed officially on 1 February 1944
but did not carry out its first operation until May,
No, 357 Squadron was installed at Digri on 20 February 1944®

O.R.B. Wo. 357

Sqdn. R.A.P,
Feb.-Mar, '44

A.H.B./IU50/
99/93
ACSEA Pile

Enel. 1A, Min,

of Estabmt.
Committee

12 Jan. '44

Operations

A.H.B./IIJ51/
40/3/1
H.Q., ACSEA
Pile Enel, 37

The first clandestine air operation in the period under
review took place on the night 7/8 December 1943 when a
Hudson of Wo, 1576 Fli^t dropped agents and containers of
supplies near Moulmein. Although operating from Dum Dum

the aircraft were obliged to stage fomirard to Chittagong on

the outward journey in order to achieve the required range;
the Hudson was in the air for seven hours thirty minutes.
No difficulty was experienced in finding the dropping zone>
it being easily recognized by the ccaaducting officer.
Cover for the operation was provided by Liberators of Wo, 221

Group which bombed Moulmein itself. On 8/9 December a
Hudson dropped tliree men and a quantity of supplies near

Toungoo while Tfellingtons bombed the to-wn. Two operations
involving tliree sorties by Hudsons took place on the night
9/10 December 1943> one aircraft dropping five containers
of supplies at Mengpeng, about 100 miles east of Bhamo,
while two other aircraft successfully delivered supplies to

a dropping zone near Bhamo, As cover for the latter
operation, lYellingtons bombed VAnitho and Bhamo,
operation of the December moon period took place on I5/16
when an aircraft dropped supplies at Mengpeng,
sorties flown in December 1943 were successful from the air

point of vie\y despite the fact that the dropping zone at

Mengpeng was a difficult one in a narrow valley,
January 1944j however, proved a blank month for clandestine
operations by land based aircraft owing to adverse weather
conditions.

The final

All the

The flying boats of No. 240 Squadron were not affected
by the weather aind they completed the one task given to
them,

with the obvious advantage in speed, led the clandestine
The lack of submarine transport for agents, coupled

A.H,3./nJ50/i+7/32
Brief Hist, of
Clandestlns Ops,
H.Q. ACSEA.
int.
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organizations to plan a number of flying boat operations but

owing to the shortage of aircraft and their commitments in

the normal G-.R, role, no clandestine operations were carried

out by flying boats between April 1943 and January 1944*
On 15 January, however, two Catalinas of Ro, 240 Squadron
landed near an island off the south coast of Burma and

oonpleted their task despite the fact that the starboard
gun 'blister' of the aircraft which landed was smashed.
The aircraft had to take off with two feet of T/ater flooding

the blister compartment and it took nearly three hours of

the return fli^t before most of the water had been baled
out. This incident occurred after the agents had been
safely put ashore.
Catalina of Ro, 240 Squadron on the night 14/15 February 1944

These agents were picked up by a

A.H.B./IIJ50/
99/89 ACSEA. .
File End. 7,
Enel. 8 (i)
to (viii)

Although only four nights were available in the moon
period of February 1944? Hudson aircraft successfully
completed eight sorties between the 6th and 15th of the
month. The first took place on 5/6 February when a
Hudson dropped seven containers and a package amounting to

1,052 lb, on a dropping zone north-east of Bhamo.
area of operations on 11/12 and 12/13 February lay in the
region of Kogang where two agents and 1,16l lb, of supplies
vrere dropped by two Hudsons,
were deposited south-east of Katha while two other aircraft

delivered 2,072 lb. of supplies to a dropping zone north
east of Bhamo,

14/15 February were flown to drop an agent and two
containers east of Henzada and two agents south of Basseln,

In most of these operations, cover was provided by bombing
attacks mounted by the Strategic Air Force,

The

Also on 12/13th, four agents

Finally, two Hudson sorties on

A.H,B./lIJ50/
99/89
ACSEA File

End. II,
A.H.B./CIJ50/
99/89B ^
End, 14

In Inarch 1944 there was unprecendented activity in the

sphere of clandestine air operations for no less than
23 sorties were flawn, all but three of them allegedly
successful. An extension of sorties into Siam v/as also

accomplished during the moon period with the aid of
Liberator aircraft. The Hudsons operated mainly in the
area aiuimd Bhamo and in the course of 18 sorties between

5 and 16 March, they delivered over 13,500 lb. of supplies.
Only on tv?b occasions, however, were agents dropped, on

5/6 and 7/8 March, Two sorties to Bhamo were unsuccessful
but both were accomplished a few days later.
Hudson sorties were flown to an area east of Bassein on

10/11 and 13/14 ̂.ilarch when four agents in all were dropped.
The first Liberator sortie on 6/7 March to an area west of
Bangkok was unsuccessful but the three agents concemAd were

parachuted into the zone on 14/l5 Jfei’ch.
Liberator sortie, on which five agents were carried, was

successfully acconqplished on 6/7th.

Two other

The other

Ibid. The high level of effort and the success achieved
.  during the moon period of J/larch 1944 was marred by the loss
of a Hudson near Bhamo on the 14/l5th of the month.
Apparently the aircraft dropped some of its load of supplies
on the target but then crashed,
received at base that four of the crew had been killed and

two were seriously injured.
Squadron, w'hd had never executed a parachute descent, and a

flight sergeant parachute instructor volunteered to be

- parachuted'into the scene of the crash to give aid to the

injured aircrew,

at 0315 hours that day a Hudson took off from Chittagong,
During the flight the Medical Officer was given some tips
on parachute jumping and at 0610 hours, in daylight, the
two volvinteers were dropped, together with medical supplies

S'ubsequent information was

The medical officer of No. 357

A sortie was arranged for 17 March and

O.R.B. No.

357 Sqdn,
Mar, '44
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and equipment. Their subsequent adventures make
interesting story of escape from capture by the Japanese but
it must suffice to say that the one remaining survivor of
the crash was carried in fifteen days to Tunnanyi airfield
in China and then flown back to India.

_In the April moon period, from 4 to 13th, fourteen
sorties were attempted of which four were unsuccessful,
5 April 1944. an attempt was made to stage a Liberator
operation to French Indo-China using Kixnming (China)
advanced landing ground,

malce the trip but one crashed in China killing thirteen
RoA.P, personnel while the other made a wonderful landing on
the tiny airstrip at Port Hertz,
doubtless caused bjr inexperienced crews attempting v/hat was
regarded as one of the most difficult flights in the world -
over the Hunp from India to China. The only long range
operation actually accomplished took place on 4/5 April
when a Liberator dropped five men and supplies near Hagorn
Sawarn in Siam. A further sortie was flown to the same area
on 12/13 April but proved unsuccessful owing to haze
obscuring ground signals.
Toungoo area on 12/13 April and Hudsons operated over
Bassein and Katha., The busiest night was on 8/9 April when
three Hudsons and a Liberator delivered an agent and supplies
to a dropping zone in the region of Bhamo,. Although not
definitely known it would appear that the considerable
clandestine in this area was in relation to the supply of
guerilla forces being raised in that part of Burma,
the end of the month, on 21/22 Apr1.1 and on 25/26th, two
Liberators ferried five agents and supplies to Kunming in
China.

an

On

as an

Two Liberators were scheduled to

These incidents were

A Liberator also visited the

Towards

A.H.B./IIJ50/
99/89
ACSEA Pile

End. 29.

A.H.B./IIJ50/
99/S9
ACSEA Pile

Enel. 57.

Prom May 1944 onwards, the effect of the south-^est
monsoon upon clandestine air operations was reflected in the
number of unsuccessful sorties flown. Of the 23 sorties
attem.pted during the moon period, 2 to 15 May, eleven were
abortive, seven of them owing to bad weather, one owing to
a technical failure and on two occasions no ground signals

Once again the emphasis lay in the Bhamo area
which accounted for twenty sorties, eleven of them successful.
The otily other success was by a Liberator on 6/7 May which
dropped supplies north of Nagorn Sawam.
flown to an area south-v/est of Lao Kay by Liberators but both
were unsuccessful, one because of technical trouble in the

aircraft and the other owing to the absence of ground signals
at the dropping zone.

Also in 1/Iay 191^4 there were a number of sorties by
flying boats of No. 628 Squadron which operated for the first
time since its formation in February. Prior to May 1944,
bad weather and sea. conditions in the selected areas of

operations had interfered with plans and No. 628 Squadron
had filled in the time with meteorological sorties.
However, on the night 2/3 May, a nunber of agents and their
kit were put ashore in the region of Bangkok,
sance was made on IO/II May but failed to make contact with
the party flown in earlier in the month. One further sortie

by flying boats took place during May following an S.O.S. by
agents in the Bassein area of B^irma. A Catalina was

despatched thither to rescue them but though waterborne for
over two hours the Catalina did not contact the fugitives.
Monsoon conditions thereafter and until September 1944
prevented further flying boat operations.

were seen.

Two sorties were

A reconnais-

A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/32
Brief Hist, of

Clandestine ops„
H.Q. ACSEA..
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A.H.B./IIJ50/
99/89
AGSEA Pile

Monsoon weather v/as at its worst in June 19A4 and only
seven out of 21 sorties attempted vrere successful. Five

of these y/ere to the Bhamo area and Wo to Menglien, on the

Air/888 End. 78 Burma-China frontier east of ilandalay. During the moon
period 29 Jime to 8 July ten sorties were attempted
of T/hich half were successfully con^jleted. Bliamo v/as again
the principal area of operations and three sorties to this

region were successful. Further operations around
J/ienglien vrere all abortive. During this period. Liberators

of Mo, 357 Squadron flew a number of sorties over the Hijmp „
to Ktinming in order to ferry supplies for operations from

the advanced landing grounds in Chinti. The first operation
from China took place on A July 19AA v/hen four agents and

600 lb. of supplies were landed in daylight at an airfield
called Nanning, On 5/6 July a Liberator dropped tliree
agents and supplies over Langson. A third sortie from
Kunming was undertaken on 29/3O Jul.y when supplies were
dropped somewhere near Hanoi, In the latter half of
July 19AA> Mo. 357 Squadron made use of advanced landing
grounds in the Assam valley since the monsoon had made their

base airfield virtually useless. Between I8 and 28 July,
four sorties were flown from Assam in daylight, tliree to

the Bhamo area and one to Menglien, One sortie to each
place was successful. Bhamo was again the target for the

solitary sortie flown in August 1944? this occnarred on the

13th, Other sorties were, however, flov’/n in August to

Kunming in order to build up stocks there for future
operations.

A.K.B./IIJ50/
99/9OB
ACSSA File

Air/888 Ft, II
Enel. 10 & 11

A.H.B./IU50/
99/39B
ACSEA File

End. 14

A,H.B,/lIJ50/
99/98
ACSEA File

Air/888 Ft. III.
Enel. 5

The next moon period lasted from 28 August to
8 September 1944 during which eleven sorties were attempted,
each of them proving successful. Following the many ferry
ing flights made by Liberators of No, 357 Squadron to

Kunming.to build up stocks of petrol and supplies there, .

several operations v/ere carried out. On the night 31 August/
'1 September, a Liberator dropped 4,500 lb. of supplies at
San Tay in French Indo-China when operating from the advanced ,
base of Kunming, Two nights later the same area v/as
visited when four, men and supplies y/ere released over the

dropping zone. The other sortie from Kunming, ,011
4/5 September and aimed at Langson, v/as unsuccessful owing
to bad weather. Operations in Burma were flown, to the

Bassein, Bhamo, Menglien and Moulmein areas and also south

of Rajburi. . The Hudson aircraft of.Mo. 357 Squadron no
longer formed the backbone of clandestine air operations
since Liberators assumed more and more of the bur deny
Indeed, during the August-September moon period only three
sorties were flcwn by Hudsons, In September I944 there were
a number of daylight operations since bad cloud conditions
during the monsoon made night dropping on difficult targets
somewhat uncertain. For instance, there were three sorties

in daylight on 4 September and one on the 5th, Although
the next moon period did not commence until 24 September,
the policy of mounting.daylight operations enabled one

sortie to be con^ileted successfully on the 17th to Kogang.
A further flight from Kunming to the airfield of Nanning
in south-east China took place on 24 September to land five
agents and 500 lb, of supplies.

A.H.B./IU50/
99/98
ACSEA File

Air/888
Ft, III

Night operations began again on 27/28 September 1944
with two Liberator sorties from Kunming to San Ta.y in French
Indo-China;
zone there.

over 7,000 lb,, of supplies were dropped on the
Three agents and nearly 4,000 lb. of supplies

were dropped at Menglien on. 28/29th and another successful
sortie was flown to Bhamo on 2/3 October,
night a Liberator at Kunming attempted to reach Kao Bang in

On the same
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French Indo-China but was thwarted by bad weather. On
October 1944» three operations were attempted by two

aircraft, the first dropping an agent and supplies in the
course of visits to the Bassein and Prome districts of

Burma, The other sortie was abortive owing to the absence
of ground signals at a dropping zone vrest of Kyauktaw, A
further attempt was made by a Liberator on 6/7 October to
reach Kao Bang but once again bad weather intervened.
Two daylight operations were flown on 9 and 10 October, one
by a Liberator from Kunming to Kanchow in China and the other
to the Bliamo area in Burma; both were successful. This

ended clandestine air operations by land based aircraft
during the period under reviev/.

A.H.B./IIJ50
/99/29
ACSEA File

End. 2

While aircraft of No. 357 Squadron had been operating
with varying degrees of success over Burma, Siam, French
Indo-China and China, the flying boats of No, 628 Squadron
had taken no part in clandestine T/arfare from June to
August 1944 owing to adverse weather conditions over the
Bay of Bengal d'uring the monsoon. The aircraft of No. 628
Squadron were therefore employed on training, meteorological
work and general reconnaissance. On 7 September 1944?
hoiwever, No. 628 Squadron successfully completed an operation
for an American clandestine organization, A party of four
was put ashore on one of the islands of the southern Mergui
Archipelago, The selected area was reached in daylight and
a reconnaissance made of several Islands before a suitable

landing place was found. Two Catalinas made the flight,
the one alighting v/hile the other patrolled overhead. The
aircraft -waterborne remained so for over two hours and until

the landed par'by had signalled their safety by E/T.

On 2 October 1944 an attempt was made by two Catalinas
of No, 628 Squadron to carry out an operation to Bentlnck
Sound, seventy miles south of Moxilmein, Ihis was an
emergency sortie to reinforce a party already in the area

and to bring back five native prisoners who were embarras
sing the agents. Very bad weather thwarted the first
sortie, A second attempt was made on 4 October 1944 and

this time a Catalina crew successfully contacted the shore

party and brought back a sick member. The prisoners had

earlier proved to be friendly Kerens and had been released
a few days before, A second Catalina also took part in

the operation, its task being to take in stores. It so

happened that in attempting to land at the rendezvous the

hull of the aircraft v/as badly holed but the pilot managed
to become airborne again and succeeded in reaching base.

This operation ended the brief existence of No. 628
Squadron which had flown less than ten clandestine sorties

in a career lasting eight months, Oviang to various factors,
principally bad -weather during the south-west monsoon, the
Squadron's potential effort had never been utilized on
special operations. Moreover, experience had shown that
the need for land plane operations had increased far beyond
the capacity of No,. 357 Squadron while the necessity for
flying boat sorties had proved far less than had at first

been envisaged. On 1 October 1944? No. 628 Squadron was
disbanded ai-id a flight of Catalinas attached to No. 240
G.R, Squadron for special duties. At the same time the

establishment of No. 357 Squadron ■’was increased from nine
aircraft to ten Liberators, ten Dakotas and six light air
craft, though it seemed unlikely that the Dakotas would
become available for some months.

A,H,B./IIJ50/
99/2
ACSEA File
End. 26 ■ '
Air Min. to
H.Q. ACSEA.
15 Aug. ' 44
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Sxmimary of Clandestine Air Operations

Air operations in connection with clandestine warfare

in South East Asia increased during 1944 though there nere
never sufficient aircraft to meet all the demands made.

At the beginning of the period in December 1943, there were
only a handful of obsolescent Hudson aircraft of No, 1576
Plight which operated from Dum Dtun, 1,300 miles from the

base airfield at Chaklala. The first in^ortant step in
making clandestine air operations a factor of some importance
took place in PebrMary 1944 vd.th the formation of Nos. 357
and 628 Squadrons, In addition to the Hudson aircraft and
crevra formerly with No. 1576 Plight, No. 357 Squadron
acquired a number of Liberators which considerably extended
the range of operations. These aircraft, however, were
imsuitable for work in the narrow valleys of Burma and
Hudsons continued for some months to fulfil the task of
short range operations. The Hudsons were a constant drain

on maintenance resources and it became an urgent necessity
to replace them with Dakotas,

The base of No. 357 Squadron at Digri had long been
regarded as unsatisfactory owing to poor land communications
with Calcutta,

airfield near Calcutta, which was suitably placed for the
reception of agents and special stores of the clandestine
organizations. After much negotiation Jessore v/as finally
chosen as the special duty base and No, 357 Squadron moved
there during the last week.of September 1944
Dimi Dum was not used by aircraft carrying out the highly
secret task of clandestine operations.

Despite the disadvantages \inder which No, 357 Squadron
worked they flew, between 7 December 19A3 and
10 October 1944, some 135 sorties, 87 of them successful.
In the same period the flying boats of Nos. 240 and 628
Squadrons mounted fourteen sorties, ten of which were
successful* Although the above figures give the number of
successful sorties flown it must be mentioned that the

figures relate to the air aspect of the operations. It
seems likely that many operations v/ere, in fact,
unsuccessful and that some agents were captured soon after
landing. In so far as this nai'rative is concerned, a
successful sortie is one on which agents or supplies were
dropped on the places indicated by the clandestine
organizations and on dropping zones duly marked out by
reception parties where appropriate.

Just what effect the clandestine air operations had
upon the outcome of the war is not yet known since a good
deal of secrecy still cloaks the activities of the Allies

in this sphere of warfare. It would seem, however, that
■  the excellent work carried out by the R.A.E. and Royal Navy,
wdth very limited resources, enabled the Allies to increase;
their contacts in enemy held tei'ritoiy to a considerable
extent. No doubt the beginnings of a machine emerged
which, when properly reinforced, would prove of great
assistance as the final phase of the war began to unfold.
The building up of an organization in enemy held territories
could be done by a fewr men and a small am.cunt of eauipment
introduced by a snail air and submarine effort. But at
the right moment it would be necessary for the machine to
be fed with large quantities of supplies and equipment.
Thus the carrying capacity of the supporting agencies needed
to be expanded into a force much larger than that which
existed during 1944* This factor was realized and action

The Hudsons invariably used Dum Dirni

Thereafter
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put in train to meet the foreseen demands of air

transport for the clandestine organizations.

It -vrill therefore he seen that a true analysis of
clandestine air operations during 19244 cannot he undertaken.
It is sufficient to say that the gathering of intelligence
and the raising of geurilla forces did much to influence
the outcome of the war in Burma, But this is a story for
a later volume of this narrative. It might he appropriate
therefore to consider that without the experience gained
and without the foundations laid hy the tiny air force in
'I92f4> the success of clandestine air operations in South
East Asia during 1945 might not have heen achieved.

Photographic Reconnaissance - Decemher 1943 to Octoher 192t4

In November 1943 the two R.A.E. photographic recon
naissance squadrons in South East Asia v/ere controlled hy
Air Headquarters, Bengal. YiTith the proposed formation of
Eastern Air Command in Deceraher 1943 it was planned that
the squadrons would operate under the Strategic Mr Force,
But this plan did not reach maturity and instead a.
Photographic Reconnaissance Force eventually became a
separate formation directly mder Eastern Mr Command,
Before that event took place, Nos. 681 and 684 Squadrons
were controlled until I6 Decemher 1943 by A.H.Q. Bengal
and thereafter, until 1 February 192)4? "by Third Tactical
Mr Force, On 20 Decemher 1943 the PcR, squadrons were
controlled through No. I7I Wing at Comilla, The American
P.R, squadrons v/ere under the Tenth IT.S. Air Force until

the formation of the P.R, Force on 1 February 192f2+, On
that date all British and American P.R. units were integrated
under the Photographic Reconnaissance Force, Calcutta,
commanded hy Wing Commander S.G, Y/ise,

O.R.B. No. 171

Wing, R.A.F.
Feb. ‘20)-

On 1 February 1942f? Headquarters No. 171 V2ing, R.A.F,
assumed the duties of the P.R. Force and controlled all P.R.

squadrons in Eastern Mr Command and all fighter reconnais
sance squadrons when those units were not detached to

The P.R. Force also controlledgroups or other formations,

the processing, printing and interpretation of photographs.
The headquarters of the P.R. Force were located at .

Calcutta where also was established a photographic
reproduction laboratory, negative library and photographic
interpretation facilities for second phase, bomb damage
assessment and detailed interpretation, and for target map
reproduction,

for all photographic requirements of units under Eastern
Mr Command

The P.R. Force was therefore responsible

The criteria for the organization of the

EAC. Gen.

Order No. 4
26 Jan, *24.
A.H.B./1IJ50/
105/4/9

P.R, Force v/ere the maximum utilization of photographic
facilities available, the securing and production of

^  photographic coverage in the minimum time, the processing
and delivery of this photographic coverage to the using
agency in the minimum time and the production of materials
for objective folders.

O.R.B. No. 171

YYing, R.A.F.
Feb. *24

At first the Photographic Reconnaissance Force had

■under its crontrol. Nos. 681 (Spitfire) and 684 (Mosquito/
i'litchell) Squadrons, R.A.F, and the 9th (F-5) Squadron,
U.S.A.A.F„ The , R.A.F. units were located at Dum Dim,
Calcutta, and the American units at Barraclrpore, near
Calcutta. In May 1944 the -tviro R.A.F, squadrons moved to
Alipore airfield also in Calcutta itself.
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P.R. Operations

Until December 1945> no really long range photographic
reconnaissance had been carried out in South East Asia

since No, 684 Squadron had only recently acquired Mosquito
aircraft and had not yet explored the potential range of
these aircraft under tropical conditions. The radius of
P.R. cover on 1 December 1943» excluding the Andaman
Islands, was only 68O miles. On 15 December, however,
the first cover of Bangkok was obtained and provided much
valuable information regarding Japanese dispositions and
their use of airfields in the area. Although Bangkok
became a routine target the sortie at the time was an out
standing achievement owing to the still vmkncwn factors
involved in operating Mosquito aircraft in the tropics.
The main role of the two R.A.P, squadrons was to provide
airfield cover for aircraft counts, to photograph communi
cations and areas indicated by the army, and to determine

■the best targets for attack in Burma, Tvd.ce weekly
sorties to Port Blair in the Andamans were floi/vn to
information about the enemy's shipping activities.

secure

O.R.B. No. 171
Wing, R.A.P.
Dec. '43

O.R.B. No. 171 :
Wing, R.A.P.
Jan, '44 '

^In January 192)4 one of the few Mtchells belonging to
No, 584 Squadron photographed Mergui on the Tenasserim
coast for the first time, a flight involving a round trip
of 1,600 miles. Survey photography also began in
January 192)4 to remove a long felt want for accurate and

By the end of ilay, not only had the
immediate battle areas of B'urma been surveyed, but also
about 57 per cent of the whole co-santry,

-  neutralize enemy air effort against the gro-und forces, and
to assess the extent to which oomimmi cat ions facilities
were being used and the damage Inflicted upon them by the
Allied air forces, absorbed the remainder of the effort.
The record number of 80 airfields were covered in one day,
as. was the greater part of the Burma, rail systeai. This

.  enabled an accurate aircraft count, to take place and also
gaye a reliable estimate of the locomotives and rolling
stock in the country. Another valuable result of the
large bCale airfield cover was the issue of target mosaics
to long range fighter' squadrons and 'this' proved of great

,a,s si stance .in attacks upon enemy, airfields.

up
to date maps of Buima.

The need to

O.R.B. No, 171- . , ,
Wing, R.A.P.
Peb.-Apr. '24

Pebruary and March '1944 vrere mainly notable for .the '
.  .many sorties flown, to ob-taiii airfield information 'and to

assess the-damage to enemy communications by the Third ;
.Tac-tical Air Poroe and Pirst Air .Commando, Survey work '
was also, carried out together with regular flights to the
Andamans and the vast area bounded by the line Ker^ung-
Sittang-Mergui-Goh Sichang, the latter south-east of '
Bangkok,' Small countrycraft were, now being used by the
enemy and. the. waterways of Arakan and central Bvmna were
frequently photographed to' assess tlie density of traffic
and activity at staging points. On 27 Jferch the longest
flight so far, 1,860 miles, was achieved when a large
stretch of the Bangkok-Singapore .railway was photographed,
further experiments Were carried out in April to detemine
the extreme range of Mosquito aircraft in the tropics.
The extension in range was desirable since the monsoon’
would soon restrict P.R, operations over Burma and P,.R.
aircraft could then maintain a vyatch upon Japanese held
territory less affected by monsoon clouds than Burma,
One of the experiments was carried out by a Mosquito of
No, 684 Squadron which flew a distance of 2,172 miles in a
flight of 7 hours and five minutes,
included Victoria Point, Tenasserim and Jumbhom on the

The area visited
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isthmus of Kra„ This flight "brought all Bmma, all save
the extreme south of Siam and approximately half of Er-ench
Indo~China within range of P.R, aircraft, whilst in the
southerly direction some of the islands in the Gar Nicobar
group could be reached. On one long flight - 5 April -
crew of a Mosquito brought their aircraft back to base

one engine, flying in this condition.for 780 miles.

a
on

OoR.B. No. 171

Yfing, R,A.E.
May *44

The advent of the monsoon in 1/Iay affected photographic
reconnaissance work more perhaps than any other type of air
action. Instead of concentrating upon the progi'anmes laid
down it became a question of finding areas virhere the weather
was best and photograpning the highest priority targets in
them. Another successful long range operation took place
on 6 IVIay 1944 when a Mosquito succeeded in obtaining the
first cover of islands in the Car Nicobar group,
short range aircraft in May were unable to obtain any really
extensive cover and all possibility of proper aircraft and
rolling stock counts had to be abandoned for the time being.
In order to mitigate the effects of the weather P.R. aircraft
were instructed to bring back a full weather report for use
when planning the following day’s operations. Survey
photography was badly hit by the monsoon and most sorties
on this task were unsuccessful.

The

Until the formation of the P.R. Force, there had been
a marked lack of co-ordination between R.A.P. and U.S.A.A.F.
photographic reconnaissance work, resulting in some dupli
cation of operations while other areas were not covered at
all. All tasks were subsequently pooled and a daily
programme outlined for each squadron by the Air Commander,
PoR. Force. No change was, however, made in the method of
reporting used by the 9th P.R. Squadron, but it was decided
that for the mutual benefit of a].l units in the P.R, Force,
copies of reports and interpretations would be passed to
H.Q. P.R. Force,

completion of unfinished or abo3?tive sorties without undue

delay and a].so to complete the central library where details
of all squadrons’ operations coiold be made availa.ble for
reference*

This enabled the P.R.F. to arrange the

Although the 9th P.R. Squadron, U.S.A.A.F.
(P-5 Lightnings) was under the P.R. Force, the Squadi'on
maintained a detaciiment, consisting of one-third of its
strength, at Din Jan for P.R. work on the northern sector
of the front,

but was controlled by the Northern Mr Sector Force. In

April 194^1- it appears that the 24th Mapping Squadron
operated under the P.R. Force though here again some of its
aircraft operated under the control of other formations.
The 24th Squadron was equipped with F-7 (Liberator) aircraft.
By June 1944j photographic reconnaissance was being carried
out by Nos. 681 and 684 R,A.F. Squadrons operating from
Alipore and the F-5 (Lightnings), F-10 (Mitchells) and
F-7 (Liberators) of tb_ree U.S.A.A.F. squadrons, the last of
wrhich specialized in mapping. A fourth American squadron,
flying F-5's, began operating in September 19if4,

There vras a great reduction in the number of sorties

flovm. by the P.R. Force in Jime 1944 and many of the aircraft
that took off failed partly or totally to complete their
missions. The main task of the P.R. squadrons was to
photograph airfields whenever possible. Repeated attempts
were also made to cover the Rangoon and Bassein areas since

it T/as possible that, being protected by heavy cloud
formations, the Japanese wrere using the ports to an extent

This detachment was not under the P.R, Force

O.R.B, No, 171

YYing, R.A.F.
Jun.-Jul. '-44
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that woiild have been impossible in fair v/eather.
given to aircrews as an alternative to the main target
consisted merely, of areas in which pilots could photograph
anything z’egarded as important,
with much success since the banks of hea-'ry cloud and rain
covered a wide area.

Tasks

Even this did not meet

It v/as also found iitipossible to
carry out really long range operations with any degree of

safety save sorties to the Bangkok and Andaman areas which

gave a sufficient safety margin of fuel to allow  a diversion

of aircraft to other bases as dictated by weather conditions.
Similar problems confronted the photographic reconnaissance
units during July 1944.

O.R.B. No, 171

Wing, R.A.F.
Aug. '44

In August 1944> however, a slight improvement in the
weather enabled increased operations, especially during tlie
second half of the month,

attempted several times, did not produce any negatives of
value and could be regarded as being completely unsuccessful.
The northward passage of the monsoon in August was utilized
to procure the first large scale survey cover of northern
Sumatra by Mosquito aircraft operating from Ceylon,
detachments were later sent eastwards to operate from the

forward airfields at Tingawk Sakan, (where at the beginning
of September an American tactical reconnaissance squadron
Tiras placed under the P.R. Force) Imphal, Comilla and
Chittagongo

coming 1944-45 campaign, the detachments later being
reinforced to move forward step by step vrLth the ground
forces.

S\iTvey photography, although

Other

These moves were in preparation for the forth-

From the beginning of September 1944 a considerable
measure of decentralization in the planning and conduct
of operations was introduced, with the pur-pose of giving
squadron commanders more latitude in the allotment of
sorties. The organization in September 1944 was therefore
as follows: Headquarters, P.R, Force at Calcutta had
operational control over two R.A.F, squadrons stationed at
Alipore, and three U.S.A.A.F, squadrons at Barrackpore,
Alipore and &uok].zara,

out a detachment, Spitfires to Comilla and Mosquitos to
China Bay (Ceylon) under the direction of Third Tactical

Two of the

The two R.A.F. squadrons each sent

Air Force and No, 222 Group respectively,
American squadrons had detachments, one at Tingawk Sakan
under the Tenth U.S. Air Force and the other in China under
•bhe Fourteenth Air Force,

Squadron in China was engaged mainly in ferrying petrol
over the Hump but co-uld be called upon to perform photo
graphic operations as required,
ment was sent forward to Imphal in October,
there was an American tactical reconnaissance squadron at
Tingawk Sakan under the operational direction of the Tenth

U.S, Air Force but in theory controlled by the Photographic
Reconnaissance Force, , The words 'operational direction'
have therefore been used advisedly since full operational
control -was not vested in the directing formation which
merely detailed the task to be carried out.

The detachment of the 24th Ma.ppi

A fur'bher R.A.F. detaoh-

In addition

ng

A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/39
H.Q. No. 222
Group
Int, Review,

Photographic reconnaissance by aircraft based in
Ceylon had commenced on 24 Ma.y 1943 and had continued there

after by Liberators of No, I60 G,R, Squadron, Operating
from Sigiriya the G.R. aircraft photographed enemy occupied
territory that lay beWeen 850 and 1,250 miles from base,
the latter being the maximum range of the Liberator I£ark
Mark III, This range, hov>/ever, included the iaidaman
Islands, a small portion of southern Siam in the region of
Phuket Island, and the northern part of Sumatra, This
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photographic requirement vfas urgent and the absence of
suitable long range aircraft entailed the employment of one
flight of a G„R. squadjron on photographic reconnaissance.
Since the P.R, aircraft were required to operate regularly
at extreme range it was not possible to increase their
armament so that apart from the camera installation, the

Liberator aircrewsaircraft were unraodified G.R, types,
were employed on both G,H. and P.R. duties, as necessitated
by operational requirements, and received little or no
training in P.R, flying and procedure,
limitations imposed on a unit operating in a dual capacity,
the P.R. results were adequate.

In view of the

iifter the P.R, Liberators had been operating for some
months, the Japanese built up a strong air defence system
in the Andamans, Nicobarsand in the area of Sabang, regions

The resultin T/hich the Liberators invariably operated,
v/as the loss of several P.R. aircraft,

enemy air defence system was subsequently avoided as far as

possible in' daylight but in order to obtain photographs cf

special targets in defended areas, experiments were made

with camera lnsta.llations for photographic reconnaissance
in darkness.

The augmented

Though the results were not entirely
satisfactory they proved, at least, to be of some value.
Prom the work of No, 160 Squadron, maps were made of areas

previously unsxir'veyed or inadequately surveyed,
photographs also made possible the production of target
maps and models'of,special target areas,
mosaics were also used by the Eastern Fleet during their

operations around Sumatra,

The

Prints and

A new development in photographic reconns-issance from
Ceylon was marked by tlie arrival of a detachment of
No. 68A Squadron equipped with Mosquito aircraft. since
the aircraft operated generally at extreme/range, they were

based at China Bay, Trincomalee, where a ruravay of the

required length nearest to the target areas e'-:isted.
detachment made its fii'st operational flight on
15 August On 13 September, the P,R, Liberators of
No, 160 Squadron joined the detaohment and from that date
all P.R, aircraft at China Bay operated as a;joint P.R,

unit under the operational control' of the commander of

No, 684 Squadron detachment. Up to the end of October 1944
the detac’nment had flown 30 sorties, eight of them by
Liberators, Pour sorties were abortive owing to bad
weather and three ctring to mechaiiical failure in, the

aircraft.

This

Mosquitos Y/ere detailed- to cover the Andamans, the
Niccbars and northern Sumatra ?;ithin their range, roughly
a line from Samalanga on the north coast to Meulabo on

ths w;est. The Liberators were used to cover northern
Sumatra within their own range but beyond that cf the
Mosquitos, and in areas where the Liberators were tsnlikely
to.meet enemy opposition. The Mosquitos carried 90 gallon
fuselage jettisohable tanks on all sorties, the majority of

whichwvere in excess cf 2,000 miles. The longest flights
aocoiTiplished -^vere 8 hours and 2^5 minutes covering a

distance of 2,283 air miles, and 8 hours 37 minutes
covering 2,289 air miles, both involving two sea crossings
of 1,000 miles each. Operating at these extreme ranges
the safety margin was cut down to a minimum and after
covering targets in northern Sumatra, for instance, the

I'fosquitos usually landed vrith about 50 gallons of fuel.

The fact that the last 1,000 miles of the return joujmey
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had to be made across a sea devoid of landmarks demanded

first class navigation,
that the base airfield should be located quickly, and that
weather conditions or other factors shoiHd not make it

necessary for Mosquitos to be diverted or kept in the air

longer than was absolutely necessary after making  a landfall.

On one occasion a P,R, aircraft, fortunately a Liberator,
was prevented from landing at its base by a local storm,
augmented by the accidental operation of a very effective
artificial smoke screen.

Limited endurance made it essential

The use of Mosquitos on very long range photographic
reconnaissance quickly brought results when two newly
constructed airfields in northern Sumatra were photographed.
Owing to enemy air opposition, this part of Simiatra had not

been covered by Liberators for more than twelve months.
Liberators continued to carry out long range survey
photography, switching to long focal length cameras when

Leaflets were first carried by P.R. aircraftnecessary,

on 21 September 1944 and were thereafter dropped regularly0 •

Summary of P.R. Operations

Yiith the advent of fair vireather in October 1944»
photographic reconnaissance sorties rose to their pre-
monsoon level and during the month the daily average of

sorties represented over a third of the total aircraft
available in the P.R. Force, The methodical cover of

airfields, communications and other targets was' resumed,
survey photographs being supplied as' required by army and

air force headquarters. The main hindrances, to the opera
tions of the Photographic Reconnaissance Force continued
even in the dry season to be factors inseparable from fly
ing in the tropics rather than the opposition of the enemy,

‘ which remained slighter than was usual in other theatres of
war.

It may be said that the work of photographic
reconnaissance squadrons in South East Asia was of great
importance owing to the comparatively meagre intelligence
available from ground sources. For air force purposes
alone it provided an indispensable,factor in the maintenance
of Allied air superiority by providing speedy evidence of

the location of enemy aircraft, while the work of the
Strategic Air Force ■would have been -unprofitable T/ithout
the coverage of targets it furnished.

General Reconnaissance - December 1943-October 1944

The System of Operational Control in South East Asia

General reconnaissance operations in the Indian Ocean
were hardly analogous to.those carried out in the Atlantic
where a constant battle of wits took place be-tween the Royal
Na-vy and R.A.F. on the one hand and the German U-boats on
the other. The nimiber of enemy submarines in the Indian
Ocean vms far less than in the Atlantic but there were fewer
Naval vessels and R.A.F. aircraft available to protect the
shipping lanes in a larger expanse of ocean,
said that the submarine threat reached alarming proportions
in the Indian Ocean, but since the defence of India and
Ceylon and any offensive operations mounted by the Allies
in South East Asia depended largely upon the ability of the
Allies to maintain a constant flow of shipping across the
Indian Ocean, general reconnaissance played an essential if
unspectacular part in the campaigns in the Far East,

It cannot be

For
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the industrial potential of India was inadequate to sustain

the armed forces there so that materials of war, and many

men too, had to be transported across the seas either from
the United States or Britain,

had been closed to iillied shipping, the principal areas of

general reconnaissance in respect of the German threat lay
in east and South Africaj but when towards the end of

1943 our convoys for Persia and India were once again
routed through the Red and Arabian Seas, enemy submarines
devoted their attention to the northern region,

and permanent changes in G,R. .resources and dispositions
therefore became necessary.

Miile the Mediterranean

Temporary

A.H.B./CIJ50/
103/69B
HQ.ACSEA Pile
Enel. i|jOA.

Deputy Air
C,-in-G, to .

No. 222 Group.
15 Dec.

During the autumn of 1943 plans were afoot to form a

command which would control all G.R. operations in the

Indian Ocean and though this plan did not materialize, the

first steps in the direction were taken in December 1943.
Then, a new directive from the Chiefs of Staff extended
the boundaries of the Naval Commander-in-Chief's command

Simultaneously, all G.R. aircraft into include Aden.

East Africa, Aden, India and Ceylon were placed under the

Air Coramander-in-Chief, South East Asia, through the Air
Day by da.yOfficer Coimianding, No, 222 Group, Colombo,

operational control remained in the hands of the local
A.O.C, but broad control v/as, in theory, the responsibility
of NOd, 222 Group which worked in close co-operation with
the Eastern Pleet.

advantages since No. 222 Group had to assume additional
responsibilities and still carry out its legitjjmate tasks

in and around Ceylon,

The new organization had its dis-

In practice therefore, all No, 222

O.R.B. No. 222

Group, R.A.P.
App. 'B>
May »A4

Group could do yra.s to issue general directives, and in
certain instances definite instructions,

great distances involved and inadequate communications, a
certain amount of decentralization was inevitable,

foreseen, however, that eventually there would be more
centralization, particularly when the war against Germany
ended.

Owing to the

It was

The policy of one formation controlling all G.R,
operations in the Indian Ocean was adopted in December 1943
but not until 1 I'lay 1944 did further development materialize.

The AcO.C. No, 222 Group, Air Vice-Jilarshal A. Durston
remained the director of G.R. operations but in Ivlay a deputy
A,0,C. was appointed and, with an additional eight officers,
became largely responsible for the co-ordination of coastal

operations in the Indian Ocean,
new staff should be located ?/here it could plan general
reconnaissance with the staff of the Eastern Fleet and on

1 May it became part of No, 222 Group headquarters where it
commenced to function under the direction of the A.O.C,
In order that the additional staff should not be confused

with the Group staff, the new organization assumed the title

I0GR0P3, an abbreviation for Indian Ocean General
Reconnaissance Operations, Yi/hile the Deputy A.O.C, No, 222
Group had certain duties to perform for H.Q, No, 222 Group
proper, his main responsibility lay with lOGROPSi whose
function was to organize and supervise the operational
effort of G.R. formations in the Indian Ocean
included the standardization of operational procedure,
tactics, training, intelligence and signals,
j\ixtaposition of lOGROPSto the Eastern Fleet H.Q. at
Colombo enabled the new organization to ascertain with
expedition the requirements of the Royal Navy in relation
to general reconnaissance and to direct in broad terms the
activities of the other groups and commands. The primary

It was essential that the

This

The

.  Ibid.
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function of the staff of lOGROPS in effect was to travel
around the units in the Indian Ocean to advise and

co-ordj.nate methods and procedure.

Under the "broad direction of the A.O.C, No, 222 Group
and lOGRCQPS, general reconnaissance was controlled by four
separate formations whose areas of responsibility in the
Indian Ocean were defined as follows

O.H.B. A.H.Q.
E,Africa

App. 73
Nov. 'ii-3

Air Headquarters, East Africa controlled the area west
of 65 degrees and south of 5 degrees North,

H.Q. British Forces, Aden were responsible for opera
tions in the Gulf of Aden and Arabian Sea north of

5 degrees North and west of 61 degrees 30 minutes East,
including the whole south Arabian coast from Perim
Island up to and including Sharjah,

H.Q. No, 225 Group, Bangalore were responsible for
G.R. activities in the remainder of the Arabian Sea

north of 10 degrees North and a.coastal strip 100 miles
wide along the west coast of-India from 10 degrees
North to the latitude of Cape Comorin, the Bay of
Bengal north of 10 degrees North Including the east
coast of India up to and including Cuttack,

H.Q.No. 222 Group, Colombo controlled the remainder of

the, Indian Ocean and Bay of Bengal,

One of the first tasks carried, out by lOGROPS was an
investigation of the practical application of the .system
used in the Atlantic by which air cover was given to ship
ping in accordance vn.th the degree of risk and the value

of the convoy. This system v/as considered necessary
since the position regarding flying boats was not strong.
They were very old and hard worked and had therefore to be

used as economically as possible,: Under the old svstem
of decentralization/ the local commanders had not always
been in possession of the information held by the Commander-
in-Chief, Eastern Fleet so that they had not been able to
Justify a reduction in escort work. This resulted in
excessive engine hours and occasionally reduced the number

of aircraft.available in an emergency, A daily assessment
of submarine activity was, introduced, with the approval of

the Eastern, Fleet, v/hich was distributed to R.A.F. squadrons
daily, : ,Parallel'with this, Ipcal naval authorities
received from the Commander-in-Chief, Eastern Fleet, a copy
of the same signal and up6n these intelligence summaries
it was possible to arrive at a sensible and economic use of

the air forces available. Operations by India and Ceylon
based aircraft, for instance, came under the control of

three Naval Air Operations Rooms at Bombay, Vizagapatam
and Colombo, The resultant cohesion over the areas

controlled and closer liaison with the Navy which these
N.A.O.R's permitted augered well for the future.

The G.R. Forces Available

Some attempt might be made to give an order of battle
for "the Indian'Ocean but this is made difficult by the fact

that the G.R, force was highly mobile and squadrons, from

time to time, sent detachments far afield. However, in

January 1944» Air Headquarters, East Africa had No. 230
(Sunderland) Squadron and No. 259 (Catalina) Squadron at
Dar-es-Salaam, No, 209 (Catalina) Squadron at Kiperu and
No. 265 (Catalina) Squadron at Diego Suarez, In the Aden

O.R.B.s H.Q.s
East Africa,
Aden, Nos. 225
and 222 Groups,
Jan.-Sept, 'i+4*
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area and Oman, Nos. 8, 621 and 244 Squadrons were located,
the . firaf. two equipped with Wellingtons and the latter with
Bisleys. H.Q. No. 225 Group controlled Nos.191 and 212
(Catalina) Squadrons at Karachi, No. 240 (Catalina) Squadron
at IVIadras, No, 203 (Wellington) Squadron at Bombay and
No, 554 (Liberator) Squadron at Cuttack,
were three Catalina squadrons, Nos. 205, 321 (Dutch) and
413 (R.C.A.F,); Nos. 160 (Liberator), 22 and 217 (Beaufort)
Squadrons were also based on the island. Pew changes in
the movement of squadron headquarters took place. In
February 1944> No. 230 Squadron moved from East Africa to
Ceylon, To Madras from West .Africa came No, 200
(Liberator) Squadron. By May 1944 all three squadrons in
the Aden area were equipped with Wellington aircraft.
Two Beaufighter squadrons, Nos, 27 and 46, were located at
Madras from March to October 1944 to form an anti-shipping
wing but they had no operational work to do. In June and
July 1944> Nos, 22 and 217 Squadrons changed from Beaufort
to Beaufighter aircraft and changed their role from torpedo-
bomber to torpedo-fighter units. Finally, No. 203 Squadron
ceased operations in September for conversion to Liberator
aircraft.

In Ceylon there

But the order of battle given and the changes mentioned
do not give the whole picture of the resources available in

the various areas. Plying.boat squedrons in Ceylon, for
instance, sent detachments to the Maidive Islands and the

Chagos Archipelago when occasion demanded and even sent

aircraft further afield to Aden, Flying boat anchorages
existed at Seychelles v/hile G.R, aircraft on occasion
operated from Socotra, This constant coming and going was

forced upon the G.R. squadrons because the vast area of the

Indian Ocean presented an impossible patrol problem and it

was necessary to concentrate aircraft where enemy submarines
were known or suspected to be. Air escort to convoys
v/here no threat existed was thus reduced to a minimum and

flying hours thereby conserved for concentrated action when
The concentrations of aircraft needed tonecessary,

implement this policy, as; already mentioned, involved the

shuttling of aircraft from base to base but these movements
For on theirdid not result in wasted flying hours,

various journeys to other bases, aircraft were routed over

shipping lanes so that they could carry out traffic patrols
in transit.

GoR, Operations

At the commencement of the period under review, there
was considerable activity and movement of G.R, aircraft from

base to base. To relieve the congestion on the communica
tions system to north-east India our troops there were to

be reinforced from east coast ports. Extensive adr patrols
Virere therefore provided for the shipping involved to cover

the entire eastern approaches to the Bay of Bengal, This

patrol work entailed large scale and rapid movements of

air forces over distances ranging from 1,000 to 1,400 miles

to concentrate suitable aircraft in strategic positions.
Continuous patrols began at first light on 6 December 1943
and finished at midday on the 9th as the ships reached
Chittagong, During the operation there was only one sight
ing of a submarine, thought to be a Japanese of the *1*
Class, Unfortunately, the Catalina which made the sighting
could not attack since it was armed with S,A,P, bombs.

Further searches failed to locate the enemy again.

0,R,B, H.Q.
No, 222 Group
App, ‘Y’
Dec. '43
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On 23 Decem'ber 1943 a merchant vessel was torpedoed in

convoy off the south-east coast of India: the attack was

made in perfect weather at midday and wiiile a Catalina was

escorting the convoy, Kiis was the first case of a
submarine attack while air escort was being provided.
Continuous day and nighu cover and a hunt to exhaustion was

instituted but no further sighting was made. To offset
this loss an escort vessel of the Royal Indian Navy attacked

a submarine on 27 December near the south west tip of India

and it seems likely that the submarine may have been
destroyed, A Catalina Tidtnessed the attack and was able

to make a detailed report and to produce photographs.
Further south-west on the same day a merchant vessel was

torpedoed and to counter the threat to the many convoys in

these waters, Catalinas were moved from Ceylon to Kelai and

Addu Atoll, Since the commitments of No. 222 Group were

heavy, especially in affording cover to the units of the

growing Eastern Fleet, Beauforts of Nos. 22 and 217
Squadrons were used to escort coastal convoys, with the

long range aircraft reserved for the forward island bases

and the Australia-Colombo convoys. During December 1943
Liberators of No, 354 Squadron, based at Cuttack, took over

the G.E, patrols previously flown by Welliiagton bombers and

extended them to cover the north-east Bay of Bengal and the

Arakan coastal areas. No sightings of enemy surface or

underwater forces vrere made during these patrols but several
small craft off the Arakan coast were attacked' and sunk

with bombs and gunfire.

A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/39
No.222 Group
Int. Review. ■

The year 1944 opened with few enemy submarines operat
ing in the Indian Ocean but enemy activity gradually
increased reaching its climax in 1/Iarch and fading away
thereafter. The threat in January 1944 lay mainly in the
region of Socotra and the entrance to the Gulf of Aden and

this led to the reinforcement of the Aden, area by flying
boats from East Africa, One enemy submarine was known to

be in the I/Ialdives area and on I6 January another made an
attack off Pondicherry, sinlcing one vessel in convoy. A

,  Catalina, assisted in the rescue work but the offensive

anti-submarine search which, was immediately instituted proved
fruitless, 1/Jiat v/as probably the .same submarine was

sighted and attacked by a Catalina returning to base from

convoy escort on the 22nd, Probable damage was done in

spite of the difficult conditions of light and. angle of

attack. A hunt to exhaustion was immediately initiated by
Catalinas of both Nos. 225 and 222 Groups but the enemy was
not again seen. The search continued imtil after dawn on

25 January; whales were particularly numerous about this
time and were the subject of several false alarms.

0,R.B. H« Q.
No. 222 Group
App, 'U’
Feb. '-44

In February 1944 the number of enemy submarines
estimated to be in the Indian Ocean rose to ten and patrol
activity was intensified to meet the threat. It became
necessary to augment air cover for the tlrreatened areas

aromd. Ceylon with. Catalinas and Wellingtons from No, 225
Group, Additional air escort was also necessary in the

Gulf of Aden where a particularly audacious German
submarine sank three tankers in one convoy. Despite an

immediate hunt to exhaustion the U-boat'escaped. Sinkings
T/ere fairly heavy during February. The month was not with
out success, however, for a Japanese submarine ?;as simk off

Vizagapatam by an escort vessel wi'bh the cp-operation of

supporting aircraft, Another Japanese submarine ?/as
destroyed after it had sunk the strongly escorted troopship
Khedive Ismail in the one and a half degree channel. There

T/as heavy loss of life. There was no air cover to this

A.H.B./IIJ50A5
Japanese
soiorces.
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vessel since it was not considered necessary in view of the
powerful escort of surface vessels in attendance,
many sinkings in February involved a number of rescue
operations by aircraft,
located and covered while surface ships were guided to them.

The outstanding rescue was that of survivors of a ship
torpedoed fourteen days earlier 800 miles from the mainland.

The

The survivors of three ships were

Towards the end of February 19M*- there arose wtot was

thought to be a threat to the east coast of India when a

considerable portion of the Japanese fleet moved from the

Pacific area to Singapore, Plans were laid for the
assembly and despatch of air striking forces, including
all heavy bomber squadrons, should the need arise, navigators
trained in long flights over the sea being provided for the

bomber squadrons. Bases in southern India and Ceylon were

prepared and stocked for the possible advent of large air

forces from Bengal, Reinforcements also arrived in the

shape of No, 200 (Liberator) Squadron from West Africa and

No, 47 (Beaufighter) Squadron from the Mediterranean which,
with No. 27 Squadron, made up an anti-shipping wing at

Madras until October 1944« The threat did not materialise
but the organization built up was retained in skeleton form.

It seems that the Japanese had no plans for offensive
operations in the Bay of Bengal and that the reason for the

move of their fleet to Singapore lay in the fact that they
had been severely battered in the Pacific and Singapore
provided a safe base for training and reorganization.
Moreover, the Japanese had no intention of operating against
the Eastern Fleet for the enemy did not regard it as a

serious menace to their hold on South East Asia,

A.H.B./IIJ50/
750
Translation and

Interrogation
Rep, No, 242.

March 1944 T/itnessed a peak in general reconnaissance
On the 1st a hunt to exhaustion followed the

O.R.B, H.Q.

No. 222 Group,
App, 'A*
Mar, '44

operations,
sinking of a merchant vessel 25 miles south-west of Galle,

After 23 hours of operations a Catalina sighted and attacked

a surfaced submarine by moonlight,
after the attack and further air searches in the following

Further enemy

The enemy was not seen

two days did not produce any results,
activity resulted in the loss of two ships in the Arabian
Sea, four in more southerly waters and one troopship in the

northern Bay of Bengal, an area hitherto almost immune from
submarine attacks,

reporting the attack amd in assembling forces to search for
The limited number of aircraft in the area,

There were regrettable delays in

the submarine,

including Beaufi^ters of No, 224 Group, carried out a
modified search until the arrival of reinforcements,

flying effort and quick turn round of the few G.R, aircraft
available vifas, however, particularly creditable, one

Liberator of No, 354 Squadron being airborne again within

45 minutes of landing.
In all, some ten ships were lost during March 1944

It is

The

These efforts were all without

result*

and four submarines were attacked by aircraft,
interesting to note the places of attack - south of Ceylon,
north of Madagascar, northern Bay of Bengal and south of

Cape Town - since it gives some idea of the problem
involved in hiinting enemy submarines in eight million
square miles of ocean. Three sightings and three attacks
resulted in the probable destruction of a U-boat off
Cape Town by Catalina, aircraft. The submarine attacked
north of Madagascar was a Japanese I-olass, carrying a

float plane which made reconnaissance flights^over Diego
Suarez and Kilindini on 4 5 March respectively.

In April 1944 the enemy submarine threat faded and
only two were estimated to be operating in the Indian Ocean,
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A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/59
H.Q» No, 222,
Group
Int» Review*

One was believed to be in the I'&ldives area and the other

to be operating on the trade routes between Preemantle and
Colombo, beyond the ivuige of flying boats based on Addu Atoll,
Beaufort aircraft were therefoi’e employed on coastal convoy
escort while the long range aircraft were held in Ceylon in
readiness to meet the threat further afield. But no ships
were sunk in the waters around India and Ceyl.on, In April
the gradual change-over from the defensive to the offensive
was symbolised by the successful escort provided to the
Eastern Fleet in their strike with carrier home aircraft

against Sabang in north-west Sumatra. Other .naval raids

were to follow the Sabang attack and were designed to

cause a diversion for the Pa.cific offensive then being
launched by the Americans. During the attack on Sourabaya
by the Eastern Fleet in May 1944> fifty sorties were flown
in two days by G.R. aircraft covering the return of the
naval force.

O.R.B. H.Q.
No. 222 Group
App. »BZ'
May '2)4

Froin the point of vievir of enemy submarine activity,
May 1924. was a quiet month and apart from one I/Ialdivian
dhow, no ship was lost through enemy action. But May
turned out to be an important month since the first enemy
submarine was destroyed through the agency of air poTiver in
South East Asia Command. A Wellington of No. '621 Squadron
took off from Scusouiban on 2 May to carry out an
anti-U-boat patrol of the shipping lanes in that area.
After a.few hours the aircraft encountered a German

submarine which was attacked v/ith depth charges, The
U-boat was foi’ced to the surface but then became highly
beligerent. The captain of the T/ellington, knov/ing that
other aircraft v/ere on their way kept out of the way of
the enemy's guns after a few attempts to straddle,the
submarine with machine-gun fire, Ty/o hours and ten
minutes after the initial attack a second Wellington
arrived followed in due course by others. Eight attacks
in all were directed against the U-boat and aircraft had

considerable opportunity for practising diversionary bait
ing tactics while other aircraft attacked. The ensuing
22 hours operations proved invaluable for training purposes.
For instance, one aircraft circled the enemy vyaiting to
attack with bomb doors open while another aircraft made
feint attacks. , The latter was puzzled because he could not
draw the enemy's fire but it seems that the bomb doors were
shut and the enemy not therefore deceived. Eie German
submarine proved to be a tough.opponent and despite the
T/ellington attacks he kept moving, maintaining speeds of 5
to 12 knots. The U-boat took evasive action continuously,
heading in a general coastwise direction. At dawn on.the
3rd, ■ after being shadowed throu^out the night, the U-boat
beached and blew itself up in position 9032I'T. 5049E,, much
to the chagrin of two aircraft of 8 Squadron,who were about
to administer the Coup de grace. This submarine, v/hich
had Just'- arrived from the Atlantic, yyas destroyed before it
had had time to operate in the Indian Ocean. .

A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/39
No. 222 Group
Int. Review,

May 1.924 ■was a disappointing month for D/F, bearings
on' enemy submarines, for wireless silence was maintained by

Agents wereboth German and Japanese submarines alike,

O.R.B, H.Q.
No. 222 Group
App. 'BZ'
May '24

A.H.B./IIJ50/
47/39
No, 222 Group
Int, Review.

landed near Cochin by a Japanese I-class submarine but they
were captured within 48 hours of being put ashore,
constant sweeps and searches the submarine escaped.
Operations in June were somewhat unusual since it vras
e-vldent that a number of German units vrere at large and yet
only one Allied ship was lost.
Chagos Archipelago and the Maldives on the shipping route
to Australia.

Despit

It was surJc between the

This seemed to be an area favoured by the

e
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enemy and many reports were received from ships or submarines.
Air strength was moved to meet this anticipated threat and
sweeps, searches and patrols v/ere flown continuously through
out June and July covering the shipping lanes. There was
an increase in enemy submarine activity in July when
Japanese and two or three German submarines were thought to
be operating, mainly south of Ceylon. Two ships were sunk
east of the Maldives though the submarine responsible was
not located. Catalina aircraft, however, operating from
Addu Atoll and Diego Garcia y/ere instrumental in the rescue
of 22)4 survivors in six lifeboats,
also sunk in the same area

July 192)4 it appeared that the threat was diminishing since
d/p, bearings obtained on the Japanese submarine indicated
that it was returning to Penang and that the two German
units would soon have to return to base for refuelling.

one

Three other ships were
But towards the end of

O.R.B. H.Q.
No. 222 Group
App. ’Z’
Aug. *2)4

Five German U-boats operated in the Indian Ocean
during August 192f2)., one of which was sunk by aircraft and
escort vessels north of iVIadagascar on the 12th.
Japanese submarine was indicated by D/P, bearings to be in

The other

One

the Bay of Bengal but no shipping was attacked,
three Gennan units operated off the African coast, one of
them moving as far north as the Gulf of Aden,
were sunk, four off East Africa, one off South lifrica and
one off Aden,

Six ships

The U-boats operated v/ith extreme caution
and their achievements vrere negligible when compared with
the amount of shipping plying the shipping lanes of the
Indian Ocean,

and 3056s. and since the U-boats broke w/T, silence only on
five occasions, the difficulty of locating them will appear
obvious.

Since the sinkings occurred between 1552)N.

G.R. aircraft failed to make any sighting though
it. is conceivable that the small success achieved by the
enemy may have been the result of sweeps and patrols which
were flown.

A.H.B./IIJ50/
h-7/39
No. 222 Group
lOGROPS.

Int. Review.

It was estimated that the submarine operating in the
Bay of Bengal in August had returned to base.early in
September so that only three German U-boats were active in

the Indian Ocean during September 192+4. By the end of the
month two had reached Penang and one was simk by
H.M, Submarine Trenchant off Penang on the 23rd, As the
submarines had been operating at sea for some time it was

considered likely that they might attempt to reach the

Japanese submarine base at Penang. Consequently, G.R,
activity was centred aro+md the Chagos Archipelago-Maldive
Islands area since this was the most likely region through
which the submarines might travel. It so happened that
nothing of them was seen. The Japanese have admitted the

loss of a submarine in August 192)4 though the Allies made

no claims in July, August or September, It seems possible,
however, that the supposed German U-boat sunk in August may
have been a Japanese unit. During the remainder of the

period under review there was little activity and no ships
were simk, though from the middle of October 192+4 two

Japanese submarines operated in the Bay of Bengal.

Summary of G.R, Operations

A study of submarine virarfare in the Indian Ocean
shows clearly that the threat to shipping was not constant
but that the majority of enemy under water units commenced
operating at the same time and returned to base more or

less simultaneously,
minimum threat,

air resources during quiet periods in order to provide

This created periods of maximum and
Hence the need to husband carefully the
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maximum effort when the occasion arose. It is apparent
that the German U-hoats which operated in the Indian Ocean

v^efe invariably engaged on offensive patrols whereas the
larger, faster and less manoeuvreahle Japanese submarines
were used riiore frequently for reconnaissance, transport and

the landing of enemy agents,
submarine was restricted by range to operations in the Bay
of Bengal,

The small RO-class Japanese

A.H.B./IIJ50/75
Translation and

Interrogation
Rep, No, 247

•Until the end of August nine Japanese submarines
were,' at one time or another, engaged in operations in the

Arabian Sea, the Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal,
.  comprised seven I-class and two RO-class submarines.

During January and February 1944 seven of these submarines,
based at Penang, 'vrere actually engaged on operations against

But the number of submarines decreased

These

Allied shipping,
during the succeeding months;
owing to Allied action,

failed to return from operations in central and western
Also in February ,an

three were lost, presuma

Indian Ocean in February 1944

bly
The first, an I-class submarine.

RO-class-submarine was lost in the Bay of Bengal,
third, operating in central Indian Ocean did not return to

its base in August 1944,

The

Ibid.. During the period IVIarch to August 1944? four Japanese
submarines were sent back to the homeland for repairs and
re-equipment, one was sent to Sourabaya and one was received

from Japan as a replacement. In fact, by the end of
1/Iay 1944- "the Japanese ,had available only four submarines for
operations in South East Asia, all of them of the I-class,

' Although the submarines, in the Indian Ocean achieved some

success, the Japanese did not believe that such operations
could become a decisive, factor in the general outcome of the
Vifar, They believed, that the, importaiit battles v/ould be

fought in the Pacific and thus in February I944 thirty-four
Japanese submarines v/ere in action in the Pacific whereas

only seven patrolled the Indian Ocean. At the commence

ment of August, the only submarines operating were the German
"units which had moved from the South Atlantic into the

Indian Ocean, After bpepating off the African coast with a
limited amount of success, these U-bbats attempted to move
eastwards to the Japanese submarine base at Penang. Tivo
but of four attempting this joumey were destrpyed by the
Royal Navy. At the end of October 1944 there were only
two submarines operating., bcth Japanese RO-class vessels,
neither of which had sunk any ships.

The results of general recbnnaissance are seldom
tangible and an account,of the work carried out by the
G-.R. squadrons in South East Asia must of necessity draw
attention to those occasions wrhen the enemy's positive
attacks overcame the efforts of negative reconnaissance.
Such attacks in the area patrolled by aircraft based in
India and Ceylon did not, and could, not, meet with suf
ficient re apti on to provide a continual deterrent to the
enemy's intrusions, nor was the rate of destruction of
enemy submarines high enough to prove a serious obstacle
to them. For the maximum force available to the Allies

in the Indian Ocean amounted to ten flying boat squadrons
and nine land based medium and long range G.R. squadrons.
These forces had to cover the vast expanse of ocean
ranging from East Africa and Aden to the Bay of Bengal and
southwards in the eastern waters of the Indian Ocean well

beyond the Equator, It is difficult to assess the
achievements of the G.R. force but it seems reasonable to
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suppose that the singularly ineffective enemy submarine
offensive may he a tribute to the constant vigilance of
G^R, aircrafte

siglitings and kills - a consideration of the immense area

of ocean to be guarded -will clearly show the difficulty of
locating enemy units - but G.R, operations may have kept
enemy submarines submerged and out of range of our shippings

Their work may not have produced many
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OHAETER 12

REGAPITUL.ATIQN

AND SUMU'IARY

The campaigning season in Biurma stanted in November
and lasted until the following May or June,
dates the south-west monsoon rains restricted land and air
Operations and until 1944- both sides used the
period primarily for rest, re-equipment and training for
the battles expected to be renewed once the I'ains had passed.
The first major battle of the 194-3~44 dTj"- season, which was
fought in the aii' and proved to be a landmark in the bat'lie for
air superiority, began in November 194-3 and lasted until
February 1944 by wliioh time the Japanese air force had been
badly mauled by the newly arrived R.A.F, Spitfire aircraft.
Prom March oravards the enemy became increasingly difficult
to engage in the air and the task of v/laittling down the
enemy* s air strength fell to the long range fi^iters of the
U,S,A,A,P, which achieved conspicuous results in attacks
upon enemy airfields,

li/hile the battle for air superiority raged above
India’s eastern frontier and over enemy airfields in Burma,
momentous events occurred on the grovuid. In Arakan,
XV Corps were ordered to push down the Mayu Peninsula and
secure the Ma\mgdaw-3utliidaung road, while a ¥est African
division, guarding the flank of the main axis of the
advance, moved down the .Kaladan Valley to Daletme and
Kyauktaw,

ail’ transport squadrons,
were going according to plan v/'hen on 4- February 1944 the
Japanese forces on the Mayu Peninsula initiated one of
their characteristic envelopment movements, initially highly
successful, with the result that the 7th Indian Division
T/as cut off from the main body of the Arakan forces. In
previous years the situation woxILd have called for a fight
ing withdrawal to re-establish land lines of communication
but this time, instead of fighting their way out as best
they might, the Division was ordered to stand fast and help

immediately forthcoming in the form of airborne supplies.
With this aid the 7th Division ?/as able to stand its ground
and finally, with the aid of fresh troops advancing from
the north, to turn the tables on the Japanese troops in its
rear.

Between these

monsoon

Our troops in Kaladan were maintained solely by
The Allied advances in Arakan

was

Scarcely, however, had the bitter conflict in Arakan
subsided when a struggle on a yet larger scale flared up
in the north, the battle area of which extended from the
confines of northern Burma across the Chin and Naga hills
into Assam and the plain of Imphal on the one hand, and on
the other eastwards over the Salween to the Chinese out

posts^ in Yunnan, l/?hile Allied troops launched an offen
sive in north Burma, the situation on the central front
became immensely more complicated by reason of the opening
of the main Japanese offensive. This began in March when
enany troops already west of the Chindwin made for the

vulnerable road running between Imphal and Tiddim, A few
days later two other Japanese divisions crossed the Chindwin
to the north and struck out for the Dimapur-Dnphal road at
Kohima and for Palel on the perimeter of the Imphal plain.
By 31 March, IV Corps at Imphal had been completely
surrounded and its survival thenceforth depended solely
upon the ability of the air forces to keep it supplied.
The siege of Imphal, as it became knoiTn, lasted 84- days
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and. was finally broken when XXXIII Corps advancing from

Dimapur joined the troops of Tl Corps moving northwards.
This occurred on 22 Jime 1944.

The ultimate prize for which the Allied foivaes in the
distant and inhospitable terrain of north Burma were fight
ing was by any standards a large one. It was no less than
the possibility of opening a land route to China via Ledo,
north Burma and Lashio, Since the opening of the 1943-44
campaigning season. Chinese-imerican forces advancing from
Assam had crossed the moimtains into the Hukawng Valley,
supplied largely by transport aircraft. But the fate of

these troops was placed in grave danger by the Japanese
invasion of Manipin*, Yet despite the threat to the Assam
line of communication, the advance in north Burma continued
and had as its object the capttire of Myitkyina, the first
stage in the opening of a road to China, In addition to
the land advance it was planned to convey by air the best
part of a whole division far behind enemy lines to the
Wuntho-Bhamo area, primarily to operate against GOirnnunications
of the enemy forces opposing the advance of the Chinese-
American forces towards Myitkyina, This operation was
under the command of Major-General 0, C, Wingate, leader
of the previous year‘s foray. The fly-in began on
5/6 March and continued for some days thereafter. The sub
sequent operations of the Special Force, though perhaps less
Carnatic than its entry into the field, were potentially
important. The Force harassed the enemy, cut his com-
mtinications and destroyed his supply dirnips. But v/ith the
onset of the rains in the latter half of May, air trans|)ort
commitments to YiTingate's Special Force dwindled. One of the
brigades was flown back to India and the remainder joined in
the battle for Mogaung and Myitkyina, Throughout their
operations the brigades of Special Force had possessed no
land communications.

The climax of the campaign was undoubtedly the assault
upon Myitkyina, a daring and difficult achievement v/hich
provoked protracted and intense fighting after the rains had
already begun. The captvire of Myitkyina airfield on 17 May
was a coup achieved by American and Chinese troops who
hacked their way through the jungle so sviftly that the
Japanese were caught unawares. Transport aircraft then
flew in reinforcements to beat off the inevitable counter
attack, but it would appear that the reinforcements arrived
too late to effect the immediate capture of MIyitkydna town.
After a long siege the town fell to the Allies on  3 August Vi^k.
and was the eventual reward of the strenuous fighting by
troops imder General Stilwell who battled their way south
wards from Assam through a country of moimtain, swanq) and
jungle. The final reduction of Myitkyina town was
delayed by the fanatical resistance of the Japanese garrison
but in due course the Allies held undisputed possession of
the town and airfield which thenceforth constituted not only
a vital link in the India-China air route but a staging post
on the projected highway to China,

Behind the ebb and flow of the land campaigns, the
Allied air forces maintained a ceaseless vigil in defending
bases and installations, they bombed and machine-gunned
enemy positions, they continued an unrelenting war of attri
tion upon enemy lines of coramvinication in B\orma and beyond,
they supplied the land forces with food and ammunition, they
evaciaated casualties and provided reconnaissance over large
tracts of enemy held territory. All these things were
performed T/ith varying degrees of success as described in
earlier chapters of this narrative.
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By the end of the dry season of 1943-4(4, events had
The Japanese air forcemoved decisively in our favour,

was orushedj, the siege of Imphal raised and control of
north Burma was passing into £l.lied hands,
able to say that the story of 19‘^i4 is one of many coux'a—
gpotts man who themselves never courted publicity and hardly
received it^ and who fought the Japanese in a Virilderness
ruled by a fierce and depressing climate. But for the
intervention of the Allied air forces, however, the plight
of the lard forces during the campaigns of 1943“44 ivoiild
have been mienvie.ble. It is difficul.t to see how the

disasters that threatened cur troops in Areikan could have
been averted and it is certain tliat in March 1944 we could
not have held Imphal,
have been launched nor could General StHwell have piloted
his troops across north Btirma to Myitlcyina, Shorn of air
superiority in all its aspects, it seems inevitable that
the Japanese would have been ensconced at Chittagong and
Manipur and the situation in the eastern marches of India

would have Indeed been ugly. The plains of Bengal would
have been open to invasion and our hold upon the Brahmaputra
valley and the aerial life-line to China would have been

placed in jeopardy. By June 1944, however, the iUlies T/ere
able to dictate the course of the battles and while opera
tions ceased for some v/eeks in Arakan, operations continued
in north Burma unt;il August and the advance from Imphal
to the Chindwin was maintained tliroughout the monsoon.
This could not have been accomplished without the aid of
supply by air, for the land lines of communication had been
washed out by the monsoon rains, Bj^ October 1944»with the
coming of the dry weather. Allied forces were advancing
on all sectors of the B'urma front.

xt is reason-

The 1/fingate eispedition could not

The Maintenance of Air Superiority

.  In^ Burma as in marjy other overseas theatres of war,
the establishment of air superiority over friendly bases,
was not in itself sufficient to enable other air and land

operations to be acoomplished. The very nature of opera
tions in Bruma demanded that all types of aircraft should
be free to fly over enemy held territory at no great risk.
For instance, in 1944 both defensive and offensive land
operations depended upon air transport support, in some
cases in areas far beyond the range of India based shoid
range fighters. Hence the primary task of the Allied air
forces 7iras not merely to protect our bases but to destrojr
enemy aii’craft, or at least to prevent, the Japanese air
foroe from operating effectively at all. As ma.tters turned

out ohe most that could be done during the early months of
theJ943-44 dry season was to make Japanese raids upon
Indza prohibitive. But with the advent of -American loner
pange fighters in March 19/f4,the fate of the Japanese air
foroe in Burma was sealed, for these aircraft could seek
cut and destroy the enemy on or over their own airfields.

Long range fighter operations, though the most effec-
bive, were not the only means of attaoking the Japa,nese air
force, for bombers were also used if somewhat sparingly.
There were, however, factors militating against bomber
raids upon enemy airfields which in Burma were plentifud.
and raainljr used as forward airstrips upon which aircraft
were seldom based for long. This made them generally
unprofitable as.bombing targets but in addition, Japanese
sic:^ in camouflage and dispersal and their capacity for
swiftly repairing r-imways reduced the desirability of
extensive bombardment of enemjr airfields.
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In the sphere of bomber operations, the bombing of
Japanese lines of communication unquestionabljr affected the

enemy's air effort, although it is difficult to say by how
During the 1 944 campaigns the enemy held considerable

reserves of oil in Burma, including a topping plant at Chavtk
But it is doubtful whether aviation fuel

much#

and Yenangyaung.
was produced in Burma and it seems likely that this commodity

It can safelywas shipped from the Netherlands East Indies,
be asstimed that the progressive interruption of rail and
river traffic in Burma v/as one of the factors in the reduc

tion of the enemy* s potential air threat,
strategic bombing on Hangoon and Moulmein, which denied these
ports to heavy Japanese shipping and necessitated long over

land transijort routes from Saigon and Singapore, -undoubtedly
also had.their effect.

The effects of

The above factors and the divei's-ion of enemy aircraft
to other theatres of war played their part in removing the

menace of Japanese air power in B-urma.
was taken by long range fighters which hunted cut enemy air
craft in the air and shcfa them down and also destroyed them

In view of the hi^er priorities accorded

But the major role

on the ground,
by the. Japanese to other theatres, the replacement and
reinforcement of the Japanese air force in Burma was uncer

tain and so the destruction of enemy aircraft had  a greater
effect upon Japanese air power than might otherv-fise have

.By the middle of 1944# Japanese air powerbeen the case,

in Burma was cru.shed and never again v/as the enemy air force

to make, an effective contribution to the 'Vi'-ar there,
result of the complete air superiority achieved and main

tained by the Allies, our own apu? operations could be mounted
with little or no interference from enemy fighters,
ground forces conducted their campaigns with negligible
opposition from the air.
installations in India, and the hump air route too, were

adequately defended and unarmed transport and reconnaissance
On the other

As a

Allied

At the same time, Allied bases and

•  ‘-aircraft could fly almost at -will over Burma,
•  hand, the enemy's air arm was uiiable adequately to provide

appreciable support for their land forces.

The Japanese never appreciated the importance of
adequate, maintenance, logistic support, comurunications and
cbntfoi,' nor were, his'air bases adequately prepared to

■  handle large numbers of aircraft. Consequently, they were

'■ ‘uhable to .concentrate" any large percentage of their air
- Strength at any one time and idace. Neither did they appear
' to have the ability 'to co,ntrol large formations in the air
with any degree of efficiency. Local air control and its
tactical exploitation the Japanese understood and on occasion
achieved. But.as with many other militar^r -powers prior to

-■ -the- war, the Japanese fa-Lied fully to appreciate the
strategic revolution brou^t about by the increased capabili-
■ties of aircraft. The.ability to achieve general and
continuing control of the air was not envisaged as a
requirement in their basic war strategy as v/as the planned

:  destruction of the United States fleet. Once started upon
a strategic plan which did not provide the means of ass-uring
'continued air superiority, there was no wa;y in which the
enemy could lessen the growing predominance in the air of
basically stronger opponents v/ho came to understand this
req-uirement and whose v/ar was being fought accordingly.

J > :

'In Burma, the 5th Japanese Air Division felt -fche inpact
of the inherent v/Oakness of their air strategy and of their

Their pilots and crews, with theshort siglrted policies,
-possible exception of ■ those based in extreme rear ai’eas,

at first experienced and resourceful fighters, v/ithwere
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perhaps upafards of 5OO flying hours to their credit before
entering combat. But these experienced pilots, once
expended, could' not be replaced, and the Japanese paid the
penalty for failing,to husband and train properly her
replacement pilots. In aircraft and airfields the

5th Air Division was more favourably placed. His Rangoon-
Moulmein air installations, at first oeyond the range of
Allied fighters, afforded him opportunity to accomplish
repair and maintenance with little risk while being served by
good water, read and x'ail communications. His for\/ard ai3>-

strips, of which he had scores, were located favourably for
strikes against Allied objectives and were, in many
instances, well served- by-land communications. The mobility
of the Japanese air force was therefore one of its ciiief

characteristics; yet despite its mobility it remained
singularly inflexible strategically. It was the enemy’s
practice to base the majority of his aircraft in Lower Bunna
and in areas even more remote, stage them forivard to his
numerous air strips in central or Upper Burma and to mount
sharp attacks in quick succession. Following the attacks
he would dispei'se his aircraft to variol^s forward airstrips,
refuel them, and return them to the comparative safety of his
bases at Rangoon and beyond. However necessary this policy
might have been, it was undoubtedly wasteftlL of flying hours
and could not but seriously affect the air striking power of
his air forces. Thus the scales were heavily weighed in
favour of the Allies for while we had adequate reserves of

aircraft to call upon, the technological inadequacy of the
Japanese war machine as a whole, meant that the destruction
of the existing strength of the 5th Air Division would mean
the virtual end of Japanese air power in Burma.

Air Transport Support

During the early war years of 1942 and 1943> when air
supply in Buxma was in its infancy, the transport squadrons
were not backed by anj'' clear cut organization governing tlieir
operational and administrative control in lia.ison with the

The .lack of a proper framework to co-ordinate thearmy,

needb of the land forces with air transport resouz'ces produced
various anomalies and difficulties outlined elsewhere in this

narrative. From the resultant lessons it was soon learned

.  by both land and air forces, that air supply required more
It had in fact tothan a sufficiency of aircraft and crews,

be supported by an extensive network of administration and

equipment,
that of co-ordinating the needs of troops in action with

the number of transport aircraft available, with the storage
capacity,of.,the base airfields and with the ability of lines

It was

The major problem may be summarised as being

of communication to keep those airfields supplied,
under the necessity of resolving such difficixlties as these

tliat an army/air orga.nization was hnprovised,
impetus of the, continuous development of air transport on the

Birrraa front, the army/air supply organization grew alike in
size and complexity.
trans:oorting supplies by air and dropping them or landing
them at selected points had developed beyond the capacity of

both army and air force authorities on the ground to build

up the administrative organization without which there could

be no guarantee that supplies of the right types could be

brought to the v^aiting aircraft in the right quantities.
This all formed part of the larger problem of inter-service
liaison and the administrative control of transport aircraft.

Under the

By the spring of 1 944 the technique of

Inevitably during the crises in Arakan and at Imphal,
adaption and improvisation characterised the administrative
backgrovind to these operations,

SECRST
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irade in matters concerning inter-service co-ordination, the
actiaal results achieved were no doubt creditable in the

■prevailing conditions. For it suddenly became necessary to
supply by air large numbers of troops far in excess of any
thing that had been foreseen. The subsequent expansion of
the whole air supply organization then brought in its train
a series of supplementary problems. Extra depots were
built up and additional labour provided to convey stocks to
store and thence to aircraft. But handicaps were plentiful.
Save at Chittagong, where, a second runway could be used,
none of the base airfields in use possessed stifficient
hardstandings or completed taxi tracks adequate for the
quick tui'n round of aircraft,- Moreover, even though the
existing depots were used as far as possible, their
organization had to be wrested to meet novel needs. They

‘  . had in the main been developed .as bases to supplement
inadequate land lines of comm-unication and now they had
become universal providers not only for an airoy corps
■fighting for its life on the plain of Imphal, but to many
other land formations, notably Y/ingate’s Special Force and
Stilwell’s Chinese-American troops in the north. As the
year 1944 progressed, however, the administrative lessons of

■  the earlier months were assimilated and some improvement
effected, though shortcomings were still to be obseirved.
This applies particularly to the air supply organization
supporting Operations on-the coastal and central sectors of
the front,. In the north,, where an Amei'ican orga.nizat ion
operated, there was an early realisation of the importance
of. a firm administrative backi.ng to the air supply system
and this resiUted in a very higti.standard of operating
efficiency.

Difficulties also faced the ail’ side of the growing
transport organization. During 1942 and 1943, the activi
ties of the transport squadrons were not operationally
■.controlled by a separate headquarters. The R.A.F. squadrons
came under A.H.Q,' Bengal and the U.S, sq-uadrons under the
Tenth Air Force, Although no, provision had been made for
it, liaison between the two air forces was to some extent
effected in practice Consequently, the early transport
operations over Burma, thpugja on a small scale, suffered
f2X)m all the disadvantages lidierent in a divided set up.
Furthermore, the R.A.F. had no specialist framework within

Not untilwhich the.transport squadrons could operate.
• January 1 944 ■'■''s-s a Troop Carrier Command headquarters
established to exercise operational control of all Allied
transport squadrons, operating in support of the land forces

'  ■ '■ on the' Ihdia-Burroa frontier.
.. t’ •

1  . 1

Even the new organization of.Troop Carrier Command had
its teething troubles for it had not been constituted to
deal with the enormous demands made upon it d-uring the
spring of 1944* Eventually the.organization proved too
inflexible to deal with increasiiig commitments. In
Jmie 1944, therefore. Troop Carrier Command disbanded and
control of air transport was vested:thereafter both in the
Third Tactical Air Force, in respect of squadrons allocated
to the central and southern fronts, and in the Tenth U.S.
Air Force which became responsible for the control of
American transport' .aircraft operating in sup,port of
Stilwell’ s campaign,

■reasonably well siiice Third T.A.F
support to the Fotcrteenth Array, was placed in a position
whereby control could be exercised over transport operations
in co-ordination with fighter support. On the other hand,
the change had many drawbacks. It had already been recog
nized that air transport support to the Fourteenth Army

Operationally, this change vrorked
responsible for air* f
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needed to be backed by specialist knowledge of the various
problems which were peculiar to a new technique of war.
Third T.A.P, unlilce the Tenth Air Force, which numbered
among its new component formations a specialist Air
Cargo H.Q., was not constituted to deal with tiiese problems.
Hence it became necessary for a small * cell' of specialist
officers to be detached from II.Q. No. 229 Group, which con
trolled internal air lines in India, and was a formation of
R.A.P. Transport Command. These officers acted as advisers
on air transport to the Air Commander, Third T.A.P. and
assisted in formilLating plans for a new integrated transport
headquarters. These measiur’es wei'e all very well as far
they went but, paradoxically, the very means adopted to
resolve current problems in turn succeeded in creating nev/
ones. It was not sufficiently realised that there
danger of air transport becoming a tool in the hands of too
many agencies, each of which had a vested interested in its
general welfare.

as

•vsas a

By the autumn of 1944> recognition that the planning
and operational control of air supply operations required a
separate organization from Third T.A.P. had become v/ide-

spread among army and air force authorities. In October,
therefore. Combat Cargo Task Force, an integrated British/
American headquarters, was formed. C.C.T.P. headqmrters
worked alongside and in close co-operation with an army
formation, also newly formed, called the Army/Air Transport
Organization whose role was that of co-ordinator of aririy
requirements with the supply delivery capacity of the air
forces. This new system of controlling air supply
operations in Burma was certainly an improvement on its
predecessors but since the effects of reorganization were

not felt during the period covered by this narrative, a
description of the organization, its advantages and short
comings properly belong to the next volume.

It seems quite certain that the turning point of the
campaigns in Burma was undoubtedly the development of air

supply which gave the ground forces something revolutionary
in air-land warfare. In no other theatre of war was air

transport the principal supply agency of major formations.
The hitherto bafflingAnobility of the Japanese soldier in
jiingle country \ra.s in the event countered by the extensive
use of transport aircraft which enabled land forces, when

surrounded, to stand firm until relieved or reinforced by
other formations. The tenuous and vulnerable Allied

administrative tail ms at the mercy of fast moving and

lightly equipped Japanese troops and'until the advent of air

supply on a large scale in Arakan.in February 1944> our
troops had no alternative but to withdraw in the face of an

encircling movement or, if to late to do that, to fight
their way out as best they could. In either case the enemy
acliieved his objective. But from Febmiary 1 944 onwards our
groimd forces could stand their ground in the sure Icnowledge
that supplies by aip would enable them successfully to resist

the enemy and eventually to counter attack* Later in the

year air transport proved itself capable of supporting a

general offensive while earlier it had been the medium for

airborne operations in north Burma. This new dimension in

warfare offered many distinct possibilities. It made
possible large scale operations behind enemy lines and at

points inaccessible by land routes. It enabled reinforce
ments of armed troops to be flown in at given airfields and

enabled supplies to be dropped in areas where landing
grounds were not a-vailable. It contributed greatly to the

mobility of ground forces by freeing them from the necessity
of carrying large q'uantities of supplies. It provided
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speedy transport of essential supplies and where the
tactical .situation or a special emergency existed, such as
casualty evacuation, air transport could fill the need.
Air supply facilitated the installation and maintenance of
'radar stations and observation posts in isolated areas,
gave valuable assistance to sucli ventures as tlie operations
of Special Force, the Galahad Force and tlie Air Commando
Force,

It

■Thus by using landing strips, airfields and by dropping
supplies, transport aircraft could overcome the problem of
maintaining ground, forces operating in the jungle and
mountainous country fovind on the Burma frontier,
nage alone air transport could prove itself a vital and
practical adjunct to modern warfare by speeding up operations

■  and thereby enabling our ground forces to defeat an able and
wily enemy well.versed in the-art of jungle fighting, A

_  word of caution is, hovrever, necessary lest it shoiild be
thought that. vdoat .happened in Burma might happen elsewhere
with equal effect, • It does hot, necessarily follow that

. .p-air,transport could or should - replace surface communications
.  in any and every scene of conflict, It may or may not be

V. the best and most economical method of supply depending
local conditions, ■ For instance, in "the face of an enemy
air force of great strength and backed by large reserves of

. . . aircraft and, ind\;strial potential, air transport would
. .probably be impossible, particularly in cases where supply

. ..... . drppping was; necessary, ■ ■ Moreover, there are still
. " limitations .in the ability.of transport aircraft to lift the

necessary, equipment to fight a major armoured bat-'ole, This,
however, does not lessen the-possibilities of development of
air transport, for in Birrma there was clear evidence that
-under similar conditions of -terrain and opposition, air
supply was .the most efficierit method of maintaining graund
troops. . ■

Joint. Airland. 'Wfarfare on the Burma F2x>nt
The,British ar-fly and air Organisation in South East Asia

‘^.uring 1944 .reflected the early history of the campaign in
Burma, - The Japanese invasion -of the countrj'- in 1942 exposed

.the Allied weakness in equipment and manpower. Retreat to
.  the Indiar-Burma frontier was therefore inevitable and the

^  , ■ first task, .of the Allies after the- spring of 1942 was to
establish a firm defensive line for the protection of India,

.. The air organisation too was defensive in daaracter
■  .involving static,operations rooms extending on the British

. front froiii Gox’s Bazar in the south-west to Imphal in the
.^, .centre, and. ext ending farther north still to the American

defensive system centred around Ledo, A defence organiza-
. .. , .tion^also existed in the-Calcutta area. While the Allies

. remained :on^the defensive these arrangements were perhaps
adequate,, ;but were hardly suitable for the adoption of
offensive intentions. Behind the ’defensive shield
established by the land- and air forces On the Burma frontier,
the. Allies built up a small air striking force and at the
first .opportunity developed an air-offensive over Burma in
an endeavour to establish air superiority,

• By the middle of .1 944 this policy had borne fruit and
the.enemy had been driven from his airfields in north Burma
while 'those in the - central districts could only be used for
staging purposes. Thenceforth, Japanese aircraft were
based on airfields in the Rangoon area and beyond, Meanwhile
the land forces took the opportunity to turn from  a purely
defensive policy to one of limited offensive. Hence the

In ton-

upon

i.i .

r.’ i.
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organization of both land and air forces needed re-adjust
ment to meet the requirements of a new strategic policy.

The air organization at the beginning of the
1 943-44 campaigning season found itself obliged to discharge
at one and the same time the defensive role in respect of
the vital base of Calcutta and adjacent areas of Bengal,
and the offensive role of providing air support for the
land forces. These tasks were mutually incompatible, he

one required that the air commander should be in intimate
contact with his mchinery of operational command and
cont3Tol and the other called for close contact between the

T

representative land and air force commanders through a

combined army/air headquarters,
to mitigate the difficulties produced by the changing
situation in Burma by moving the headqxiarters of Eastera
Air Command from New Delhi to Calcutta in April 1944 and

placing the air forces allotted to the defence of Calcutta
directly under Eastern Air Command, Earlier, Third T.A.F.

had arisen from the old Air Headquarters, Bengal and placed
alongside the Fourteenth Army at Comilla,
posite groups of Third T.A.P. were located as far forward
as airfields, communications and equipment allowed,
measirres provided a basis for the change over from defence

to offence but did not meet all the requirements of an

In the event this did not greatly

Efforts were indeed made

The two oom-

These

offensive campaign,

matter, for the Allies instead of launching a general
offensive in Burma found themselves engaged on two fronts

in major defensive battles. Nevertheless, all v/as not well
since land commanders fomd themselves dealing with more

than one air headquarters; similarly R.A.P. group commanders
foTind themselves dealing with more than one army commander.
Yet the character of the land and air force organizations

militated against the formation of joint army/air
headquarters.

The experiences of 1943-44 showed that re-organization
Theof the land forces could not be long delayed.

Japanese mounted an offensive in Arakan 'vdiich was held by
XV Corps who subsequently counter attacked. During these
operations some five divisions were ei'nployed and difficulties
in command and control vrere experienced. In the Imphal-
Kohima area a situation arose- where two army corps,

o]perating from different ends of the same axis, were
supported by 221 Group, R.A.P. In these circumstances it

might have been better to have a higher military head
quarters working alongside 221 Group, though during the
operations in Manipur this was hardly possible owing to
communications and administrative difficulties engendered

The situation in the northern sectorby siege conditions,
of the front, where the Northern Combat Area Command and
Northern Air Sector Force co-operated, was less complex
though they were at first, hampered by a lack of experience
in joint air/land warfare.

The British land and air force commanders attempted to

make their fundamentally defensive organization fit the

requirements of the Burma war by exploiting to the full the
of the orthodox army/air support control technique.

Perhaps no other solution was immediately practicable owing
to the pressure of events. That results were reasonably
satisfactory may be attributed to the excellent relations
existing betv/een army and air force authorities which enabled

a Squeaky machine work in spite of rather than because of
Detailed criticisms of the results

use

the organization,
achieved would be unprofitable since they were all the

SECPllT(13437)
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logical outcome of an attempt to make a specifically defen
sive static system ineet the needs of a mobile war. It is

sufficient here to add that towards the end of 1944, when
events Were less exacting, an extensive reorganization took
place and there .emerged combined array/air headquarters, air
support signals units and visual, control posts replacing the
old array/air. support organization.

It would be idle to assimie that Allied soldiers were,
man for man, a match for their Japanese co\mter-parts.
The administrative machine supporting enemy troops in
Burma could be.far less complex than that of the Allies,
’for the men of.,more civilised nations require a higher
level of"existence than the more primitive Japanese.
Moreover, Japanese army commanders would generally sacrifice
the lives of his troops,'even when commonsense decreed
otherwise. ,^Ihus Allied ground troops, with or two
notable exceptions,, had. to be supported .by overvi^heLning
.fire-pov/er to.,defeat the Japanese in Burma. In this the

Allied air forces played' a major part. They not only
cleared the, skies of enemy aircraft,, but they provided a
form of highly mobile artillery in the shape of explosive

•  missileq projected from aircraft. Furthermore, long
range aircraft practically.isolated the .enemy in the field.

■  This tremendous.advantage enjoyed by the Allies after
1 943 virtually sealed the fdte of the Japanese armies in
Burma and though much, hard fighting had'still to be under-

• taken in 1945., before ..the Japanese were finally evicted
■. .. from Burma., .it is reasonable to assume that the decisive
. - battle was won-in the Manipur hills in 1944 and to a lesser

extent-'in north Burma. • So-’emphatida'lly were the Japanese
■  beaten in i9Zt4 that never again were they able to do

:  .'.than mount limited and relatively unimportant counter
offensives.

more

Although , the fpregolng--is imdoubtedly. true, the Allies
r made a^number of mistakes in the air, for in retrospect it

- would'appear that greater efficiency in the^ employment of
air- p'OWer could have been achieved. ' For instance, not
until the autumn.of 1 9d4 did'a combined army/air head-

.• quarters emerge; , not. :Until- the end of, 1 944'was an effective
method of' tactical, air control intro-dpced, thougli small
.scald and successful e^cperiments in the field had earlier

/.been demonstrated, by, the Americans. Finally, only

I ' ' •

^•■ towards the end of 1944 was- a-reasonably efficient air
. transport 'organization developed. 'Nevertheless, the

. Allied air forces did enough to sway"the, coirrse of the
■battle's f ought, dioring 1944'and it is ,'cle.ar that without
the' support, "given in various ways to'-'the land forces, the
defence of Iniphal could., not have been sustained
several'offensives launched.
South East Asia during 1 944 witnessed the defeat of
ambitious attempt to capture Allied bases on the India-
Biirma frontier and it saw the .return of Allied forces to
the banks of the 6hindwin and to Myitkyina.' The campaigns
did not -pass without important develOp>ments in the air war.
But it would be profitless to aver that air power alone
defeated 'bhe Japanese in Burma for the progress of the
in the air was intimately .connected with the land campaigns,
one reacting, uppn .the'o.ther as mutml cause and effect.

nor our

The battles on land in
an

v/ar

• J, .

..•r.

‘  •
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OPERATIONAL CHAIN OF COMMAND IN SOUTH EAST ASIA

DECEMBER 1943 - JUNE 1944

SUPREME

ALLIED COMMANDER

EASTERN FLEET
H.a H.Q. AIR COMMAND

SOUTH EAST ASIAIF ARMY GROUP

KQ.

EASTERN AIR COMMAND

I

FOURTEENTH
ARMY

H.Q. THIRD
TACTICAL AIR FORCE

STRATEGIC
AIR FORCE

TROOP CARRIER
COMMAND

PHOTD RECCE.
FORCE

224 GROUP
XV CORPS -

R.A.F.

OPERATIONAL CONTROL
Z,

221 GROUP
IV CORPS LIAISON

R.A.F.

3
o

N.AS.F.

U.S.A.A.F.
N. C. A.C. -

i 222 GROUP

COASTAL

225 GROUP

COASTAL

223 GROUP

TRAINING

226 GROUP

MAINTENANCE

227 GROUP

TRAINING

229 GROUP

TRANSPORT

230 GROUP

MAINTENANCE

A.H.B.I 0IA6.Ne 811
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OPERATIONAL CHAIN OF COMMAND IN SOUTH EAST ASIA

JUNE-OCTOBER 1944

SUPREME

ALLIED COMMANDER

H.Q. NORTHERN COMBAT

AREA COMMAND

C-IN-C

EASTERN FLEET
H.Q. AIR COMMAND

SOUTH EAST ASIAI r” ARMY GROUP

H.Q.

EASTERN AIR COMMAND

TENTH U.S.

AIR FORCE
STRATEGIC

AIR FORCE
PHOTO. RECCE.

FORCE

FOURTEENTH

ARMY

H.Q. THIRD

TACTICAL AIR FORCE

293 WING R.A.F.

DEFENCE

IV AND XXXIII

CORPS

221 GROUP
OPERATIONAL CONTROL

R.A.F.

\LIAISON

224 GROUP

R.A.F.
XV CORPS

I 225 GROUP

COASTAL

223 GROUP

TRAINING

222 GROUP

COASTAL

226 GROUP

MAINTENANCE

227 GROUP

TRAINING

229 GROUP

TRANSPORT

230 GROUP

MAINTENANCE

A.H.B.I DIAG. No 812



SECRET

1

APEBMDIX No. 5

FRmCIPAL AIR aBT'ICERS OF S.B.A,
{with dates of appointment^

H.Q, air caOiAIg). SOUTH EAST ASIA
HEw'iaiLffl: ■

Allied Air Conmander^in-Ghief

Air Chief l^iarshal Sir Ricliard E. C. Peirse,
K.C.B - - -

Deputy Air Conimander~jTi-fih-ip.f

D.S.O A.P.C,• > •» 16 November 1943

Air Marshad Sir G-uy Garrod,
K.C.B 0<,B.E M.G D•» • » • s .E.G. 16 November 1943

Senior Air Staff Officer

Air Vice-Marshal J« W, Baker,
CoB, , M^C,, D,P,C« 16 November 1943

Air Officer Administration

Air Vice-Marslaal R. V. Goddard,
C.B., C.B.E.

Air Marshal A. Lees,
C.B., C«B.E,, D.S.O,, A.P.C.

Air Marshal R. V, Goddard,
C,B., C.B.E,

16 November 1943

8 April 1944

1 October 1944

AIR HEADQUARTERS. BENGAL
CALCUTTA™’

(Disbanded 15 December 1943)

Air Officer Gommandino;

Air Marslial Sir Joim Baldwin,
K,B,E., C.B,, D.S.O. 15 November 1943

H.Q. EASTERN AIR CaiMAND

new''DEILIIC/OALCUTLA

Air Commander

Major-General George E. Stratemeyer, U.S.A,

Assistant Air Commande-n

Air Vice-Marshal T, M, Tfilliams,
O.B.E., M,C,, D.P.C,

Air Vice-Marshal A, Gray,
C.B., MI.G, ,

16 December 1943

16 December 1943

19 July 1944

H.Q. STRATEGIC AIR FORGE
CALCOTTA

Air Commander

Major-General Howard C. Davidson, U.S.A.

Air Commodore P, W. J, Mellersh, A.P.C.

16 December 1943

20 June 1944

(13437)1 SECRET



2

APPEKDIX No, 3

H.Q, No, 231 GROUP, R,A,Fo
CALCUTTA

Air Officer Commanding

Air Commodore F„ J. 11, Mellersh, A.F.C, 7 Janiiary 1944

THIRD TACTICAL AIR FORCE
CCMTT.T.A

(Disbanded 4 December 1944)

Air Commander

Air Marshal Sir John Baldwin,
K.B.E

Air Marshal W, Ao Coryfcon,
D.F.C.

C.B D« S« 0,• t « 9

C.B M.V.O• 9 o 9

16 December 1943

13 August 19^f4

Senior Air Staff Officer

Air Vice-Marshal G, E, Gibbs, M.C,

H.Q. No. 221 GROUP, R.A.F.
BffiHAL

23 December 1943

Air Officer Commanding

Air Commodore H, V. Rowley-

Air Commodore S, F, Vincent, D.FaO

1 January 1943

A,F.G. 17 February 1944• 9

H.Q. No, 224 GROUP. R.A.F,
CHITTAGONG

Air Officer Commanding

Air Commodore A, Gray, M»C«

Air Commodore The Earl of Bardon, D.SoOe

2, January 1943

19 July 1944

NORTHBRN AIR SECTOR FORCE

KANJIKO/JI

(Disbanded '20 June 1944)

Commander

Colonel J« F, Egan, U.S.A, 16 December 1943

TEETH U.S. AIR FCROE

KANJIKOAH

Commanding General

Major-General Howard C, Davidson, U.S.A, .  20 June 1944

FHOTOGA^'lPIilC RECOMAISSMGE FORCE

CALCUTTA

Air Commander

Group Captain S, G . Wise, DoF.O, 1 February 1944

(13437)2
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3

AEPENDIX No, 3

TROOP G.^XBR CO?.'EvIAj}g)

CQIvIILLA

(Disbanded 4 Jvme 1944)

Air Conimander

Brigadier-General William D, Old, U.S.A. 16 December 1943

H,Q> Mo, 222 GROUP. R^A-P.
ccaiiat/rBO

Air Officer Gommanding;

Air Vice-Marshal A® Lees,
C,B 0,B.E D,S.O• 9 O) •3 1 Deceraber 1942D.P,G,

Air Marshal A, Durston, C,B 28 March 1944A,P,C,• 3

No^ 223 GROUP, R^A,P.
PESIiAm

Air Officer Commandino:

Air Commodore H, Jo P. Hunter, C«B,jiJ 1 May 1943M.C.» 3

H.Q, No, 225 GROUP, R,A«P.
BANGiLQRS

Air Officer Ccanmandlng

Air Commodore P^ H, Mackvrorth, D,P,C,

Air Vice-Marshal N« L, Desoer, C.B.E,

H,Q, No, 226 GROUP, R,A.F,
DELPE

2 June 1942

23 August 1944

Air Officer Commanding

Air Commodore L, M, lies, C.BaE

H,Q, No, 227 GROUP, R,A,P.
BCMBAI

A.P,C,« , 9 May 1942

Air Officer Commanding

Air Commodore P, J* Vincent, C.B.E 24 August 1942D,P,C,® 3

H,Q, No. 229 GROUP, R,A,P,

NEl^ DELHI

Air Officer Commanding

Air Canmodore C, B, N, Guest, OeB,E. 16 December 1943

H.Q, NOo 230 GROUP, R^AeP.
BAl^RACKPQBE

A±i? Officer Commanding

Air Ccmmodore P* S, Blookey 3 April 1944
X
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SECRET

AEPEHDIX No.41

ORDER OE BATTLE

ASLPiP-M®s as ̂

15 RToveniber 1943

AIR HEADQUARTERS, EENQ-AL
Calcutta

No.

No.

No.

31 Squadron
31 Sqn. Det.
31 Sqn, Det.

No. 681 Squadron
No. 684 Squadron

Dakota

Dakota

Dakota

Trans.

Trails.

Trans.

Kharagpur
Agartala
Tezpur

Spitfire/feurricane
Mosquito/'kitche 11

P.R.

P.R.

Dum Dura

Dura Dum

H.Q. No. 221 GROUP, CALCUTTAI

%o.

*^o. 84 Squadron
*No. 211 Squadron

No. 293 'y^ing, Calcutta

No.

No, 136 Squadron
No. 607 Squadron
No. 176 Squadron

No. 168 lying. Kumbhigrara

8 Sqn. lAP.

79 Squadron

Vengeance
Vengeance
Beaufighter

L.B. Charra

Ranchi

Ranchi

L.B.

TEE,

Hurricane lie

SpitPire Vc
Spitfire Vc

Beaufighter (ai)

SEP. Alipore
Baigachi
Alipore
Baigachi

SEP,

SEP.

N.P,

No. 45 Squadron
No, 110 Squadron

Vengeance
Vengeance

L.B.

L.B.
Kumbhigram
Kumbhigram

No, 170Wjjig. 3mnhal

No, 28 Squadron
No. 34 Squadron
No. 155 Squadron

Hurricane Ilb

Hurricane lie
Mohawk

P.R. Imphal
Palel

Imphal

SEP.

SEP,

No. 175 Wing. Jessore

No. 99 Squadron
No, 215 Squadron

No.,. 184 Winer. Salban.1

No, 5 Squadron
No. 159 Squadron

*No. 355 Squadron

H.Q, No, 224 GROUP, CHITTAGONG

Wellington
Wellington

M.B.

M.B.

Jessore

Jessore

Hurricane lie

Liberator

Liberator

SEP.

H.B.

H.B.

Kharagpur
Digri
Sa.lbani

28 Sqdn, Det,

No, 165 Wing. Ramu

No. Hurricane lib P.R. Cox's Bazar

No. 258 Squadron

No, 166 Wing. Chittagiong

No. 67 Squadron
No, 261 Squadron
Wo, 615 Squadron

Hurricane llb SEP. Dohazari

Hurricane lie

Hurricane lie

Spitfire Vc

SEP.

SEP.
Chittagong
Chiringa
ChittagongSEP.

%ot operational
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AEFEiroiX No, 5
2

No, 167 Wingj Dohazari

No. 82 Sqiiadron

No. 169 Wing, Ap;axtala

Vengeance L.B. Penny-

No. 27 Squadron
No. 177 Squadron

Beaufighter
Beaufighter

ISP.

TEP.
Agartala
Penny

No. 185 Vfin,^. Penny

No. 11 Squadron
No. 60 Squadron
No, 146 Squadron

Hurrican.e lie

Hurricane lie

Hurricane lie

SEP.

SEP.

Laimai

Agartala
GoraillaSEP. .

H.Q. No. 222 GROUP. R.A.P.

(Colombo)

No. 17 Squadron
No. 30 Squadron
No. 2?2 Squadron
No. 89 Squadron

Htirricane lie

Hurricane lie

Hurricane lie

Beaufighter (AI)

SEin.

SEP.

SEP.

China Bay
Dambulla

Ratmalana

VavuniyaN.P. -

No. 22 Squadron
No, 217 Squadron
No. 1 60 Sqmdron

Beaufort

Beaufort

.  Liberator

T,B, Vavuniya
Vavuniya
Sigiriya

T.B.-

LRGR. .

No, 205 Squadron
No, 321 Sqn, Dutch
No. 413 Sqn. ECAP.

Catalina

Ca'talina

Ca'fcalina

GriiPB.

G-RPB,

CRF-B.-

Koggala
China Bay

' Koggala

H.Q. No. 225 GROUP. R.A.P.

(Bangalorey ~

No. 135 Squadron Hurricane lie SEP. Madras

No. 191 ■ Squadron
No. 212 Squadron
No. 240 Squadron

Catalina

Catalina

Catalina

GRPB.

GEPB,

GEPB.

Karachi

Karachi

Madras

No. 354 Sqiiadron Liberator LRGR, Cuttack

NON-OPERATIOKAL SQU/DRORIS

No. 20 Squadron
No, 42 Squadron
No, 62 Squadron
No. 113 Squadron
No. 117 Squadron
No. 194 Squadron
+No. 353 Squadron

Hurricane Ild

Hurricane lie

Dalcota

Hurricane lie

Dakota

Dakota

Hudson

SEP.

SEP.

Trans.

S.EP.

Trans.

Trans.

Trans.

KalyaJii
lelahanka

ChaJ^lala

lelahanka

Dharaail

Basal

Palam

+Internal air lines squadron
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SECRET

1

APPEITOIX EO, 5

ORDER OF BATTLE

AIR CmEAND, SOUTH EAST ASIA

1 JAITUARY

EASTE.M AIR Ca§;)AIID

Nev/- Dellix

STRATEGIC AIR FORCE, CALCUTTAi

H«Q, No. 231 Group. R.A.Fo, Calcutta

No, 175 Win, Jessorecr

No, 99 Squadron
Ho. 215 Squadron

Wellington X
Wellington X N,B,

Jessore

Jessore

No. 1'8A Wing, Salbani

No. 159 Squadron
No. 355 Squadron

Liberator III

Liberator III

H.B.

H.B.
Digri
Salbani

U.S. Army Air Force

7th Bomb. Group, ?andaves7/ar

9th Bomber Squadron (H
436th Bomber Squad-r’on (H
492nd Borober Squadi’on (,H
493rd Bomber Squ£tdxon (

341st Bomb. Groun, Kunaitola

tJ
11

I

B-24

B-24

B-24

B-24

Pandave svirar

Panagarh
Panagarh
Pandave swar

22nd Bomber Sqi.;adron (M
490th Bomber Squadron (M
491st Bomber Squadron (M

B-25

B-25

B-25

Chakulia

Kurmitola

Chalculia

THIRD TACTICviL AIR FORGE. CQITIJVa.

H.Q. No. 221 Group. R.A.F.. Imohal

KuijibhigramNo. 168 Wing&2

No. 45 Squadron
No. 110 Squadron
No. 123 Squadron

*No. 211 Squadron

Vengeance
Vengeance
Hurricane IIc

Beaufighter

Lob . Kumbhigram
KumbhigraiM
Patharkandi

Silchar

L.B.

SEF.

lEF.

No. 170 Wing;. Lmphal

5 Squadron
28 Squadron
34' Squadron
42 Squadx'on
81 Squadron

Hurricane IIc

Hurricane IIc

Hurricane IIc

Huirricane lie

Spitfire VIII
Hurricane IIc

Mohav/k

SEF.o. Sapam
Imphal
Palel

Palel

Imphal
Manipur Road
Imnhal

No.

No.

No.

No.

No. 113 Squadron
No. 155 Squadron

F.R.

F-B.

F-B.

SEF.

SEF'.

F-B.

H.Q. No. 224 Group. R./^.F. . Chittarong

No. 169 Wing. Ramu

No. 136 Squadron
No. 607 Sq'uadron
No. 261 Squadron

6 Sqn. lAF,1'^O0

Spitfire Vc
Spitfire Vc

. Hurricane Ilb

Hurricane Ilb

SLHF.

SEP.

Rar/iu

Raim

Chiringa
Cox's Bazar

SEP.

F.R.
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APPENDIX No, 5ITo. 166 YlinR, Chittagong

No. 79 Squaclron
No. 258 Squadron
No. 615 Squadron

No. \J±p.g, Dohazar-i

Hurricane lie

Hurricane lie

Spitfire Vc

SEP.

SMi’.

SEP.

Chittagong
Dohazari

Dohazari

8 Sqn. LH?.

No. 82 Squadron

No. 243 Wing, Ferny

No. 11 Squadron
No. 20 Squaclron
No. 60 Squaclron
No. 134 Squadron

No. issuing, Agartala

No. L.B. Double

Moorings
Dohazari

Vengeance

L.B.Vengeance

Hurricane lie

Hurricane Ild

Hurricane lie

Hurricane lie

SEP, LaDnai

Ruiakhapalong
Agartala
Parashuran

SEP.

SEP’.

SEP.

No. 27 Squadron
No. 177 Squadron

lEP.

ESP.
Agartala
Penny

Beaufighter
Beaufighter

No. 293 Wing, Calcutta

No. 67 Squadron
No. 11+6 Squadron
No. "152 Squadron
No. 176 Squadron

Hurricane lie

Hurricane lie

Spitfire VIII
Beaufighter (AI)

SEP.

SEP.

SEP.

N.P.

Alipore
Baigachi
Baigachi
Baigachi

Northern Air Sector Force, Dm Jan

80th (Fighter) Croup, Nagaghuli

88th Fighter Squadron
89th Fighter Squadron
90th Fighter Squadron

459th Fighter Sqiiadron

P- Moklebari

Nagaghuli
Jorhat

Kurmitola

40
P-40

P-40

P-38

3'i1th Fighter-Bomber G-roun. Din Jan

528th P-B. Squadron
529th P-B. Squadron
530th P’-B. Squadron

^OTOIRAPHIC RECOIDiAlS^ANGE FORCE
Oieadquarters not determined)

No. 171 WinR. Comilla

No. 681 Squadron
No. 684 Squadron

530^th P.R. Group. Gusichara

A-36
A-36
P-51

Spitfire
Mo squi t o/|;i i

Sookerating
Din Jan

Molianbari"

 tche 11
P.R.

P.E.

Chandina

Corailia

P-4/1?-5/fe-259th Photo. Squadron

24th Mapping Squadron
Barrackpore
G-uskharaP-7

TROOl? CjUffilBR CafelAND

T'H.Q. not deterrainedT

No. 31 Squadron Dakota Trans. Kharagpur

1st T.C. Squadron
2nd T.C. Squadron

c-47 Sookerating
Din JanC-47
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3 APPENDIX No. 5

H.Q. Mo. 222 C-EOUP, R.A.P.
(Coloiaboj

No. 1? Squadron
No. 30 Squadron
No, 273 Squadron
No. 89 Squadron

Hurricane lie

Hurricane lie

Hm.’ricane lie

Beaufighter (AI)

SEP,

SEP.

SEP.

N.P,

China Bay
Darabulla

Eatmalana

Yavuniya

No.

No, 217 Squadron
No. 160 Squadron

22 Squadron Beaufort

Beaufort

Liberator

T.B.

T.B.

LRGE.

Vavuniya

Vavuniya
Sigiriya

No. 205 Squadron
No, 321 Sqn.Dutch
No. 413 Sqn.E.C.A.P.

Catalina

Catalina

Catalina

Koggala
China Bay
Koggala

GHPB.

GRIP,

GEIh'B.

H.Q. No, 225 GROUP. R.A.P.

(Bangalore)

No. 135 Squadron Hurricane lie SEP. Madras

No. 203 Squadron
No. 354 Squadron

Vfellington
Liberator

liRGR.

LRGR.
Bombay
Cuttack

No. 191 Squadron
No. 212 Squadron
No. 240 Squadron

Catalina

Catalina

Catalina

GRPB. Karachi

Karachi

Madras

GRPB.

GRPB.

H.Q. No. 229 GROUP. R.A.P.

(New Delhi)

+N00 353 Squadron Pal amHudson Trans.

N0N-<0BjRATI0NAL SQUADRONS

’^No, 84 Squadron
’’No.

’•No. 117 Squadron

'ifTo. 1 94 Squadron

62 Squadron
L.B.

Trfin

Trans.

Trans.

Maharajpur
Chaklala

Dhamail

Basal

Vengeance
Dakota

Dakota

Dakota

’^Ion-operational units
+Internal air lines squadron
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1

AITEKDIX No. 6

ORDER OP BATTIxE

AIR GOM'.'iARro^ SOUTH EAST ASIA
1 APRIL 1

Liberator/i-Iudson
Catalina

S.D. Digri
Madras

No. 357 Squadron
No. 628 Squadron S.D.

'  (New Delhi)

STRATEGIC AIR FORGE. CALCUl'TA

H.Q. No, 231 Groun. RAP.. Calcutta

No. 175 ̂ 7ing, Jessore

M.B.

M.B.

ilSR.

Jessore

Jessore

Jessore

No. 99 Squadron
No. 215 Squadron
*No. 292 Squadron

'.Yellington Z
■Jellington Z

■  Warwick

No. 184 Wing, Salbani

Salbani
Salbani

No. 355 Squadron
No. 356 Squadron

Liberator III
Liberator III

H.B.
H.B.

No. 185 Wing;. Digri

DigriHo. 159 Squadron Liberator III H.Bo

U.S. /rinv Air Force

A90th Bomber Squadron (M) KurmitolaB-25

7th Bomb. Grou73, Pandavesvar

B-24
B-2i(.
B-24
B-24

Pandave svar

Panagarh
X^anagarh
Pandave swar

9th Boiiiber Squadron (H^
43^th Bomber SquandroruH
492nd Bomber Squadron
493rd Bomber Squadron (XI

THIRD TACTIC/iL AIR FORCE. COMILLA

No. 293 (Defence) V/ing. Ri\F.. Calcutta

67 Squadron Alipore
Baigachi
Baigachi
Alipore

No.

No. 155 Squadron
IXo. 176 Squadron
No. 261 Squadron

Spitfire VIII
Spitfire VIII
Beaufighter (AI)
Hurricane lie

SEP.
SEP.
N.P.
SEP.

H.Q. No. 221 Grou-p. RAP.. Lanhal

No. 168 Yfing. Kumbhigram

7 Sqn. lAI'.
8Z(. Squadron

No, 110 Squadron

No.
No.

L.BVengeance
Vengeance
Vengeance L.B.

Udarband
KumXjhigraan
Kumbhigram

L.B.

(13437)11 SECRET
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AEPEKDIX No, 6
No, 170 Wing, Imphal

No.

No.

No.

No.

No. 34 Squadron
No. 42 Squadron

81 Squadron
No, 113 Squadron
No. 136 Squadron

1  Sqn. lAP

No.

.
5 Squadron

11 Squadron
28 Squadron

Hurricane Ilb

Hurricane lie

Hurricane lie

Hurricane lib

Hurricane lie

Hurricane .IV

Spitfire VIII
Hurricane lie

Spitfire VIII

P.R. Irnphal
Wangjing
Tulihal

Imphal
Palel

Palel

Tulihal

Tulihal

V/aiigjing

SliPo

P-B.

F.E.

P-B,

F-B.

S.EP.

P-B.

SEP,

No. 189 T/hi SilcharO*
O?

9 Sqn. LAP.
No. 123 Squadron

H.Q. No. 224 Sroup, RAP., Chittagong

no. Hurricaiie lie

Hurricane lie
SEP, Kulaiur-a

PatharkandiSEP.

No. 6 Sqn. lAP,
No. 60 Squadron

No, 165 Wing, Jalia

Hurricane lib

Hurri.cane lie

P.R. Ratnap
AgartalaP-B.

No, 20 Squadron
No. 607 Squadron
No. 615 Squadron
No, 656 Squadron

No. 166 ffing, Chittagong

Hurricane lid

Spitfire VIII
Spitfire Vc
Auster

SEP, Mardhaibunia

Rumkhapalong
Nazir

Bawli North

SEP.

SEP.

AOP.

No. 4 Sqn. lAP,
No. 30 Squadron
No, 79 Squadron
No, 152 Squadron
459th Fighter Squadron, U.S.A.A.P.

Hurricane

•.Spitfire

 lib

Hurricane lie

Hurricane,lie

P.R.

SEP.

SEP,

SEP.

Penny
Pazilpur
Dohazari .

Chittagong
Chittagong

VIII
P-38

No, 167 Ning. Ramu

8 Sqn. lAP.-'
82 Squadron

No. 169 Wing, Fenny

No, 177 Squadron
No, 211 Sauadron

No. •

No.
Vengeance■
Vengeance

L.B.
L.B.

Mamhur
Juiiichar

Beaufi.ghter
Beaufighter

TEP. Penny
BhatParaTHP.

No.' 243 Ning, Rainu

No. 134 Squadron
No. 258 Squadron

Northern Air Sector Force, Kanjikoah

80th Fighter Group, Nagaghuli

■ 20th Tac/R, Squadron
88th Fighter Squadron
89th Fighter Squadron
90th Fighter Squadron

811th P-B, .Grou-p. Din Jan

528th Pighter-Boniber Squadron
529th Pighter-Boniber Squadron
530th Pighter-Boraber Squadron

Hurricane lie
Hurricane lie .

SEP, Ranm
RamuSEP.

P-40
P-40
P-AO
P-40

Kisselpari
Moklebari
Nagaghuli
Jorhat

A-36
A-36

Sookerating
Din Jan
MohanbariP-51

(13437)12
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APPENDIX No, 63

Fjjrst Air Comaando (USAA?) Hailalcandi

30 P-51 aircraft
8.ir craft

aircraft

aircraft

aircraft

L-5 aircraft

Hellicopters
Gliders

B,-25

C-47

G-6hr
L-1

SEP.

M.E.

Trans.

Trans.

Liaison

Liaison

12

13
12

50

50

k

150

TROOP CARRIEE caaiAND, GCTvIILLA

No. 177 ̂ ^^ing, R.A.F. , Apartala

No. 31 Squadron
Wo. 62 Squadron
No. 117 Squadron
No. 194 Squadron

Dakota

Dakota

Dalcota

Dakota

Trans.

Trans.

Trans.

Trans.

Agartala
Chandina

Sylhet
Agartala

443rd T.G. Group, U3AAP.

1st Troop Carrier Squadron C-47
2nd Troop Carrier Squadron G-47

27th Troop Carrier Squadi'on C-47
315th Troop Carrier Squadron G-47

PHOTO, RliCCE. FORCE, CJiLCUTTA

No. 171 Fing, E.A.F, Calcutta

No. 681 Squadron
No. 684 Squadron

8th Photo. Recce. Groun, USAiiP.

Spitfire
Mo sq ui t o/'/Ii tche 11

P.R.

P.R,

Duin Dum

Du)n Duun

P-4/4^-59th Photo. Squiadron
24th Mapping Squadron

Eai’rackpore
GuskharaP-7

H.Q, No. 222 GROUP, E.A.F.

(Colombo)

No. 17 Squadron
No. 273 Squadron
No. 135 Squadron
No. 89 Squadron

Spitfire VIII
Spitfire VIII
Hurricane lie

Beaufighter (AI)

SEP. I'linneri.va
Ratmalana

Minneriya
Miniieriya

SlilP.

SEP.

N.F,

No, 22 Squadron
No. 217 Squadron
No. 160 Squadron
No. 292 Sqn. Det.

Beaufort

Beaufort

Liberator

arwick/balrus
rr

T.B.

T.B.

LEGE.

Ratirialana

Ratiaalana

Sigiriya
SigiriyaA3E.

No. 205 Squadron
No. 230 Squadron
No, 321 Sqn. Dutch
Wo. 413 Sqn. RGAP.

Catalina

S under l£uid

Catalina

Catalina

GRFB.

GEPB.

GEPB.

Koggala
Koggala
China Bay
KoggalaGRPB.

H.Qo No. 225 GROUP, R.A.F.
(Bangalor^

Beaufighter X
Beaufighter X

TEP(C).
TSP(C).

No.

No.
27 Squadron
47 Squadron

Cholavararn

Cholavarain

No, 146 Squadron Hurricane llc MadrasSEP.

(13437)13 SECRET
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No. 200 Squadron
No. 203 Squadron
No. 354 Squadron

Liberator

Wellington
Liberator

LRGR.

liRG-R.

LRGR.

Madras

Bombay
Cuttack

No. 191 Squadron
No. 212 Squadron
No. 240 Squadron

*No. A5 Squadron

Catalina

Catalina

Catalina

GRPB,

GRPB.

GRPB,

Karachi

Karachi

Madras

Mosquito L.B. Yelahanka

H.Q. No, 229 GROUP. R.A.F.

(New Delhi)

No. 353 Squadron Hudson

(internal air lines)
Trans. Palam

-'S'-Not operational

(13437)14
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M-PEKDIX No. 7

QKDBR OE B.AJTLE

AIR OCMMAMD, SOUTH EAST ASIA

1 JT3LY 194A

Huds on/Liberatoi’
Catalina

S.D,

S.D,
No, 357 Sqviadron
No, 628 Squadron

IteLgri
Madras

EASTEKN AIR OOflMMD

TGalouttaj"

NO, 239 (BEEIBNaE) WING, 0ALGI3TTA

No, 67 Squadron Spitfire VIII
No, 155 Squadron
No, 176 Squadron

STRATEGIC AIR FORCE, GALGIJTTA

Spitfdxe VIII
Beaufighter (AI

SEP,

SEP.
N.P,

Baigaohi
Baigaolii
Baigacloi)

2t-90th Bomber Squadron (m)

^th Bomb. Groupj Pandavesv/ar

B-25 Kumitola

9th Bcmber Squadron fh,
2f36th Bcmber Squadron
492nd Bomber Sqtiadron (H,
493rd Bcmber Squadron (h,

H.Q, No, 231 Group, R.A.P., Calcutta

B-24
B-24
B-22|.
B-24

Pandaveswar

IViadliaiganj
ivladiiaiganj
Pandaveswar

No, 175 Wing. Jessore

No, 99' Squadron
No, 215 Sq'uadron
No, 292 Squadron

No, 184 Vifing, Salbani

No, 355 Squadron
No, 356 Squadron

No. 185 Wing, Diari

W

L

ellington X
Vfellington X '
Warwick

M,B.

M,B,
ASR.

Jessoire

Jessore

Jessore

iberator VI

Liberator VI
H,B, Salbani

SalbaniK.B.

No, 159 Squadron

TENTH U.S. AIR FORGE, KANJIKOAH

Liberator VI H.B, Salbani

80th Fighter Group, Nagaghuli

88th Pightei- Sq-uadron
89th Fighter Squadron
90th Pieter Squadron

$11th F"B, Group, Din Jan

P-2,j0 '  Sliingbwiyang
Sa.diya
Moran

P-40 ■

P-40

528th, Fighter-Bomber Squa.dron
529th Fighter-Bomber Squadron
530th Pighter-Bom'ber Squadron

A-36 Sookerating
Din Jan

Kurmitola

A-36
B-51

’SThis Group of foiiir ’ squadrons was detached to tlie Tenth U.S, Air Force
for ferrying duties over the Hump to China.
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AEPEmPIX No. 7

445rd T.O, Group. Sylhet

1st Troop Carrier SqUadlton
Sqmdron
Squadron
Sqtiadron

THIHD TACTICAL AIR FORGE ̂ nnTm.T.A

2nd tt

11th U

315th tl

C-47 Sookerating
i)in JaJi
Din Jan

Din Jan

G-if7
c-47
0-47

Ip.«. 1.77 Wing, Agartala fa.A^g.)

No, 31 Squadron
No, 62 Squadron
No, 117 Squadron
No, 194 Squadron

3rd C.C, Group, Svlhet (^USAAF)

9th Combat Cargo Squadron
10th Combat Cargo Squadron
12th Combat Cargo Squadron

12th Bomb, Grou-p, Tezgaon ('USAAF)

81st Bomber Squadron
82nd Bomber Squadron
83rd Bomber Squadron (m,

434th Bomber Squadron (m,

H,Q, No, 221 Group, RAF,, Imphal

Dakota

Dakota

Daloota

Dakota

Trans,

Trans,
Trans.

Trans,

Agartala
Ohandina

Agartala
Agartala

0-47 Sylhet
Sylhet
Penny

0-47
0-47

B-25

B-25

B-25

B-25

Madhaiganj
Pandavesv/ar

Pandaveswar

Madhaiganj

No, 168 W:^gf Kumbhlgram

No, 81 Sq-uadron
No, 84 Squadron

No, 170 Wingft Imphal

Spitfire VIII
Vengeance

SEP. Kumbhigram
KumbhigramL.B.

1 Sqn. lAPa
No, 11 Squadron
No. 42 Squadron
No.. 113. Squadron
No. 607 Sqixadron
No, 615 Sqmdron
No, 656 Squadron

No. liurrioane lie

Hurricane lie

Hurricane IV

Hijrricane lie

Spitfire VIII
Spitfire VIII
A^aster

P.R.
P-B.

P-B.

P-B.

SEP,

SEP.

AOP.

Imphal
Imphal
Tulihal

Palel

hnpiial
Palel

Imphal

No, 243 Wina, Dergaon

No. ■ 34 Squadron
No. 60 Squadron
No, 28 Squadron

H.Q, No, 224 Group, RAF,, Chittagong

No, 165 Wing, CoirLll'Ia.

Hurricane Ho

Hurricane Ho

Hurrioane He

P-B.

P-B,

P.R.

Dergaon
Dergaoh
Jorhat

No.

No, 152 Squadron

No, 166 Wing. Cliittagong

4 Sqn.IAP.
No, 136 Squadron
459th Pighter Squadron (USAAP)

9 Sqn.IAP. Hurrioane

No. Hurricane

Spitfire

 Ho

Spitfire VIII

SEP. ComiHa
OomillaSEP.

 He SEP. Penny
Chittagong
Chittagong

VIII SEP,

P-38

(13437)16
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No» 167 Wing, Cox’s Bazar

6 Sqn.IAP.
8 Sqn.IAE.

No. 169 Wing, Penny

No, 211 Squadron '

PHOTO. RECCE. EORCB, CALCUTTA

No. Hur
No.

Bea

ricane IIB

Vengeance
Cox’s Bazar
Cox’s Bazar

P.R,

L.B.

'ufighter TEP. Penn;^’- . , ,

No, 171 Wing, R.A.P, Calcutta

No, 681 Squadron
No, 682f Sq'uadron

8th P..R. Group, USAAF, Calcutta

Spitfire XE
Mosquito/4,Iitchell P.R.

P.R, ilipore
llipore

9th P.R, Squadron
20th Tac/feecce, Squadron
24th Mapping Squa.dron

P-5 Barrackpore
Klsselhari

Guskhara

P-2fD
P-7

H,Q, No, 222 Group. R,A.,P.
(Colomb^

No, 17 Squadron
No, 89 Sq-uadron
No, 135 Squadron
No, 273 Squadron

Spitfire VIII

Beaufighter (AI) N.P,
Thunderbolt

Spitfire VIII

SEP.

SEP.

SEP.

Vavuniya
Vavuniya
Minnsriya
Ratmalana

No. 22 Sq'uadron
No. 217 Squadron
No. 160 Squadron

No. 205 Squiadron
No. 230 Sqiiadron
No. 321 Sqn.Dutch
No. 413 Sqn.RGAP.

Beaufighter X
Beaufort

Liberator

T.B. Va-vuniya
Ratmalana

Sigirijra

T.B.
LRGR.

Catalina

Simderland.

Catalina

Catalina

GRPB.

GRPB.

GRPB.

GRPB.

Koggala
Koggala
China Bay
Koggala

H.Q, No. 225 GROUP. R.A.P.

(Bangalore)

No. 5 Squadron Hurricane He SEP. Vizagapatam

No, 27 Squadron
No, 47 Squadron

Beaufighter X
Beaufig].iter X

TEPfC

TEP(C
Chola,varam

Oholavarara

No, 200 Squadron
No. 203 Squadron
No. 354 Squadron

Liberator

Y/'ellington
Liberator

LRGR.

IvffiGR.

LRGR.

Madras

Bombay
Cuttack

No. 191 Squadron
No. 212 Squadron
No, 240 Squadron

Catalina

Catalina

Catalina

GRPB.
GRPB,
GRPB.

Karachi

Karachi

Madras

H.Q. No. 229 GROUP, R.A.P.
(Ne-yy Delhi)

Hudson/Dalcota
Dalcota

No. 353 Sqmdron
No, 353 Sqn.Det.

Trans,

Trans,

Pal am

Dum Dum
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NON~OEBRATIONAL SQUADRONS

No, 30 Sq^uadron
No, 45 Squadron
No. 79 Sqxiadron
No, 82 Squadron
No, 110 Sqmdron
No, 123 Squadron
No, 134 Sqtiadron
No, 146 Squadron
No, 177 Sqxiadron
No, 258 Squadron
No, 261 Sqxiadron

Thunderbolt

Mosquito
Thxinderbolt

Vengeance
Vengeance
Thunderbolt

Thunderbolt

Hurricane lie 3EF,
Beaxifighter X TBP,
Thxmderbolt

Thxxnderbolt

SEP,
L.B,

SEP,

L.B.

L.B.
SEP.

SEP.

SEP.

SEP,

Yelahanka

Dalbhxmgarh
Yelahanka
Kolar

Kalyan
Madras

Arkonam

Yelahanka
Ranchi

Arkonam

Yelahanka

(13457)18
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AFPEKDIX Eo. 8

ORDER OF BATTLE

AIR OOmAKD, SOUTH EAST AEIA

1 OCTOBER 1944

Hud-son/ljiborator S*D,No, 357 Sqixadron J essore

EASTERI^r AIR OdffilAND

(CalcuttaJ

R,A,g. STATION. BAIGAGIg

Beaufighter(Al)
Spitfire VIII
Spitfire VIII

No, 89 Sq-uadron
No, 607 Sqiiadron
No, 615 Sqmdron

ST.RATEGIC AIR FORCE, CALCUTTA

7th Bomb, Group, Pandaveswar

9th Bomber Squadron fli
436th Bcanber Sqtiadron (H
492nd. Bomber Squadron Th
493i*d Bcanber Sqtiadron (h

H.Q, No, 231 Group, RAP

i
Calcuttae »

N.F,

SEP.

SEP,

Baigachi
Baigachi
Baigaohi

B-24
B-24

B-24

Pandaveswar

Madhaiganj.
Madhaiganj
PandavesYifar

No, 175 Wing, Bhubalia

No. 99 Squadron
No, 292 Squadron

Ho, 184 Wing, Salbani

Liberator VI

Warwick

H.,B. Lhubalia

JessoreASR,

No, 355 Squadron
No, 356 Squadron

No, 185 Whip:, Digri

Liberator VI

Liberator VI

H.B. Salbani

SalbaniH.B.

No, 159 Squadron
No, 215 Squadron

Liberator VI

Liberator VI ■
Digri
Digri

H.B.

H.B.

TEETH U.S, AIR FORCE, KAR-JIKOAH

490th Bomber Sqixadron (m)

33rd Fighter Group, NagaghtiLi

58th Fighter Squadron
59th Fighter Squadron
60th Fighter Squadron

80th Fighter Group, Tinrcawk Sakan

88th Pieter Squadron
89th Fighter Squadron
90th Fighter Squadron

3rd 0,0, Group, Din Jan

B-25 Dergaon

P-47 Moran

Nagaglnuli
Tingawk Salcan

P-40

P-47

1^47 '  'ShingbTifiyang
Myitkyina
Tingawk Sakan

P-47
P-47

9th Combat Cargo Squadron
10th Combat Cargo Squadron
11th Ccanbat Cargo Squadron
12th Combat Cargo Squadron

C-47 Moran

Din Jan

Din Jan

... Moran

C-47

0-47
0-47
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443rd T,G, Gtoup« Ledo

1st Troop Carrier Squadron
2nd Troop Carrier Squadron

315th Troop Carrier Squadron

TIDIg) TACTICAL AIR FORGE. CavriT.T.A.

0-47 Sookerating
SMngbwiyang
Ledo

0-47
0-47

Yfing H.Q, Agartala

No, ■117 Squadron
No, 194 Sq-uadron

12th Bom'b. Group, Fenny ('USAAP)

Dakota
Dakota

Agartala
Imphal

Trans.
Trans,

81 st Bomber Squadron (M,
82nd Bomber Squadron fM,
83rd Bomber Squadron

434th Bomber Sqviadron

H,Q, No, 221 Group, RAF,, Imphal

Wing H,Q, Kumbliigram

No, 45 Squadron
No, 146 Squadron
No, 261 Squadron

Mosquit

B-25
B-25
B-25
B-25

Penny
Penny
Penny
Comilla

o
Thimderbolt
Thunderbolt

L.Bo
P-B,
P-B.

Kurabhigram
Kumbhigram'
K-umbhigram

Wing H,Q, Imphal

No, 1 Sqn,lAP,
No, 11 Squadron
No, If2 Squadron
No, 60 Squadron
No, 152 Squadron
No, 656 Squadron

Wing H,Q, Paiel '

No, 34 Squadron
No, 113 Squadron
No, 155 Squadron

Wing H.Q. Manipur Road

No, 79 Squadron Thunderbolt

HqQ, No, 224 Group, RAP., Chittagong

Wing H,Q, Oomilla

Hurricane I

Hvirricane I

Io
Hurrioane IIo
Hurricane lie
Hurricane lie

Spitfire VIII
Auster

P.R,
P-B. .
P-B,
P-B.
SEP,
AOP.

Imphbl ■
Iraphal
Tulihal

Imphal
Tulihal, .
ImphaL

Io
liinricane IIo

Spitfire VIII

P-B,
P-B.
SEP.

Paiel
Palel
Palel

P-B. Manipur Road

No. 67 Squadron Spitfire VIII

Y/ing H.Q, Chittagong

No. 9 Sqn,IiP,
No, 30 Squadron
No, 135 Squadron
459th Pighter Sqtxadron (USAAP)

Wing H.Q, Gox[s Bazar

No. 4 Sqn.IAP.
No. 2.'^3 Squadron

Hurricane IIo
Thunderbolt
Thunderbolt

H^3rricane IIo

Spitfire VIII

SEP, Comilla

SEP, Hatiiazari
Chittagong '
Chittagong
Chittagong

P-B,
P-B.
1^38

Cox's Bazar
Cox's Bazar

SEP.
SEP.
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Wing H»Q« Chirin^a

"IT? Squadron
No, 211 SqTiadron

Beaufi^ter X
Beaufighter X

Chiringa
Ghiringa

TEF.

TEP.

PHOTO, RECOB. FORCE, CALCUTTA

R,A,F, Station, ilipore

No, 681 Squadron
No, 684 Squadron

Spitfire
Mosquito/kitchell P.R,

.  . . P.R. ALipore
ALipore

8th P,R, Group CUSAAP) Calcutta

P4/P59th Photo,Recce. Squadron
20th Tac.Recce. Sqtiadron
24th Mapping Squadron
2(£)th Photo.Recce. Squadron

Tingav/k Sakan
ICisselhari

Guskhara

Guskhara

P-40

P-7
F-5

H.Q, No, 222 GROIp, R.A.F.
(’Colombo)

No, 17 Squadron
No, 81 Squadron
No, 136 Squadron
No, 176 Squadron

Spitfire ¥III
Spitfire VIII
Spitfire VIII
Beaufi^ter (ai)

Vavuniya
Minneriya
Rakaalana

Minneriya

SEP,

SEP.

SEP.

N,P.

22 Squadron
No, 217 Squadron
No, I60 Squadron
No, 292 Sdn.Det,

No, Beaufighter X
Beaufigiiter X
Liberator

Warwick/Walrus

Vavuniya
Vavuniya
Kahke s anturai

Ratmalana

T.P.

T.P.

LRGR,

ASR.

No, 205 Squadron
No, 230 Squadron
No, 321 Sqn,Dutch
No. 413 Sqn.RCAP.

Catalina

Sunderland

Catalina

Catalina

GRPB.

GRPB,

GRPB,

GRPB,

Koggala
Koggala
China Bay
Koggala

H.Q. No, 225 GROUP. R.A.P.

CEangalore)

No, 200 Squadron
No, 203 Squadron
No, 354 Squadron

Liberator

Y/ellington
Liberator

LRGR.
MRGR.
LRGR.

Madras

Bombay
Cuttack

Karachi

Karaclii

Madras

No, 191 Squadron
No. 212 Sq-uadron
No. 240 Squadron

Catalina

Catalina

Catalina

GRPB,

GRPB,

GRPB.

H.Q, No, 229 GROUP, R.A.P.

(New Delhi)

Dum Dum

Pal am
No, 52 SqToadron
No, 353 Squadron

Trans.

Trans,

(internal air lines sqixadrons)

Dadcota

Dakota
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SQUADflONSX

5 Sqiiadron,
No, 20 Squaijroh
No, 27 Squadron
No, 28 Sqmdron
No, 31 Sqiiadron
No. 47 Squadron
No, 62 Squadron
No, 82 Squadron
No, 84 Squadron
No, 110 Sq'uadron
No, 123 Squadron
No, 134 Squadron
No, 258 Squadron

No. Thionderbolt
liurrioane Ild
Beaufighter X
Hurricane IIo
Dakota

Beaufi^iter X
Dakota

Mosquito
Vengeance
Vengeance
Thunderbolt
Thunderbolt
Thimderbolt

SEN. Yelahanka
Madras
Ranchi
Ranchi
Basal
Gliolavaram
Basal
Kolar
Sanamgli
Kalyan
Yelahanka
Yelahanlca
Yelahanka

SEE,
TEE.
E.R,
Tpt,
TEE,
Tpt.
L*B*
L,B.
L.B.
SEE,
SEE.
SEE.
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SUMMARY OF SORTIES FLOV.1'1

DECH1BER 1943 " OCTOBER 19f{4

R.A.F.

ROLE DEC JAl^ FEB M4.R APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT TOTALS AIRCRAFT

k22.H & M.B. 299 280 290 318 84370 101 158 145 2662195 LIberator/Well Ington

Vengeance

Hurrlcane/SpltHre/Thunderbolt

647 6l8L.B. 834 1,408

3,106

2,044

4,573

3741,555

3,874

220 7,700

30,564450SEF. Offensive 1,06i 1,770 2,369 3,433 4,5263,003 2,399

TEF. Offensive 244159 170 290 221 297 127 130 222 2,3C4

13,781

211 233 BeaufIghter/Mosquito

1,396 670SEF. Defensive 2,2462,309 2,1962,053 1,580 438 346 294 253 Hurricane/Spitfire

TEF. Defensive 24 1 31 17 37 15 17 4 17815 17 Beauf ighter
CQ

w Tac/Recce. 363 683502 1,2621,037 604 409 4161,092 437373 7,178 Hurricane/Auster

Photo, Recce. 117 155 190 193 68211 153 6339 53 133 Mosqulto/MItchell/Spitf ire/Liberator1,375

18,675

2,748

2,694

Transport 279 1,860507 1,112 3, 6291,911 3,713 2,012 1,228 1.315 1,109 Dakota

G.R.L.P. 131 157 221 226279 301 345337 323 LlberatorAlell Ington/Beauf ort203 225

G.R.F.B. 179 134105 154253 228 280 388 440 316 188 Catal Ina/Sunderland

Spec. Duty 6 242 1410 28 25 2412 1631 17 Hudson/Liberator/CatalIna

Totals 4,050 4,228 7,960 11,003 13,075 13.770 9,494 7,075 6,667 5.409 7,290 90,022

o
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Vj^

K)
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STJMMARY or SORTIES FLOYffT

SEC5S,SSR 1943 - OCTOBER 1944

U.S.A.A.F.«

AIRCRAFTTOTALSSEP OCTAUGJUR JULAPR MAYPSB MARJANDIEROLE

1,212 B-2A95116230 195 ^26 173 59218Heavy Bomber

4,639625 1,089 B-25179 605134 164 352 436 572 163320Mediim BomBer

cn

P40/P51/P38/P478 545 872 13,003438 809 1,895 1,773 1,874 1,169 1,541 1,547540Fighter-Bomber
ty

P2tOA’5l/P38M795 523 279 ' 344 438 4,22786 186 707 475 711383Offensive Ftr,

P2iD/P51/P38/P473,464668116160 76672 126 110 141635 534 226Defensive Ftr®

P-Zt£)/P~5136364 82 9471 73510TaCi Recce,

P-4/F-5A-736 177 57763 60 48 259945204Photo, Recce,

0-246/0-4751,672707 1,050 2,187 3,369 6,837 5,695 6,026 8,537 7,019 10,245Transport 7

2,108 2,098 2,591 6,158 6,426 10,407 7,312 8,560 11,228 8,685 13,584 79,157TOTALS

o

o
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BOMBIWa ANALYSIS

DB3MBER 1943-OCTOBER 1944

SORTIES - R.A.P. TONS - R.A.P. SCRTISS - USAAP. .. TONS - TJSAAF.
MONTH

B L.B. P-B. T B L.B, P-B, T B. P-B. m
1 B. P-B. T

647DSC. 1943 299 157 1,103

1,120

1,621

2,963

4,614

3,553

259450 33 742 550 1,090540 119700 819

618280 418JAN. 1944 222 340 807 76749 329 438 96414 510

365PHB. 1944 422 834 805 452 73 1,330 290 809 4061,099

2,465

2,325

2,619

1,391

1,720

658252

MAR. 19A4. 1,265

2,200

1,680

1,256

1,627

1,872

1,216

3,426

836 269290 1,408

370 2,044-

318 1,555

438 1,543

2,147

1,642

1,895

1,773

1,874

1,169

1,541

1,547

660570 805 1,465

1,219

1,523

CO

ix)

w
631APR. 1944 4681,048 664552 555

762MAY 1944 548 332 745 1,029 494

84 96JIM, 1944 374 1,714

1,948

127 227 450 222 221 311 532

JLT,. 1944 101 220 188 675133 612354 179 187 425

158AUG. 1944- 181 576 6052,030 406395 2,152 533 939

SEP. 1944 266195 1,411 625 576 166225 491 1,170

2,056

545 742

OCT. 1944 145 6993,571 200 1,619899 1,184 872 1,378 241

2,662 7,700 15,286TOTALS 25,648 4,221 3,957 3,124 11,302 5,851 13,003 18,854 6,913 3,725 10,638

CCSffilNSD R.A.P. & U.S.A.A.P. TOTALS:
44,502 sorties 21,940 tons.

B= Heavy & Mediim Bombers
P-B= Pighter Bombers

L.B.= Light Bombers
T = Total,

o
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AIR TRAI'ISPORT SUEPCRT

DBCBJBER 1943 to OCTOBER 1944

TONS OP SUPPLIES

DELIVERED
TOTAL tonnage CARRIED

PORPARD*

CASUALTIES

EVACUATEDMSN CARRIED PORUARD
MONTH

R.A.P. U.S.A.A.P. total R.A.P, U.S.A.A.P. TOTAL R.A.P. U.S.A.A.P. TOTAL R.A.P. U.S.A.A.P. TOTAL

DEC. 1943 812 8129 812 ? 812

3,263

4,849

5,469

12,443

10,498

14,411

5,036

8,381

8,801

17,184

15,616

21,293

16,456

19,787

16,947

22,941

JAN. 1944 1,773

3,532

3,332

4,741

5,118

6,882

3,462

1,428

1,967

2,050

3,263

4,849

5,973

14,156

11,740

14,931

13,462

19,565

16,296

23,233

1,773 5,036

8,381

9,837

153 153

PEB. 19^4 3,532

3,864

545 545

lUR, 1944 5,640

19,177

13,902

5,831

5,243

13,508

14,735

25,106

5,959

5,136

11,599

24,313

16,957

11,792

11,763

17,753

15,076

25,564

2,906

1,898

1,819

3,765

5,695

5,585

1,534

2,906

9,870

6,078

6,673

8,430

7,728

rjl

w

APR, I94!f 5,199 19,355

17,130

22,3146

17,506

7,972
'I

MAY. 194!+ 3,055

5,961

6,520

4,245

5,390

7,415

4,259

2,908JUN. 1944

JUL, 1944 12,994 4,044

1,807

1,998

2,091

2,735

AUG. 1944 18,359

14,980

20,891

21,372

18,294

2,143

4,188

5,065

SEP. 1944 341 5,722

5,065OCT. 1944 458 25,324

TOTALS 118,15735,097 153,254 31,675 103,142 134,817 127,468 165,39337,925 23,900 29,270 53,170

"The Tireight of men carried has been estimated on the assumption
that each man and his kit v/eighed 200 lb. o

ro
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gpERATIOML, WASTAGE OF AIEtCHAgT

DESTROYED MD MISSING

U.S.A^A.F.

1945 1944

AIRCRAFT TYPE & ROLE DSC JAN FEB l^IAR APR mY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT TOTALS

B-24

B-25
P-40

P-51
P-47
P-38

HeaYy Bomber
Mediijm Bomber

S.E, Fighter
S.E, Fighter
S.S, Fighter
T.E. Fighter
T.S. PhotOcR,

M.E. Ivlapping
Transport
Traiisport

1 1 5 1 1 8 5 2 253
23 63 3 3 23 7 32

23 1 2 1 9Cfl

8 3 3 7 3 3 5 1 25
2 2 1 83

1 4 3 3 15 13 19
8F-5 1 2 3

P-7 1 1

C-47 64 3 10 610 1 12 43
C-46 1 1

TOTALS 8 14 17 14 1622 22 16622 229

No U.S,A.A„F, figures are available for December 1943,
not include the losses sustained by the Air Coirmando Force,

This table does

COMBINED RAF & USAAF TOTALS 28 29 6354 59 74 51 44 44 35 50 531

o

■P-
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AVERAG-S MJIviBSR OE AIRCRAFT ON STRENGTH OF

OPERATIONAL SQUADRONS

R.AqE,

EASTERN AIR Ca®,lAND i 943 1 944

DEC FIB MAR APR mat JUN JTEj AEG SEP OCT AIRCRAFTROLE JAN

Liberat or/Vellingt on
Vengeance/kosquit o
Hurricane/Thunderbolt
Spitfire
Beaufighter
Hurricane/Beaufight er
Spitf ire/i/Iosquit o/kit chell
Dakota

Auster

52 64 60 59 59 57 67 48 55 46 46
57 62 57 68 81
199 242 272 258 277 241 158 139 127

91 101 110 109 108 111
29 16 16

163871 4 12

124 182

98 95 95
26 30 32

63 80
33 43 46 44 30

H» & Me Bombers

Light Bombers
S»Ee Fighters
S,E, Fighters
T,E, Fighters
Right Fighters
Photo, Recce.

Transport
Air Obs. Post

16 16

40 40 44

43 38 36

n117 16 16
27 30

16 17
33 31 32 36 35 38
60 76 89 68 78 65

16 18 17

20 33
68 11 8 2 1 714 5

468 570 643 664 702 642 524 455 408 414 470 EASTEEM AIR COMvIANDTOTALS1-3

ha

Nos. 222 & 225 GROUPS

Hurricane/Spitf ire/Th\mderb olt
Beaufighter
Liberator

We 11 ingt on/Be auf ort
Beaufighter
Catalina/Sunderland

76 60 55 74 87 76 97 93 96
15 15 18 17 16 14 14 15

22 25 27

52 50 49

29 30

46 36

7154S.E. Fighter
Night Fighter
Long Range G.R,
Medium Range G.R,
Coastal Fighter
G.R, Flying Boat

15 15
35 37 36 38
23 14 15

45 36 34
75 76

12

2

16

71 72
23 32 44

39 38 41 51 57 62 71

18 20

56 52

204 185 188 217 259 259 292 286 271 Nos, 222 & 225 GROUPS225 214TOTALS

672 755 831 881 961 901 816 741 679 639 684COlffilNED TOTALS ReA.F. IN S.E.A.

0

1:^
o
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AVERAGE NTIMBBR OP SERVICEAELS AIRCRAFT IN

qPEPA.TIONAL SQUADRONS
R.A.P.

EiiSTERN AIR CaM!',IAND 1 943 1 94

ROLE DSC JAN PEB IJAR APR MAY JIJIT JUL AUG SEP OCT AIRCRAPT

2629 41 42 Liberat or/We1lingt on
Vengeance/^fosquito
Hurricane/Thunderbolt
Spibfire

Beaufighters
Hirrricane/^eaufighter
Bpitf ire/iflosquit o/la.t chell
Dakota

Auster

H. & M. Bombers

Light Bombers
S.E, Pighters
S.E. Pighters
T„E, Pighters
Night Pighters
Photo/Recce*
Transport
AJLr Obs, Post

34 37
6

30 2930 35 34
048 65 3653 52 75 13 1 7

163 207 232 223 243 213 140 125 112 129 154
70 8554 79 9892 93 84 82 8190

20 31 34 33 23 22 12 12 17 18 25
810 10 10 11 12 14 11 12 11 10

18 22 22 22 23 27 27 31 32 30 33
CO

64 75 6413 27 50 55 52 32 2137 CO

8 610 7 13 2 15 4
1-3

459 529 541 586 330 414 376 331 333 371T0TAI..S 355 EASTERN AIR COMLIAND

Nos» 222 & 225 GROUPS

55 48 59 65 59 68 61 65 37 52 Hurricane/Spitfire/Thunderbolt
Beaufigbter
Liberator

Wellington/Beaufort
Beaufighter
Catalina/Sxuide rland

S.E, Pighters
Night Pighters
Long Range G^R.
Medium Range G.R.
Coastal lighter
G.R. Plying Boat

43
89 12 10 69 7 89 9 Q

8 9 12 15 15 14 15
29 24 16

17 24 28 33 24 22
27 32 36 40 41 46 49

23 24 2620

28 31 10 10 1

9
20

24 25 25

19 15 19

TOTALS 11.5 105 111 132 164 165 180 179 171 148 143 Nos. 222 6b 225 GROUPS

h:
CQIfflINSD TOTALS 470 564 640 673 750 695 594 555 502 481 514 R.A.P, IN S.E.A,

9
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AVEELA.GS OF AIRCRAFT ON STRENQ-IH OF

QFEElAriOWAT.. SQUADRONS

UoS.A.A,?.

EASTERN AIR CafflAAND 1944

ROLE JAN PEB KAR APR mi JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT AIRCRAFT

48Heavy bomber 45 44 45 44 27 23 B-2A

16Medium bcmber' 22 15 7673 81 658570 80 B-25

P-4.0/t>-47/P-51

D2
M

S,Eo Fighter 110 110 113 148 157 125 130 122 92 123

•-316T.E, Fighter 19 17 21 22 18 17 20 20 25 P-38

Tact. Recce. 15 31 47 23 22 12 19 28 P-40

F-5/B-25/P-7

C-A7/C-46

42

Photo, Reccea 7 9 9 14 19 15 13 14 24 11

Transport 11651 53 114 115 105 115 130 182 214.

265TOTALS 463257 342 451 399 357 390 425 504 U.SaAaA.F.
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AVERAGE NUlffiER OF AIRCRAFT ON STRENGH OF

OPERATIONAL SQUADRONS

R.A.F. AND U.S.A.A.F,

E/^TERN AIR CCMIMND 1944

ROLE JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT AIRCRAFT

Hea-vy Bomber
Medium Bomber

Light Bomber
S.E, Fighter

79 74 72 liberat or/B-24
Yfellingt on/B-25
Vengeance/lfosquit o
Hurricane/Spitfire/Thunderbolt/
P40/t51/t>47
Be aufight er/P~3 8
Beaufighter
Sp itf ire/liosquit o/ii/Iit chell/i’5 /B25/
F7

Dakota/C-46/C-47
Auster

72 46 6973 59 4833
4655

6
47 105 85 65109 111 92 80

2 68 81 1657 3871 4 12

488432 582503 366530 413 392 4R8373

62 63 6oT.E. Fighter
Night Fighter
Photo, Recce,

51 51 4634 33 50 57
16 16 16 16 18 1617 1617 17

4637 42 40 6455 50 51 54 55

84Transport
Air Obs. Post

113 190 204 173 194 180 173 220 250
8 6811 14 25 1 7

827 908 1,006 1,165 1,093 923 812 798 839 974TOTALS R.A,F. & U.S.A.A.F. EASTERN AIR GdWiMD

TOTALS R.A.F. 185 188 217 259 259 292 286 271 225 214 Nos, 222 & 225 GROUPS, R,A„F.

TOTALS R.A.F. & U.S,A.A,P. 1,012 1,096 1,223 1,424 1,352 1,215 1,098 1,069 1,064 1,188 AIR Ca®IAND, SOUTH-EAST ASIA h-

Single-engined fighters include offensive and defensive
filters and tactical reconnaissance aircraft.
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APPENDIX No, 19

ORDER OF BATTLE

JAPANESE THIRD AIR ARlff

NO'iniMBER 19A^

5TH AIR DIVISION

[Burma area)

33rd Air Regiment
50th Air Regiment
64th Air Regiment
77th Air Regiment
204th Air Regiment

8th Air Regiment
34th Air Regiment
12th Ad.r Regiment
62nd Air Regiment

81st Air Regiment
83rd Air Regiment

Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter

2|D aircraft

40 8.ircraft

40 aircraft

2(D aircraft

40 aircraft

Light bomber
Light bcanber
Medium bomber

Medium bomber

20 aircraft

30 aircraft

30 aircraft
30 aircraft

Reconriiiissance

Re conna.issa.nce
30 aircraft
30 aircraft

9TH AIR Dli^ISION

(Sumatra area^

21st Air Regiment
87th Air Regiment
24th Ind.Air Sqdn,
71st Ind.Air Sqdn,

Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter

40 aircraft

40 aircraft

15 a.ircraft

15 aircraft

58th Air Regiment
60th Air Regiment

Medium bomber

Medium bomber
30 aircraft
30 aircraft

?  Air Unit Re connaissance 10 aircraft

APPROXIMATE STRENGTH OF THE J.APANESE

THIRD AIR ARM!

Unit F B R Trans, TotalTrg.

605th Air Division 200 110 370

609th Air Division 110 10 180

60 60Under Army Command 20 20 30 190

60Totals 330 230 90 74030

(13437)43 SEORET
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APF:3NI)IX No, 20

ORDER OF BATTItS

JAPMESE THIRD AIR ARJIT

JUNE 191,4

5TH AIR DIVISION
Burma area

50th Air Regiment
64th Air Regiment
204th Air Regiment

8th Air Regiment
12th Air Regiment
62nd Air Regiment

81 st Air Regiment

Fighter
Fighter
Fighter

20 aircraft

20 aircraft

20 aircraft

Light bomber
Medium bomber

Medium bomber

20 aircraft

15 aircraft
15 aircraft

Re connaissaince 15 aircraft

9TH AIR Drv^ISION
Sumatra area

21 st Air Regiment
87th Air Regiment
24th Ind, Air Sqdn,

58th Air Regiment

Fighter
Fighter
lighter

40 aircraft
i,.0 aircraft

15 aircraft

Mediuai bomber 20 aircraft

AFFROXBIATE STRENG-TH OF THE JAPAJ1ESE
THIRD APR ARM!

F B Trg.R Total

605th Air Division 50 15 125

9th Air Division 110 20 130

60 360Under Army Command 21050 40

615Totals 220 130 55 210

(13437)45 SEGRF,T
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APPENDIX NOc 21

ORDER OF BATTLE

JAPANESE THIRD AIR AR?!!

Et'D OP l9Vt-

5TH AIR DJAriSION
Burma area

13th Air Regiment
50th Air Regiment
64th Air Regiment
204th Air Regiment

8th Air Regiment

81st Air Regiment

Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter

15 aircreift
30 aircraft
20 aircraft

15 aircraft

Light bomber 20 aircraft

Re connaissance 15 airc3?aft

9TH AIR DIVISION
Sumatra a.rea

21st Air Regiment
26th A-ir Regiment
33'^^ Air Regiment
87th Air Regiment
24th Ind. Air Sqdn.
71st Ind, Air Sqdn,

Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter

40 aircraft
20 aircraft

20 aircraft

35 aircraft

15 aircraft
15 aircraft

74th Ind. Air Sqdn, Reconnaissance 15 aircraft

APPROXIMATE STRENGTH OF THE JAPANESE

THIRD AIR. ARMY

F B R Trg. Total

805th Air Division 20 15 115

1609th Air Division 145 15

Under Army Command 290 120 155 285 830

165Totals 285515 140 1,105

AHB, IU50/75
HQ. ACSEA.
SSATIC No, 248

(13437)47 SECRET
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MER.ICM AIR(IRi^PT DESIGNATIGIS

Type British Name Description

A-36 Mustang Single-engined fighter-
bomber

Multi-enginsd heavy bomberE-24 Liberator

B-25 Mitchell Twin-engined mediiun bomber

C-46 Commando Tviin-snginod transport

C-47 Dakota Twin-engined transport

BC-6A Norseman Utility trETisport

Lightning TeE„ Photo* Recce,

P-5 Lightning T«E, Photo, Recce,

P-7 Liberator MoE. Photo, Recce*

L-1 Vigilant Single-engined 15nison

L-5 Sentinel Single-engined liaison

P-38 Lightning Tw'rin-engined fighter

P-40 Kittyhawk Single-engined fighter

P-47 Thunderbolt Single-engined fighter

P-51 Mustang Single-engined fighter

(13437)51 SSGRIT
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COT TOTALSAUG- SEPJIILAPR MAI JONMARFEBJMD5CSQUADRONo

589o252.45 2.00201.50

356.00

30,4060,00 5.55

441.00

191,15 95.0022 Squadron

160 Squadron

191 Squadrai

VJ1
F-

W 237.10 2374,55172.15130.15 470.35 35.00235.3571,5070,30134,45

286,25 127,25 2459,15229.10 121.40 159,45183,10

116.35

170.50

16,50

190,35197,55 517.00275,20 Cfl
CQ §is266,10 1148,10208,40 92,30 370.0577,20200 Squadron

2456,35

3864c55

2441.50

55,10

520,55 216,40

213..05 101.30

153,20

488,05

347.15

233.35241.45 440.35

601,05

253.05 471,45 120,5014-9,25 332,05

99,00

161.05

203 Squadron

205 Squadron

212 Squadron

785.10320,10128.00 291,50 143.35270.25

138.55174.40 220,20138,15

160.55

18,50

711.30235,15

76,30 478,4512,353.2533.10

162.10

496,44)

552.10

968,15

651.15

140,00 27.5524.15217 Squadron

230 Squadron

22*0 Squadron

321 Sqn, Dutch

354 Squadron

413 Sqn, RCAF.

136,25 106,35

360.10 176,40

472.05 189,15

80.45 96,35

76.30 158.55 904.05121.3045,4077.30

406.55

431.30

4123,50

5221.05

582.50

405,05

248.25

317.55

655.45

120.30 44f2:.50

610.35

654,20

655.20

416,45

242,15

389.25

835.50

601,05

245,05

512.50 238.30

5953,10826.40 392.30204,45

678.25

317,15

732.25

392.50

261,25 581.05 385,20 4341 o15338.50 ?238.45 231.30

3181,25 2565.40 3133,55 5322,40 3448.10 2950.55 2932.40 3919.15 3049,10 2846,10 2007.15 35357.15TOTALS

In addition to the above, R.A,F. squadrons flew 2,380 hours on air/sea rescue work. o
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